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ABSTRACT 

 
 
Quantitative reasoning permeates mathematical thinking, and mathematics education 
researchers have taken a quantitative reasoning approach to examining and modeling 
students’ mathematical thinking and development in various domains. From this 
approach, secondary and post-secondary researchers have focused on students’ ability to 
reason about how two quantities vary together (covariational reasoning). However, little 
is known about how covariational reasoning develops from, or connects with, arithmetic 
and algebraic reasoning. This study begins to bridge the gap in this knowledge. 
Originally this study was designed to examine middle grade students’ units coordination 
in covariational reasoning across stages and consider the cognitive limiting factor of 
working memory. In this case study of Daniel, an advanced Stage 2 middle-grade algebra 
student, I examined the role his units coordinating structures played in his covariational 
reasoning in non-graphing and algebra tasks. I considered three main components in 
covariational reasoning (type of quantity, modality of change, and role of time) when 
analyzing covariational reasoning and capturing the underlying mental units and actions. 
I found type of quantity and time were the two biggest factors when determining Daniel’s 
covariational reasoning. Daniel also used his units coordinating structures in various 
ways in the different covariation tasks, generating three different types of change units 
that were cognitively structurally different. These findings suggest cognitive connections 
between the types of units a student assimilates with, and the types of covariational 
reasoning they engage in, are interconnected and warrant future study. 
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Transformations and Working Memory 

 
Sarah T. Kerrigan  

 
GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT 

 

This study examines connections between middle-grade students’ arithmetic reasoning 
and algebraic reasoning in their conceptualization of how two quantities vary together 
(covariation). I interviewed 6 cognitively diverse middle-grade students to investigate 
these connections and determine at the level of mental action level the types of quantities 
and actions students use in covariation. After collecting data on the 6 students and 
reflecting on the richness of each case, I elected to focus on one student for a fine-grain 
analysis. From this case study of Daniel, an algebra student, I found he used his 
arithmetic unit structures in unique ways depending on what quantities a task asked him 
to work with. I also found that Daniel’s use of time as a measured quantity in his 
covariational reasoning influenced how he conceptualized two quantities changing 
together.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

In this age where data governs large portions of society, the need accurately and 

efficiently interpret quantities and relationships between quantities has never been more 

important. The Covid-19 pandemic further highlighted the importance of correctly 

comprehending quantitatively rich situations in which the consumption and interpretation of data 

was vital to individuals’ participation in society. However, research has shown engaging in 

quantitatively rich situations is a complex and challenging endeavor for people across age-levels 

(Ben-Zvi, 2004; Carlson et al., 2010; Gray et al., 2007; Moritz, 2004; Thompson, 2010).  

Quantitative reasoning has had an increased emphasis in mathematics education literature 

and K-16 school mathematics in the U.S. over the past two decades (Castillo-Garsow, 2012; 

Common Core State Standards Initiative, 2010; Steffe et al., 2014; Thompson, 2010). Along with 

documenting student difficulties with quantitative reasoning in different mathematical contexts, 

researchers have begun to build models of students’ quantitative reasoning in areas such as 

arithmetic, algebra, and graphing (Ellis, 2011a; Hackenberg et al., 2017; Moore, 2014; Steffe, 

1992; Steffe et al., 2014; Thompson, 1993, 2010). Despite the desired emphasis in K-12 

schooling on quantitative reasoning and the growing body of literature on the role it plays in 

students’ mathematics, there are still questions concerning the development of quantitative 

reasoning through schooling.  

Building models of epistemic students’ mathematics is important in gaining 

understanding the cognitive structures common in mathematical development and should inform 

pedagogical and curriculum design. Thus far, one area in mathematics education that has robust 

models for such students’ mathematics is in arithmetic, in particular construction of number 

sequences and fractions (Boyce & Norton, 2016; Norton & Wilkins, 2012; Olive, 2001; Steffe & 
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Olive, 2010; Ulrich, 2015, 2016). Within this domain, the construction of units and units 

coordination is essential. The literature has started to expand units coordination to higher level 

mathematics topics investigating the role these cognitive structures play in areas such as  algebra 

(Hackenberg, 2013; Hackenberg et al., 2017; Lee, 2018) and calculus (Boyce et al., 2020; 

Byerley, 2019). 

Within these different contexts, covariational reasoning, a form of quantitative reasoning, 

emerged as important to students’ mathematical development (Carlson et al., 2002; Moore et al., 

2013; Thompson & Carlson, 2017). While there is a growing body of literature about students’ 

covariational reasoning in secondary and post-secondary mathematics and populations, there has 

been little intersection with building models of middle grade students’ mathematics. Some have 

built models of students’ particular functional relationships such as linear and exponential (Ellis, 

2011a; Ellis et al., 2015). These have been from a strictly quantitative reasoning perspective 

however and not connected to arithmetic reasoning. Thus, we know a lot about how younger 

students construct number and arithmetic reasoning with units coordination and a decent amount 

about how older students reason with covarying quantities (covariational reasoning), but there 

has been little research done to examine where these two topics meet in algebraic reasoning with 

construction of variables as varying quantities in functional relationships.  

Algebraic reasoning often gets classified as generalized arithmetic with a symbolization 

component. Research has started to examine connections between students’ arithmetic and 

algebraic reasoning (Carraher et al., 2006; Ellis, 2011a; Hackenberg, 2013; Herscovics & 

Linchevski, 1994; Knuth et al., 2005). Largely, these studies examine each separately and 

compare performances creating predictive models involving topics such as arithmetic operations, 

unknowns, equivalence, and variables (Jones, 2008; Kieran, 1981; Knuth et al., 2005; Trigueros 
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& Jacobs, 2008; Warren & Cooper, 2005). Others have started to investigate how the cognitive 

structures in arithmetic play a role in algebraic reasoning (Ellis et al., 2016; Hackenberg, 2014; 

Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 2017; Lee, 2018). However, this work has mostly thus far been 

focused on students’ construction of unknowns and has not extended to construction of variable 

and functional relationships. Furthermore, the work done with students’ construction of 

functional relationships, while taking a quantitative reasoning approach, has not examined it in 

terms of the mental structures and actions associated with students’ units coordination (UC) and 

covariational reasoning. 

One component in the models of students’ mathematics that mathematics education 

researchers have largely ignored is how cognitive structures are enacted and used in terms of the 

limited amount of cognitive resources an individual has at their disposal at a given time. This 

limited cognitive resource capacity is what psychologists call working memory. 

There is little dispute that working memory is connected with a person’s mathematics 

(Agostino et al., 2010; Blankenship et al., 2018; Bull & Johnston, 1997; Bull & Scerif, 2001; De 

Smedt et al., 2009; Lee & Bull, 2016; Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 2010). However, more specific 

knowledge about the connection between working memory and an individual’s mathematical 

activity and development that incorporates knowledge from mathematics education is minimal. 

Some psychologists have examined connections in more specific mathematics domains, like 

fractions or multiplication, rather than just the standard psychology mathematics assessments 

when assessing working memory connections (Agostino et al., 2010; Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 

2010).  

Note, most psychology assessments for mathematics performance or achievement include 

problems categorized as calculation, fluency, and applied (Woodcock et al., 2001). The 
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calculations sections are often procedurally based, and the fluency sections are timed arithmetic 

fact retrieval. However, mathematics education researchers learned early with Benny 

(Erlwanger, 1973), high scoring performance on calculation assessments does not imply 

mathematical conceptual understanding. Thus, just as mathematics education can benefit from 

the knowledge in psychology regarding mathematical development, psychology can also benefit 

from knowledge within mathematics education.  

Overall, not only is there a need to examine more closely what mechanisms working 

memory plays in mathematics within psychology, there is also a need to examine the connections 

between working memory and mathematics development from the mathematics education 

perspective. This fact, along with the need for examining connections between units coordination 

and covariation and algebraic reasoning, are the motivation my main research trajectory. In my 

broad research plan, I plan to investigate the following three main research questions:  

 

R1.  What units, unit transformations, and mental actions are involved with solving 

covariation tasks with pre-algebra and algebra students?   

R2.  How do students’ units coordinating structures contribute to their ability to 

conceptualize how two quantities covary?  

R3.  How does working memory capacity influence how students are able to sequence 

their mental actions and cognitive structures when engaging with covariational 

tasks? 

 

However, for the aim of this dissertation, I narrowed the focus to begin to answer the first 

two research questions and slightly specify R2 to align with the participant select for the case 
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study. Although, I don’t directly aim to answer R3 in this study, the data collected will allow for 

future analysis to answer the question and I included it here and in my framework because I still 

accounted for working memory when building the models and analyzed the data This study 

beings to bridge the gap in the literature between these areas of study. It investigates how 

working memory plays a role in students’ ability to reason algebraically and covariationally 

looking through a units coordination lens. This for this study, I have the following two research 

questions: 

Research Questions 

R1.  What units, unit transformations, and mental actions are involved with solving 

covariation tasks with pre-algebra and algebra students?   

R2.  How does an advanced stage 2 students’ units coordinating structures contribute to 

their ability to conceptualize how two quantities covary?  

 

Chapter 2 Literature Review and Theoretical Framework 

In this chapter, I review the relevant literature in five key areas of research related to my 

research questions and develop my theoretical framework. In order, I review quantitative 

reasoning, covariational reasoning, algebraic reasoning, UC, and WM. Within each section, I 

address the origins and theoretical background before providing relevant findings. I close each 

section with my working definitions of the key constructs for each component of my framework. 

I end the chapter by synthesizing each of the five components into my theoretical framework: 

Unit Transformation Reasoning.  
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Quantitative Reasoning 

As quantity has emerged as an important component of students’ STEM education, 

quantitative reasoning has been studied broadly across STEM education research (Bassok & 

Olseth, 1995; Mayes et al., 2013; Shavelson, 2008) Within the field of mathematics education, 

the study of students’ quantitative reasoning began early (Piaget & Szeminska, 1952; Schwartz, 

1988; Steffe, 1991; Thompson, 1993, 1994a). Since then, there has been a push to emphasize 

quantitative reasoning throughout schooling (K-16) in a variety of topics, including arithmetic, 

algebra, trigonometry, functions, and rates of change (Ellis, 2007; Lee et al., 2019; Moore et al., 

2008, 2014; Saldanha & Thompson, 1998; Smith & Thompson, 2008; Thompson, 2010). 

 Quantitative reasoning is a broad topic of study within mathematics education which 

many other topics fall under, including UC and covariation (both are discussed more deeply in 

later sections). This section focuses on reviewing the theoretical construct of quantitative 

reasoning from its early days through various extensions of the theory that have emerged in the 

broad scope of mathematical contexts. 

Development of Theory 

Piaget and Szeminska (1952) described children’s understanding of quantity in three 

stages: gross, intensive, and extensive. A child holds a conception of gross quantity if they rely 

on perceptual information to conclude the size of quantities. An intensive quantity is a 

coordination of two gross quantities, indicating an abstraction from the gross quantity stage. 

Lastly, an extensive quantity emerges when children apply units to quantities and quantity 

comparisons. 

Schwartz (1988) uses a different definition for intensive and extensive quantities. He 

distinguishes between three types of quantities: adjectival, extensive, and intensive, and talks 
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about discrete versus continuous attributes within these three types. An extensive quantity refers 

to a quantity that can be transformed through additive relationships. An intensive quantity refers 

to a quantity that comes from combining or composing two quantities multiplicatively (e.g., 

miles/hour). The discrete or continuous nature of a quantity is derived from whether the act of 

counting or measuring is used as the action related to the quantity. Fundamental to Schwartz’s 

view of quantity is that a quantity is composed of a number and a referent represented as an 

ordered pair (number, unit) where the unit indicates the referent. One can think of this ordered 

pair as representing the measure and unit of measure.  

Compared to Schwartz, Thompson (1993, 1994) gives a stricter definition of quantity. It 

moves away from the ordered pair idea and is based on schemes and actions. Thompson (1994) 

gives the following definition for quantity: “A quantity is schematic: It is composed of an object, 

a quality of the object, an appropriate unit or dimension, and a process by which to assign a 

numerical value to the quality” (p. 17-18). Note there is less emphasis on the numerical 

component of a quantity. 

Thompson makes a point in his work to distinguish between quantitative operations and 

numerical operations. The separation of quantitative and numerical operations is a central 

component of Thompson’s argument for studying quantities and differentiating quantitative 

reasoning from strictly numerical reasoning. Although Thompson focuses strictly on studying 

quantitative operations, there are connections between quantitative and numerical operations 

such as the construction of multiplicative and additive structures (Thompson, 1993, 1994b). 

Thompson’s observations of differences in students’ construction of quantity as either additive or 

multiplicative are similar to Schwartz’s distinctions between extensive and intensive quantity, 

respectively.  
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Although many researchers have gravitated towards Schwartz and Thompson’s 

definitions for quantity, Steffe (1991) expanded more directly on Piaget and Szeminska’s (1952) 

conception of quantity. He extended Piaget’s and Szeminska’s definition based on the mental 

actions and operations that children need to construct and operate on quantities. Steffe focuses on 

the act of segmenting and unitizing in explaining children’s construction of number and number 

sequences. This work with children’s construction of number led to the development of counting 

as a discrete case of a quantitative scheme.  

There are various definitions of quantity, but there are some common aspects including 

measurability and the comprisal of two or more components. Despite differences in definitions of 

quantity, both Thompson’s (1993, 1994a) and Steffe’s (1991, 1992) works are rooted in the use 

of mental operations and schemes. Schwartz’s and Thompson’s definitions and theories both 

contain types of operations that can be mathematically performed with quantities dependent on 

the type of quantities involved. This distinction that different types of quantities behave 

differently is supported mathematically through the theory of dimensive algebra (Sharlow, 2009; 

Szekeres, 1978; Whitney, 1968a, 1968b).  

Extensions of Theory  

As research into students’ development of quantitative reasoning continued, new 

theoretical contributions emerged. Thompson extended his work studying students’ quantitative 

reasoning to more mathematical contexts, such as magnitudes and calculus (Thompson, 1994b, 

1994c, 2010; Thompson et al., 2014). In fact, magnitude became a key component of 

Thompson’s work with students developing quantitative reasoning. He went so far as to claim 

that “much of past research on numerical and quantitative reasoning is clarified by attending to 

levels of students’ ability to think with magnitudes” (2014, p.1).  
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Thompson and colleagues place the development of magnitudes as a foundation for both 

quantitative and numeric reasoning. Ulrich and Norton (2019) challenged the conflation often 

found in the literature between the construction of magnitude and number. They reframed the 

construct of the Approximate Number System (ANS) studied in mathematics education and 

psychology, to include the distinction between magnitude and number. This reframing did not 

contradict the levels of magnitude understanding outlined by Thompson and colleagues but 

rather provided an interpretation of number construction as a type of magnitude awareness.  

In line with Thompson’s distinction between quantity and number, Ulrich and Norton 

(2019) acknowledge that there is an absence in the literature studying how non-numerical 

operations connect to the development of numerical operations. There has been ample work done 

with students’ construction of number by focusing on students’ construction of iterable units 

(Boyce & Norton, 2017; Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; Steffe, 1992; Ulrich, 2015, 2016).  Unit 

is connected with quantity, but this research focuses on the numerical operations separate from 

quantitative operations. The literature around UC will be covered more fully later in the UC 

section.  

Castillo-Garsow (2012) expanded on research by explicitly examining students’ 

quantitative reasoning separate from numerical reasoning through reviewing Bassok and Olseth’s 

(1995) work with undergraduates and Castillo-Garsow’s own work with high school students. 

Castillo-Garsow focused on how students reason with continuous quantities rather than discrete 

quantities. This stemmed from the dichotomy between quantizing and continuity. Out of this 

work came the construct of continuous quantitative reasoning (2012), in which students reasoned 

with continuous quantities in two distinct ways: chunky and smooth. Chunky continuous 

quantitative reasoning occurs when one’s reasoning is rooted in making completed chunks of a 
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continuous process in order to describe and make sense of the process. In contrast, smooth 

continuous quantitative reasoning is when one’s reasoning consists of imagining the continuous 

process as smooth and ongoing.  

Castillo-Garsow, Johnson, and Moore (2013) expanded on the differences and 

affordances of these two ways of reasoning within situations involving images of change. They 

propose that both ways of reasoning are important, but that smooth reasoning is the more 

powerful way of reasoning. Although we know students engage in chunky and smooth 

reasoning, there has been no investigation into how students develop these different ways of 

reasoning or how to invoke smooth reasoning from chunky reasoning. There is however some 

evidence supporting that partitioning might be involved with chunky reasoning. However, there 

is little to no formal investigations have confirmed at the finer grain level of mental actions what 

is associated with either type of reasoning. Castillo-Garsow (2014) did propose that continuous 

quantitative reasoning is derived from something other than the “iterable unit” that comprises the 

construction of whole numbers and fractions but he did not offer an alternative type of unit.  

Moore et al. (2019) introduced the construct of abstracted quantitative structures as 

another way of distinguishing between two distinct ways of thinking in quantitatively rich 

situations. They define it as “a system of quantitative relationships a person has interiorized to 

the extent he or she can operate as if it is independent of specific figurative material” (p. 1880). 

This new construct is one of the first attempts to capture higher-order mental structures 

associated with quantitative reasoning. Whereas there has been ample research in other 

mathematical contexts, such as whole numbers and fractions in higher-order mental structures 

(Hackenberg, 2010, 2013; Steffe, 1992; Steffe & Olive, 2010; Ulrich, 2015, 2016), there has 

been little done with quantitative reasoning at both the mental action and higher cognitive levels.  
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One such area within quantitative reasoning that researchers have looked at the mental 

action level is in covariational reasoning (Carlson et al., 2002; Moore & Bowling, 2008; 

Silverman, 2006). Whereas covariational reasoning will be covered more fully in the following 

section, researchers have used covariation as a medium to study students’ quantitative reasoning 

to extend the theory (Castillo-Garsow et al., 2013; Johnson, 2012, 2014; Moore et al., 2019; 

Moore & Thompson, 2015).  

Moore and Thompson (2015) also built a framework around mental operations involved 

with quantitative and covariational reasoning but with a primary focus on graphing. They 

introduced static and emergent shape thinking to distinguish between two distinct ways of 

conceptualizing a graph. Similarly, through investigating students’ covariation reasoning, 

Johnson (2014) developed a framework for both extensive and intensive quantities (Schwartz’s 

definition) for when students reason about amounts of change with covarying quantities. In her 

framework, the extensive quantity component aligns well with Castillo-Garsow’s chunky 

reasoning as more discretized and the intensive component aligns well with smooth reasoning.  

Intensive Quantity 

Others have tried to determine how students’ quantitative reasoning develops in the 

context of both extensive and intensive quantities (Castillo-Garsow, 2014; Johnson, 2014; Steffe 

et al., 2014). Steffe and colleagues (2014) proposed that intensive quantities and subsequence 

schemes are constructed through a reorganization of one’s numerical schemes provided their 

numerical schemes consist of extensive quantities. They focus on iterable units and partitioning 

as cognitive roots for generating intensive quantity schemes.  

As mentioned above, Castillo-Garsow (2014) questions this idea in his reply to Steffe and 

colleagues' paper. Castillo-Garsow does agree that chunky reasoning stems from an iterable unit. 
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However, he makes the argument that smooth reasoning originates from some other cognitive 

root and smooth reasoning is coordinated but separate from chunky reasoning. However, he does 

not offer an alternative root and leaves it as an area of future research, which remains an open 

question.  

Others have proposed that intensive quantities are related to students’ understanding of 

rate/ratio and proportion (Howe et al., 2010, 2011; Nunes et al., 2003; Thompson, 1993, 1994a). 

In fact, Thompson’s original work with quantities came out of investigating students’ reasoning 

about speed as a rate (1993, 1994a). Nunes and colleagues (2003) did two quantitative studies 

with primary school children (6-8 years of age) to investigate any differences between extensive 

and intensive reasoning. In the first study, unsurprisingly, children had more difficulty reasoning 

with intensive quantities than extensive quantities. The follow-up study investigated whether the 

reason behind this was connected to students’ proportional reasoning ability. However, they 

found children’s inverse reasoning was more important than proportional reasoning in working 

with intensive quantities. It was also observed that children aged six and younger were more 

likely to struggle with intensive quantities, possibly suggesting mental structures required to 

generate intensive quantities have not developed in the younger populations.  

In another quantitative study, Howe and colleagues (2010) examined students’ (7-12 

years of age) ability to reason with intensive quantities with comparison problems and variable 

salience. They used Noetling’s (1980b, 1980a) levels of reasoning framework and Piaget’s 

definition of quantity. They found similar connections with inverse and proportional reasoning as 

Nunes et al. (2003) but also observed differences in performance across problem types. For 

comparison problems, variable salience was an important factor, whereas, for missing value 

problems, relational focus was a key component. While Howe and colleagues had variables as a 
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component of what they were measuring with intensive quantities, others have focused more 

specifically on students’ construction of unknowns and variables in an algebraic setting 

(Hackenberg, 2013; Moore & Bowling, 2008; Smith & Thompson, 2008).  

Examples in Algebra 

Algebraic reasoning is well studied in mathematics education and is covered more in-

depth in a later section, but here I address some of the work done with a specific focus on 

algebraic development through a quantitative reasoning lens. Under the umbrella of algebra, 

quantitative reasoning has been studied in connection with equivalence (Woodward, 2016), 

unknowns (Filloy et al., 2010; Hackenberg, Aydeniz, et al., 2017; Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 

2017), equations (Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Lee, 2018) and functions (Ellis, 2007b, 2011a; 

Oehrtman et al., 2008).  

Smith and Thompson (2008) summarize the work done with quantitative reasoning in 

algebraic contexts and propose shifting algebraic instruction to be rooted in quantitative 

reasoning. Their main argument is not that quantitative reasoning is easier than solving problems 

using the more standard arithmetic algorithm approach but that “a focus on quantitative 

reasoning can develop students’ abilities to conceptualize, reason about, and operate on 

quantities and relationships in sensible problem situations,” (p. 2). Some research has taken both 

a quantity and number focus to algebra as Smith and Thompson suggest. Similar research stances 

can be found in the research approaches to numeric reasoning from the lens of UC (Hackenberg 

& Tillema, 2009; Steffe, 1992; Ulrich, 2015, 2016).   

In a teaching experiment with 8th-grade students, Woodward focused on students’ 

understanding of equivalence relations. He investigated connections between students’ UC, 

number sequences, and equivalence relations in their construction of different equivalence 
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schemes. Woodward found that students that had constructed a quantitative relational scheme 

compared to simply a relational scheme for equivalence were able to operate in an anticipatory 

nature and operate with composite units instead of with units of one. This suggests that focusing 

on the quantities in a situation leads to an increase in mental structure sophistication.  

Olive and Çağlayan (2008) also suggested that higher levels of sophistication in students’ 

mental structures are needed to successfully engage with equation writing and solving. Their 

study worked with 8th-grade students going through a unit on writing and solving algebraic word 

problems. Besides just evaluating the impact of a student’s UC stage on the student’s success 

with the problems, Olive and Çağlayan (2008) also considered quantitative unit conversion as a 

related but separate construct that impacted student success. They define a quantitative unit 

conversion as “a coordination of coordinated quantities” (p. 271) and consider it a two-level 

structure. Note this could be related to Moore and Colleagues’ (2019) Abstractive Quantitative 

Structures.  

Olive and Çağlayan concluded that students need to be at least UC stage 3 to be able to 

form the complex quantitative relationships needed to be successful in the tasks. Similarly, much 

of Hackenberg’s collaborative works have focused on the connection between UC structures and 

algebraic reasoning (Hackenberg et al., 2017; Hackenberg et al., 2017; Hackenberg & Lee, 

2016). She and her colleague’s definitions of unknowns are based on quantities that have not 

been given a value but for which a value could be found. Their work collectively also suggests 

that higher-level units coordinating structures allow for more sophisticated algebraic reasoning 

skills.  

Rather than investigating middle-grade algebra, some researchers have investigated 

quantitative reasoning in the high school (Johnson, 2012, 2015a, 2015b), and college (Moore & 
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Bowling, 2008; Moore & Carlson, 2012) level. Johnson (2015a) reviewed case studies done with 

secondary students working with quantification and covariation tasks. She focused on the 

concepts of ratio and rate to extend Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) covariational framework to 

introduce a Change in Covarying Quantities framework. This new framework similarly focuses 

on students’ mental actions and clarifies differences in quantitative operations with extensive and 

intensive quantities. The framework makes the distinction that comparison actions are associated 

with extensive quantities and coordination actions are associated with intensive quantities.  

Instead of working with high school students, Moore and Carlson (2012) did clinical 

interviews with college algebra students enrolled in a course designed to focus on learning 

function from a covariational perspective. The goal of the task interviews was to produce 

situations that provided insight into the students’ reasoning and mental actions. Their findings 

follow the same trend as the research on middle school students’ algebra in that students' success 

with algebra tasks depended on their ability to create quantitative structures and relationships.  

Examples with Functions & Trigonometry  

Functions are another area in which researchers have investigated the importance of 

quantitative reasoning (Ellis, 2011a; Ellis et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2014). In 

this book chapter, Ellis (2011) makes the argument that a conceptual understanding of functions 

can develop in the middle grades when students engage in reasoning directly with quantities and 

quantitative relationships. This is similar to Smith and Thompson’s (2008) call to approach 

algebraic reasoning through quantitative reasoning. However, Ellis focuses more directly on the 

development of the concept of function, particularly through reasoning with covarying quantities 

(covariation). In a teaching experiment with middle-grade students, Ellis and colleagues provide 

evidence that conceptual shifts in understanding of exponential growth were supported through 
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quantitative reasoning. They saw three distinct conceptual shifts related to coordinating both 

additive and multiplicative relationships as well as rate and ratio.  

Moore et al. (2014) also investigated the concept of function through a quantitative 

reasoning lens in a graphical setting with undergraduates. They report illustrations of 

underdeveloped conceptions of functions related to underdeveloped quantitative reasoning 

through episodes with pre-service teachers engaging in graphing tasks with unconventional 

orientations and coordinate systems. This further supports the claim that quantitative reasoning is 

a central component of mathematical development across mathematical domains.  

Another such domain is trigonometry (Moore, 2012, 2014; Moore et al., 2016). Moore’s 

research group has primarily focused on studying undergraduates’ conceptions of trigonometry. 

In Moore’s (2014) teaching experiment with an undergraduate Zac, Moore followed Zac through 

the construction of the sine function with tasks designed to explicitly elicit quantitative reasoning 

with angle measures. Throughout the experiment, the student showed through developing a 

covariational understanding of the quantities involved with the sine relationship, he could extend 

that relationship to novel situations.  

This extension is reminiscent of Moore et al.’s (2019) more recent classification of 

abstracted quantitative structures. Generally, in focusing on the sine function and unit circle, 

Moore (2012) argues for instructional treatment of a specific mathematical context, 

trigonometry, through an emphasis on quantities. He stresses the connections between the 

quantity literature (quantification, measure, unit) and trigonometry concepts (angle measure, unit 

circle, graphs). This call for approaching specific mathematical domains through a focus on 

quantitative reasoning echoes Ellis’ (2011) and Smith and Thompson’s (2008) arguments for 

function and algebra respectively.  
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Working Definitions of Quantity and Quantitative Reasoning 

I define quantity as a cognitive structure constructed by an individual through one’s 

conception of a measurable attribute of an object or phenomenon. Thus, a quantity lives in an 

individual’s mind and is the result of identifying an attribute of an object or phenomenon to 

which a measure could be assigned, or results in the quantification of an object or phenomenon. 

Note, implicit in this definition of quantity is a unit of measure. This will be discussed later and 

expanded on in the UC section. This definition closely follows Thompson’s (1993, 1994a, 2010) 

definition of quantity but extends it to include phenomena as measurable situations congruent 

with Hackenberg and colleagues’ (2017) definition for quantity.  

 By object I mean a fixed or static material item such as a square or water bottle. In 

contrast, I conceive of a phenomenon as changes within a dynamic situation such as enlarging a 

square or filling a water bottle. This addition to Thompson’s definition better captures the 

quantification of both static situations involving algebraic reasoning and dynamic situations 

involving covariation. It thus also allows for greater distinctions and analysis of discrete and 

continuous situations.  

This distinction between object and phenomenon also reflects the difference between 

extensive and intensive quantities (Schwartz, 1988), where extensive quantities are quantities 

that can be directly measured and intensive quantities cannot. In this sense, extensive quantities 

are more static in nature and arise from the quantification of objects (i.e., length), whereas 

intensive quantities can be constructed from either static (objects) or dynamic situations 

(phenomenon). Intensive quantities are primarily constructed through identifying or generating 

relationships between extensive quantities in the form of multiplicative relationships. The 

different types of operations associated with extensive and intensive quantities are consistent 
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with the mathematical difference defined with dimensive algebra. Since extensive and intensive 

quantities are mathematically different, it follows that the mental actions associated with their 

construction likely differ, and worth investigating their role in students’ mathematics.  

As mentioned above, Thompson (1993) distinguishes between quantitative operations 

and numeric operations, arguing that one can operate on a quantity without first assigning a 

numerical value to the quantity. There is evidence that individuals are able to operate on and 

with quantities without first assigning a numeric value (Carlson et al., 2002; Johnson, 2015b; 

Thompson, 1993, 1994a) and can operate on numerical values devoid of a quantity’s referent 

(Olive, 2001; Steffe & Olive, 2010). This supports a separation between the two types of 

operations. However, this distinction ignores the underlying theoretical connections between the 

two types of operations. Namely, the unit of measure component and the role unitizing and 

measuring play in quantity and quantitative reasoning. I will expand on this connection in the 

theoretical framework section.  

Lastly, I define quantitative reasoning as the quantities, operations, and relationships an 

individual conceptualizes and constructs in a quantitatively rich situation. In other words, 

quantitative reasoning occurs when individuals construct quantities, quantitative structures 

(Thompson, 1993), and abstracted quantitative structures (Moore et al., 2019) within a given 

situation or scenario.   

Since then, researchers have investigated how students transition from arithmetic reasoning to 

algebraic reasoning through different contexts including whole number arithmetic, fractions, and 

equations, and functions (Ayalon et al., 2016; Empson et al., 2011; Filloy & Rojano, 1989; 

Hackenberg & Lee, 2016; Van Amerom, 2003). In this section, begin with discussing the broad 

topic of algebraic reasoning before reviewing work done in three main components of algebraic 
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research: equivalence, unknowns, and variables.  

Covariation Reasoning 

Similar to the growth in educational research on students’ understanding of quantitative 

reasoning, there has been an increase in research on students’ covariational reasoning over the 

past two decades. It has been studied in both statistics education (Koerber et al., 2005; McKenzie 

& Mikkelsen, 2007; Moritz, 2004; Reading & Shaughnessy, 2004; Zieffler & Garfield, 2009) 

and mathematics education (Carlson et al., 2002; Confrey & Smith, 1995; Harini et al., 2018; 

Moore et al., 2013; Thompson & Carlson, 2017). In both fields, the construct of covariation is 

studied across grade levels (K-16), and within both these fields, there are various definitions and 

theoretical perspectives of covariation.  

Whereas there are different definitions of covariation within and across statistics and 

mathematics education, Moritz (2004) gives a succinct description applicable to both, saying 

“Covariation concerns association of variables; that is, correspondence of variation” (p. 227). 

However, even this broad definition invites questions: What constitutes correspondence? What is 

meant by variation? Despite the complexity of the constructs used in defining covariation, 

researchers have argued that covariation is a fundamental cognitive activity for humans 

(McKenzie & Mikkelsen, 2007; Moritz, 2004; Thompson & Carlson, 2017). As such, researchers 

have sought to develop robust definitions and theoretical frameworks to investigate people’s 

understanding of covariation. I will briefly review the statistics education literature before 

expounding on the mathematics education literature. I then highlight the distinction between the 

statistical and mathematical definitions of covariation before giving the definition I use for 

covariation.  
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Statistical Versus Mathematical Covariation 

Covariation has different meanings in statistics and mathematics. Under Mortiz’s (2004) 

broad definition of covariation, he identifies three different types: logical, numerical, and 

statistical. Logical covariation deals with how two logical variables (i.e. True or False) covary 

together. For example, consider the logic statement A=NOT(B). Then covariation between A and 

B occurs when A is varied from True to False: there is a corresponding variation in B’s truth 

value. Since this type of covariation is based only on binary switches, it lacks the high-order 

cognitive processes involved with the more complex relations found within both statistical and 

numerical covariation. This distinction between numerical and statistical mirrors the differences 

between mathematics and statistics educations’ perspective of covariation, respectively.  

Mortiz (2004) defines numerical covariation in terms of relationships between real-

valued number variables, such as the relationships expressed by 𝑦 = 2𝑥, where “the values of the 

variables may be said to involve some form of relationship, association, function, dependency, or 

correspondence,” (p. 227). He defines statistical covariation as “the correspondence of variation 

of two statistical variables that vary along numerical scales,” (p. 228) citing different types of 

variation measured dependent on the variables. Before elucidating the difference between these 

two types of covariation, I examine the statistics perspective.  

Statistical Covariation. Variance is a central object of study in statistics. As such, much 

care is placed in distinguishing the types of variation studied and the relation to types of 

variables (Moritz, 2004; Reading & Shaughnessy, 2004). Types of variation and covariation that 

statistics education researchers have investigated include causation, Bayesian reasoning, 

bivariate reasoning, and representations of covariation (Koerber et al., 2005; McKenzie & 

Mikkelsen, 2007; Moritz, 2004; Reading & Shaughnessy, 2004; Zieffler & Garfield, 2009).  
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Reading and Shaughnessy (2004) investigate students’ ability to reason about variation 

and variability without considering the covariational aspect of these constructs. They ground 

their treatment of variance and variability through a quantitative literacy lens defining variability 

in terms of characteristics of the object of study that are observable and taking variation “to mean 

describing of that characteristic” (p. 202). Their chapter focuses on examining the cognitive 

processes involved with reasoning about variation, where variation describes observable changes 

in situations of measurable quantities. In follow-up interviews in their study with primary and 

secondary students in Australia, wherein students expounded on their responses to a survey, 

Read and Shaughnessy found two main hierarchies of reasoning about variation: description and 

causation. Each of these had four levels of increasing sophistication of reasoning about the type 

of variation the student was attending to.  

Koerber and colleagues (2005) also investigated students’ ability to reason about causal 

relationships, but with a preschool population. They do not explicitly define covariation but 

named covariation tasks as requiring participants to simultaneously consider different variables 

that had two different specifications and resulting effects between variables. In particular, they 

used relationships between different colored food (red, green) and teeth health (good, bad). Their 

results show that even by the age of 4 years old, children are able to reason above chance on 

hypothesis-evidence relation tasks separating causal belief from evidence.  

However, the preschoolers’ success with the evaluation of evidence-based evaluation of 

relationships without intervention was limited to covariational patterns while non-covariational 

patterns proved difficult. Even when presented with imperfect covariation patterns, all ages 

performed better than when presented with non-covariational data. Here a non-covariational 

pattern is when there is an equal number of occurrences of a variable with and without the 
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observed characteristic (i.e. equal number of red sweets with bad teeth as red sweets with good 

teeth).  

In a follow-up experiment with 5-year-olds, they investigated whether the difficulties that 

children faced with non-covariational data were due to belief biases. The results indicate that 

children are able to reason above chance about covariation and non-covariation in contexts 

where they have prior knowledge or beliefs compared to those without prior knowledge or 

beliefs (neutral). Overall, their results show that even though young children are able to 

distinguish between their beliefs of a situation and the evidence present to determine the 

relationship between variables, both having a prior belief about the relationship and what type of 

relationship (covariation and non-covariation) influenced their ability to reason about the 

relationship.   

McKenzie and Mikkelsen (2007) examine the phenomenon of influences of prior beliefs 

and type of covariation present in more depth with an undergraduate population using a Bayesian 

model perspective. This paper focuses on the psychological factors influencing students’ ability 

to reason covariationally in a statistical setting. They examine common university-level 

assessments’ ability to accurately provide feedback on students’ reasoning about covariation 

tasks. Their results show that students experience tasks differently from the experimenters and 

that common “errors” in covariational reasoning are better explained as “stemming from an 

inferential, Bayesian approach” (p. 55).  

They claim that our cognitive systems operate differently on covariation tasks than how 

psychologists have traditionally assumed – that errors on tasks originate in one’s reasoning 

directly with the statistical evidence. McKenzie and Mikkelsen argue that covariation tasks need 
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to be considered within a larger inferential framework taking into account students’ prior beliefs 

about relationships under investigation.  

Zeiffler and Garfield (2009) also investigated an undergraduate population but examined 

students’ covariation reasoning in the context of bivariate reasoning. They tracked the 

development of university students’ understanding of bivariate data in an introductory statistics 

course through four temporally spaced assessments. Their results show that students’ 

development of reasoning about bivariate data followed the general trend of increasing in the 

first part of the course, peaking, then declining.  

In line with Koerber and colleagues (2005) findings, Zieffler and Garfield also found that 

students entering the course possess some ability to reason covariationally without formal 

instruction. Interestingly, the largest growth in the students’ reasoning occurred between the first 

and second assessments, which happened before formal instruction on the analysis of bivariate 

data. From this result, they suggest that students’ development of reasoning about bivariate data 

might be more a consequence of their general development of statistical reasoning than the 

formal instruction of bivariate data. This aligns with McKenzie and Mikkelsen’s (2005) 

suggestion that common treatment of covariation should be reassessed in order to get a better 

understanding of how students are thinking about covariation.  

Mathematical Covariation. The study of students’ understanding of covariation in 

mathematics education emerged in the 1990s and early 2000s and has grown to be a central topic 

of study in K-16 mathematical development (Carlson et al., 2002; Confrey & Smith, 1994, 1995;  

Ellis et al., 2016; Johnson, 2015; Moore et al., 2013; Saldanha & Thompson, 1998; Thompson & 

Carlson, 2017). Within mathematics education, there are several different definitions of 

covariation (Carlson et al., 2002; Confrey & Smith, 1995; Thompson, 1994a; Thompson & 
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Carlson, 2017). Confrey and Smith (1994, 1995) and Saldanha and Thompson (1998) were 

among the first to define covariation as a component of students’ mathematical development of 

functions. Whereas both these foundational pieces on covariation come from working with 

students’ understanding of function from a covariational perspective instead of the traditional 

correspondence perspective, they define covariation in subtly but distinctly different ways.   

Mathematical Covariation Origins and Development. Confrey and Smith (1995) define 

a covariational approach to function as follows, “A function is understood as the juxtaposition of 

two sequences, each of which is generated independently through a pattern of data values” (p. 

67). Their approach focuses on tracking changes of variables through tables in order to identify 

the relationship or pattern between the two variables, which “entails being able to move 

operationally from ym to ym+1 coordinating with movement from xm to xm+1” (Confrey & Smith, 

1994, p. 137). This definition is discrete in nature through the indexing of steps in the sequence 

with whole numbers. The discretization of continuous processes is reminiscent of the chunky and 

smooth continuous quantitative reasoning presented by Castillo-Garsow (2012).  

However, Confrey and Smith designed their tasks to be discrete in nature for the students 

to work with sequences, while Castillo-Garsow observed students spontaneously reasoning 

discretely with continuous situations. By emphasizing the units and operations involved in the 

coordination of these sequences, Smith and Confrey claim density of the relationship can form, 

saying:  

The covariation approach offers an alternative conception. In it, the repeated 

action creates the basis for the operations. A mapping is then accomplished by 

making the origin in one world correspond to the origin in the other world. If both 

worlds are built to attain density such that between any two points there is another 
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point, we assume that transformations of scale in either constituent world will not 

alter the basis of the relationship. In this case, the underlying concept of function 

involves the construction [emphasis in original] of the domain as an ordered 

mathematical structure, the construction [emphasis in original] of the range, and 

the identification of linked data points [emphasis in original], enough to allow one 

to complete the mapping. The operational character of the domain (what we often 

refer to as "scaling") and the operational character of the range (also scaling) 

become essential and their linkages are relational and spatial rather than rule 

driven. The rule becomes a derived characteristic. (Confrey & Smith, 1995, p. 79) 

In this definition, it is evident that Confrey and Smith do not emphasize the concept of 

rate and multiplicative units like Carlson and colleagues (2002) and Thomson (1994a). With that 

in mind, Confrey and Smith (1995) focus their investigation of covariation on students’ 

construction of exponential functions through their construct of splitting. Note Confrey and 

Smith’s construct of splitting differs from splitting found in fractions context (Hackenberg, 2007; 

Wilkins & Norton, 2011). In an attempt to determine how students construct exponential 

functions, Confrey and Smith tracked how students built relations between relationships and 

sequences of successive variables and hypothesized what units and operations students might use 

similar to how Steffe characterized children’s construction of number and counting (Steffe, 1991, 

1992). 

While Confrey and Smith’s definition of covariation did not gain much traction in the 

subsequent covariation literature, it does have some similarities and provides an attempt for fine-

grain analysis at the units and operations level of describing covariation. The more common 

definition of covariation in mathematics education stems largely from Thompson’s work 
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describing students’ mathematics as a coordination of images (Thompson, 1994a, 1994b, 1994c). 

“An image conjured at a moment is shaped by the mental operations one performs, and 

operations applied within the image are tested for consistency with the scheme of which the 

operation is part” (1994b, p. 3), which is based on a Piagetian perspective  (e.g. Piaget, 1967).  

Thompson broadens the focus on mental actions underlying images to characterize 

students’ mathematics as a coordination of images. Specifically, he defines an image as 

“constituted by coordinated fragments of experience from kinesthesia, proprioception, smell, 

touch, taste, vision, or hearing” (Thompson, 1994b, p. 1). From this perspective of students’ 

mathematics, as characterized through a coordination of images, Saldanha and Thompson (1998) 

define covariation as the following: “Our notion of covariation is of someone holding in mind a 

sustained image of two quantities values’ (magnitudes) simultaneously. It entails coupling the 

two quantities, so that, in one’s understanding, a multiplicative object is formed of the two” (p. 

1). The use of quantity and multiplicative object (MO) aligns with Thompson’s definitions 

discussed in the preceding section. The central components of this definition are images, 

quantities, simultaneity, and multiplicative objects.  

Similar to Confrey and Smith’s (1995) definition of covariation stemming from working 

with students’ conception of function, Saldanha and Thompson’s (1998) definition came from a 

teaching experiment with an 8th grader developing the concept of function. They particularly 

worked with graphing functions from a covariation perspective rather than a correspondence one. 

However, they distinguish their definition from Confrey and Smith’s discrete sequence-based 

one by focusing on the continuous images generated through forming MO saying, “As a 

multiplicative object, one tracks either quantity’s value with the immediate, explicit, and 

persistent realization that, at every moment, the other quantity also has a value” (Saldanha & 
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Thompson, 1998, p. 2). This definition of covariation as a continuous dynamic process is 

considered by Saldanha and Thompson to be the end result of a developmental process.  

In their brief description of the possible process of developing a covariational 

understanding of function, they consider that earlier understandings are based on an alternative 

focus between the two quantities rather than a simultaneous one, saying, “In early development, 

one coordinates two quantities’ values–think of one, then the other, then the first, then the 

second, and so on. Later images on covariation entail understanding time as a continuous 

quantity, so that, in one’s image, the two quantities values persist” (p. 2). This echoes the 

sequences described by Confrey and Smith. However, even with this more discretized 

conception of covariation from Saldanha and Thompson, it is grounded in an image of a 

continuous process instead of static values in tables. 

While these two definitions differ, they have a common foundation of functional 

relationships stemming from coordinating two mathematical objects. Carlson and colleagues 

(2002) built on this conceptual root by defining covariational reasoning to be “the cognitive 

activities involved in coordinating two varying quantities while attending to the ways in which 

they change in relation to each other” (p. 354). They further describe how mental actions and 

operations on the quantities are a central focus of their framework saying: 

Conceptually coordinating the change in one variable with changes in the other 

variable while attending to how the variables change in relation to each other 

involves a mental enactment of the operations of coordinating on two objects 

(these objects are different depending on the mental actions in the framework). (p. 

375) 
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This follows more closely with Saldanha and Thompson’s definition regarding their use of 

images, quantities, and dynamic processes than Confrey and Smith’s sequences definitions. 

Carlson and colleagues agree with Saldanha and Thompson that covariation is developmental 

and as such proposed a developmental framework for covariation consisting of mental actions 

and levels of reasoning (Figure 2.1). This framework was developed by interviewing high-

achieving undergraduate calculus students in order to better understand the students’ 

understanding of functions and graphs in dynamic situations.  

As such, their definition of covariation is grounded in continuous situations with no 

mention of what covariation might be in discrete situations. In considering students’ 

understanding of continuous function, Carlson and colleagues (2002) relied heavily on 

Thompson’s work by identifying rate as a key component of understanding function (Thompson, 

1994a, 1994b, 1994c) and align with Saldanha and Thomson’s notion of “sustained image.”  

Figure 2.1 

(Left) Mental Actions and (Right) Levels of Reasoning in Carlson et al. (2002) Covariation Framework (p. 

357) 
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Carlson et al.’s framework is composed of five mental actions and five levels of 

reasoning. Each mental action consists of a coordination between two varying quantities with the 

increasing sophistication of the coordination of varying quantities. The varying quantity within 

the mental actions progresses from variables to objects constructed from previous coordination 

of the variables (i.e. amount of change or instantaneous rate of change). For example, the first 

mental action (MA1) involves “coordinating the value of one variable with changes in the other” 

(p. 357) with no given attention to any direction or amount of change between the two variables. 

Whereas MA2 adds attention to the direction of change occurring within the coordination of the 

values of the two variables.  

Note the authors do not define what “variable” means and leave it to the reader to assume 

that a variable is considered a varying quantity. However, it has been shown considering a 

variable as a varying quantity is non-trivial for students (Asquith et al., 2007; Ely & Adams, 

2012; Gray et al., 2007; Silverman, 2006; Trigueros & Jacobs, 2008). Note the issue of variable 

is covered more fully in the algebra section following this section. This leaves open questions 

within this framework about the underlying mental actions around variables as varying quantities 

and what covariation looks like if the quantities varying are not considered variables in the 

traditional sense of a mathematical variable. The authors did acknowledge this gap in the 

framework of students’ understanding of varying quantities and that a “greater level of 

epistemological refinement” (Carlson et al., 2002, p. 36) is needed.  

From the five mental actions, five levels of reasoning about covariation are identified 

(Figure 2.1). These levels are classified based on how the image of covariation a student holds 

supports the corresponding and previous mental actions. For example, in level 3, Quantitative 

Coordination, the images of covariation support mental actions 1, 2, and 3. A level of reasoning 
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is only attributed to a student if the student can perform all the previous mental actions. That is if 

a student shows some behavioral indicators for level 3, but upon further probing into the reason 

for his or her behavior there is a lack of evidence to support the student possessing the associated 

MA3 to support that behavior, then the student would not be attributed with level 3 reasoning. 

Carlson and colleagues classified these instances as pseudo-analytical behaviors and 

pseudo-analytical mental actions (p. 358-359). These pseudo-analytical behaviors and mental 

actions showed up often in the calculus students interviewed. Even with high-achieving calculus 

students, the students were most often attributed with the highest level of reasoning of level 3. 

While the students did exhibit some instances of MA4 and MA5, they were inconsistently 

demonstrated and thus did not provide strong enough evidence to be classified with the 

corresponding level of reasoning. As such, the authors end with a call for a need to have a better 

understanding of students’ covariational reasoning prior to and during calculus.  

Mathematical Covariation Theoretical Extensions. Since the three foundational pieces 

discussed above emerged, covariational reasoning has become a common area of research within 

the mathematics education community. Some research has sought to extend the theoretical 

constructs underlying covariational reasoning (Castillo-Garsow, 2012; Castillo-Garsow et al., 

2013; Ely & Ellis, 2018; Johnson, 2012, 2015; Moore & Thompson, 2015; Thompson & 

Carlson, 2017). Others have investigated how students reason covariationally across age groups 

and mathematical contexts (Ellis et al., 2016; Harini et al., 2018; Jacobson, 2014; Moore, 2014; 

Moore et al., 2013; Moore & Bowling, 2008; Panorkou & Maloney, 2016; Thompson et al., 

2017). In this section, I will examine the theoretical contributions researchers have made before 

delving into the different contexts in which researchers have studied how people engage in 

covariational reasoning in the next section. 
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Others have answered the call given by Carlson and colleagues for epistemological 

refinement of their framework to better understand how students reason covariationally. Some 

have focused on examining types of reasoning about variation and covariation (Castillo-Garsow, 

2012; Castillo-Garsow et al., 2013; Ely & Ellis, 2018; Ely & Samuels, 2019; Johnson, 2012) 

while others have examined larger meta-cognitive structures that play a role in covariational 

reasoning (Moore et al., 2019; Moore & Thompson, 2015; Silverman, 2006; Thompson & 

Carlson, 2017). Both of these types of extensions are grounded in Saldanha and Thompson’s 

(1998) and Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) theoretical lens of covariation as consisting of an 

image of two quantities varying together, but they take different approaches to extend the 

existing theory. 

One researcher, Johnson (2015), directly built on Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) 

framework by investigating secondary students’ quantification of rate and ratio. Aligning with 

Carlson and colleagues’ work, Johnson takes the theoretical perspective that quantities are 

constructed within the individual’s mind and are manipulated through mental operations. 

Johnson focuses on students’ conceptions of change in varying quantities, trying to capture the 

mental objects and actions they use in tracking relationships between quantities (Johnson, 2012, 

2014, 2015).  

Whereas the Carlson et al. framework does provide a distinction between objects of 

reasoning for the different levels of reasoning (L1-L5), Johnson articulates, “It is not sufficient to 

account for students’ images of change (chunky vs. smooth), students’ quantitative operations 

(comparison vs. coordination), and students’ quantification of rate (in terms of extensive or 

intensive quantity)” (2015, p. 83). In her “Change in Covarying Quantities Framework,” Johnson 

addresses this lack of detail from the previous framework (
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Table 2.1 

Recreation of Johnson’s (2015a, p. 84) Change in Covarying Quantities Framework 

 Extensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-1 

Operation: 
comparison 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) change in one 
quantity with change in a 
second quantity 
 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) particular amounts of 
change in one quantity with 
amounts of change in a second 
quantity 

Determining a single quantity 
that indicates a comparison 
(greater, less, same) between 
change in 
quantities 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Association of extensive 
quantities 

Association of extensive 
quantities 

A single extensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
with change in a second 
quantity 
 

Amounts of change in one 
quantity with amounts of 
change in a second quantity 
 

An amount of change in one 
quantity “per” an amount of 
change in a second quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 

 Intensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-3 

Operation: 
comparison 

Coordinating change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Coordinating variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Determining a single quantity 
that coordinates variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Coordination of extensive 
quantities 

Coordination of an intensive 
quantity with an intensive 
quantity 

A single intensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction 
with continuing change in 
another quantity 
 

Variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in another 
quantity 

The variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in 
another quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 
 

).   
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Table 2.1 

Recreation of Johnson’s (2015a, p. 84) Change in Covarying Quantities Framework 

 Extensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-1 

Operation: 
comparison 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) change in one 
quantity with change in a 
second quantity 
 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) particular amounts of 
change in one quantity with 
amounts of change in a second 
quantity 

Determining a single quantity 
that indicates a comparison 
(greater, less, same) between 
change in 
quantities 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Association of extensive 
quantities 

Association of extensive 
quantities 

A single extensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
with change in a second 
quantity 
 

Amounts of change in one 
quantity with amounts of 
change in a second quantity 
 

An amount of change in one 
quantity “per” an amount of 
change in a second quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 

 Intensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-3 

Operation: 
comparison 

Coordinating change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Coordinating variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Determining a single quantity 
that coordinates variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Coordination of extensive 
quantities 

Coordination of an intensive 
quantity with an intensive 
quantity 

A single intensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction 
with continuing change in 
another quantity 
 

Variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in another 
quantity 

The variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in 
another quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 
 

 

Johnson (2015) used interviews with high school students doing covariational tasks in 

order to investigate these distinctions. She considers students’ conceptions of rate and ratio, 

amounts of change, quantitative operations, and levels or ways of reasoning in constructing her 

framework. The focus on rate and ratio stems from the rate of change as an important component 

of calculus and the notion that “a robust conception of rate of change involves understanding a 

multiplicative relationship between changing quantities” (p. 64). All the students Johnson 

interviewed were at Quantitative Coordination (L3) reasoning, but she found that despite being at 
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the same level of reasoning identified by the Carlson et al. framework (2002), the students 

reasoned in different ways. As such, Johnson created a framework to capture these differences.  

For each type of quantity, Johnson identifies a quantitative operation and the objects of 

reasoning at three different levels (
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Table 2.1 

Recreation of Johnson’s (2015a, p. 84) Change in Covarying Quantities Framework 

 Extensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-1 

Operation: 
comparison 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) change in one 
quantity with change in a 
second quantity 
 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) particular amounts of 
change in one quantity with 
amounts of change in a second 
quantity 

Determining a single quantity 
that indicates a comparison 
(greater, less, same) between 
change in 
quantities 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Association of extensive 
quantities 

Association of extensive 
quantities 

A single extensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
with change in a second 
quantity 
 

Amounts of change in one 
quantity with amounts of 
change in a second quantity 
 

An amount of change in one 
quantity “per” an amount of 
change in a second quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 

 Intensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-3 

Operation: 
comparison 

Coordinating change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Coordinating variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Determining a single quantity 
that coordinates variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Coordination of extensive 
quantities 

Coordination of an intensive 
quantity with an intensive 
quantity 

A single intensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction 
with continuing change in 
another quantity 
 

Variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in another 
quantity 

The variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in 
another quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 
 

). For extensive quantities, the quantitative operation is a comparison, and the different 

objects of reasoning are associations of extensive quantities and a single extensive quantity. 

There are three different operation levels depending on how and what change is compared.  

The focus on the different types of quantities the students are using is an important 

distinction added to the covariational setting for several reasons. One such reason, as shown in 

the quantitative reasoning section, is that constructing intensive quantities is non-trivial for 

students and this might help identify ways students might construct them. Considering how 

students reason with extensive quantities allows for an avenue to investigate connections with 

younger students’ algebraic reasoning (Ellis, 2007; Hackenberg, 2014). However, although 
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Johnson does extend the previous covariational framework by considering a finer grain analysis 

of the mental objects and actions students are using when engaging in covariational reasoning 

than the previous framework, it still leaves open questions like “What mental actions undergird a 

coordination?” and “How do the students transition from using extensive quantities to intensive 

quantities?”  

Johnson mentions the distinction between chunky and smooth reasoning (Castillo-

Garsow et al., 2013) in the setup of her paper and again briefly attributes smooth reasoning to the 

one student who used intensive quantities and coordinations of mental actions. However, there 

was no mention of chunky reasoning and how that might fit into her framework explicitly in 

terms of the different types of quantities and mental actions. Johnson’s use of chunky and 

smooth reasoning refers to Castillo-Garsow and colleagues' (2013) classification of students’ 

continuous quantitative reasoning mentioned above, in the quantitative reasoning section. They 

identified that within a continuous context, students reasoned discretely with “chunky reasoning” 

or continuously with “smooth reasoning,” and that smooth reasoning appears to be more 

advantageous for students regarding thinking about functions and rates of change. This is 

consistent with the fact that the one student who was using intensive quantities consistently was 

also classified as using smooth reasoning.  

Chunky and smooth ways of reasoning are helpful in categorizing students’ ways of 

reasoning in covariational settings, but there are still open questions around how students 

transition from chunky to smooth reasoning and what mental actions undergird each type of 

reasoning. Furthermore, we do not know whether students who engage in chunky reasoning use 

extensive quantities and whether smooth reasoning requires intensive quantities. There has not 
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been the same level of investigation into the mathematical objects and actions in chunky and 

smooth reasoning as seen with Carlson et al.’s and Johnson’s frameworks.  

Similarly, Castillo-Garsow’s (2012) work on students’ reasoning about variation with 

continuous quantities has open questions of how it develops within the contexts of covariational 

settings and fits with the current frameworks. Although not directly investigating covariational 

reasoning, this work aligns with the “varying quantities” component of covariational reasoning 

and could be considered an investigation of how students build the construct of variable as a 

varying quantity. Asking questions about what is involved in constructing a varying quantity 

aligns with work done in algebraic reasoning on students’ understanding of variable (Ellis, 2007; 

Hackenberg, 2014; Trigueros and Jacobs, 2008; Smith & Thompson, 2008).  

Ely and Ellis (2018) add to the research on variational and covariational reasoning with 

algebraic reasoning by introducing another type of reasoning, scaling-continuous reasoning. 

Scaling-continuous reasoning is grounded in Leibniz’s work in calculus with infinitesimals and 

the idea that increment change in one variable corresponds to an increment change in the other 

variable occurring at any scaling.  

In defining scaling-continuous covariation, Ely and Ellis provide distinction between 

variation and covariation, and make explicit its non-reliance on motion or time parameter. This 

last criterion is the largest difference from other proposed types of reasoning related to 

covariational reasoning. In particular, it separates itself from chunky and smooth continuous 

reasoning by removing the need to imagine time progressing. Although different from smooth 

continuous reasoning, the authors do not claim that it is superior, only that it is another way of 

conceptualizing variation and covariation in developing an understanding of the function 

concept.  
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The notion of scaling-continuous covariation was applied in the setting with both middle 

school and Calculus students (Ellis et al., 2018; Ely & Samuels, 2019). Ellis and colleagues 

(2020) examined how scaling-continuous reasoning supported middle school students’ algebraic 

reasoning with graphs and rates of change through a teaching experiment. They focused on 

developing students’ understanding of constant rates of change (linear) and constantly changing 

rates of change (quadratic) in the context of speed and area tasks. One of the students they 

worked with had scaling-continuous reasoning while the other appeared to use chunky 

continuous reasoning. It was found that the scaling-continuous reasoning was more advantageous 

in supporting graphing with linear and quadratic situations and could have implications for 

foundational concepts in Calculus.  

Ely and Samuels (2019) tested the idea that scaling-continuous reasoning has 

implications for students in calculus through interviews with students taking a non-traditionally 

taught calculus courses taught by the authors. Samuels taught through focusing on local 

straightness while Ely focused on informal infinitesimals in his instruction. They found in both 

settings, some students relied on scaling-continuous reasoning to support their understanding of 

key ideas in calculus.  

For example, in the local-straightness course, students used scaling continuous reasoning 

when discussing the derivative at a point. In the informal infinitesimals course, students 

exhibited scaling-continuous reasoning when generalizing about scaling down to examine 

infinitesimals. The authors claimed, “Scaling-continuous covariational reasoning gives the 

student a way to imagine a coordination between each continuous increment of one variable and 

a continuous increment of another, at every scale” (p. 186). Scaling-continuous covariation 

reasoning is yet another way of describing how students reason about situations in which 
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quantities vary, yet there has yet to be work done examining how these ways of reasoning come 

about in the individual’s mind.  

Silverman (2006) took yet another approach to Carlson et al.’s covariational framework 

to examine students’ concepts of function by considering the commonly used Action, Process, 

Object, Schema (APOS) theory (Dubinsky and McDonald, 2001). In a teaching experiment with 

undergraduates, Silverman examines students’ understanding of the what the graph of 𝑓(𝑥) =

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝑥) looks like. He identified that a successful student would need to be able to keep track of 

how three quantities (𝑥, 𝑛𝑥, and 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝑛𝑥)) vary independently and in relation to one another. This 

idea of noting the number of mathematical objects and relationships involved in a problem 

relates to the construct of WM. This connection will be addressed in a following section 

explicitly. Silverman found that student responses indicated at most covariational reasoning 

using MA1 from Carlson and colleagues’ framework (2002) and that the students largely relied 

on the shape of the graph rather than how the quantities covaried.  

This notion of the shape of a graph heavily influencing students’ work is explored more 

rigorously by Moore and Thompson’s shape thinking (Moore & Thompson, 2015). They found 

similar results of students relying heavily on the shape of a graph rather than thinking about it as 

a trace of two varying quantities (covariation). From this work emerged the construct of shape 

thinking, which consists of two types: static and emergent. Static shape thinking consists of 

considering a graph as a fixed object that can be acted upon, like a piece of wire with certain 

properties.  

The assimilations and actions associated with static shape thinking are “based on 

perceptual cues and the perceptual shape of the graph” (p. 784), whereas emergent shape 

thinking “involves understanding a graph simultaneously as what is made (a trace) and how it is 
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made (covariation)” (p. 785). The assimilation of a graph consists of a trace in progress as a 

record of how two varying quantities vary together rather than of a fixed shape. The authors 

claim that emergent shape thinking is the more powerful way of thinking and could allow for 

students to make reflections and abstractions from their reasoning. This differs from shape 

thinking which is limited to making empirical abstractions on the shapes of the graph.  

However, if a student engages in static shape thinking, it does not mean that they are 

incapable of reasoning about a graph covariationally by tracing two quantities varying together; 

rather just that in the moment static conceptions are used to engage in the task instead of 

emergent. There has not been research done to investigate the origins of both static and emergent 

shape thinking and how they connect with the mental objects and actions identified in the current 

covariation frameworks.   

Covariation Examples in Mathematics. Along with extending the theoretical constructs 

behind covariational reason, researchers have also examined how students reason covariationally 

across different mathematical contexts and age groups. There has been research done in the K-12 

setting (Ellis, 2011; Ellis et al., 2016; Johnson, 2012; Johnson et al., 2017; Lisarelli, 2019; 

Madison, 2006; Santoso et al., 2019), undergraduate setting (Harini et al., 2018; Moore et al., 

2013; Moore & Bowling, 2008; Moore & Carlson, 2012; Sandie et al., 2019; Stalvey & 

Vidakovic, 2015; Whitehead & Rasmussen, 2003), and a few with in-service teachers 

(Thompson et al., 2017; Zeytun et al., 2010).  

Across these different age groups, the majority of the research focuses on the 

mathematical contexts of functions in either pre-calculus or calculus settings. For example, 

studies with high schoolers and undergraduates in calculus center around rates of change and 

graphing (Carlson et al., 2002; Ely & Samuels, 2019; Johnson, 2012; Johnson et al., 2017), 
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whereas pre-calculus topics focus on building specific functional relations like linear, quadratic, 

and exponential growth (Ellis, 2007a, 2011; Ferrari-Escolá et al., 2016; Hackenberg, 2014; 

Lobato et al., 2012; Moore, 2014).  

Although the roots of Confrey and Smith’s and Saldanha and Thompson’s covariation 

definitions came from working with middle and high school students, a large component of 

covariational reasoning has been focused at the undergraduate level. Research has been done in a 

wide variety of topics including college algebra (Moore & Bowling, 2008; Moore & Carlson, 

2012), trigonometry (Moore, 2009, 2012, 2014), graphing (Moore et al., 2013, 2014; Moore et 

al., 2019), differential equations (Whitehead & Rasmussen, 2003), parametric functions (Paoletti 

& Moore, 2017; Patterson & McGraw, 2018; Stalvey & Vidakovic, 2015), and calculus (Carlson 

et al., 2002; Harini et al., 2018; Köklü & Jakubowski, 2010; Sandie et al., 2019). Thompson and 

Carlson (2017) succinctly summarize the covariation literature in their compendium chapter and 

address these wide variety of topics researched.  

Although the majority of research on covariational reasoning has been done at the middle 

school, high school, and undergraduate level, there has been some investigation at the elementary 

school level showing that even young students can reason about varying quantities (Blanton & 

Kaput, 2004, 2011; Koerber et al., 2005; Moss & London McNab, 2011; Panorkou & Maloney, 

2016). For example, recall in the statistics’ education literature about covariation, researchers 

found that young children could make logical relationships between two covarying quantities 

(Koerber et al., 2005). 

Investigating elementary students’ covariational reasoning and functional reasoning is 

often done through more discrete cases and pattern generalization in algebraic reasoning. For 

example, in a teaching experiment with 5th grade students, Panorkou & Maloney (2016) found 
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that when engaging with functional relationships through pairs of numerical patterns, students 

were able to reason both in a correspondence and covariational (Confrey and Smith definition) 

way with increasing sophistication.  

Moss and London McNab, (2011), worked with 2nd grade students in an early algebra 

context through reasoning with patterns to help develop linear function and co-variation. They 

found that students were able to engage in rich mathematical activity and reasoning including 

developing multiplicative strategies prior to formal instruction.  

Research connections between algebra and covariation are growing, though direct 

connections still remain small. As mentioned above, most covariation literature related to algebra 

has been done in the middle school grades in regard to developing specific functional 

relationships although there are studies done at the college algebra level regarding equations 

(Moore & Bowling, 2008; Moore & Carlson, 2012). The connections between covariation and 

algebra are explored more in the next section.  

Working Definitions of Covariation and Covariational Reasoning 

I now give my definition of covariation within mathematics covariation (not statistical) 

and from a quantitative reasoning perspective. Here covariation is defined as the relationship 

between two quantities that vary and covariational reasoning as the cognitive activities and 

structures involved in conceptualizing a relationship between two quantities that vary. This 

definition aligns with the definition established by Carlson and colleagues (2002) by defining 

covariational reasoning in terms of an individuals’ cognitive activities with quantities.  

However, my definition is purposefully broader in order to be able to better capture more 

nuanced mental activity and include a broader set of contexts (algebraic settings). Another 

purposeful difference is the exclusion Carlson and colleagues use of “coordinating” as a 
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definition operation because the non-one-to-one definition mapping with coordination used in 

UC could cause confusion. Thus, I use relationship instead as a means of constructing 

connections between quantities instead of limiting to coordinations, which is ill-defined in the 

covariation literature. As such, this also allows for other operations to be considered in the 

construction of these relationships between quantities.  

Thompson and Carlson (2017) make the distinction between variational reasoning and 

covariational reasoning based on research on individuals’ conception of time as a quantity and 

tendency to conceptualize quantities in a solely discrete sense. This separation of variation from 

covariation can be conceived through the question of whether a quantity can be conceptualized 

as varying independently. Further, it boils down to if time is considered a quantity in relation to 

the varying quantity in question. I take the viewpoint that variation cannot be separated from 

covariation because time cannot be separated from a varying quantity. Thus, there are always 

two quantities to consider when considering “variation”: time passing and the quantity under 

observation. Therefore, what Thompson and Carlson consider variational reasoning, I frame as a 

covariation in which one of the quantities is time. This viewpoint is partially influenced by the 

present lack of evidence to support that the underlying cognitive structures involved with 

constructing variation or covariation differ from each other.  

In including “variational reasoning” as part of covariational reasoning, I am not 

excluding the work done by those regarding variational reasoning and the role time plays in 

covariation (Castillo-Garsow, 2012; Castillo-Garsow et al., 2013; Paoletti & Moore, 2017). 

Instead, I am reframing these findings under covariational reasoning rather than a separate type 

of reasoning. Details on how I situate “variational reasoning” within covariational reasoning 

through considering algebraic reasoning will be given in the theoretical framework section.  
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Algebraic Reasoning 

Some researchers have focused on investigating specific content of algebra (e.g. 

equivalence, unknowns, and variables) whereas others have investigated the broader structure of 

algebraic reasoning (Carraher et al., 2006; Ellis, 2007b; Filloy & Rojano, 1989; Hackenberg, 

2014; Herscovics & Linchevski, 1994; Sfard & Linchevski, 1994; Slavit, 1998; Smith & 

Thompson, 2008). In general, there is a consensus in the field from its early days that there is a 

cognitive gap between arithmetic and algebra for students and thus algebra follows after 

arithmetic in the learning progression. Although a few researchers have challenged the idea that 

algebra comes after arithmetic (Carraher et al., 2006, p. 90, 2017) and advocate for algebraic 

reasoning to be introduced alongside arithmetic, “early algebra”, they do acknowledge there is a 

difference between algebraic and arithmetic reasoning. Despite a general consensus in the field 

that there is a difference between these two mathematical domains, how students transition from 

arithmetic to algebraic reasoning is not well understood.   

There are two main thoughts in the field about how arithmetic and algebraic reasoning 

are connected. One supposes that challenges students face with algebra stem from difficulties 

around the new notational system involved (Filloy & Rojano, 1989; Linchevski & Livneh, 1999). 

The second perspective takes algebra as a generalization of a student’s arithmetic understandings 

and structures (Carraher et al., 2006; Ellis, 2007b; Empson et al., 2011; Hackenberg, 2014; Olive 

& Çağlayan, 2008). Algebra as generalized arithmetic has gained more traction with researchers 

than the perspective of focusing primarily on the new notational systems. I also ascribe to a 

generalization perspective as it aligns with the underlying theoretical perspective of students 

building their mathematical understanding through reflection on their own mathematical actions, 
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either sensorimotor or mental actions. As such, this review of algebraic reasoning will focus on 

algebraic reasoning as generalized arithmetic.    

Within the perspective of algebra as generalized arithmetic, there are different definitions 

for algebra and algebraic reasoning. A relevant sample of some of these definitions can be found 

in   
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Table 2.2  

Sample of Relevant Definitions of Algebra and Algebraic Reasoning Found in the Literature 

 (Blanton & Kaput, 2005; Carraher et al., 2006; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Radford, 2011; 

Smith & Thompson, 2008). Note that although these definitions all come from researchers under 

the theoretical perspective of algebra as generalized arithmetic, some still attend to the role 

symbols and notation play in algebraic reasoning.  
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Table 2.2  

Sample of Relevant Definitions of Algebra and Algebraic Reasoning Found in the Literature 

Citation  Definition  
(Blanton & Kaput, 
2005, p. 413) 
 

We take algebraic reasoning to be a process in which students 
generalize mathematical ideas from a set of particular instances, 
establish those generalizations through the discourse of 
argumentation, and express them in increasingly formal and age-
appropriate ways. 
  

(Carraher et al., 
2006, p. 88). 

We focus on algebra as a generalized arithmetic of numbers and 
quantities in which the concept of function assumes a major role.  
[emphasis in original text]  
 

(Hackenberg & 
Lee, 2015, pp. 198–
199)  

We view students’ beginning algebraic reasoning to be about (a) 
generalizing and abstracting arithmetical and quantitative 
relationships, and systematically representing those 
generalizations and abstractions, not necessarily with standard 
algebraic notation and (b) learning to reason with algebraic 
notation in lieu of quantities.  
 

(Radford, 2011, p. 
311) 

Algebraic thinking is not about using or not using notations but 
about reasoning in certain ways. What characterizes thinking as 
algebraic is that it deals with intermediate quantities conceived of 
in analytic ways. In other words, you consider the indeterminate 
quantities (e.g. unknowns or variables) as if they were known and 
carry out calculations with them as you do with known numbers. 
[emphasis in original] (p.310) 
 

(Smith & 
Thompson, 2008, p. 
3) 

Algebraic reasoning is characterized by its generality and by the 
role that symbolic expressions play in stating general 
relationships, comparing and manipulating them, and facilitating 
many numerical evaluations. (p.10) 
 

 

Only three explicitly mention notation or symbolizing as a part of algebraic reasoning. 

Radford (2011) even directly states that algebraic reasoning is not about notation usage but rather 

a way of thinking. Blanton and Kaput (2005) include expressing generalizations in “increasingly 
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formal” ways, which might include use of notation but this is unclear. This lack of emphasis on 

symbolizing is not unexpected since these researchers subscribe to the second theoretical group 

for algebraic reasoning. However, it does raise questions of how symbolizing might factor into 

students’ ability to generalize arithmetic.  

Hackenberg and colleagues address different aspects that notation might play in students’ 

mathematical reasoning in several studies (Hackenberg, 2013; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; E. 

Tillema & Hackenberg, 2011). Tillema and Hackenberg (2011) tackle this challenge in a thought 

experiment on possible ways in which students’ notation could serve as a record of their 

reasoning in the context of fraction problems. Although this thought experiment was done in the 

context of fractions and not algebraic reasoning, the underlying hypothesis of using students’ 

notation as a trace for their reasoning should translate to algebraic settings. The fact that there is 

research connecting students’ fractional knowledge with their ability to reason algebraically 

(Empson et al., 2011; Hackenberg, 2013; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015, 2016) also supports a likely 

extension of Tillema and Hackenberg’s thought experiment to algebraic reasoning.  

Returning to the discussion of the definitions in Table 2.2, these definitions, while not 

exhaustive, collectively reflect commonly taken definitions for algebraic reasoning within the 

group of researchers that focus on algebra as generalized arithmetic. As such it is not surprising 

that four of the five discussed explicitly have components about generalizing. Although, there 

are subtle differences in what is being generalized with each definition.  

Only two definitions, Hackenberg and Lee (2015) and Carraher and colleagues (2006), 

explicitly include generalization of arithmetic and quantities. Contrary to Blanton and Kaput 

(2005) and Smith and Thompson (2008) who make no explicit mention of arithmetic or 

quantities in the context of generalizing, Radford (2011) includes quantities specifying them as 
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intermediate quantities, such as unknowns or variables. In fact, Radford is the only one to 

mention unknowns and variables in the definition. This is interesting as unknowns and variables 

are key component of algebra content and common points of study in the literature. As such both 

are discussed later in this section.  

Blanton and Kaput (2005) don’t explicitly touch on generalized arithmetic in their 

definition but do include categorized types of algebraic reasoning to include generalized 

arithmetic and functional thinking later in their paper. Carraher and colleagues (2006) have the 

only other definition that mentions functions in association with algebraic reasoning. Hackenberg 

and Lee (2015), as well as Smith and Thompson (2008), don’t explicitly mention function, 

instead use more general mathematical relationship language. Whether called functions or not, 

these definitions place an importance of building relationships between different quantities 

(numbers, unknowns, or variables) in algebraic reasoning.  

Although these authors all support that generalizing is crucial in algebraic reasoning, not 

all authors specify what they define as a generalization. Only Hackenberg and Lee (2015) and 

Blanton and Kaput (2005) expand on what they mean by generalizing. Blanton and Kaput 

describe what some generalizations of different arithmetic processes might entail. For example, 

they say, “Generalizing numerical patterns involves exploring expressing regularities in 

numbers” (p. 413).  

Alternatively, Hackenberg and Lee use Ellis’ work on generalization (Ellis, 2007a, 

2007b, 2011b). Ellis defines generalizing as “an activity in which people in specific 

sociomathematical contexts engage in at least one of three actions: (a) identifying commonality 

across cases, (b) extending one’s reasoning beyond the range in which it originated, or (c) 

deriving broader results from particular cases” (2011, p. 311). As Ellis’ research in algebra topics 
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has roots in quantitative reasoning perspective, this definition for generalizing aligns with the 

Piagetian theoretical perspective I use in this study. Therefore, I follow Ellis’ definition for 

generalization as it relates to students’ algebraic reasoning.   

Thus far, I have focused on reviewing how researchers have defined algebraic reasoning, 

yet have neglected the true object of study, which is students’ algebraic reasoning. Early in this 

investigation, few researchers were looking at the fine grain level of underlying mental 

operations separating arithmetic from algebra (Sfard & Linchevski, 1994; Slavit, 1998).  

Sfard and Linchevski (1994) applied the theory of reification and “inherent process-object 

duality in the majority of mathematical concepts” (p. 191). They took the perspective that 

algebra symbols do not hold meaning outside of an individual’s perspective and analyzed the 

cognitive processes involved with individual learning of algebra. Their analysis focused on the 

two algebra topics of fixed unknown and functional variables. Overall, they found that students 

struggled with problems outside the standard algorithms and even the stronger students had 

difficulty with a functional approach. Sfard and Linkshevski’s findings of student difficulties 

outside the learned algorithms and struggles with varying quantities within a functional approach 

is supported by later research (Ely & Adams, 2012; Gray et al., 2007; Lucariello et al., 2014; 

Moore et al., 2014). 

Slavit (1994) also used the reification framework to study operational sense for students 

in the context of addition as a root for algebraic reasoning. Slavit conducted a case study 

following a student from 1st through 4th grade (ages 6-9). Even at a young age, students showed 

an ability to develop sophisticated mathematical meaning in addition, which coincides with the 

mathematics necessary for algebraic thought in later years. Similarly, Linchevski and Livneh 

(1999) found connections between 6th and 7th grade students’ arithmetic errors corresponding 
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with types of algebraic errors. While later researchers found similar results of young students 

building on their understanding of arithmetic operations to develop algebraic ways of reasoning 

(Hackenberg, 2013; Linchevski & Livneh, 1999; Radford, 2011), the use of the reification 

framework did not gain popularity and other theoretical perspectives were more often utilized 

when focusing at the mental action level of analysis.  

A number of researchers that look at the finer grain mental action level of analysis of 

students’ algebraic reasoning use the theoretical perspective of quantitative reasoning (Ellis, 

2007b; Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 2017; Koedinger & Nathan, 2004; Olive & Çağlayan, 2008; 

Smith & Thompson, 2008). Hackenberg argues the importance of studying epistemic students 

and proposes three epistemic algebraic students based on the mental actions and schemes 

available to them (Hackenberg, 2014).  

One mental construct that is prevalent through Hackenberg’s work with students’ 

algebraic reasoning is Multiplicative Concepts (MC). These are related to the types of units a 

student has constructed and is able to reason with. Through Hackenberg’s work with students 

with different MC, there is evidence that higher MC levels allow for more sophisticated 

algebraic reasoning as related to fractions, unknowns, and equations (Hackenberg, 2013, 2014; 

Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 2017; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015). Olive and Çağlayan (2008) make use 

the related construct of UC and similarly found that higher levels of UC are needed for 

sophisticated algebraic reasoning involving unknown quantities.  

Although there has been some evidence to support connections between students’ ability 

to reason algebraically and UC mental structures available to them, these connections are not 

well understood and have been largely limited to the context of fractions and unknowns. I will 

examine these connections in the UC section immediately following this section. I continue this 
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section with examining more specific content areas within algebra. First acknowledging briefly 

the research done on equivalence, before delving deeper into the work done with the more 

relevant topics to this study: unknowns and variables.  

Equivalence 

Early on it was found that students’ understanding of the equal sign and equivalence 

impacted performance of algebra tasks. Research identified two main ways in which students 

reasoned with the equal sign: operational and relational (Kieran, 1981). Operational use of the 

equal sign is when students understood the symbol to stand for an action to solve something; 

whereas a relational understanding of the equal sign consists of identifying both sides of the 

equal sign as equivalent. Kieran examined elementary to college aged students on their 

understanding of the equal sign, finding that while elementary school children were mostly 

operational, but the operational understanding did persist into high school and even at the college 

level.  

Others have supported these findings within the elementary and middle school age ranges 

(Knuth et al, 2005, 2006; Baroudi, 2006; Alibali et al., 2007; Matthews et al., 2012).  

Often the understanding of the equal sign or equivalence was paired with another algebraic 

concept like equation solving (Alibali et al., 2007; Knuth et al., 2006; Warren & copper, 2005) 

and/or variable (Knuth et al., 2005). Knuth and colleagues (2006) and Alibali and colleagues 

(2007) found that with middle school students, a better understanding of equivalence, or 

relational understanding of the equal sign, is connected to better algebra skills. However, Knuth 

and colleagues (2005) found that most middle schoolers have an operational understanding of the 

equals sign. Bryd and colleagues (2015) investigated third grade and fifth grade students’ 

understanding of the equal sign in connection with arithmetic. They found that non-relational 
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understanding with arithmetic negatively predicted algebra ability. Overall, there is a clear 

connection between students’ understanding of the equal sign and their development in multiple 

mathematical domains from arithmetic to algebra.  

Defining Unknown and Variable 

Often times the terms “unknown” and “variable” get used as blanket terms by 

mathematicians and teachers without thought to how others might interpret the meaning of those 

mathematical objects. For example, the use of a letter in a mathematical expression could have a 

number of meanings from generalized number to parameter to variable. It is thus not surprising 

that it is non-trivial for students to construct mathematical meanings for letters in algebra. There 

is ample evidence that students in K-16 struggle with using letters as unknowns and variables 

(Brizuela et al., 2015; Dindyal, 2004; Ely & Adams, 2012; Furinghetti & Paola, 1994; Gray et 

al., 2005; Lucariello et al., 2014; Macgregor & Stacey, 1997; Philipp, 1992; Trigueros & Ursini, 

1999). Here I examine how researchers make use of the terms “unknown” and “variable” to help 

motivate the need for finer grain analysis of what mental objects students are constructing when 

they are using these terms.    

In teaching, often times different types of unknowns are named with different types with 

basic arithmetic problems (Beckmann, 2017; Koedinger & Nathan, 2004). The umbrella terms 

unknown and variable can encompass fixed unknown, generalized number, parameter, 

placeholder, constant, coefficient, and varying quantities. Generalized number, parameter, 

placeholder, constant and coefficient are either not specified as distinct mathematical objects or 

collapsed into a single category separate from unknowns and variables. A few researchers have 

looked separately at generalized number and parameter (Ely & Adams, 2012; Furinghetti & 

Paola, 1994; Macgregor & Stacey, 1997; Trigueros & Ursini, 1999).  
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More often, researchers only make distinctions between unknowns and variables (Ely & 

Adams, 2012; Trigueros & Jacobs, 2008; Trigueros & Ursini, 1999) although even these terms 

are sometimes ill-defined or not defined at all. Some examples of definitions for unknowns and 

variables are found in   
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Table 2.3 below. The remainder of this subsection on definitions will largely focus on 

those definitions found in   
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Table 2.3 to highlight researchers that have proposed that differences in defining these 

terms is non-trivial for the underlying mental constructs students make and their symbolization. 

Unknown is often used to mean either what Küchemann (1978) called a “specific 

unknown” or “generalized number” (  
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Table 2.3). He found middle-school students struggled more with generalized number 

than with unknowns, suggesting there is a difference between these two mathematical objects, 

lending merit to studying them as separate entities. Another interesting aspect of Küchemann’s 

definitions is the use of numbers and values since other researchers utilize quantities in their 

definitions instead (Brizuela et al., 2015; Ely & Adams, 2012; Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 2017; 

Thompson & Carlson, 2017). 
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Table 2.3  

Sample Definitions of Unknowns and Variables Found in the Literature 

Reference Unknowns Variables 
 
Brizuela et al., 
2015 
 
  

 
In this paper, when we say variable or variable quantity we refer to both varying and fixed 
unknown quantities. An example of the former would be the use of x to represent a varying, 
unknown quantity in the equation x + 7 = y. An example of the latter would be the use of x to 
represent a fixed, unknown quantity in the equation x + 7 = 10. (p.34)  
 

Ely & Adams, 
2012 
 

We use the term unknown to mean a determinate 
quantity. It stands for a particular numerical value 
(or a few values) that can be determined from the 
information provided, even if one does not yet 
know what the value is. (p. 21) 

A variable is indeterminate, rather than 
determinate, meaning that it does not 
represent just one (or a few) specific 
numerical value(s) that can be determined 
from the information provided. Rather it is 
capable of assuming any of a (large) set of 
values, and it stands for a generic element 
of that set… The second property that 
distinguishes a variable is that it is a part 
of a “systematic relationship”—a variable 
quantity can vary, and when it does there 
is some other quantity that varies with it. 
(p. 21) 
 
 

Hackenberg et 
al., 2017 
 

We conceptualized an extensive quantitative 
unknown, hereafter quantitative unknown, as an 
extensive quantity for which a value is not known, 
but for which a value could be determined. In our 
experiments, we focused primarily on distances. So, 
a quantitative unknown could be thought of as a 
distance for which we have a measurement unit; we 
can imagine subdividing the distance into those 
units; but we do not know how many of those units 
will be needed to span the distance. (p. 42) 
 

 
 

Küchemann, 
1978  
 

(Specific Unknown) A specific, albeit unknown, 
number which can be operated upon without having 
to be evaluated. (p. 25) 
 
(Generalized Number) This level differs from 
specific unknown in as much as the letter is seen as 
being able to take, or as representing, a series of 
values rather than one value only. (p. 26) 
 

Interpreting letters as variables involves an 
awareness that there is some kind of 
relationship between the letters, as their 
value changes in a systematic manner. (p. 
26) 
 
 

Thompson and 
Carlson, 
2017 

Variable as unknown number reflects cognitive processes that are similar to symbol as 
representing a constant, variable as general number reflects cognitive processes that are similar to 
symbol having the meaning of a parameter, and variable in a functional relationship reflects 
cognitive processes that are similar to symbol as having the meaning of the value of a quantity 
that varies. (p. 447) 
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As discussed in the preceding section on quantitative reasoning, the term quantity is also 

fraught with underlying meaning and not all researchers specify what they mean by quantity. 

Even within those who ascribe to the quantitative framework use quantity in different ways. For 

example, both Ely and Adams (2012), and Hackenberg and colleagues (2017) have unknown as 

pertaining to a determinate quantity, yet Hackenberg and colleagues specify the type of quantity 

of interest the term “extensive quantitative unknown.” However, both do have underlying 

connections to cognitive structures involved with their definitions through the quantitative 

reasoning lens.  

Some researchers use variable as a blanket term for all unknown quantities (Blanton et 

al., 2017; Brizuela et al., 2015; Thompson & Carlson, 2017). Brizuela et al. (2015) sweep all 

types of unknowns under the umbrella term variable but do acknowledge that their definition 

includes varying and fixed quantities. They are also an example of a group of researchers that 

uses quantities to describe variables although do not define what they mean by quantity. 

Thompson and Carlson (2017) provide various definitions for variable that align with 

common definitions for fixed unknown, parameter, and variable. Their definition came out of 

Thompson’s (Thompson, 1993, 1994a) work on quantitative reasoning; but most interestingly, 

the definitions are explicitly expressed in terms of cognitive processes. Defining mathematical 

objects in terms of cognitive processes allows researchers to investigate how students build their 

understanding of a mathematical concept.  

Hackenberg and colleagues (2017) and Ely and Adams (2012) also have underlying 

cognitive processes in defining their terms. Both Thompson and Carlson (2017) and Ely and 

Adams (2012) give historical context for the possible cognitive roots and intellectual need for 

unknowns and variables. Ely and Adams frame the difficulties students have grasping and using 
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the “multiple functions of letters in mathematical expressions” in the historical context of the 

development of unknowns, placeholders, and variables. Examining the history of mathematical 

ideas is useful when asking epistemological questions and ascertaining when new intellectual 

need arise for new concepts.  

For example, here they relate placeholder and covariation to the importance of history:  

Two important new practices that were crucial to the development of the idea of 

variables. One is the general idea at the heart of the placeholder: a letter can stand 

for any of a set of indeterminate quantities, not just a single unknown quantity. 

The second is covariational reasoning, how to represent and quantify the way that 

one quantity changes with respect to another. Both of these practices were 

important historically, and are important for students too. (p. 29) 

Of these two central ideas, the second is one that has only recently started to take root in the 

literature. Although covariational reasoning has its roots in the early 2000s, researchers have 

only recently investigated the construction of variable in conjuncture with covariational 

reasoning.  

Thompson and Carlson (2017) similarly examine the historical development of variation, 

variable, and covariation contextualize the definitions teachers and mathematicians use; as well 

as argue that “continuous variation and continuous covariation are epistemologically 

necessary for students and teachers to develop useful and robust conceptions of functions” (p. 

423). This is reflected in how they define variable in terms of the cognitive processes involved 

with symbolization for different types of variable (unknown, parameter, variable).  
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Another thing to note about the Thompson and Carlson definition is that the main focus of the 

paper was not in fact algebraic reasoning but covariational reasoning. However, in reviewing the 

variable definitions in   
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Table 2.3 and in broader literature, these definitions usually contain two common components of 

(a) varying quantity and (b) relationship. Thus, inherent in many definitions of variable is the 

construct of covariation.  

As evidenced from the Early Algebra group and others, students as young as eight or nine 

are able to reason meaningfully with varying quantities and quantitative relationships (Carpenter 

et al., 2003; Carraher et al., 2006, 2017; Nunes et al., 2003). Despite the broadening literature on 

covariation throughout K-16 settings, there is little research examining students’ construction of 

variable from the lens of covariation. However, researchers have started to look at how students 

build specific types of functional relationships such as linear and exponential relationships (Ellis, 

2007a; Ellis et al., 2016). Some have also started building fine grain models of students’ 

construction of unknowns with quantitative and covariation reasoning lenses (Hackenberg, 2014; 

Hackenberg et al., 2017). The rest of this section will focus on reviewing the literature 

documenting students’ struggles and successes with understanding and using unknowns and 

variables, with a particular focus on the aforementioned work with quantitative and covariational 

reasoning.  

Research on Unknowns and Variable 

Similar to equivalence, research on students’ understanding of unknowns began early 

(Filloy & Rojano, 1989; Furinghetti & Paola, 1994; Herscovics & Linchevski, 1994; Koedinger 

& Nathan, 2004; Küchemann, 1978; Warren & Cooper, 2005). In describing the difference 

between arithmetic and algebra, Filloy and Rojano (1989) and Herscovics and Linchevski (1994) 

concentrated on students’ ability to operate with or on unknowns within the context of solving 

equations. Both found that students were not able to spontaneously solve equations with 
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unknowns for types of first-degree equations and had a heavy focus on the symbol and notation 

use as indication of understanding.  

Küchemann (1978) took a different approach to examining students’ understanding of 

unknowns and analyzed secondary students’ responses to a half hour Algebra 1 test using a 

Piagetian framework on concrete and formal operational thought. He used Collis’ (1975) six 

classifications for students’ use of letters: evaluated, ignored, object, specific unknown, 

generalized number, variable. For each of these classifications, Küchemann identified that the 

last three classifications all fall into either early or late formal operational thought.  

Two key differences between Küchemann’s work and the authors mentioned above are 

the frameworks that were used (mental structures available) and distinguishing between different 

meanings of letters (unknown, generalized number, variable). The framework Küchemann uses 

to analyze students’ understanding involved Piagetian theory and getting at their mental 

structures aligns with the underlying framework for this study and is used by others (Ellis, 

2007b; Hackenberg, 2013, 2014; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Olive & Çağlayan, 2008). The 

details of the findings connecting UC and algebraic reasoning will be unpacked further in the UC 

section, but in general, there is evidence that the unit structures students assimilate with 

influences their ability to reason with unknown quantities.  

Olive and Çağlayan (2008) examined 8th grade students’ use of letters in the Coin 

Problem (below) in conjunction with their UC stage:  

Mrs. Speedy keeps coins for paying the toll crossing on her commute to and from 

work. She presently has three more dimes than nickels and two fewer quarters 

than nickels. The total value of the coins is $5.40. Find the number of each type of 

coin that she has. (Olive & Çağlayan, 2008, p. 273) 
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In coming up with equations and solving the task, oftentimes the students’ use of letter referents 

was ambiguous and “were unsure as to whether the number or the value of a dime was the 

referent” (p. 287). Students often exhibited the common naming of unknowns by the first letter 

of the object but not as the quantity of the object. For example, students would use “N= nickels” 

instead of letting “N= number of nickels”. Students mis-defining or incorrectly assigning 

meaning to letters in word problems is well documented and found in all age groups from 

elementary aged children to adults (Blanton et al., 2017; Clement, 1982; Gray et al., 2005; 

Macgregor & Stacey, 1997; Philipp, 1992).  

The classic example used with older populations is Clement’s (1982) Student-Professor 

problem: 

Write as an equation using variables S and P to represent the following statement: 

“There are six times as many students as professors at the university." Use S for 

the number of students and P for the number of professors. (Clements, 2002, p. 

17)  

Clement gave this problem to 150 freshman engineering university students and found only 63% 

gave a correct equation S = 6P, with a typical error in incorrect answers being a conflation of the 

variables P = 6S.  

Phillip (1992) expanded on this research by giving variations of the student professor 

problem and a coin problem to high schoolers and adults. Philipps also found that both 

populations struggled with providing correct equations for both types of problems. Additionally, 

with the high school population, Philipp found that using letters related to the problem did not 

help with writing correct equations and that students struggled significantly more when the 

relationship was implicit (coin problem) rather than explicitly stated (student-professor problem). 
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This is not unsurprising if students are already struggling with representing explicitly state 

relationships. This is echoed in the covariation literature where students struggle more with 

representing relationships between two quantities that are implicitly time dependent compared to 

a relationship between two quantities when one of those quantities is time (Carlson et al., 2002; 

Paoletti & Moore, 2017; Patterson & McGraw, 2018). This will be discussed further in the 

theoretical framework section.   

As mentioned, student difficulty with representing situations with variables is well 

documented, however there is research to supporting students’ understanding the situations 

presented, they just struggle with representing them symbolically (Gray et al., 2005; Macgregor 

& Stacey, 1997; Trigueros & Ursini, 1999). For example, in a survey of undergraduates enrolled 

in college algebra and calculus, Gray and colleagues found students were able to correctly 

compute answers to the posed situations but struggled with writing equations. A correct 

calculation suggests students understood the set-up of the situation and a lack of equation did not 

always mean a student is unable to construct the necessary mathematical relationships involved. 

These results support the early findings from Trigueros and Ursini (1999) and Macgregor and 

Stacey (1997) that both also saw evidence from younger students that symbolizing relationships 

was difficult.  

In their study of students’ use of unknown, generalized number, and variable across 

middle grades through entering university students, Trigueros and Ursini (1999) found that for 

variable students’ ability to “recognise the correspondence between numerical quantities” 

(p.276) trended to decrease across schooling. In the same analysis, there was fluctuating ability 

to “think of the functional relationship only in terms of discrete values” (p. 277) across the years 

of schooling and almost no ability for students to “recognize the joint variation of related 
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variables” (p.276) at any year of schooling. This lack of ability to consider a variable in relation 

to another varying quantity is not surprising based on the lack of emphasis of covariational 

reasoning in school curricula at the time, which had a larger focus on coordination of sets 

definition for functional relationships.  

Despite a sometimes-decreasing trend across schooling for older ages, there is evidence 

that young children are able to use unknowns and variables in mathematically rich ways (Blanton 

et al., 2017; Brizuela et al., 2015). Both these studies worked with first grade students to examine 

what understanding the students display working with variables and variable notation. Evidence 

from both studies supports that even first grade students, when given the opportunity, can 

construct relationships between unknowns and use notation in meaningful ways.  

For example, Blanton and colleagues (2017), through implementing an instructional 

sequence designed from a learning trajectory, classified students as having one of six different 

levels of use and understanding of variable and variation ranging from pre-variable/pre-symbolic 

to letters representing variables as mathematical objects. Brizuela and colleagues (2015) found 

that first graders were able to use notation for variables concluding:  

The understandings that we observed in these young children included (1) that 

variable notation can signify a label or object; (2) that variable notation can 

represent an indeterminate quantity; (3) that quantitative relationships can be 

expressed through the ordinal relationships between letters in the alphabet; and 

(4) that the inclusion of both letters and numbers in a single equation should be 

avoided. (p. 57) 

These results seem to contradict the findings mentioned earlier of the struggles that students have 

at older ages with using variables and variable notation. However, this research with younger 
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students is only indicating that students are able to engage in problems involving varying 

quantities earlier than thought expected. The research does not make claims this understanding is 

fully developed or how it might develop further in later schooling.  

These findings with younger students highlights the argument from the Algebra Early 

contingent that students at elementary school age can develop some algebraic reasoning 

alongside their arithmetic reasoning (Blanton et al., 2017; Carraher et al., 2006, 2017). Whether 

or not students are able to reason, to some extent, algebraically in elementary school with 

unknowns and variables, it still remains that students struggle in later schooling with these 

constructs. It remains an open question of how students construct the necessary mental structures 

and operations for algebraic reasoning, particularly with variables defined within a functional 

relationship.  

Working Definitions of Algebraic Reasoning, Unknown, and Variable 

Considering the literature reviewed above and purposes of this study, I take a quantitative 

reasoning approach to algebraic reasoning and follow Hackenberg and Lee’s definition of 

algebraic reasoning:  

(a) generalizing and abstracting arithmetical and quantitative relationships, and 

systematically representing those generalizations and abstractions, not necessarily 

with standard algebraic notation and (b) learning to reason with algebraic notation 

in lieu of quantities” (p. 198-199).  

Thus, I consider algebraic reasoning, like covariation, to be a subset of quantitative reasoning. 

Along with both being subsets of quantitative reasoning, this definition has algebraic reasoning 

and covariation as interesting sets of quantitative reasoning through the algebraic reasoning 

encompassing cognitive activities with quantitative relationships. While both algebraic and 
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covariational reasoning involve quantities, algebraic reasoning generally focuses on investigating 

a narrower focus of students’ conceptions of unknown quantities and variables as specific objects 

of study rather than relationships between varying quantities.  

As discussed above, the definitions for unknown and variable are wide reaching within 

the literature. Here I define both unknown and variable in terms of quantities and as separate 

rather than as unknown as a subset of variable as some do (Brizuela et al., 2015; Thompson & 

Carlson, 2017). I define an unknown as a determinant quantity that is not known but for which a 

value could be found (Ely & Adams, 2012; Hackenberg et al., 2017). Hackenberg and colleagues 

further differentiate the quantities associated with unknowns by incorporating extensive quantity 

into their definition. I do not make this difference within the definition of unknown but rather 

will capture any difference between extensive unknown or intensive unknown to be dependent 

on the individual within the context of a situation.  

As mentioned above, several threads are found within the literature when defining 

variable, including variation, use of letters, and relationships (  
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Table 2.2  

Sample of Relevant Definitions of Algebra and Algebraic Reasoning Found in the Literature 

). In light of these components and quantitative and covariational reasoning, I define a 

variable as an indeterminate quantity that varies in relation to another quantity and is represented 

symbolically. Note this definition is remarkably similar to the definition of variational reasoning, 

but includes the restriction of the ability to represent a quantity symbolically. The connections 

between unknowns and variables with covariation will be explored more in the theoretical 

framework. Note both unknown and variable are considered to come from an individuals’ 

thinking in line with quantities deriving from a person’s cognitive activity. 

Units Coordination  

Along with covariation and algebraic reasoning, there has been a recent proliferation of 

research done in mathematics education on students’ development of number systems and 

operations from whole to rational numbers (Beckmann & Izsák, 2015; Carpenter et al., 2012; 

Lamon, 1995, 1996; Ni & Zhou, 2005; Siegler et al., 2013; Simon et al., 2018; Steffe & Olive, 

2010). While there is a wide variety of theoretical perspectives found through the literature on 

number development, this literature review focuses on the large portion of research done from 

the Piagetian and neo-Piagetian perspectives. This perspective aligns with this study by holding 

as central the abstract units and mental operations involved with mathematical development. In 

particular, this research has thoroughly tracked the cognitive structures needed for development 

of early arithmetic and fractions (Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; Norton et al., 2015; Olive, 2001; 

Steffe, 1992; Ulrich, 2015).  
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In the construction of a number system, what units are available to children has been 

shown to be crucial. One main construct that emerged from this research is the construct of UC 

(Steffe, 1992). Although UC came out of work with elementary school age students building 

number sequences, it has been connected with mathematical development in content ranging 

from whole number to calculus (Byerley, 2019; Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; Ulrich, 2015). 

This section will summarize the theoretical developments of UC before reviewing relevant work 

on students’ mathematical development connected to UC in different mathematical contexts, 

focusing primarily on algebraic reasoning.  

Theoretical Background 

The construct of UC came out of an early movement in mathematics education grounded 

in building models of students’ mathematics from cognitive constructivist perspectives 

(Glasersfeld & Steffe, 1991; Piaget, 1970; Piaget & Duckworth, 1970; Thompson, 2000). 

Building models of students’ mathematics allows teachers and researchers to understand what 

cognitive structures are involved with students’ mathematics. Scheme theory has been a 

prevalent way in the mathematics education community to model students’ mathematics 

(Glasersfeld, 1995; Piaget & Duckworth, 1970). Glasersfeld describes an action scheme in three 

parts: perceived situation, activity, and expected result (1995, p. 65).  

From a perceived situation, there is a recognition template that triggers an action to be 

carried out to completion of the expected result. For example, if an insect is buzzing around, this 

perceived situation can trigger the recognition template for swatting a fly. The action of swatting 

the fly can then be carried out with the expected result of making the fly go away.  

Figure 2.2  

Glasersfeld Scheme Model (1995) 
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Under scheme theory, learning occurs when an accommodation or assimilation is made to 

a scheme. Assimilation occurs when a new perceived situation triggers the recognition template 

of a scheme. For example, suppose a child’s fly swatting recognition template consists of black 

bugs that buzz but they encounter a yellow and black bee buzzing. This could trigger the child’s 

fly swatting scheme to be enacted. This would be an assimilation of a new bug for the fly 

swatting scheme to the expected or unexpected result. If there is an unexpected result, say getting 

stung by the bee, then the child experiences a perturbation. When a perturbation occurs, a child 

can make an accommodation to their scheme to alter the current scheme or construct a new 

scheme. Researchers have used this theoretical construct and applied it to students’ learning 

mathematics in a variety of domains through K-16 schooling (Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; 

Moore et al., 2016; Steffe, 1992; Steffe & Olive, 2010; Ulrich, 2015, 2016a).  

One of the first areas in which this theory was applied was in students’ construction of 

number and number sequences (Olive, 2001; Piaget & Szeminska, 1952; Steffe, 1991, 1992; 

Steffe & Cobb, 2012). Researchers followed young children through their construction of 

number and basic arithmetic operations to discern what mental structures and actions are needed 

for understanding number and arithmetic. It was found that units and UC are an integral 

component of students’ construction of number (Lamon, 1996; Steffe, 1991, 1992; Ulrich, 2015, 

2016; von Glasersfeld, 1981) and later fractions (Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; Steffe, 2002; 

Steffe & Olive, 2010). Ulrich captures the use and practicality of UC in studying students’ 

mathematics saying: 
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The stages of unit construction and coordination represent a way of characterizing 

mathematical thinking that focuses on the nature of the units a student can use to 

make sense of a mathematical situation and the ways in which the students can 

coordinate these units. (p. 39) 

In the remainder of this section, I will unpack the theory behind units and UC before addressing 

relevant findings in the literature between students’ ability to build and use units and their 

development in different mathematical domains.  

Unitizing and Units 

Central to UC, as well as quantitative reasoning, is the action of unitizing that results in 

producing units as mental objects. There are several definitions for unitizing and unit found in 

the literature. Glasersfeld (1981) defined unitizing in a general context grounding it in one’s 

mental attention to properties of or perceptual attention to an object. Zwanch (2019) nicely 

summarizes Glasersfeld’s theory on attentional bounding as unitizing saying:  

In its simplest form, unitizing is the ability to focus one’s attention on a single 

object, recognize its singularity, and distinguish it from other background objects. 

Interpreting any sensory-motor object requires that we focus our attention on it, as 

a means of identifying its qualitatively distinct characteristics. In unitizing the 

object, we go beyond simply recognizing the attributes of the object that 

distinguish it from other types of objects, and additionally bound the attentional 

pulses that identify that object from other background objects. (p. 11) 

A nonmathematical example of unitizing for a child is when they encounter an orange for 

the first time, and they observe the properties as a round orange fruit with a rough skin. These 
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observations are distinctly different from observations made about an apple that is also a round 

fruit but is red or green and has smooth skin. For the child to unitize an orange as a new object 

distinct from an apple, they must attentionally bound these observations and empirically abstract 

(Piaget, 2014) the difference to generate a new classification of the object as an orange. This 

process of unitizing is non-trivial for young children developing the concept of number. It also 

has possible connections to higher level mathematical contexts such as algebraic reasoning and 

covariation for unitizing unknown quantities and varying quantities.  

Glasersfeld’s (1981) definition of unitizing places an emphasis on one’s mental attention 

to properties of an object, which aligns quantitative reasoning theory about abstracting 

measurable qualities of an object. It also lends itself to analysis focused on mental actions and 

structures since it is foregrounded in one’s cognitive processes. However, this definition is not 

mathematics specific, and some mathematics education researchers have narrowed Glasersfeld’s 

definition of unitizing to a more specific mathematical context by defining unitizing in terms of 

generating a numerical unit of one. This unit of one could be an initial unit of one in the natural 

numbers or generating a unit of one from a grouping or regrouping of a large number of objects 

(Ulrich, 2015).  

With either the general Glasersfeld definition of unitizing or the more mathematical one, 

the process of unitizing results in the creation of a unit. However, even when taking the 

numerical perspective of a unit, there are different ways to interpret a unit. Within the 

quantitative reasoning perspective, units are considered as units of measure, like an inch or 

second. Units are connected to the quality of an object being measured (Thompson, 1994; 

Thompson et al., 2014).  
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Implicit in the use of units within this definition of quantity, is the concept of 

enumeration and the use of arithmetical units. Arithmetical units are constructed through the 

process of applying the “unitizing operation to a record or to a re-presentation of a counting act 

associated with counting figurative unit items” (Ulrich, 2015, p. 4). This leads to an 

interiorization (Steffe & Olive, 2010) of the act of counting. This ability to enumerate a 

collection of objects with true arithmetical units and construct a number sequence is non-trivial 

for children (Olive, 2001; Steffe & Cobb, 2012; Ulrich, 2015, 2016). 

Furthermore, the types of arithmetical units and number sequence available to students 

has been shown to be directly connected to their ability to meaningfully engage in various 

mathematical settings (Hackenberg, 2013; Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; Steffe & Olive, 2010; 

Ulrich & Norton, 2019). From the foundation of having an arithmetical unit available, students 

can construct more sophisticated relationships between units and new unit structures. One such 

structure is a composite unit, generated from a coordination of units through distribution (Steffe, 

1992). Within the researchers that prescribe to the neo-Piagetian perspective, the theory of UC 

has been used for deep analysis of students’ whole number and fractional knowledge 

(Hackenberg, 2013; Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; Steffe & Olive, 2010; Ulrich & Norton, 2019) 

and beginning to be used for students’ algebraic reasoning and covariational reasoning (Byerley, 

2019; Hackenberg, 2013; Hackenberg & Lee, 2016). The remainder of this section will examine 

the theory and literature surrounding UC.  

Units Coordination 

UC emerged from Steffe’s (1992) work with young children’s construction of number 

and is a stage theory based on Piagetian theory. The stages are representative of the 

psychological structures and schemes the students have and operate within mathematics (Piaget 
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& Duckworth, 1970). New structures are built as students act on and with units (physically or 

mentally) while solving tasks and reflect on these actions. The fundamental features of UC are 

units, coordination of units, and composite units. Steffe defined a coordination of units 

specifically as a distribution of one unit across another unit saying “I think of units coordinating 

as the mental operation of distributing a composite unit across the elements of another composite 

unit” (Steffe, 2001, p. 279). However, other researchers have extended this definition of a unit 

coordination to consist of any transformation of units or relationship between units (Ulrich, 

2016). For this portion on UC theory, I will keep with Steffe’s original definition for a UC as a 

distribution but discuss other viewpoints more later.  

A common example of a unit coordination can be found in a whole number multiplication 

problem solved using multiplicative reasoning rather than additive reasoning. For this to occur 

there needs to be at least two levels of units coordinated: one composite unit distributed over a 

second composite unit. A composite unit is defined as single unit that is composed of a unit of 

units. For example, for the number 4 to be considered a composite unit, one would need to 

consider the 4 as one object comprised of four 1s rather than the result of counting four ones.  

Consider the multiplication task 5 × 7 (Figure 2.3). In order to solve this task to be 

solved multiplicatively and not additively, one needs to create a multiplicative relationship 

between two composite units, 5 and 7. If 5 is the composite unit of five ones and 7 as another 

composite unit consisting of seven ones, one can then distribute the composite unit of 5 across 

each of the seven ones in the composite unit of 7. The result of this distribution of 5 units of 1 

across each single unit of 7 produces a new unit of 35. Depending on what levels of units a 

person assimilates with, the resulting unit would be interpreted differently.  
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Figure 2.3  

Example of UC solving 5 × 7 

 

 
The current theory is that UC develops through three discrete stages. Stages are classified 

by the number of units an individual has constructed and available to use at the start of a task 

(i.e., the number of units a child can assimilate). Students are Stage 1 when they are only able to 

assimilate (take as given) one level of units, namely 1s, to use for building mathematical 

relationships in activity. For example, through their activity of counting four one’s a Stage 1 

student can construct the two-level unit structure of a composite unit. Whereas a Stage 2 student 

already has that two-level unit structure of a composite unit available for them to use at the 

beginning of a task without needing to first construct it. A Stage 2 student is also able to 

construct a third level of units or relationship through their activity. Lastly, a Stage 3 student has 

three levels of units available to them and can build a fourth in activity (Norton et al., 2015; 

Ulrich, 2016).  

Returning to the multiplication problem of 5 × 7, it is unlikely a Stage 1 student would 

be able to solve this using multiplicative relationships of composite units; they are more likely to 

solve it additively. Both Stage 2 and Stage 3 students would have the unit structures available to 

approach this problem multiplicatively. Whereas both could produce the correct end result of 35 
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after using distribution, the unit of 35 would have different meanings for each stage (Norton et 

al., 2015; Ulrich, 2016).  

A Stage 2 student would be able to construct the three-level structure of 35 as a single 

unit composed of seven units which each contain five units (unit of units of units); however, after 

this unit has been constructed, to further act with the result, the Stage 2 student loses the three-

level structure and the 35 represents their foundational unit structure of a two-level composite 

unit. The 35 would represent a unit of thirty-five ones instead of the unit of units of units. In 

contrast, a Stage 3 student would be able to maintain the three-levels of relationships between the 

35, 5, and 7 in their further activity and be able to unpack the levels if prompted.  

Multiplicative Concepts 

Thus far, I have only provided an example of UC in a whole number context, but as 

stated above, UC is connected to various mathematical domains including number sequences and 

multiplicative concepts (Hackenberg & Tillema, 2009; Ulrich, 2015, 2016). Hackenberg and 

Tillema (2009) introduce whole number multiplicative concepts (MC) in relation to students’ 

ability to coordination levels of units in activity and interiorization of units. These are congruous 

with UC stages and categorized in three stages of MC1, MC2, and MC3.  

Though initially used in analyzing students’ fraction composition scheme (Hackenberg & 

Tillema, 2009), MC has since been used in students’ algebraic reasoning (Hackenberg, 2013, 

2014; M. Y. Lee & Hackenberg, 2014). Ulrich summarizes nicely the relations between these 

different theoretical constructs (number sequences, UCs, and multiplicative concepts) in her 

2015 and 2016 pair of papers. stages before UC1 as they are not relevant to this study.  
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Table 2.4 

Adapted Table from Ulrich’s 2015 and 2016 papers 

 is an adaptation of Ulrich’s identified relations with modification of adding UC stage and 

excluding stages before UC1 as they are not relevant to this study.  
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Table 2.4 

Adapted Table from Ulrich’s 2015 and 2016 papers 

Number 
Sequence 

New 
types of 

units 
MC 

UC Stage Arithmetic Coordination 
Additive 

Reasoning 
Multiplicative 

Reasoning 
TNS Composite 

units 
MC1 
Stage 1 

Double counting: use one 
number sequence to assimilate 
another in order to count on or 
solve an additive comparison 
task. 

Constructs 
additive 
comparisons 
between two 
quantities as a 
description of a 
transformation 

Solves 
multiplication 
problems “in the 
moment”. 

Coordination of two levels of 
units in activity: use one 
number sequence to explicitly 
count composite units in order 
to solve multiplicative 
comparison tasks. 

Constructs 
multiplicative 
comparisons 
between two 
quantities as a 
description of 
a transformation. 

ENS Iterable 
units of 1 

MC2 
Stage 2 

Assimilatory coordination of 
two levels of units: use one 
number sequence to explicitly 
count composite units in order 
to solve multiplicative tasks. 

Constructs 
additive 
comparisons as 
an assimilatory 
quantity. 
 

Constructs 
multiplicative 
comparisons as 
quantities “in the 
moment”. 
 Coordination of three levels of 

units in activity: coordinate a 
composite unit, the number of 
times that composite unit is 
applied, and the resulting 
product. 

GNS Iterable 
composite 
units 

MC3 
Stage 3 

Assimilatory coordination of 
three levels of units: coordinate 
a composite unit, number of 
iterations of that composite unit, 
and resulting product. 

 Constructs 
multiplicative 
comparisons as 
an assimilatory 
quantity. 
 

 

Similar to findings in the context of whole numbers and fractions, higher-level UC 

structures have been connected to more sophisticated algebraic reasoning (Hackenberg, 2013, 

2014; Hackenberg & Lee, 2016; Lee & Hackenberg, 2014). So far, research connecting students’ 

multiplicative concepts and algebraic reasoning has been focused within the context of fractions 

and unknowns, specifically writing equations with quantitative unknowns. Hackenberg (2013) 
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investigated six MC1 students’ ability to engage in fraction and algebra tasks through clinical 

interviews with 7th and 8th graders. Hackenberg presents algebraic analysis for MC1 students’ in 

three areas: equations with multiplicative relationships, expressions with fractional multipliers, 

and generalizing activities (Ellis, 2011b). Across all three categories, all students’ lack of 

disembedding operation impeded ability to reasoning algebraically.  

Figure 2.4  

Table from Hackenberg (2013, p. 557) 

 

 
While investigating MC1 students, Hackenberg and colleagues also interviewed MC2 

and MC3 students. Unsurprisingly, increasing across the three MC, students were able to engage 

in a variety of fraction and algebra tasks with increasing sophistication (Hackenberg, 2006, 2014; 

Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 2017; Hackenberg & Lee, 2015, 2016; Olive & Çağlayan, 2008). In 

regards to distributing reasoning, Hackenberg and Lee (2016) found that MC2 students were able 

to use distributing partitioning operations but had not developed a full distributing partitioning 

scheme like some of their MC3 counterparts demonstrated when working with unknowns. 

Similarly, they found that MC3 students were able to use letters in meaningful algebraic ways 

compared to their MC2 counterparts.  
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Hackenberg and Lee (2015) explored the relationship between students’ fractional 

knowledge and equation writing more thoroughly in those same MC2 and MC3 students. They 

found that MC2 and MC3 students “represented multiplicatively related unknowns in 

qualitatively different ways” (p. 230) with the MC3 students able to do more with multiplicative 

relationships between both whole numbers and fractions with unknowns. MC3 students reasoned 

better about the relationships and represents them in more meaningful ways with algebraic 

notation than their MC2 counterparts. In a teaching experiment with 7th-9th grade MC2 and MC3 

students, Hackenberg and colleagues again found that MC2 students viewing unknown quantities 

as two-level structures hindered their ability to represent multiplicative relationships of 

unknowns algebraically (Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 2017) saying:  

These students were challenged to represent multiplicative relationships between 

unknowns: They changed the given relationship, did not think of the relationship 

as multiplicative until after concerted work, and used numerical values in lieu of 

unknowns. Our account for these challenges is that students needed to simplify 

the involved UCs. Ultimately students abstracted the relationship as 

multiplicative, but the exact relationship was not certain or had to be constituted 

in activity. (p. 38) 

Again, we see MC2 students unable to keep track of all the needed levels of units to solve 

algebraic tasks that involved quantitative unknowns without significant support. They engaged 

with the tasks in meaningful ways but the inability to assimilate with three-levels of units hinders 

the use quantitative unknowns in constructing multiplicative relationships between other 

unknowns.  
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Olive and Çağlayan (2008) had similar findings investigating students units coordinating 

stage and solving algebraic unknown tasks. They found that assimilating with three levels of 

units (Stage 3/MC3) is necessary to construct a quantitative structure (Thompson, 1993) 

complex enough to incorporate all the relationships between the known and unknown quantities 

and use letter notation in algebraically meaningful ways.  

In particular, working on the Coin Problem, in order to keep track of the various 

relationships between the values of different coins, relationships between numbers of coins in the 

problem, and represent those relationships with algebraic notation, students would need to “form 

a composite unit of the separate quantitative relationships, each of which is a composite unit (a 

coordination of different unit quantities)” (p. 289). Students who assimilate two-level structures 

did engage in the task and build three-level structures in activity, however, they were not able to 

maintain all the relationships within the levels throughout the whole problem. One way this 

limitation manifested itself was in these students’ inability to consistently and meaningfully use 

algebraic notation to represent the quantities involved in the problem.  

Collectively, the above research has shown connections between students’ UCs and 

algebraic reasoning. However, this has primarily only been in the context of representing and 

using relationships between unknowns in the form of equations. Within this work there has been 

little work explicitly investigating how students construct quantitative unknowns (Hackenberg, 

Jones, et al., 2017) at the fine grain mental action analysis level seen in students’ UC and whole 

number and fraction knowledge.  

Hackenberg and colleagues are starting to unpack these constructions, but the work is still 

ongoing. In their teaching experiment, they specifically included tasks involving two 

multiplicatively related unknowns in order to allow students to “grapple with indeterminacy” (p. 
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56) as a possible introduction for students to consider variation an important component of the 

relationship between the two unknowns. Hackenberg and colleagues did not explicitly study 

variable or variation but did provide a possible avenue to connect their work on UC and 

unknown with construction of variables and variation. 

Whereas findings conclusively show a connection between UC and unknowns, there has 

been little work relating UC with other algebraic topics such variables and functions (Boyce et 

al., 2020; Byerley, 2019). Boyce and colleagues examine the connection between UC and 

covariation reasoning, specifically focusing on students at Stage 2 and Stage 3 engaging in 

covariation tasks from the pre-calculus concept assessment (Carlson et al., 2010). Analysis of the 

multiple-choice items revealed that the difference between number of correct answers from Stage 

2 and Stage 3 students was statistically significant; where unsurprisingly Stage 3 students 

answered more correct. These results suggest students’ UC does in fact have connections with 

higher level mathematics concepts beyond the previously studied arithmetic and algebraic 

reasoning, but more work is needed to make these connections explicit.  

Working Definitions for UC Theory  

Pulling from the dissection of the literature above, I define a unit as the result of one’s 

unitizing an attribute of an object, collection of objects, or phenomenon. I make use of 

Glasersfeld’s (1981) definition of unitizing in terms of attentional bounding rather than the 

arithmetical unit definition found in the UC literature (Steffe, 1991; Ulrich, 2015). The reason 

for this is twofold (1) it allows for broader scope of situations in which units can conceptualized 

and used; (2) it aligns better with the theoretical perspective regarding mental attention and 

working memory discussed in the next section. I consider the arithmetical unit defined in the UC 
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literature to be a specific instance of the definition of unit I give, specifically a non-gross 

quantity (Piaget & Szeminska, 1952). 

With a unit defined in terms of attentional bounding of objects and phenomenon, one can 

now characterize a wide range of mathematics in terms of students’ mathematical actions 

operations on and between units. Here operations are characterized after Beth and Piaget’s 

notion of operations as “an action which can be interiorized, is reversible, and always 

dependent on other operations… Logico-mathematical experience is only concerned with 

actions which will subsequently be transformed into operations” (p. 234). Note, this definition 

is stricter than the use of operation discussed with the quantitative reasoning literature, as this 

imposes interiorization and reversibility as criteria for an operation.  

I differentiate between a mental action and mental operation by defining an action as 

possibly not yet interiorized or reversible for an individual and operation as having an 

anticipatory and reversibility component through interiorization. On reversibility of actions, I do 

not mean that an action can never be reversed, rather for actions the reverse action is not 

necessarily directly associated with the original action. For example, consider partitioning and 

iterating. These are inverses of one another and thus are actions that have the potential to be 

operations for students. They are not considered operations however until an individual has 

interiorized both actions and created an associated between the two operations as inverses. From 

this perspective, the quantitative operations discussed within the quantitative literature review 

section are better classified as actions. In the remainder of this section, I will use the term action 

instead of operation in order to avoid implying that an action needs to be conceptualized as an 

operation by an individual to engage in UC.  
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Returning specifically to UC, I refer to a unit coordination in the strict sense of Steffe’s 

(1992) original definition as distributing one composite unit over another and use the term unit 

transformation to refer to any actions or operations on units that generate a new unit. Thus, a unit 

coordination is a type of unit transformation. With this definition, I also consider the actions 

identified in the quantitative reasoning literature to be unit transformations. This idea is explored 

further in the framework section along with more specific on the types of actions considered to 

be involved with UCs.    

Working Memory 

A large portion of mathematics education research has focused on cognitive science 

studying how students think about mathematics across content levels, K-16. Despite having a 

largely cognitive focus, mathematics education researchers don’t often incorporate relevant 

theory and findings from the psychology research literature. For example, for decades, 

psychologists have studied and established connections between a person’s executive function 

(EF) and mathematical ability across age ranges from infancy to adulthood (Blankenship et al., 

2018; Bull & Johnston, 1997; Bull & Lee, 2014; Bull & Scerif, 2001; Latner, 1999; Passolunghi 

& Siegel, 2001; Swanson & Beebe-Frankenberger, 2004; Wilson & Swanson, 2001), yet EF 

factors are rarely considered in mathematics educators’ analysis of student thinking about 

mathematics. In this section I will briefly review the theory for executive function before 

focusing specifically on WM and its connections to mathematics.  

Theory of EF 

As a reaction to behaviorism and catalyzed through a pair of meetings between cognitive 

psychologists and computer scientists in the 1950’s (Chomsky, 1959; Miller, 1956), information 

processing theory (IPT) emerged to describe how information is stored in the human mind 
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(Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968). This theory proposes that memory is stored through multiple 

stages—sensory recognition, short-term memory, and long-term memory—and is controlled 

through different cognitive processes including the executive control process (Figure 2.5). 

Like any theory, IPT has some basic assumptions underlying the model: 1) adults and 

children have the same underlying information processing system; 2) differences between 

individuals can be identified quantitatively; 3) differences in the speed of information processing 

differs with age. Note that this theory is not necessarily developmental, but researchers have 

expanded related models to address developmental questions, such as: how does the number of 

items stored in short-term memory change over maturation?   

Figure 2.5  

Recreated Flow Chart of Memory System from Atkinson and Shiffrin (1968) 

 

 

Assuming that information is processed through several stages with different mental 

structures allows researchers to study smaller components individually as well as relations 
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between components. The executive control process has been a large focus of study for 

researchers and several different models exist of how information gets processed and used 

through executive control (Baddeley, 1992; Diamond, 2013; Just & Carpenter, 1992). Note that 

in the literature, the terms executive control and executive function are used synonymously. I 

will be using executive function (EF) for the duration of this paper.   

One of the first challenges researchers faced in studying EF was defining it and 

determining whether it was a singular construct or made of several components. One early model 

for EF with multiple components came from Roberts and Pennington (1996). Their model 

contained two components: WM and inhibition control. Miyake and colleagues (2000) gave an 

“empirical basis for developing a theory that specifies how executive functions are organized and 

what roles they play in complex cognition” (p. 50). They examined individual differences in their 

proposed three-component model for EF: shifting of mental sets (shifting), monitoring or 

updating WM (updating), and inhibition of dominant responses (inhibition).  

In studying the individual differences of college students’ performance on tasks 

specifically targeted for each component and more complex EF tasks to examine the interaction 

between components, Miyake and colleagues found each component contributed to performance 

in distinctly different ways ( 

Figure 2.6).  
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Figure 2.6  

Model from Miyake's (2000) Paper with Tasks in the Boxes and the Three EF Constructs in the Ovals. 

 

 

This three-component model quickly became popular and is widely used as a model for 

EF. Despite a consensus that these three components are a part of EF, there are still different 

terms used throughout the literature for the different components and slight variations in 

definitions. For example, in Diamond’s (2013) review of research of EF, she uses the terms 

cognitive flexibility, WM and Inhibitory Control instead of shifting, updating, and inhibition 

respectively. Although the terms are similar and sometimes used interchangeably, it is important 

to note that Miyake and colleagues’ (2000) original definition of updating is not the same as 

WM. The two are related but distinct components of cognition. Originally WM was considered a 

component of short-term memory, not a part of the EF box in the Atkinson and Shiffrin 

information processing theory of memory (1968).  

Regardless of whether researchers distinguish between updating and WM as separate 

constructs, both have shown to play an important role in cognition and development 

(Blankenship et al., 2015; Bull & Johnston, 1997; Bull & Scerif, 2001; Miyake et al., 2000; Rose 

et al., 2012). Updating and WM have been tied to mathematical performance (Agostino et al., 
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2010; Blankenship et al., 2015; Bull & Lee, 2014; Bull & Scerif, 2001; Lee & Bull, 2016; 

Swanson & Beebe-Frankenberger, 2004). As such, it is important to consider the role WM plays 

when analyzing and modeling students’ mathematics.  

In general, despite the wealth of information connecting mathematical performance and 

with WM found in the psychology literature, few mathematics education researchers take this 

into consideration when investigating students’ mathematics (Kerrigan et al., 2019; Norton et al., 

2022). Before expanding on the connections found in the psychology literature between 

mathematics and WM, I will examine two models for WM—Baddeley’s and Pascual-Leone’s 

models—to provide a theoretical background of the model I chose to use for this framework and 

study.  

Working Memory Theory 

WM is used differently in different parts of cognitive science. Baddeley gives a nice 

summarization of how WM is generally used in cognitive psychology: 

The term WM is used in at least three different ways in different areas of 

cognitive science. It is used here, and in cognitive psychology generally to refer to 

a limited capacity system allowing the temporary storage and manipulation of 

information necessary for such complex tasks as comprehension, learning and 

reasoning. (A. Baddeley, 2000, p. 418) 

Indeed, while there are several different models for WM (Baddeley, 2012; Baddeley & Hitch, 

1974; Just & Carpenter, 1992; Pascual-Leone, 1970), at the heart of every model is the notion of 

“limited capacity system,” which plays an important role in cognition and development.  

As mentioned above, WM originated as a component of short-term memory as a unitary 

system. However, psychologists pushed back on the idea that only one system was involved, and 
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different multi-component models emerged. One of the most widely used model is the Baddeley 

model (Baddeley, 2000; Baddeley & Hitch, 1974). Another important model that emerged, from 

the Piagetian perspective, was the Pascual-Leone model (Pascual-Leone, 1970; Pascual-Leone & 

Goodman, 1979). I review each model separately before discussing researchers attempts to 

reconcile the two models.  

Baddeley Model. In response to short-term memory being considered a unitary system, 

Baddeley and Hitch proposed a model for WM as having multiple components, “one central 

controller together with a number of interrelated subsystems” (1974, p. 77). They were unsure 

the exact role the central executive played but did assume its primary function consisted of a 

“limited-capacity attentional system capable of selecting and operating control processes and 

strategies” (p. 77), with a conscious awareness of its use. Since the central executive component 

was the most difficult to study, they focused primarily on subsystems to then help them identify 

the role of the central executive.  

The two subsystems that Baddeley and Hitch proposed were the visuospatial sketchpad 

and the phonological loop ( 

 

Figure 2.7). The phonological loop is the most well understood component of this model 

for WM and consists of temporary storage and retrieval of phonological information such as a 

string of digits, letters, or words. For example, when you are given someone’s 7-digit phone 

number that you need to remember, you engage your phonological loop when you recite the 

number repeatedly until you no longer need to remember it. The visuospatial sketchpad is like 

the phonological loop in that it is also considered as a temporary storage system but instead of 
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verbal storage the visuospatial sketchpad deals with maintaining and manipulating visuo-spatial 

images.  

 

Figure 2.7  

 (Top) Original Baddeley WM Model; (Bottom) Modified Baddeley Model 

 

 
Whereas evidence supported both the phonological loop and visuospatial sketchpad 

(Baddeley, 1992; Kemps et al., 2000), there was some critique for lack of evidence and theory 

supporting the central executive component (De Ribaupierre & Pascual-Leone, 1984; Just & 

Carpenter, 1992). Baddeley (2000) eventually revised the original three-component model to 

include a fourth component, the episodic buffer (bottom model in  

 

Figure 2.7). He defined the episodic buffer as “a limited capacity temporary storage 

system that is capable of integrating information from a variety of sources” (p. 421). The 

episodic buffer can be thought of as a liaison between different subsystems to help create and 

connect multi-dimensional information. 
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The addition of another component emerged because while the model fit data for WM on simple 

tasks, it did not do a sufficient job explaining results from more complex cognitive activities. 

This fourth component was met with little resistance and is now widely accepted within the 

Baddeley model for WM.  

The Baddeley model for WM has been well studied and is by and large the most popular 

model for WM. However, it does not fully capture all aspects of WM seen in empirical data. For 

example, the model was developed with adults in mind and does not contain a developmental 

component. While there are some theories for how the phonological loop develops, there is little 

work done to explain how the visuospatial sketchpad develops (Kemps et al., 2000). Unlike the 

Baddeley model, Pascual-Leone’s model for WM is rooted in developmental theory.  

Pascual-Leone Model. Pascual-Leone (1970) proposes a model grounded in Piaget’s 

developmental stage theory and mental attentional energy, which Pascual-Leone calls theory of 

constructive operators (TCO). Where the Baddeley model is simple, TCO is complex and 

modeled mathematically. The TCO contains three main components of schemes, operators, and 

principles (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994; Pascual-Leone & Goodman, 1979).  

The focus of this theory is on the first two components. The definition of schemes is 

slightly different than the one presented by Glasersfeld (1981) in the early section. Here, a 

scheme is defined more broadly as “information-bearing, elementary, modular units of both 

human mental processing and long-term memory; the content of subjective and objective 

experience, and its structure, is embodied in them,” (p. 164). Note that Glasersfeld’s definition 

would fit under this broader definition. The operator component is tied to “hidden hardware” 

constraints within a subject’s brain capacities, and the principles component is the “brain’s 
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hardware stipulating how schemes and operators interact to produce actual performances” 

(Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994, p. 164).  

Though there are several different operators defined in TCO to fully explain learning and 

cognition, I focus on those defined under the mental attention aspect of this theory. The three 

main operators that deal with mental attention are the Executive operator (E-operator), the 

Interrupt (I-operator), and the Mental Attentional operator (M-operator) (Juan Pascual-Leone & 

Baillargeon, 1994). The E-operator is the set of schemes that are activated and is involved in 

planning during mental processing. It dictates the use of the M- and I-operators, thus controlling 

the status of what is being used in WM. The I-operator is essentially equivalent to the inhibiting 

factor in the Miyake and colleague’s (2000) EF model. The M-operator is the central computing 

space and most closely associated with WM. As such, I will focus primarily on this component 

of Pascual-Leone’s model. Figure 2.8 provides a complete visualization of TCO and how the 

different components interplay and connect. However, I am primarily focused on the innermost 

ellipse, specifically M(E, H) and WM associated with the second ellipse.  

Pascual-Leone characterizes WM through the M-operator, proposing it as the limiting 

space structural component of the central processor or computing space in Piaget’s cognitive-

development theory. In other words, the M-operator is a quantitative construct used to explain 

and quantify the amount of space in one’s central processor at a given time in their development. 

The M(E,H) found in Figure 2.8 represents the mental attention given to the executive planning 

schemes (E) and the action scheme to choose from (H).  
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Figure 2.8 

Full Model of TCO of Endogenous Mental Attention ( Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 2010, p. 23) 

 

 

The measure of the amount of computing space for the M-operator is classified in two 

ways by Pascual-Leone: (1) maximum capacity of structural M and (2) functional M. He defined 

the structural M as “the maximum number of discrete ‘chunks’ of information or schemes that M 

can control or integrate in a single act” (p. 301). This theoretical maximal number, later renamed 

M-power (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994), is dependent on the age and developmental stage 

of a person in line with Piaget’s stage developments.  

However, when solving tasks, the amount of computing space used is not always the 

same as the M-power, rather the lower functional M value. The functional M was later renamed 

M-capacity and defined in terms of “the number of separate schemes that a subject can 

simultaneously boost into activation” (Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994, p. 163). Essentially, 

M-capacity is the number of active schemes you can keep track of at a time while performing a 

task. Pascual-Leone considered the M-power to be consistent within stages of development, but 
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the M-capacity can vary within stages with individuals and even within an individual’s response 

depending on the task content.  

Pascual-Leone empirically confirmed there is an age developmental component to M-

capacity (Pascual-Leone, 1970). In general, elementary aged children have an M-capacity of 2-3, 

middle school aged children have an M-capacity of 4-5, and high school age students (age 15 and 

above) have an M-capacity of 6-7. The upper limit result of 7 fits the “magic number seven” 

from Miller’s early work with information processing for processing information (Miller, 1956). 

Others have similar results that show WM capacity increases with age, including those that 

employ the Baddeley model (Cowan, 2011; Kemps et al., 2000; Morra, 1994; Wilson et al., 

1987).  

Model Comparison. With evidence that both models can explain the limited capacity 

aspect of WM, researchers questioned if these two models are complementary or one a subset of 

the other. Kemp and colleagues (2000) argue that the models have some complementary aspects 

as their empirical data could not be explained fully by either model separately. Since their 

conclusions were made primarily from an empirical focus, strong theoretical claims about the 

models’ complementarity cannot be made. However, they were still able to determine at an 

empirical level “Pascual-Leone’s theory could give a quantitative prediction of the age-related 

performance, whereas Baddeley’s theory could give a more parsimonious account of the 

interference effects” (p. 106). At best, theoretically Kemp and colleagues conclude both models 

work to explain WM through different theoretical lenses, but no clear one-to-one correspondence 

currently exists theoretically between the two models.  

In a pair of companion papers, Baddeley and Hitch (2000) and Pascual-Leone (2000) 

responded to Kemp and colleagues’ attempt to converge between their two models. Their 
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responses both acknowledge that different parts of Kemp and colleagues’ data are explained 

better by the other’s model, and both reinterpret the data using their respective models to explain 

all the data.  

Baddeley and Hitch (2000) push back against attempts to combine the two models on the 

basis of vast theoretical differences, rather encouraging each model to “continue to develop 

alongside each other, in the hope that we will, in due course, reach a common solution, which, 

being based on different methods and sources of evidence, is likely to be all the more robust” (p. 

135). In their reinterpretation of the data, Baddeley and Hitch use the added episodic buffer to 

help explain the more complex tasks for which their earlier model was unable to account.   

Pascual-Leone (2000) argues that Kemp and colleagues’ work supports that TCO is 

complementary to the Baddeley model through its explanation of individual and developmental 

differences but that the converse statement is not true and TCO can explain all the data. Pascual-

Leone also contests the combining of the two models on grounds of epistemological differences:  

Baddeley defines WM as constituted by a theoretical trinity: a central executive 

unit, a linguistic component or articulatory/phonological loop (AL), and a spatial 

component or visuo-spatial sketchpad (VSSP). I define WM, in a more traditional 

manner, as the set of all schemes in the subject’s repertoire that are hyperactivated 

at a given time—that is, maximally activated and ready to control performance, 

processing, or conceptual learning… Baddeley’s definition makes WM into a 

causal triune mechanism that conflates two local modes/domains of processing 

(linguistic and visuo-spatial) with the central executive functions and with the 

mental attentional capacities. My definition treats WM instead as a descriptive 
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construct that emerges by way of the collaboration of different causal organismic 

factors” (p. 151). 

Like Baddeley and Hitch (2000), Pascual-Leone ended his response by acknowledging 

that each model has an important place within psychology research serving different roles. He 

recognized that with different theoretical backgrounds, each serves a different population of 

researchers and researchers should choose “those that they prefer and find more intuitive” (p. 

152). 

With that in mind, I follow the Pascual-Leone model, focusing my attention on M-

capacity, because his theoretical framing aligns with that of the Piagetian approach, I take 

modeling students’ mathematics. I expand on the connections between M-capacity and the 

mathematics education components (UC, covariation, etc.) in the next section. For the remainder 

of this section, I will examine common methods used in measuring WM before summarizing 

evidence connecting mathematics performance and WM.   

Measurement of WM 

 Regardless of the model used for studying WM of updating, the general consensus is 

there is a limiting capacity component. Thus, when evaluating the role WM plays in cognition 

and development, researchers capture WM as the quantitative measure of the number of things a 

person can store and manipulate at a given time when performing a task. Several types of tasks 

have been developed for assessing WM capacity, including verbal and nonverbal measures 

across age groups. For school-age children and above, tasks usually include a dual-processing 

component where the participants have to simultaneously hold and manipulate information. For 

example, Backwards Digit Span (Morra, 1994) involves the participant reciting a string of 

numbers given to them verbally backwards from the original order, increasing the length of the 
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string of digits with successes. This requires the subject to not only hold the correct numbers in 

mind but also be able to recall the reverse order in which they were given.  

Most researchers use a battery of tests to get a more accurate measure of WM (Morra, 

1994; Rose et al., 2012; Simmering & Perone, 2013). Specific to measuring M-capacity, 

researchers have developed a variety of tasks that have proven consistent in measurements 

(Morra, 1994; J. Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 2010; Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994). In 

particular, Morra measured for M-capacity and found that different combinations of tests served 

to capture more consistent measures. Working with participants aged 6-11, Morra found that 

using 4-5 tests was good but that if chosen carefully, two can be used sufficiently. 

Simmering and Perone (2013), however, caution against perceiving WM capacity 

measures as singular in nature but rather argue that it is a dynamic process. In their cross-domain 

survey of the literature, they found that while WM capacity tended to increase with age there 

were discrepancies within age ranges across tasks and domains.  

These findings reflect the challenges and complexities present in theoretically modeling 

WM and suggests possible domain dependent competing cognitive resources. Within M-capacity 

theory, these discrepancies are captured theoretically in the difference between M-power and M-

capacity as well as M-capacity’s domain-general limited factor. Though the theory provides an 

explanation for the variation, it does not provide an empirical way to reconcile the difference 

from theory and practice in measuring WM. Thus, researchers fall back on the practicality of 

using several measures to make a composite value for WM capacity.  

Mathematics and WM  

Within the domain of mathematics, research has shown a connection between 

mathematics performance and WM across the spectrum of age groups from infancy to adulthood 
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(Agostino et al., 2010; Ashcraft & Krause, 2007; Blankenship et al., 2015, 2018; Bull & 

Johnston, 1997; De Smedt et al., 2009; Lee & Bull, 2016; Meyer et al., 2010; M. Chiara 

Passolunghi & Siegel, 2001; Passolunghi et al., 2016; Rose et al., 2012; Siegler et al., 2012). In 

fact, this is such a widely accepted connection that researchers control for WM when 

investigating differences between different mathematics contexts (Siegler et al., 2012). This 

section will explore the connections the literature has made between WM and mathematics from 

both the Baddeley and Pascual-Leone models.   

One of the most studied connections is the predictive nature of the limiting capacity of 

WM on mathematics achievement both within age groups and longitudinally in development 

(Blankenship et al., 2018; De Smedt et al., 2009; Lee & Bull, 2016; Meyer et al., 2010; Rose et 

al., 2012). Overall, the research supports that a higher WM is associated with higher mathematics 

achievement. Rose and colleagues (2012) tracked early EF measures with infants and found early 

WM indicators predicted mathematics achievement at age 11. De Smedt and colleagues (2009) 

found that WM and updating predicted mathematics achievement with 1st and 2nd graders, though 

once predicted in grade 1 the prediction was no longer significant at grade 2.  

Along with studying the limiting capacity component of WM on mathematics 

achievement, researchers have begun to investigate how different components of WM relate to 

mathematics. With the Baddeley model, researchers have examined what roles the phonological 

loop, episodic buffer, and visuo-spatial sketchpad might play separately into mathematics. De 

Smedt and colleagues (2009) found that the phonological loop predicted mathematics at grade 2 

but that visuo-spatial sketchpad predicted it at grade 3. Blankenship and colleagues investigated 

episodic memory (recollection and familiarity measures) and mathematics with 6-year-olds. 

They found that the recollection component of episodic memory and WM measures were 
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predictive of mathematical fluency but not the familiarity measure. Collectively, these findings 

support the theory that there is more than one component of WM and that different components 

play different roles in mathematical development.   

Within the Pascual-Leone model for WM, researchers have also found various 

connections between M-capacity and mathematics development. From the beginning of the 

theory development, Pascual-Leone (1970) provided evidence for developmental increases in M-

capacity with age and this has been reflected in the literature since (Case, 1995; Kemps et al., 

2000; Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 2010). Pascual-Leone and colleagues have investigated more 

thoroughly the role M-capacity plays in learning in the context of arithmetic and multiplication 

(Agostino et al., 2010; Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 2010).  

Agostino and colleagues (2010) investigated several EF measures and M-capacity in 

conjunction with different types of multiplication problems with grade 3 through grade 6 

students. The authors classified multiplication problems in one or two step problems and 

included the four types of multiplication problems taught in schools (scalar, array, combinatorial, 

and proportion). This deviation from the standard assessments and incorporating more 

mathematics education definitions for multiplication is uncommon but allows deeper analysis in 

mathematical development. In their 155-participant study, they unsurprisingly found that across 

grades one-step problems were easier than two-step problems. Regarding the EF factors, M-

capacity and inhibition predicted performance and updating mediated these effects on 

mathematics performance. These findings are particularly relevant to this study because 

multiplicative reasoning is important in both UC and covariation.  
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Working Definitions for WM 

In line with the neo-Piagetian perspective taken with the mathematics education 

components of this study (particularly UC and covariation), I follow Pascual-Leone’s TCO 

model for WM. In particular, I will focus on the M-capacity and M-demand components. I use 

the definition “the limited number of chunks of information or schemes one is able to hold in an 

active state at one time while engaging in a task” for M-capacity. I define M-demand as the 

potential amount of mental-attentional capacity needed to solve a particular task. Thus M-

demand is a measure for tasks to determine how many cognitive resources are required to solve a 

task. This is a particularly useful analytical tool for predicting students’ ability to engage with a 

task and in building models of students’ mathematics. To simply summarize the two components 

of Pascual-Leone’s WM model, M-capacity is one’s mental-attentional capacity and M-demand 

the mental demand of a task.   

Theoretical Framework 

Hitherto, I have reviewed the literature and provided working definitions in the five 

pertinent areas for the overarching subject of my research. What remains is to articulate how I 

see these five components connect and interweave. Some of these connections have been alluded 

to in earlier sections, but here I make explicit the theoretical framework guiding this study. First, 

I discuss my view of individuals’ mathematics in terms of neo-Piagetian theory. From this 

perspective, taking units and unit transformations as the foundational atoms of mathematical 

thinking, I reframe quantitative, algebraic, and covariational reasoning in what I call Unit 

Transformation Reasoning (UTR). This framework is then used to interpret what mental units 

and actions are involved in students’ algebraic and covariational reasoning. Lastly, I incorporate 

WM as a factor in students’ mathematical thinking.    
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Mathematics as Mental Actions 

Mathematical activity is characterized differently through various frameworks within 

mathematics education research. However, many of these frameworks consider students’ actions 

as the basis for mathematical thinking (Confrey & Kazak, 2006; Steffe et al, 2013). For example, 

embodied cognition defines all forms of knowledge, including mathematics, through 

sensorimotor activity (Núñez, Edwards, & Matos, 1999) and the emergent and sociocultural 

perspectives define mathematics through interactions with individuals engaging together in 

mathematical activities (Cobb, Jaworski, & Presmeg, 2013). I take a constructivist and neo-

Piagetian (Beth & Piaget, 1966; Piaget, 2014; Piaget & Duckworth, 1970) perspective to 

characterize mathematics through an individuals’ cognitive activities at the level of sensorimotor 

and mental actions. In particular, actions that can be incorporated into structured systems that 

allow for composition and reversal of actions used to construct mathematical concepts (Norton et 

al., 2022). 

As discussed earlier in the UC section, I differentiate between actions and operations, 

where operations are classified strictly in the sense that an individual has interiorized an action 

into a cognitive structure (Piaget & Duckworth, 1970). Since operations derive from reflection 

on actions, I hold actions and the objects that are acted upon as the atoms for describing an 

individual’s mathematical thinking. I focus on the units and unit transformations (actions on 

units that generate a new unit) involved with students’ algebraic and covariational reasoning.   

While I focus on the mental action level of characterizing students’ mathematics, I also 

consider the larger cognitive structures and systems that are built from actions. For example, as 

mentioned in the UC sections, researchers have used schemes to characterize students’ cognitive 

activities, where schemes are a collection of actions that have been organized with a recognition 
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template and expected result (Glasersfeld, 1995; Piaget & Duckworth, 1970). A level above 

characterizing mathematics as schemes is describing an individual’s ways of reasoning. 

Hackenberg and Lee (2016) define reasoning as “the functioning of their [students’] schemes and 

operations in ongoing interaction in their experiential worlds” (p. 249). In line with their 

definition, I define reasoning to be ways in which a student structures and systematically uses 

their actions and schemes in interacting with their experiential world.  

From this perspective, quantitative, algebraic and covariational reasoning are 

characterized by the cognitive structures, actions, and schemes an individual uses within those 

contexts. Therefore, I define unit transformation reasoning to be the collection of cognitive 

structures, actions, and schemes involving units and unit transformations an individual uses 

systematically to interact with their experiential world.  

Unit Transformation Reasoning 

When taking a quantitative approach, UC, algebraic reasoning, and covariational 

reasoning can be classified as subsets of quantitative reasoning (Figure 2.9). However, 

examining quantitative reasoning at the finer grain analysis level of mental actions, the 

aforementioned implicit “unit of measure” within the quantification of a quantity comes to the 

forefront. If a quantity is generated through quantification and quantification involves the 

generation of a unit of measure, it follows that quantities are defined in terms of the units a 

person constructs. 

Therefore, quantities are simply units, and quantitative reasoning can be characterized in 

terms of the units and unit transformations or unit transformation reasoning. Classifying 

quantities more strictly in terms of units and quantitative reasoning in terms of units and unit 
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transformation allows for finer grain analysis of the mental actions in several contexts within 

quantitative, algebraic, and covariational reasoning.  

Figure 2.9   

(Left) Current Quantitative Reasoning hierarchy, (Right) New hierarchy including Unit Transformation 

Reasoning 

    

 

One advantage of my approach is that it allows for finer analysis into how students 

generate extensive and intensive quantities through unit transformations, which aligns with 

Schwartz’s (1988) original theory regarding quantities and dimensive algebra. From a units 

perspective, extensive quantities are simply units generated through unitizing of the attribute 

directly and intensive quantities are those units that arise through a multiplicative transformation 

of units.  

From an objective mathematical definition (individual independent), extensive quantities 

are one dimensional (i.e., lengths) and additive, while intensive quantities are at least two 

dimensional (i.e., areas and volumes) and multiplicative, but from the subjective mathematical 

definition (individual dependent), extensive and intensive quantities are based on how the 

individual unitizes the situation. For example, area could be an extensive quantity if an 
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individual measures the area with a unit area rather than as a multiplicative relation between two 

lengths.  

Using slightly different definitions, Johnson (2015a) articulates this difference nicely 

saying:  

Although distinguishing between direct and indirect measurability is useful, it is 

not sufficient because it does not address an individual’s conception of a 

measurable attribute of some object, which is central to 

quantification…Foregrounding conception and quantification, in this article I use 

intensive quantity to mean an individual’s conception of a measurable attribute 

that could be quantified by forming a relationship between constituent quantities 

(from the same or different measure spaces). (p. 65) 

By digging deeper into students’ quantification through identifying the units and unit 

transformations involved, researchers can gain better understanding of students’ construction and 

the different types of quantities identified in the literature concerning algebraic and covariational 

reasoning.    

Another advantage of framing quantitative reasoning through units and unit 

transformation is the ability to build finer grain models of the mental operations undergirding the 

quantitative operations (Thompson, 2011) identified in the literature regarding quantitative and 

covariational reasoning (Carlson et al., 2002; Castillo-Garsow et al., 2013; Johnson, 2015a; 

Thompson, 1993). Recall Johnson’s (2015a) Change in Covarying Quantities framework (
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Table 2.1 

Recreation of Johnson’s (2015a, p. 84) Change in Covarying Quantities Framework 

 Extensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-1 

Operation: 
comparison 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) change in one 
quantity with change in a 
second quantity 
 

Comparing (greater, less, 
same) particular amounts of 
change in one quantity with 
amounts of change in a second 
quantity 

Determining a single quantity 
that indicates a comparison 
(greater, less, same) between 
change in 
quantities 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Association of extensive 
quantities 

Association of extensive 
quantities 

A single extensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
with change in a second 
quantity 
 

Amounts of change in one 
quantity with amounts of 
change in a second quantity 
 

An amount of change in one 
quantity “per” an amount of 
change in a second quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 

 Intensive quantities 
QO-Comp-1 QO-Comp-2 QO-Comp-3 

Operation: 
comparison 

Coordinating change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Coordinating variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 
 

Determining a single quantity 
that coordinates variation in the 
intensity of change in one 
quantity with continuing 
change in another quantity 

Objects of 
Reasoning  

Coordination of extensive 
quantities 

Coordination of an intensive 
quantity with an intensive 
quantity 

A single intensive quantity 

 Change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction 
with continuing change in 
another quantity 
 

Variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in another 
quantity 

The variation in the intensity of 
change in one quantity 
happening in conjunction with 
continuing change in 
another quantity is a 
quantity in and of itself 
 

) and consider quantitative operation comparison one (QO-Comp-1). Reframing this 

operation from a unit transformation reasoning perspective “comparing (greater, less, same) 

change in one quantity with change in a second quantity” (p.84) is a comparison between two 

extensive units. 

Here extensive unit reference to an extensive quantity as perceived by the individual and 

not by the statement of the units of measure in a task. I will similarly define and intensive unit as 

an intensive quantity as perceived by the individual not by the statement of the units of measure 

in a task. In the case of the Filling Bottle Task (Johnson, 2015a, p. 84), the two quantities the 

students are asked to consider as covarying are height (extensive quantity) and volume (intensive 
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quantity). However, when students were found to be using QO-comp-1, they were treating each 

quantity as extensive units, implying that volume was not conceived as an intensive quantity.  

Further, this raises questions of what objects the students were acting on in order to make 

a comparison and how they unitized volume if not as an intensive unit. This is just one example 

of how unit transformation reasoning can be used to ask questions about the underlying mental 

actions involved in students’ mathematics. Next, I will examine more closely how unit 

transformation reasoning can be used to frame students’ covariational reasoning within the 

context of algebraic reasoning in the construction of unknowns and variables.  

Covariation and Algebra 

Focusing on quantities and units, opens questions regarding how the UC literature 

connects with the algebraic and covariational reasoning literature. As discussed in the preceding 

sections, some researchers have already begun examining the connection between students’ UC 

and algebraic reasoning (Hackenberg, Jones, et al., 2017; Hackenberg & Lee, 2016; Lee, 2018). 

So far, this research is largely focused on students’ fractional knowledge, multiplicative 

concepts, and unknowns as extensive quantities. Of particular interest to UTR framework is the 

findings that the disembedding operation was implicated as important when constructing 

extensive quantitative unknowns. MC2 and MC3 students were more able to reason about 

unknowns, but MC2 students were not able to conceptualize unknowns with exact relations to 

other quantities when struggling to construct them as multiplicative relationships.  

Recall that an individual’s MC is directly connected to their UC stage, which deals with 

relationships between units and composite units. These parallel extensive and intensive quantities 

as discussed above. The distinction between types of quantities (extensive and intensive) 

permeates the algebraic and covariation literature. Therefore, reframing these types of quantities 
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in terms of units and unit transformations, UC stages has direct implications for students’ 

covariational reasoning. In particular, how students assimilate, and chunk units and relations 

would connect with the WM component of this theoretical framework (discussed below).  

Although there has been emerging work with students’ construction of unknowns, there 

has not been any work that I could find that examines students’ construction of a variable within 

the algebraic reasoning literature from a quantitative or UC approach. Rather, most of the 

literature is about students’ struggles with using variables. To address this gap in the literature 

from a units transformation reasoning perspective, I consider connections between UC, 

quantitative unknowns, and covariation.  

Directly tied with variable within the context of middle and high school mathematics 

algebra, is variation and thus covariation. However, within the covariation literature, there is 

little attention paid to framing students’ reasoning about two quantities varying together in terms 

of their construction of variable. In fact, in Carlson and colleague’s (2002) original covariational 

framework, the mental actions and levels or reasoning use variable, but the authors do not 

address how they define that term and whether it is from the researchers’ perspective or the 

students’ perspective. Also recall that most of the covariation research has been conducted in 

graphical settings and not with equation representations.  

In their chapter on variation, covariation, and functions, Thompson and Carlson (2017) 

contextualize the use of variable in the review of the original covariational framework in terms 

of an individuals’ cognitive activities and variational reasoning saying, “a variable’s variation 

comes from a person thinking, either concretely or abstractly, that the quantity whose value the 

letter represents has a value that varies” (p. 425). Whereas they do directly address variable 
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situated within variational reasoning, the authors distilled that disembedding, conceptions of time 

as a quantity, and conception of number appear to be possible factors in construction variable.  

Because disembedding and conception of number are tied to students unitizing and UC, a 

closer examination of the connection between students’ units and unit transformations in 

conjunction with variation is needed. Recall that Thompson and Carlson (2017) separated out 

variation from covariation; I only consider covariation when thinking about changing quantities. 

As discussed previously, this is related to the other component the authors identified as being 

tied to the development of smooth continuous variation: time.  

Working Memory  

Thus far, I have only discussed the relevant mathematics education literature in relation 

to my theoretical framing of students’ mathematics and have neglected the WM component. 

Recall that WM is defined as a limited capacity cognitive resource for the number of activated 

chunks of information or schemes an individual can maintain at a given time within a situation. 

In particular, I use Pascual-Leone’s (1970) M-capacity measure of capturing WM’s limited 

capacity as it is defined from a neo-Piagetian perspective. Also recall, I use mental action and 

objects as the atoms for mathematics thinking. Thus “chunks of information” and “schemes” can 

be considered as the collection of cognitive structures and actions activated when an individual 

interacts with their world. Furthermore, from this perspective chunks of information and schemes 

can be interpreted in terms of the units, unit transformation, whole number and fraction schemes, 

and abstract quantitative structures.  

Since M-capacity is a limited resource, the number of units and unit transformations a 

student needs to perform in order to complete a task becomes important. Furthermore, how units 

and unit transformations are chunked becomes important and implies a complementary 
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explanation for why higher UC stage is associated with more sophisticated mathematical 

thinking. If a student assimilates higher levels of units, then there are fewer units and unit 

transformations the student needs to hold in an active state of their WM, leaving more room to 

perform more actions on the more complex mathematical objects.  

Consider the example of finding 5+7 for a stage one and stage two student. A stage one 

student is only able to assimilate one level of units and thus would need to construct the 

composite unit of five before going through the action of adding seven. Conversely, a stage two 

student assimilates two-levels of units from the beginning and thus does not have to spend 

cognitive resources constructing the first composite unit of five and can move directly to the 

action of adding seven to their composite unit of five.  

Purpose of Research Study 

Considering the findings reviewed within the algebra and covariation literature in 

conjunction with UC, Figure 2.10 provides a diagram view of the current connections between 

key components of each area. Note, there are no actions represented in the diagram; they are 

implicitly represented through the lines. Also note that variable is not connected to anything. 

This is not to say that no connections exist or have been identified, only that those that have been 

researched are tenuous in comparison to the other components. However, the lack of line 

between variable and quantity is of particular significance as I was unable to find a paper that 

explicitly investigated students’ use of variable from a quantitative approach. The gap between 

connections to variable in the literature was the motivation for this study. Foregrounding units 

and unit transformations and covariation, I aim to address this gap in the literature with the 

following research questions: 
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R1.  What units, unit transformations, and mental actions are involved with solving 

covariation tasks with pre-algebra and algebra students?   

R2.  How does an advanced stage 2 students’ units coordinating structures contribute 

to their ability to conceptualize how two quantities covary?  

Figure 2.10 

Current Connections Identified in the Literature Between Quantitative, Algebraic, and Covariational 

Reasoning and UC 

 

 

Based on the literature reviewed, I have hypothesized some possible connections between 

the components found in R1.  What units, unit transformations, and mental actions are involved 

with solving covariation tasks with pre-algebra and algebra students?   

R2.  How does an advanced stage 2 students’ units coordinating structures contribute 

to their ability to conceptualize how two quantities covary?  

Figure 2.10 and represented in  
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Figure 2.11. First, I include as central unit along with quantity and add defining variable 

in terms of unit transformation and quantitative reason (dashed purple line). The blue dashed 

lines represent the proposed connections that might arise when investigating the first research 

question, green for the second research question, and orange for the third question.  

Note the green and orange dashed lines include unidirectional arrows while the blue lines 

do not contain arrows. This is because there is strong evidence supporting that a student’s UC 

stage and WM separately are indicators of mathematics development. Thus, I hypothesize that 

each will influence a student’s ability to reason covariationally. This is also reflected in that 

research question 2 and 3 are questions implying directionality whereas the first question is 

looking to identify where connections exist without assuming directionality of possible 

connections. That is not to say there is not already evidence already some directional 

connections, but currently the models of covariational reasoning are not fine grained enough to 

make claims about the directionality from a UTG perspective.  

Figure 2.11 

Proposed Framework for UTR with Construction of Variation Through UC and Covariational Reasoning 
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

To address my research questions stated above, I interviewed middle grade students from 

a cognitively diverse range in both mathematical and WM development. Clinical interviews 

(Goldin, 2000) were used to elicit students’ mathematical thinking and reasoning in response to 

algebra tasks to build second-order models (hereafter models) of the students’ mathematics, 

especially in relation to units coordination, covariational and algebraic reasoning, and working 

memory. This section describes details of the participants, data collection and analysis 

procedures.  

Participants Selection Process 

The population of this study was middle grade students (6th-8th grade) enrolled in pre-

algebra and algebra courses. This population met the following desired criteria: 1) included a 

range of UC stages and measurement tools, (Hackenberg & Lee, 2012; Norton et al., 2015); 2) 

had been introduced to algebra formally in school; 3) included a range of WM capacities.  

First, UC diversity of all three stages can be found in the middle grade student population 

allowing for the desired diversity for examining comparisons in how UC contributes to 

covariational reasoning (research question 2). Generally, elementary school students don’t have 

sophisticated enough arithmetic development to have stage 2 and stage 3 present. Whereas older 

populations, such as high school and university students, do include higher stages, there are not 

currently validated measurement tools to accurately assess units coordinating stages among those 

students. Also, there is less likely to be Stage 1 students in high school. Thus, from strictly a UC 

standpoint, middle grade students are the ideal population.  

Middle grade students are also ideal based on the school curriculum taught at this age 

group. Because this study is focused on the development of covariational reasoning through 
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algebraic reasoning, middle grade students fit the desired population of students. Middle school 

is generally when students are formally introduced to algebra topics in pre-algebra and algebra 

courses. Although there is evidence of elementary aged children engaging in covariational 

reasoning as mentioned above, they lack the arithmetic sophistication for the UC analysis 

component of my research questions.  

Older populations most likely have already been exposed to algebra topics such as, 

variables, functions, and formulas, negating the ability to analyze how these concepts are 

constructed. Thus, middle grade students have sophisticated enough arithmetic background to be 

able to engage meaningfully in covariation and algebra tasks without having much pre-existing 

formal mathematics instruction on the topics under study.  

Lastly, within the middle grade age range, there should be enough diversity in WM 

capacity to allow for analysis of the third research question. For example, Pascual-Leone (1970) 

found that middle grade students have a range of about 3-5 in their WM capacity. This possible 

range in WM capacity allows for comparison of different students work in connection to WM 

capacity for the third research question.  

Recruitment  

Due to the difficulty of participant recruitment from COVID-19, rather than go through 

schools, I recruited students via email (Appendix A) through various community groups such as 

church youth groups, sports teams, and academic extracurricular organizations in Southwest 

Virginia. Note because of the restrictions in recruiting due to COVID-19 this wa partly a sample 

of convenience. However, the sample still allowed for the desired cognitive diversity.  

Interested participants went through a screening process for WM and UC (details below 

in Phase One). A participant was invited to participate in the larger covariation study depending 
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on the results of the initial screening. A total of eight participants volunteered to go through the 

initial set of interviews. A subset of six students were invited to continue to the second round of 

interviews (detailed below in Phase Two).  

Due to the staggered nature of recruitment, Phase One and Phase Two happening 

simultaneously rather than doing all screening interviews and participant selection before 

moving to Phase Two. This staggered recruitment was because only three students volunteered 

after three weeks of the initial recruitment and exhausting my three contacts from my recruitment 

protocol for the first set of community groups. In need of more participants, I reached out to 

other populations to recruit from and got an additional five participants to screen. I then selected 

three from the five to go on to Phase Two.  

During the initial interview each student was asked a set of demographic information 

questions (Appendix B), including asking for a preferred pseudonym. All participants were 

offered 90 minutes of online mathematics tutoring for participating in the first set of screening 

interviews and an additional four hours of tutoring if they participated in the second set of 

covariational interviews.  

Phase One 

Data Collection and Analysis 

 The first phase of data collection involved the recruitment and assessment of potential 

participants for the algebra and covariation interviews in Phase Two. This consisted of three 30-

40 minute clinical interviews to assess WM capacities and UC stage, as well as a brief 

introduction to the GeoGebra software. All interviews were conducted over Zoom with video, 

audio, and automated transcription for later analysis. First, I detail the format of each interview 

before providing more detail about each individual assessment.  
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The first interview consisted of two assessments, one for WM, Backwards Digit Span 

(Morra, 1994), and a UC stage assessments with bars tasks adapted to Geogebra from Norton 

and colleagues’ (Norton et al., 2015) written assessment. Scoring for each assessment in the first 

interview was done immediately following the interview in order to have an initial cognitive 

profile for each participant.  

The second interview consisted of participants taking the Figural Intersections Test (FIT, 

Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994), a written M-capacity measure assessment. I provided a 

printed version of the assessment on colored paper to each participant. Students were asked to 

use a red pen or pencil, per the instruments protocol. Most of FITs were collected within 48 

hours of completion of the interview although some were returned via mail, which took 3-5 days. 

However, prior to the next interview, each FIT was scored according to the manual and recorded 

in each participant’s profile.  

The third and final assessment interview consisted of a second UC stage assessment 

using verbal non-bars tasks modified from the literature (Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Ulrich & 

Wilkins, 2017) and a GeoGebra training session. The GeoGebra training sessions consisted of a 

brief covariation interview using a modified version of the Going Around Gainesville task 

(Stevens et al., 2017) and an original task. Both of these were designed to introduce each 

participant with the tools that will be available in the software during the algebra and covariation 

tasks as well as get insight into how the students articulate their thinking. The training session 

also included asking the students to identify different quantities in the training tasks in order to 

familiarize them with thinking about quantities and measurable attributes. Scoring of the non-

bars UC tasks occurred immediately following the interview.  
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After the last interview, all scores from the WM were compiled into a single averaged 

score. Similarly, the UC stage assessments were reconciled into a single stage evaluation. Final 

selection of all six participants was determined from these compiled scores. Next, I give brief 

descriptions regarding each assessment. For all participants, each the Phase One interviews were 

one to two weeks apart and took a total of three to four weeks to complete. Across participants, 

the entirety of Phase One took two months. 

Backwards Digit Span. This is a verbal memory test with numbers. Participants were 

verbally given a sequence of digits and asked to repeat them back to the interviewer in reverse 

order. First, participants were given two practice trials sequences consisting of only two digits. 

This was to confirm the participant understands the procedure of the test. Once the student 

successfully completed the practice trials, the interviewer let the participant know that the 

sequences would then get longer as the test proceeded.  

The first sequence of the test was a length of three digits. For each sequence length, the 

participant is given two trials. A participant moved to the next sequence length if at least one of 

the two trials were successfully recited backwards. For example, if a participant correctly recites 

both trials of sequence length three, missed one of the two sequences of length four, then the 

participant was given the next sequence length of five.  

The test terminated when two consecutive trials of the same length contain errors. If the 

last successful trial contained two error-free successes of a sequence of length n, then the 

participant’s WM-capacity was scored as n. If one of the two of the longest sequences contained 

an error, then WM was scored as 0.5 less than the longest sequence. For example, if the longest 

successful sequence length was 5, with one of the two trials containing an error, the WM score 

would be 4.5. Participants’ responses for each trial were recorded in the Backwards Digit 
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Scoring Sheet found in Appendix C. Scores were calculated immediately following the end of 

the interview session in which it was administered (Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1  

Results of BDS 

Student 
Longest sequence 
both trials correct  

First sequence both 
trials incorrect 

Longest 
sequence score 

Adjusted 
score 

George 3 5 4 3.5 
Jeoffrey 5 6 5 5 
Samuel 4 7 6 5 
Janis 4 7 6 5 
Amy 5 7 6 5.5 

Daniel 5 7 6 5.5 
Emily 3 4 3 3 
Hazel 6 8 7 6.5 

FIT. This test is a written paper assessment for measuring M-capacity (Morra, 1994; 

Pascual-Leone & Baillargeon, 1994; Pascual-Leone & Johnson, 2010). It consists of tasks with 

M-demand ranging from 2-8 based on the number of overlapping geometric shapes in an item. 

For each item of the test, the participant is required to determine the one region of intersection of 

all the overlapping shapes. The M-demand is the number of shapes the task participants need to 

keep track of when finding their intersection. Figure 3.1 gives an example task. The non-

overlapping shapes on the right are called the presentation set and are all the shapes that the 

participant is trying to keep track of in the overlapping set on the left. Since there are five shapes 

in the presentation set this task would have M-demand of 5.  
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Figure 3.1  

Sample FIT Task with M-Demand 5 (Baillargeon et al., 1998, p. 147) 

 

 

This FIT version consists of 36 test items, five items in each M-demand class from 2-8 

except for the M-demand class of 4, which has six test items. The order of the tasks is 

randomized. The proctoring of the FIT is the same procedure for groups or individuals. It begins 

with instructions of how the test works including eight practice sets for the interviewer to 

demonstrate correct and incorrect answers, as well as give the students a chance to practice.  

Administration of FIT consists of the interviewer going through the eight practice sets on the 

first three pages of the assessment to explain the instructions of the test. The test’s official 

protocol was used with the approved adaption of administering it virtually from the authors. 

First, participants are instructed to place a dot in each of the individual shapes presented on the 

left side. Next, participants are asked to place a single dot in the one region of intersection for the 

shapes on the left.  

In the overlapping shapes figure, some of the shapes might be rotated or differ in size 

from those on the right. It may also include an extra shape as a distractor requiring a participant 
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to ignore while locating the region of intersection. Once the interviewer is confident the 

participant understands the instruction after working through the practice sets, they were allowed 

to start the assessment.  

After each test was collected, they were scored based on the highest item class (number 

of shapes in the presentation set) for which a participant accurately completes at a rate of at least 

80%. All lower classes must also meet the 80% threshold and one class is allowed to meet only a 

60% threshold. For example, if a participant got 80% accuracy with M-classes 2-4 but only 60% 

in M-class 5 and 60% or lower in M-classes 6-8, the student would be scored as having an M-

capacity of 4. This criterion followed the manual for scoring and results given below in  

Table 3.2 

Result from FIT 

 Emily George Jeoffrey Janis Samuel Daniel Amy Hazel 
FIT 

Score 3 5 5.5 6 6.5 6.5 7 7 

. 
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Table 3.2 

Result from FIT 

 Emily George Jeoffrey Janis Samuel Daniel Amy Hazel 
FIT 

Score 3 5 5.5 6 6.5 6.5 7 7 

 

Bars Tasks. Norton and colleagues (2015) developed a written instrument involving bars 

tasks to assess middle grade students’ UC stage. This instrument has been validated for the 

population of study and consists of various tasks involving different relationships between bars, 

like those depicted in Figure 3.2. For example, the tasks associated with a set of bars is: “If the 

small red bar fits into the medium yellow bar three times, and the medium yellow bar fits into the 

long blue bar four times, how many times would the small red bar fit into the long blue bar?” (p. 

112). Students at different UC stages respond in distinct ways to these tasks, allowing for 

accurate assessment of UC stage.  

For example, stage 1 students often iterate the red bar to get the answer and never make 

use of the other relationships given in the problem. Stage two students can maintain at least one 

of the given relationships through their units coordinating structure and possibly build the 

desired relationship in activity. These responses generally produce the correct answer, however, 

take effort to construct and the student might not remember all the different relationships as they 

work through the problem. Stage 3 students generally immediately identify this as a 

multiplication problem and can easily justify their use of multiplication without having to 

construct the three-level structure as would a stage 2 student.  
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Figure 3.2 

Sample Bars Task and Scoring Explanation 

 

 
A modified visual and verbal version of the written assessment was administered over 

individual Zoom interviews. A GeoGebra applet was created to match the task from the written 

assessment. Students were given access to their own set of bars and the interviewer was able to 

watch the student’s work through the classroom monitoring feature of GeoGebra. Each task was 

administered verbally with a fresh set of bars given to the student for each question. The students 

were first asked to think through the problem verbally before being allowed to draw or interact 

with the program if they wished. Notes were taken throughout the interview and the students’ 

finished written work was saved in GeoGebra as well as some live screen shots taken.  

The first set of bars tasks consisted of a large red, small blue, and medium yellow bar 

with accurately scaled proportions to the task relationships. The first two questions asked the 

student to determine how many medium yellow bars fit into the large red bar and how many 

small blue bar fits into the medium yellow bar. If a student gave a value that is not an integer, 

then they were be asked to choose the closest integer value they think works. For example, if 

they said that the yellow bar fits into the red bar 3.5 times, they were asked if they think it is 

closer to 3 or 4 times and then use that for the remaining time. The last question with the red, 
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yellow, blue set is for the student to determine how many times the small blue bar fits into the 

large red bar.  

After the red, blue, and yellow bars tasks, the next set of bars consisted of a green, 

orange, and purple bar that were not accurately scaled for the relationships given. There are four 

questions given with this set of bars, one multiplication and three division problems, with the last 

division problem involving a fractional answer instead of integer value. This last question is 

usually the best task for differentiating between stage two and stage three students.  

Performance on the bars tasks was assessed immediately after the completion of the 

interview. Analysis consisted of video analysis of verbal and behavioral data from the recorded 

session consisted of relevant indicators from the written assessment (Norton et al., 2015) scoring 

guidelines. Results from Bars Tasks assessment are given below in Table 3.3. Note all the 

students were assessws as Stage 2 but three students have * next to their stage number. This is 

because these students all offered some indications of Sstage 3 and I was not sure if they were 

Stage 2 or Stage 3. 

Table 3.3 

Results from Bars UC Assessment 

 George Jeoffrey Samuel Janis Amy Daniel Emily Hazel 
Bars 
Scores 2 2 2 2 2* 2* 2* 2 

 

Non-Bars Tasks. A collection of non-bars UC assessment tasks developed by other 

researchers (Hackenberg & Lee, 2015; Ulrich & Wilkins, 2017) were selected and some 

modified for a second assessment of UC stage. Like the bars tasks, these tasks involved 
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presenting the student with problems involving various relationships and asked them to 

determine a new relationship.  

However, unlike the bars tasks, all but one of these tasks does not have a corresponding 

picture to help with visualization and contain a larger number of relationships to maintain. For 

example, Hackenberg and Lee’s (2015) juice tasks, “There are 6 cans of juice in a package and 8 

packages in a box. A crate contains 5 boxes. How can you figure out how many cans of juice are 

in a crate?” involves four levels of units compared to the three levels in the bars tasks.  

The tasks were administered verbally one at a time to the student. The students were 

asked to solve the task first without drawing or writing anything. This helped to determine how 

many units a student assimilates with without the help of figural material. After attempting to 

work through the problem without writing, if they were unsuccessful, they were allowed to work 

out the problem with pen and paper. The analysis for the non-bars tasks was done immediately 

following the completion of the interview and separately from with bars task analysis with a span 

of about 2-3 weeks between the two interviews. This helped reduce influence of analysis from 

the previous assessment for a more accurate assessment of these tasks. Results from the Non-

Bars UC assessment is given in Table 3.4.  

Table 3.4  

Non-Bars UC Stage Assessment 

 George Jeoffrey Samuel Janis Amy Daniel Emily Hazel 
Non-Bars 
Scores 2* 2 2 2 3 3 3 2 
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Summary Profiles of Students and Selection Processes  

As mentioned above, analysis for the assessments given in Phase One of data collection 

was done immediately after the interviews were given or in the case of the FIT interview, as soon 

as the researcher had access to the written results. After each individual assessment was scored, 

the research reviewed the results of each type of assessment, WM and UC stage, to give a final 

composite score ( 

Table 3.5).  

Table 3.5 

Final Scores for Phase One 

Student UC Score WM Score Grade Course Age 
George Weak 2 4.25 6 Pre-algebra 12 

Jeoffrey 2 5.25 6 7th Grade 
Math 

11 

Samuel* 2 6 6 7th Grade 
Math 

11 

Janis 2 6 7 Algebra 13 

Amy* 2 6.5 6 7th Grade 
Math 

12 

Daniel Strong 2 6.25 8 Algebra 14 

Emily 3 3.75 7 Pre-Algebra 13 

Hazel 3 7 8 Algebra 14 

 

Note two participants, George and Daniel were classified as a weak stage two and strong 

stage two while the other stage two students did not receive strengths of their stage. George was 

classified as a weak stage two compared to the other Stage 2 students because he had enough 
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stage one indicators that although he was able to assimilate two-level structures in some of the 

tasks, he seemed to use his two-level structures less consistently and in less sophisticated ways. 

Daniel was one of the three students that after the first UC assessment I assessed at Stage 

2, but I thought might have been stage 3. After the non-bars tasks, he again seemed to be right in 

the middle of the two stages. He very fluidly worked with two-level structures and sometimes 

assimilated three but had enough counter-indicators to not convince me he was stage three. 

However, he was more sophisticated in his use of two-level structures than the other 

stage two students so assigned him as a strong stage two. These exams of students seeming to be 

between stages suggests that the framework for units coordination stage might need refinement. 

The other two students from the first UC assessment that were stronger stage two, provided more 

clear evidence of assimilating three-level structures so were categorized as stage 3 in the second 

assessment and as their final score.  

Above in Table 3.5 of the compiled scores and demographic information from Phase One 

for all eight participants. The two with asterisks are the two participants that were not invited to 

participate the covariation interviews. James was not invited to participate in the covariation 

interviews because he was one of the last interviewed and I had already gotten six participants 

with enough cognitive diversity to conduct the study. James also had the same profile as Janis 

regarding how had already been selected. Meghan and Janis had very similar profiles, but I 

picked Janis because she was more expressive in her initial interviews. Thus, I thought she 

would give richer data and so selected Janis over Meghan.  
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Phase Two 

Phase Two consisted of the covariation interviews with each to the selected students. I 

first describe the data collection process for these interviews before describing my task design 

process.  

Data Collection  

After the six participants were selected for the covariation and algebra interviews, each 

student participated in 12 task-based semi-structured clinical interviews (Goldin, 2000) proctored 

over Zoom. All sessions were video and audio recorded through Zoom to the researcher’s 

computer. A raw transcript of each Zoom recording was produced by Zoom within 24 hours after 

the interview. After data collection, the Zoom generated transcripts went through selective 

transcriptions for verification for accuracy and analysis. 

Prior to the first interview in the second phase of data collection, each student was given 

an iPad and writing stylus that was theirs to use for the duration of the study. Participants used 

the iPad to interact with GeoGebra activities for each task. If the student desired to have extra 

space to write, they used Notability to capture and save other written work. An audio and video 

screen recording of the iPad was made during each interview to capture each students’ work. 

Unfortunately, some of the students did not always have the microphone turned on the 

iPad for all their interviews. Thus, some interviews only have video data from the iPad screen 

recording with no audio. However, since the iPad audio was a redundancy from the Zoom audio 

and video, no data was lost. The recordings were saved to the iPad and accessed by the 

researcher after all the interviews for a student was completed and the iPad was collected by the 

researcher.  
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Each interview was 25-45 minutes in which one of the twelve tasks, consisting of about 

10 questions, was posed by the researcher. Every participant got the tasks in the same order, with 

the tasks given in order by hypothesized increasing cognitive difficulty. Each task consists of a 

dynamic animation of changing shapes or objects in a GeoGebra activity. The GeoGebra 

activities were designed to provide the participant a medium to actively engage with quantities 

and help elicit their covariational and algebraic reasoning. A detailed description of task design 

is given later below in Task Development.  

While each student had some training in GeoGebra during the assessment interviews, the 

first interview in phase two of data collection consisted of another small training session to 

familiarizing the student with the procedures with the iPad and to make sure they are 

comfortable using the apps. After the training session, I posed at least the first task, Task A. The 

first couple of students I interviewed, I posed both the first and second task before deciding that 

the length of each task was long enough that it was best to limit it to one task per interview.  

Each task was broken into two parts and each interview three parts. The first part of a 

task consisted of 4-6 generic sets of generic questions about what quantities the student identified 

and how they changed. For example, the first question was always “What are some quantities 

that we could talk about in this animation?” There was some modification in questions and order 

of questions for the first few interviews until a standard set of questions was used for the 

remaining interviews in which the questions were given in the same order.  

All students were asked the same questions in part one of each task as a warmup and to 

get information on potential differences in quantities identified and covariational reasoning based 

on the quantities generated by the students. This was also labeled as the first part of the 

interview.   
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For the second part of each task, there was a list of questions that centered around 

relationships between two specific quantities in the animation. Whereas the first part of the task 

consisted of open questions about quantities the student identified, the second part focused on 

specific quantities identified by the researcher. The quantities of interest in Part 2 questions were 

based on the design of the task for three different components of covariational reasoning: time, 

type of quantity, and modality of change. More detail in the task development and these three 

components is described in the next section.  

From the set list of questions, a question was skipped if the researcher felt the student had 

already answered it in a previous question or had not constructed the necessary structures or 

quantities to engage with the question. The questions were ordered with increasing sophistication 

for covariational reasoning using Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) framework. This order was to 

track how far in the question sequence a student would go before being unable to engage with 

the question. No matter how far along in the task sequence a student got before the research 

determined they needed figurative support to continue, the last question was always for the 

student to generate an expression or equation relating the two quantities of interest.  

For all main questions, follow-up ones were posed to either clarify or elicit more 

understanding of the student’s thinking. Often these were to clarify what the student said or ask 

them how they would check their conjectures. The latter type of question was designed to help 

identify underlying mental actions in which a student might be engaging.   

After the student finished answering the last, equation question, the third part of the 

interview would begin. Initially, the participants were asked to think and work through the 

questions without writing anything down or making use of the tools in GeoGebra (figurative 

material). So, after the equation question, the researcher either immediately asked the student to 
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write his verbalized equation or went back through a subset of questions in part two and asked 

the student to draw his thinking or allowed them to use the animation to answer the question 

again. The subset of repeated questions was selected based on when a student seemed to stop 

making progress on the questions to see if allowing figurative material would allow them to 

make more progress on the questions. The researcher also went back to ask students to draw their 

“checking” strategies to help elicit more about the types of actions they described.  

This restriction was in order to be able to answer the third research question regarding the 

role of working memory in covariational reasoning. It allowed for comparison with how far a 

student worked through a task with and without figurative material, providing evidence of the 

role of working memory.  

During the interview, through the classroom feature in GeoGebra, the researcher had 

access to snapshots of the students’ interaction with animation. This allowed the research to see 

what the student has written or made in the GeoGebra activity in real-time for those students who 

had workspaces that made it difficult to have the iPad screen in view of their Zoom camera. This 

real-time access to the student’s written work allowed for better real-time analysis for any 

follow-up questions for those students. The classroom screen was not recorded, as the student’s 

entire work was captured in the screen recording on the iPad. Throughout the interview, the 

researcher took notes to help with later analysis.   

Participant Selection for Case Study 

Tasks Development 

In this section, I go through the process behind the design and selection of the tasks for 

this study. As discussed in Chapter 2, the literature has identified time as important part of 

covariational reasoning (Carlson et al., 2002; Paoletti & Moore, 2017; Patterson & McGraw, 
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2018), type of quantity (extensive versus intensive using the Schwartz definition, 1988), 

(Johnson, 2015a, 2015b), and type of variation (Castillo-Garsow, 2012; Castillo-Garsow et. al., 

2013). Thus, I designed tasks to account for these different components to be able to investigate 

what the mental actions are associated with them and whether there are differences when 

engaging in covariational and algebraic reasoning.  

After identifying the three components (time, quantities type, and variation type), I went 

through and determined all the possible combinations of these three (see Table 3.6). The basic 

structure of the table has the independent quantity represented in the rows and the dependent 

quantity in the column. The independent quantity used all three categories (time, type of 

quantity, and modality of change) while the dependent only had two (type and modality).  

I originally broke down time into three categories: explicit, implicit, and time 

independent. Explicit is when time is considered explicitly as one of the quantities in the 

covariation relationship. For this study, when time an explicit variable, it is considered extensive 

and will be the input variable. When time is an implicit variable, the student will be asked to 

relate two changing quantities that are both implicitly dependent on time. Lastly, the time-

independent category is when the student is presented with a static situation and they are asked to 

generate relationships from two quantities present, that involves the student imposing time into 

the situation. However, the time-independent relations were excluded from this study to help 

narrow the scope. 

  After making the time categories, I broke down the different combinations for quantity 

type and variation type for both the independent and dependent variables. First, I broke up each 

type of variable into type of quantity, then variation or modality of change type. With time as 

explicit, it is the independent variable and thus the only type of quantity for that category is 
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extensive. When time is implicit, each type of quantity, extensive and intensive, was represented. 

Both time categories had the independent variable broken into both type of quantity categories 

(represented in columns in Table 3.6). 

 

 

Table 3.6 

Hypothesized Variations of Covariation Tasks for Three Components: Time, Type of Quantity, and Type of 

Variation 

Time Component 
Extensive Intensive 

Discrete Continuous Discrete Continuous 

Explicit Extensive Discrete A  B  
Continuous C D E F 

Implicit 
Extensive Discrete G - H - 

Continuous I J K L 

Intensive Discrete - - - - 
Continuous - - - - 

 

Then within each type of quantity, it is broken into two modalities of change: discrete or 

continuous. All this led to 24 possible combinations of for tasks. However, immediately two 

combinations are theoretically not possible (blanks in Table 3.6): time discrete independent 

variable versus continuous dependent variable both extensive and intensive. Thus, the total 

number of hypothetical tasks is reduced to 22 possible tasks.  

With that number, I started to brainstorm and make some of the GeoGebra applets 

starting with the time explicit ones since they were a little easier to design. After drafting a 

couple tasks, I realized the need to reduce the number of tasks to use for the study. Since I 

hypothesized that intensive quantities (area for this study) would be more difficult for students to 
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engage with, I decided to forgo the entire class of tasks in which the independent quantity is an 

intensive one. This reduced the number of tasks down to 14.  

I removed two more task combinations to get the number down to the final 12. I elected 

to forgo both scenarios when time was an implicit variable with an extensive discretely changing 

independent quantity paired with a continuously changing dependent variable. These two were 

selected to be removed because there was not the analogous version for time implicit. Thus, the 

task scenarios used in this study are represented by letters and task scenarios chosen not to be in 

the study have dashes.  

Consider Tasks B and I in Table 3.6 as an example of how to interpret the table and 

structure of the tasks for the different components. Task B has time as an explicit quantity 

meaning students were asked how a non-time quantity changed in relation to time. Since Task B 

is under the intensive quantity across the top, which represents the dependent quantity for the 

tasks, the task has the non-time quantity as an intensive quantity (area). The last component is 

the modality of change for both quantities. In this case both were changing discretely. In 

contrast, Task I had time as implicit so was designed to assess students’ covariational reasoning 

with two non-time quantities. The independent quantity consisted of a continuously changing 

extensive quantity whereas the dependent quantity was a discretely changing extensive quantity. 

The next step of designing the tasks was deciding what quantities to represent and what 

relation to model (e.g., linear, quadratic, exponential). For types of quantities, I used three: 

discrete countable units, lengths, and area. The discrete countable units were things like dots or 

squares and were for some of the first column tasks where the dependent quantity was a discrete 

extensive quantity. Lengths and areas were represented with straight lines and a variety of 

regular and irregular shapes.  
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For types of relationships, I used linear, quadratic, and exponential because those are 

common functions that students are introduced to in school and tasks for these can be found in 

the literature. (Ellis et al., 2015, 2016; Hackenberg & Lee, 2012). For all the time implicit tasks, 

the independent variable changed at a constant rate. This was to help identify if the underlying 

mental actions and structures associated with time as an explicit variable different from an 

extensive quantity changing at a constant rate for the independent variable in covariational 

reasoning. This was to see if students would use it as a proxy for time or if they treated it 

differently. 

Continuing to develop the tasks and GeoGebra applets, I looked back to the relevant 

literature with middle grade students for possible tasks to adapt. I pulled from Ellis and 

colleagues’ (Ellis et al., 2015, 2016) work with students’ development of exponential functions, 

Hackenberg and Lee’s (2012) work with pre-fraction students’ algebraic reasoning, and lastly, 

Vishnubholta’s growing triangle covariation task (person communication, October 10, 2020), 

and Moore and Carlson’s (2008) box task.  

I selected Ellis and colleagues’ Jactus (2016) activity to modify because it was used with 

the same population of middle school students and is a covariation task that has time as an 

explicit variable. The original task involves moving a plant across the x-axis to represent days 

passing in which the plant height is growing exponentially. I modified this activity for two of my 

tasks, Task D and Task H. Both tasks include a plant that’s height is growing exponentially. 

However, there is no coordinate system or lateral movement of the plants and Task H has two 

plants one growing linearly and the other exponentially. See Figure 3.3 for examples of stills of 

the Jactus activity and Task D.  
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Figure 3.3 

Left: Ellis and colleague's Jactus task (2016, p. 157); Right: modified version of the Task D 

  

 

I also adapted Hackenberg and Lee’s (2012) algebraic border task found below in Figure 

3.4. This task was an algebra task and did not have any varying quantities like a covariation task 

has. Thus, I made the task dynamic by starting with a three by three square with a border of 

orange squares and increasing the size of the square by one square on each side until it reached a 

ten by ten square. I also removed the inside squares so that it just had a single white square in the 

middle (Figure 3.5). This was meant to simplify the task by reducing the number of quantities 

and intended to make focusing on just the border squares easier for the students. The aim of the 

task was also not to find how many squares were in the border but rather how the number of 

squares in the border was changing as time passed. 
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Figure 3.4 

Border Task from Hackenberg and Lee (2012, p. 947) 

 

Figure 3.5 

Second Time Point in Task C (Left) and Task G (Right) 

  

 

Like when I adapted the Jactus task, I made two tasks out of the border task (Task C and 

Task G) with the second being a standard covariation task between two non-time quantities to 

help with comparing between different components of covariational reasoning. The second task 

Here is a picture of a 10-by-10 grid with the squares on 
the border highlighted. Without counting one by one, 
and without writing anything down, can you find a way 
to determine how many squares are on the border?  
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did include the original task’s interior grid of squares. This made for two non-time discrete 

extensive quantities changing at different rates (linear and quadratic). I also included an outline 

of the end square to quantity that was fixed and made it slightly most different from Task C 

visually to prevent recognition of the same set-up from Task C. See Figure 3.5 for comparison.   

The next task I adapted was Vishnubholta’s growing triangle covariation task (person 

communication, October 10, 2020). Vishnubholta’s task consisted of a shaded acute triangle 

growing with one of the side lengths colored differently. The task has switches to have the 

triangle go from continuously growing to discretely growing in equal changes of the colored side 

length. I started by making a slightly modified version of the triangle in a new applet with 

different colors and slightly different shapes. This ended up being Task L. Similar to the original 

task, students were asked for relations between the area changing and the colored side length 

changing. In fact, Vishnubholta shared her interview protocol and most of the questions I used 

were modifications of the questions from this task. More details on question development in a 

later portion of this section.  

I then made another triangle task but for time explicit. I made the triangle a right triangle 

and with no differently colored sides and had it decreasing (Task F). This one was designed to 

ask about how an intensive quantity changed with time, so I asked how the area changed as time 

passed. It was also a continuously changing triangle and had the relationship as linear change 

(time) versus quadratic (area). 

The last task from the literature that I adapted was Moore and Carlson’s (2012, p.51) box 

task:  

Starting with an 11in. ´ 13in. sheet of paper, a box is formed by cutting equal-

sized squares from each corner of the paper and folding the sides up. Write a 
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formula that predicts the volume of the box with the length of the side of the 

cutout.  

Similar to the border task, this task was an algebra task and not originally a covariation 

task. As such, I needed to adapt it to be dynamic. I decided to adapt this to an area task rather 

than volume because volume is a harder quantity to construct than area and designing the task in 

GeoGebra for area was simpler. I kept the idea of cutting out equal-sized squares from a 2D 

object but made that a shaded square and had the size of the cut-out squares increase. I colored 

one of the cut outside lengths a different color than the rest to use as the independent quantity 

(Figure 3.6). The focus of the task was to ask students questions about how the area of the 

shaped region changed as the length of the green line changed.  

Figure 3.6 

Left is a Still of Task H After a Couple Time Steps and the Right is a Still of Task H 

  

 

For designing the rest of the tasks, I made similar relations as the ones designed from the 

literature but changed shapes or had the made two separate objects to relate rather than two 

objects connected in a single object. For example, Task H the green length makes up a piece of 
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the blue shape the students are asked to relate, but in Task K the analogous continuous 

independent quantity version of Task H, I made two different shapes and asked students to relate 

how the length of one changed as the area of the second changed. Task H asked students how the 

area of the blue shape changed as the length of the green shape changed. This green rectangle 

decreased continuously at a constant rate while the blue shape’s area changed in discrete jumps 

exponentially, doubling every time.  

All the tasks had no numerical values present or measures assigned. This was following 

the tasks from the covariational literature to have students engage in quantitative reasoning 

questions rather than numerical reasoning. However, students were allowed to introduce any 

numerical units they wished when answering questions. I also did not include a measuring tool in 

the tasks to see how students dealt with assigning measures to quantities without one in order to 

see how they used or constructed quantitative unknowns.  

I originally had a slider in the tasks that represented time passing and would allow the 

students to control the animation. However, after a couple of interviews, I removed the sliders 

because for the time explicit tasks I wanted to see how students quantified time, not a length 

serving as a proxy for time. Once a student moved to part three of an interview where they were 

asked to draw representations of their thinking I had them go to the next animation within the 

GeoGebra app because the later animations did include a slider. This was allowed the student to 

control the animation and move it to the time points they wanted without needing to struggle 

through trying to perfectly time it with only the pause button. When moving to a task with a 

slider, I always asked how the slider represented to the student to determine whether they were 

using it as a proxy for time.  
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Some of the later animations also included controls for changing a continuous animation 

to a discrete one. The discrete changes were always in equal time chunks which was also the 

same as equal changes in the independent quantity for the time implicit tasks. The intention 

behind allowing the student to change to a discrete setting was another way to investigate the 

cognitive demand of the modality of change on covariational reasoning.  

Lastly, some of the part three animations included controls for markings of the quantities 

at equal changes of the independent quantity. This was in anticipation of students engaging in 

MA4 or providing support for determining how one quantity changed for equal change in the 

other.  

The GeoGebra applets have a limited number of actions for the student to use in 

interacting with the app’s selection objects, move sliders, play/pause animation, place labeled 

point, create labeled line segment, pencil, delete, undo and redo. These were selected so that the 

student interacted with actions that reflect mental actions possibly associated with covariation 

and with units coordination. For example, the line segment tool will allow students to make line 

segments to partition units or generate units that can then be used for comparisons or further 

actions.  

Summary of Tasks 

Now I give a brief summary of each task’s context in terms of the three components and 

designed relationships. Table 3.7 includes the context, the mathematical relationship represented, 

and which were adapted from the literature. Note that all the tasks are either quadratic or 

exponential except for Task C that is a linear relation. However, all tasks contain a linearly 

changing quantity with the independent quantity, but Task C is the only one in which the 

dependent quantity changes linearly.  
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Table 3.7  

Study set of 12 tasks classified in terms of time, quantity, and variation 

Time Component Extensive Intensive 
Extensive Discrete Continuous Discrete Continuous 

Explicit     
Discrete A. Cell   

Population 
Growth* 
 

 B. Growing Square *  

Continuous C. Squares in 
Border† 

D. Plant 
Height*† 

E. Rectangle-Square 
Area* 

F. Triangle 
Area 
Decreasing•† 

Implicit      
Discrete G.  Border 

Squares vs Inside 
Squares •† 
 

 H.  Side length vs 
Area in cut out 
Square •† 

 

Continuous I. Triangle Side 
Lengths •† 

J. Two 
plant 
heights*† 
 

K. Two Shapes 
Growing* 

L. Triangle Area 
Decreasing •† 

* indicates an exponential mathematical relationship between quantities 
• indicates a quadratic mathematical relationship between quantities. 
† indicates task modified from current literature described in Task Development Section 

   

Task A. The first task given, Task A was a time explicit task where the dependent 

quantity was a discretely changing and extensive quantity. Because the time component was also 

meant to be discrete, I designed the task to represent bacterial growth where after a fixed time the 

bacterial would replicate by tripling itself. Thus, I made the dependent quantity discrete units and 

represented them as dots.  

When posing the questions for part two of this task, I included the bacterial growth 

context as if they were growing them in their science class. This was intended to make the first 

interview a little less abstract for the students and help with fixing the time as measured in 
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discrete values. Figure 3.7 shows what the animation looked like at its end. The animation starts 

with the single dot on the left and the columns appear one at a time in equal time intervals. The 

animation played on a loop unless the student used the play/pause button to pause it.  

Figure 3.7 

Still of Task A at the End of the Animation  

 

 

Task B. The second task in the task sequence is Task B. The only difference in the three 

components of this task from Task A was the independent quantity was an intensive rather than 

extensive quantity. Task B consisted of a square growing in discrete time chunks with the overall 

area doubling at every stage of the animation. This task was designed for time to be a discrete 

variable and the area to be the intensive discrete variable dependent on time. Figure 3.8 shows 

several stages of the animation spaced two time jumps apart.  
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Figure 3.8 

Sample points of Task B with the Start of the Animation on the Left.   

   

 

This task also differed from Task A in that the previous step in the animation was not 

included at every stage and the dependent quantity was not represented in discrete units. That is, 

the area was not divided into unit areas for the student to count. The first difference was 

unintentional and only noticed as a possible confounding component after my tasks were 

finalized. The latter was an intentional difference because adding unit squares could have 

allowed students to treat the area as an extensive quantity measuring it with countable units 

rather than an intensive and attend to the dimensionality area. 

Task C. Task C had time as the continuous independent quantity and the number of 

orange squares as the discrete extensive dependent quantity. This was the task adapted from the 

Border Task (Hackenberg & Lee, 2012). Figure 3.9 shows the first three stages of the animation. 

The square goes from 3 by 3 to 10 by 10 and thus the animation has seven stages in all. For the 

first few interviews with this task, I included a slider for time that moved continuously. None of 
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the students noticed the continuous nature of the slider and so I felt it was fine when I removed 

the sliders as explained above. To still see if the students could think of time as continuously, I 

adapted the questions to include non-integer time steps and asked, “for any given time.” 

Figure 3.9 

First Three Stages of Task C 

  

 

Task D. The next task, Task D, was designed for time to be the continuous independent 

variable with a plant’s height as the continuous extensive (length) dependent variable. This task 

had the plant’s height growing exponentially with a base of 3/2. The reason for using a non-

integer base was two-fold. First, it was to use a smaller base that allowed for the growth to be 

reasonably proportioned within a short amount of time for the animation. I first tried a doubling 

relation, but the plant got distorted too quickly so I experimented until 3/2 worked well. Second, 

it would be harder for students to identify the numeric relation and more likely to need to do 

comparisons of measured quantities rather than just visually perceiving a doubling or tripling 
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relation. This would allow for more insight into the underlying mental actions and quantity 

structures students use in covariational reasoning.  

Figure 3.10 

Task D Sample Points in Animation with the Left Representing the Starting Height 

   

 

Figure 3.10 shows the beginning of the animation along with two different example time 

points. This task did not include a slider for the initial questions, but when moving to the 

drawing/writing portion, a slider was provided. There was also a third animation that included a 

small black slider that turned the animation into equal discrete changes in time in case I felt 

discretizing the situation would help me better understand the student’s thinking or if they 

needed that figurative support.  

Task E. Task E was designed for continuous time (continuous slider when given) and 

discrete changes in area (extensive quantity). This was exponential growth where the area triples 

every time interval. This differs from Task B because it has the area growing in different spatial 

directions (right and up) each step rather than a square doubling in size. This was meant to help 
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students focus on the area and not be able to use one side length as a proxy for the area. Figure 

3.11 gives the first three stages of the animation, starting with the square that is on the start 

screen of the animation. 

Figure 3.11 

First Three Steps of Task E 

   

 

Task F. As mentioned above, Task F was adapted from Vishnubholta’s growing triangle 

task. It was designed to have time as a continuous independent variable of time and have the area 

of the triangle as the intensive dependent continuous variable. This task is the first where the 

shape in the animation decreased. It ends when the triangle completely collapses to a single 

point. Only one other task has zero quantities within it, Task L. All others started with or ended 

with a non-zero quantity. The triangle side lengths decrease at a linear rate making the 

proportions of the triangle stay the same and the area change at a quadratic rate. Figure 3.12 

shows three different time points of the animation. 
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Task G. Task G was the first task in which time was an implicit variable and students 

were asked to think about how two non-time quantities changed. This setting was for a relation 

between two discrete extensive quantities: the number of orange squares and the number of 

white/green squares. This was another adaption of the Border task mentioned above. It now 

included a complete grid of the square to provide two different discrete extensive quantities. 

Figure 3.13 shows three different time points of the animation from left to right showing 

the start figure of the animation followed by the first step and then the last completed step. This 

task was designed to be similar to Task C to be able to compare students’ work when time is an 

implicit variable versus an explicit variable with discrete quantities. This one varies from Task C 

in that I added the green squares to make two discrete quantities to ask the students to relate 

instead of the white middle being blank. I also added the large outline to make the task have a 

decreasing quantity and hopefully different enough from Task C so the students didn’t draw 

Figure 3.12 

Several Time Points in Task F, with the Leftmost the Starting Triangle 
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directly on previous work but approached it with fresh eyes. No slider was included in the first 

stages of the interview before being allowed to draw.  

Figure 3.13 

Start, First step, and Last Step of Task G  

         
 

Task H. Task H asked students to relate the length of the green line changing with the 

area of the blue shape. As mentioned above this was an adaption of a task from the literature (K. 

Moore & Carlson, 2012). The setting for the three components was the independent extensive 

quantity and dependent intensive quantity, both changing discretely. Both quantities were 

continuous quantities in that I did not have discrete units for the extensive like I did in Tasks A, 

C and G, where there were countable units for the extensive quantities. 

Figure 3.14 shows three different time points of the animation from left to right showing 

the start figure of the animation followed by the first and second step. The end of the animation 

has the blue area completely collapsing into lines that divide the large fixed blue square into four 

equal quadrants. This is the first task in which the quantities asked about have different 

directions of change.  
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Figure 3.14 

Initial Square and First Two Steps of the Animation 

   
 

  Task I. This task consisted of a triangle with three different colored lines with the green 

and orange lines designed to be the focus of the covariation questions. The green line changed 

discretely following a quadratic pattern and the orange line changed continuously following a 

linear pattern (Figure 3.15). The intent of this task’s design was for a relation between 

continuous extensive non-time independent quantity and discrete extensive non-time dependent 

quantity. Students were asked how the green line changed as the orange line changed.  

This task was intended for comparison with Task C, which had a discrete changing 

quantity in regard to continuous time passing. There is not a direct parallel between these two 

tasks since task C had discrete units of squares compared to the continuous magnitude length of 

the line in this task. When allowed to use a slider for the drawing portion of this task, the slider 

was continuous rather than chunky for the green line’s movements. This was to mimic time and 

be able to capture what students attended between the two lines in terms of when to stop the 

animation or move the slider.  
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Figure 3.15 

Time Points in Task I When the Green Line Jumps from Beginning Through First Three Changes 

    
 

 Task J. Task J was designed to capture covariational reasoning between two continuous 

extensive quantities. It had a context like Task D and used plants growing. Each plant grew at 

different rates with the orange plant growing at a linear rate, to mirror continuous time, and the 

blue plant growing exponentially (Figure 3.16). In particular, this task is the same as Task D with 

an exponentially growing plant with represent to time. Only now the students are asked to use 

the orange plant’s height rather than time. The two quantities I asked students to focus on in Part 

2 of the task sequence was how the two plant’s height changed with an implied direction of how 

the blue plant changed as the orange plant changed. I did not specify where the students should 

measure the plant’s height but left that up to the students. The later part three animation of this 

task included a discretization button that changed the animation from continuous to discrete. 
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Figure 3.16 

Going Left to Right the Beginning, Middle, and End Time Points of Task J 

       
 

Task K. Task K has a continuously changing rectangle decreasing at a constant speed 

and a discretely changing pentagon increasing exponentially doubling in area. This is similar to 

Task J but instead of asking about extensive quantities (lengths), the task is designed to compare 

an extensive (length of rectangle) with intensive quantity (area of blue shape). It also differs in 

that the two quantities are not connected to the same shape but two separate ones. I used a 

pentagon rather than a rectangle for the area shape to give a shape with a less known area 

formula in the hopes of better capturing students’ understanding of area and not just learned 

formulas.  

However, from the fixed height of the pentagon, means that the length is also changing 

exponentially, which reflects the overall change of the area changing so a student could use the 

length as a proxy for area changing. Note, from Figure 3.17 we see that this is the other task that 

has zero quantities. The pentagon starts as a line (zero area) and the rectangle ends in a line that 

represents width (zero length).  
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Figure 3.17 

(Left) Start of the Animation, (Right) End of the Animation 

                            
 

 

 Task L.  Task L was the task I took from Vishnubholta and only modified very slightly 

as mentioned above. It has a triangle growing continuously with the bottom orange line changing 

linearly and the area quadratically (Figure 3.18). The two quantities of focus are the orange line 

and the area of the triangle for students engage with an extensive independent quantity and 

intensive dependent quantity, both changing continuously.  

This was the last task given as, I hypothesized it would be the most challenging for 

students to engage with covariationally. Since this was hypothesized to be the most difficult, I 

made several different variations of the later part three animations that included present markings 

to help off-load WM for the students. For example, not only did I make a discretized version, I 

also included switches for making equal change in the orange line for the continuous setting and 

another for marking the triangle associated with the equal change in the orange line. These were 

presented to the student during the WM portion.  
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Figure 3.18 

Going Left to Right the Beginning, Middle, and End of Task L 

              
 

Question Development 

In the task development process, I first designed the applets before developing the 

protocol questions. I did think of questions and types of questions to ask as I designed the applets 

but the finalization of my interview questions was done after most of the GeoGebra applets were 

finished or easily modified. As mentioned above, I started with Vishnubholta’s questions for her 

growing triangle task for covariation questions. The algebra question asking for the equation at 

the end of part two of the interviews was inspired by questions asking for an equation like those 

in the Hackenberg and Lee (2012) border task and Moore and Carlson (2012) box task. 

Vishnubholta’s task questions were designed for participants in the study after they were 

assessed and attributed at the Quantitative Coordination level (L3) of covariation within Carlson 

and colleagues’ framework (2002). The triangle task was designed to engage students in the 

mental actions of the next level, Average Rate. Although this study is not to study the transition 

from one level of covariation to the next, I still used Vishnubholta’s set of questions as a starting 

place because based on the literature, it is likely that my participants would not be more 

advanced in the covariational levels than L3. Using Vishnubholta’s protocol as a general scaffold 
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for questions to ask, I developed a set of about 12 questions. The first part of the interview that 

consisted of general questions can be found below in Figure 3.19. 

Figure 3.19 

Initial Part One Task B Protocol Before Revisions 

1. Press the play button. What are some quantities or attributes that we could measure 
in this animation?   

a. How would you measure the quantities? 
2. What quantities are changing?  

a. How do you know they are changing?  
3. What quantities are staying the same? 
4. Of the quantities that are changing, are all quantities changing in the same way?  

a. How are all the quantities changing? 
b. What quantities are increasing?  

i. How do you know they are increasing? How could you measure the 
quantities?  

c. What quantities are decreasing?  
5. Are all the increasing quantities changing in the same way? 

a. How would you measure this? 
b. Are they changing at the same rate? 
c. Are all the decreasing quantities changing in the same way? 

6. How are the quantities changing in relation to one another?  
7. How are you thinking about time changing in this animation? 

 

I adapted the protocol to match three or four tasks and piloted a couple tasks with some 

high school students. From the pilots, I made some revisions to the applets and mostly solidified 

the set of questions I was going to ask for each task. This protocol included possible follow-up 

questions that I might ask to help anticipate students’ responses or how to probe further into their 

mental actions.  

As I conducted more interviews, I changed the protocol questions slightly as I reflected 

on students’ responses between interviews and had preliminary models for their covariational 

reasoning. After doing the first four tasks with the first three participants, I had a fixed set of 

questions to ask each student related to covariation mental actions from the framework. The 
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semi-structured nature of the interviews however allowed for varied follow-up questions 

individualized to the student. It also allowed me to not go through all the Part 2 questions if a 

student stopped making progress on the questions. Below (Figure 3.20) is the protocol for Part 2 

Task I to represent the final version of the base protocol used. I do not include Part 1 as that did 

not change as much as Part 2. Full protocols for Task B and Task I are included in the 

Appendices (D and E). 

Figure 3.20 

Finalized Part 1 Protocol for Task I 

Let’s focus on the size of the green line and the orange line.  
1. How does the green line and orange line change in relation to one another? 

a. How are you keeping track of the quantities changing together? 
b. Do they change separately or jointly? 

2. As the orange line changes, how does the green line change? 
a. Are they changing in the same way? 
b. How are you keeping track of how they change together?  

3. As the orange line changes (increasing), does the green line change by bigger and 
bigger amounts? Smaller and smaller amounts? Or equal amounts? 

a. Why do you think that?  
b. How are you tracking the amount the green line is changing as the orange 

line changes? 
c. How could you check if your answer is correct? 

4. As the orange line changes, how is the amount of change in the green line 
changing? 

a. How are you thinking about amount of change of the green line? 
5. For equal amounts of change in the orange line, how is the green line changing? 

a. How are you thinking about equal changes in the orange line? 
b. How are you determining how the green line changes for those equal 

amounts? 
6. For equal amounts of change in the orange line, how is the amount of change in 

green line changing? 
7. How are you thinking about time in relation to the quantities changing? 
8. How would you come up with an equation the relates the length of the orange line 

and the length of the green line? 
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Analysis 

There were several levels and rounds of analysis during and after Phase 2 data collection. 

The first analysis consisted of on-going analysis during data collection and the second after all 

the data was collected. This included real-time and some retrospective analysis whereas the 

second was only retrospective. The retrospective analysis occurred after almost all the data was 

collected. It consisted of several different rounds of analysis focused on answering the different 

research questions.  

Level 1 Analysis  

The first level of analysis was real-time analysis during the interviews and some 

preliminary retrospective analysis of student responses in-between weekly interviews. Real-time 

analysis was used to understand the participants’ responses and formulate follow-up questions to 

help elicit the students’ thinking. This also included taking notes during the interview for later 

analysis. The preliminary retrospective analysis between interviews for each student helped to 

plan the next session.  

For the retrospective analysis, immediately following an interview, the researcher 

reviewed the notes taken and made basic descriptions and observations from the interview to 

help plan the next session. This largely consisted of reviewing how far a student progressed in 

the task protocol and was used in the final revisions of the task protocols described above. This 

preliminary analysis of reviewing the notes and identifying instances where the student gave 

stronger indicators for any of the MA in the Carlson et al. (2002) framework (Figure 2.1). This 

preliminary model helped plan potential follow-up questions in the next interview.  
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Level 2 Analysis  

 The second level of analysis happened once a student had completed all the task 

interviews and the researcher had access to all the iPad recordings. I originally designed this 

level of analysis to consist of three different stages of analysis. The first was to analyze Parts 1 

and 2 of each interview for each student in order to build models of their covariational reasoning 

and units coordinating structures for answering the first research question and start to answer the 

second. The next stage would more fully answer the second research question by looking within 

and across the different UC stages for similarities and differences in students’ covariational 

reasoning. Lastly, I would analyze Part 3 of the interview to answer the third research question.  

However, after completing the first stage of analysis for the first two interviews of the 

first student, Daniel, it became clear I underestimated the richness of data and depth of analysis 

needed for each task. As such, I amended the study design to be a case study (Baxter & Jack, 

2015) and only analyzed Daniel. I also was unable to include analysis of Part 3 and thus am 

unable to answer the third research question regarding WM. However, I still identified instances 

of possible in Daniel’s work where WM could have been a limiting factor for Daniel’s progress 

in a task. These will be addressed in Chapter 5 in the future directions and limitations portions. 

Therefore, this study only consisted of the first two stages of analysis and answers the first two 

research questions.  

This analysis is a retrospective conceptual analysis and a very fine grain level of analysis. 

Note these methods of analysis are usually used within a teaching experiment (Cobb & 

Gravemeijer, 2008; Steffe & Thompson, 2000), but this is not a teaching experiment as the goal 

of the study is not invoke or observe development of covariational reasoning but rather to 
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capture levels of covariational reasoning based on particular cognitive profiles. As such this type 

of analysis is in line with a conceptual analysis. 

Conceptual analyses are used to answer questions of the nature “What mental operations 

must be carried out to see the presented situation in the particular way one is seeing it?” 

(Glasersfeld, 1995, p. 78). They originated from Glasersfeld’s work and have since been used by 

mathematics education researchers to investigate and build models of students’ mathematics 

(Glasersfeld & Steffe, 1991; Thompson, 2008; Ulrich et al., 2014). In particular, conceptual 

analysis has been used to build second-order models of students’ mathematics (Hackenberg & 

Tillema, 2009; Ulrich et al., 2014). Building on the work of Steffe and Thompson (2000), 

Hackeberg and Tillema (2009) describe a second-order model as “a researcher’s constellation of 

constructs to describe and account for another person’s ways of operation” (p. 6). This study was 

designed to build second-order models of students’ covariational and algebraic reasoning by 

analyzing how they structure and use units and unit transformations.  

Stage 1. The first stage of analysis involved watching and transcribing Part 1 and Part 2 

of each of Daniel’s interviews. In the first pass of the data, I primarily focused on organization of 

each interview keeping track of the time stamps of each question. While watching, I also noted 

and marked answers that I thought contained indications of UC, covariational reasoning, and 

possible WM restrictions. I used the simple codes, UC, COV and WM, respectively to note 

places for more in-depth analysis.  

For example, in Task D in response to the question how the plant’s height changed as 

time passed, Daniel responded, “per one second, the plant starts growing.” I coded this as COV 

as a place in which Daniel gave a relationship between the two quantities. I did not give a more 
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detailed coding for covariation using the Carlson framework as this was still preliminary analysis 

and largely organizational.  

After going through the entire video of one task, I wrote up a short summary of main 

observations I made about Daniel’s work reviewing the simple coding that I made. I focused on 

the quantities that Daniel worked with and the ways he related them. These summaries helped 

me to familiarize myself with Daniel and where to focus my next pass through the data.    

This first analysis aimed to start answering the first research question. It was a more 

thorough version of the preliminary analysis done between interviews during data collection. I 

did one task at a time in order to build a model of Daniel’s mathematics for each task. It was 

done iteratively, because I went back to previous tasks to compare models as new insights into 

the student’s reasoning was revealed in the subsequent tasks. This comparative method 

procedure helps to ensure consistency in data analysis from task to task. 

Stage 2. The next stage of analysis consisted of going through all of Daniel’s interviews 

again more slowly using the covariation framework. During this stage, I wrote up one question at 

a time and went through the transcriptions as I watched. I identified the quantities, cognitive 

structure of the quantities, and mental actions Daniel used in his responses. During the analysis 

of each question, I also kept in mind the Carlson and colleague framework (2002) and 

summarized Daniel’s engagement in the different mental actions.  

For example, I tried to distinguish whether Daniel was working with gross quantities or 

the more sophisticated intensive and extensive structures (Piaget definition). I also looked for 

how Daniel related the two quantities to determine the structure and types of the relations. The 

structures were in connection to UC structures and the relations for covariational reasoning using 

the framework. When it seemed like Daniel had constructed coordination between different 
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quantities or was making use of his UC structures, I made a UTG. These individual task analyses 

are included in the next chapter.  

To build these models of Daniel’s mathematics, I analyzed his verbal responses, written 

work and gestures to identify the units, unit transformations, and mental actions they construct 

and used in the tasks. Recall, I consider units as constructed from unitizing an object or 

phenomena to be one of that something. After identifying the units Daniel constructed, I 

examined how the student transformed the units as well as classified whether the units were 

intensive or extensive, from the students perspective. Throughout the analysis process, it became 

clear that Piagetian quantities (gross, intensive, and extensive) played an important role, so I 

added that to the list of things to analyze in Daniel’s covariational reasoning.  

Making UTGs in the new context of covariation tasks instead of arithmetic settings in 

which they were created from, I found through my analysis that modification and new 

components needed to be added to capture Daniel’s thinking. As I made additions to components 

of UTGs I recorded the new actions and units for possible later discussion. However, when a 

new action or unit was added during the analysis, a description and explanation for the addition 

included in that write up. 

Stage 3. After writing up detailed descriptions and analyses of Daniel’s responses for 

Part 1 and Part 2 of each interview, I went back through to synthesize all of Daniel’s work to get 

a complete picture of his covariational reasoning and UC structures. This involved reading 

through each analysis again to generate a short summary of the types of quantities and structures 

of quantities Daniel used in each task as well as the evidence of covariational reasoning. I also 

looked for consistencies between the UTGs and for ways of operating to build a comprehensive 

model of Daniel’s mathematics.  
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In this analysis, I also looked for any differences or similarities for Daniel’s ways of 

operating and structures of quantities regarding the three components of the task designs: time, 

type of quantity, and modality of change. This synthesis of Daniel’s work is found in Chapter 5 

in the Results section. 

Chapter 4 Daniel Analysis 

In this chapter, I present my in-depth analysis of Daniel’s work on each task. As 

discussed above, I focused this analysis on identifying units and units transformations and 

categorizing Daniel’s covariational reasoning using Carlson and colleagues’ mental action 

framework as a guide (2002). I present the task analyzes in the order in which the tasks were 

given.  

Task A 

Recall Task A was designed to have time as the discrete independent variable and the 

dependent variable be extensive and discrete. Figure 4.1 shows the completed animation. It starts 

with a single dot (leftmost dot) and a new column of dots appears with a corresponding jolt of 

the slider for the interviews that included a slider. The intent was for each column to represent a 

different time point and represent exponential growth with a base of three. Note that Daniel had 

the slider in this animation before I removed it in later interviews with other participants to better 

capture students' construction of time as a variable without a given length for a proxy. 
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Figure 4.1  

Image of Task A at the End of the Amination 

 

 

Part 1  

Recall Part 1 of each interview consisted of asking the student general questions to see 

what quantities, properties of changing quantities, and components of time are salient for each 

student.  

Question 1. The first question for every interview was, “What quantities can we think 

about measuring in this animation?” For Task A, Daniel watched the animation while I posed the 

question and immediately responded, “Well the dots are multiplying themselves by three.” I then 

responded by clarifying what I meant by quantity and thinking about things to measure. He asked 

whether I meant for him to come up with simpler examples. After confirming that was what I 

meant, the following discussion transpired Daniel:  

Daniel: Okay well there's getting, the dots are getting less spread out as it goes 

forward, umm there's more dots every time. 

Interviewer: Okay. 
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Daniel: I can’t really think of much more details than that.  

Interviewer: Okay, and so, when you say, like the dots are spread out, what like 

physically, is there a type of quantity you're thinking about that's like measuring 

this spreadoutness? 

Daniel: um…[hand on chin watching animation] not really because it changes 

about every time, so a specific one probably wouldn't work well. And the last 

one’s so close together, I don't even know if you could measure it. 

From this first question, several quantities seem initially salient for Daniel: number of 

dots in a column, “spreadoutness” of dots (density/distance between dots in a column), number 

of column of dots, and change in the number of dots in columns (multiplying by 3). He measured 

the number of dots in a column by unitizing a dot as one and counting. When asked how he was 

thinking about measuring the “spreadoutness” of the dots, he replied with uncertainty about what 

measure would work since the density changed each time. It is unclear what he was thinking 

about measuring regarding the “spreadoutness” because he never specified a sample measure for 

this quantity.  

This indicates he imagined measuring the “spreadoutness” for individual columns but 

that he did not consider a common unit of measure to apply to any column. This could be 

because he did not consider taking non-integers measurements. Whereas in this response it is 

unclear whether he thought about length as the measure or something else, in a follow-up he 

clarified he could measure the “spreadoutness” by looking at the length between the dots in a 

column.  

Daniel did not explicitly name a column as a quantity by itself in this first question, but 

he clearly unitized a column to represent a collection of dots associated with a temporal 
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component. For example, his comments, “the dots are getting less spread out as it goes forward” 

and “and the last one’s so close together, I don’t even know if you could measure it” shows he 

imagined enumerating the columns and saw them as representing different points in time. His 

very first response, “Well the dots are multiplying themselves by three,” also provides evidence 

he unitized the columns to represent different stages of the animation and the number of dots 

within a column was dependent on the previous column. This initial statement also shows how 

Daniel quantified the change in the number of dots in a column through a multiplicative relation 

or multiplication action.  

Looking through the lens of Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) covariation framework, there 

is clear evidence of Mental Actions (MA) one, two, and three. In his statement, “the dots are 

getting less spread out as it goes forward,” Daniel coordinated the “spreadoutness” of the dots in 

a column with time going forward, thus coordinating changes in one variable (time) with 

changes in another (spreadoutness) giving evidence of MA1. We also got evidence of MA2 in 

this statement from his attention to the direction of change in both quantities, one as decreasing, 

“less spread out,” and one as increasing, “goes forward.” He also gave evidence of MA2 in his 

next statement of “there's more dots every time.”  

Lastly, he also gave evidence of coordinating the amount of change in one quantity with 

changes in another (MA3) attending to the multiplication of three to get from the number of dots 

in one column to the next column. Note this amount of change is different than the more typical 

amounts of change descriptions of a quantity comparison categorizing additive change in one 

quantity with another found within the covariational literature. Instead, this amount of change 

was associated with a mathematical operation of multiplication.  
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Question 2. The next question in the task protocol was about identifying relations in how 

quantities change: 

Interviewer: Okay so you're talking about, we had length of the dots, number of 

dots. Are all those types of quantities changing in the same way? 

Daniel: Um, I think so because the dots aren't really changing, like the dots that 

were already there aren’t really changing position. It’s more are getting added 

around them in a way that multiplies them by three and the distance between them 

changes because more being added, in-between. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you think that, you're saying that they're sort of all changing 

the same way? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

From this exchange, Daniel identified an invariant relationship between the spatial 

position of dots in successive columns to help him explain how he saw the quantities of the 

number of dots in a column and the distance between dots in a column as changing in the same 

way. He broke down his change factor of multiplying by 3 in terms of adding more dots to the 

previous column’s dots that are fixed in position.  

The multiplying by 3 also appears to be a fixed component in the animation for Daniel. It 

is unclear whether he had constructed a Multiplicative Object (MO) of the number of dots in a 

column and the distance between the dots, but he clearly had at least a general relationship 

between the two quantities. He connected them through his understanding that the number of 

dots in a column increased and that increase meant the distance between dots in a column 

changed. Therefore, Daniel generated a direction dependency relation where the distance 

between dots in a column depended on the number of dots in the column. This relationship is 
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evidence that he engaged in MA2 by attending to the direction of change in the number of dots in 

a column with changes in distance between dots.  

Question 3. Next, I asked him which quantities stayed the same:  

Daniel: Oh, the length of between the lines, definitely isn't changing. 

Interviewer: Okay so you’re saying, and when you when you say lines, what do 

you mean there? 

Daniel: Ah the lines like rows circle, or the columns of circles (gestures). 

Interviewer: Okay, so the distance between those columns isn't changing. 

Daniel: Yeah  

 When asked whether any quantities stayed the same, Daniel only gave a single quantity, 

the distance between each column. While in previous responses Daniel said multiplying by three 

was fixed and an important component of the animation, he didn’t name it as a quantity that was 

not changing in the animation. This might be because multiplying by 3 was an action for him and 

not internalized as a measure of the rate of change. It could also be a consequence of this being 

the first interview and he was still learning what was considered a measurable quantity. In his 

response to a clarifying question about what he meant by length he said, “The length between the 

lines definitely isn’t changing,” This description that a line was a column of dots, gave evidence 

his quantity of column was a composite unit where he unitized a column as a collection of dots.  

Question 4. Next, I asked Daniel to identify what quantities increased:  

Daniel: Oh the amount of circles definitely increasing. 

Interviewer: Okay. 
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Daniel: Uh, the amount of times it’s being multiplied is increasing as time goes 

on. 

Interviewer: Can you explain that a little bit more? 

Daniel: Well, it starts as only one and then multiplies itself by three so that's two 

and it does that fiv.. si.. five times.  

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that you noticed it was multiply by three and 

you’re saying the number of times it's being multiplied by three. 

Daniel: yeah. 

Interviewer: is changing, okay.  

Daniel’s immediate and confident response that the “amount” (number) of dots increased 

suggests he had at least internalized, if not interiorized, the direction of change for that quantity. 

His second response about the “times it’s being multiplied” was more uncertain and came after a 

short pause, indicating he might have been constructing that quantity in activity and was not 

immediately accessible or possibly a new type of quantity for him. By enumerating the number 

of times his action of “multiplying by 3” was enacted, Daniel gives evidence he had at least 

interiorized the action and unified it as a single thing to measure.  

In his explanation of the number of times being multiplied, Daniel generated an 

association between the number of dots in a column from one to the next and the action of 

multiplying by 3. His count of going from starting at one and multiplying by 3 and calling that 

two, suggests a conflation between the number of columns and the number of times the action 

has been applied. However, he appeared to self-correct when he determined the total number of 

times multiplied is five rather than six.  
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Note, his first statement did not include the multiplication factor of 3 only the action of 

multiplying itself. This inidicates he focused on quantifying the action. This statement also 

encompassed MA2 because he was connecting the direction of change of one quantity with the 

change in another, namely that the number of times multiplies increasing as measured time 

increases. However, it is unclear how he made these relations and how much each quantity, 

property (direction of change), and connecting relation costs him in regard to his WM or UC 

structures. For example, I am not sure whether multiplying by 3 is an action for him or whether 

he quantified the rate of change of dots in a column as 3.  

Question 5. Next question in the sequence was what quantities decreased. Daniel’s initial 

response was immediate:  

Daniel: The amount of space between dots. 

Interviewer: Okay and when you, which space between the dots? 

Daniel: Space between the, sorry not like the two rows of dots (gestures with hand 

to columns) I mean like the dots in a row (makes two fists to show two dots in a 

column), the amount of space in between, so it goes like this and then this 

(gestures hands getting closer together). And then this (moves hands closer and 

over) so it’s getting tighter.  

Interviewer: Okay and is each quantity sort of changing at the same rate? 

Daniel: Well, for the last two I can't really tell that would be a lot of counting, but 

it looks to me that everything is getting multiplied by three at the same rate. I 

can’t tell. 
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Interviewer: Okay, so you said, like the dots are getting multiply by three at the 

same rate and then the distance between each is being multiplied by three at the 

same rate? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Here, Daniel’s clarification of what he meant by “space between the dots” illustrates that 

he was thinking of dots within a column and further supports that a column is an interiorized 

composite unit made up of the number of dots.  

The first gesture Daniel made was to model how the distance between dots was 

decreasing by starting with two fists vertically aligned and then moving them closer together. He 

did a second iteration by moving his fists closer but also shifts them in the horizontal direction as 

well. This gesturing indicates he created a directional change (decreasing) associated with the 

distance between dots in a column and the position of the column in the overall animation 

(MA2). It is unclear whether the position of the columns was just a perceptual observation or 

whether he was drawing on more sophisticated mental structures associated with his unit of 

columns and time.  

In Daniel’s response to the question about quantities changing in the same way, he 

concluded they were and related the sameness part to his conjecture of changing by multiplying-

by-3. When when talking about each quantity individually, he attended to the direction of change 

and rate of change (multiplying by 3). However, when talking collectively about the changing 

quantities, the number of dots in a column and the distance between dots in a column, he only 

attended to the rate of change (multiplying by 3). This could indicate a WM restriction of trying 

to keep track of more quantities and the way in which they change or might be that the 

multiplying-by-3 was a more salient property of the animation compared with the direction of 
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change. Alternatively, it could be that the different directions of change created a conflict in 

describing how the quantities were changing in the same way and so Daniel elected to ignore that 

property of change.  

Question 6. The last question for Part 1 that I asked Daniel was what the slider 

represented in the animation.  

Daniel: At the top it represents time, time going on, I think (gestures to the left 

with hand). 

Interviewer:  Okay.  

Daniel: Or it could represent that, or it could represent on how the lines are going 

across the screen. So, it's like, on like if, like somebody has like a piece of paper 

over it, and sliding the piece of paper off, so it shows how much of the screen it's 

showing. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So, potentially, you could keep going. 

Interviewer: And how is, so let's call it time to make it a little easier, so how is the 

time changing then as the animation plays? 

Daniel: Well, it goes forward in like it's not going on like constantly. It's going on 

in like a certain, like a sudden jolt (hand gesture) and then like that so it's kind of 

like skipping straight to like a, I don't know what like the time measure that would 

be, but like say it skipping like a minute forward every time. 

Interviewer: Okay 

Daniel: It's not like constantly moving forward. 
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Daniel’s response to the slider representation question indicates that he imagined future 

stages of the animation and identified the animation as representing fixed but unknown chunks of 

time passing. The former observation that he imagined future values for the dots and column 

indicates that he had at least internalized the process of multiplying the number dots in a column 

by three to produce a new column. The latter discretization of time is not surprising since the 

animation was set up to have discrete changes. His interpretation of the slider representing some 

amount of time (example of minutes) shows he can imagine measuring amounts of time passing 

and that a “jolt” can be a proxy for some unknown amount of time. 

Part 2 

After asking the general set of questions above, I transitioned to the second part of the 

interview in which I ask the students to focus on a particular set of quantities and how they 

change in relation to each other. For Task A, I contextualized the problem of growing bacteria in 

a science class. Each dot represented a bacterium and each column was how many the student 

counted every day in class. After confirming Daniel understood the context and didn’t have any 

questions about the setup, I proceeded to ask him various questions about the relation between 

time passing and the total number of bacteria.  

Question 1. The first question I asked him was to interpret what the slider represented in 

this case, and he responded, “Every day that goes by.” He easily assigned the unit of measure of 

day to the “jolts” that he previously discussed. This suggests he imagined some unknown but 

fixed amount of time associated between jumps and interiorized time as an unknown extensive 

quantity (Piaget definition of extensive), at least in a discrete setting.  

Question 2. Next, I asked Danial to describe how the number of bacteria was changing 

but gave him the restriction that he was not allowed to count:  
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Interviewer:  Alright, so now, if you want to have the animation play again, 

without counting, can you describe how the number of bacteria is changing. 

Daniel: [watches animation for about 10 seconds] It's definitely multiplying. I 

wouldn't say it's adding. I’d say it’s multiplying, if it was adding it would be 

changing and wouldn’t be constant.  

Interviewer:  Okay, so you're saying it's multiplying and it's not additive. So 

again, how do you know it's not additive and it's multiplying? 

Daniel: So if it's trying, multiplication let's it keep like the same number in 

between each one [motions with hand up and down and slight movement to the 

side], but the way multiplication works it doesn't like add that specific number on 

and have to change that number to get a better product than it did last time and 

like it keeps it constant. So it goes from like three to nine and to 21 err 27 I'm 

guessing. So um… That would be like multiplication definitely and not adding 

because adding if it added the same number it would be changing by the same 

amount and that’s definitely not changing by the same amount. You can tell.  

Interviewer:  Okay, so can you give me like an example if it was additive. What 

do you mean by changing by the same amount? 

Daniel: So, if it was additive every time it added three dots on it wouldn't be one 

to three, you'd be one to four and it would be one to seven, and then 10 and then 

13 instead of one, three, nine, twenty-seven, so on. 

Daniel responded very confidently the bacteria changed through multiplication, not 

addition. In his first comment, the “it” is what he is talking about. If his statement was about 

differentiating between change by multiplication and addition as he previously explained, then it 
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is likely the “it” was the amount of change. When prompted to explain why he thought that, he 

gave a nice explanation of the difference between growth by addition and growth by 

multiplication based on the differences in the amount of change per action. In both cases the 

change factor was constant, but the operation changed.  

He further described this difference by explaining if you are multiplying by the same 

amount, the amount you must add due to multiplication would be different compared to adding 

the same amount for addition. Daniel categorized multiplicative change and additive change by 

what remained the same (multiplier vs amount added). Daniel articulated he differentiated 

between the two operations by additive amount of change. Multiplying meant adding in 

increasing the amount changed and adding meant adding the same amount every time.  

Figure 4.2 shows a UTG for Daniel’s multiplication and addition schemes. He clearly had 

an interiorized calculation scheme for both addition and multiplication where he can anticipate 

applying each action to an unknown amount to produce a new amount. This is represented in the 

UTGs by starting with an unknown unit n and either multiplying by another unit k (Mk) or 

adding a unit k (Ak) to produce a new unit m. Note, n, k, and m are composite units but not 

depicted as a two-level structure for a couple of reasons. One, the unit of measure for each was 

not something that Daniel needed to addend to since it was common to all the units. Two, Daniel 

was a strong Stage 2 student and thus easily assimilated numbers without thinking about 

counting and could directly act on a single structure. After establishing his addition schemes, 

Daniel then iterated each action scheme to compare the difference between multiplicative and 

additive growth in terms of how many were added on. 
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Figure 4.2 

UTG for Daniel’s Addition Scheme (left) and Multiplication Schemes (Right 

 

 

This is represented in Figure 4.3 top and bottom where Daniel took the result of his 

multiplication or addition scheme and applies it again repeatedly where the change factor k 

would remain constant for each operation. The daisy chain represents the iterative aspect of the 

schemes, and the green arrows represent Daniel’s reflection on the amounts added due to each 

operation. I believe he daisy-chained these actions together rather than applying his 

multiplication scheme again to a separate unit m since he easily discussed each operation without 

needing to repeatedly generate the units and talked in general terms rather than needing specific 

values. I called this an Iterative Multiplication Scheme (IMS) and Iterative Additive Scheme 

(IAS). 
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Figure 4.3 

UTG’s for Daniel’s Iterative Multiplication Scheme (top) and Iterative Addition Scheme (bottom) 

 

 
 

In continuing his explanation, Daniel gave the specification that for addition the amount 

added on is the same each time, represented by the two green Ak’s. Whereas multiplication has 

two different addition terms in green Aj and Ai. Further Daniel observed Aj was less than Ai for 

multiplication. It is important to note that these schemes are more computation in nature than 

previous UTGs and more abstract since unknowns were used rather than measured values given 

in a task statement. We will see later how his multiplication by 3 scheme was broken down 

further when he discussed in more detail the amounts of change within his multiplication by 3 

scheme. The abstract nature could also be attributed as an Abstract Quantitative Structure.  

In Daniel’s explanation of both changing through multiplication and addition, he attended 

to the amount of change between steps in the process of increasing an unknown quantity. He 

started and ended his explanation of why the dots are changing through multiplication by 

referencing the dots in the animation. However, most of his explanation was in a general abstract 
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context. It is clear through his lack of reliance on using the quantities present in the animation 

(dots, columns, etc.) that he had interiorized the processes of addition and multiplication through 

the amount of change in each process. This aligns with MA3 in thinking about amounts of 

change where the two quantities he is considering are enumerating how many times he applies 

the mode of change (addition or multiplication) and the quantity he is applying the change to.  

It was unclear whether he also engaged in MA4 and was thinking about these amounts of 

change as the average rate of change or not. Daniel did use equal increments in time passing, 

however, it is not clear whether this was a salient part of his reasoning about comparing the 

amount of change between steps or just a consequence of the structure of the task.  

Question 3. I then asked Daniel whether the number of bacteria was increasing, 

decreasing, or staying the same, to which he immediately said increasing, again showing clear 

evidence of MA2. I did not ask any follow-up answers since he was sure of his answer and 

previously discussed how it increased through multiplication by 3.  

Question 4. After identifying the number of bacteria (dots) was increasing, I asked 

Daniel to attend to how it was increasing with the following questions: 

Interviewer: We know it's increasing, or the number of dots is getting bigger. 

Again, without counting it, does the number of bacteria get bigger by smaller and 

smaller amounts, bigger and bigger amounts, or equal amounts each day? 

Daniel: Bigger and bigger amounts. 

Interviewer:  Okay, and why bigger and bigger amounts? 

Daniel: [immediately answers] Because for each dot it's multiplying that one dot 

[makes fist] by another three [gestures with both hands a spreading motion]. So 

basically, it's going from like one to three [repeats hand gesture] but like 27 times 
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on the third one, or on the fourth line. So goes like…yeah three to nine so each 

one of those dots of three would get would turn into three dots. So if it was 

bacteria, spontaneous generation each bacteria would get umm… [furrowed brow 

and hand on chin thinking]…Two more added to it.  

Interviewer:  Okay. 

Daniel: Basically if it was like sitting here [makes fist] just one bacteria, would go 

two like right here [gestures with both hands] and that would keep going for each 

of them. 

With this exchange, we see how Daniel first attended to how one dot changes through 

multiplication by 3 before attending to the number of times he applies that change, dependent on 

the number of dots in a particular column. I take this as evidence he had interiorized a 

multiplication by 3 scheme for at least this particular situation and can then implement that 

scheme an unknown number of times (see Figure 4.3 for generalized multiplication scheme).  

The implementation of his multiplication by 3 scheme over the number of dots in a 

column appears to be structurally different than when he was describing his iterative 

multiplication scheme (Figure 4.3). Rather than repeatedly applying a 1-3 multiplication scheme 

to a column, he focused on applying his 1-3 multiplication scheme recursively within a column 

to produce the next one. Furthermore, when he discussed his 1-3 multiplication scheme, Daniel 

provided evidence for his scheme being structurally different from the more computational one 

above.   

Figure 4.4 shows a progression of how Daniel decomposed and generalizes his 1-3 

multiplication scheme and how he connected this going from one column to the next. It starts 

with his basic multiplication by 3 operation scheme for 1 to 3 seen as a specific case of his 
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multiplication scheme in Figure 4.3a) where n is one and k and m are three from his statement, 

“for each dot it's multiplying that one dot [makes fist] by another three [gestures with both hands 

a spreading motion].”  

However, he then introduced the number of dots in a particular column, in the first 

example he uses 27 dots in the fourth column. Daniel introduced a new unit of 27 but maintains 

the 1-to-3 relation for every dot in the 27. Thus, he utilized his composite unit for 27 as seen in 

the second UTG of Figure 4.4b. He knew he could apply his multiplication by 3 scheme to each 

of the 27 dots and thus distributes 3 across 27 (T3:27). I call this Recursive Multiplication-by-3 

(RM3). It differs from the IMS because he was not applying his multiplication by 3 scheme 

repeatedly to the result of a previous multiplication-by-3 operation but applying it across a 

decomposed composite unit.  

Figure 4.4  

a) Multiplication from One to Three Scheme, b) Progression from Multiplication Scheme to Recursive 

Multiplication-by-3 Scheme 

a)  b)  

 

Lastly, Daniel gave evidence that he applied this RM3 to other imagined composite units 

based on his explanation of using it on other number of dots in the different columns. With this, I 

attribute him a Recursive Multiplication by 3 Scheme (RM3S) in which he could imagine 

applying it to any unknown composite unit n. This is represented in Figure 4.5 below. 
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After explaining how he would apply his 1-3 multiplying scheme to different columns, he 

connected back to the bacteria context. In connecting back, Daniel had a small perturbation when 

he tried to express the multiplicative change from 1 to 3 in terms of addition. It took him a 

moment to determine that going from 1 to 3 through multiplication meant two more get added. 

This indicates he either did not immediately have a structure in place for quantifying 

multiplicative change from 1 to 3 in terms of addition and needed had to perform some mental 

operations to construct the “plus two” as quantifying the change due to multiplication by 3 or he 

had not activated an existing scheme within his WM to determine that quantity.  

It is not clear from his explanation what exactly his mental operation was to get the “plus 

two.” It might have been calculating a difference between 1 and 3 or could have been the result 

of a visual comparison of the special orientation of the dots within the animation (subitizing). His 

last explanation with hand gestures suggests the latter and he was relying on the visual 

comparison to construct the three dots by adding two dots to the original dot. Regardless of what 

Figure 4.5 

Daniel's Recursive Multiplication-by-3 Scheme 
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that exact mental operation was, after constructing this quantification of multiplicative change in 

terms of addition, Daniel made an accommodation to his multiplication by 3 scheme to 

incorporate a change of plus two. In other words, he decomposed his automized calculation 

operation of multiplication into a transformation of units from 1 to 3 through addition resulting 

in a partitioned unit. 

Figure 4.6 captures two possible ways this accommodation took place in terms of a UTG. 

In both cases, Daniel started with his interiorized scheme for multiplication by 3 discussed 

earlier. He appeared to reflect on the operation of multiplication to represent the transformation 

from 1 to 3 as adding a unit of two to the starting unit of one. He then unitized the 1-to-2 relation 

as a single partitioned unit of three. He either maintained the relationship with the original 1 in 

his multiplication scheme to produce the daisy-chained UTG on the left in Figure 4.6 or Daniel 

disembedded the 1 to generate a completely new unit that represents the result of multiplying 1 

by 3 (right UTG). I do not have enough evidence to determine which is the more accurate 

representation of Daniel’s partitioned unit.  

Figure 4.6  

Generation of a Partitioned Unit to Represent Daniel's Multiplication-by-3 Scheme 

 

Here I am defining a partitioned unit as a multi-level unit structure in which a single 

primary unit is decomposed into two or more sub-units that additively combine to exhaust the 
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primary unit and the relation between the sub-units and the primary unit are maintained. From 

this example, the primary unit is 3 and the sub-units are 1 and 2. This is represented as a 

partitioned unit by the box containing the unit of 1 and the unit of 2. On the left UTG in Figure 

4.6, the arrow from the 3 in Daniel’s original multiplication scheme captures his partition action 

of 3 into 1 and 2 (P(1,2)) and points to the whole partitioned box unit. This partitioning action is 

represented an addition (A2) on the right UTG. The partitioned unit is a different color to just 

help emphasize it is a new type of unit.  

From his last statement in this question, it is clear he shifted how he described 

multiplication by 3 with his new partitioned unit and imagines applying that within his RM3S. 

However, it is unclear how exactly he would apply this accommodation within that scheme and 

there is not enough evidence to determine whether this accommodation has been internalized or 

would need to be reproduced through his activity in future questions. Note this partitioned unit 

and his general multiplication by 3 in this particular context aligns with Confrey and Smith’s 

Splitting operation (1994, 1995).  

It is important to note Daniel never explicitly addressed the question of how he knew that 

the number of dots was increasing by bigger and bigger amounts. He did not connect his model 

for multiplying by 3 with bigger and bigger amounts of change in the total number of dots. It is 

possible he was connecting bigger amounts of change with the number of times that he was 

multiplying by 3 from one column to the next. In other words, his notion of increasing by bigger 

and bigger amounts could be tied to the increasing number of times that he applied his 

multiplication-by-3 scheme since he already identified repeated multiplication means adding 

larger amounts. It could also be because he had a WM capacity limitation to keep track of the 

original question when he was working with all the different units. Overall, he made some 
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connection between amounts of change of dots with how multiplication is applied but it is 

unclear how exactly he is connecting those two things.  

 Within Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) covariational framework, Daniel engaged in MA3 

attending to amounts of change in the number of dots in a column as time passed or enumeration 

of columns. He focused first on categorizing how a single dot changes from one column to the 

next before attending to the number of times he implements his multiplication-by-3 scheme. In 

terms of covariation, he coordinated the way in which one dot changes with how many dots are 

in a column as evidenced by his example explanation for going from the column with 3 dots to 

the one with 9 dots. This framework does not capture the nuances of his reasoning within the 

identified coordination of MA3, specifically about how the number of dots is changing in terms 

of unit transformations.  

Question 5. In the next question, I asked Daniel how the number of new bacteria each 

day is changing. He focused on again categorizing the increase in bacteria through multiplicative 

change but also categorized that multiplicative increase in terms of adding more bacteria. His 

initial response was as follows: 

Um I think, the number would be changing as in how many would be getting 

added, or multiplied every day, added, as in how many more we put on due to 

multiplication. So, it would go…yeah it would just be getting bigger that's how it 

would be changing. 

Here we see that he more easily differentiated between talking about the change in the number of 

dots in a column as multiplication and addition in connection to multiplication. I take this as 

evidence of how he was quantifying the change in the number of dots from one column to the 

next as the number of dots added due to multiplication. He quantified the change as the operation 
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of multiplying the total number of dots in a column by 3 and as adding an associated number of 

dots with the operation of multiplying the number of dots by 3.  

However, after making that distinction and trying to summarize his thinking to answer 

the question, his response was in terms of the direction of change (MA2) rather than amounts of 

change (MA3). It is not clear from this response if he conceptualized the quantity “new bacteria 

every day” as the total number of bacteria in a day or as the change in bacteria between days 

(amount of change).  

The question was intended to have the student think about the amount of change between 

days, but Daniel discusses both of these quantities throughout his response to this question. For 

example, when I asked him a follow-up question about how he knew that the number of new 

bacteria was getting bigger, he immediately responded. 

So, it would, so the first one turns into three dots very visibly. That's like a very 

easy comparison, but you can, you can see the contrast between like the third line 

and the last one. Like this one, I don't know if you can see my GeoGebra thing, 

but this one right here [circles column of nine] is a lot different from this one right 

here [circles last column], and I do not want to count this number right here 

[referencing last column]. It would not be fun. 

From this response, he appeared to be conceptualizing the quantity of “new bacteria every day” 

as a comparison between the number of dots in different columns. 

Figure 4.7 

Image of Daniel’s Circling of the Column in His Clarification 
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Daniel started with a numerical example that he can easily identify without counting 

(most likely subitizing) before giving an example based on a visual comparison of the density of 

dots in a column. In both cases, he attended to the difference between the total number of dots in 

a column and does not appear to think of the result of that comparison as a quantity directly 

without doing the comparison to construct it.  

It is also interesting to note that he measures the number of dots in a column in two 

different ways. The first is with numeric values but when not allowed to use counting, he relied 

on the visual density of the dots as a proxy for counting to be able to compare unknown number 

of dots in columns. Daniel’s comment about not wanting to count the last column indicates he 

consciously maintained he was attempting to measure the number of dots in a column when he 

used the density as a proxy for the unknown measure.  

Question 6. I then asked him to determine how many new bacteria there would be 

between day two and day three. He first responded by clarifying which is day two in the 

animation. During the clarifying part of saying day 0 corresponded with one dot, Daniel 

accidentally deleted all the dots in the animation. After unsuccessfully trying to refresh the page 
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and get them back, he declared that he didn’t need them because he could remember what 

happened in the animation and asked the question again in the following exchange: 

Interviewer:  How many new bacteria are there from day two to day three? 

Daniel: So it starts as one and then goes three. And day two to day three? 

Interviewer:  Yes. 

Daniel: Okay day two there's only three. 

Interviewer:  Mmhmm. 

Daniel: And then it goes to nine. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So, it automatically basically squares itself, you could say. 

Daniel first verbally runs through the first stage of the animation and then confirms that I 

asked for day two to day three. I did not correct him from the previous statement that day 0 was 

when there was one dot but went with his construction of the situation. His rehearsal was likely 

him reconstructing the animation stages again in his mind since he now lacks the figurative 

supports. Noce in his reconstruction of the animation, we gain evidence Daniel constructed a MO 

between the two quantities days and number of dots. It is likely that a column represents a day.  

Once he reconstructed day two as containing three dots, Daniel applies either his 

multiplication-by-3 scheme to get the next day’s value of nine or he is recalling predetermined 

values from earlier in the interview. His next comment about “squaring itself” suggests he 

reflected on the change from three to nine as multiplication of 3	 × 	3 but instead of categorizing 

it as multiplication by 3 like in previous questions, he most likely draws on his number facts to 

describe that change in terms of squaring. It also helps confirm that he is conceptualizing “new 

bacteria” as just the total amount of bacteria in the next column rather than the amount of change 
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between the number of dots between columns. This could be that he hasn’t interiorized amount 

of change as a quantity yet and needs to construct it in activity or it could be a WM constraint 

from using resources to reconstruct the animation or possibly a combination of both.  

Interviewer:  Okay, so then, how many new bacteria are there from day two to 

day three? 

Daniel: How many new ones? 

Interviewer:  Yeah 

Daniel: um… I’d say six. 

Interviewer:  Six and how'd you get six? 

Daniel: Well, it's basically for each one bacteria two more getting added [repeats 

hand gesture from before]. There's only three, so two times three is six. 

To try and get him to think about the number of new bacteria as the amount of change, I 

asked the question again. Daniel now interpreted the “how many new ones” as how many dots 

are added on from the previous column. He engaged in MA3 by attending to the amount of 

change in the number of dots in a column. In determining this amount of change, he utilized his 

units coordinating structures and previously constructed multiplication schemes. Daniel’s 

immediate answer of six to the restatement of the question suggests that he maintained his 

constructions from his previous squaring answer.  

In his follow-up explanation of how he got six, we see he made use of his partitioned unit 

and Recursive Multiplication Scheme (RMS). As we see in Figure 4.8, after recalling his 

multiplication by 3 scheme as a partitioned unit, he introduced the number of bacteria he was 

starting with on day two, three. He maintained the connection between the one in the partitioned 

unit and his composite unit from how many bacteria he is starting with. This is reminiscent of his 
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RMS only instead of determining the total number of bacteria on the next day he is determining 

the amount added on to get to the next day.  

In doing this, Daniel used his partitioned unit for multiplication by 3 in order to maintain 

the amount of change per one unit from one column to the next. He then applied his RMS with 

the composite unit of three starting bacteria to do the computation of “two times three is six”. It 

is unclear whether Daniel distributed 2 across 3 in a simple computation or recalling a number 

fact. Regardless, he clearly applied multiplication between the two and the three like how he did 

it before (Figure 4.4).  

Figure 4.8 

Daniel’s Application of RMS on a Partitioned Unit  

 
 

Question 7. The next question I asked Danial was how the number of bacteria was 

changing for equal amounts of time passing. His initial response was that the number of bacteria 

was squaring itself before he paused and reflected on his answer and changed it to “No, it's just 

multiplying itself by three.” This is consistent with his previous answers of categorizing the 

change in the quantities as multiplying by 3 (P1Q2 and P1Q5), utilizing an Iterative 
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Multiplication-by-3 scheme (IM3S). The initial response of squaring itself is most likely from 

just working with the particular numbers of going from three to nine in the previous question. It 

is possible that when he paused, he recalled the animation as a whole or more stages of it to 

realize his squaring pattern didn’t hold but the multiplying by 3 action did.  

Question 8. The next question in the task sequence was how he might find how many 

bacteria there are on day two and a half. Here was his initial response: 

Two and a half…um well…from two to three goes from nine to 27 that increase is 

exactly eighteen, so if you cut that in half, yeah it would just be eighteen because 

nine times two is 18, and from day two to day three it increases by 18 in total. If 

you just cut that in half you only get nine added on so then you already had nine 

so it goes to eighteen.  

Daniel established the basic relations between change in days and change in the number 

of bacteria. The ease in which he operated with and between these different quantities suggests 

he had generated a MO between days passed (enumeration of columns) and the number of 

bacteria (number of dots within a column). I will explore more the actions used to generate the 

MO below. Unlike the previous couple of questions where he focused on his multiplication by 3 

scheme to get from one column to the next, Daniel implemented a different strategy by focusing 

on the additive relations between the total number of dots in each column to quantify the change 

in the number of bacteria.  

He started by finding the difference between the number of dots between day two and 

day three to get how many were added between those two days and generates a unit of 18. This 

differs from how he used a partitioned unit and RMS to find the amount of change in P2Q7 
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above. Then to account for the half-day of growth or half-time increment, Daniel took half of 

that generated unit of 18 to represent growth for half a day.  

His next two statements are a little ambiguous as to what quantities he was referring to 

since within the problem there are several duplicate values. For example, there are two different 

units of 18 and nine. After he said, “if you cut that in half,” referring to the difference of 18, he 

immediately said, “yeah it would just be eighteen because nine times two is eighteen.” I believe 

the first 18 in this statement refers to his final answer of how many bacteria there would be on 

day 2.5 and not the difference of 18. This is because he justified his answer of 18 using the fact 

that 9	 × 	2 is 18, suggests Daniel constructed the second 18 from two copies of nine, one copy 

from the nine bacteria on day 2 and then one copy from his constructed amount of change for a 

half day. His last statement helps confirm this hypothesis by running through his process one last 

time saying, “from day two to day three it increases by 18 in total. If you just cut that in half you 

only get nine added on so then you already had nine so it goes to eighteen.”  

Overall, the speed and flexibility in which Daniel worked with several units and unit 

transformation suggest he makes use of UC structures. Based on the analysis above, Figure 4.9 

shows his progression through the task with a UTG. He starts with two MO or two-level 

structures relating day and number of bacteria, represented by the boxed 2-9 and 3-27. There is 

not clear evidence of how he constructed these MOs beyond a simple unitizing operation. It 

could be something more complex such as constructing them from his multiplication scheme like 

in the previous question or a different type of partitioned unit than previously introduced, but 

there is not enough evidence to support those constructions. Thus, I attribute the unitizing 

operation to these MO since it is the least sophisticated that I can attribute to him and he clearly 

generated a single unit from the two different quantities (days and dots). 
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Figure 4.9 

Daniel's UTG for Solving How Many Bacteria on Day 2.5 

 

 

However, this unitization into a MO differs from the previously unitizing action found in 

the UTG methodology. Thus far the unitizing action, Un, consisted of unitizing a collection of n 

objects into a single unit. Daniel’s MO structure for this question unitizes two units with 

different units of measure into a single unit. As such, I denote this type of unitization with a 

coordinate pair subscript, U(n,m) and colored the units different shades of blue.  

The purpose of the new unitizing operation is two-fold. First, it aligns with the graphical 

representation of MO found in the literature, and second, it has a similar structure to a partitioned 

unit in that MO consists of two separate units within a single unit. However, it differs from a 

partitioned unit in that it is not the result of an action on a single unit and does not contain an 

additive relationship between the two sub-units. It is still a unit of units but is not nested like a 

traditional Steffe composite unit.  

Once Daniel constructed these MOs, he does a quantity comparison between the two 

ordered pairs focusing on the number of dots and the amount added from one day to the next. 
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This is represented by the split arrow coming from the 2-9 and 3-27 MOs. It is possible Daniel 

either did a simple subtraction of 27-9 to get 18 or even had a number fact with the speed and 

minimal effort it took for him to come up with 18. Since it was unclear, I did not assign an action 

to the split arrow coming from his two MOs.  

However, it is also possible that in constructing the 18, Daniel then utilized a 

disembedding operation on the 3-27 CMO and decomposed it into two MO relations: 2-9 and 1-

18. Thus, I suggest that he disembedded a MO of 1-18. A counter indicator Daniel disembedded 

the 1-18 is how he then treated the resulting relation differently than his MO from which he 

constructed it. He operated with it is as a rate of 18 bacteria added per one day rather than 18 

bacteria for a given day. It could also have been that he did disembed the 1-18 but then 

reconceptualized it as a rate.  

It is unclear exactly how Daniel reconceptualized his disembedded or constructed MO 

into a rate and as such, I left off the operation that accompanies the double arrows in the 1-18 

box. At most, I can say he did some type of unitizing to make a single object that includes a 1 

and 18. Since he operated on it differently than his other MO and it does not appear to be a Steffe 

composite unit relation, I am not sure if it can be classified the same way as those two unitizing 

actions. Regardless of how Daniel generated the rate, he easily used and operated with the 1-18 

relation to solve the problem confirming he at least unitized the 1 and 18 into a single object.  

Next, Daniel partitioned his 1-18 unit in two to generate another rate like a unit for how 

many bacteria are added for a half-day, ½ - 9. Note in applying this reasoning, he is implicitly 

assuming linearity to the growth, and he does not appear to make any connection to his previous 

claims of the change from one column to the next happening through multiplying by 3 and 

bigger amounts of change. This would suggest that Daniel does not have structures for 
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differentiating linear growth from exponential growth in terms of amounts of change or Daniel 

was working within a time step in which he considered a constant rate of change of 

multiplication by 3.  

Lastly, he took his half-day amount of change unit and added it to the original amount on 

day two, to get 18 dots on day 2.5. I believe he first did 9+9 and then justified it again to himself 

that the result is 18 through his statement “because nine times two is 18” rather than confirming 

his halving calculation of 18 through the reverse operation of multiplication. This is supported by 

the second run-through of his solution process. I believe he was constructing some of the 

quantities during the first verbal rehearsal and then had them readily available when he gave a 

summary of his solution.  

His first comment, “from two to three goes from nine to 27 that increase is exactly 

eighteen,” shows he has made an association between time passing in a fixed interval and the 

number of dots in a column, a two-level cognitive structure. It also shows that he quantified the 

amount of change between days as a comparison between the two values for the number of dots 

in a column. He used his eighteen as a fixed rate of change where one day was equal to an 

increase of eighteen to determine what amount of change would be associated with half a day. 

This is when he applied his halving operation to both units in his rate to arrive at the conclusion 

that half a day would constitute an amount of change of nine and proceeded to add that change to 

the starting value of nine for day two. This reasoning aligns with attending to amounts of change 

(MA3) and possibly average rate of change (MA4) since he treated his amount of change 18 as a 

constant rate of change for a single day. However, it is unclear if Daniel’s work with a fixed time 

change was a consequence of his mental structures or discretized structure of the task.  
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Interviewer:  Okay, so you’re saying you're starting with, how many are starting 

with to get that number? 

Daniel: You’re starting with, umm, you’re starting with nine on day two right?  

Interviewer:   Okay. 

Daniel: And day two to day three. Day three is 27. So, technically, you could just 

do 27 minus nine and you get the number that you wanted. 

This follow-up question I asked immediately following Daniel’s previous dialog provides 

further evidence that he encapsulated the amount of change from day two to day three as its own 

unit that he could act on. His immediate generation of an alternative solution path of simply 

subtracting half the amount of total change from the ending day value (computation 27-9) 

supports he at least internalized if not interiorized the quantity for a half-day associated with an 

additive change of nine. His strategy of going backward from 27 rather than adding from nine 

also suggests he was relying on assimilated unit structures rather than needing to build the 

quantities through activity.  

The ease at which he was able to work with the halved rate could be a consequence of 

students’ familiarity with halves as compared to other fraction operations such as thirding and 

generating fifths. Regardless, he clearly worked with his 1-18 MO as a unit change from one day 

to the next that could be partitioned into two (halving operation). He also maintained the ½ - 9 

relation as a fixed amount of change throughout the problem providing evidence that he 

constructed a two-level unit structure between these two units and engaged in MA4 with the 

subintervals he generated within a single day.  

In terms of Daniel’s covariational reasoning, he clearly has an association between the 

days changing (increase in the number of columns) and the number of bacteria in a column 
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increasing supporting MA1 and MA2. His work determining the amount of change between day 

two and day three supports MA3 and MA4. He used an average rate of change of 18 bacteria per 

day to solve the task. I would also classify him as engaging in chunky reasoning (Castillo-

Garsow, 2012) because he relied on the fixed completed time chunk to reason about the change 

over the entire interval. This is not surprising based on the nature of the task but he did not 

display an inclination to reason or had a perturbation about his multiplying by 3 rate of change 

on smaller subintervals. It is also interesting to note that in the previous question Daniel 

enumerated day two as having three dots but labels day two as nine dots in this question. This 

may be a conflation of units or a WM constraint, particularly without the animation visible to 

him anymore.  

Question 9. The last question I asked Daniel before allowing him to draw was to come 

up with an expression to represent the number of bacteria present at any given time. Instead of 

generating an equation or expression, Daniel’s initial response generated a line graph to represent 

the relationship between days passing and bacteria growing: 

Daniel: Well, you could predict it. Say it started at two, you could predict that, if 

this was like some certain kind of bacteria that you knew after 24 hours exactly, it 

would increase, they would, it would spontaneously generate more bacteria after 

like, that many bacteria after that much time, so you can have like a graph. 

Interviewer:  Okay.  

Daniel: And I think a line graph would do it. I’m not sure which kind of graph 

you’d want. Yeah I think a line graph. 

Interviewer:  Okay.  
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Daniel: Basically, for every like, you could say for every if every square on the 

graph was a day. And the line move up by, um, if the line started at like two.   

Interviewer: Okay, and what's the two representing? 

Daniel: Two representing how many bacteria are already there. 

Interviewer:  Okay, so you're saying we're starting with two bacteria? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer:  Okay. 

Daniel: Just as, like a separate example. 

Interviewer:  Yeah. 

Daniel: And yeah, okay so then it goes to six immediately after one day, so goes 

up like that [gestures with hand upwards and over in fluid motion] on the graph. 

At this point, Daniel indicated he wanted to draw the graph and I redirect him to verbally explain 

and that he can draw it later if he wants. He checked whether he could still use a graph in his 

explanation before continuing with the following:  

Daniel: Okay, so after six it would multiply that by three so actually the graph 

would be going like this [hand gesture] and then this [steeper hand motion] and 

then this [steeper hand motion]. And it would keep getting, it would like keep 

going up that much faster every time. So I think you'd have to, if you want it to 

graph that kind of thing you have to make the interval like per square like 30 or 

something to make it like sizable. 

Interviewer:  Okay, so you're saying like from day to day it's your graph would 

get taller and taller, faster and faster?  

Daniel: Yeah it like accelerates. 
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In the beginning, Daniel immediately established he could make a prediction about the 

number of bacteria based on time passing indicating he could imagine unknown future values. 

Furthermore, he generated a new starting amount of two bacteria and then established that he 

needed to know that the bacteria had an exact replication period of 24 hours to represent the 

fixed time chunk. I take this as evidence that he interiorized a multiplicative object or two-level 

unit structure between a fixed time unit (24hours/1day) and the number of bacteria present 

(number of dots in a column). Clear evidence he can engage in MA1 and his attention to the 

bacteria increasing as time increases provides evidence of MA2.  

Next, he focused on the mode of representation for his model and decided to use a line 

graph. Upon choosing a representation, he first establishes an orientation/scaling unit of measure 

for time passing (square = 1 day, moving to the right is increasing) before describing how the 

line would increase. When changing focus to the shape of the line, he starts a hand gesture with 

his finger representing the line and has it pointing up and to the right. As soon as he goes to show 

how much the line is increasing by (amount of change), he pauses and goes back to grounding 

his thinking in a numerical example of starting with two bacteria.  

His reliance on a numerical example is a possible indicator of a couple of things. One, the 

fact that he generated a new example unprompted provides evidence that he likely assimilated 

how the bacteria were changing per day as multiplied by three and applied it to a new case. Two, 

reverting to working with a numerical example might indicate that he has not yet internalized or 

generalized thinking about the intensity of change or how the amounts of change are changing in 

this problem yet, and the numerical examples provides enough figurative support to make 

progress on the problem. Similarly, the number-based reasoning may be a way to offload the 

cognitive demand of working with the amounts of change as unknown quantities in his new 
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example to counteract a WM constraint. It is unclear which of these or a combination of these is 

why he switched from a general example to a concrete one with numbers.  

However, after re-introducing his example values and running through the first transition 

from two bacteria to six bacteria, he went back to how the graph would change without needing 

to do more calculations. Daniel does verbally rehearse the next step of starting at six and 

multiplying that by three, but he does not appear to actually do the calculation before gesturing 

what the graph would look like and does four iterations in a total of change with each indicated 

change increasing more in the vertical direction for an equal change in the horizontal direction. 

He clearly attended to the intensity of change of the number of bacteria per day with his 

gestures and comment, “It would like keep going up that much faster every time.” Daniel again 

attends to the scaling factor on his imagined graph by stating that each square would need to be a 

large number, 30, to make it “sizable.” This further indicates he was attending to how the 

amounts of change are changing, if at least in terms of gross quantities, non-numerical line 

changes.  

In terms of Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) framework, Daniel generates a curve where 

he clearly connects changes in time with increasing changes in the number of bacteria to be 

categorized as MA1-MA3. He does not give clear evidence of thinking about average rate of 

change beyond implementing his IM3S from one day to the next, but this appears to be 

automatized and does not directly fit within MA4 as average rate of change. His attention to the 

acceleration of the curve is however somewhat aligned with MA5 in which a student generates a 

smooth curve and attends to concavity.  

Finally, after he described his graph, I once again asked him to come up with an equation 

instead of a graph in the following exchange:  
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Interviewer: Okay, and if you write it as, instead of using a graph, could you try 

and come up with like an equation to represent the number of bacteria on any 

given day? What might that look like? 

Daniel: Okay, so x equals the amount of days passed I think, and y. Okay x is the 

amount of bacteria, y is the amount of time passed.  

Interviewer:  Okay.  

Daniel: X times y would equal the product, I think.  

Interviewer:  Okay, so you're saying x  is the number of bacteria. 

Daniel: Yes, oh wait, wait, x times y plus… Plus like another variable. Because it 

would it would multiply itself, each time every day. Okay, so it'd be like x times y 

plus plus like. I don't know how to explain it. It's very because it technically 

would be getting bigger every time, like bigger intervals, every time.  

Interviewer:  Okay, but you're just saying in general you'd have the your variable 

for time times the number of bacteria, and then you're adding some other 

unknown. 

Daniel: Yeah.  

From Daniel’s generation of an algebraic equation, we learn more about the relationships 

he constructed in this problem. His initial equation of time passed × number of bacteria (𝑥 × 𝑦), 

I take as evidence of him constructing a MO or two-level structure between the number of 

bacteria and time. This is consistent with how he solved the question of how many bacteria are 

there are day 2.5 where he used MOs with days and number of bacteria. However, this relation is 

different than before because then Daniel had a single object consisting of two different types of 

quantities (units of measure), whereas in his equation relation Daniel generates a single quantity 
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through mathematical operation of multiplication. His multiplication operation connecting these 

two quantities aligns with his responses throughout that from one day to the next (column of dots 

to the next) is done through multiplication.  

Daniel expressed doubt in his initial equation and when I then asked a clarifying question 

about how he defined his variables, he confirms what each meant before having a perturbation 

that led to a change to his equation. He keeps his original equation but determines that he needs 

to add some quantity to capture the increasing change due to the multiplication. In his new 

equation, Daniel does not know what that quantity would be, and I think he is conceptualizing 

that unknown quantity as a changing variable and not a fixed quantity from his statement, “It's 

very because it technically would be getting bigger every time, like bigger intervals, every time.” 

So, his new equation is time passed multiplied by the number of bacteria plus unknown 

(𝑥 × 𝑦+?). Daniel does not explicitly define what type of quantity he is adding with the 

unknown. However, I believe he is thinking of adding more bacteria rather than days because 

that would be consistent with his previous work focusing on how the bacteria are changing by 

adding more and more due to multiplication. Note these algebraic representations are not 

anything Daniel wrote down but a translation of his verbal work since he was not allowed to 

write anything down yet.  

Overall, from this response, we see that Daniel indeed constructed a multiplicative 

relation between time and the number of bacteria and that he conceptualized the change from one 

day to the next through multiplication which he categorized by adding larger quantities. It is 

interesting that in his equation he did not use his previous categorization of change as 

multiplying by 3 every time. I am not sure why he did not include this in his algebraic expression 

unless it was somehow implicit for him in the multiplication portion of time times the number of 
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bacteria, but there is no evidence to determine exactly why he did not include the multiplication 

by 3.  

Regarding covariation, he clearly engaged with MA1-MA3. His 𝑥 × 𝑦 expression shows 

that he coordinated the two variables, MA1. His generation of the additional varying quantity to 

account for how the number of bacteria is increasing in increasing amounts shows evidence of 

him engaging in both MA2 and MA3.  

Summary of Task A 

In this task, we see Daniel categorized how the number of dots changed in multiple ways 

through connecting his conception of multiplication and addition. He first categorized it by 

iterative multiplication by 3. In follow-up questions, he explained how he knew it was 

multiplication rather than addition by attending to the amount of change between iterations 

differed from operating by multiplication or addition. This distinction allowed him to decompose 

his multiplication scheme in terms of addition and operate in different ways depending on what 

quantity he was asked to reason about within a particular question. For example, when discussing 

how the number of bacteria was increasing, Daniel described it as multiplication by 3 of each dot 

within a column (RM3S), but when determining the number of new bacteria from one column to 

the next he relied on categorizing the multiplication by 3 in terms of new bacteria added on for 

each dot (partitioned unit and RMS).  

Daniel’s assimilation of the columns as both a composite unit and a MO also allowed him 

to focus on different quantities throughout this task. He appeared to quantify time passing in 

fixed chunks and uses enumeration of the columns as a proxy for time passing in those fixed 

time chunks. A column represented his MO of categorizing a day and a number of bacteria. 

Throughout the task, he was able to work both within a single column by acting on the individual 
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dots within a column and between columns where he operated on the column as a whole. Again, 

when talking about how the number of dots increased, Daniel gave examples for within single 

columns utilizing his RM3S on the columns as composite units in contrast to when answering 

how many on day 2.5 and he operated on the columns as MO and focused on additive change.  

Lastly, we have clear evidence of Daniel engaging in MA1-MA3 throughout this task. He 

easily identified a relationship between time passing and the number of dots increasing (MA1). 

He used the columns and briefly the slider as proxies for time. More specifically he identified a 

direct increasing relationship between these two quantities (MA2). Daniel had sophisticated 

ways of describing the amounts of change in the number of dots between columns with his 

multiplication and additive reasoning. This was evidence of MA3. In his work, we gain insight 

into more details of what units and unit transformations accompany MA2 and MA3 in non-

graphical contexts.  

It is not clear whether Daniel engaged in MA4 and reasoned with average rate of change. 

He clearly constructed a rate of change from one day to the next as categorized by multiplying 

by 3. This shows that he conceptualized change over a fixed interval (time/column), however, 

this does not exactly align with average rate of change in Carlson and colleagues’ framework 

(2002) as secant lines conceptions. For example, his statement, “It looks to me that everything is 

getting multiplied by three at the same rate,” shows that he is possibly thinking about his 

multiplication by 3 over equal increments as a rate, but it is unclear how he is utilizing it as a rate 

compared to a mathematical operation.  

Daniel did treat his generated rate of change as 18 added bacteria for a one day of change 

when solving, “How many bacteria are there are day 2.5?” This suggests that he engaged in MA4 

but it is still unclear if that rate of change was an average rate for him or simply a consequence of 
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the task generating a unit rate rather than a non-unit rate such as a change of 18 bacteria over two 

days. Overall, I can attribute him with MA1-MA3 and possibly MA4. He gave clear evidence of 

utilizing his units coordinating structures to reason covariationally about different quantities like 

the total number of bacteria and amount of change of bacteria between days.  

Daniel’s algebraic expression also gave indication he had constructed MO and relations 

between the number of dots and time but did not reflect his multiplication by 3 salient throughout 

the interview. His first equation time in days multiplied by number of dots for that day confirmed 

that Daniel constructed MO between those two quantities as together they represented the 

outcome of finding how many dots on a given day. The revision of his equation to include 

adding some unknown change gave further evidence that the multiplication component 

represented the number of dots or bacteria in a column for the given time value he would input 

into the equation since the “plus something” represented the change for the given day to the next 

day.  

Task B 

Recall Task B consisted of a square growing in discrete time chunks with the overall area 

doubling at every stage of the animation. This task was designed for time to be a discrete 

variable and the area to be the intensive discrete variable dependent on time. Figure 4.10 shows 

several stages of the animation spaced two time jumps apart. Note Daniel did have a slider in the 

top left corner to be a proxy for time. This interview was before I modified the first couple of 

tasks for other participants to better capture how time is quantified and used as a variable. 

Figure 4.10 

Sample Points of Task B Two Steps Apart with Initial Square on the Left 
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Part 1 

Again, in the first part of a task, I started by asking Daniel to identify quantities in the 

animation and identify how they changed separately and together. This was meant to be a warm-

up for Part 2 and serve to capture what quantities students generate on their own without 

prompting him to focus on specifics quantities or relations.  

Question 1. The first question of every task was always the same and simply asked the 

students to name quantities that could be talked about or measured in the animation:  

Interviewer: The first just general question is, as it plays, what are some 

quantities, we could talk about in this animation? 

Daniel: Well, how big the square’s getting, how much of the thing is getting 

covered up by the square. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: How much time is passing…How much the square is getting, how much 

the square is increasing by every time.  

Interviewer: Okay, any other ones we could talk about? 

Daniel: Uh, let’s see…Okay, how many, we’ll say units like millimeters would 

with the square like each side of the square be taking up for the square sides are 

even. 
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Interviewer: Okay so you’re saying… 

Daniel: Maybe centimeters, maybe centimeters would work, so like each 

centimeter, you could say that it takes up on each side.  

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying like that you can measure the side length, a 

single side length of the square? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

The first two quantities Daniel identified were “how big the square is getting,” and “how 

much of the thing is getting covered up by the square,” (area left in the animation box). He did 

not give a unit of measure or way in which he would measure these quantities, so I can attribute 

him to at most conceptualizing them as gross quantities. However, based on his language of 

“how big” and “how much” he most likely was thinking of these quantities in terms of area or 

space taken up.  

These first two quantities are also related to one another in that the second is dependent 

on the first. He first introduced the area of the square as getting bigger before switching his 

perspective to categorize that same change of area as a relation between the area of the square 

and the total area of the boxed animation. This switch in perspective suggests Daniel assimilated 

the area of the square as a quantity that could be operated on and with since he used it to generate 

a new related quantity that was an inverse relation. However, it is unclear whether he was 

thinking about the area as an intensive or extensive quantity (Piagetian quantity) since he did not 

give a means of how to measure each quantity.  

In terms of units, he unitized the square and the animation box as things that could be 

measured. He also generated a new quantity from these two units of “how much of the thing is 

getting covered up by the square.” It is unclear what exact mental actions or transformations he 
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did with these two units to construct the new unit, however, he clearly generated a relation 

between the area of the square and the entire area of the animation box. It is possible he 

constructed the quantities as a difference comparison between the animation box and area of the 

square or it could be a simple visual or perceptual construction. Regardless, these initial 

quantities give us evidence that he engaged in at least MA1 and MA2 by generating the relation 

that the area of the square and the total area of the animation box as well as identifying the 

square’s area as increasing.  

The next two quantities Daniel mentioned were the amount of time passing and a growth 

factor of the square or the amount of change of the square. The second quantity gives evidence of 

him engaging in MA3 by attending to how much the square increases for a given time increase. 

However, it is unclear how he thought about this quantity in terms of a measuring unit, but he 

indicated he imagined quantifying that change. This is congruent with Daniel’s response in Task 

A where he talked about the dots increasing by a certain amount every time. Note that in Task A, 

he immediately classified the change as multiplication by 3, whereas in this task Daniel only 

gives amount of change as an unknown but measurable factor, likely only a gross quantity at this 

time.  

It is interesting to note Daniel had a false start when trying to discuss an amount of 

change quantity saying, “how much the square is getting,” before restarting and focusing on the 

direction of change, increasing, to generate his quantity for the amount of change. This could be 

that he had not yet abstracted “amount of change” as a quantity devoid of direction. That is, 

Daniel only conceptualized the amount of change of a quantity in terms of the direction in which 

that quantity is changing. It could also be that because Daniel did not have a measure for change 
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like he did in the previous task (multiplication by 3), he was unsure how to articulate amount of 

change as an unknown factor so reverted back to the known direction of change description. 

The last quantity that Daniel introduced is also the only quantity that he explicitly gives a 

way of measuring or a sample unit of measure. He introduced the procedure of measuring side 

lengths of the square with possible units of measure of millimeters or centimeters. This exchange 

gives evidence of him unitizing side length as an unknown but measurable quantity. This 

supports the claim Daniel had length as at least an intensive (Piaget) quantitative unknown 

comprised of an unknown number of unit length measures (e.g. centimeters).  

Daniel also clearly has an assimilated relation for a square to have equal side lengths 

from his “even” comment. It is not clear how he imagined measuring the other quantities he 

introduced, and I failed to ask him how he might. Thus, I don’t have clear evidence to determine 

why for only the quantity of side length he explicitly introduced a means to measure it or if any 

of the other quantities are anything other than gross quantities.  

Question 2. Next, using the quantities Daniel identified in the first question, I asked him 

to determine which of those quantities were changing. 

Daniel: How big it's getting is definitely getting, changing. 

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: How much of this, how much space it’s taking up’s changing. and say, 

this was the whole like my hand was the whole thing [spreads hand out] and my, 

this hand is the square [bunches fingers together and places it in his palm of his 

open hand] it's getting bigger every time [spreads closed hand out] so it's taking 

up more space. 
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Interviewer: Any other those qualities that we talked about, any of the other ones 

changing as well? 

Daniel: Well, how much time’s passing is definitely getting, like the amount of 

minutes say, passed or seconds passing, is definitely getting bigger. 

In Daniel’s first response, he did not specify what the “it” he is talking about, but I 

believe he was referring to the area of the square based on his next response about the amount of 

space the square takes up in relation to the animation box. Thus, we see Daniel again first 

focused on the square’s area and the inverse relation of how much of the animation box the 

square takes up. His discussion and gestures also again indicate he is engaging in MA1-2 by 

generating a relation between the area of the square and the amount of area left in the animation 

box and attending to the direction of change (increasing).  

The last quantity that Daniel identified as changing was time. He confidently said time 

was increasing as the animation plays and gives possible units of measure of minutes or seconds. 

Even though he gives units of measure, he did not indicate how he would go about determining 

the measure of time passing. However, the ease at which he prescribed several possible units of 

measure of time is consistent with his use of it in Task A where he appears to have abstracted 

time passing as an unknown but measurable quantity. That is, he imagined measuring time or 

having some unknown amount of time represented by different units of measure. For example, 

he might consider the jump as a measure of minutes passing even though in temporal reality it is 

only a second. Further, he appeared to have unitized the time jumps to be fixed unit intervals of 

some unknown measure.  

Question 3. Next, I ask asked Daniel whether there were any quantities stayed the same: 
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Daniel: Umm…. I think that, I think the way the squares like multiplying itself is 

staying the same. So, I think you could say by two. I think that interval is staying 

the same. So it’s like by two by two by two [bounces hand along for every “by 

two”] every time. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying like how it's growing that… 

Daniel: Yeah for each second passed, it goes up by, it multiplies itself by two in 

size.  

Daniel’s response to what quantities stayed the same gives further insight into his 

understanding of amount of change for this animation. Like Task A, he classified the change 

factor of getting from one stage of the animation to the next as repeated multiplication by the 

same number. In this case, he concluded the area of the square was increasing by a multiplicative 

factor of two. This aligns with his previous use of an IMS. However, it is unclear at this time 

how he correctly determined the square increased by a multiplicative factor of two.  

Daniel’s comment of “for each second passed” supports the earlier claim that he was 

using fixed uniform time increments. Although it is unclear how much mental attention Daniel 

gave to making or using the uniform time chunks in his determination of how the area was 

changing by his multiplication by 2 factor. In contrast, Daniel’s multiplication by 2 as the 

amount of change was explicitly identified as a quantity that stays the same, his generation and 

use of a fixed time unit was not salient as a quantity that stays the same. It might be that in this 

instance, time was more experiential than a measured quantity.  

Regardless, his last statement does give evidence of engagement in MA3 by attending to 

the amount of change of the square’s area for amounts of change in time. This is reminiscent of 

his work in Task A with multiplication by 3 every time. Similar to that case, his description in 
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terms of equal time passing (every second) possibly suggests MA4 since it technically would be 

an average rate of change, but it is unclear how exactly this would align with the average rate of 

change from Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) original framework that was grounded more in 

graphs and secant lines.  

Question 4. Next, I ask Daniel to identify the direction of change of his quantities as 

either increasing or decreasing. In the middle of this exchange, the iPad screen recording stopped 

so there was a pause while we dealt with the technical issue. Once it was resolved, Daniel 

continued answering the question without any prompt from me. Here is that discussion: 

Interviewer: Okay. All right, what quantities are increasing, which ones are 

decreasing? 

Daniel: Um well what's decreasing, the amount of time left on the animation. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: What's increasing is the… [screen recording issue interlude]… So the 

square is, the amount of space left in the whole diagram is definitely decreasing. 

The amount of time left in the animations decreasing… and… let’s see… Does 

the black line do anything? 

From Daniel’s initial response before the technical issue, we see that he originally only 

identified one decreasing quantity (time left in animation) before moving to identify increasing 

quantities. His response about time is consistent with his response in Task A where he also 

unitized the entire time length of the interview and talked about time in terms of both going 

forward (increasing) from the start and in how much is left in the animation. This along with the 

previous discussion about abstracted fixed time units provides further evidence that time was a 
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flexible quantity for him to work with as at least an intensive, if not extensive (Piaget), 

quantitative unknown.  

After the technical issue and Daniel continued answering the question, it is interesting 

that he returns to identifying decreasing quantities rather than continuing with his start of 

identifying increasing quantities. This could be that he had more time to process the question 

while dealing with the screen recording issue and identified more or could be a WM capacity 

issue in that he did not recall that I asked for both increasing and decreasing.  

Whatever his reason for returning to decreasing quantities, Daniel only introduces one 

new decreasing quantity, the area of the animation box not taken up by the square. This provides 

support for my previous claim that he constructed that quantity from operating with the area of 

the square and contains some inverse relation. He started to talk about the square before 

switching to his interpretation of the square in relation to the animation box. From his hand 

gestures, we see that he constructed this decreasing quantity through a relationship between the 

fixed area of the total animation box and the increasing area of the square. This provides further 

evidence that his quantity for the area of the animation box left is a MO from the two quantities 

and likely constructed through a comparison operation of difference. This also supports evidence 

for Daniel engaging in MA1 and MA2. 

Question 5. I then followed up this question by again asking, if the increasing quantities 

increased in the same way. To which Daniel replied, “If I had an exact measurement tool, I 

would say yes, it will be very close to the same exact way, multiplying by two.” He never 

specified what quantity or quantities he was thinking about but based on his previous answers 

about the square multiplying by two, I conclude that he is at least thinking about the area or size 

of the square.  
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Interestingly, he introduced the desire for using a measurement tool to confirm his 

conjecture about multiplication by two. This differs from the confidence he displayed in Task A 

with his multiplication-by-three conjecture. However, Daniel does still seemed confident with 

his “very close” remark. His desire for a measuring tool could be because he does not have any 

numbers to confirm his conjecture compared with the discrete countable units of dots in Task A.  

Question 6. Again, the last question of Part 1 that I asked Daniel was what the slider in 

the animation represented. Recall that Daniel was one of the first students I interviewed before I 

revised my tasks to not have a slider before Part 3. Since this task was time as discrete, the slider 

moved in discrete jumps rather than continuous motion.  

Interviewer: Okay and what is the green slider representing in this animation and 

how is it changing? 

Daniel: Every second, passing. So it goes like this, this [moves stylus in jolts 

horizontally] every second. So, like the square gets bigger every second 

obviously. Because the slider [moves the slider to the beginning of animation], for 

every time it goes forward which is the same amount every time, I'd say one 

second [moves slider one jump over], so it gets bigger by that amount every time 

[presses play again]. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying a slider is representing seconds and so it's just 

moving over in seconds, as it goes? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Just like in Task A, the slider represents time passing for Daniel. He also introduced a 

fixed unit of measure between the jumps in the slider, seconds. In explaining his interpretation of 

the slider, he did so with the square betting bigger. His example, “like the square gets bigger 
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every second obviously,” suggests a MO for time and area of the square (MA1). It is a little 

unclear if the “it” in his last comment in the first response, “so it gets bigger by that amount 

every time,” refers to the square getting bigger or time passing getting bigger (distance dot on 

slider travels). Regardless, his overall response indicates for Daniel time was a quantity with 

which he can imagine enumerating and working with as an unknown extensive quantity.  

Note, Daniel’s connection back to the square changing again shows evidence of at least 

MA2 between area and time and possibly MA3 since time was a fixed amount. However, note 

that Daniel only attended to the amount of change of one of the quantities and direction of 

change in the other. Thus, his statement did not directly fit into the MA3 category, suggesting 

possibly a MA2.5. It could also be Daniel attended to amount of change for time because this 

was an extensive quantity (Beth & Piaget, 1966) rather than a gross quantity as area was.  

Part 2  

In Part 2 of the interview, I ask Daniel a series of questions focusing specifically on how 

the area of the blue square changed as time passed. I had him reset the animation to the 

beginning and establish that time is passing in seconds before asking the first question. Although 

Daniel was allowed to play the animation, he answered the first few questions without the 

animation playing. This allows for a true account of Daniel’s use of his WM capacity since the 

figurative material of watching the animation is no longer provided.  

 

Question 1. The first question in Part 2 was to describe how the blue shape’s area 

changed as time passed:  

Interviewer: As time passes, how is the area of our blue shape changing? 
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Daniel: It's getting bigger obviously, it's getting bigger. You could say each, like, 

[flattens both hands touching fingers to make side] side of it’s getting larger every 

time [pulls hands apart in little jolts] 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: Also it's increasing in some certain way. I don't know the exact number, 

could be like 1.5 or something. I’m guessing two though. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So for each second it multiplies itself by two in size. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that the area is increasing by two each time? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Daniel repeated his claim that the area of the square is increasing with time, showing 

engagement in MA2. He also reintroduced evidence that he has constructed a relation between 

the square and the side lengths through his comment that the side lengths increased even though 

the question specifically asked about the area. It could be that he didn’t recall I only asked 

specifically about the area of the square. It might also beDaniel used side length as a proxy for 

area or even just thinking about side length as his primary quantity for determining how the 

square changed. 

Next, Daniel returns to his conjecture about the area of the square changing in some 

constant way from one time jump to the next. Again, we see some uncertainty with this guess on 

the size of the multiplicative change factor. It is still unclear the exact cause of his doubt 

compared to the certainty expressed in Task A with the dots multiplying themselves by three 

every time, but several possible reasons exist. It could be the previous tasks included previous 

stages in the animation for Daniel to use as a visual comparison or direct comparison of the 
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number of dots. It might also be a consequence that by design, the types of units and quantities in 

this task are different from Task A.  

For example, Task A had an extensive quantity of dots that were directly measurable 

through enumeration compared to Task B which contains area, which is a continuous (magnitude 

vs discrete counters), intensive (Schwartz) quantity. Daniel could be thinking of the area as an 

extensive (Schwartz) quantity if he uses a unit square as the unit of measure or measures it 

indirectly through side length as proxy. At this time, I don’t have evidence to confirm which way 

he was thinking about measuring area. Even if he was thinking of the area as extensive, his 

uncertainty could also have arisen from the fact that area is a continuous quantity rather than 

discrete.  

Regardless of the reason for his uncertainty, Daniel specified he still thought of the area 

of the square is multiplying itself by two every time. This aligns with his previous IMS seen in 

Task A. His immediate generation of the idea of multiplying by two every time helps confirm 

that IMS is truly an interiorized scheme for Daniel and did not need to be constructed in activity. 

This task appears to have triggered the recognition template for growth by iterative 

multiplication by a constant change factor, in this case two (IM2S). The next question about how 

the square was increasing provides further clarification of how Daniel was using his idea of 

growth through multiplication.  

Question 2. The next question was about how the amounts of change of the area were 

changing.  

Interviewer: So, my next question is, is the area increasing in smaller and smaller 

amounts, bigger and bigger amounts, or staying the same as time passes? 
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Daniel: I think it's staying, I think it's increasing in bigger amounts, obviously, 

because the first time it increases, it increases itself, like say the square’s like one 

centimeter big in area, one squared centimeter, it turns that into two squared 

centimeters. And then the next one is like six squared centimeters. [plays 

animation] Or the third one. 

Interviewer: What are you doing now? 

Daniel: So, I started the animation again and I’m checking like if it looks right. 

Yeah, it's increasing in different amounts every time definitely. 

Daniel started with identifying that “it” is staying the same before very quickly changing 

his mind to determining the “it” is increasing by bigger amounts. Daniel did not specifically 

specify that the “it” in his statement was but I infer he was talking about the size of the square. 

This appears to be like the conflict seen in Task A when he first described multiplying by three 

as increasing by the same and was increasing by bigger amounts added. In this task, however, he 

immediately self-corrects and confidently explains why he thought the area was increasing by 

bigger and bigger  

Daniel’s utterance of “obviously” before giving his justification of his answer appeared to 

be a comment to himself after realizing the answer should be bigger and bigger amounts. As if he 

confirmed his answer after reflecting on his thinking. He then justified his answer of bigger 

amounts by producing a numerical example with contextualized units of measure. Daniel started 

his justification for how he knew the area was changing in bigger and bigger amounts by 

establishing a starting unit for the first square before assigning other units of measure to 

subsequent squares. Daniel initially used centimeters as the unit of measure before immediately 

self-correcting to squared centimeters.  
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His use of length as the measure of area suggests that he was thinking implicitly in terms 

of lengths when talking about area or size of the square, but that after verbalizing a length to 

measure an area, “one centimeter big in area,” he had a small perturbation that the length unit is 

inaccurate and corrects to length squared. It is unclear however if the perturbation arose from 

attention to the difference of dimensionality in those units conceptually or if it was just a 

memorized fact that area is a squared unit.   

Regardless of the reason for the self-correction, after Daniel established his unit square as 

the area of the first-time value or step he continued with his numerical example. His introduction 

of assigned numerical values for measures could be a result of needing to work with numerical 

values to help make sense of the different quantities in this problem or a WM capacity issues, 

possibly both. For example, determining the amount of change is the result of operating on two 

measured quantities to determine their difference. Thus, determining how the amount of change 

was changing requires comparing two end results from the amount of change constructions.  

In Daniel’s numerical example, he first had to construct or assign measure to the squares, 

determine the amounts of change between his measurements and then compare those results. 

Note in Daniel’s example, although he assigned measures to the squares and attended to the 

temporal placement of those measures (possible MO), he never verbalized any amounts of 

change only the measurements.  

It is possible that Daniel did construct the amounts of change through simple arithmetic 

check in his head and didn’t feel the need to verbalize these. It could also be that the values he 

picked were small enough that he didn’t even need to check the differences to verify the amounts 

of change increased because the differences were automated arithmetic with minimal to no 

cognitive effort needed for comparison. His lack of articulating the amounts of change and 
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comparison could also have been from Daniel reaching the end of his WM capacity and so then 

did gross comparison or the minimal effort arithmetic to confirm his bigger and bigger amounts 

of change conjecture.  

Daniel’s use of numerical units for area and time does give us insight into how he 

coordinated some of the quantities in the problem. He ran through two successive iterations of 

the animation to produce at least three area (possibly length) values. It is a little unclear whether 

Daniel was thinking of time as seconds or simply enumerated steps in the animation when 

keeping track of the ordered placement of his size values. Regardless, Daniel was attending to 

the ordering of the size values he generated based on his comments of assigning the three to the 

measure of six. This gives evidence of at least MA1 with MO between time steps and size of the 

square.  

After producing this example, he went back to play the animation to visually confirm his 

conjecture and self-corrects his enumeration of steps for the last area value. I posit that his 

checking and correction of the area of six being associated with the third step is due to some 

combination of constructing the increasing amount of change in activity and WM capacity. In 

generating an example, he was taxing his WM by potentially having to keep track of all the 

following quantities: the number of seconds passed, the number of times the square is changing, 

the amount the square changed, the end resulting area after each change, and relations between 

those quantities.  

The relative ease at which Daniel produced his numerical example suggests he did have 

some two-level structures and relations assimilated at the start of his example. However, the use 

of six in his example, visually checking his work with the animation, and subsequent 

clarification of the corresponding time value of three with the six also suggests even with some 
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multi-level structures, Daniel still might have reached or gone past is WM capacity to be able to 

retain every step of his sequence of mental activity.  

For example, one way to determine the amount of change in the area between successive 

steps involves a comparison between two areas, likely through a difference operation. Thus, in 

generating his numerical example, Daniel first went through constructing his starting squared 

unit for area associated with the first time value (MO, (1 second/step, 1 squared centimeter)). 

Next, Daniel either imagined using his multiplication by 2 idea and operate on his MO to get 

(2,2) or he imagined or watched the next step of the animation to and assigned measure to the 

next step. Either way he generated the next measure of 2 cm squared.  

The next measure Daniel gave was 6, which would suggest he either lost track of his 

IM2S with WM capacity issues or he continued to just generate guesses for the area with the 

possibility of keeping track of wanting bigger and bigger amounts of change. It is possible 

Daniel did maintain his multiplication by 2 scheme and got four but added that value to the 

previous one as the amount of change rather than that being the next measure of area. I don’t 

have enough evidence to know for sure how Daniel generated his 1-2-6 pattern for the area of the 

squares  

Figure 4.11 gives a possible UTG for his generation of the first two MO, the resulting 

amount of change MO, and partially constructed MO for the third step. Note that this UTG has 

two different colors. The difference in colors is to differentiate between different sequences of 

WM, Daniel’s initial explanation (blue), and after visually checking the animation (green). Note 

that the initial sequence has eight things that Daniel would need to keep activated if he did the 

comparison to generate the amount of change MO (1,1). This is beyond his WM capacity of 
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6.25. Therefore, given this model, he either did not do the comparison (right), or if he did the 

comparison, he lost track of or dropped another unit (left).  

Figure 4.11  

Initial UTG for Daniel Describing Increasing by Bigger and Bigger Amounts in Task B 

 

 
 

 

The dropped unit or operation theory would support his dropping of the multiplication-

by-two operation on the second stage and explain why he generated a six instead of four. If he 

did not do the comparison, it could be that the first MO is not boxed or experientially bound 

since it appears it took some mental effort to construct the unit squared centimeter at the 

beginning. In that case, he again would need to drop a unit somewhere by the time he gets to 

operate on the (2,2) unit. 

Additionally, note there is a question mark above the arrow going from the 2 to the 6. 

This is because I am not sure of the exact operation Daniel performed to generate the 6. It might 

have been that he did a multiplication-by-two operation to get four and added that as the amount 

of change to the next area instead of the result of the multiplication being the area. This error 

would support the hypothesis that his WM capacity was reached, leading to a conflation of units 
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within the problem. Or it might have been that he just reached his WM capacity and picked a 

random number that he knew fit his general goal of illustrating increasing by bigger amounts. 

This possibility would suggest that he did some comparison between the first two MO to know 

that the difference from 2 to 6 is bigger than from 1 to 2. Thus, it would support the hypothesis 

that he did a comparison as part of taxing his WM capacity.  

The green part comes from his comment, “Or the third one.” After he played the 

animation, he appeared to go back and identify the time step for his last value of six, indicating 

that he did not keep track of the time steps as a continued enumeration throughout his solution. 

Rather he appeared to have generated the first two areas and considered that a completed goal 

before going on to generate the next iteration. This is consistent with the hypothesis for WM 

capacity constraints as well as the fact that Daniel constructed the quantity for amount of change 

in activity and isn’t utilizing his IMS yet in this instance.  

However, after his visual check with the animation playing, he confidently declared that 

his general conjecture of increasing but different amounts is correct. It is interesting to note the 

did not use the language of bigger amounts but simply different amounts. However, in a 

continuation of this exchange, I confirm that Daniel thought the area was increasing by different 

amounts each time to which he replies, “Yeah but it’s definitely bigger amounts.” This suggests 

he likely didn’t see the need to clarify the direction of change until I expressed some doubt in his 

answer by asking my clarifying question.  

Following his response, I ask him to relate the bigger and bigger amounts to his idea of 

changing by two. He proceeded to give a similar justification to Task A for multiplication by a 

fixed number rising from adding larger amounts from one iteration of multiplication to the next: 
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Interviewer: Okay bigger amounts, and how does that fit with, so before you were 

saying it was increasing by two does that fit your hypothesis of increasing by 

bigger and bigger amounts? 

Daniel: Oh, you see multiplication, it's not like a fixed amount. If you multiply 

four by two you get eight. If you multiply two by two you get four. So you have 

like a square that's four centimeters per side that if you multiply that whole side 

by two that would turn into eight per side, eight centimeters per side, so it would 

definitely be changing in amounts. 

Daniel again used numerical examples to explain his thinking about increasing amounts 

of change. He started with a purely numerical example of multiplying by two before situating 

that back in terms of the animation context of a square. However, rather than discussing the area 

of the square in squared centimeters Daniel used the context of the side lengths of the square 

measured in centimeters. From his last statement of, “it would definitely be changing in 

amounts,” it is unclear if the “it” in that statement is the original quantity of area of the square or 

continuing to refer to side length. I suspect that Daniel was connecting back to the area, as he did 

have an existing relationship between the size of the square and side length, as discussed earlier.  

Throughout this entire exchange, we see evidence of Daniel engaging in MA1-MA3. He 

clearly has an association between time passing and the area of the square (MA1). His generation 

of an example gives clear evidence that he held an image of how the area of the square is 

increasing as time passes (MA2). And lastly, his numerical example of 1-2-6 and subsequent 2-

4-8 examples is again clear evidence that he attended to the amount of change between units 

(MA3). The fact that he generated two examples of increasing amounts of change with two 

different units of measure, provides support that Daniel can at least construct amounts of change 
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as a quantity with different contextual units (lengths and area). However, it is unclear whether 

the contextual units are simply a consequence of a memorized fact or whether Daniel attended to 

the dimensionality difference and treating them as different types of quantities (extensive-

intensive). 

Question 3. Next, I ask Daniel how the amount of new area was changing. He is 

confused at first about what I mean by new area to which I clarify it as the amount of area we are 

adding onto the square each second. After this clarification, he quickly responded, “Oh okay it's 

changing. It’s getting bigger, the amount of new area.” It is likely Daniel’s initial confusion 

about new area is a result of this being the first covariation interview I conducted. I suspect he 

was simply unsure how to interpret my question rather than his confusion stemming from an 

inability to conceptualize new area as a quantity based on the ease in which he responds to the 

question after my clarification.  

Daniel’s response is similar to his description from the previous question and suggestions 

he is connecting his recent activity to this question. It is likely he was applying his conception of 

the square as increasing by bigger amounts to the idea of new area. This could be through 

equating new area with amounts of change or by a more gross generalization of categorizing all 

change associated with the square as increasing by bigger and bigger amounts.  

I then asked him the follow-up question about how the new area was getting bigger using 

the same structure as before with bigger, smaller, or same amounts. He immediately replied, 

“bigger and bigger.” To which I respond by asking how he could check if that is true. He thinks 

for a moment before starting to interact with the animation again. I prompted him to think 

through it without writing. This is his response:  
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Daniel: Well… so squares like say the square was…umm…Like as big as…. Like 

a simple…Like okay the square is as big as my thumb [holds up thumb]  

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: And then the square gets as big as my fist [makes fist] and it gets as big as 

my head points to head]. So it's definitely increasing in larger variables every 

time. 

Interviewer: Okay, so how could you be able to check how much it's changing 

by? 

Daniel: [pauses to think for 7 seconds] You could check using like a ruler, or 

something, measuring the sides. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you would measure it and then check? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Daniel’s response indicates he could discuss increasing amounts of change through 

representations of gross quantities through his thumb-to-fist-to-head example. However, it took 

him several seconds and false starts to generate an example of how he would check after I denied 

him access to using the animation. This suggests he might rely on figurative material when 

discussing amounts of change rather than having that as an assimilatory quantity. Even in his 

example, Daniel relied on gestures and figurative materials of his hands and heads to explain. 

However, his statement after his example, “So it’s definitely increasing in larger variables every 

time,” also suggests he thought about the amount of change as some unknown quantity that was 

changing, which seems to imply he did have some structure in place for amount of change as a 

quantity.  
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His last response of checking by using a measuring tool provides some clarification on 

this issue. Based on his work with amounts of change in a numerical setting and gross quantity 

session (thump-fist-head), Daniel imagined determining the amount of change between two 

quantities and imagine operating on that result to determine how the amount of change is 

changing. However, at least some of these operations appear to be grounded in activity with his 

continued use of generated examples. His claim he could use measurements to check his 

conjecture confirms that he can imagine constructing these quantities to answer the question.  

Daniel’s clarification that he could measure the sides at the end of his measurement 

statement also gives support to him either defaulting to using lengths as a base measure or 

attention to the dimensionality of the fact that a ruler cannot measure area. I don’t have more 

evidence to support one hypothesis or the other at this time.  

Question 4. Finally, the last question I ask Daniel before allowing him to write anything 

is to come up with an algebraic expression in the following exchange: 

Interviewer: So, could you come up with an expression or an equation to represent 

the area of our blue shape at any given time? 

Daniel: [looks down at the animation for a few seconds before answering] Oh 

okay, so an equation? [expresses doubt so interviewer nods] Okay, at any given 

time. Okay, yes, okay that changes it. So any given time, say x is equal how big 

this square was already. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: And then y equals, how much or how big, let’s see [pauses and looks up 

for a couple of seconds] every second passing, So y equals one second…urrr 

[hand on chin thinking] 
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Interviewer: So you’re saying y is your time? So if y equals two what would that 

mean? 

Daniel: [quickly responds] Two seconds are passing there. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: Or how many seconds have passed any given time. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So the square is one centimeter wide. You multiply that by um…mmm 

[hand on chin] wait, I don’t think that’s right because, it’s some kind of thing I 

could, I’m missing. I think, um, you could, well you would need to multiply the 

variable by itself technically to get the next thing. So like a square you’d multiply 

that by two [hand gestures throughout] to get the next square. So I don’t know 

how to make y that specific amount.  

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying like so your x, what is your x representing 

again? 

Daniel: How big the square is already. 

Interviewer: Okay, so saying how big the square’s already and then you're saying 

like to get to the next square you would want to multiply by two. 

Daniel: Yes, so x times two equals y maybe. 

Daniel’s algebraic reasoning is consistent with his previous work on this task and Task A. 

For example, his introduction of the variable x as a fixed but unknown value of the area of the 

square associated with a given step in the animation is like his variable definition for the number 

of dots within a stage from Task A. This indicates he was thinking of the dynamic situation as 

completed chunks and 𝑥 is the result of some previous action based on the language of, “Say 𝑥 is 
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equal how big this square was already.” The “already” indicates a completed action resulting in a 

known value. This is not surprising due to the discrete nature of the task, but it still gives 

evidence that his quantity for the area of the square was encapsulated as an unknown that varies 

in value.  

From Daniel’s first response to the question, it takes him some time to think through a 

response and organize his thoughts on putting together an equation. It is not clear exactly what 

he is working through but his response, “Okay, yes, okay that changes it,” before defining his 

first variable suggests that there was a perturbation or conflict he resolved in his head before 

sharing his thinking. Given his previous statement revolved around the equation being for “any 

given time,” it suggests that this perturbation had to do with defining time as an explicit variable 

or possibly developing a dependence relation between time and area rather than a MO.  

Then when Daniel went to define another variable 𝑦, he started to define it in terms of a 

change factor based on his “how much or how big,” comment before he pauses, thinks, and 

changes to classify it as time passing in seconds. He appeared to try and reconcile the need to 

have time as a variable and categorize how the area is changing in terms of time. His 

interpretation of my question what 𝑦 = 2 represents as two seconds passing and subsequent 

generalized statement of, “any given time,” confirms that Daniel had interiorized time as at least 

a discrete variable, where variable represents an unknown varying quantity.  

After deciding on 𝑦 as representing time passing, he returned to a numerical example to 

try and work through an algebraic expression for how the square was changing. Note that his 

example was not with the area of the square but rather a side length. His unit of measure was 

consistent with his choice of quantity to focus on. There is, however, no perturbation to the fact 

he was thinking about side length rather than area. This could be because he is imagining side 
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length as a proxy for area or could be that he is choosing to work a more easily measurable 

quantity of length. It could also be that he is taxing his WM capacity and conflates units as a 

result.  

After establishing his example starting value, he moved to express how that quantity (side 

length) changes. Daniel returned to his recurring observation of multiplication as the mode of 

change but he expresses doubt as to what he is multiplying by. Although he previously expressed 

doubt of what exact value the square was multiplying by but guessed two, this current doubt 

appeared to not be based on uncertainty in which numerical factor but rather an issue of what 

quantity he was multiplying by. He again seemed to have a perturbation with where time as a 

variable fits into his understanding of the square increasing by multiplication from one step to 

the next.  

Daniel was unsure how to resolve this issue so returns to describing how the square 

changes as multiplication by itself and then more specifically multiplication by two. I don’t think 

his comment of multiplication by itself was referring to the squaring action of 𝑥 times 𝑥 but 

instead, a reflection that the multiplication operation was restricted within acting on the square 

and not by acting on the square with the variable time. This comes from his immediate 

clarification of that multiplication would consist of taking a given square and multiplying it by 

two to get the next square. This response also aligns with the hypothesis that his confusion is not 

from knowing the exact multiplication factor is two or three but rooted in the relation between 

quantities and units.  

Furthermore, his last comment in that segment, “So I don’t know how to make 𝑦 that 

specific amount,” indicates he was reconciling how time as an explicit variable factors into how 

the square is changing. It also aligns with this reconciliation appears to be related to trying to use 
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time as the amount of change quantity. Daniel’s wording suggests he was thinking about time as 

an amount of change possibly due to the multiplication-by-two operation.  

In the last bit of the exchange, I ask Daniel to confirm what the 𝑥 variable was represent 

and then confirm what his conjecture of how the square is changing is multiplication-by-two. 

The fact Daniel immediately answered what the 𝑥 represented despite not using it in his verbal 

explanation since the very first time he defined it, provides evidence he held that quantity of the 

size of the square in mind throughout wrestling with where his time variable fit into an equation. 

Alternatively, it indicates that the size of the square was an interiorized unit and did not take 

mental energy to recall it as an unknown or possibly some combination of both WM capacity and 

interiorized object.  

Daniel’s last attempt at an equation translated into written symbols would be, 𝑥 × 2 = 𝑦 . 

He was not confident in uttering this equation but it does capture his attempt to reconcile 

connecting the square being multiplied by two with a time step. The reconciliation is consistent 

with him connecting multiplication by two to get to the next time step. It is possible thus that 𝑦 

in this case is representing the end result and next time step. However, it is important to note that 

Daniel was not satisfied with this answer, indicating that he has not fully resolved his 

perturbation by including time as a variable in describing how the square is changing.  

Overall, Daniel’s algebraic reasoning elicits information about the structure of his MOs 

from his previous work. It is clear that he formed a MO between time and size of the square. He 

had an association with time passing and the value of the area of the square increasing (MA1 and 

MA2) but from his perturbation of using time as a quantity to operate with on the quantity of the 

size of the square to construct the next step in the animation indications the components of his 

MO remained in disjointed domains. That is, he appeared to be unable to abstract the quantities 
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out of their situated unit of measure to operate on each as abstract units. The connection he 

appeared to have made between time passing and the area of the square increasing was parallelly 

changing together rather than a dependency relation. 

Throughout the interview, Daniel discussed time passing as fixed intervals and the square 

went from one stage to the next as time passed, but time did not influence how the square 

changed other than marking that a change occurred. How the square changed was internally 

governed by some change factor of multiplication-by-two.  

Summary of Task B  

Overall in Task B, Daniel exhibited behavior indication MA1-MA3, similar to those 

found in Task A. He again classified the change of the specified quantity (area of the square) as 

repeated multiplication by a number and accurately guessed that the multiplication factor was 2. 

Daniel made use of the conclusions he made in Task A, about multiplication meaning increases 

by bigger and bigger amounts, to this task situation. This suggests that he has now at least 

internalized multiplication scheme. If he continues to utilize this fact in successive interviews, 

that would provide evidence for the interiorization of this property.  

While he did talk more easily about multiplication meaning the square was increasing by 

bigger and bigger amounts, we still saw some conflation of units when he first generated an 

example of this type of change (1-2-6). His second more accurate multiplication-by-two example 

that immediately followed (2-4-8), suggests that he engaged in some extra construction of units 

initially to then be able to talk about amounts of change or the construction of the unit of 

measure of area in his 1-2-6 example took up extra WM capacity compared to his second 2-4-8 

example. His 2-4-8 example also appeared to be an abstracted example from the time component 

associated with the 1-2-6 example and could also account for a lower WM capacity to solve. 
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Regardless, his work on that question provided clear evidence of MA3 and how his construction 

of a quantity for the amount of change of area appeared to be grounded in manipulating example 

numerical values. Similar to Task A, this question provided insight into the possible types of 

mental action, units, and MO associated with MA3.  

In Task B, Daniel had more conflation of quantities and units of measure than in Task A. 

At the beginning of the interview, Daniel appears to treat the area of the square as a gross 

quantity, whereas immediately he generates a unit of measure for side length implying a possibly 

more sophisticated unit structure for length quantities and area quantities. Several times 

throughout the interview, Daniel’s explanations involve the side length of the square rather than 

the area. He either conflated the units or used length as a proxy for the area. It is unclear which is 

the case at this point in the interview.  

However, it is interesting to note that Task A was also in a discrete setting but with 

discrete units compared to the inherently continuous units of length and area in Task B. That is, 

length is a magnitude as compared to discrete counter units of dots. As mentioned above, area 

can be measured with discrete units but in the same way, that length can with a magnitude 

measure. At this time, it is unclear if the difference in the nature of the quantities is the reason for 

Daniel’s conflation of units between length and area or if it is the other reasons mentioned 

regarding WM capacity constraints.  

Task C 

Task C has time as a continuous quantity and the number of orange squares as a discrete 

extensive quantity. Figure 4.12shows the first three of steven total stages of the animation with 

the last step having ten orange squares in a side. Note that Daniel had a slider in the top left 
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corner of the animation that had the dot move continuously to represent continuous time passing 

rather than discrete chunks like the previous two tasks.  

Figure 4.12 

First Three of Seven Stages of Task C 

         
 

Part 1 

Question 1. Below is the first exchange where Daniel was asked what quantities are in the 

animation. Note Daniel watched the animation for about six seconds after I asked the question 

before answering.   

Interviewer: If you want to just press play and then think about what quantities we 

could talk about in this animation.  

Daniel: Okay, I see multiple…Okay, so the first one is how many more squares 

there are. 

Interviewer: Okay. 
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Daniel: How big, how large is the perimeter of the black line around it. And then, 

how big the area of how many orange squares would be in the white box. And 

how big the perimeter of the white box and that's, all I can think of. 

The first quantity Daniel articulates is, “how many more squares there are.” This 

statement is ambiguous regarding what squares he talked about but based on later responses it is 

likely he was thinking about the orange squares. It could be that he classified squares in the 

general definition of a shape and counting how many total squares or is focused on a subset of 

squares unitizing a collection based on a sub-property. However, the fact that he talked about the 

increase in number of squares also gives evidence to support my claim of Daniel thinking about 

the orange squares since that was the only quantity that was increasing in number of squares.  

It is interesting that the first quantity Daniel identified was an amount of change quantity. 

This would indicate that Daniel was engaging in MA2 and possibly MA3 with at least gross 

quantities. However, because he was ambiguous with his statement of what squares, it is not 

possible to know exactly the nature of his quantities and underlying mental actions for 

determining the increase. Then again, the fact that Daniel stated “how many more squares” as a 

quantity suggests that he could imagine measuring the change in the number of squares, 

pointinga towards MA3.  

Daniel’s next quantities give evidence he differentiated between types of squares in the 

animation and focused on different measurable attributes within those squares. First, his 

statement “how large is the perimeter of the black line around it,” indicates Daniel unitized the 

entire changing figure with the black line as the boundary. The focus on the perimeter of this 

square could be a result of his unitizing action of tracing the black line to form the black square. 
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Because Daniel does not mention a measuring unit or how he would measure it, at this point the 

perimeter is likely a gross quantity.  

The next quantity Daniel mentioned was a coordination of quantities. He measured the 

area of the white square using the orange squares as a unit of measure. Thus, the orange square 

was a unit of measure for Daniel and the white square was possibly a quantitative unknown 

composite unit comprised of an unknown but measurable or countable number of orange squares. 

Because Daniel was a strong stage two student, it is likely this was a single structure for him. 

The fact he had not yet measured the area through counting the orange squares gives further 

evidence of at least a two-level structure to deal with this quantitative unknown.  

The quantitative unknown for area of the white square measured with the number of 

orange squares is possibly a two-level 1-n relation with the box representing the white square, 

the 1 representing a single orange square, and the n representing the unknown number of orange 

squares. This is represented Figure 4.13 below. Note, I only attributed the action of unitizing 

rather than iterating with the partitioning operation because I do not have enough evidence to 

support that more sophisticated unitizing pairing.  

Figure 4.13 

Possible UTG Structure for Quantitative Unknown Area of White Square Measured  

 

 

It is also possible that Daniel was not yet thinking about the actual measure of the area 

and that this relation was a MO coordinating gross quantities rather than a composite unit for an 
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unknown. Also note that Daniel was measuring area as an extensive quantity rather than 

intensive quantity by using a discrete measuring unit instead of coordinating two dimensions. 

Lastly, Daniel identified the white square could also be measured in terms of its perimeter. This 

provides evidence that Daniel’s scheme for square consists of several measurable components 

such as area and perimeter. This is consistent with his decomposing of the square in Task B as 

comprising of four side lengths.  

I asked a follow-up question to clarify the two quantities Daniel gave regarding the white 

square and he responded, “How many orange squares would fit inside the white square and how 

big is the white square.” This confirms he constructed two separate ways to measure the size of 

the square: in terms of the number of orange squares (discretized area) and a self-contained size 

(how big, perimeter). He did not specify exactly what the second quantity of “how big the white 

square is,” but based on his previous answer about perimeter, I believe that was the quantity he 

was referring to. He also did not specify how he would measure perimeter.  

To determine how Daniel was using the orange squares as a unit measure, I asked the 

following: 

Interviewer: Okay, the number of orange squares that would fit, how are you 

thinking about that quantity or like how did you come up with that as a quantity to 

talk about? 

Daniel: Well, I saw that they're, they're using like the same area of unit for each 

orange square. And it's getting bigger and like amounts that you could fit more 

squares into it, so it looks like you could fit in orange squares into the white 

Square. 
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Here Daniel confirmed that he was using the orange squares as a unit of measure for 

measuring the area of the white square and that when using that measure, the white square was 

represented by a composite unit that is a quantitative known. That is, the square was represented 

as a single unit comprised of an unknown number of orange squares, n. In terms of a UTG 

representation, this would be a boxed unit containing a unit of one and a unit of n paired (P, Un) 

(See Figure 4.13). This response also provides continued evidence of MA1 and MA2 for Daniel 

by relating the orange squares with the white square and attending to the direction of change 

(bigger). It is likely that time is an implicit quantity for Daniel as an experiential component 

rather than an explicit measurable part.  

 Question 2.  I next asked him what quantities are changing and he mostly repeated all his 

previously identified quantities with slight differences.  

Oh, how big the whole thing is and how many orange squares there are. So, like 

how big the white square is, how big the square that would fit inside the black 

lines is, how many orange squares there are. 

He started by clarifying the “whole thing” and “how many orange squares” before 

specifying different quantities within the “whole thing” including the size of the white and black 

squares. Daniel restates the quantity of “how many orange squares” at the end. This could be 

because he forgot he already mentioned it (WM) or that he is restating his first statement but 

substituting in the more specific quantities he associated with “the whole thing.” His description 

of the black square is like when he first mentioned it by classifying it as contained within the 

black lines. This differs from how he said “the white square.” 

 Question 3. Next, I asked if the quantities are changing in the same way to which the 

following transpired:  
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Interviewer: OK, and then are all the quantities, we observed changing in the 

same way? 

Daniel: um…yeah I think so. 

Interviewer: Okay, can you describe how they're changing in the same way? 

Daniel: Well, the whole thing's increasing by a number of like one orange square 

on each side of the box every time. So if each one square was like a centimeter 

large and then, like it would be increasing by four centimeters perimeter every 

time. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're focusing on the number of orange squares and using 

that to figure out how all of the quantities are increasing you said? 

Daniel: The orange squares kind of show like the perimeter of the black box. 

 Daniel quickly but somewhat unsurely stated that the whole thing changed in the same 

way, and when asked how they changed in the same way, he returned to using the orange squares 

as a unit measure. I believe when Daniel says “the whole thing” he was again referring to at least 

the black square if not all the quantities he identified in the animation: perimeter of the black 

square, number of orange squares, and the area of the white square. This is based on his previous 

answers about the quantities identified and how he used the orange squares to measure all the 

quantities. Furthermore, his later statements about measuring the orange square as a length and 

using that measurement to talk about the perimeter of the black square confirm he at least was 

thinking about the black square as a part of the whole thing.  

When asked whether he was using the number of orange squares as a measure, Daniel 

confirmed he was and then generated a numerical example for amount of change in perimeter. 

Note, Daniel used the number of orange squares as two different unit measures, area and length. 
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He used each currently when talking about measuring two different quantities: area of the white 

square and perimeter of the black square. However, he did not appear to have any perturbation 

with using a unit area as a measure of length. Although it is unlikely Daniel was thinking about 

the orange squares as an area unit and most likely used them as discrete counting units that were 

proxies for the other quantities.  

Besides his use of a measuring unit, Daniel’s determination that the quantities in the 

animation changed in the same way based on the amount of change gives clear evidence of MA2 

and MA3. Further, Daniel generated an amount of change unit rate for how each side length of 

the black square changed “every time.” He then went further to give his numerical example with 

assigning a measure to the orange square unit measure of 1 cm and then used that to determine 

his amount of change unit rate for perimeter would be 4 cm. From this explanation Daniel kept 

track of the amount a single side length changes in a single time step and the coordinating that 

with a 1-4 relation for number of side lengths to generate his amount of change unit rate.  

Figure 4.14 shows possible individual structures for the quantities discussed above. The 

left-most figure represents my interpretation of Daniel’s unit structure for the perimeter of the 

black square. He appears to have a 1-4 relation constructed for the perimeter of a square, where 

one square is made up of four equal sides. There are likely more structures associated with a 

square such as angle, area, and perimeter.  

However, in this case, Daniel appeared to be focusing on two components of his scheme 

for square, the number of side lengths in a square and the perimeter of a square. As such, I 

believe his 1-4 relation was representing a composite unit for the number of sides in the 

perimeter of the black square. So, the 1 represents a single side, the 4 represents that there are 

four of them, and the box represents the perimeter as a whole.  
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Figure 4.14 

a) Daniel's Structure for Black Square's Perimeter; b) Unit Structure for a Single Side Length 

Measured in Orange Squares; c) CMO for the Amount of Change of Single Side Length 

a) 

 

b) 

 

c)

 

 

Figure 4.14b represents Daniel’s composite unit for measuring a single side length of the 

black square. This is the same as his unknown measure of the area of the white square discussed 

above (Figure 4.13). His use of the orange squares as measuring unit here and fluidity of using it 

to measure the change in length supports my earlier claim that Daniel had an assimilatory two-

level structure for quantitative unknown, at least in the context of using discrete countable 

measuring units.  

Lastly,  Figure 4.14c shows Daniel’s amount of change unit rate for how a single side 

length changes. He clearly stated an association between one side length changing by adding one 

orange square. In this UTG structure, I introduce a new type of unit, 1+, which I call a directional 

unit. It is meant to capture that his unit of one orange square has associated with it a mental 

action of addition or directional change like in MA2. I alternatively thought of representing his 

amount of change as a boxed unit of one for side length and associated action of A1 but decided 

to use the directional unit instead because he assigned a specific unit of an orange square to the 

action of adding one. This seemed to better capture that he used a unit to capture the change 

rather than just anticipating applying an action. The other 1 in the box represents one of the side 

lengths. 
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Although Daniel states that this change happens “every time” it is not clear if he is 

thinking about time as a measurable quantity in which he enumerates his steps. If he did 

enumerate his steps, then Daniel could have a three-level structure with a separate unit of one 

representing the change in time. However, based on the lack of mention of enumerated steps, 

instead I believe Daniel perceptually bounded each time step and categorized the change for each 

step as self-contained and time was a gross quantity or more experiential. As such, I did not 

include a unit for time in his amount of change unit rate but rather think about the box as 

representing the time step as a whole.  

Note that Figure 4.14c has different shades of blue present. Previously, a different color, 

like using blue and green in a UGT, corresponded to a rest in working memory storage. Here, I 

used a change in the same color to help differentiate types of quantities that have different 

measures but are still within the same WM sequence.  

It might be that there is some additional WM constraint for keeping track of the different 

units, but it is unclear at this time. If it does, then either the shading is not necessary and there is 

an additional unit or quantity that needs to be added to his UTG structure or there is a different 

weight of strain on WM than an entire unit. That is, it might could has half a unit of M-capacity 

rather than a whole spot taken up in WM capacity. There has been no analysis done thus far with 

weighting the units, mental actions, and unit structures within the UTG framework to be able to 

make a claim about WM capacity weights. 

Figure 4.15 shows a couple of possible ways in which Daniel coordinated the structures 

in Figure 4.14a to come to the conclusion that the perimeter of the black square increases by four 

orange squares every step of the animation. I propose that he started with his 1-4 relation of the 

black perimeter. He then focused on a single side length, either disembedding the one to operate 
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on (Figure 4.15a) or daisy-chained that unit with his amount of change unit (1+,1), Figure 4.15b. 

Daniel then utilized his amount of change unit as a CMO where a single side length is associated 

with an increase in one orange square (1+). He then connected this increase for one side length to 

all four side lengths possibly by distributing the 1+ across the four.  

Figure 4.15 

Two-Level Structures for Daniel’s Amount of Change 

a) 

 

 b)   

 
 

The first model would use approximately 4 of Daniel’s 6.25 M-capacity and the second 

only 3. These are both well within Daniel’s M-capacity, and the ease at which Daniel used and 

changed between these quantities suggests the structures were easily accessible to him to 

manipulate. Thus, the daisy-chain might be the more likely of the two. It also suggests that he 

might have experientially bound this process of producing a CMO of 4+ total units added to 

perimeter per time step, generating a three-level structure. This is represented in Figure 4.16 

below.  
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Figure 4.16 

Possible Multi-level Structures for Daniel’s Amount of Change 

a)            

 

b)                  

 
 

Further evidence Daniel at least had the daisy-chain was his application of measured 

units in his numerical example. He assigned a unit measure to his 1+ unit to say that if an orange 

square was 1cm then the resulting total change would be 4 centimeters. He easily and with no or 

minimal cognitive effort assigned those measures, suggesting he did not have to reconstruct 

anything with his measured example.  

Even if adding a unit measure involved additional cognitive activity captured in the 

figure below using the daisy-chain, it would only add 2 additional strains on Daniel’s M-

capacity, adding a unit measure and distributing that new unit (Figure 4.17). Note, here the new 

color, green represents a possible reset of WM or new sequence in which he acted upon his 

previously constructed amount of change structure to add the measure.  
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Figure 4.17 

Numerical Example for Daniel’s Amount of Change 

 
 

Overall, his response to this question gives evidence of engaging in MA1-3. He made an 

association between the number of orange squares and the perimeter of the black square (MA1). 

He knew the quantities were increasing (MA2, 1+), and he attended to the amount of change 

with his quantification of the perimeter increasing at a rate of one orange square per side per 

time.  

 Question 4. Next, I asked Daniel if any quantities were staying the same. He watched the 

animation play again for several seconds before stating, “how big each of the orange square units 

are.” This response provides further evidence that Daniel used the orange squares as a measuring 

unit. In response to my asking again if anything else was staying the same, he said, “Um the 

amount of squares being added each step.” This gives further supporting evidence that Daniel 

generated a CMO (1+, 1) for the quantification of change of one new orange squares added per 

time step. To understand how he came up with this conclusion I asked the following:  
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Interviewer: Okay, can you say more about that one, how do you know that one is 

staying the same? 

Daniel: Well, the whole thing is like increasing by one square each time it goes up 

[finger traces top right corner of black square. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: Like, you can see this visually goes up like that much each time [holds up 

iPad to show change following top right corner again] 

 Daniel’s justification relied on visual observations and gestures. Again, I believe when 

referring to the whole animation he is primarily focusing on the black square but could discuss 

other sub-quantities such as the white square if asked. When he says, “increasing by one square 

each time,” I believe the square he is referring to is an orange square since that has been his unit 

of measure. It is unclear whether Daniel used it as a length measure, an area measure, or simply a 

discrete counter. If it is a length measure, he was likely thinking about the black square’s 

perimeter and if it is an area measure. He likely thought of the black square as a gross quantity of 

area.  

It is interesting that from his hand gestures he focused on a single corner [top right] as 

moving upward and out on a diagonal. In following that corner, he could simultaneously track 

changes in both directions of up and out compared to if he tracks the top left or bottom right 

corners of the square. This could be evidence of Daniel showing some coordination of both 

dimensions changing and would suggest he is thinking about the orange square as an area unit 

rather than a length unit. Regardless, he clearly attended to amounts of change of the orange 

squares and perimeter giving evidence of MA3.  
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It was unclear how conscious his decision to track that corner was because it allows one 

to attend to both dimensions changing but his last statement, “You can see this visually goes up 

like that much each time,” suggests he was thinking about the changes as a single quantity rather 

than coordinating change in two directions. Thinking about the change as a single quantity would 

fit with quantifying it as a change per side and then applying that change to however many sides 

there are. This is a similar strategy to Daniel’s RMS only instead of multiplying by a fixed 

number he is adding by a fixed number.  

 Question 5. Lastly, I asked what the blue slider represented. Consistent with Daniel’s 

previous slider answers, he interpreted it as time moving forward. He situated it as an intrinsic 

with the animation getting bigger saying, “this square like gets bigger you know.” To determine 

whether he was attending to the continuous nature of the slider, I asked him a follow-up about 

how time was changing. He did give evidence of unitizing the entire length of the animation 

from his response, “It's only going forward and then just go back like immediately once the 

cycle’s over.” This is consistent with his work on previous tasks to have a quantitative unknown 

for the total length of the animation. Overall, Daniel’s reply did not give any evidence of his 

thinking in terms of discrete or continuous measures of time despite him using discrete-time 

chunks in previous answers in this task quantifying change.  

Part 2 

The intended focus of the remainder of the interview was on the total number of orange 

squares as time goes on. Daniel was instructed to try and answer the questions first without 

counting orange squares or writing. We also established that the blue slider would represent time 

as he previously interpreted but I left it open for him to assign a unit measure for time if and how 

he saw fit.  
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 Question 1. The first question I asked in this section of the interview was, “How is the 

total number of orange squares changing as time passes?” The following interaction occurred:  

Daniel: It's going up by four every. It's going up by one on each side, every time. 

It starts at three, and it goes to four and to five and so on, so it just adding on one 

square to each side. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: Basically, the whole perimeter is plus four. 

Interviewer: Okay, and how did you figure out that it's going up by one on each 

side, each time? 

Daniel: It's increasing by the same small amount, every time like…It's going out 

like [gestures with figure for bottom right corner] over, over, and also up that 

much in the same way every time. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you just sort of tracking each side of our black square and 

seeing that it's increasing the same amount each time? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

 Daniel watched the animation before verbally responding to the question suggesting that 

he was either constructing relationships between different quantities before answering or he was 

not confident in his answer so visually checked with the animation before responding. When he 

did respond, Daniel first said that “it is going up by four,” before shifting to specify how each 

individual side was changing. While in this first response Daniel did not specify what the “it” 

referred to, based on his later explanations, I believe it was for the total number of orange 

squares or the perimeter of the black square through the number of orange squares.  
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 The initial response of increasing by four is consistent with his previous answers about 

each step of the animation increasing by four orange squares, where orange squares serve as a 

proxy for measuring the black side lengths. His switch to focusing on how each side length 

changes appears to be partially a justification and partially a confirmation for his answer of 

increasing by four. The numerical example he gives of the first three steps of the animation also 

indicates possibly utilizing an iterative addition scheme (IAS) like how he applied an RMS to the 

previous two tasks. In this case, Daniel applied a plus one (orange square) scheme over and over 

to a single side length for every new stage of the animation. He got four from knowing this plus 

one action happens four times in a single step, once for every side of the black square.  

 I asked Daniel how he determined the sides were going up by one each time. His 

response was to provide visual evidence by following the animation for several steps pointing 

out the bottom right corner going over and then switching to follow the top right corner up to 

show another side also changing.  

Previously when he described how he knew the shape was changing with visual evidence, 

Daniel only attended to the top right corner moving out at a diagonal and claimed, “the whole 

thing is like increasing by one square each time it goes up.” Thus, similarly Daniel’s amount of 

change here was one orange square, but his plus one change was associated with each side, not 

the black square as a whole. Note, Daniel attended to the different spatial directions of change 

with each side (right and up) rather than a joint diagonal change. This might account for Daniel’s 

justification for a total change of +4 orange squares as a coordination of +1 per the four sides.  

 From this question, we gain insight into the quantities he constructed and transformed to 

attend to how the perimeter of the black square changed. In terms of the covariation framework, 

he displayed evidence of MA1-MA3, with the possibility of MA4 if he used equal time changes 
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(intrinsic in the animation) in attending to the average rate of change. However, it is unclear how 

salient the equal time change is for Daniel at this time to classify him as attending to the average 

rate of change. He used a MO for connecting time passing (step) and perimeter of the black 

square. Daniel had an orange square as his length unit of measure and measures different lengths 

and changes through enumeration of orange squares.  

 In terms of unit structures, Daniel appeared to have constructed a CMO of a (1+, 1) for 

adding an orange square to a side length and distributing that change for each of the four sides. 

This supports the UTG for his early work in Part 1 (Figure 4.17) and similarly supports 

experientially bounding for three-level structure since he readily used it again.  

Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel to determine how it was increasing, by bigger and 

bigger amounts, smaller and smaller amounts, or the same amount. Note, I did not explicitly 

specify again in this question that the quantity of focus was the total number of orange squares. 

Based on his previous answer, I believe the quantity Daniel is thinking about is the perimeter of 

the black square instead. Daniel first responded with, “Increase in bigger and bigger amounts.” 

When I start to ask him how he got that answer, he interrupts and self-corrects saying, “Or no 

actually. No, it’s actually staying the same.” This indicates he had some mental perturbation and 

resolved it.  

To check why he changed his answer, I followed up by asking how he got his new 

answer. As he sometimes did in Task A and Task B, Daniel used acceleration to talk about how 

the quantities in the animation were increasing. In this case, however, he determined that it was 

not accelerating and, “It’s just adding on the same amount every time.” This provides support for 

the hypothesis that Daniel is using an additive scheme rather than multiplicative schemes for 
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change as he did in Task A and Task B. It also provides support for him engaging in MA3 and 

attending to the intensity of change of the number of orange squares. 

 Question 3. The next question I asked Daniel was, “How is the number of new orange 

squares changing as time passes?” He watched the animation play for about 15 seconds before 

answering, “I don’t think it’s changing.” I follow up by asking how he got that, and he 

referenced his previous answer about it not accelerating and ended by saying, “So, like once 

every second it adds on one square to each side, and it doesn’t change.” Daniel again made use 

of a constructed structure for describing change between stages of the animation (Figure 4.14c).  

However, there were a couple of differences this time with his CMO (1+,1). First note 

that he introduced a unit of measure for time (seconds) instead of just stating a generic (every 

time). This suggests that Daniel could imagine measuring the length of time between steps of the 

animation. Therefore, moving time into at least an intensive quantity (Piaget) rather than a gross 

one or simply experiential. It also took him a longer time to answer, and he seemed a little unsure 

about his initial response suggesting he might need to construct some of the quantities or 

relations in activity.  

It could be that the term “new orange squares” was unfamiliar for him and he needed to 

situate that quantity name with his already constructed quantities. It might also have to do with 

Daniel operating with his amount of change quantity between time steps rather than within a 

time step. For example, Daniel generated his +4 unit working within a time step and then applied 

it to all time steps but here he might be trying to take each measure of change per side per time 

and compare across the time steps.  

As seen with the previous two tasks, comparing the amount of change between steps was 

more challenging for Daniel than describing directional changes (increasing). This could be 
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because he did have a MO for the amount of change fully internalized, and to check his 

conjecture, Daniel has to go through a comparison scheme using more WM resources. However, 

unlike in the multiplication case, Daniel resolved his doubts quicker and without needing to 

verbalize a numerical example in checking.  

This suggests the checking process for a fixed additive change was easier to maintain 

than a fixed multiplication change. It could also be that the values were easier to deal with since 

the change was plus one instead of non-unit changes or that he did not appear to have generated 

CMO between time and number of squares since he did not assign numerical values to the steps 

of the animation like in Tasks A and B. Regardless of the difference, his response gives clear 

evidence of Daniel assigning a measure to the amount of change to the number of oranges 

squares dependent on time. This gives further evidence of MA3.  

 To investigate further how he thought about characterizing this fixed increase, I asked 

how he would check if his idea is correct. His first strategy was to pause and count each side and 

do a comparison between the measurements in different time steps with a subtraction problem as 

seen in the interaction below: 

Interviewer: Okay. How might you be able to check that that was true?  

Daniel: Pause count, count each side, probably. 

Interviewer: So you would pause it and then count. Would you count each side of 

the square? 

Daniel: Yeah each side like equally. 

Interviewer: Okay, and would you just do that at one pause step, or how would 

that tell you how the number of new squares is or isn't changing? 
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Daniel: Oh, it would tell you by like if you counted it and you'd see like the 

difference in amount of squares, so you can do like a subtraction problem to see. 

 It took several questions for me to fully understand the quantities Daniel was working 

with for his checking strategy for if the number of new squares was staying the same. His 

response about how he would count each side equally provides supporting evidence that he 

decomposed the black square into its four sides, disembedding one of those sides to talk about 

the change while maintaining the four-ness associated with the single side length. This gives 

more detail into the units and unit transformations associated with his MA3. It also suggests he 

had indeed encapsulated the amount of change as a three-level structure or at least an emergent 

experientially bound three-level structure (Figure 4.16).  

Daniel used a quantity comparison strategy in the form of a difference problem between 

measured steps of orange squares. However, when I asked him to explain how he would go about 

using a subtraction problem, Daniel had a perturbation about connecting his amount of change 

idea per time step to other time steps. It is unclear what led to this perturbation or why he 

resolved it by spontaneously generating an algebraic equation as seen below.  

Interviewer: And how would you do the subtraction problem like can you walk 

me through what you would do? 

D: Well, you would pause it and get like one length and then pause it again on 

another, and if, or actually you can do um, I don't know how you like find how 

they’re related in that amount of time. Like say for each second you added on one 

square on each side, so … you could do an equation for that. You could do um, if 

the number of squares equals 𝑥 and plus, 𝑥 plus four equals 𝑦 which would be the 

number of squares in total because you're getting four more every time. 
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 In the last few questions, Daniel only mentioned time as a contained fixed unit of change 

with comments like, “every step” or “every time.” Whereas here, when describing his subtraction 

method of comparison, he had a perturbation about relating his change in orange squares across 

time steps. This would align with Daniel’s longer response time for checking amount of time 

across time steps compared to generating amount of change within a time step. Overall, this 

gives some evidence for attending to time as a measured quantity, even just enumeration of steps 

added additional cognitive demand.  

Now Daniel appeared to be attending to measuring time passing through ordering 

successive steps possibly by enumeration while simultaneously measuring quantities changing 

rather than measuring and coordinating quantities within self-contained chunks and then 

coordinating across time steps. This led him to re-introduce a measuring unit for time, seconds, 

to his amount of change quantity of plus one square on each side. This would support my 

previous conjecture that up until this point when talking about the amount of change, Daniel had 

yet to construct or utilize a CMO between time and the number of orange squares. Now, his 

amount of change unit either is a two-levels structure with 1+ for orange square and a time value 

or possibly a three-level structure adding a time value or daisy-chain with an added time value 

associated with the 1+. However, since Daniel maintained is 4+, it is likely he added the time 

value not to the individual 1+ CMO but rather his encapsulated total amount of change structure 

of adding four per time step.  

 Immediately following his re-introduction of a time unit, Daniel spontaneously decided to 

use an equation to solve this question. He quickly verbally generated the question 𝑥 + 4 = 𝑦 

where 𝑥 is the number of orange squares total at a given step, 4 is the number of squares added 

on each step, and 𝑦 would be the result of transitioning from one step to the next. From this 
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equation, we see that he most likely had encapsulated his amount of change as a single object to 

operation with, providing further evidence of either a three-level or two-level structure for a unit 

of change based on coordinating the number of sides in the black square and change of plus one 

for each side (see Figure 4.18 below).  

Figure 4.18  

Daniel's UTG for equation x+4=y 

 

  

In Figure 4.18 we see Daniel made use of the proposed three-level structure for the 

amount of change that accounts for the +4 in his equation. I believe his structure of the x in his 

equation was a quantitative unknown two-level, 1-n composite unit where the perimeter is made 

up of n orange squares. The color of the n unit matches that of the 1+ unit to indicate those are 

the same unit of measure. He acted on his 1-n structure with his three-level structure to add four 

orange squares, A4. This entire process was encapsulated to result in a new composite unit 1-m 
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for perimeter, which is the y in Daniel’s equation. The different shade of blue for the 1-4 box is 

meant to represent the entire black box perimeter, not just the sides of the darker blue.  

We also see a recursive pattern to his equation similar to Task A and B, along with time 

not being an explicit variable within his equation. It appears the MO Daniel constructed for 

relating time and the number of orange squares has time as a fixed unit change and not an 

enumeration of steps like his CMO in Task A. However, he clearly is coordinating amounts of 

change as time goes on, supporting MA3. 

Note, thought how Daniel’s equation reverted back to determining amount of change 

within a time step and does not explicitly incorporate time continuously increasing. This would 

support Daniel engaging in chunky reasoning rather than continuous reasoning. It is not clear 

whether Daniel used his equation to reconcile checking across time points or a way to better keep 

track of all the unknown quantities to lessen cognitive load.  

 I then asked Daniel how his equation helped him check his original idea that the number 

of new squares is staying the same. He attempted to interpret his equation in terms of quantified 

time using the slider (bar) as a proxy and went into more details about his recursion scheme:  

Daniel: Well you could apply that equation in multiple parts of the like step 

system, you could apply it. So if it's like halfway through bar you apply it there, 

and if you get how many squares there are on the like the sixth fraction of the 

equation, I don't know how many parts there are of like the steps. Like if you 

pause the bar halfway and then you let it go for one more second, and you apply 

that on both parts, and if you got the answer from the first one is the same as how 

many there are on the second then you'd be able to find out if you are correct. 
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Interviewer: Okay, so you would figure out how many squares on one step move 

it a step and then figure out how many squares there are there, and then compare 

the two? 

Daniel: No you wouldn’t figure out how many there are on the second step, you 

just like find the number of squares in the second step.  

Interviewer: Can you explain a little more not sure I understand what you mean. 

Daniel: Okay, so on one step, you count how many there are.  

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: And then you apply the equation, and then you get the answer. And then 

you see if the answer is the same as the next step’s first part. So the 𝑦 of the first 

equation is the same as the 𝑥 in the second equation. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying you would apply your equation, to the first 

step. And that would give you what you think is the correct number of the next 

step, and then you would just double check that that would be the correct number 

that you get? 

Daniel: Yes.  

 The first thing Daniel did in his checking process was to situate the application of his 

equation within the animation’s timeline. He did this by using the slider as a proxy for time and 

imagines partitioning the slider into pieces that mark equal chunks of time passing (seconds). He 

assigned the first value as one-half the total length of the animation for the middle of the bar and 

then articulated applying his equation would result in the number of orange squares on “the sixth 

fraction of the equation.” This confirms his partitioning action of the bar as units of time and 
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shows that Daniel did not count the stages of the animation but anticipated doing so and 

assigning time values to each step.  

This is consistent with his other enumeration of steps as seconds passed in Task A and B. 

It also supports him as having an assimilatory structure for time as an unknown measurable 

quantity in discrete units. Before this question, however, Daniel did not evoke this structure for 

measuring time smoothly, continuously passing from one step to the next but rather just focused 

on classifying one change for a single instance that could be applied to any step.  

 After establishing which two time steps he could check, Daniel described applying his 

equation to both steps and then checked whether the results were the same. Based on his first 

description, it seemed like he was imagining applying his equation to both time steps and 

comparing the result of each calculation to see if those two calculations were the same. However, 

when I summarized that as what I thought his process was, he clarified that he would only need 

to apply his equation to the first step and then check to see if that matched the start of the second 

step’s equation application.  

 The first description compared to his second clarifying description suggests that he 

originally was conflating what he was checking. It seems that in his first attempt he employed his 

previous comparison of successive amounts of change to determine or check how a quantity is 

increasing in terms of changes in the amount of change. This strategy would involve tacking at 

least three successive measurements of oranges squares, comparing the successive results 

pairwise, then comparing the results of that comparison. Whereas his second description checks 

whether his plus four amount of change per step equation held. This only required him to deal 

with one step change at a time but measuring the first step, applying his equation to get a guess 

for the next step, then confirming that guess is correct by measuring the second step. This check 
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is contained with a single step change independent of checking other steps unlike when initially 

determining if the amount of change is changing.  

 It could be his first explanation was a slight conflation of these two processes. It could 

also be because he focused on checking his equation through application and just applying that 

scheme to all measurements involved (each step) when he actually was only imagining checking 

using his second explanation. The ambiguity or conflation of the first processes could also be a 

result of assigning time measures at the beginning using up more WM capacity that he lost track 

of the quantities he was checking. For example, the first one might have had CMO with time and 

number of squares whereas, in the second, Daniel might have dropped the enumerated time 

component and reduced the demand.  

 I was still unsure exactly how Daniel applied his equation to check so asked him to 

explain more and it confirms that he was checking his equation within a single step change. 

Further, his last explanation provides more evidence of his recursion scheme and thinking of the 

change as occurring in fixed completed chunks.  

 Question 4. Next, to probe further into whether Daniel was thinking about time changing 

continuously with the blue slider or in discrete jumps, I asked the following:  

Interviewer: Okay, so at any given time, how is the total number of squares 

changing? 

Daniel:  [watches animation for a bit] Ahh, I think they just go up by one on each 

side so like it’s the same amount…. So you're asking if how can you see if it's the 

same every time?  

Interviewer: I'm asking like at any given time, so anywhere along our blue slider, 

how is the total number of orange squares changing? 
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Daniel: I think it’s going up by four and not changing…Like every time, so like if 

each side gets plus one and there’s four sides, then you’d get plus four squares. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying for like each, when you say, each time, what 

do you mean by each time? 

Daniel: Each step of the bar. [discretized the continuous slider] 

Daniel’s response about each step of the bar confirms he was thinking about quantifying 

time as discrete changes despite the slider moving smoothly. His answer about how the total 

number of orange squares changes only in terms of a fixed amount of change provides more 

evidence that, in this task, amount of change is a quantity that has been interiorized and does not 

need to be constructed in activity.  

He had some assimilatory structure for the amount of change from one step to the next as 

one orange square is added to each of the four sides. Daniel described this change fluidly 

between these three quantities and was able to unpack the total change in terms of each side. This 

time he started with the change of each side, then distributed that across all four sides, whereas 

earlier he started with the four sides and then broke down one side changes as representative of 

all four sides. This further suggests a three-level structure for the amount of change rather than 

daisy changed two-level structure discussed in Figure 4.15. 

 Question 5. Next, to try and see whether Daniel was thinking about the average rate of 

change, I ask him to describe how the total number of squares changed given equal changes in 

time. Daniel watched the animation for several seconds and had a couple of false starts and 

expressing doubt before the following transpired:  

Daniel:  Would each side be like sharing the corner pieces, like say this corner 

[points to top right], is it being shared by this side [top] and this side [right]? 
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Interviewer: Yeah, I mean the corners, are a part of both, they share two side 

lengths right. D: That complicates it, huh so you're asking how much the whole 

amount of squares change each time right? 

Interviewer: Yeah so for equal amounts of our time changing, how is the total 

number of orange squares changing? 

Daniel: I think it's just adding on more I can't, I mean without counting I can’t 

really like, see like what specific amount it would be. 

Interviewer: Okay, but you do know that you said it there's more so like that 

number is getting bigger? 

Daniel:  [immediately and confidently] Yes, it's getting bigger. 

Interviewer: And you said that you'd want to count, to be able to figure out how 

much bigger it's getting? 

Daniel: Umm… ah yes, like if you counted it, it would be a lot easier to see 

specific amounts. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so, if you were allowed to count how would that help you 

determine how the total number of squares is increasing. 

[Short pause to deal with dog barking in background at Daniel’s location] 

Daniel: Wait can you repeat the question, please? 

Interviewer: Yes, oh so, you said that you'd want to count and that would help you 

determine for equal amounts of time passing how the total number of orange 

squares is changing, and so I was asking how would counting help you determine 

how the total number of orange squares is changing? 
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Daniel:  Counting would, like if you saw how much, how much like on each side, 

or if you count how many are in total on two different steps, you can see if the 

steps are related in any amount. So like you do on the first step, and then you do 

on like the fifth step, and then you see if those two are related.  

 At the beginning of this question Daniel had a large perturbation about what I meant by 

the total number of orange squares. He clearly was thinking of measuring the black square 

perimeter throughout this series of questions even though I intended him to think about the total 

number of orange squares. However, for this question, something sparked a perturbation about 

his previous method about the number of orange squares was incorrect for talking about the total 

number of orange squares rather than measuring the perimeter using the number of orange 

squares. Alternatively, Daniel could have been thinking, still, about perimeter but had a 

perturbation about double-counting the corners for that quantity.  

 Based on my hypothesis for Daniel’s connected units coordination structures for 

measuring the amount of change up until this point, the origin of his need to change his scheme 

comes from the connection, or lack thereof, between the composite unit of 1-n for a side length 

consisting of n squares orange squares and knowing there are four sides in the black square. His 

realization that the side lengths share a corner square meant his count would be incorrect when 

focusing on total number of squares. It could also be that he was thinking about perimeter but his 

perturbation of double counting corner squares came from a realization of a conflation issue of 

using squares to measure a length. Either way, the end result is the same in that Daniel’s 

attention to the corner squares shared by two sides generated a completely new problem for 

Daniel to solve.  
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 Regardless of the cause, Daniel noticing the corner orange squares connect to two 

different sides made him determine that his amount of change scheme was incorrect. This shift in 

perspective generated a new problem for Daniel that required him to reestablish an amount of 

change relation. He immediately identified that this new quantity of total number of squares was 

increasing (MA2) but was uncertain of the nature of that increase. This differed from the ease at 

which Daniel previously talked about the black perimeter increasing by four total squares or one 

orange square on each side for each step.  

This time, however, Daniel resorted to a more derivative method of checking amount of 

change by employing a counting comparison. That is, he suggested he would measure the total 

number of squares by counting them at different steps of the animation and then do a comparison 

to look for a pattern of change. This strategy is like his previous ones in this problem for 

checking his work in that he utilized making comparisons, likely differences, between completed 

measured steps of the animation. It differs in that he used direct measurements of the quantity of 

the total number of orange squares, rather than comparing a constructed unit of change. In other 

words, this new problem for Daniel required him to go back and determine the change factor 

rather than utilize his already generated 4+ structure when he was thinking about perimeter.  

It is interesting that in his counting check strategy, Daniel no longer used successive time 

steps to look for a relation but gave an example of checking the first and fifth steps for a 

comparison. His counting strategy also showed a preference for relying on concrete examples of 

numbers to derive a pattern not seen in his early work with amount of change. This could suggest 

attending to the new problem of double counting corners was too much for his WM capacity and 

thus Daniel might have wanted to offload demand by working with concrete numbers rather than 

discussing an abstracted or general form of the amount of change for any given step.  
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 It is also interesting that the small change in the problem where he newly attended to the 

repeated corners idea, changed the problem into a completely new one for Daniel. It could be 

that he made no connection to his previous work because at this point Daniel did have some 

distractions in his home interview environment. It could also be a factor of interview fatigue 

since he hadn’t been allowed to write anything down yet and this was about 20 minutes into the 

interview. Another possibility is that the perceived new problem was different enough in his 

mind that it had no connections to his previous classification of change and Daniel did have to 

start fresh.  

Overall, this response gives evidence that MA1 and MA2 are easily available for Daniel 

to use and classify various changing quantities with discrete time. However, his change in 

strategy for classifying how his new perceived quantity of total number of orange squares 

increased and trying to measure its amount of change (MA3) differed from his previous answers. 

This suggests that there are different mental actions involved or that the structure of Daniel’s 

quantities for the new situation changed and new quantities needed to be constructed to talk 

about amount of change.  

 Question 6. Lastly, I ask Daniel for an equation to represent the total number of orange 

squares at any given time.  

Daniel: So 𝑥, at any given time… 

Interviewer: Yeah, so like I give you a time and you tell me how many orange 

squares there. 

Daniel: Okay, so 𝑥 equals on how many there are in that, on that step by itself  

Interviewer: Okay. 
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Daniel: And then, plus 𝑦, which is how many are being added on, would equal 𝑧, 

which is the, umm, the last step of, sorry how many there are on the end. So like if 

you found out what, if like 𝑧	like equaled like, the umm the 𝑥 of another step, then 

they would probably be related.  

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying you, you have 𝑥 is like your total number at a 

given time. And then you said you're adding 𝑦, what was 𝑦 representing again? 

Daniel: Oh yes, that is what I'm saying, pretty much. [distracted by siblings in 

background] 

Interviewer: What did the 𝑦 represent? You had 𝑥 plus 𝑦, what was 𝑦	equal to 

again? 

Daniel: Oh 𝑦 equals like how many you're adding on to each step. 

 Daniel’s equation here had the same structure as his previously generated one in this task 

with the difference of using three variables rather than two. In his previous equation, 𝑥 + 4 = 𝑦, 

𝑥 was the starting number of orange squares at a given step, the plus 4 was the amount of change 

between steps, and 𝑦 was the result of the change from one step to the next and the starting 𝑥 of 

the next step. Now, Daniel gave the same structured equation but assigns an unknown value for 

the change factor, 𝑦. The 𝑦 in his old equation is replaced with the variable 𝑧 to get a new 

equation of 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 𝑧.  

In a series of short follow-up questions, I double checked these meanings with Daniel 

after his initial response. Even with significant distractions from his home environment during 

this exchange, Daniel easily recalled the meanings for each variable he introduced and their 

relations. This suggests assimilatory structures exist for Daniel to describe how an increasing 

quantity is changing.  
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In particular, based on his previous equations in Task A and B, Daniel’s basic structure 

for capturing an increasing quantity is likely this generalized equation with three unknowns here. 

For this problem the 𝑦 is likely a fixed number and thus would be classified as an unknown 

whereas the 𝑥 and 𝑧 seem to be both unknowns and variables. That is within each step they 

would be unknowns but across steps, they would be variables.  

Daniel’s general structure of a start value, 𝑥, with some amount added to represent the 

increase, 𝑦, gives the end result of a time step and subsequent start value of the next step fits is 

reflected in his equations from Task A and B. However, note those equations did not have a 

fixed increase as they were growing with multiplicative changes rather than the additive change 

here. But the underlying recursive equation structure remained the same with a start value 

operated on by a fixed change value that produces some end result that is then the new starting 

value. This shows Daniel has an assimilatory structure of amount of change in discrete settings.  

This equation aligns with the IAS he introduced early on in Task A (Figure 4.3) when he 

was describing the difference between additive and multiplicative growth. This new equation 

further suggests he indeed has a generalized scheme for growth as iterative addition. To check if 

he is thinking about the additive change factor as constant or as changing, I asked the following: 

Interviewer:  So for your 𝑦, is that changing from step to step, or is it staying the 

same from step to step, or how could you figure that out? 

Daniel: Umm.. well, if they have like a, like you know how like they have the 

tables and like they have like an input and output thing. If like the total amount of 

squares on the 𝑥 input part equaled the amount of the output for like equal on like 

a specific, if it's like each step having a specific relation with the amount being 

added changed in quantity, they you'd be able to find out. 
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 First, it is important to note that Daniel introduced another new strategy for determining a 

change factor. He introduced the idea of using tables to make comparisons between different 

amounts of orange squares at different time steps of the amination. This is similar to the strategy 

he recently used with counting and comparing and is likely a learned organizational method for 

that strategy. It is possible that using tables is how Daniel is mentally organizing his comparisons 

of unknown measured (counted) number of orange squares. This might reduce WM demand or 

just be his preference for organizing his measurements for comparisons. It does suggest that he 

had some structure in place for CMO between time step and number of orange squares although 

this again seems like a gross quantity or less coherent than in previous tasks.  

From Daniel’s response to whether 𝑦 is changing step to step, we see that he had not yet 

constructed the change factor for his new quantity of total number of orange squares. He does 

not appear to be utilizing his previous structures or conjectures of how the quantities are 

changing and likely saw them as unrelated.  

Recall at the beginning of the interview in Part 1, Daniel classified all the quantities as 

changing in the same way through addition of one orange square per side. However, this 

response confirms that his reinterpretation of the new problem appeared to be a completely 

separate problem with no relations in how the quantities are changing. This also gives further 

evidence of his increasing change equation being an interiorized structure to be applied in 

various situations. That is, he applied his 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 𝑧 equation in what Daniel saw as four 

different problems, Task A, Task B, Task C for perimeter, and Task C for number of orange 

squares. Thus, I attribute Daniel with an increasing change scheme for at least discrete change 

settings.  
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We also see from Daniel’s overall equation response, that time is again not an explicit 

variable he measured outside of discrete unit chunks represented within the whole equation and 

possibly enumeration of steps. That is, it appears his equation is representing change per time 

unit but does not depend on the time unit until he went to apply it to a particular step. At the 

point of applying his equation to the animation, he went through the process of assigning a 

measure to the quantity of interest, 𝑥, but did not focus on it as a CMO. Rather once he 

establishes the time point, the equation is now self-contained and independent of the time 

measure. We also see evidence that he had a structure in place for increasing amount of change, 

which supports previous observations of engaging in MA3. 

 To test this hypothesis of how Daniel’s thinking of time within his equation, I asked him 

where time fit into his equation and gave an example value of time equal to three to see how he 

would apply his equation. Here is what transpired:  

Interviewer: Okay, and where does time fit into your equation? Like if I gave you 

time is three, how could you use that to, how could you use your equation to give 

me the total number of squares at time equals three? 

Daniel: Okay so time equals three, the amount of squ… the amount of. Okay so if 

time is like, well time just like keeps going no matter what. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So basically, on this time would only equal one. So, if you like, went up 

by threes each time it would probably add like something like … three times four, 

12 squares on every time every step so like added the three onto each side every 

step petty much.  
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Interviewer: Okay, and when you say, time is one of the animations, what do you 

mean by that? 

Daniel: Well, basically, for every one second, or unit in time, a square being 

added onto each side. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So yeah that's where like that one value comes from. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying like when I said time equals three, you're 

using that three to get how many new squares, you would need to add? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

 At first Daniel seemed to struggle with interpreting my question and making sense of a 

non-unit time value. He had several false starts before landing on classifying time grossly as, 

“well time just like keeps going no matter what.” This response suggests he once again is unsure 

how to assign measure to time in this situation. It is possible that his struggle stemmed from the 

slider being continuous or the fact that he never enumerated the steps like he did in the previous 

tasks.  

 His next response immediately following that statement however gives us insight into 

how he was thinking about measuring time with unit-time chunks consistent with his work 

throughout this problem and his recursive equation. He established the time relation for the 

current animation as one. It is a little ambiguous whether the unit one was referring to one 

second or one change. However, based on his later statements, I believe his one is referring to the 

change of 1+ per side.  

In his tripling, he described an increase of three per time and further multiplies his tripled 

increase by four. Although he again does not explicitly specify what is going up by three, the 
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“each time” coupled with his multiplication by four suggests the quantity he is tripling is his 

previous amount of change 1+ unit or total change unit 4+. The multiplication by four is likely 

his association with four sides of the square he utilized earlier in the task before his double 

corner perturbation.  

This coupled with his later response about classifying change per a unit time measure, 

confirms my hypothesis that Daniel is thinking of measuring time in discretized unit chunks but 

not attending to measuring these as a continuous increase. I believe Daniel is using his (1,1+) 

MO that captures change per side length and implicitly he assigned a unit change to this quantity. 

This claim comes from his answer of 12, as well as his later description of the three representing 

three added orange squares.  

Thus, it is possible that his MO (1,1+) is actually a three-level structure consisting of 

three different units of one: time change, side length, and orange square increase. It could also be 

that the three squares added on comes from Daniel iterating his 1+ per time three times but re-

unitizing the time chunk to be that completed change. It is not clear from his responses to my 

follow-up questions which hypothesis might be correct. Regardless, we see that Daniel had some 

type of unit or assimilatory structure in place for categorizing the change in orange squares for a 

fixed time interval. This provides the clearest evidence thus far of Daniel engaged  in MA4 since 

he more explicitly focused on the unit time interval as equal changes.  

However, the unit interval could also be a consequence of the task design rather than 

Daniel attending to the necessity of using uniform intervals to talk about the average rate of 

change. We did however see earlier a case where Daniel did not use the unit or fixed time 

intervals when he introduced counting the total number of orange squares at different steps in the 

animation after his double corner perturbation.  
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Summary of Task C.  

Throughout this task, Daniel displayed evidence engaging in MA1-3 consistent with what 

was seen in Task A and Task B. He also provided new evidence of engaging in MA4 in a couple 

different ways. The first is through him generating several different fixed amounts of change. For 

example, he generated a change per side length CMO (1,1+) as well as associated a fixed 

unitized time chunk for that change and encapsulated total change as a CMO (1,4+) where the 

one is his unitized time chunk and the 4+ is the total number of orange squares added. Thus, 

within these structures, Daniel was categorizing change through relating the increasing in orange 

squares for a given fixed change or value of a second quantity. His CMO (1,1+) could be 

interpreted as the average rate of change for a side length or as the average rate of change per 

side length per time. Similarly, his (1,4+) CMO could be interpreted as the average rate of 

change for each time step.  

 None of these types of average rates of change, however, appear to have the “per” 

quantity as something that can vary from Daniel’s perspective. For example, there are always 

four sides of the square and until later in the interview, Daniel did not attend to time as a vary 

quantity when connecting it to quantifying change. That is, he primarily talked about time as 

“each time” as an internally regulated step of the animation rather than tracking increases in 

these times steps through enumeration like seen in the previous two tasks. The only times he 

explicitly attended to time as an increasing quantity was when asked to interpret the slider and 

when he assigned situated time values for his checking strategies using different time steps.  

The second is where we see more evidence of how Daniel is starting to engage in MA4. 

By checking his hypothesis for how the number of orange squares is increasing and checking his 

proposed equation, Daniel connects the amount of change over situated time intervals rather than 
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generalized unitized time chunk. For example, he assigned a time value in relation to his slider, 

his proxy for measuring time, of half the bar before indicating moving along the bar some 

fractional amount as a representation of moving forward one time step. He indicates that he does 

not know what side the fraction would be since he doesn’t not know how many steps there are in 

the animation. This indicates that he has not yet enumerated the steps but can anticipate doing so. 

Overall, this supports that Daniel was engaging in MA4 with at least fixed change units for the 

independent variable, like time or side length mentioned above.  

The last question I asked Daniel related this his conceptualization of time in relation to 

his equation, he gives evidence of quantifying time as completed time chunks that can vary in 

size rather than an increasing varying quantity (enumerate). When I gave the prompt for a non-

unit time value of three, Daniel appeared to treat this as three iterations of a single time change. 

He described each side changing by three instead of one and total change of orange squares was 

found by multiplying that change per side by four for each side length to get 12. Therefore, 

Daniel quantified time as an iterable unit but did not situation those iterations within a 

continuous passing of time as something that is assigned a measure. That is, the iterations were 

not assigned a value or location within Daniel’s interpretation of time length of the animation.  

At this time, Daniel did not seem to have any cognitive dissonance between these two 

interpretations of time. It is interesting that when the slider was discretely changing, Daniel did 

enumerate the steps of the animation (Task A and B) but when the slider was smoothly moving 

along the slider he did not enumerate the steps. Instead, the one time he did assign values to time 

he used more magnitude measures of fractions. It is possible that the smooth nature of the slider 

influenced his interpretation of time, or it could also be that he was coordinating more quantities 
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and used up more M-capacity in this task than the others and did not have room in his WM to 

also enumerate time.  

Task C also provided evidence for Daniel potentially utilizing three-level structures when 

quantifying change. He flexibly moved between talking about the amount of change of orange 

squares in terms of change in one side and collectively for all side lengths as a single quantity. 

He did this consistently throughout the interview and even operated with his three-level (4,1,1+) 

unit when he generated the equation 𝑥 + 4 = 𝑦.  

 Furthermore, after his perturbation about finding the total number of orange squares 

required dealing with the side lengths of the black square sharing a corner orange square, Daniel 

generated the analogous equation 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 𝑧 where x is the same in both, the y is now the 

unknown amount of change that was previously 4, and z is the same as the y in the first equation. 

This ease at which Daniel generated this new equation and mirror of it from his previous one 

indicates that Daniel could anticipate applying a fixed but known amount of change for every 

time step. This supports that he had assimilatory structures in place for change in number of 

oranges squares regardless of whether he had two-level daisy chained or three-level structures.  

Figure 4.19  

Daniel’s gross total number of orange squares amount of change 
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It at least suggests that Daniel was thinking about the change per time as a single object 

which I believe was a CMO (1, c+) where the one is representing the time step and the c+ 

represents the total change to the number of orange squares within this time step (Figure 

4.19above). Based on his responses, I believe if pushed Daniel could decompose this two-level 

structure into the different pieces seen in his +4 scheme, but for the new situation he generated 

he only thought of the change as a gross change for the total number not as per side. Figure 4.20 

shows two possible UTGs for Daniel’s second equation. The first (left) is just a modification of 

his first equation where the (1,1+) CMO is now (1,c+) for an unknown change per side and thus 

the addition action is A4c. The second has Daniel using a single two-level structure for amount of 

change since he seemed to treat the gross change discussed above.   

Figure 4.20 

Possible UTGs for Daniels 𝑥 + 𝑦 = 𝑧 equation 
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Task D 

Recall that Task D was designed for time to be the continuous independent variable with 

the plant’s height as the continuous extensive (length) dependent variable. This task had the 

plant’s height growing exponentially with a base of 3/2. Figure 4.21 shows the beginning of the 

animation along with two different example time points. This task did not include a slider for the 

initial questions, but when moving to the drawing/writing portion, a slider was provided. There 

was also a third animation that included a small black slider that turned the animation into equal 

discrete changes in time in case I felt discretizing the situation would help me better understand 

the student’s thinking or if they needed that figurative support. 

Figure 4.21 

Task D sample points in animation 
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Part 1  

Question 1. In the first question I asked Daniel about identifying quantities in the 

animation; he initially identified three: “how much time is passing, how big the plant is, how tall 

it is.” At first, he classified the plant in two different ways with big and tall, but then he 

summarized his answer to only focus on time and the height of the plant. I asked Daniel how he 

was thinking about the plant being big and tall as different, to which he responded, “just how tall 

it is because it's not getting any wider.”  

The last follow-up question I asked before moving to the next question was how Daniel 

would measure those quantities. He said he would use a stopwatch for time and a ruler for how 

tall. Daniel also added that, to measure with the ruler, he would need to stop the animation, 

which, “you couldn’t really do; it was moving.” Note, I will use height instead of tallness for 

Daniel’s, “how tall” quantity.  

 From this first answer, we see that Daniel once again assimilates time as an unknown but 

measurable quantity. We see the same thing for the height of the plant, which Daniel measured 

as a length (extensive quantity) as evidenced by his use of a ruler. His attention to the difference 

between height and width suggests that Daniel was attending to dimensional or spatial 

directional differences. It also suggests that Daniel started to interpret my question about 

quantities as quantities that are changing in the interview. His comment that the width isn’t 

changing indicates he determined it to be constant 

 Even though Daniel appeared to be focusing on changing quantities, it is unclear the 

exact relations he constructed for interpreting his covariational reasoning. There is some implicit 

evidence that Daniel had an association between width and height with regards to time from his 

comment about the width not getting bigger. This is weak evidence of MA1, but it does provide 
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evidence that Daniel was attending to a difference between constant and changing quantities. 

This does not fit within the original framework since he does specify a direction of change. It 

more closely aligns with Thompson and Carlson’s (2017) gross variation reasoning level. 

However, as discussed in my theoretical framework section, I consider variation the same as 

covariation since I consider time a quantity implicit or explicit in the dynamic situation I use in 

this study.  

 Question2. Next, I asked Daniel what quantities changed. He repeated his previous two 

quantities of time passing and the plant’s height. I then asked him how he knew those were 

changing to help identify underlying mental actions associated with determining how quantities 

change. He first tried to discuss time changing, but he did this in relation to the plant’s size 

saying, “Well, well it's like getting bigger as time goes on.” I believe this was his classification 

for time rather than height because he then added a specific statement about the height and how 

he would check it saying, “and also it's just getting taller like noticeably. It's like if you had a 

ruler, you could measure that there were changes.” 

 It is unsurprising that Daniel had a more specific way of showing how the plant’s height 

changed than time changing, independent of the plant. Because there was no direct physical 

representation for time, but there is for the plant’s height. In the earlier tasks, Daniel did use the 

slider as a proxy for measuring time, but without that in this animation, he has no physical 

representation of time other than in connection to the plant’s change with time passing. This 

connection supports my above claim that Daniel had an assimilating structure connecting time 

and height. It might be that the connection is only a relation between gross quantities before he 

engages in more mental actions quantifying how each is changing.  
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 Regarding Daniel’s statement about how to check the plant’s height, we see that he first 

just uses a gross visual explanation before analyzing the change in terms of potential 

measurements of the height. This suggests that he was likely visually tracing the plant moving up 

but when prompted broke down that motion into a measurement scheme of some sort. His 

answer does not provide much evidence into how he would use measuring the height to show 

changes, but we will see in later questions more about how Daniel used measurements to 

describe how the plant’s height is changing.  

 Question 3. The next question I asked was whether any quantities were staying the same. 

Daniel reidentified that the width of the plant was not changing. He also said (less confidently), 

“the acceleration in how fast it’s growing” was also staying the same. However, about three 

seconds after he said this, Daniel changed his answer to the plant getting faster as it went up.  

I focused on his identification of the width staying the same in my follow-up questions 

since that was the aim of the original question and later questions address acceleration. When 

asked how he tacked that the width was staying the same Daniel said:  

Um, I’m kind of just using like just my vision, but it, you can just see like how 

these two leaves at the bigger leaves at the bottom [gestures with hand to leaves], 

the distance between them in the black lines doesn't really change that much, for 

like to the tips of the leaves in the black lines that are the outline of the box that 

doesn’t change at all.  

Note that Daniel had clicked on the plant, which selected the box the picture was 

contained in, causing the plant to be outlined in a box. He generated a distance between the tip of 

a couple different leaves and the outside of the box to measure the change, or lack thereof, in the 

plant’s leaves. This indicates that Daniel was attending to change in the horizontal direction as 
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well as the vertical direction (height). We saw a similar attention to what I call spatial directional 

change in Task B and Task C with those tasks having a square shape increasing in both height 

and width. As in those earlier to tasks, Daniel seemed to be tracking these two spatial directions 

separately. That is, he was thinking of them as separate changes rather than tracking them as 

changing at the same time or as a single MO of change.  

 His description of how the width was not changing gives evidence of MA1 and even 

MA2 because he attended to the fact that there is no direction of change. He tracked his 

generated distance from tip to box and saw no change in that distance measured. His comments 

about acceleration or change in speed of the plant’s height gives evidence of MA3 with the 

quantity height of the plant as well as for rate of change of the plant of the height. That is in 

saying the plant is getting faster Daniel, at least in a gross sense, attended to how the amounts of 

change are changing.  

 Question 4. Next, I ask if the changing quantities are changing in the same way in the 

following interaction:  

Daniel: No, they're not, the one that's changing is like how tall it’s getting, but it 

gets faster when it goes up. So it starts like this [moves stylus upward] and then it 

accelerates. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you are saying the height of the plant and like how fast it's 

growing, you're saying those are two are changing in the same way? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, and how are they changing in different ways? 
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Daniel: [watches animation while answering] So, like it's, it's getting faster as it 

gets to the top you just like, it start speeding up. Like after it reaches about like 

halfway it started speeding up noticeably. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that it's the how tall it’s getting is speeding up 

as the animation plays. 

Daniel: Yeah. 

 Here Daniel focused on the plant’s height and the speed at which the plant’s height 

changed. He identified them as changing in different ways. We see a shift from his identification 

in Question1 of time and height as quantities that were changing to discussing height and the 

speed of the height as the two changing quantities. This could be a WM capacity issue or perhaps 

a switch in mental attention to quantities he can visually measure.  

For the plant’s height, Daniel appears to be focusing on two different aspects of its 

change: direction of change and speed of change. He classified height and speed of height as 

changing differently using direction of change in the first (MA2) and just a gross visual 

comparison for amounts of change (MA3) for the second. Based on his work on previous tasks, it 

is possible that if pushed, Daniel could break down his gross visual comparison for speed into 

comparisons of amounts of change to measure speed.  

From his response in this question, we see Daniel had a MO for the height’s speed as 

indicated by his comment about how it changes for each half of the animation. It is unclear 

whether he was associating speed with half the time length of the animation or the height of the 

plant. It might be a combination of the two in that he is using the height of the plant as a measure 

of time. Either way, Daniel associated different unknown speed values with different halves of 
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the animation. This shows MA1 and partial MA2 since he was attending to the direction of 

change of speed as increasing, getting faster.  

Question 5. I then ask Daniel a pair of questions, first what quantities increased followed 

by decreasing. For increasing, Daniel gave his typical time answer of seconds passed. He said 

how tall the plant is getting and identifies a new quantity of “how much of the screen” the plant 

is taking up. This is similar to other tasks when he talked about the space an object is taking up. 

In this case, he distinguished it from just the height by making a new observation that the leaves 

are getting “more stretched out” to take up more screen.  

This new quantity is different for Daniel than the height of the whole plant in that he 

seems to have classified more of an area quantity than length. It is reminiscent of his difference 

between “how big” and “how tall,” but the spatial direction of the leaves is the same as the 

height compared to the width. It again shows that Daniel can attend to the difference between a 

length and area quantity at least as gross quantities.  

 Note, Daniel did not mention speed of the plant’s height as an increasing quantity despite 

his discussion immediately preceding this question. This could be because speed takes more 

measurements to construct and quantify how it changes compared to the height. It could also be 

that he did not yet have an assimilatory structure of scheme for direction of change of speed and 

requires constructing it in activity. Either way, Daniel clearly determined the direction of change 

of time, lengths, and area (MA2), which is consistent with previous tasks. However, this question 

does not provide more insight into underlying mental actions and structures associated with 

MA2.  

For the deceasing quantities question, Daniel again described time in terms of amount left 

in the animation as a decreasing quantity. He then declared he doesn’t think anything else was 
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decreasing before changing his mind and added, “oh I guess um how much of the screen that's 

not covered up like the plant hasn't covered up left, is getting smaller.” This, like Task B, 

indicates that he thought about the amount of space taken up, or area, by an object is likely 

encapsulated and can be used to talk about the inverse amount of area in relation to a frame of 

reference space in which that object is contained. For example, he might be thinking about 

amount taken up as a difference between the total area of the animation box and the area of the 

plant and can anticipate that result as decreasing since the plant’s area is increasing. This would 

suggest MA1 between his quantity for space left and the plant as well as time, for each or 

collectively. It also shows more evidence for MA2, at least with gross quantities.   

 Question 6. I return to increasing quantities and asked Daniel to explain how he knew 

they were increasing, to try and unpack his engagement in MA2 more. He started to answer but 

then paused for about seven seconds before adding, “I can't really explain it, you probably have 

to use some kind of tool or something.” Thus, it seems he was relying on visual evidence for 

categorizing increase, although he suggests there might be a way to show increasing. He just 

mentions a general tool and it is unclear from that statement alone what exactly he would do with 

whatever tool he is thinking of using. However, he did give some evidence with the following 

additional question and response:  

Interviewer: Okay, and what quantity, are you thinking about that you're having 

trouble describing how you know it's increasing? 

Daniel: Well, like…it's not like the one that's, Okay, one of the ones that's not that 

hard, as hard, is how tall it's getting, but it is changing in amounts, like per 

second. So like say per second it grows by this much and then like a second later 

per second grows by a different amount. 
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 Again, Daniel struggled at first to articulate his thoughts before confidently saying that 

the plant’s height was relatively easy to show as increasing. He compared this with the difficulty 

in showing by how much the height is increasing by (amounts of change or rate of change). His 

“per second” example gives evidence for several claims about the quantities he is thinking about 

and covariational reasoning. First, it shows his engagement in MA3 by attending to amounts of 

change of the increasing height. It also gives support of MA4 by generating changes for equal 

amounts of time passing. However, it is unclear whether he is thinking about a rate relation 

between time and amount of change to be thinking about the average rate of change but does 

support him engaging in at least underlying mental actions or precursor ones of MA4. 

 This is the first time thus far in this task, Daniel explicitly talked about the amount of 

change of height as a distinct measurable quantity. It could be that this is how he was thinking 

about trying to show how the speed of the plant’s height is increasing, but I don’t know for sure. 

He clearly thought the amount of growth as changing from one second to the next. Thus, this was 

potentially a new MO that he had constructed for this task with the amount of change in height as 

a measuring quantity (length) associated with a fixed time change. 

His per second change aligns with his previous work with a unit change in time to 

describe a change happening internally within a given time step. He did not enumerate any time 

steps at this time but does classify them as changing. In contrast, in all previous tasks Daniel had 

identified some fixed amount of change, either multiplicative or additive. This lack of arithmetic 

pattern observation could be because the other animations have integer change factors 

(multiplication by 3 and 2, and addition by 4) compared to the 3/2 multiplication factor here.  

It might also be because this is the first task with a smooth continuous dependent variable 

and Daniel does not have completed chunks of change visually available to him. He clearly 
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imagined making measurements at discrete equal time steps from his “per second” response as 

well as previously discussing pausing the animation to measure the height. However, it appears 

that in order to derive a numerical change factor, Daniel needed to perform some type of 

measurement in activity for this task.  

 I then asked a few more clarifying questions to confirm that I understood his comments 

about increasing quantities and about determining the height was increasing by visually watching 

the top of the plant move up the screen. Lastly, I return to Daniel’s observation about the change 

in how, in fact, the plant grew to better understand how he is thinking about this quantity.  

Interviewer: Okay, and then you know you also mentioned that how fast it's 

growing is changing, can you describe a little bit more of how you know that that 

is changing. 

Daniel: Well you can see at the start of the animation it's not really moving that 

much [motions with stylus to model slowing moving up] It's like slowly going up, 

like super slowly, and then when it gets to like halfway of it [marks height with 

height], it starts actually picking up and then once it gets to the top it's moving 

pretty fast not terribly fast, but faster than how it started.  

Again, we see evidence of Daniel partitioning the animation as a whole into different 

parts with his observations about the speed at the beginning, middle, and end of the animation. I 

believe this is him relating the speed with time points. However, when he said his “halfway” 

measure his hand motion is a vertical shift, which I attribute to him marking the plant’s halfway 

height. It might be that Daniel was using the plant’s height as a proxy for measuring time since 

he was not provided a slider this time. If used a MO for time and height as a proxy for time, he 

appeared to be using it as a one-to-one association for the proxy relation. This is based on Daniel 
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not appearing to have a conflict with measuring a constantly changing quantity, time, with an 

accelerating quantity, height.  

Either way, Daniel clearly unitized the animation into something that could be 

partitioned, time or height. He also returned to talk about the speed of growth in gross intensity 

terms with slower and faster rather than amounts of change in growth. This along with his hand 

gestures to explain supports that Daniel had internalized a visual measure for increasing speed as 

greater distance travel for equal amounts of time. However, it is unclear how salient the 

measuring distance per time aspect of this visual representation is for Daniel. His “per second” 

answer above suggests he did have one but that it is not always activated when thinking about 

how a speed was changing.  

Daniel’s clarifying response also confirms that he had a MO for speed and changes in 

either height or time. This is at least a CMO since he paired off changes in speed with locations 

in the animation (beginning, slow), (halfway, faster), (end/top, fastest). All of this combines to 

give evidence that for the speed of the plant’s height, Daniel engaged in at least MA1 and MA2.  

Overall, in Part 1, we see Daniel identify various quantities and relations between 

quantities. He engaged in MA1-MA4 with height changing with time and MA1-MA3 with the 

speed of the height of the plant. Daniel attended to the difference in special directional change 

with the difference between height and width of the plant as measurable quantities that could be 

changing as the animation played. We also saw a small instance of one spatial direction change 

associated with an area increase rather than length increase when Daniel talked about the leaves 

getting stretched in one direction.  
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Part 2 

Note that for the entirety of Part 2 questions, Daniel did not have the animation play at 

all. He was allowed to play and pause the animation but elected not to and did everything from 

memory until he was allowed to draw in Part 3 in which he used the slider version of the task. 

Also, note that similar to Task A, I gave a more contextualized task setting by premising that the 

animation was a video of a plant growing for a science class project.  

 Question 1. The first question that I asked Daniel in the second part of the animation was 

how the plant’s height changed as time passed in the following exchange: 

Daniel: Okay, as time passes umm… So if I were presenting to my science class, 

as time as like per one second the plant starts growing at a some, like every, it 

starts growing at like one millimeter per second and then it starts growing at like a 

centimeter per second, it does like a whole inch and then it starts growing so fast 

that it would cover a whole foot in a second. 

Interviewer: Okay, and how might you be able to figure out how the plant’s 

height is changing? 

Daniel: Well, you can measure two different parts of the whole like demonstration 

or animation. You can measure like one at the very start and then go up and stop it 

after a second. And it wouldn't be the same as if you just kept it at like the same 

speed because it's getting faster. 

 At first, Daniel seemed perturbed by the time component of the question. This might be 

because he didn’t have a slider to help him quantify or tracking changes in time or he might not 

have yet assigned measure to time as a continuous quantity. I mean continuous quantity in the 

same way as I did in Task C where time steps were not enumerated but thought of more as 
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iterated completed time chunks. It might also be Daniel did not yet have assimilatory structures 

for the speed quantity that he used to describe how the height is changing and so is going through 

the mental actions to construct these in relation to time passing.  

 When he began his explanation, as he would give to his science class, Daniel generated 

increasing average rates of change as some increasing amount of growth per second. He uses 

different units of measure of length (millimeter, centimeter, etc.) to show the increasing nature of 

his rate. He started by establishing a fixed increment of time passing and then stumbled with 

articulating how to quantify for that fixed time amount (one second), how the growth (height) is 

changing. He then introduces a unit rate of some amount of length added for one-second passing. 

This rate unit appears to be a two-level structure for Daniel suggesting a MO (1, c+) where 1 

second passed and the c+ is the amount of height added. It is unclear if this was a CMO or some 

other rate-specific type of structure. 

His four-part example shows that he was possibly doing an iteration of seconds or some 

amount of time passing with a corresponding increase in change in height. However, there is no 

evidence this iteration is with the goal to make n copies of 1 second but rather to increase by one 

second without attending to the enumeration of each iteration with the goal of showing in 

increase in amount of height added. 

 With each time second change, Daniel assigned an increase in the amount of change in 

height, but it is unclear whether his generation of new larger amounts of change is due to an 

iteration of measures of the previous length or was making use of known unit measure 

comparisons. Based on his switch from metric to imperial length units, it is unlikely he was 

actively thinking about the successive amount of change as composite units of the previous 

measure. For example, it is unlikely that from his one-millimeter change to one-centimeter 
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change, Daniel was explicitly imagining 10 millimeters making up that 1 centimeter. It is more 

likely based on his examples that he is doing gross comparisons based on known facts about the 

relative magnitudes of these units of measure.  

  

 

Figure 4.22 below gives a couple possible UTGs for Daniel’s constructed example. The first 

hypothesizes that for each unit rate he had a three-level structure where one of the components is 

an assigned unit of measure ( 

 

Figure 4.22a). I don’t mean unit as in a 1, but in a more general case of measuring unit. As such, 

this unit is represented with a hexagon and contains the measure. Each unit rate also had his 

CMO for (1,1+) with time also having an assigned unit of measure and a different color shading 

to help emphasize this.  

The time unit did not have a separate unit of measure hexagon because the unit of 

measure of seconds did not seem pertinent in Daniel’s the same way that the length unit of 

measure was in comparing amounts of change. The light blue arrows represent time increasing 

from one rate unit to the next. I am not sure whether this is an iterating operation for his second 

unit because his next associated time is again 1 second rather than two seconds or if it is 

associated with experiential time. Thus, it has a question mark assigned to the arrow. Then there 

is a third three-level structure (bottom connecting triangle) to show a possible comparison Daniel 

is making between his millimeter unit of measure and centimeter unit of measure by knowing 

that 1cm is comprised of some n millimeters.   
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Figure 4.22 

Hypothesized UTG for Unit Rate Comparison for Two- and Three-Level Structures 

a)                    

 

  b) 

          

 

 The second UTG ( 

 

Figure 4.22b), proposes a daisy-chain structure for his unit rate and attention to unit measure. 

Then he makes a factual comparison or recalls a known fact relation between his 1mm and 1cm 

structures. This is noted with the same dashed line as experientially bound structures rather than 

a solid line because he was using this as a known fact rather than a unit structure. His use of unit 

measures could also be evidence to support a more gross quantity approach for the amount of 

change in the length portion of his rate unit. It could also be that working with unit measures 
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lowered his WM demand compared to if he did a comparison between say 12 cm and 2 in 

because he made use of his experientially bound fact.  

 Note that with either UTG, for Daniel to apply this comparison four times like he did in 

his example, he would exceed his M-capacity of 6.25. This does not mean the models are not 

possible but rather that Daniel most likely released the previous rate unit when going to the next 

step. For example, he could have constructed the comparison for the first and second unit rates 

and then when he constructs the next one with inches as the unit of measure, he dropped the first 

millimeter unit of measure rate. This is represented below in Figure 4.23 with a change in color 

to show that Daniel is starting a new WM chain. His 1cm unit rate has both colors (blue and 

green) because that is the unit that was in both sequences and was the unit that he transitioned 

from one comparison to the next.  

Figure 4.23 

Example of WM sequencing for Unit Rate Comparison 

 
 

The ease at which Daniel constructed each rate and moving between steps does suggest 

that the three-level model for unit rate with attention to length unit of measure rather than the 

daisy-chain model since that only has a M-demand of four compared to six. It could also be that 
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Daniel had the three-level structure for unit rate but instead of the three-level conversion unit 

from millimeters to centimeters, Daniel did the unit fact comparison shown in the daisy-chain 

model (Figure 4.24).  

 

Figure 4.24  

Revised UTG for three-level unit rate comparison  

 

 

 Daniel’s response to my follow-up questions indicates that he had a pause and measure 

strategy for quantifying changes in lengths, although he was a little ambiguous as to what exactly 

he measured. He just said, “measure it”, which could be referring to the height of the plant or the 

change in height of the plant. Either way, he used a comparison to constant rate of change to 

describe how the plant would be different from constant rate using that the growth was getting 

faster. This suggests that Daniel had some kind of assimilatory structure or scheme for constant 

rate of change in a length setting. It is unclear at this time what the structure or scheme was 

comprised of or whether he can also apply it to decreasing quantities, but we do see that it 

involved an increasing time quantity and an associated resulting height of the plant.  
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 For classifying his covariational reasoning for this response, Daniel engaged in MA1-

MA4. He had an association with change in time and change in height (MA1). Daniel clearly 

identified the direction of change in both those quantities (MA2). The rate units that he generates 

gives evidence for both MA3 and MA4 because he attended to how the amounts of change in 

height are changing (MA3) and uses equal intervals of change in time for the comparison (MA4).  

 To better understand his pause and measure strategy I asked the following: 

Interviewer: Okay, so if you were to measure can you sort of walk me through 

that process of like what would that information tell you about how the plant’s 

height is changing as time passes? 

Daniel: Well it's um. well, if you pause it at the start. There's no bar where I can 

go back to the start I don’t think. 

Interviewer: Yeah there's not a bar this time. 

Daniel: Okay, so…[bites lip and looks up and to the left]  Well, if you found out 

somehow how fast it was moving at the very start and how much time the whole 

animation took, you could measure like how fast it would move at that pace for 

that whole animation and then play the animation with the acceleration and see 

how fast, how much faster it's getting. 

Daniel begins trying to answer this follow-up question by starting a pause and measure at 

the beginning of the animation but stops when he realized that he didn’t have a slider bar to 

control the animation. At this point, the animation was at the very start, because I had him reset 

the animation at the start of the second part of the interview and Daniel never pressed play. So, 

the animation was already at the starting point. However, Daniel either forgot it was reset or did 

not think he could enact his pause and measure strategy without being able to control the 
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animation with the slider. Assuming his next answer for this question was his original strategy, 

Daniel likely would have used the slider to make a speed measurement at the start of the 

animation to use in the constant speed comparison strategy he gives.  

 The strategy that Daniel gives is like an earlier response when he used constant rate as a 

way to measure an increasing speed or acceleration. He did not give a way to measure the speed 

he would use for that comparison. This could be because he didn’t have or didn’t evoke a speed 

measurement scheme for this situation. However, based on his previous answers generating 

speed or rates of change, I believe his lack of measurement example is from wanting to use the 

slider. This might indicate that he relied on the figurative material and measuring tools to support 

his measuring speed scheme.  

We also see different units Daniel generated and could imagine operating with. Daniel 

unitized an unknown length of time associated with the animation as an object to operation on 

and with. He also quantified speed as at least a gross quantity. He articulated you could somehow 

measure the speed and then separately apply that measured speed to a different situation. Again, 

we don’t know how he would measure speed but we do know it is a measurable quantity for him. 

The lack of measurement of speed coupled with his operation with that unknown measurements, 

suggests Daniel has interiorized speed as a quantitative unknown. Further, he might actually 

have speed as a quantitative variable since he can imagine that speed changing from his 

discussions on acceleration and comparison to constant speed.  

Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel how the plant’s height was increasing as time passed. 

He looked at the paused animation for a couple seconds before responding, “It’s going up at a 

different rate every second. It's like okay, so every second that passes it goes, it goes up this 

much, but that amount is changing.” This is the first time that Daniel used the term rate in this 
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interview, but this following example support the claim that Daniel was thinking about his 

change in height per second as a rate.  

Further, in this example he gives what appears to be a generalized definition for rate 

using an unknown amount of length change for a unit amount of time passing. In his unknown 

amount of change utterance “it goes up this much,” Daniel did not make any motions for how 

much “this much” would be. This indicates he didn’t need to re-present in activity, but had it 

interiorized. He also gives further evidence that speed was a changing quantity for him by his 

claim that the amount of change is changing. It supports my earlier claim for a MO rate unit of 

(1, c+) and a two-level structure.  

For the next UTG (Figure 4.25), I used rate as its own unit rather than his (1, c+) because 

he did not seem to be attending to each component but rather used it as a single rate value. That 

is not to say he couldn’t have had the r-unit as this two-level structure, just that he appeared to 

operate differently initially than his amount of change rate unit. His second statement we see 

how he decomposed his comment about rate into that two -level structure for a magnitude 

comparison between the amount of change units within the amount of change rate. This is found 

in Figure 4.25 below.  

Figure 4.25 

Possible Amount of Change Rate Comparison Operations 
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a) b)  

 

Figure 4.25 six gives two different possible ways in which Daniel compares his amount 

of change CMOs. The first is with imagining adding some unknown amount n to the previous 

amount of change unit c in concurrence with going to the next amount of change unit d. 

However, it is unclear if Daniel is thinking about a direct numerical relation between the c and d 

units in his amount of change units. Alternatively, he could be doing a gross comparison between 

the c and the d units. I denote this with MCc:d to represent a Magnitude Comparison between 

values c and d. The result of this comparison is a relation that c is less than d. 

It is interesting that he did not specify a direction of change for this amount of change. 

This could indicate either he maxed his M-capacity to also attend to direction of change or he 

had yet to construct how the amounts of change were changing only that he knew they were 

changing. It could also be that for speed as quantity, Daniel was not engaging in MA2. We do 

see further evidence of MA3 and MA4 with this response by attending to the amount of change 

in height per a fixed unit change in time.  

 Question 3. The next question was designed to elicit thinking about the direction of 

change of amounts of change. Daniel immediately answered with confidence that the amounts of 

change of height were getting bigger. Thus, his lack of assigning a direction of change to the 
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amount of change in the previous response was likely not due to lack of construction of direction 

of change but either WM capacity restriction or lack of evoking that property.  

I then immediately asked him how he would check whether his claim for the height 

increasing by bigger and bigger amounts which lead to the following exchange: 

Daniel: [short pause looking up before answering] Well, you can measure two 

parts of it by…that would…Okay, so if you wanted to find if it was bigger and 

bigger amounts. You can measure how after, you could say how after like one 

second it goes up this much, but then the next one, second it's going up like a 

slightly bigger amount. 

Interviewer: Okay, and how did you figure out how much it changed between that 

first second you measured in the second you measured? 

Daniel: Oh you could do a subtraction problem. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you just subtract the two, whatever you measured. 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so, and how would that tell you that it's getting bigger by 

bigger and bigger amounts? 

Daniel: well that um that, like the number that like, the number that you get after 

you, do the equation would be the number that it's like changing by but only for 

like that small portion I think, unless it's changing in the same amount like adding 

on slowly in acceleration. 

 Again, we see Daniel implemented the strategy of measuring at different points in the 

animation. In particular, he used his fixed unit of time change of one second and is measuring the 

amount of change in height. The fact that he is not constructing the amount of change from the 
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difference between two separate measured heights and that he again did not gesture differences 

in his “this much” verbalization for amount of change adds support to the claim that he has 

unitized amount of change as a directly measurable quantity. Daniel’s use of a subtraction 

problem for determining how much the amount of change changed also gives evidence that 

amount of change in this context was a unit he could operate with.   

From this response, it is likely that Daniel was thinking of his previous comparison of 

rate problem like Figure 4.25b. Although his response to my follow-up question about how he 

could tell if it was bigger providing new evidence for how Daniel would check his gross 

comparison from above. It could be that the difference problem is related to Figure 4.25a in that 

Daniel anticipated finding the unknown unit n added to c to get the second amount of change, d.  

This anticipation could be an activation of his reverse addition scheme (subtraction) seen 

in Figure 4.26. This is represented as the green arrow because he first goes through generating a 

similar comparison of amount of change units and then in a follow-up introduces the subtraction 

suggesting additional or new M-capacity. It might also be an accommodation that Daniel is 

making to his amount of change comparison scheme by not attending to quantify that change in 

terms of a constructed unit rather than through gross comparison. As seen in Figure 4.26b, it 

could also just be Daniel preforming his subtraction operation where he knows the result of the 

subtraction problem is how much the amount of change is changing. This revised UTG replaces 

his subtraction operation in place of the MC.  

Figure 4.26 

Revisions to Amounts of Change Comparison Scheme (ACCS) 
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a) b) 

 

 While Daniel easily operated with an unknown amount of change when generating an 

imagined subtraction equation, when asked how that subtraction would help him determine if the 

height was changing by bigger and bigger amounts, his response was less confident. He 

maintained the result of his subtraction equation as a unit without reconstructing it, however he 

struggles to connect that number back to the original question about bigger and bigger amounts. 

This could be because in constructing the difference he used up his M-capacity and was unable 

to maintain all the relations need for him to construct the amounts of change and difference of 

amounts of change. This would be consistent with the green arrow in Figure 4.26a adding new 

WM-capacity constraints to the problem and he would have to drop a different unit or relation.  

It could also be that he had not yet internalized the relations between the result of the 

difference and how the height increased. Another explanation is that Daniel was thinking about 

future differences changing, in which case he would need to hold the result of several iterations 

of his amount of change comparison scheme and then perform another comparison. This would 

be well outside his working memory capacity if he has not internalized the difference of amount 

of change as a quantity associated with a specific time orientation. This suggests that after 

constructing his difference in activity, either he dropped some unit relations to be able to 
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maintain several different differences or he experientially bound his ACCS to reduce the 

cognitive demand of the question.  

However, Daniel does give some evidence of anticipating performing his ACCS and 

comparing those results to find how the acceleration or amount of change is changing. This 

comes from his last comment about the number that results from the “equation” and conjecturing 

he could determine if the acceleration was going up by the same amounts. Therefore, at least 

after immediately constructing the change in the amount of change, Daniel could anticipate 

iterating his scheme to operate with those numbers in a comparison, suggesting he experientially 

bound the construction of the difference as an object to iterate Figure 4.27. 

Figure 4.27 

Amounts of Change Changing Comparison Scheme 

a) b)  

 

 

Note, in Figure 4.27, I used the Magnitude Comparison action for the experientially 

bound ACCS, but it could just as easily have been the addition one. I chose this one for 

simplicity of the UTG to illustrate the hypothesis of possible daisy chaining the iteration of 

applying his ACCS seen in Figure 4.27b.   
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To see if Daniel could apply his strategy of comparing amounts of change in a different 

context where the amounts where not changing I asked the following: 

Interviewer: Okay, so if let's say it was using the same amount and you used your 

method for like figuring out how it's changing, what would it look like if it was 

changing at the same amount? 

Daniel: Well, it wouldn't be going like, it wouldn't, well using like a visual 

standpoint, it wouldn't be, wouldn't be going like [using finger to show an 

accelerating increase vertically] that it would just be going [resets and moves 

finger at constant pace up]. It wouldn't change it all, it would just be kind of, it 

would just be going slowly up very slowly because it starts very slow.  

Interviewer: Okay, and so, if you actually wanted to like confirm that something 

was changing at the same rate, how would you go about doing that. 

Daniel: I think you can use division on if you found like how tall something was 

here [holds out hand] and then how something was here [moves hand to the left]. 

You could like divide both of them by like this many seconds, I guess or how 

many seconds of passed and then, if that number you get is the same. 

 His initial false start before reverted to a visual representation to explain his thinking 

suggests Daniel was unsure how to apply his measuring strategy in this new context, had not 

constructed the amount of change quantity for equal amounts of change for this context, or first 

needed to ground his thinking in figurative visual of what constant rate of change would be 

before decomposing it. Regardless, it is obvious that Daniel connecting increasing by the same 

amount as having a constant rate of change. This is consistent with his early comparison speed 

strategy between constant rate and increasing rate.  
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 After running through his visual representations of accelerating and constant speeds, he 

returns to talking in terms of amount of height added. He concludes that the amount added would 

not change but stay the same. This is again consistent with his work from Task C where he 

identified a constant change of +4 every time. In this task, Daniel did not have a numerical value 

to reason with and just gave a general but fixed unknown amount of change.   

 His response to how he would check if something was changing at the same rate, Daniel 

introduces a new strategy involving division. His is different from any other operations he used 

not only in this task but any task so far. His division of two different measurements, time and 

height, gives new insight into the mental operations associated with generating a rate for Daniel. 

He constructed rate through dividing a measured amount of time with the associated amount of 

height of the plant. The fact he did this twice with unknown imagined magnitudes and operated 

with the resulting rates implies assimilatory structures for Daniel regarding units involved in 

division. I believe Daniel had at least interiorized the arithmetic operation of dividing two 

numbers resulted in a third number that he anticipated operating with. This is reflected in the 

UTG found in Figure 4.28, where Daniel divided a unit of b by a unit of a (Va:b) to produce a 

third unit c. 

Figure 4.28  

Arithmetic Division Operation Template Scheme  
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 Figure 4.29 below shows a UTG for Daniel using his previous two-level CMO (t, h) 

structure and his interiorized division operation scheme. I think he held in mind his division 

template and used his CMO to fill in the measures for the a and b values (Figure 4.29a). To 

apply his division scheme, Daniel assigned unknown values for height and time from two CMO. 

I believed he imagined making two height measurements associated with different time points 

(t1, h1) and (t2, h2). However, from his statement gestures of how he would measure the heights, it 

appears he simply disembedded the heights as already measured quantities while he had to assign 

an unknown measure for time. Further Daniel’s slight pause when he determined what he is 

dividing the measured heights by before assigning amount of time passed as the quantity, implies 

that time was a gross quantity for Daniel until he needed to operate with it.  

Figure 4.29  

a) CMO for Height and Time Alongside Empty Division Template; b) Application of Division Operation for 

Determining Constant Rate of Change 

a)  b)  
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The measuring of time is denoted with just an M and no associated value since Mn 

represents the arithmetic operation of multiplying by n. It also has a dash through it on both 

because he appeared to measure both separately but simultaneously, implying he could measure 

both times to insert into his division scheme. Thus, those arrows would likely only count as one 

mental action in his WM capacity.  

Regardless, after he does his division operation, Daniel anticipated that the results of his 

two division problems could then be operated with (comparison) to determine equivalence. It is 

unclear if this comparison is the same MC he used early for determining if his amounts of 

change were changing or if it is a different equivalence comparison. The equivalence comparison 

is denoted by the Eq? in the UTG (Figure 4.29b).  

Other evidence that Daniel had not yet assigned a numerical measure or imagined 

assigning a numerical measure to time is his hand gesture for marking time passing as horizonal 

change. This is consistent with Daniel interpreting the slider as time passing and wanting to use 

the slider earlier when discussing making measurements of height at different time points. This 

strategy again involved measuring the height at different points of time in the animation, 

providing more evidence of a MO between time and height but new evidence for a CMO and not 

a rate unit of fixed units of time associated with a change in height. The fact that he operates with 
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this CMO in a different way than his rate unit also confirms that his time-height unit in this case 

is structurally different than his per second change unit.  

 Next, I ask if his new strategy would work for his idea about the plant changing by bigger 

and bigger amounts: 

Interviewer: Okay, would that method also worked for this plant where we think 

it's getting bigger by bigger and bigger amounts? 

Daniel: Yeah that number actually might, but yeah, it might yeah, if you found 

with the two numbers from that it might. Yeah, yeah I think that would work. 

Interviewer: Okay, when you say two numbers what numbers are you thinking 

about? 

Daniel: The, the answers to the two division problems that you do. So you find 

the height and then you divide it by how many seconds have passed. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so you do that twice at two different time points? 

Daniel: Yes.  

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: Or more, if you wanted more accuracy. 

Interviewer: Okay, and if those numbers like you did those divisions if those 

numbers were different, what would that tell you? 

Daniel: That it's getting bigger and bigger amounts or smaller and smaller 

amounts. 

 Daniel easily applied his previous division strategy to checking for bigger and bigger 

amounts of change. This suggests that after the initial construction of the rate through division, 

he encapsulated that process into a single object for at least short term use. Further, when asked 
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what number he is referring to, he readily reproduces the division problem without effort. 

Therefore, I posit that he encapsulated his division operation of time and height to either be a 

two-level structure (Figure 4.30 without triangle) or an experientially bound three-level structure 

(Figure 4.30). Either way, the result of the division operation is an unknown unit that Daniel 

operates on within a new comparison problem.  

Figure 4.30 

Internalized Division Operation to Result in a Rate Of Change Unit 

 

 Daniel also introduced for the first time getting a more accurate measurement of rate 

through increasing the number of times he implements his measure and divide strategy. This 

could be weak evidence or precursor of MA5 or possibly continuous-scaling variational 

reasoning (Ely & Ellis, 2018). However, there is not enough evidence at this time to make a 

strong claim if Daniel was thinking about capturing instantaneous rate of change, but he did 

make a general association that more measurements would lead to more accurate determination 

of changes in speed.  

 Question 4. I then ask Daniel explicitly about how the plant’s height changed for equal 

amounts of time passing (MA4). His response gave more insight into the assimilatory structures 

Daniel had regarding speed and amounts of change.  
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Interviewer: Okay for equal amounts of time passing, how is the plant’s height 

changing? 

Daniel: [short pause and glances at animation again] um so if like three seconds 

passed [holds up three fingers on one hand] here and then another three seconds 

would pass here, the second three seconds, it would, it should, the plant’s height 

would be changing, in a faster amount than the other three seconds. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so what if you had only moved two seconds and then 

another two seconds would that change your answer? 

Daniel: It wouldn’t change it, like it might not be very noticeable how much like 

the change in acceleration would be. 

Interviewer: Can explain a little bit more what you mean by that? 

Daniel: Um like, only like two seconds of the whole time point, it would be like a 

very small change in how much faster it's getting. 

Interviewer: Okay so you're saying how fast it's changing wouldn't be very 

noticeable? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, what if you continue checking every two seconds, it's like you 

don't just do it twice, but you do it for like a few seconds. 

Daniel: Yeah you’d probably notice it, but it would like, like the two second 

intervals would be, it would be smaller changes but yes it would change, it would 

become noticeable over time. 

 We see Daniel immediately introduce a non-unit measure of time of three seconds. This 

deviation for using unit time chunks of one second supports the claim that Daniel has a general 
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assimilatory amount of change per equal but known time CMO (t, c+). For this example, he uses 

(3, c+) as his amount of change unit and it represents one time step. Another way to interpret his 

three second increment of time as an accommodation to his (1, c+) to account for a different 

unitized fixed time interval as a three-level structure (1, 3, c+) where the 1 represents the single 

time step (unitization of the 3 and c+ that can be measured through enumeration), the 3 

represents three seconds passing, and the c+ is still the directional change unit of height added 

on. Based on his flexibility to answer this question with a different time interval of 2 seconds, 

suggests either of these proposed structures for amount of change are assimilatory and he has a 

general structure of (n, c+) or (1, n, c+).  

 Daniel used some type of comparison operation between his two constructed three-

second time chunk changes but it is unclear what quantities he is exactly thinking about 

measuring within those three seconds chunks. It could be height, change in height, or rate of 

change of height. Regardless, Daniel does some kind of comparison of quantities to determine 

that one quantity is bigger than the other and translates that into the second imagined measure 

was larger (faster).  

Based on his language use of “changing in a faster amount” and “change in how much 

faster”, I believe he is either thinking about comparing the amount of change in height or rate of 

change in height. Either way, he appears to assign a temporal ordering to the two different time 

steps in terms that suggests an enumeration of the time steps. This could be reflected in a UTG of 

his two-level (3, c+) structure as assigning a new unit to represent enumeration with order the 

time steps or the enumerated is encapsulated in the proposed three level structure to generate two 

CMO (1, 3, c+) and (2, 3, d+).  
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It is unclear, however, what exact comparison Daniel does to conclude the plant’s height 

is getting faster from one set of interval time to the next. Based on previous work, it is likely he 

is comparing amounts of change his amount of change units or is using his rate unit like in the 

question immediately preceding this one.  

 Daniel’s explanation and follow-up answers about the two second time steps confirmed 

he was thinking about the temporal order of his measured time chunks and can anticipate 

partitioning the entire animation time into chunked time. He also provides further evidence of 

having assigned relative speed measures to gross measures of time within the animation. That is, 

he associates the beginning of the animation with a slow growth rate and the end with a fast 

growth rate. Further, Daniel’s last comment also suggests that he has made at least an internal 

associate with the size of amount of change and measure of speed with his comment, “it would 

be smaller changes.” 

I classify his work on this question as MA2 and MA3 for the quantities of time and speed 

since he thought about the rate units he generated in the previous question to measure speed. It 

can also potentially be classified as MA3 and MA4 for the quantities time and height because of 

the fixed time interval and possibility of amount of change in height as the second quantity rather 

than rate.  

 Question 5. Next, I ask Daniel to consider how the amount of new growth or new height 

of the plant changes for equal amount of time passing. Daniel had a significant pause of about 25 

seconds before asking, “So you're saying new growth as in like…” and trails off before finishing. 

He did not understand what quantity I meant when I said new growth or new height. Thus “new 

growth” was not an assimilatory quantity for Daniel, or it did not evoke his amount of change 

structure. 
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After his expressed confusion, I describe what I mean by equal time in terms of his 

previous example time chunk of three seconds and then asked again for changes in time like that 

example, “how is the amount of new growth of the plant changing?” Daniel again pauses, briefly 

this time with his hand on his chin, before answering, “It would probably be getting bigger.” 

Thus, for whatever quantity he is thinking of as new growth, he is imagining it as an increasing 

quantity as time passed (MA2). It is unclear if he was thinking in terms of the equal time changes 

(MA3) or just time passing in general, so I asked him why he thought it was getting bigger. Here 

is the resulting conversation:  

Daniel: Well, so if it was changing, if it was like if it was getting bigger in bigger 

amounts, the second number that you get after measuring how high it's getting 

after three seconds would be like bigger, I think than the one before that. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying you would be again you're thinking about like 

measuring the plant? [Daniel nods] Okay, and then how do you figure out how 

much new growth there is to compare with the other previous new growth? 

Daniel: So you find one new growth like change, like the change in like height 

there and you'd find the other one. So, then, the two you like…[pause with 

concentration look]… I think you could…Maybe you could divide them by like 

something I don't know or subtract. It's something that you do to like take away 

like, like find like a, find like a different value out of those two numbers to show 

the change.  

 From Daniel’s follow-up response, we see that he conceptualized new growth as height 

added to the plant for a given time interval. He initially connects it with his previous idea of the 

plant getting bigger in bigger amounts as time passed However, when asked how he would figure 
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out how much new growth there was in different steps to compare sizes, Daniel does not have 

the comparison of these two changes in height readily available to compare. He did construct the 

new growth for each time step as a change in height but then struggles to articulate how he 

would compare those measurements.  

 Daniel had a general idea that the quantity comparison involves a difference comparison 

but was unsure if it would be a division or subtraction problem. This could be evidence of Daniel 

conflating speed and amount of change, which he previously compared with division and 

subtraction respectively. It could also be connected to WM capacity if he is trying to maintain 

the non-unit time chunk while having to construct new growth. He previously appeared to 

assimilate change in height and do the comparison, but Daniel showed evidence of needing to 

construct the quantity new growth in activity, thus increasing the WM demand. 

 Question 6. As usual, the last question I asked Daniel before allowing him to write 

anything down was to come up with an equation relating how tall the plant is at any given time. 

Daniel took a long time to respond to the question with a 15 second pause before asking, “This is 

like an x, y thing? Like a two variable thing?” I let him know he can use that if that is how he is 

thinking about making an equation. With that reassurance the following occurred: 

Daniel: Okay, um. I think you could do like if you played, if you played the 

animation, you could stop it at any point and that number would equal x. And 

then you’d markdown what x equals. And then you’d play it again. And then, and 

then you stop it again and then you'd find um y. Or no, you could do, no actually 

um you could do. Okay, you could just find one number, and that would equal x 

and you can divide it by how many seconds have passed and that would y. And 

then that would be both. 
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Interviewer: Okay, and what is x representing? 

Daniel: The height of the plant. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying x is your height of our plant? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, and then what is y equal to? 

Daniel: How many seconds of passed. 

Interviewer: Okay, all right so you're saying y is your time or your second passing 

and x is the height of the plant? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, can you explain your equation again now that I know what x 

and y are? 

Daniel: So, if you start the animation and pause it at any point. 

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: You measure that height and that would equal x. And then you, and then 

you figure out how many seconds passed until you started that and then that 

would equal the y. So then you do x divided by y. And then you’d get your 

answer. 

Interviewer: Okay, so and then [interrupted] 

Daniel: You could do, you could do that multiple times to find like the actual like 

change in how much bigger it's getting. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you do that several times. Yeah so you're saying you do x 

divided by y, so what would that whatever that value is what would that represent 

in terms of this animation? 
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Daniel: [pauses to think for 8 seconds] Oh, that would represent how much bigger 

and bigger it’s got. Like if you apply that to like any point in the equation you'd 

find how much bigger it's got. Like you could find that product and then you 

could find a product of that and then you could find, yeah the product of that, like 

at the start of the equation, and you could,  umm, You could subtract the two, and 

then you find the change in how much like it's changing, and if that changes the 

same every time you do that, then you find if it's if it's getting bigger and bigger 

amounts or just bigger. 

 Daniel produced the equation 𝑥 𝑦⁄ = (height)/(time) but struggles to interpret what his 

equation represents. He connected it to how the height is increasing, which likely meant he was 

thinking in terms of either how the amount of change was changing, or the speed is changing. 

Because he constructed a rate that he interpreted as the rate of the plant changing at a single point 

rather than using his amount of change per fixed time unit (1, c+), I infer he is thinking about 

speed.  

 In his initial answer to the question, it appears that he constructed the units and 

relationships in activity rather than having anticipated the relation. He started with constructing 

an unknown but measurable height for an associated unknown time and named this x. Since this 

value is the result of a measurement, I consider this a quantitative unknown rather than a variable 

since he does not give evidence of imagining the value of x varying independently of the action 

of pausing and measuring the height. While the x does have a time associated with it based on 

Daniel’s description, he primarily focused on the height part of the measurement. It could be that 

he does have a CMO (time, height) and is only attending to the height within that two-level 
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structure or, once he makes the time measurement and pauses the animation, he lets the 

associated time value go from his mental attention (WM).  

 He continues with taking another measurement and giving that the name y. This has the 

same structures as his first height measurement x. However, after he produces these two 

quantities x and y, he has some perturbation that his x and y don’t answer the question asking to 

relate height and time. This led him to change his equation.  

This first attempt is represented in Figure 4.31 below where he disembeded a measure of 

height from a first (t, h) unit. Then he imagines playing the animation again, which I interpret as 

Daniel imagining time increasing for some gross unknown amount of time added (An) to get to 

his next (t, h) unit to measure and produce y. He then tried to relate his two measurements x and 

y but has some internal perturbation that this relation needs to include time. This is denoted with 

the different colored arrow with a question mark. Also note, the arrow associated with the 

heights is a D, M to represent disembedding or measuring, as I’m not sure which he is doing.  

Figure 4.31 

First Attempts at Generating an Equation for Task D 
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Daniel has a couple false starts after he changed his mind that his defined x and y would 

not work before settling confidently on x still being the height measured for a given time but 

changed y to be the associated time value. This is represented in the UTH below (Figure 4.32) 

with his previously constructed x as the same structure from the previous attempt but with the 

new measure of y being time. He then applies his division operation on his constructed x and y. 

Note there are two colors because Daniel appeared to bound his previous x to use in his new 

strategy which I believe reset his M-capacity or he shifted to drop his other relations associated 

with the first y but maintained the x relations.  
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Figure 4.32 

Daniel’s Revised Equation Construction  

 

 

Daniel ended his first attempt at answering by stating that his new expression “would be 

both,” indicating that throughout his answer, he maintained in his WM that he needed a time and 

height component. It also gives evidence that Daniel decomposed his CMO into its separate 

components to operate on. It is unsurprising that he reverts to his division structure to make an 

expression relating time and height since that was the only previous time, he used time as a 

quantity to operate with. All other times, time was a fixed time step or implicit variable rather 

than a unit to operate on.  

The fact that Daniel easily answered my clarifying questions regarding what x and y 

represented in his expression, indicates these were at least internalized quantitated unknowns. It 

is likely these are two-level unit structures as a composite unit 1-x relation where the 1 is some 

unknown unit of measure and the x represents x copies of that unit of measure. Similarly for his 

measure of y is likely a composite unit 1-y with the unit of measure is seconds based on his 

previous work with time. He then takes these two structures and operates on them together by 
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dividing one by the other. It is unclear if the division is just an arithmetic operation or if there is 

more underlying transformation of units involved. However, with at least the arithmetic 

operation, Daniel anticipated this operation will have a new resulting unit. Further Daniel 

reproduces his expression a second time without needing to construct it in activity but was at 

least an internalized structure or scheme. This is represented in Figure 4.32 above.  

 Even though Daniel has a CMO (time, height) and coordinated these quantities as 

changing together through his equation, his coordination was not of simultaneously changing 

quantities but rather he measured one then the other and then coordinated them together to 

generate his new quantity for how the height is changing with time. This is consistent with his 

previous work of thinking in terms of completed chunks and his comment that he couldn’t 

measure the plant while it moves, only paused. Although he thought about his measurements as 

fixed, he still understands that each vary simultaneously based on his comment that he could 

pause the animation at any time and measure height. This gives evidence that at least time is a 

continuous varying quantity. 

Daniel also spontaneously introduces the idea of taking more measurements to increase 

the accuracy of his changing speed or amounts of change measurements. As mentioned before 

when Daniel makes a similar comment about increasing the number of measurements to increase 

accuracy, this could be a precursor to developing a concept of instantaneous rate of change as a 

measurable quantity (MA5).  

 After he proposed this idea about finding “the actual change in how much bigger and 

bigger,” I asked Daniel what his result of the division would represent. Although he paused for a 

few seconds before giving an answer, when he did answer, Daniel was confident in his 

explanation of “how much bigger and bigger it’s got.” I attribute this pause to one of two things. 
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The first could be that he did need to mentally run through his construction of the division 

expression again to interpret it or he had a mental attentional shift to his multiple measures idea 

that took up space in his WM, losing track of his original division quantities. It could also be a 

combination of the two.  

 Although he quickly and confidently returned to his x/y as an amounts of change or speed 

structure, he struggled to articulate what a comparison between different calculated values would 

represent. He also conflates his division by calling it a product. He eventually arrives at 

subtracting two divided quantities would tell him the “the change in how much it’s changing.” 

Interestingly, Daniel introduced a constant comparative method again by establishing that 

finding the change would tell him if it was getting “bigger and bigger amounts” (amount of 

change increasing) or “just bigger” which I think means increasing at a constant rate. Again, this 

suggests that Daniel has a scheme in place for a constantly increasing quantity is associated with 

fixed amounts of change or speed.  

 For this whole algebraic expression exchange, Daniel associated time and height as each 

change separately but together (MA1). He clearly has directionality assigned to both these 

quantities as increasing (MA2). Daniel constructs a rate of change for a single point in the 

animation which Daniel seemed to treat as the instantaneous rate of change of the plant’s height 

at the time of the measurement. This would suggest Daniel imagined measuring the rate of 

change at a point, however there is not any evidence of this resulting in a limiting process for 

average rates of change (MA5). Although his multiple measures suggestions do support some 

type of limiting process or reduction of interval size between measurements. Daniel also talked 

about how the plant’s height change changed, as in classifying changing in bigger and bigger 

amounts, thus engaging in MA3.  
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Summary of Task D 

In this task we see Daniel consistently engage in MA1-MA3 with at least gross quantities 

for time, height, and even speed or rate of change. This is consistent with all the other tasks so 

far. We see further evidence of MA4 with Daniel’s response to Q4 in Part 2 when he assigned 

non-unit time measure to his change in time and described how the height changed. This differed 

from the previous tasks because Daniel generated his own time unit that was not a unit change (1 

second). Daniel also introduced the notion of getting a more accurate measure of the rate of 

change (speed) by taking more measurements. I take this as a precursor for engaging in MA5.  

Daniel also did something new with his generation of unit rates in different ways from 

before. Before we saw him operate on rate with his unit rate of (1, c+) to produce a new height. 

He also saw him operate on his (1, c+) unit rate when he found a difference in the change in 

height between to time steps (subtraction problem). In this case, he also used this unit rate as a 

result of a measurement. This means he flexibly moved between (1, c+) as an operator and a unit 

to operate on, or he re-unitized his rate as a CMO (1, c) where he is no longer associated the 

length of c with the addition action or as a directional quantity but as the result of a 

measurement.  

Then Daniel again treated his CMO (t, h), where t represents amount of time passed and h 

represents height, as a result of a measurement that can be operated with to produce a new 

division rate unit. From this, I infer that both his CMO (t, h) and (1, c+) are in fact interiorized 

two-level structures for Daniel in this context. Figure 4.33 shows the difference in UTG 

structures for CMO (t, h) and (1, c+) as rates.  
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Figure 4.33 

Task D Different Rate Structures for Daniel 

 

 

Daniel did not give any restrictions on value for the height but his comment in Part 1 

about needing to pause it to measure and his gestures throughout, give evidence that as a gross 

quantity, height is a continuous quantity. However, when Daniel makes conjectures about how 

the height is changing, unless he talks about speed, he uses height as measured quantities at 

specific time points. That is he treated height as a discrete unit situated within a time point or 

interval. This was more sophisticated than previous tasks where he more often used gross 

quantities, in particular Task B. For example, Daniel did more comparisons between rates or 

imagined measured quantities in this task than others.  

We also see Daniel categorized properties of speed in terms of amount of change added 

in connection to temporal placement in the animation. He had several comments about an 

amount added would be small at the beginning of the animation because the plant is growing 

slowly and bigger later in the animation as the plant’s growth speeds up. This indicates that 

Daniel has an association between size of amount added as time increases and direction of 
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change of the rate of change. In this case, a small amount added correlated to a slower speed and 

increasing amounts of change associated with increasing speed.  

Daniel also gave further evidence for having an interiorized scheme for constant rate of 

change based on him using it to compare what increasing rate of change would look like in terms 

of amounts of change. That is, Daniel displayed evidence that his constant rate of change scheme 

contains the relation that for amounts of change in time, the amount of change in height would be 

equal for all time changes. It was not clear if Daniel maintained the time chunks would need to 

be equal.  

Overall, Daniel displayed evidence of MA1-MA4, and possibly the beginnings of MA5. 

He developed more sophisticated rate relations with amounts of change generating a unit rate. 

This construction involved using division as a core operation, which was also new to Daniel’s 

discussions of rates and amounts of change. A key component to Daniel’s work with rates was 

him transitioning for using gross quantities to at least intensive if not extensive quantities for 

both height and time. In fact, Daniel had a significant perturbation in his equation writing about 

measuring time in connection with measuring height. 

Task E 

Figure 4.34 

First Three Steps of Task E 
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 Recall Task E was designed for continuous time (continuous slider when given) and 

discrete changes in area (intensive quantity). This was exponential growth where the area triples 

every time interval. This differs from Task B because it has the area growing in different spatial 

directions (right and up) each step rather than a square doubling in size. This was meant to help 

students focus on the area and not be able to use one side length as a proxy for the area. 

Part 1 

Question 1. In the first question, I asked Daniel about identifying quantities. He gave the 

following answer: 

Okay, umm,  quantities, um how big the square is. Umm well, the area of the 

square, the length, the height of the square the length of it…and…Some other 

things that are really connected to the square that’s getting bigger, so there's um 

how much time is passing, and also something kind of related is, um, it's, it's 

taking up more of the screen as time goes on. 

Daniel first classified his general “how big” quantity before refining this answer in terms 

of more specific measurable attributes. He gave the area, length, and height of the square before 

switching to quantities not directly related or measurable with square: time, and amount taken up 

of the screen as time goes on. Interestingly, Daniel did not mention the different shape stages of 

the animation as a quantity but referred to the animation explicitly in terms of the square stages 

initially. All these quantities appear analogous to quantities Daniel had identified in previous 

tasks.  

 We do see with his identification of quantities evidence of MA1 with coordinating time 

passing and his “space taken up” quantity. We also get evidence of the square as an increasing 
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quantity (MA2). Although it is not clear whether he was coordinating this increase in the size of 

the square with time as a measured quantity or an experiential one.  

 Question 2. Next, I ask Daniel what quantities were changing in the animation. Here is 

the resulting discussion: 

Daniel: How big it's getting, or how long is getting. So first it gets longer and then 

it gets taller. 

Interviewer: Okay, so those are changing, and how do you know that they're 

changing? 

Daniel: Um well, I just looked it and saw they're getting bigger. I mean you could 

measure it but… 

Interviewer: So you're just looking at it and what are you sort of keeping track of 

that's telling you when you look at it, it's getting, they’re getting bigger? 

Daniel: Um…I'm looking at how long the lines on it are. Like you know, like the 

four outlining lines on it, [gestures with stylus outline the shape]  

Interviewer: mmhmm 

Daniel: I'm looking at how long those are. 

Interviewer: Okay, and you're saying that those are changing length. 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Again, Daniel started with a gross general size quantity of “how big” before breaking that 

down into spatial directional quantities of length (longer) and height (taller). Daniel also used the 

word “it” for the shape that changed. Based on his previous answer centered on the square and 

subsequent answers, I believe the “it” Daniel is thinking of is the square as the primary unit with 
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its growth decomposed into two steps. Within that length change step, he shifted his mental 

attentional focus to the intermediate shape of a rectangle.  

 Further, Daniel’s response about how he knows these quantities are getting bigger gives 

evidence that he unitized each step of the animation as a shape containing four sides. Thus, he 

had at least a unit with a 1-4 relation where the one represents the whole shape and the four 

represents that the shape is comprised of four sides. Daniel used a similar relation in Task C with 

the black square consisting of four equal side lengths.  

Unlike in Task C however, I am not sure whether Daniel was thinking about the 

perimeter of the green shape to attribute to him a composite unit for perimeter partitioned unit 

four equal parts or whether this was more a gross unitized quantity that is more similar to a MO. 

If it is the latter case, then one in the unit structure would have a different base unit of measure 

than a length and would be more likely an area or his gross “how big” concept. Figure 4.35 

shows the two possible unit structures discussed here.  

Figure 4.35 

Possible 1-4 Unit Structures for Daniel to Construct the Shape in Each Step of the Animation 

 
 

 It was unclear how exactly Daniel was unitizing the four side lengths into a single shape, 

it is clear that each side length is a quantity that he can measure the length separate from each 

other. This supports that he can decompose his 1-4 relation to disembed one side length to 

measure separate from the others. This would suggest a three-level structure for the shape (1,4,1) 
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or the same multicolored two-level unit structure from Task C or that once he disembedded the 

side length he intended to measure then he shifts his mental attentional focus away from its 

relation to the whole shape.  

Figure 4.36 gives examples of the first two hypotheses for his unit structure when he 

focuses on a single side length. The three-level structure has two 1s, one to represent the entire 

shape as a gross quantity and one to represent the disembedded side length from the four. 

Previously in Task C, I gave another alternative structure as a daisy chain between these three 

quantities, however since he appeared to apply the same structure here and with two different 

shapes (square and rectangle) without difficulty suggests the three-level structure of multicolored 

unit structure is likely the case.  

Figure 4.36 

a) Proposed 3-Level Structure of Disembedding a Side Length, b) Recreation of Multi-Colored Two-

Level Unit 

a) b) 
 

 With Daniel’s focus on the side lengths of the shape, we again see that he used a unit 

measure of length as his primary type of quantity when discussing size. At this point in the 
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interview, it is unclear if he used length as a proxy for the area. This response also gives more 

evidence that Daniel relied on visual evidence to initially classify the direction of change of 

quantities (MA2). However, his follow up provided some evidence that there was an implicit 

measure, in this case, the side lengths as a way to quantify an increase.  

 Question 3. The next question was about determining if any of the changing quantities 

were changing in the same way. This is the first part of that interaction before I asked a follow-

up question about how he came up with his tripling idea discussed here.  

Daniel: [watches animation] Um, percentage wise I think yes, because it's like 

changing by like two thirds when it's going to the right like this [gestures with 

thumb and index finger as a length and moves it to the right along animation] in 

the rectangle. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: I think it’s going up by two thirds or tripling the whole thing. [returns to 

watching animation] And then the square’s like filling up. [stops watching the 

animation to answer] Yeah It like triples itself like [same sweeping hand gesture] 

to the right. And then it takes that shape [holds out four fingers flat, then makes it 

three] and it goes up three times like that [sweeps flat fingers upwards]. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so, when you say like percentage wise what exactly did 

you mean by that? 

Daniel: Um so like a bigger, the bigger square’s changing in like the same like, 

like amount, but it's just like a different proportion. 

Interviewer: Okay.  
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Daniel: So it's  just, yeah. [starts to say more but then finishes after hearing 

interviewer say “Okay”] 

Daniel introduced new terminology for categorizing changing quantities by discussing it 

in terms of percentages and used fractional language. He connected percentage to his idea of the 

shape tripling itself. Although Daniel had the square as the primary unit he tried to categorize 

how it was changing, he did so by breaking it into a horizontal sweep to the right to make a 

rectangle, then taking that newly constructed unit and sweeping up to complete the square. In 

this decomposition we see Daniel made use of several different units and unit transformations. 

The first unit that Daniel worked with was the unit square at the beginning of the 

animation. His two-thirds comment suggests the rectangle was a partitioned unit (1, 2) where the 

one is the first unit square and he projects two more into the rectangle or imagines iterating the 

unit square two more times to make the rectangle (  
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Figure 4.37 

Daniel's Transformation of the Unit Square to the Rectangle in the First Step of the Animation 

 

). Even though based on his response in the follow-up question below that Daniel likely 

iterated the unit square, it is unclear whether he was thinking of the fraction as a length 

magnitude or part-whole relation. It is also unclear whether he was using his unit square as an 

area unit or as a proxy for exhausting the length of the rectangle similar to his use of a unit 

square as the length in Task C. 
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Figure 4.37 

Daniel's Transformation of the Unit Square to the Rectangle in the First Step of the Animation 

 

 

 

 Note in the figure above, the partitioned unit is a different color. This is to help 

emphasize the different unit structure, like in Figure 4.6 from task A, not to demonstrate a 

difference in unit measure like for the difference in color for the time change t. The arrow with 

the t is squiggly to represent that time passing an experiential time but was still salient. It 

captures how Daniel unitized a time step occurring without thinking or imagining assigning a 

measure to each step.  

After Daniel completed his transformation from the first square to the first rectangle, he 

repeated that tripling scheme but now his unit of measure is the rectangle, not the square. I infer 

that he re-unitized (RU) the rectangle to have a measure of one rather than a composite unit of 

three. It is likely that when he re-unitizes, Daniel releases the previous step from his mental 

attention to start a new transformation to get to the next time step. This is represented below in 

Figure 4.38 with the change from blue to green in the UTG.  
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Figure 4.38 

Daniel's Iteration of His Tripling Scheme Through Partitioned Units 

 

 

 

Daniel changed his language slightly away from fractional language suggesting he first 

might have imagined adding on two units of measure before that activated a multiplicative 

relation of one-to-three. That is consistent with his work in Task A where he categorized 

multiplication-by-three as adding on two. He appears to switch from constructing the partitioned 

unit by iterating the square twice to encapsulating or recognizing that process as multiplication-

by-three  Figure 4.39a).  Figure 4.39b includes a UTG for Daniel implementing his activated 

multiplication-by-three scheme (IM3S) to the two different stages of the animation going from 

one square to the next square through a transformation to a rectangle.  
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 Figure 4.39 

UTG Activation of Multiplication-By-Three Arithmetic Operation & Application to Several Steps of the 

Animation 

a) 

b)  

 
 

 To gain more insight into how Daniel determined that it would be tripling I asked how he 

came to that conclusion. He responded in the following interaction: 

Daniel: Well, I kind of just looked at how big it was I kind of just estimated that it 

was going up by three or you know tripling itself. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so, how did you come to that estimate of what, why do 

you think it was tripling instead of doubling? 

Daniel: Well a double would be shorter, like if a doubled itself it wouldn't work as 

long. I think I looked at how many spaces it would take up [makes length measure 
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with thumb and index finger and makes a kind of iterating motion] if they're there 

were three of them, and if there were two of them. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so, when you say like taking up space, what do you mean 

by that? 

Daniel: Or okay I looked at how many how big like the square was by itself 

[points to bottom left corner of animation, starting square position]. 

Interviewer: mm hmm. 

Daniel: And then I looked at um how many [makes bouncing along a line motion 

with stylus] if like if you added on two more of those same squares [makes length 

form both index fingers and iterates it twice] how big would it be. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're sort of imagining copies of it? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: And it looked like there would be three copies for each step? 

Daniel: [nods] mmhmm.  

 Within this follow-up question where Daniel came up with his tripling idea, he expressed 

some uncertainty by saying he estimated going up by three. However, he also appeared confident 

that it was tripling, suggesting his uncertainty might be rooted in wanting to confirm with 

numbers or measuring rather than being uncertain of his mental actions constructing the 

rectangle and the second square. Further, Daniel did not express doubt in Task A when he 

enumerated the discrete extensive units. Note though that Task A’s amination included previous 

steps rather than the intensive areas and the previous step’s shape is not explicitly marked. Thus 

his small lack of confidence might be due to the type of quantity or working memory constraint 

with keeping track of all previous stages.  
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 Daniel's explanation of how he knew it wasn’t doubling and the direct follow-up 

question, confirmed the conjecture that Daniel’s underlying mental operations constructing the 

next step of the animation was iteration (  
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Figure 4.37 

Daniel's Transformation of the Unit Square to the Rectangle in the First Step of the Animation 

 

). His comment, “how many spaces it would take up,” also suggests that he used unit areas rather 

than lengths for the units he iterates. That is, he is focusing on iterating the first unit square to fill 

the rectangle as a whole rather than just focusing on completing the length. It fits with his “filling 

up” comment earlier about the rectangle making the next square and his language of “how big.” 

Thus even though he is categorizing each step of the animation in terms of a single spatial 

direction change, which can be categorized as a change in length, Daniel maintains a focus on 

sweeping a unit area rather than sweeping a length.  

 In terms of Daniel’s covariational reasoning displayed in this response, we see that he 

generated an amount of change of +2 units for each step that led to a change factor of 

multiplying by three. Thus, he engaged in MA3 by iterating his unit of area of each step (square 

or rectangle). For Daniel, each step of the animation had an end goal of generating the next shape 

and he did that through the transformation multiplying the starting unit square by three, which is 

the equivalent of adding two of that unit in a specified spatial direction. Note Daniel never 

explicitly used time as a quantity in this question and only used his implicit time change of 

“every time.” Thus, it is unclear what exactly his MO structure is for time and change in the size 

of the shape. It is likely like his previous responses where he experientially bounds or 

encapsulates the change from one step to the next as associated with a unit change in time but 

does not spend mental attention on maintaining the enumeration of time passing.  

 Question 4. I next asked Daniel whether there were any decreasing quantities to which 

he identified his inverse relation between the size of the shape and the remaining amount of 
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space in the animation box was decreasing. I did not ask any follow-up questions since this 

response was similar to his previous tasks in which he identified an analogous quantity.  

 Question 5. I return to asking about how the increasing quantities changed by asking if 

they were changing in the same way. Daniel quickly responded, “Ah no, it’s getting bigger and 

bigger amounts.” This suggests Daniel started to anticipate the types of questions that I would 

ask and the corresponding quantities of focus in these interviews. It might also be an indication 

of amounts of change as an emerging quantity for Daniel since the first couple of interviews it 

took mental effort for Daniel to quantify or attend to how the amounts of change are changing, 

the intensity of change.  I followed up by asking what he meant by bigger and bigger amounts to 

which he responded with the following discussion:  

Daniel: So, every time it's getting bigger, it's, it's, it's getting bigger in a bigger 

way every time. So like the square’s like very tiny at first. It goes over and then 

gets bigger and then it does the same thing that it just did, but in big amounts. 

Interviewer: Okay, and when you say “it”, what are you referring to? Like what 

quantity, are you specifically thinking about? 

Daniel: Uh… well, the square basically um…It ,it like goes over it like triples 

itself like over [vertical length hand motioned sweeping over] three times and 

then does that same thing except going up with the rectangle shape that it created 

doing that like three times, except it's getting bigger every time so bigger and 

bigger amounts is where I got that.  

Daniel ran through his change scheme for the first two steps again, only he did not 

verbalize the change factor was multiplying by three. Instead, he categorizes the change as a 

directional change of “gets bigger” and is comparing the difference in the size of the unit of 
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measure for each step. His description of the second change that “it does that same thing” 

suggests that he is using an interiorized structure for how the shape “gets bigger” confirming he 

is re-unitizing his unit of measure for each step.  

Based on his later answer to a follow-up question, I believe his first response is an 

attempt for him to describe the changing amounts of change based on his understanding of 

iterative multiplication means increasing by bigger and bigger amounts because the result of the 

previous multiplication is the next unit multiplied and is bigger than the previous multiplicand. 

Daniel seemed to be doing a gross comparison between his two units of measure in the 

different steps rather than using a common unit of measure to compare the amounts of change. 

This gives further evidence of Daniel re-unitizing the end of each step's transformation into a 

new unit of measure for the next step. This comparison was a modification, possibly  an 

accommodation, to his UTG for iterative multiplication in  Figure 4.39

b 

above. His re-unitization also supports that he was a two-level object for each unit a 1 as a 

measure of his whole (square or rectangle). Daniel is attending to the fact that the wholes are 

different and have different units of measure at different times.  
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Figure 4.40 

Possible Comparison UTG for Amounts of Change 

 

After his first run-through of explaining why he thought the shape was getting bigger by 

bigger and bigger amounts, Daniel tried to explain what his “it” refers to when I asked him to 

clarify. He was unsure and started by saying the square before running through the first two steps 

again. This provides further evidence of Daniel re-unitizing the shape at the end of his 

transformation from one step to the next. The “it” in his statements changes each step when he 

re-unitizes his unit of measure (square to rectangle).  

He also classified how the shape increased by attending to how the amounts of change 

were changing within a time step. His description of how the amounts of change changed at first 

seems to be more of a gross quantity comparison between his units of measure rather than a 

comparison of amounts of change with a common unit of measure. This is similar to when 

Daniel compared amounts of change in Task D with a different unit of measures for change in 
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height of the plant (Figure 4.25). However, in this case, Daniel imagined the change from one 

step to the next as multiplication-by-three rather than some unknown relation beyond the height 

increasing in increasing amounts. It also differs from how he described how the dots in Task A 

were increasing by bigger amounts. In Task A, he maintained the same unit of measure of dots 

and compared how many dots were added between different steps by operating on his partitioned 

unit of three recursively (Figure 4.8).  

I infer that Daniel’s re-unitization of a unit of measure after each step to the result of the 

previous step’s change to be the foundation for his operation for comparing between amounts of 

change to be a gross magnitude comparison (square and rectangle) rather than using a common 

unit (square). It is unclear if Daniel is maintained his partitioned interpretation of multiplication-

by-three to classify the amounts of change from one step to the next as +2 of his measuring unit 

or if he did a direct comparison of the unit of measure for each step and relied on the constant 

change of multiplication-by-three that allowed him to make the comparison.  

 He later went back to explaining how he measured change of tripling when answering 

what quantity he specifically was thinking about. His false start answer for this follow-up also 

suggests that he was not thinking about the specific changes of the animation but either gross 

changes in the amount of change or abstracted out the specific relations of amounts of change in 

his tripling scheme to apply his general IMS. Even when he re-situated his explanation for the 

shape increasing by bigger and bigger amounts, he did not appear to be comparing the amounts 

of change as a measured quantity but rather a comparison between the unit of measure being 

multiplied. That is, he did not give evidence of comparing the size of the two units added in each 

step but rather is focusing on his multiplication representation of tripling and re-unitization of the 

unit of measure being tripled.  
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 Figure 4.41 is a potential UTG for Daniel’s work in comparing the size of the amount of 

change between steps utilizing his partitioned unit (1,2) for each step. If he compared the added 

units of 2, then Daniel would need to attend to the fact that each two has a different associated 

unit of measure and compare the size of each two. Alternatively, Daniel is using a more direct 

visual size comparison of the different units of measure (Figure 4.40). He indicates that he 

knows that if he operates on both units by the same operation of multiplying by three, the unit of 

measure that is bigger will result in a bigger amount of change than the smaller unit since he is 

copying a larger unit to begin with.  

Figure 4.41 

Possible Alternative UTGs for Comparison of Size of Amount of Change 

 

 

This also gives evidence that he was thinking about the change as happening in 

completed chunks and operated on the resulting quantity from his first change in the second 

change. That is, he re-unitized his result shape as the new unit of measure for the next step’s 
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change. In terms of WM capacity, it could be that he maintained the change of each step 

depending on how he chunked his unit structures for each step, or once he completes a step, he 

resets his mental attention to complete the next step. This is reflected in Figure 4.38 above with 

the color change indicating a reset in mental attention. Although it could be that he used his 

iterative multiplication represented in Figure 4.39

 with a 

color change in the re-unitization rather than the partitioned multiplication scheme.  

Interviewer: Are there any qualities that are staying the same? 

Daniel: [squints and looks at animation] No, I don't think so. 

Interviewer: Okay so all the quantities that you are thinking about, they're all 

changing in some way. 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Question 6. The last question I asked in this first part of the interview was if any of the 

quantities are staying the same. Daniel squints at the animation for a few seconds before 

answering, “No I don’t think so.” I ask a follow-up question to confirm that all the quantities that 

he is thinking about are changing in the same way to which he confirmed that is what he meant. 

This gave evidence that his change factor of multiplying by three was not a salient quantity to be 

measured for Daniel. That is, he did not consider the three as the type of measurable quantity that 

he thought I was looking for him to think about. He obviously did measure the change of the 
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shape with an associated value of three but that three did not have an associated measurable 

quantity associated with it.  

 It would also be that his inattention to the three as a fixed quantity could come from his 

uncertainty expressed about multiplying by three when he said he estimated. This contrasts with 

his identification of a constant amount of change as a quantity staying the same in the analogous 

Task A and his additive +4 change in Task C. However, I did not ask any follow-up questions 

about Daniel’s response to be able to determine why he did not classify the three in his tripling 

scheme as a quantity staying the same.  

Part 2 

Question 1. The remainder of the interview consisted of asking questions focused on 

how the area of the shape changed as time passes. I start by asking specifically about how the 

shape changed as time passed. Daniel’s initial response is to classify the shape as getting bigger 

and quantifies his description of bigger as “the most simple explanation for it.” He then adds that 

it is getting longer and accompanies that with hand motions. Daniel clearly engaged in MA2 

attending to the direction of change but also adds a dimensionality or spatial direction of change 

component when he specifies that it is getting longer rather than just bigger.  

Note he did not mention his previous tripling observation to describe the shape getting 

bigger each step. This might be because he thought I was asking for more simple answers about 

the shape. It could also be that he assimilated the shape as a gross quantity at first and so did not 

rely on his previously constructed relations to quantify the change in the area. The shifting 

between two different shapes, square and rectangle, could also be a source of his reversion back 

to talking in terms of gross quantity rather than discussing change between each step.  
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To investigate further how Daniel was thinking about the shape increasing I asked, “As 

time passes, how is the shape getting bigger?” Here is his response and follow-up questions: 

Um…Okay, so as time goes on, it's increasing it's like tripling itself or actually I 

think it's… I think it's like…Since it's tripling itself to the right and then doing it 

three more times, it's technically adding on just nine, nine of that unit, [slight 

pause] or eight more of that unit unto like the one square in this corner. So it's 

going to make 123 [moves finger over to the left with each number spoken] and 

then six up here [points above previous 123]. So it's doing that three times, but it 

stops when it does look another 123 like this because but it's a very big square so. 

 When prompted further to explain how the shape got bigger, Daniel immediately returned 

to his previous categorization of the shape tripling itself each step. However, there is a shift from 

Daniel’s previous answers to now use a common unit of measure throughout each multiplication 

step and interpret the result in terms of adding on unit squares. He had some perturbation after 

stating that it is tripling itself to reinterpreting the tripling to chunking the first two triples 

together as addition of eight.  

 It is unclear what exactly caused his perturbation to shift from re-unitizing after each 

multiplication step to maintaining a common unit of measure throughout. It could be that as he 

became more familiar with the task, he was able to encapsulate more relations and assimilate 

with more sophisticated structures that allowed him to maintain new relations. For example, he 

may not have interiorized the iterative tripling scheme from square to rectangle to square without 

needing to re-unitize each step. This could then open new mental attentional space to maintain 

the unit square relationships within each step of multiplication and allow for possible 

accommodation.  
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 This would fit with the hypothesized UTG for Daniel’s IM3S found in  Figure 4.39b 

above where he bound each step to reduce cognitive demand. However, now he no longer re-

unitized and went from one composite unit to the next (Figure 4.42). I did not experientially 

bound each multiplication-by-three like before for simplicity of the UTG. However, it could be 

that he has overlapping bounded multiplication steps. Although without bounding, this proposed 

UTG is still within Daniel’s M-capacity of 6.25 allowing him to work with ease and keep track 

of all the units. The lack of bounding could also be attributed to the fact that Daniel appears to 

have a more directed goal of getting from one square to the next as a completed step. Thus, his 

overall goal for the animation was to get from one square shape to the next and all the steps 

within that overarching goal are now bound together into a single square-to-square scheme.  

Figure 4.42 

Revised UTG for IM3S After an Accommodation is Made to Maintain Composite Unit of Unit Squares 

  

 

 Daniel did have some slight conflation of units in his initial transition growth by 

multiplication to reinterpretation to addition when he first comments that nine more would be 

added on instead of eight more added on. However, his very quick self-correction to eight more 

added on indicates that he was maintaining at least the first unit square and final 1-9 composite 
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square to be able to determine eight, unit squares were added to get the nine in the next square in 

the animation.  

 Further, unprompted, Daniel ran through his tripling scheme again but breaks down the 

multiplication within steps as addition rather than addition as the end result from square to 

square. From this, I infer that Daniel had indeed interiorized each step of multiplication-by-three 

as a transformation of unit squares of addition. Indeed, the ease at which Daniel classified the 

second multiplication of three, the rectangle to the square, as adding six squares indicates that he 

was most likely operating on either his partitioned 1-2 unit for three or on his composite unit 1-3 

for the rectangle.  

From his quick utterance of “one-two-three,” I infer he was explaining his construction of 

his assimilated 1-3 composite unit of the rectangle rather than needing to construct this unit in 

activity. Likely he was recounting his multiplication-by-three scheme for the first step of the 

animation to focus his mental attention on the next step. His description of the next step to get 

from the rectangle to the next completed square happened through the transformation of adding 

on six, unit squares.  

Based on his previous claim the multiplication-by-three on the rectangle meant adding on 

two more, I believe the unit of six came from iterating his now composite rectangle and likely 

either did 3+3 or 2*3 to get six more unit squares added. It could also be that Daniel was 

operating with three as a partitioned unit associated with multiplication to generate that he 

needed two more rectangles and then distributed his three, unit squares across his two rectangle 

units to get six more unit squares added. Both would be consistent with Daniel’s interpretation of 

multiplication-by-three as adding on two more units. 
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Figure 4.43 

Possible UTGs for Generation of Adding Six More on the Second Multiplication-By-Three 

 

 

I then ask Daniel to explain his reasoning more in order to better understand how he 

operated with the different units and quantities in this question. This was his response: 

Daniel: So I said that it's like tripling itself over to the side [points to animation]. 

So it's like one times three is three and three times three is nine so instead of 

doing those two you could just add on eight to the one and you get nine.  

Interviewer: Okay so you are saying, you're starting at like this small that when 

it's at the beginning? 

Daniel: yeah. 
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Interviewer: Like you're thinking that is like one. [Daniel shakes head confirming] 

And then you're saying it moves to three, and then it goes to nine. 

Daniel: Yeah so basically like it goes to three over [drags finger over] and then 

that rectangle [makes rectangle with fingers] makes up the three, triples itself 

[drags rectangle up] so basically that's nine.  

Interviewer: So, so your answer to how it's increasing, you're saying it's like 

tripling itself. 

Daniel: Well basically it's adding on sev.. eight of the, eight of the same unit but 

like in a square. 

Interviewer: Okay, and that's [interrupted] 

Daniel: It’s just taking, it's just doing it in steps. 

Interviewer: Okay so you’re saying every time there’s a step you’re adding seven, 

or eight? 

Daniel: Uh no, it's every step it's triple it, it's tripling itself, but it does it in like a 

different way, so basically it goes to the right triple  [sweeps hand right] and then 

it triples itself up [motions hand upwards]. And then that a total of adding on 

seven or eight of the same unit on to that one square. 

Interviewer: Okay, so for that particular step you're saying you're adding eight on. 

Daniel: Yeah. 

 From this follow-up response, we see that Daniel operated flexibly between 

multiplication and addition for generating the 9-square in the animation. He did two different 

transformations to get from the unit square to the 9-square. He first did it through two iterations 

of multiplication-by-three and then by adding on eight. His first run-through seems to be focused 
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on just the transformation of unit squares devoid of its relation to the animation beyond the 

arithmetic and equivalence representation of 1 ∗ 3 ∗ 3 = 9 = 1 + 8. This more abstract 

representation is captured in the blue portion of the UTG found in Figure 4.44a below.  

Figure 4.44 

New UTGs for Daniel's IMS and Addition/Partitioned Unit for Task E 

a) b) 

 
 

 Daniel’s continued focus on getting from one square to the next provides evidence that he 

assimilated the animation as having completed steps from one square to another with an 

intermediate transformation of the rectangle. In particular, the fact that he categorized the 

transition from square to square in terms of a single addition increase indicates he saw the square 

as the goal shape rather than each intermediate step as a goal to be reached. However, it is 

important to note that earlier Daniel did categorize each step in terms of the number of unit 

squares added when he noticed, from square to rectangle, he added two squares then from 

rectangle to square added six. This meant he assimilated each step in terms of both multiplication 

and addition but that his larger goal was to categorize change from square to square.  
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Daniel’s next run-through connected the multiplication more explicitly to shapes 

changing in the animation and assigned spatial directional changes and shapes (square and 

rectangle). From his previous answers and accompanying hand motions, I believe he re-

presented the multiplication as iterating two of each shape unit, which he holds as a composite 

unit. This is represented by the additional green component of the UTG (Figure 4.44a) to show 

that he shifted his mental attention to incorporate the shape context of the problem.  

Figure 4.44 has two possible UTGs for Daniel’s IM3S and addition representation. The 

first part consists of a two-level structure for Daniel performing his multiplication operation in 

each step and then partitioning his final answer of nine into one and eight. Alternatively, Daniel 

had a three-level structure in place (possibly only experientially bound) for multiplication-by-

three as iterating two units of one to get a resulting partitioned unit of three. He then operated on 

the unified unit of three to repeat this process to iterate three twice to get six that he adds to get 

nine.  

The ease with which Daniel worked with each step of the animation as multiplication and 

addition suggests Daniel had some structure in place of his multiplication-by-three scheme even 

if he didn’t attend to all the components all the time. For example, he verbalized, “it's like one 

times three is three and three times three is nine,” quickly suggesting that he might have only 

activated his simplified multiplication scheme in Figure 4.44a but in later explanations activated 

his more sophisticated multiplication scheme that accounts for the underlying actions of his 

multiplication operation (Figure 4.44b).  

 From this question we see clear evidence that Daniel was engaging in MA3. In particular, 

he was determining measured quantities and leveraging his units coordinating structures to 

measure the amounts of change. However, note that time seemed to be experiential here. We see 
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him again use a partitioned unit when discussing amounts of change with multiplication similar 

to in Task A. He also moved from amount of change as multiplication to change by addition, 

possibly suggestion a connection between more sophisticated MA3 with arithmetic structures for 

measured quantities compared to unmeasured gross quantities with MA3.   

Question 2. Next, I ask Daniel to describe how he came to his earlier conclusion that the 

area of the shape got bigger by bigger and bigger amounts. Daniel responded similarly to when 

he first mentioned the area increased by bigger and bigger amounts saying:  

Um well basically the squares like it triples itself and then triples itself again, and 

then it gets a bigger Square. So it's not increasing in the same amounts, because 

the first amount it’s increasing by that a little amount [gestures with stylus 

moving right a little in the corner] and then that little amount [gestures upwards] 

and then it goes even bigger [swipes right again] and then bigger [swipes up 

again] and it keeps getting larger as it goes on, so the amounts are larger in 

proportion, the changes. 

Daniel again utilized his IM3S and reverted to re-unitizing the result of each 

multiplication-by-three to make a visual comparison of the unit of measures that are being tripled 

each step. Even though in the prior question Daniel relied on a common unit of measure to 

describe how the shape was changing, he appears to go back to dealing with the changes as gross 

quantities and as having different units of measure. This could be because like in previous tasks, 

Daniel had not yet assimilated amounts of change as a measurable quantity, rather needed to 

construct it in activity, and assimilated it as a gross quantity. It could also be because this 

question did not evoke measuring the area with a common unit of measure at first.  
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It is also interesting that Daniel returned to proportion being related to how the shape 

changed. Based on answers to follow-up questions, I believe his idea of “in proportion” stems 

from his IM3S in that each step has a fixed multiplier of 3. This also fits with Daniel re-unitizing 

each step so that from step to step the increase of multiplying by three is a fixed proportion of 1 

to 3.  

 I then asked Daniel for more clarification on how he was tracking that the chunks he 

identified were getting bigger and bigger. He struggled a little to come up with an explanation 

before returning to using the actual animation to generate an answer. He focused again on the 

square steps first rather than the rectangle, providing further support that he assimilated the 

animation as completed steps from one square to the next with an intermediate rectangle step.  

Finally he settled on starting at the beginning of the animation again to explain his 

thinking. This time, however, he indicated that he maintained the rectangle as a composite unit of 

unit squares rather than immediately re-unitizing it. Once he tripled the rectangle “vertically 

three times and turns into an even larger square,” he was unsure how else to explain how that 

means bigger and bigger amounts. He ended by saying, “I'm just using what I can see, I'm not 

using anything but that to figure it out.”  

 Daniel’s last comment about just relying on visual cues after he started with a common 

unit of measure for the first two steps (square and rectangle) suggests that he is either expending 

his WM capacity in trying to generate amounts of change or he is unsure how to quantify the 

amount of change beyond a gross visual comparison of his changing units of measure (square to 

rectangle to square). To determine which case was more likely, I ask him what visually he was 

keeping track of when determining how much it’s changing. To which he responded:  
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Okay, so I see the one unit, and I have that picture in my mind, and it goes over 

three, and I can fit into that that shape that I created, I can fit in there. And then it 

moves up three times and I can fit in three of those same, three times three is nine 

so you now have nine of that same unit. 

Daniel easily re-constructed his previous interpretation of the animation changing from 

one square to the next with the common square unit of measure. He gave clear evidence of 

transforming his unit square through a directional sweeping I2 (right) to construct the 1-3 

composite unit rectangle. Then he does not re-unitize the rectangle this time but rather does a 

second directional sweeping I2 (up) with his composite rectangle to generate the square. He 

related arithmetic operation of 3 multiplied-by-3. Figure 4.45 has a modified version of Figure 

4.44a where instead of focusing on interpreting how the shape is increasing through focusing on 

both arithmetic operations, Daniel also maintained the related shapes he generated (wholes).  

Figure 4.45 

Revised UTG for Maintaining the Same Unit of Measure in IM3S  
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Note the actions of iterating and multiplying have corresponding slash marks to indicate 

that the actions happened simultaneously. It could also be that these did not happen 

simultaneously but the iteration happening before the multiplication. If that was the case the M-

capacity needed would be 7, which might be possible for Daniel. However, the ease at which he 

reproduced this sequence suggests he was not using his full M-capacity.  

Overall, this indicates that either the actions from one time step to the next happened 

simultaneously or that he had each step experientially bound reducing the M-capacity needed. 

For example, it could be that he performed the first time step to get W2 and then drops W1 from 

his mental attention and reset to focus on the transformation to W3. This is similar to earlier 

when he re-unitized after each step to focus on transforming the result of his previous actions 

(square to rectangle), only this time he maintained the constructed unit as a composite unit to 

operate with rather than re-unitize. Daniel’s operated on a composite unit that was the result of 

previous actions aligns with my assessment of Daniel being at least UC stage 2.  

 Although this exchange provided insight into the units coordination structures Daniel 

utilized to capture how the shape changed, he did not appear to connect back to the original 

question of how he was determining the shape was increasing in bigger and bigger amounts. 

From his first response to this question, he appeared to be using his early comparison of the 

change in unit measure multiplied by three (Figure 4.41). However, when asked to explain how 

he is making that visual comparison, and he employed the same unit of measure interpretation of 

the animation. Daniel lost track of the original goal of the task. Thus, it is possible that when 

constructing amounts of change through a common unit of measure in this situation, Daniel re-

interpreted the goal of the task or used enough WM to not be able to employ further actions to 

answer the question or simply lost track of the question after using too much WM.  
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 Alternatively, it could be that he evoked a condensed version of his IM3S rather than his 

full decomposition in which he attends to the number of units added in each step (Figure 4.43, 

Figure 4.44b). It is unclear why in this case, he did not evoke his amounts of change scheme for 

units added to answer this question when he previously determined that two and six, unit squares 

were added between two successive steps. It could be that he did not have enough WM to re-

construct the amounts of change between steps when he interpreted the change as his simplified 

multiplication-by-three scheme because that would require him to operate on the results of the 

multiplication and compare the constructed amounts of change.  

This is a strategy that he employed in previous tasks. For example, from previous tasks, 

Daniel constructed amounts of change through a difference between different measurements 

associated with time steps. Thus, he would need to take his constructed square (W1), rectangle 

(W2), and square (W3) and operate with them in pairs to determine amounts of change between 

each time step before operating with those results to do a magnitude comparison.  

 I did not immediately ask him a follow-up question about how his 1-3-9 response 

connected to the bigger and bigger amounts question. Instead, I asked how he would check his 

whether 1-3-9 was correct. His response was to measure the area of the unit square then compute 

on paper what he thought the next square would be and then check that by measuring the next 

square. This measure and check strategy is consistent with his previous inclination to want to use 

measuring tools to confirm his conjectures as well as to generate what he calls “equations”. For 

example, he said:  

You can stop the diagram find the area of the tiny square then you could start it up 

again wait until it gets to them to like a bigger square and then you can fit in how 

many there are in there, and see if the equation makes sense. 
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 From this response, we see Daniel’s continued association between the size of the shape 

and time passing. Throughout this interview, Daniel uses language that suggests he has 

associated an implicit measure of time with each step of the animation. However, he does not 

seem to treat time as experiential time rather than measured when determining the size of the 

square at a given time. However, Daniel did attend to the direction of change and amounts of 

change of the size of the shape with time as an implicit variable. Thus I infer that Daniel engages 

in MA1-MA3 in terms of covariational reasoning.  

 After this short exchange, I returned to the original question about the shape getting 

larger in bigger and bigger amounts by asking Daniel how he would check that claim. Here is his 

response:  

Daniel: [places hand on chin and thinks for 3 seconds] Oh, you could, so the same 

little square, you can do that same equation, but if you started on another square 

so like the second square that's created after does the first two steps, um, it could, 

you could like do the same measurement and you definitely get larger or you get 

the same proportion but it would like bigger numbers. So there's actually two 

ways, you could say bigger and bigger amounts in this, but the way I said it was 

like it's getting like the numbers that are that are changing the same amounts are 

getting bigger so technically it's not getting bigger and bigger amounts. 

Interviewer: And can you say a little bit more about these other there's like a 

second way. What do you think about for that second way? 

Daniel: So, so I said there's two ways one way it's like, basically, it, the square is 

like multiplying itself in the same amounts so it's like doing like by three but the 

square that's getting multiplied is bigger so you could say that's bigger and bigger 
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amounts, because the square that's getting multiply it's bigger. But the thing that 

you're multiplying isn't, like the multiple or like the three isn't getting any bigger 

so technically it's not. 

 Daniel focused on the transformation from square to square and forwent the transition 

step of the rectangle. He implements his equation strategy again but applied it twice instead of 

just once. He imagined taking the second square and going to the third square and doing a 

comparison of the two transformations. It is unclear if in his comparison of the two steps, Daniel 

maintained the second square as a composite unit of nine being multiplied or if he re-unitized 

and again compared differences in units of measure with gross comparisons. 

However, from his reference to proportion again, I infer he likely re-unitized and did not 

maintain the composite unit in the next iteration of growth to the third square. It is possible that 

he did imagine the next square composed of the unit square but that maintaining the numerical 

relations (IM3S) was beyond his WM or computations less route. Alternatively, the transition to 

focusing on square to square and forgoing the rectangle did change the multiplication from times 

three to times nine, and this could have also caused a small perturbation that Daniel reverted to 

gross unit comparison.  

Daniel then introduced two different interpretations of the amounts of change of the 

shape as both bigger and bigger amounts and constant amounts of change. Similar to Task A, 

Daniel decomposes his IM3S to shift focus between the constant multiplier and the number being 

multiplied. He interprets a constant amount of change through the constant multiplier of three but 

also understands that the result of each iteration of his multiplication-by-three produces a larger 

number that is then multiplied by three again, anticipating acting on a result of an operation. This 

increase in resulting values leads to his interpretation of bigger and bigger amounts of change.  
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In this second interpretation based on his comment about the numbers getting bigger, 

Daniel might maintain the common unit of measure throughout each multiplication. However, 

his later comment about the size of the square being multiplied by three is bigger is ambiguous if 

the “size” of the square is a gross quantity or measured in terms of the unit square. I believe that 

Daniel might have done a gross comparison between the size of the squares but that there is an 

implicit unit of measure of a unit square but he is not maintaining the exact numerical relations 

he previously generated.  

In fact, there is some conflation of units through his explanation when categorizing the 

change from square to square as multiplication-by-three rather than by nine. I believe he 

reassimilated a step in the animation as square-to-square by maintaining his multiplication-by-

three transformation. This could be an attempt for Daniel to reduce the cognitive load of the task 

by now comparing the size of the same shape rather than different shapes.   

Regardless, Daniel does show more evidence of engaging in MA3 by doing at least a 

gross comparison of the size of the squares being multiplied to determine the amounts of change 

are changing. Thus, we again see that Daniel is attending to the direction of change of the 

amounts of change and so engaging in MA2 with amounts of change as a measurable quantity (at 

least gross quantity).  

 Question 3. Next, I ask Daniel how the amount of new area changed as time passed. At 

first, he was not sure how to interpret the quantity “new area” and did a couple of false starts 

repeating “new area” before he assimilated new area as the “factor of how many squares there 

were before.” He proceeded to construct two different completed squares of the animation to 

explain his meaning for the factor and that the factor was getting bigger in the following 

exchange:  
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Interviewer: Okay, the next question is as time passes, how is the amount of new 

area changing? 

Daniel: The amount of new area is probably…Okay…Basically, the square is 

[trying to play the animation. Okay, umm, new area is… okay basically the new 

area is like a, is a factor, yeah factor, of how many squares there were before, so 

basically it's like you do that multiplication problem. You can do it like, um, 

[hand on chin looking up] You can do that three times three thing. And then, like I 

said it's like one times three times three and then you have nine, So you do that 

twice, but that you're basically multiplying the nine by like another nine later in 

this thing. Because the same unit is, is definitely with the first unit is still the 

small but then in the end you're gonna have like this big of square. 

Interviewer: Okay. So okay so you're saying that like you would have your one 

square and then you can get to your nine square, and then you’re 

saying…[interrupted] 

Daniel: And then exam next time the square’s big enough so basically your 

multiplying that nine by three and then another three so basically multiply nine 

times nine so, then you get 81. And then you'd be multiplying 81 times nine. So 

it’d be getting bigger and bigger. 

 Daniel reassimilated the animation once again as transitioning from one square to the 

next but encapsulated the previous 1-3-9 relation as a single transformation from 1 to 9 running 

through the 1-3-9 every time. In his description, he started recalling “the three times three thing” 

before restarting to give the full 1-3-9 relation. This suggests that he anticipated the full 

transformation from square to square with the intermediate step without needing to run through it 
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to make the rectangle. This confirms my hypothesis that Daniel had at least a daisy-chained 

structure found in the UTG in Figure 4.44a. This is encapsulated as a single transition from 

square to square by multiplication of nine. This is reflected in the revised UTG in Figure 4.46 

below. 

 

 Immediately following his generation of nine from the 1*3*3, Daniel said he would do 

that operation twice to generate 9*9. Based on his comment about the second nine coming from 

“later in the thing” suggests he was imagining performing a second square to square 

transformation of 1*3*3 to get nine but maintained the 1 was a unit of nine rather than a re-

unitized 1. It seemed like Daniel had an embedded IM3S within his IM9S. That is, Daniel 

imagined iterating multiplication by nine to get from square to square in the animation but could 

Figure 4.46  

Accommodation to 1*3*3 Scheme to Generate 1*9 Scheme for Square-to-Square Transformation; (top) 

quantity context included, (Bottom) quantity context free 
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decompose each multiplication by nine down to his double iteration of multiplication-by-three 

(1*3*3) and interpret this as a square to rectangle to square transformation.  

Figure 4.47 

Iteration of Multiplication by Nine Scheme 

 
 

 Figure 4.37 gives a UTG for how Daniel sequences his unit structures to generate his 

IM9S. It starts with implementing his double IM3S to get from the first square to the second 

square. He then imagined implementing that scheme again on the next square, however, he 

maintained the 1-9 relationship on the second iteration of the multiplication by nine scheme. This 

is represented by the lighter blue 1-9 box. It is important to note that the 1 in the composite unit 

is representing a whole not a unit of measure. Thus, it could have been labeled W2 or S2 for 

Square2. It could also be possible that for each unit, Daniel retained the assigned shape in the 

animation and there are actually two-levels attached to each unit in his 1-3-9 scheme. 

For simplicity’s sake and space of the UTG, I left off these interpretations of quantities 

attached. It does raise an unanswered question of how much mental attention it costs to maintain 

the quantity assigned to the measure in each step of the animation. That is, how much WM does 
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it cost Daniel to maintain that he is going from a square to a square rather than just thinking 

abstractly about going from the number 1 to the number 9. I do not have enough evidence to 

make a claim about the WM cost associated with contextualizing the quantities at this time. 

However, I can say that Daniel did maintain a 1-9 relation for his constructed first square to 

further operate on again by his double IM3S that represents a new IM9S. And the proposed 

daisy-chained model would be a WM of 7 which is just outside Daniel’s WM capacity.  

Immediately following his conclusion of a second iteration of his 1-3-9 relation would 

lead to nine times nine, Daniel tried to connect back to how the square is overall changed by 

focusing on the common unit of measure. It is a little unclear about what “big square” Daniel 

refers, but I infer it is the second constructed square that would be 81 units. I also believe he is 

trying to do a magnitude comparison between the unit square and the result of his nine times nine 

square, however, he seemed to lose track of the units and instead did a gross quantity 

comparison. This would fit with Daniel slightly exceeding his WM to construct the nine times 

nine square through a double iteration of his double IM3S.  

 However, when asked a clarifying question about his process of getting from one square 

to the next by multiplying by nine, Daniel easily reproduced his previous result with the added 

calculation of 81 and another iteration of multiplication by nine. This suggests that either once he 

did the initial construction of multiplication by nine, Daniel encapsulated that into a three-level 

structure that could be iterated or he just focused on utilizing an IM9S without maintaining the 

1*3*3 relation. Either way, it is clear from Daniel’s increasing iteration of multiplying by nine, 

that he anticipated the pattern continuing, thus, giving credibility to the claim that he had at least 

internalized an IM9S, if not internalized it.  
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 It was unclear, however, what the “it” in his last statement, “It’s getting bigger and 

bigger” refers to. It could have been the squares or it could have been referring back to the 

amounts of change in previous questions. To see whether it was the quantity “new area” like the 

question posed, I asked him how he was keeping track of the new area in the process that he 

described. He pauses several seconds before stating that he doesn’t understand what I mean by 

“new area” and asks, “New area, as in like how much is being added on?” I confirm that is what 

I meant by the new area to which Daniel responds:  

Um, I’m kind of just estimating how much, so I wasn't really keeping track of it. 

If I wanted to, I’d probably see how many squares like it's, it's adding on in 

proportion to how much was already there so like you have like the square here 

and um there's another one, there's like a, it adds on like two right here, so you 

could say it's adding on like 18 more units right here, and then during that like six 

more times up here for the second step of it. 

 His first response about estimating is interesting since he was confidently working with 

the values in his previous answer. This could be because he is still unsure about what quantity I 

am asking about and so expressed doubt in how the values he generated connect to “new area”. 

Daniel indicated that he was not thinking about the amount of area added on throughout his 

process above, suggesting that he was not implementing his previously used partitioned unit of 

1-2 for his multiplication-by-three scheme or thinking about the iteration of two units. This fits 

with the actions within the evoked scheme in being multiplication rather than iteration in the 

previous two UTGs (e.g. Figure 4.46 & Figure 4.47).  

 Daniel shifted to using his addition interpretation of multiplication-by-three to determine 

a way to find the amount of new area added on. He again returned to proportional language to 
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maintain his fixed ratio of 1-3 between steps, reverting back to including the rectangle steps in 

his process. This time, however, Daniel did not start with the unit square but with the 

intermediate 9-square to explain how to find the new area added. This supports that Daniel 

assimilated or at least internalized the 9-square as a composite unit to operate with and that he 

had interiorized his partitioned-iteration multiplication-by-three scheme. Daniel interiorized 

going from square to rectangle constituted a 1-3 multiplicative relationship that also represented 

adding one, two iterations of the unit being multiplied by three. While this is not the first time 

that Daniel iterated a composite unit to multiply by three to get the amount of change (Figure 

4.43 and Figure 4.44b), it was the first time he did it with a later stage of the animation. Figure 

4.48 captures the application of his multiplication-by-three scheme through addition of two 

iterations on his composite unit of nine to produce 18.  

Figure 4.48 

Application of Additive Multiplication on 1-9 Composite Unit Square to Generate Next Rectangle and 

Measure Amount of New Area Added. 
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 Based on the ease at which Daniel generated the 18 and that there would be six more new 

units of 18 added onto the rectangle to get the next square, provides strong evidence supporting 

the proposed UTG in Figure 4.44b for Daniel having two separate amounts of change structures 

for each substage of the animation. That is, he interiorized that multiplication of one to three 

adds on two iterations of a square to the right to generate the rectangle and the next 

multiplication-by-three adds on six units of the square through two iterations of the rectangle. 

Instead of the square being a unit measure of one, Daniel operated on his composite unit 9- 

square. This aligns with his UC stage 2 assessment.  

 I asked a further clarification question about where the +2 and +6 are coming from in 

Daniel’s explanation. He confirmed that the +2 was from adding two more when going from 

square to rectangle in the first step and that the +6 from iterating his composite unit 3-rectangle 

just constructed. This again supports Daniel had an amount of change scheme for a double 

iteration of his IM3S, at least within the context of this task.  

 The last follow-up question that I asked was how Daniel might check his answer. Like in 

previous checking your answer questions, Daniel proposed taking actual measurements of the 

area and comparing a predicted outcome using his multiplication conjectures:  

Well, you could find the area again, you can measure the perimeter and height and 

multiply that and then you could do that from the rectangle. And then if that 

rectangle equals three times as much you know, probably, I would infer that… 

that's what’s happening.  

His example was with multiplying the rectangle by three. However, he did not connect 

his imagined measured area, which he measured by multiplying height and perimeter, with his 

+6 idea. Instead he multiplicated by three. Daniel also expresses doubt about how this area 
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multiplication would result in confirming his previous conjecture based and never explicitly 

connected to the addition of six idea. This could be a WM capacity limitation if he was 

constructing the area measurement from two imagined measures in activity and then performing 

the multiplication-by-three scheme exhausted his M-capacity. 

 Question 4. Next, I ask Daniel how the rate of the area changed as time passed. He took 

several seconds to think before stating, “Well, since you know that it's basically adding on eight 

every time” and continuing by assigning a measure to time passing as  “every step equals one 

second”. He used this time measure to say, “for every second it’s multiplying itself by three.” 

This interpretation of rate as multiplication is consistent with some of his previous tasks 

including Task A. It is interesting that Daniel starts with a +8 every time before changing to his  

multiplication-by-three interpretation. The +8 version does suggest he flexibly went from his 

double IM3S as multiplication by nine and interprets that multiplication as the addition of 8 more 

or a portioned 9.  

The +8 is also consistent with Daniel’s assimilation of the animation as segmented into 

stages for square to square as a completed stage and each stage consists of two steps of 

multiplication-by-three. Since the +8 interpretation was several questions back, I asked Daniel 

where that value came from. He justified his answer by running through the square to square 

transformation, gesturing sweeps in the different directions with each multiplication-by-three. 

After he generated the next square, he reinterpreted that result in terms of his original measuring 

unit of the first square. He used language such as “in total” when referring to his +8 at both the 

beginning and end of this explanation. This gives further evidence the next square was the end 

goal of each transformation and his +8 is a combination of two intermediate steps of 

multiplication-by-three.  
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This is one of the first times in this task Daniel explicitly assigned a measure to time 

passing. Consistent with his previous quantification of time, he assigned a unit of measure to 

each step duration. After assigning the measure of a second, he changed his language from every 

time or every step to every second. This shift could be due to the fact that I asked for a rate and it 

is a learned attribute that rates contain time. It could also be that once he assigned the unit of 

measure, he re-assimilated the steps in the animations as seconds pass without any additional 

cognitive load for attending to measured time passing. Because he did not give any evidence in 

this short exchange to accumulate his measured time passing, i.e. enumerates the steps of the 

animation, I infer that Daniel was more likely just labeling a unit of measure for time rather than 

considering it as a varying quantity on which the other quantities depended on beyond implicit 

experiential time passing.  

 Question 5. I then asked Daniel how the area changed for equal amounts of time 

changing. He started by stating an increment of 2 seconds passing before changing to describing 

per second change as multiplication-by-three in the following exchange:  

Daniel: Okay, so, say two seconds passed here, um it would probably it will be 

multiplying it itself by three for every one second there so, basically it's adding on 

eight in total because one times three is three and then three times three is nine so 

that one turned into nine which is, which is eight more than one it's basically 

every two seconds you're adding on eight of the same unit and then that will you 

get after that it's getting you're getting eight more of that. [gesturing] 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're thinking like so you're thinking of every sort of 

every time the animation changes you're counting that as a second, and then it 

takes two seconds to get from one square to the next square. 
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Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: Probably longer than two seconds, but I'm just saying that as a like a you 

know, an estimate. 

 Daniel’s response to this question confirmed that he thought about square to square 

transformation occurring as a completed goal and was comprised of two steps. Further, Daniel’s 

classification of the +8 unit squares as the total change confirmed that the new square is the end 

result of his double IM3S. He had encapsulated that two iterations of his multiplication-by-three 

scheme results in adding eight of the same unit. However, he also had a time value associated 

with each change such that each multiplication-by-three actions is paired with a one-second 

increase. Figure 4.49 below shows the encapsulation of his double IM3S and concurrent 

partitioned/A8 nine result in an association between time steps and performing an action. Daniel 

pairs a value with his multiplication-by-three action and knows that iterating that twice results in 

a change of adding eight units for every two seconds.  

Figure 4.49  

Encapsulation of Double IM3S and Partitioned/Adding 8 into Iterated CMO 
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This was also the first time that Daniel gave evidence of attending to the accumulation of 

time by generating an iterated time value of two seconds. He still had a recursive structure for the 

animation where every two seconds the time count reset, but his two-second value showed that 

he thought about time accumulating or increasing as the animation plays beyond simply 

experiential time passing.  

Thus, I infer that Daniel had a CMO comprised of a time value and size of the shape. 

Even though Daniel assigned a measure of one second per step and two seconds per completed 

chunk, his last comment indicates that he knew that his values were just examples of possible 

values. However, the 1-2 relation seems to be a fixed relation for Daniel that he could imagine 

iterating his measured unit of time twice to get to the next square in the animation. This suggests 

that time was a quantitative unknown for Daniel, at least within the context of this relationship. It 

could also be that Daniel utilized his interiorized iterative addition scheme and didn’t need to 

evoke the full scheme to anticipate the result of iterating a non-unit value twice resulting in two 

of that value.   

The time component for Daniel appeared to be a composite unit of two where a 

completed time chunk was from square to square and comprised of two steps. But time was also 
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an increasing quantity because he imagined various iterations of that fixed time chunk. Despite 

time being an increasing quantity, the recursive pattern of Daniel’s assimilation of the animation 

appeared to limit him from tracking the overall accumulation of time.  

 Question 6. Lastly, before allowing Daniel to write and draw, I asked him to come up 

with an expression that related time passing and the area of the shape.  

Daniel: Okay, so you could do one times three, or wait actually not because, not 

one because the units changing it's going from like, like the second time it's like 

nine of the same unit so you can do 𝑥 times three equals… um	𝑥 plus no. How 

would you, how would you say multiplied by three times two like. Okay, you can 

do 𝑥 times three times two equals what you want, I think. Because, yeah I think 

that's right. An then you’d do that over and over again. You do that same thing 

over and over again, to find that like how much it's changing by. So you apply it 

to the, okay you say your question 

Interviewer: I was just going to ask what your 𝑥 is representing?  

Daniel: Oh the 𝑥 is representing the unit that you start out with like the square for 

every two steps. The times two represents how many, like the two steps that pass. 

Interviewer: Okay, so your 𝑥 is just your square and that happens every like two 

times steps? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so if you multiply that by three and then that by two, that 

gives us the next, the next time step? 

Daniel: It gives you the next like larger square. So basically goes from rectangle 

to square, rectangle to square. So I'm saying to get to the next square you do that.  
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 He confidently started with his multiplication-by-three scheme before having a 

perturbation that the unit of measure changed between steps in the multiplication process. It is 

unclear if the perturbation came from imagining re-unitizing the rectangle to get the square after 

he uttered the first multiplication-by-three or from jumping to thinking about applying 

multiplication-by-three to the completed 9-square he mentioned right after. Either way, he 

clearly had a perturbation about re-unitizing the next square while also maintaining the 

composite relation with the original unit of measure square.  

 He tries again to generate an expression with multiplication-by-three before trying with 

addition. He finally articulates that he is trying to represent applying his multiplication-by-three 

twice. This is consistent with Daniel encapsulating his IM3S to a double IM3S to get from one to 

nine for the square to square transformation. It is likely his utterance of 𝑥 plus is an attempt for 

him to reconcile this perturbation with his +8 interpretation of his double IM3S.  

 After saying out loud that he wanted to multiple by three, 2 times, he generated the 

expression 𝑥 ∗ 3 ∗ 2 which he applied continuously to get from square to square. In the series of 

follow-up questions, Daniel clarified the “times 2” represented the two seconds passing and the 𝑥 

the area of the square at each step. It is a little unclear whether when Daniel imagined recursively 

applying the formula re-unitizing the resulting square from the previous step into the 𝑥 in the 

next step, he maintained the composite relation from the previous result or completely re-

unitizing it to be a one.  

 Figure 4.50 shows a possible UTG for Daniel’s construction of the expression starting 

with applying his double IM3S to his composite unit 𝑥 in the first step, then had a perturbation 

when he re-unitizing the resulting 9-square into the next 𝑥, this perturbation is represented by the 

red shape and re-unitization action (RU). He then did some type of reflection on his double IM3S 
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by attending to the time step component. This is represented with the green 1+ for associating a 

one-second change for each multiplication-by-three. I believe he then shifted focus to the 

iteration of the multiplication-by-three to produce the unit of two seconds and reorganize his 

double IM3S as multiplying that operation by two. The change to green indicates that he shifted 

his mental attention to the focus on a single double iteration (blue) previously held in mind and 

resetting his M-capacity.  

Figure 4.50 

Re-unitization Perturbation and Accommodation to Expression UTG 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary of Task E 

In this task, as the others so far, Daniel exhibited evidence of MA1-MA3. However, he 

generated more complex relations for how the area was changing through use of his units 

coordinating structures and numeric relations. In particular, he developed an IM3S that he was 

able to use to construct a double IM3S for square-to-square transformation and use an IM9S. 

This was an extension from his previous use of the IM3S in Task A.  
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In Daniel’s initial generation of his multiplication-by-three, he attended to each step and 

assigned a directional sweep to each shape. He then collapsed the rectangle step into an 

intermediate step and focused from square-to-square. This focus on completed steps for 

categorizing the change is consistent with his previous work on tasks and not unsurprising 

because this was again a discrete task.  

New however was Daniel’s combining two steps into a single transformation going from 

square-to-square without the intermediate step. He first categorized the change as multiplication-

by-three using single steps in the animation before reassimilating the animation to the key points 

as square-to-square. It was still recursive and chunky reasoning but showed a higher level of 

sophistication with this joining of two steps into a single step. 

In some of Daniel’s uses of the double IM3S, he maintained a common unit of measure 

while other times he did not. However, when he did maintain the common unit, he did not use it 

to compare amounts of change. Instead, he would make a gross comparison between size of his 

constructed squares to show how the amounts of change increased. He loosely connected this to 

his multiplication scheme and how he knew repeated multiplication by the same value resulted in 

larger changes because the result of the previous multiplication was a larger unit for the next 

constant multiplication. This reversion from back to gross quantity when comparing the amounts 

of change possibly stems for limited WM after constructing the multiple iterations of the 

animation or a gap between Daniel’s arithmetic schemes and a developing amounts of change 

scheme with measured quantities.  

In the times when Daniel did used measured quantities for amounts of change, he did so 

in two ways. The first was making use of his partitioned unit (1, 2) for categorizing 
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multiplication-by-three. The other was when he collapsed his double IM3S anticipating the result 

as 9 more units and therefore knew he would at eight.  

Daniel’s equation confirmed he assimilated the square-to-square as the desired goal that 

contained a multi-step process. This showed he encapsulated or at least experientially bound his 

double IM3S. It also showed how introducing time as a measured quantity and not just 

experientially marking change caused a perturbation for him. Daniel was unsure where the time 

value would be represented in his equation and assigned it to the ∗ 2 in his 𝑥 ∗ 3 ∗ 2 expression.  

Task F 

Task F was designed to have time as a continuous independent variable and the area of 

the triangle as the intensive dependent continuous variable. Figure 4.51 shows three different 

time points of the animation. This task is the first in which the main shape is decreasing. It also 

ends when the triangle has completely collapsed to a single point. The triangle side lengths 

decrease at a linear rate so that the proportions of the triangle stay the same and the area changes 

at a quadratic rate.  

Figure 4.51  

Several Time Points in Task F 
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Part 1  

Question 1. In the first question, I asked Daniel about identifying quantities, he gave the 

following answer: 

Okay, how big the triangle is, how much smaller it is getting every second. And 

how much time is passing. Umm…How long are each of the lines so like the 

perimeter and then what's the area of the triangle. 

Unsurprisingly, Daniel started his list of quantities with the ambiguous “how big” the 

shape is, a triangle in this case. His next quantity, categorizing the direction of change of the 

shape, was also not surprising based on his responses in previous tasks; however, the fact that he 

used his per-second interpretation of change for this continuous animation is interesting. In the 

previous continuous plant growing task, Task D, Daniel did not initially generate a change per 

time quantity and even explicitly stated that he couldn’t measure the plant without stopping it 

since it was always moving. This suggests a shift in Daniel’s assimilation of quantities changing 

and that he anticipated generating these types of relations or at least the types of questions I 

asked about how the animation is changing with respect to time.  

 Daniel gave evidence that perimeter was a composite unit comprised of the measures of 

the side lengths of the shape. In this case, his perimeter scheme is likely a 1-3 composite unit for 

the three different side lengths where he can decompose the three into the individual side lengths 

to assign measures that he would then add together. Daniel stated that the area of the triangle was 

also a quantity to think about, but only after introducing the perimeter. This is similar to Task C, 

where Daniel made connections between the perimeter and the size of the black square. From 

this, I infer Daniel had a connection between measuring perimeter and measuring area. It is 

unclear exactly what the connection is, but I believe it likely stems from his area measure 
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scheme consisting of utilizing known formulas that rely on measuring side lengths or one-

dimensional components of a shape to perform the prescribed multiplication formula.  

 From this initial response, we see evidence that Daniel assimilated a MO between the 

size of the triangle and time (MA1). The size of the triangle appears to be both a gross quantity 

and was comprised of sub-components like perimeter and area. However, I think when he said 

“how big” he was likely thinking about the area as a gross quantity rather than maintaining 

perimeter and area as separate but changing together quantities encompassed as one “how big” 

quantity.  

 With his MO of time and size of the triangle, Daniel attended to the direction of change 

(MA2) and gave slight evidence of anticipating finding a rate or amount of change with his “how 

much smaller it is getting every second” comment. Thus, Daniel anticipated engaging in MA3 

between time and size of the triangle. This was interesting since in the previous continuously 

changing task, Daniel did not immediately anticipate that type of quantity. His possible 

connection between perimeter and area might also be another MO that Daniel is operating with. 

However, beyond constructing the MO it is unclear whether he was attending to the direction of 

change for both jointly or whether they were independent of one another, so I can only attribute 

MA1 for thinking covariationally about those two quantities together.  

 Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel what quantities changed in the animation. He only 

responded with, “the size of it and how much time is passing.” This response supports the claim 

that he is using “size” or “how big” to encompass the triangle as a whole object. I asked him 

more specifically if any of these subparts of the triangle are also changing to which he said, “Ah 

well all three of the lines of the perimeter are getting shorter so like the height and then the 

length are getting shorter.” This supports the earlier claim that perimeter is a 1-3 composite unit 
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and gives evidence that Daniel is attending to two-dimensions of the triangle (height and length) 

as separate quantities.  

Then I asked Daniel the follow-up question of how he was tracking those quantities. He 

replied that he just visually estimated. This is consistent with him treating them as gross 

quantities and not assigning measures to anything yet beyond gross magnitudes. I then 

specifically asked about how he tracked time changing to see how he might measure time. He 

was unsure at first before saying, “I guess if you had a stopwatch, you could show that over time 

it’s getting smaller.” This statement further shows that Daniel could imagine assigning 

increasing values to time given a measuring tool and time increasing was intrinsically connected 

to the triangle changing. Thus, giving stronger evidence of a CMO with time and size of the 

triangle and MA2 with that CMO.  

 Question 3. I then asked Daniel whether the changing quantities were changing in the 

same way. He took a moment to watch the animation again before responding that he thought 

they were “around the same way.” I follow-up by asking how he was thinking about them 

changing in the same way. He answered saying, “Over time it's not getting like faster, it's just 

staying at the same amount the whole time.” Thus, Daniel thought about the rate at which the 

triangle changes as remaining constant. However, it is unclear which part exactly of the triangle 

he is attending to since I didn’t ask what the “it” meant in his statement, but I believe he was 

thinking about the triangle as a whole changing at a constant rate. Further, it is unclear what 

“amount” he means when he says “staying at the same amount.” It could be that he is thinking 

about amounts of change for a change in time like in previous tasks or it could be that he is 

enacting some constant rate of change scheme and the change factor stayed the same.  
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 Regardless of the exact quantities, structures, or schemes Daniel utilized, he at least did a 

gross comparison between quantities he associated with speed and concluded the rate or speed 

was not increasing. This is reminiscent of his work in Task D P1Q3 when he identified the 

plant’s height was increasing at a faster and faster rate. Thus, Daniel had some recognition 

template for a constant rate of change and increasing rate of change in terms of visual 

comparison of change. I conjecture that the underlying structures involve amounts of change 

comparisons for equal time changes based on his previous work with comparing amounts of 

change, constant rate of change, and the difference between constant additive and multiplicative 

change.  

 Question 4. I did not immediately follow up to ask him to clarify his previous answer. 

Instead, I asked him a short series of questions about the direction of change of the quantities, 

whether they were increasing or decreasing and how he knew they were decreasing once he 

classified all as decreasing. He quickly identified all but time as decreasing but struggled to 

articulate how he knew everything else decreased. He finally stated he used a visual estimation 

saying, “I just looked at and said it's getting smaller over time in the same amounts. I kind of just 

guessed or estimated.” I probed further by asking what visually he used to make his estimations. 

He clarified he watched that the back vertical line (height) of the triangle get smaller.  

 Daniel used the back line of the triangle as a marker and possibly a proxy for how the 

triangle changed. It was not clear whether he attended to both the length decreasing and 

horizontal displacement of the back line of the triangle to serve as a way to track both 

dimensional changes of the triangle. It could be that he only attended to one of those two changes 

when he mentioned he tracked “how fast the back like’s moving.” Either way, he addended to 
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the rate or speed at which the back line, subsequently the triangle, changed. At this point, I 

probed more into how he came to the conclusion that the triangle changed at a constant rate.  

Interviewer: And how are you determining that it's changing at the same speed? 

Daniel: um… I would say that if. It would, it would be changing like, it would be 

getting either faster or slower. And it would be like it would be noticeable, 

because how steady this line is moving. The lines are moving too steadily it's very 

easy to like look at it and say it's not getting any faster, you can stop it and look at 

the spots and show that it’s getting umm, it’s just staying the same.  

Interviewer: Okay, when you say so, if you were to stop it in multiple spots. What 

would you be keeping track of to show that it would is going at a steady rate, how 

would that help you? 

Daniel: um well, you can mark multiple points as in like stop animation, mark a 

point, stop the animation mark a point. And then, well stop it at like every second 

because that's like a measurable amount of time. And you could stop it at any 

point in and measure how much like, like how many units of measurement past 

there so like centimeters, millimeters. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that you would want to like stop it every 

second and then make a measurement? [Daniel nods head in confirmation] And 

what would you be measuring? 

Daniel: Ah how much, how like much smaller it’s getting every second.  

Interviewer: Okay, so you be looking at how much smaller, it is at each of those 

times you stopped it? 

Daniel: Yeah.  
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Interviewer: And if it was changing at a constant rate like you think, what would 

you expect me to be true about those measurements? 

Daniel: Um…Well, they wouldn't, they’d be the same because it's constant. So 

they did, they have consistency of being the same. 

 Similarly, in previous tasks when talking about speed, Daniel determined the type or rate 

(constant, faster, slower) by comparing with a constant rate. He confidently stated that the lines 

moved steadily and did not move faster or slower. He then introduced the idea of stopping the 

animation and some result of that stopping would indicate “staying the same.” In this response, 

he was unsure of what exactly he would be measuring after stopping the animation but knew that 

the result of whatever he measured should be the same.  

With further prompting, Daniel went through in more detail how he would utilize this 

stop and mark strategy. It is important to note that he anticipated making several measurements 

to use in a comparison and specified he would have a fixed unit of time passing for his 

measurements. This gives evidence that Daniel likely attended to the need for a fixed time 

interval in order to do a comparison for amounts of change. That is, he was engaging in MA4 by 

anticipating comparing the amount of change of at least one of the lines between different equal 

changes in time.  

The fact that Daniel introduced possible measure references of lengths, centimeters, and 

millimeters, supports the hypothesis that Daniel used lengths and not area for measuring the 

triangle. Furthermore, his comment that his measure would be “how much smaller it’s getting” 

suggests he likely measured the distance between two marked spots. I hypothesize that the 

marked spot would be the top of one or more of the lines. This would mean that Daniel 

anticipated the amount of change between the length of two successive time points as a measured 
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quantity and did not need to construct it in activity as the difference between the two lengths. He 

assimilated the amount of change per time change as an unknown but measurable quantity.  

This is consistent with his amount of change unit from Task D where he had associated 

with a one-second increase, some amount of change in the height of the plant (CMO, (1+, c+)). 

Different from his amount of change scheme for Task D however, here the change is a constant 

rate. Daniel’s confident ending remark, “they’d be the same because it’s constant,” gives strong 

evidence that Daniel had an existing conception of constant rate of change being an equal change 

in measure for an equal amount of unit time passing.  

Figure 4.52 

Two Possible Stop and Measure Schemes for Constant Rate Comparison 

a) b) 

 

 

 

It is important to note that this is the first task in which the main quantities of focus 

decreased. The fact that Daniel did not have any trouble with constructing an amount of change 
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rate with a decreasing amount shows that his assimilatory structure for the amount of change for 

an equal change in time was not dependent on the direction of change of the quantity. That is, his 

CMO likely has the general form of (1+, c±). It is unclear at this time whether the time 

component can also be generalized to think about decreasing time changes or whether this 

structure holds for non-unit time changes.  

Thus far, I only have evidence that this constant rate scheme consists of measuring 

extensive quantity (lengths) and, for this task, with unit changes in time (one second). More 

evidence is needed to determine whether Daniel assimilates intensive quantities as having a 

constant rate of change with equal but non-unit amounts of time, and whether he assimilates a 

constant rate of change with two quantities where neither is time (i.e,. two lengths). The last 

situation will be explored more in later tasks where Daniel is asked to relate two non-time 

quantities together for equal changes in one.   

Question 5. The last question I asked in this first part of the interview was whether any 

quantities stayed the same. Daniel paused to watch the animation for a couple of seconds before 

deciding that the only quantity that stayed the same was the amount in which the triangle got 

smaller. He phrased it as such that I believe he was referring to the amount of change CMO (1+, 

c-) he constructed or evoked in the previous question about the constant rate of change.  

Part 2  

Question 1. For Part 2 of the interview, I asked Daniel to focus specifically on the area of 

the triangle as time passed. The first question was just a general one to describe how the area 

changed as time passed. He started his response by stating he forgot the formula for the area, but 

with encouragement to discuss the change it generate, he responded as follows:  
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Okay, um basically you can look at the top line, or the top point here [points to 

top vertex of triangle], you could look at the distance from this point [points to 

fixed vertex in bottom left corner] to this point [goes back to top corner] over 

time. And you could also look at the distance from like you know this one [top 

corner] to this one [bottom right], you could show that um, they’re obviously 

getting smaller, and that would decrease the area. 

 Based on the fact Daniel went through describing how each side length separately 

decreased, it is unlikely that he coordinated those measurements as happening simultaneously. 

Thus, it is likely the connection he made between the decreasing side lengths indicating 

decreasing area was not a simultaneous coordination but rather tracking one, then the other. He 

still clearly had a coordination between side length and area that attended to the direction of 

change (MA2).  

 His description of each line of the triangle decreasing gives insight into his measurement 

scheme for length. His gesturing and verbalization indicated that he imagined measuring the 

lengths of the sides as a sweep along each line individually. Based on previous answers, it is 

likely he would use a ruler tool to get the exact measurement with an associated unit of measure 

(i.e., centimeters or millimeters).  

 Question 2. Next, I asked how the area of the triangle decreased as time passed. He 

started to answer before stating that he didn’t have any exact measurements. Then after a couple 

of false starts, concluded “it's just getting smaller in the same amount of time.” Thus, Daniel 

engaged in at least MA2 with time and area, but his comment about the same amount of time 

suggests MA3 and even possibly MA4 as well. It is likely he was thinking of his previous work 
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with decreasing, constant rate as being a fixed decrease in the triangle (unclear if side length or 

area) for uniform increases in time, possibly implementing a (1, c-) structure.  

Daniel confirmed that he was in fact thinking about the triangle as decreasing at a 

constant rate in a direct follow-up question of how he would measure to check his hypothesis. 

His initial reaction was to use the formula for the area but moved to a pause and measure 

strategy. 

Daniel: Well, if I had the formula to find the area of the triangle, which I forgot 

because we went over that last year. Umm I would probably just apply that in 

multiple different parts. Like pause it in one like pause it when it's in the base 

form and then pause it when it’s in the middle or pause it when it's like three 

fourths of the way through pause it when it’s one fourth of the way through  

and see if there's all are changing in the same amounts.  

Interviewer: Okay, since we don't have the formula, is there any way that you 

could use the shape itself to try and figure that out? 

Daniel: Well yeah but you wouldn't really get really trustable information from it, 

you could just, you don't have a formula. You could kind of just like, you can see 

it if it um, I guess you could just see how long the lines are on each side and that 

would probably get you close to the area. I mean isn't a formula for the area of a 

triangle like this formula for square and then you cut it in half? 

Interviewer: That might be, am I can tell you, yes or no. Okay, so you're not sure 

like without the formula you're not sure exactly how we could figure out if the 

area is changing at a constant rate? 

Daniel: Yeah. 
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 We see Daniel employ his stop and measure scheme for equal time passing (Figure 4.52). 

This time, however, he specified equal time measures in relation to the length of the animation 

rather than taking measurements at general unspecified time points in the animation. It is unclear 

why instead of assigning arbitrarily fixed time chunks (e.g., one second changes), like in most 

previous tasks, Daniel partitioned the animation time into fourths. This is not the first time 

Daniel partitioned the time length of the animation, see Task C P2Q3 and Task D P1Q4. It is not 

clear whether he did equal partitions because he knew he needed equal time changes to 

determine whether the rate of change was changing or whether he picked equal partitions for 

another reason. However, based on his previous work in P1Q3, assigning an equal time measure 

for his change in time because it was “a measurable amount” suggests some attention to the need 

for equal time chunks.  

Figure 4.53 

Possible Application of Stop and Measure Scheme with Accommodation or Sub-Scheme of Assigning 

Measures of Time 
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 The partitioning of time into equal parts was done for the purpose of checking if his 

conjecture of constant rate of change was correct by checking if for those equal amounts of time 

changing the area decreased in the same amounts. This is consistent with Daniel’s previous 

construction of a unit rate CMO (t+, c±) as a fixed change in time with an amount of change unit 

for another quantity from the task. For example, in Task D, P2Q1, Daniel constructed different 

amounts of change for unit time changes CMO (1, c+) to explain that the plant’s height was 

increasing at a faster rate. In Task C, Daniel generated a CMO of (1, 4+) to categorize that the 

number of orange squares was increasing by a fixed amount of four units for every one second, 

or step in the animation.  

 In this task, Daniel implements his CMO amount of change unit (1, c-) with the 

understanding that the amount of change unit is fixed since the area is changed at a constant rate. 

He assigned a sample measure to his amount of change in his example but in articulating it was 

just a sample unit, Daniel gave further evidence of a generalized unit rate structure (1, c-). The 

fact Daniel operated on his (1,1-) unit with his two-second example adds more evidence to his 

previous work with the amount of change rate units (1, c+) is indeed an interiorized unit structure 

for Daniel to operate with.   

 Daniel’s reliance on the area formula showed he anticipated getting a measure for the 

area through the result of using a formula and then operating with that result. Although Daniel 

does not say exactly what he would do with his area measurements, from previous tasks, I infer 

that he would do a magnitude comparison to see that successive measurements are smaller.  

When asked if he could use the animation and not the formula, Daniel again indicated 

that this method would not produce “trustworthy” results. This is like previous tasks when he 

expressed doubt about results without a ruler or when he was estimating without taking actual 
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measurements. The use of side length as a proxy for the area was also something that Daniel has 

previously used. In Task B, Daniel used the side length of the square to talk about how the area 

changed.  

 For the classification of his covariational reasoning, Daniel’s response to these questions 

gives evidence of engaging in MA1-MA4. He easily identified the area of the triangle as 

decreasing as time went on (MA2). He also attended to the amount of change with his analysis of 

constant rate of change meaning equal amounts of the area taken away. Further, his introduction 

of equal time passing (partitioning the animation length) suggests engagement of MA4.  

 Question 3. I then asked Daniel how the amount of area taken away changed as time 

passed. He responded it was not changing because it was taking away the same amount. This was 

a similar response to his earlier answers about constant rate of change so I did not follow up with 

any other questions.  

Question 4. The next question was to determine how the area changed for equal amounts 

of time passing. As usual, Daniel used one-second change for his equal amounts of time passing. 

He assigned a unit area decrease of one square centimeter for the first second of the animation 

passing. After making this statement, Daniel clarified the measurements he assigned were for 

“just trying to portray with like just random units.” This statement is consistent with him giving 

estimates without a measuring tool and he had a more generalized scheme for measuring that he 

is exemplifying with generated concrete values and units. His correct choice of an area unit 

indicates that although he sometimes uses length as a proxy for the area, he was thinking about 

measuring area here.  

After this statement, Daniel tried to describe the change for two seconds. Initially, he 

said, “then it would decrease in like that amount times two.” However, he has a small 
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perturbation about his statement and went on to clarify that the two seconds he was refereeing to 

is if you played the animation from the beginning for two seconds that change would be two 

times the amount then if you played it for his previous one second change.  

From Daniel’s clarification about his two-second change, I believe he had a conflation 

between increasing two seconds of time from his initial one-second passing and two seconds 

passing from the beginning of the animation. His clarification would indicate he was not thinking 

about applying his amount of change unit (1, 1-) twice more from the result of his first unit 

change but rather applying it twice from the start of the animation.  

If Daniel was operating on his initial triangle area with his amount of change unit (1, 1-) 

(Figure 4.54a) as one, two-level structure acting on another, then it is likely that his application 

for a two-second change would come from iterating that entire structure twice, once for each 

second passing. Alternatively, Daniel could be thinking about applying his amount of change 

unit more piecewise than simultaneous. He could have imagined one second passing and that the 

resulted in a decrease of 1 square unit of area. Then his application of his (1, 1-) CMO to get a 

two-second change would come from first iterating his time unit to get two and then coordinating 

two iterations of his change unit to coincide with the connected time change (Figure 4.54).  
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Figure 4.54  

Possible Applications of Amount of Change Unit 

a) b) 

 
 

Regardless of how exactly he is operating with his (1+, c-) structure, Daniel’s immediate 

response of a two-second change resulting in multiplicatively twice the change as one second 

suggests Daniel operated with his (1+, c-) relation as having equal change relations. That is he 

knew that an increase in time and an equal increase in his change unit (c-) was needed. This 

gives evidence that in this context the quantity amount of change in area was a measured 

quantity that Daniel could operate with. In terms of his covariational reasoning, this gives strong 

evidence of engaging in MA3 and MA2. Further, the use of increment change in time, the 

independent variable, gives evidence of MA4.  

 In a follow-up I asked Daniel how he might use the animation to come up with the units 

that he generated in his explanation. He asked if I wanted him to draw. I responded by telling 

him to try talking through what he would do if he could draw. He then said that he would see 

how long the two sides were before interrupting his own thought to ask if he could use the 

formula now. I told him he couldn’t use the formula. Note his comment about “both sides” 

suggests he likely remembered the area formula for a triangle and wanted to make the side 
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measurements to use the formula. Similar to previous times I asked him to use the animation to 

check his conjectures, Daniel said he didn’t know how to do it besides getting a “really bad 

estimate.” I ask him how he could get a really bad estimate to which he replies:  

Daniel: Okay, so, you could, you could look at it like, you could look at it, when 

it's like a really tiny triangle and then look at it, when it's like a like a medium 

triangle and then try to fit in all those triangles into it. It might work if you, like, 

like took the measurements of it. Like if you, if you like, fit them all in, in ways 

that they all fit in to that like big triangle, you can see how many like little tiny 

triangles will fit in there and then you can measure how many little triangles and 

then yeah it could be a little triangle, as your brand new unit. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying you'd want to pick, get it when it's small and 

that's like our, that triangles are unit of measure. 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, and then you'd see, you'd move it to another time step and then 

see how many of the small triangles fit into the new triangle? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

 Daniel struggled at first to articulate his thinking of his strategy for finding a measure 

from the animation directly. He finally settled on generating a new unit of measure for area from 

a time point in the animation when the triangle was small. He would then use that new unit of 

measure to exhaust a different time point in the animation when the triangle was larger to get a 

measure for the area of the triangle. His fill-in method of measuring is represented in Figure 

4.55below. The dashed box is a recognition template for taking a measure where Daniel has a 
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unit of measure 1 and some unknown area measure? and he measures that unknown by iterating 

his 1unit to fill the shape. The number of iterations n is unknown until he counts his iteration.  

Figure 4.55 

Iterative Measurement Scheme with New Generated Triangle Unit 

 

Daniel repeated himself several times in his explanation, suggesting he was constructing 

this unit of measure in activity rather than anticipating using an unknown unit of area measure on 

the triangle. Based on work in previous tasks (Task C and Task E), it is likely Daniel had a 

measurement scheme for measuring area given a unit of area measure but constructing a new 

unit of measure was a new situation for him to apply this scheme.  

Daniel’s struggle with using a constructed unit of measure for the area compared to when 

working with unknown lengths suggests when working with the figurative material or thinking 

about spatial geometric shape, Daniel was thinking about the area as a gross quantity and was 

harder than using lengths (extensive quantities). It also suggests that when Daniel is thinking 

about the amounts of change and using his amount of change unit (1+, c-), he likely was 

operating with the area as a measured value and not thinking of the geometric representation.  

Therefore, I posit that depending on the situation, Daniel assimilated the area as a gross 

quantity or at least an extensive quantity (Piaget’s definition). For example, when he was 

operating with his amount of change unit (1+, c-), Daniel operated on the area as an unknown 

measured value rather than gross quantity. That is, he imagined assigning some numerical value 
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to the area of a triangle and operating with that numerical value. This is in contrast to when he 

worked directly with the geometric figure and Daniel did not assimilate it as a directly 

measurable quantity but needed to construct a unit of measure in activity. Although Daniel 

appeared to initial assimilate area as a gross quantity, the relative ease at which he generated and 

operated with a unit of measure for area suggests he had area as more than a gross quantity, but 

until this point, he had not evoked a direct measuring unit for it to become an extensive or 

intensive quantity.  

In quick follow-up question, I checked how Daniel utilized his constructed unit of area. 

The second question about going to a different time step was to see if Daniel was able to 

anticipate using his unit on multiple triangles without needing to reconstruct the unit of measure.  

Note Daniel did not answer the original question regarding how he could find the 

amounts of change units. I believe this was likely a WM limitation that he lost track of the 

original quantities he was trying to measure when he had to construct a new unit and assimilate it 

into his measurement scheme. Thus, I then asked him whether that strategy would help him 

answer the original question about how the area was changing for equal amounts of time 

changing.   

Daniel: Umm…You could fit in multiple little or you could you try to fit in 

triangles in different spots and then count how many triangles would fit in in 

those different spot. Do some subtraction to find out difference between the two. 

Interviewer: Okay, and if it was changing at sort of a constant rate that we think 

what would you expect to be true about those different measurements? 

Daniel: Um…[pauses to think] Well they'd all be the same. I think, because if you 

subtracted a big number from the small number, you’d probably get the same 
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number than if you subtracted a medium number to a slightly larger medium 

number. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: Saying that they were all like the triangles’ measurements.  

Daniel again implemented a stop and measure strategy but this time specified using his 

new unit. His description started with going through the action of filling in the triangle being 

measured before counting to see how many unit triangles would fit to get the actual numeric 

value of the measurement. I believe that this distinction between filling the triangle and counting 

the number of triangles instead of having a single measure action gives evidence that Daniel still 

needed some figurative support for using his constructed unit or imagining measuring the 

physical triangle. Alternatively, he was overexplaining his thinking since he knew what I ask him 

to explain his answers.  

Either way, Daniel clearly anticipated the area of the triangle as a numeric measure 

without first specifying an explicit unit of measure for the area and working with anticipated 

numerical values. However, when he maintained a focus on the geometric shape, he ran through 

the mental activity of using his geometric unit of measure and then transforming that into a 

numerical measure rather than immediately anticipating the use of his geometric unit resulting in 

a numeric measure. It could also be his extra description was a consequence of Daniel 

anticipating me asking to explain his reasoning and he added extra detail that was not necessary 

for his generation of an answer to the question. Daniel’s implementation of a subtraction 

problem on multiple area measurements to answer the amounts of change question gives further 

evidence that once translated into a numerical value, Daniel anticipated using that measurement.  
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My follow-up question asking him to reflect on his conjecture about constant rate of 

change and the results of his subtraction problems also gives evidence that Daniel was thinking 

about the amounts of change as an unknown numeric value rather than in terms of the geometric 

representation of area as an amount of change. Thus, from a numeric standpoint, Daniel has an 

assimilatory structure for the result of a subtraction problem being a new unit that could be 

operated with but gave no evidence for anticipation for the geometric representation.  

This is consistent with my hypothesis that Daniel anticipated getting a numeric value for 

the measurement of the area of the triangle and operating with that unknown measurement when 

thinking about amounts of change as a measurable quantity. Further, his use of a subtraction 

problem for the amount of change is consistent with previous work on tasks (Task A, P2Q8; 

Task C, P2Q3; Task D, P2Q3, P2Q5) suggests an underlying operation for his amounts of 

change CMO and magnitude comparison operation is a difference operation for measured 

quantities.  

Figure 4.56 

Modification to Measurement Scheme to Specify MC is Subtraction Operation  
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In terms of his covariational reasoning, Daniel used his arithmetic structures to classify a 

rate of change in terms of amounts of change. In particular, Daniel used amounts of change in 

this task and others (Task C and Task D) to classify a rate as constant or non-constant, where 

non-constant meant faster or slower. Thus, we gain insight into the underlying units and unit 

transformations for MA3 and MA4. For example, Daniel identified the rate of change of area as 

being constant (MA3) but supported that claim by his applying his stop and measure scheme 

followed but a subtraction comparison scheme to determine if the amounts of change (the result 

of the subtraction problem) were equal.  

Figure 4.57 

Determining Constant Rate of Change Through Amount of Change Comparison 

 
 

 Question 5. Lastly, before allowing Daniel to draw, I asked him to come up with an 

equation or expression relating time and area. He quickly said he didn’t think that it could be 

done for “any given time” because there would be spots in the animation “where the triangles 

don't fit in exactly and then they probably cut out you wouldn't get the exact measurement that 

you wanted.” I asked the clarifying question to understand if it would work for any time to which 

he responded:  
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No it would work for multi, it would work for some but you'd have to get the 

exact perfect time for it to work. So if you paused it when it was like one fourth as 

big as it was when it first started, and then you measure it, how many, how many, 

which would be like four triangles in there. It wouldn't work if you tried to fit in 

four triangles into three-fifths how big it was. 

To clarify that I understood his thinking, I checked that he was saying that if he used the 

unit triangle he constructed, he would only be able to measure for specific time points because 

we could not use fractions of triangles. Daniel confirmed that was what he was thinking.  

 From this response, we gain further insight into the use of Daniel’s geometric area 

measuring unit. For example, Daniel was using it as a discrete whole number measure. Based on 

his fractional language, I believe that Daniel could have fractions as a measure but was note was 

not evoked in this instance, his triangle area measuring unit was not a fractional measure for him. 

Rather his measure of the triangle in the animation had a part-whole relation between the unit of 

measure triangle and the triangle being measured. Thus, the iterative measuring scheme UTG in 

Figure 4.55 should be modified for at least this application of it with a unitizing action paired 

with the partitioning rather than iterating since this was used previously by researchers using 

UTGs to show part-whole use of fractions (Norton et. al., in press) 

 When Daniel gave a numerical example to explain his thinking, he appeared to have 

some conflation between his measuring unit and the original triangle in the animation. I believe 

that Daniel used a template for stop and measure where he knows he can have two measurements 

for the area at two different time points and imposes a measure on each of those unknown 

measurements, W1 and W2. This is represented with the two CMO (t, w) and then assigning of 

measure with the (W1, 4) and (W2, 1) with the connection that the 1 measure of W2 is one 
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disembedded unit from the 4. Alternatively, Daniel went through constructing W2 by partitioning 

the whole one into four and disembedded one of those four pieces. Either representation (Figure 

4.58) uses six units and actions which is right at Daniel’s working memory capacity. Thus when 

the moves to measure his new triangle (W2) he is out of working memory space, leading to a 

conflation of units.  

 

 

Figure 4.58 

Generation of One-Fourth Example of Triangle Before Measuring Second Whole 

a) b) 

 
 

I believe when Daniel went to implement his measurement scheme, instead of re-

unitizing or disembedding his W2 to measure separate from his established 1-4 relation, he either 

conflates which triangle he is measuring or conflated his unit of measure. Since his original goal 

was to show that only certain time steps could be measured with his constructed unit of measure, 

I believe he lost track of his unit and instead used the unit measure from his 1-4 relation. His last 
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comment about this strategy would not work to fit in four triangles to three-fifths of “how big” 

supports that Daniel conflated measuring units. He was imagining one-fourth of the starting 

triangle as his measure of unit rather than a new whole to be measured with his unknown 

constructed area unit.  

From Daniel's work on this question, I infer he has a three-level assimilatory structure for 

part-whole relations (W, 4, 1). Here the W is the whole, the 4 is the number of parts in the whole, 

and the 1 is the measuring unit for the 4 pieces (Figure 4.59). I believe that Daniel has a 

generalized part-whole structure (W, n, 1) and that he used this to construct his unknown area 

unit of measure. His work on this problem and earlier when he constructed his measuring unit, 

shows he was thinking about the measuring unit as some unknown relation to a whole. Overall, 

this gives possible evidence Daniel was constructing quantitative unknowns in activity.  

Figure 4.59 

Proposed 3-Level Structure for Daniel's 1-4 Part-Whole Relation 

 
 

To prompt Daniel to think about an algebraic expression, I asked him what an expression 

between time and area might look like given his imposed restrictions on only certain time steps 

working. He thought for a bit and restated the two quantities under question muttering, “relating 
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time with the area,” before suggesting the use of a table. After another short pause, Daniel 

introduced the concept of direct and inverse relations that he recently learned in his math class.  

We just learned about direct and inverse functions in math so, um y equals 

something x is like a direct and then versus k over y, k over x equals y. Yeah okay 

so I think if something equaled the time, times…  

 

At this point, Daniel went to interact with the iPad but realized that it was locked, and he needed 

to start a new screen recording. After doing so, Daniel started again: 

Okay, so, the timing I think if you multiplied how much time had passed by how 

many, I guess you couldn’t really use the triangle unit for this1. So how much 

time passed times how, how big the triangle’s but we don't really know that2. So, 

like how much time has passed, it would be like, if this was like the equation, 

time past equals five so you could do like the area which is like y equals the time 

past times3, um … The time passed times how big it is when it starts I think4. So 

like if you found one measurement here, you could say how much time passed 

there and find out how much the change was in area.  

In this exchange, Daniel introduced learned types of function relations of direct and 

inverse, tried to apply his direct function conception with time and area, concluded that his 

triangle unit of measure would not work, and shifted to describing the amount of change in the 

area.  
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 Daniel spontaneously produces two learned algebraic expressions for different types of 

functions: direct (𝑦 = 𝑘𝑥) and inverse =𝑦 = 𝑘 𝑥> ?. He did not explain the difference between the 

two structures or why when he later went used the direct function for his relation between time 

and area. Based on his previous work with algebraic expressions and the variables he used, I 

infer that x and y represent the standard use of independent and dependent variables. Daniel used 

the terms “times something” when first talking about direct variation and then used the standard 

notation k for inverse. From this, I infer that the “something” is the same as his k in inverse 

relation.  

 

Figure 4.60 

Possible Recognition Template for Direct Function 

 
 

Figure 4.60 gives a possible UTG for his recognition template for direct variation. Based 

on his equation and later attempts to use the equation, Daniel had a structure for multiplying two 

quantities together (x and k) and that produces a third quantity y. This is a very basic 

interpretation of his direction variable, and I am not sure if there is more complexity to each unit 

as variables or unknowns or if there is a directionality to his multiplication. However, this UTG 

at least assumes he anticipated the result of multiplying two values together to get a third value, 

which Daniel has demonstrated throughout all interviews.  
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It is unclear from his first statements about these relations if Daniel is thinking about the 

k as a variable or constant or parameter. However, right before cutting off to deal with the screen 

recording, Daniel says, “if something equals time” implying that he might assimilate time as k in 

his direct function template structure and was a varying quantity. Figure 4.61 below shows his 

assimilated time structure as the k component of the equation recognition template. The different 

colored blue arrow from the t unit to the k unit is representing the assimilate action.  

 

 

Figure 4.61 

Time Assimilated into Direct Function Equation Template  

 

 

 Note when Daniel started back up on the problem, he maintained time assimilated as one 

of the two multipliers in his direct equation. He introduced the area as the second component but 

had an immediate perturbation about using his triangle unit of measure within his direct function 

template. Figure 4.62 represents Daniel’s attempt to assimilate the area of the triangle and 

subsequent perturbation. The (a, 1) composite unit represents the area of a triangle measured 

with his unit triangle. The red arrow is for the assimilation but instead of being blue like when he 
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assimilated time, I used red to represent the perturbation. The unit triangle is also outlined in red 

to indicate that his perturbation came from a reflection on his unit of measure.  

Figure 4.62 

Attempted Assimilation of Area Measured by Unit Triangle and Accompanying Perturbation 

 
 

Daniel did not specify why his triangle unit would not work in this case. I posit that when 

he used his triangle as unit of measure, he utilized a dependency relation between first going to a 

time in the animation and then carrying out a measurement scheme but he assimilated his direct 

function template for x and k to be known or measured quantities. Therefore, the use of his unit 

triangle would not fit into his recognition template for either of those objects since it is the result 

of a scheme rather than a known.  

It is likely that Daniel dropped thinking about the geometric measure of area and reverted 

to treating it as an unknown arithmetic unit to be measured. This likely caused him to switch area 

to being his dependent variable of y. At this point, he also generated a sample numeric value for 

time passing. I believe this was an attempt to ground his thinking with a figurative example 

rather than working completely in the abstract. He got as far as saying that y would be equal to 

times multiplied by and then paused again at what he would be multiplying time by to get area.  
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I don’t know what he was reflecting on during that pause but it caused him to shift his 

thinking again and introduced the idea of taking measurements at known time points. He 

generated a CMO between a time value and a known measurement of the large triangle. After he 

did this, he switched to using his measurement scheme at multiple time points to generate an 

amount of change. I believe that the construction of the first CMO between time and area led to 

evoking a recognition template for the amount of change scheme that he has been developing 

and using throughout this task (Figure 4.56). He reinterpreted his multiplication structure as an 

amount of change comparison and his end result y is now the unit c.  

Figure 4.63 shows a full progression of Daniel’s work on this problem with the red parts 

representing what objects or actions Daniel had perturbations with and the dashed boxes 

representing the steps that he modified with green numbers to help track the different steps. The 

green numbers also correspond to the superscripts in the quote above from which this UTG was 

generated. 

Note the last dashed box is a different color blue. This is to represent that this box is a 

new scheme, his amount of change scheme, rather than a step that is being modified. Also, note 

that his amount of change scheme has some modifications from earlier ones. Instead of a 

squiggly line between time to represent experiential time passing, Daniel articulates he would 

measure the difference between the two, time values within his CMO. I also returned to the MC 

operation between the two areas rather than his subtraction because he did not give evidence of 

attending to the operation between these two measures only that he would get a result, c, that 

would represent the change in the area.  
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Figure 4.63 

Full Progression for Daniel's Generation of an Equation Starting with Direct Function Ending 

at Amount of Change. 

 

 

 I asked Daniel to walk through his explanation again so I could better understand what 

his end conclusion was. Here is that exchange:   

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying, can you walk me through that one more 

time?  
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Daniel: Okay, if you wanted to find the change in area like at any given spot using 

the expression, you could find that by just multiplying the number, like how big 

how, big the triangle is and then multiplying it, how much, by how many seconds 

past because it changes at the same amount every second so you could easily use. 

You know, apply that expression at like pretty much any point. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying like if we know how much area, we have, and 

then we know how much times passing you can use our like constant rate to 

figure out what the new area would be at that new time step. 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, and you said that we could do that with multiplying? 

Daniel: Ah, Yes. 

Interviewer: Okay, and what do you think are we multiplying to get the new 

smaller area. 

Daniel: How much time has passed and how big the triangle is like at that given 

spot that you're trying to measure it. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

 We see that Daniel reassimilated his direct equation and relation between time and area 

by using time and area to find the change in the area. He still struggled a little with how time and 

measured area multiply together to give the change in the area but he reconciled this by using the 

fact the triangle is changing at a constant rate of change. It is unclear how he utilized the constant 

rate of change within his expression. This is also represented below in a UTG (Figure 4.64). It is 

possible he used that time changes as a constant rate as a proxy for his constant rate of change.  
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Figure 4.64 

Reassimilation of Direct Function with Amount of Change Scheme 

 

  

Summary of Task F 

In this task, Daniel again showed evidence of engaging in MA1-MA4 in discussing how 

the area changed as time passed. Whereas in previous tasks, Daniel showed possible evidence of 

MA4, this task gave clearer evidence of attending to amounts of change in area (or length as 

proxy) for equal amounts of time passing. In P2Q2, Daniel partitioned the time length of the 

interval into four equal pieces when describing how he would check his conjecture of the triangle 

decreasing in equal amounts. Thus, we see partitioning an important component of the MA4 for 

Daniel.  

Although most of the time Daniel appeared to be using length as a proxy measuring area, 

when pushed to use the animation to answer some questions, Daniel generated an area measuring 

unit. He constructed this first by making use of one of the triangles at a time later in the 

animation when it was smaller. After he had his imagined measuring unit and started to make 
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measurements with it, he restricted the use of the measuring tool as a part-whole relation with the 

measuring triangle and the triangle being measured. He reconstructed the measuring unit not 

from a random point in the animation but re-interpreted it as a part of a larger triangle he was 

trying to measure.  

In other tasks that used lengths, Daniel seemed more comfortable with having a fractional 

measure than when he used area. This suggests that even when Daniel measured area through 

enumeration of an area measuring unit, thus treated it like an extensive quantity (Schwartz, 

1988), it was different from when he measured an extensive quantity length. Thus, even though 

Daniel was treating area like an extensive quantity, it was different than a true extensive quantity 

length. Suggesting they are cognitively different for Daniel.  

As mentioned above, Daniel used partitioning to help him measure time within the 

animation. He also used partitioning in his discussion of amounts of change in the area when he 

introduced “per second” language. Since this task was continuous in nature, his “per second” 

language gives insight into Daniel imagining change happening in chunks even when presented 

with a continuously changing shape. This type of partitioning is likely a different mental 

operation than the earlier partitioning and likely more attentional bounding for perceptual time 

than partitioning the length of the animation. However, it could be a precursor to the latter 

partitioning that associated time as a measured quantity rather than a perceptual one.  

Similarly, in Daniel’s work with his equation, we again see him struggle with translating 

time into a measured quantity and quantitative unknown. This suggests there is a cognitive 

difference between imagining two quantities covarying with one of those as time and generating 

an algebraic expression representing that imagined covariation. His generation of an amount of 

change equation does however seem to support that Daniel engaged in MA3 or having amounts 
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of change schemes available. It shows that amount of change is a measurable quantity for Daniel 

and possibly a quantitative unknown.  

Task G  

 Task G was the first task in which time was an implicit variable. Students were asked to 

think about two discrete extensive quantities: the number of orange squares and the number of 

white/green squares. Figure 4.65 shows three different time points of the animation, from left to 

right, showing the start figure of the animation followed by the first step and then the last 

completed step. This task was designed to be similar to Task C in order to compare students’ 

work when time is an implicit variable versus an explicit variable, with discrete extensive 

quantities. No slider was included in the first stages of the interview before the student was 

allowed to draw.  

Figure 4.65 

Start, First Step, and Last Step of Task G  

         

Part 1.  

Question 1. As always, the first question Daniel answered was to identify measurable 

quantities. He first stated, “how many squares there are” before amending it to how many 

squares there are “on different steps of it.” Thus, we see Daniel has a relation between the 
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number of squares and temporal changes (steps in the animation) and evidence of MA1 with 

number of squares and steps in the animation.  

Next Daniel identified the perimeter of the large fixed square saying, “And then there's 

like on the, it outlines the whole shape that's getting bigger with brown lines, so you can say 

what the perimeter of that is.” Here Daniel not only identifies another quantity, perimeter of the 

large square, he also identified the direction of change of the smaller square (MA2). Immediately 

after giving the perimeter, Daniel stated the amount of squares would be the area as well.  

Overall, Daniel’s response of first giving a quantity that represents “how big” the main 

shape is before talking about perimeter is similar to most of his previous first task questions. This 

time however, Daniel’s “how big” quantity was not a gross quantity but had a unit of measure, 

the small squares. In a follow-up question where I asked Daniel what square’s he was thinking 

about in his answers, he specified he was thinking about how many little squares and not 

differentiating between the colors (orange and green). Daniel’s use of the little squares as a unit 

of area is not surprising as it is similar to his response to Task C, P1Q1 when he imagined 

measuring the area of the inside white square with the small orange square and his generation of 

a unit triangle to measure area in Task F, P2Q4.  

In a pair of follow-up questions, I asked Daniel how he would measure the perimeter of 

the black square and the area of the changing shape. After a short pause to the first question 

about perimeter, he responded, “Oh, you could count how many squares there were since you've 

given, like it's like a unit pretty much. I don’t know if it’s an exact measurement.” Daniel 

immediately gave an answer to the area question by stating counting all the squares would equal 

the area. This confirms Daniel was thinking about the small square as a unit of measure. Based 

on Daniel often expressing doubt in measurements without a measuring tool, like a ruler and 
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imposing known measures like centimeters, I infer that his comment about “exact measurement” 

here refers to him not being sure if the small box was a standard unit of measure. However, 

Daniel clearly used it as a unit of measure for both perimeter and area. This is consistent with his 

use of the small square in Task C as both a measure of length and area. Daniel did not appear to 

have any dissonance with using the number of squares (counting) to measure to dimensionally 

different quantities (length and area).   

 Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel what quantities changed in the animation. From the 

quantities Daniel mentioned in the first question, he only identifies the first two as changing: 

amount of squares and area of the changing square. However, Daniel also introduced four new 

quantities: amount of squares differentiated by color (orange and green), perimeter of the 

changing square, time, and the difference between the area of black box and the changing box. 

The last quantity is similar to ones in other tasks when Daniel identified the space between the 

total animation box and the change in shape as a decreasing quantity.  

 Next, Daniel answered how he was keeping track of how quantities changed. He only 

gave a visual answer saying “just visually looking at it and saying it’s getting bigger.” As the 

only object that is visually increasing is the square made of small squares, I infer that the “it” in 

Daniel’s statement is that square. His statement gives evidence of MA2 since he identified 

direction of change. 

 Question 3. To probe further into his MA2 engagement and see if he was attending to the 

discrete nature of the quantities changing, I asked Daniel how the quantities were changing. He 

responds quickly that they are getting bigger and then pauses before concluding “definitely 

bigger amounts.” I then ask him what he meant but bigger amounts to which he responded:  
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Like on the first step, like the first time it gets bigger it's only getting bigger on 

each side like wait…Actually, no I think it's just getting bigger in the same 

amounts it looks like it's getting bigger and bigger amounts but it’s getting bigger 

in the same amounts. 

Lastly, I confirmed he was talking about the number of little squares. 

 Daniel did not discuss how any of the other quantities changed, only the number of 

squares. However, within his response, Daniel did briefly mention the sides of the square as a 

sub-quantity within his square. In fact, it was when he focused on how each side changed that 

Daniel had a perturbation about his claim that the number of squares changed in bigger amounts. 

He changed his claim to the number of squares changing by the same amounts.  

I believe Daniel’s initial claim about the number of squares getting bigger in bigger 

amounts stems from a gross visual comparison of the shape as a whole. That is, he intuitively 

knew the area of the square increased in larger amounts each step. However, when he went to 

quantify his claim, Daniel focused on how each side of the square was changing and likely 

realized each is only going up by one (+1) changing amounts of change from larger to same 

amounts. This would be congruent with his previous work on Task C with describing that both 

the perimeter and number of orange squares was increasing by a fixed amount of one per side of 

the large square.  

Daniel’s spontaneous generation of a claim about the intensity of change or how the 

amounts of change changed is consistent with his previous engagement in MA3 in most tasks. It 

is also unsurprising he volunteered this observation without a prompt since he is asked in every 

task about amounts of change. It shows he might be anticipating the questions I ask but also 
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shows evidence he had likely developed some mental schemes or processes for checking 

amounts of change.  

Question4. Next, I asked if there were any quantities that stayed the same. Daniel 

identified that the size of the small squares is staying the same. This is consistent with Daniel 

identifying the small squares as a unit of measure. He then states that nothing else stayed the 

same before deciding the black outline box also stayed the same. He did not give more detail 

about any sub-quantities within the black box (e.g., area or perimeter). I did not ask any follow-

up questions to his identification of quantities staying the same.  

Although Daniel mentioned in the previous question that the number of squares was 

getting bigger in the same amount, he did not identify that increase as a quantity that was staying 

the same. This suggests that amount of change at this time for this task for Daniel was 

constructed in activity and was not retained as an assimilatory structure.  

Question 5. Lastly for Part 1, I asked Daniel which quantities increased and which 

decreased. Here is his response: 

Well, what’s decreasing is the amount of space that's not taken over by this 

[pointing to orange/green box], the space that’s getting bigger. The thing that's 

increasing is the amount of space it has, like the area. 

Daniel identified the complementary quantities of the square that is increasing and the 

space left between that square and the black square. He gave the general description of “amount 

of space” before clarifying it as area. He did not mention any of his length quantities, like 

perimeter or explicitly his number of squares quantity. It is likely if asked how he would measure 

the area, he would use his unit square and count as he previously mentioned.  
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 As a follow-up I asked him if the increasing quantities were increasing in the same way, 

to investigate further his MA3 for increasing. Daniel watched the animation for several seconds 

before claiming the increase and decrease was the same. He clarified that “it’s going up and 

down in the same amounts.” I infer Daniel was referring to the quantities discussed in the 

original question. The claim that the two are changing in the same amounts just opposite 

directions shows engagement in MA3. That is, Daniel related the amount of change between two 

different quantities as the same. I did not ask any other follow-up questions but moved to the 

next part of the interview.  

Part 2. 

Question 1. I asked Daniel a pair of questions to start off the second part of the 

interview, focusing on how the number of orange squares and green squares change together. 

The first question was “As the total number of orange squares changes, how is the number of 

green squares changing?” and the second was “And how are they changing in relation to one 

another?” To the first, Daniel replied as follows: 

Um I think that orange squares kind of outline where the green squares are going 

to be. Like they, like they give it like a place where the green squares would go. 

Or at least like on these, these [pointing to top row and right column of the orange 

squares] like ones that are aren't hitting the back of the box. They’re kind of like 

showing where it's going to put in more green squares. 

Daniel focused on spatial relations between the two quantities rather than on 

measurement comparisons of the number of squares of each time. He made a visual connection 

between the orange squares on a previous step indicating the location of the green squares at the 

next step. Since he did not appear to engage in any measure, counting, of either quantity, he 
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likely is thinking about each as gross quantities although, it is likely he could work with them as 

measured quantities based on his previous identification of the unit square as a measure. 

However, he clearly made a connection between the two quantities and thus engaged in MA1.  

 Daniel gave a similar relation to the second question but this time introduced measurable 

quantities connected to the number of orange and green squares. He said:  

um…. I think they're um the orange squares are kind of like the perimeter of the 

whole thing then the green squares are the area. So, you could do like how many 

orange squares on the side times how many on the top and you can see what the 

whole area is. 

Daniel made an association between different measurable aspects of a square, perimeter 

and area, with the different colored squares, orange and green respectively. Further, he gave how 

he would use parts of the perimeter, orange squares, to measure the area, green squares. He gave 

the correct area formula of multiplying the measure of length and width to get the area. Daniel 

indicated the measure of a side of the square is the number of orange squares and multiplying 

those two measures together would give him the area.  

 It is likely Daniel was employing a known formula for area of a square/rectangle of 

length times width to generate this interpretation of area. Daniel did not show any issue with the 

orange outline having extra squares due to the corners or that his perimeter measurements would 

give too large a value for the area represented by the green squares.  

I confirmed with a quick follow-up question that Daniel’s multiplication of the two sides 

of orange squares would give him the number of green squares. He again used the unit squares as 

a measurement of length but did not attend to the difference in dimension when discussing the 

area of the green square measured by the same unit. This conflation of units might be because he 
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was working with discrete units and the number of unit squares can be used to measure both 

length and area. However, he did not see a need to distinguish between when the number of 

squares represents a length or area. This might be why he did not attend to the double counted 

corners for the number of orange squares in a side. 

 Note in Daniel’s response to this second question he did not give a dynamic relation 

between the number of orange squares and greens squares but rather stated a relation that could 

be applied within a step in the animation. So, although he made a relation that involved a 

transformation of units between orange and green squares, it appeared to be independent of time 

and so it is unclear if it was covariational reasoning.  

 Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel a question relating the direction of change between 

each types of square: 

Interviewer: As the number of orange squares increases, how is the number of 

green squares increasing? 

Daniel: [looks off to the side for a few seconds] Okay, the green squares are 

um…[looks at animation again]… I’d say, if like the orange squares increased by 

one, the green squares also would increase by that much but they start out with 

like, they start out with less. 

Interviewer: Okay, when you say that the orange where is increased by one, what 

do you mean by that? 

Daniel: Like they go out by one more.  

Interviewer: Okay, so like the total number of orange squares increases by one? 

Daniel: Yeah. 
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Interviewer: Okay, and so, then, and then you're saying that that means the green, 

How does that tell you how the green squares are changing? 

Daniel: umm like they start, like the green squares start with less, but they're also 

increasing in the same amounts. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that the orange or green squares are also 

increasing by one. 

Daniel: Yeah. 

In this exchange, Daniel generated an amount of change unit for each step of +1 unit 

square for each group of colored squares. Daniel did not specify in his language that his +1 unit 

was associated with a time unit or even step of the animation like in previous tasks.  

Daniel’s categorization of each quantity changing as +1 suggests he was not thinking 

about the total number of each type of square for each type of square but likely only focused on 

the equivalent side length of each respecting quantity. I believe he either had ae nested two-level 

structure or daisy chained structure. Both contain a composite unit with the one representing his 

unit of measure of a single small square and an unknown number of those squares representing 

the measure of amount of squares. Then he either unitized each composite unit with their 

associated color (Figure 4.66a,) or he focused that unitization on one part of the composite unit 

(Figure 4.66b). The color of each type of square is represented by a hexagon in what I call a 

property unit. This is not a unit in the same sense of the numeric units but is there to represent an 

attribute of the shape that is relevant to Daniel’s reasoning and likely taking up some WM 

storage.  
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Figure 4.66  

Amount of Change Models for Singe Side of Shape 

a) b)  

  

After Daniel generated his +1 for each of his different colored quantities, he identified 

that although each increased by the same amount, they started with different amounts. This 

observation was likely from a visual magnitude comparison in which the the 1-8 difference in the 

first step between the green and orange squares is easy to categorize. This response showed 

Daniel engages in MA3 by attending to the amounts of change of the green and orange squares. 

However, there is not clear evidence that Daniel was thinking about the +1 increase of each in 

any dependence relation. Rather, he likely thought of each as changing separately that happen 

simultaneously.   

 It is interesting that Daniel seems to forgo his perimeter-area relation between the orange 

and green squares and focused on the sides when discussing amounts of change. It is not clear if 

Daniel was still thinking about his measurement of +1 for the green as an increase in area or if he 

was just talking about a side increasing. He did however respond in the affirmative that his +1 
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represented how the total number of orange squares was changing. It is likely he observed the 

sides increasing by +1 but did not apply unit of change to each side to generate a +4 unit like he 

did in Task C. I am not sure why he did not attend to all sides collectively, but I posit that his 

lack of attention to each side increase by one is due to the increased cognitive demand on WM to 

coordinate the second quantity of green squares rather than just the orange squares and time.   

 Question 3. Next, I asked Daniel a more direct amount of change question that led to a 

series of follow-up questions. The original equation I asked was, “As the number of orange 

squares increases, does number of white squares increase by like bigger and bigger amounts, 

smaller amounts, or the same amount?” Note, I used the word white squares instead of green in 

the question as an error on my part as the interviewer, but Daniel seemed to assimilate the 

change in property unit without disruption. Here is the first exchange for this question.  

Daniel: The white squares umm, I’d say they are just increasing in the same 

amounts, as in like they're just multiplying them by the same. Like it's err I think 

they're like going out by one [points to right bottom corner with stylus] every time 

so technically it wouldn't be in bigger amounts like they're not going out by like 

two every time. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying the amount it’s going out each time is the 

same? 

Daniel: [Nods head] 

Interviewer: Okay, and how does that relate back to you how the orange squares 

are changing? 

Daniel: They're also doing that. Like they wouldn't, it's just they're just going up 

by one and out by one on each side. 
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Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So it's just like each side's getting one square bigger. So the whole shape 

is getting bigger. The green squares ones, they're both doing that because the 

orange squares do it too. 

Throughout Daniel’s initial response to this question, he was not confident in his answer 

and switched between different justifications for the white squares. He first answered the same 

amounts as “multiplying them by the same” before changing back to describing the change 

directionally per side as change by one (+1). I believe Daniel tried to reconcile his interpretation 

of the white squares representing area and grossly determining visually that area is increasing in 

bigger amounts with his quantification of change per side as a fixed +1 in the previous question.  

 Once Daniel returned to his same amount hypothesis of changing by “going out by one 

every time,” he better articulated different components of how each quantity is changing in terms 

of his +1 unit. Note he introduced the “every time” language in this response compared to the 

last question, giving some evidence he might have thought across time steps rather than within 

time steps. He also specified spatial directional changes of “up” and “out” to support the claim 

that he was previously thinking about individual sides of the square.  

Furthermore, my previous claim that Daniel was thinking about each type of square 

(orange and white/green) changing separately is supported by the fact that he did not attend to 

the orange squares until prompted. However, Daniel did have some type of connection between 

the changes in orange and green squares happening simultaneously since he describes is as 

“they’re both doing that because the orange squares do it too.” It is likely that connection is a 

consequence of visual observations, like in P2Q1, rather than a quantified connection between 

measures of each quantity.  
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  Along with giving supporting evidence that included a time component, Daniel also 

introduces an “each side” component to his amount of change description. I posit that Daniel’s 

introduction of both spatial directions of change, prompted him to include a change per side 

classification of amounts of change where previously he just focused on one spatial direction.  

 To probe a little further into the structure of his quantities and change factors, I ask 

Daniel how he would check his conjecture about changing in the same amounts. Daniel 

references his previous idea from the last task (Task F) that he could stop the animation in 

multiple spots. He paused when he tried to say what he would see or measure in the different 

spots so I prompted him by explicitly asking him what he would do at each of the spots he 

stopped at. 

Daniel: Like you could use multiple, you can do multiply, you can multiply all the 

side, both the sides and see. On both shapes, of course, like on the green squares 

and the orange squares. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so what would you be multiplying? 

Daniel: The sides. So the orange verse I think they’d like, they’d count as like the 

whole shape and then the green squares only count as their own shape. 

 Daniel appeared to shift back to an area interpretation of the quantities for this task and 

used multiplication as a way to determine the area of two different squares, differentiated by 

attending to quantity’s color. His delineation between the green shape and whole shape is the 

first indication that Daniel realized the total orange squares would measure a larger quantity than 

the green squares. This differs from when he used the orange as the perimeter of the green shape 

without attending to the double counting of the corners. Since Daniel was a little unsure about 
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his answer and to help clarify what quantities he was thinking about, I asked Daniel to say a little 

more about the two shapes. Here is his response:  

Daniel: The orange squares is like the whole thing [outlines orange square], but 

they also count as like the perimeter in like a way of measuring. So you could you 

could you multiply the orange squares and you find the area and then you could 

subtract the area minus the perimeter and then you find how many green squares 

there were. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you’re saying like if you multiply the sides with the orange, 

where’s that gives you the total area of that shape, but then, how would you and 

then what would you say what would you subtract to get the white squares again? 

Daniel: So if you wanted to know green or white squares umm. You 

could…Basically, the orange squares are like the only thing keeping you from 

finding area, so you could subtract the perimeter from the area. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you’d subtract the perimeter and that will leave you with 

the green, number of green squares? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

In this exchange, we see Daniel continue to struggle a little to articulate his thinking, 

suggesting he might be constructing some of the quantities and relations in activity rather than 

assimilating this from the beginning. In particular, his subtraction problem is a new strategy for 

finding the area of the green/white total square. He started with saying that you could measure 

each area separately by multiplying the sides of each before introducing his new subtraction 

model. In his statement, “so you could subtract the perimeter from the area,” we see a conflation 

of dimension units between length and area. This is not surprising since he used a count of unit 
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square to measure both. Note, his strategy for finding area was within a time step not between 

them and as such he is not engaging in covariational reasoning.  

Next, I asked Daniel to connect his answer back to the original question about amounts of 

change for the white squares.  

Um I think you could do that, like over and over again for each step and then you 

could see if those like steps were related like if you put them on a table, you could 

find the constant of variation or whatever that’s called I don’t remember, but you 

could like find that using that data and, if you like, if it didn’t work then, then you 

know, like it’s changing in different amounts. 

Daniel recognized that using his subtraction problem would need to implemented at 

different points in the animation to be used to talk about amounts of change. He knew taking the 

measures of area was not enough to be able to say anything about the amounts of change but that 

he would need to look for a relation between the measures. Daniel suggested using a table to 

organize the data and look for relations, particularly some constant of variation. The constant of 

variation is likely a term from class that was found using tables and this problem evoked finding 

that quantity.  

However, he did not recall or go into detail about how he would find the constant of 

variation or use the data to determine the size of the amounts of change. Thus, I asked him how 

he would use the table to make comparisons.  

Daniel: You could, so you could so, so you can guess what this is what this is that 

input, and this is the output, and this is the equation, and you could put in each 

and then you’d see if your equations correct. 
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Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: You test each, you could test each number on the table like input and see 

if that equals the output, every time you use the equation. 

Interviewer: Okay, and if it was changing at the same amount each time, what do 

you think that table might look like, or what would the , yeah what would it look 

like? 

Daniel: I think it would just like numbers increasing not in like the same rate, but 

like I wouldn’t say, like any specific number. So it’s just changing in the same 

rate. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so, if something is changing, at the same rate, what would 

that look like or how would you know that change at the same rate based table? 

Daniel: Well, like on a table it would look like one and then the output would be 

100, and then two the output would be 200 and so on.  

 Daniel struggled to keep track of all the different parts of his table strategy. He introduces 

input, output, and equation language. This is likely tied to his schooling and use of tables for 

equations. He only discussed the use of the table in general terms of input and output with using 

an equation and did not connect it to the quantities in the task. I believe that Daniel is using his 

mental attention to recall his learned work with inputs and outputs and was not able to maintain 

additional information from the task itself. He never situated it in terms of what would be the 

input and the output quantities or what the equation might look like.  

 To see if he could make a connection back to the amounts of change, I asked Daniel what 

the table would look like if the change was equal amounts. I believe his response is connected 

back to the animation. However, he contradicts himself by first saying he doesn’t think that it is 
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increasing by the same rate before ending that same thought, staying it is changing at the same 

rate. I again believe this might be a WM limitation in that he lost track of any of the observed 

change quantities related to the animation when he introduced his input-output strategy. It could 

also be that his two statements of “same rate” were because he was thinking about a different 

quantity for each of those. For example, maybe he switched between thinking about perimeter 

and area when trying to connect back to the animation. This would be consistent with his 

conflation of those two quantities throughout the task. However, I don’t have enough evidence to 

know for sure the reason for Daniel’s contradiction.  

 However, in my second question about changing at the same rate, Daniel generated a 

numeric example that gave more insight into how he was thinking about the parts of his table 

explanation. His structure for the table is to generate coordinated pairs of values. His example 

was for equal change in his input resulted in some change in his output. It is unclear if Daniel 

was thinking about the change from his 100 to 200 as a multiplication by two or addition of 100. 

I did not ask for another set of numbers to check what about his example represented the same 

rate. I posit that the introduction of a numeric example was a way for Daniel to ground his 

thinking in a figurative example instead of working in the abstract. This likely was a way to 

reduce cognitive demand.  

 Question 4. The next question in the sequence asked how the number of green squares 

changes for equal amount of change in the orange squares.  

The number of green squares, I think, well, I think they're kind of, it's kind of like 

they're one step behind [pointing to animation] in a way. Like the green ones, they 

kind of just like, they kind of show where the orange ones used to be. So the 

orange ones start like here and then keep going out, but then the green square 
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show where all the orange ones used to be. So it's kind of like the orange ones 

leave a trail behind it's going out what do that and getting bigger.  

From Daniel’s response, we see he was focused on the spatial relation between the green 

and orange squares and not on measured or imagined measured quantities. His spatial relation 

between the orange and green squares spatial, still gives evidence of a coordination between how 

each quantity changed. However, it is likely his coordination is between gross quantities and 

perceptually based on spatial orientation. This relation seems to show a slight dependence 

relation of the orange changed first then the green change because the orange changed. I would 

classify Daniel as giving evidence of MA1.  

 It is important to note that Daniel did not answer the question directly and showed no 

indication of assimilating equal amounts of change in the orange squares as a quantity. In 

previous parts of the task, Daniel categorized the change of both the orange and green squares as 

a fixed +1 unit per side per time. In the context of this question, Daniel did not appear to evoke 

that amounts of change relation. I am not sure why Daniel did not focus on the equal change part 

of the question and instead answered the question with a spatial argument. I did not ask any 

follow-up questions but instead went to the next question in the protocol.  

 Question 5. The next question I asked Daniel was how the number of new green squares 

changed as the number of orange squares changed. Daniel returned to his observation about the 

sides of the squares going up by one each time to answer that the green squares are going up by 

one each time. He verbally runs through the size of the right most side of the square starting at 2 

and ending at 8 to justify his +1 idea.  

Daniel never mentioned how the orange squares changed. I take this as evidence that he 

was thinking about the green and orange squares separately when he making measurement 
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observations about how each is changing. It is also possible that from his previous observations 

that both the orange and green squares increased by one on each side each time, he did not see a 

need to connect the two quantities since they changed in the same way. In that case, Daniel was 

not thinking about the total number of each type of square but focusing his mental attention on 

just the side lengths.  

 I then asked Daniel explicitly to think about the total number of green squares and how 

the number of new green squares changed: 

Daniel: Um I think then, I think that's um…I don't actually think it is changing. 

Like you could say, as in changing like it's getting bigger by one like that's…The 

number of new ones, that isn't really changing they're just doing the same thing 

over and over again, except the numbers getting bigger. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying it's saying the same, but you also said it's 

getting bigger, can you explain those two things a little bit more? 

Daniel: Well yeah the like the rate is staying the same but it's getting bigger. 

Interviewer: Okay, so the rate is saying the same and when you say it's getting 

bigger what's the it that you're talking about? 

Daniel: The amount of squares or orange squares, if you want to count that too.  

Here again Daniel categorized the change of the green squares as +1. He did seem to 

reconsider his answer giving some evidence of a reflection on the focus of his previous claim to 

possibly consider the total number or whole square rather than the side. However, he came to the 

same conclusion that the number of green squares was increasing by one in the same way. He 

distinguishes between how the rate quantity (+1) and number of green squares change with his 

comments about rate staying the same but “it” is getting bigger (MA2). This gives evidence that 
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Daniel is attending to the amount of change of the green squares (MA3), like really the number 

of green squares in a side rather than total number of green squares. 

 Daniel also made a comment that the “it” that is getting bigger could also be the orange 

squares. This gives support of the hypothesis that Daniel categorizes the orange and green 

squares as changing the same way as +1 per side per time. His language, however, suggests that 

the “per time” component is not salient or maintain as important as he works through this 

question. It is likely that the “per time” is inherent as experiential time and he is not thinking 

about it as a measured quantity compared to when I would explicitly ask him about time as a 

variable in the previous tasks.  

 Lastly, I ask Daniel how we would check his answer in order to identify underlying 

structures that accompany his claim about a change of +1 and provide more clarity of the 

quantities he is thinking about.  

Well um …you can just count it actually. We just count it like you could you 

could do like subtraction problems. You could start it like, you could wait one 

step and then to track that one step and see if that equals one for each unit and 

then yeah I mean that would just it’d show that is changing in the same amounts. 

Daniel seemed a little surprised by his idea that counting would work to check. I think his 

surprise might have come from the simplicity of the method of counting as a way to measure the 

quantities in this task. The last few interviews dealt with continuous quantities and so it might be 

counting and getting exact measure of the quantities was surprising.  

 Once Daniel determined that counting would work as a measure, he appeared to try and 

use a quantity comparison scheme or amounts of change scheme with subtraction. He then 

explicitly introduced measuring at different time steps but seemed to be unsure about what he 
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would do with the resulting counting of different steps or how to use them to show the change. 

This strategy is similar to what he did on Task F P2Q4. It could also be that he was recalling his 

previous enumeration 2-8 of the steps in the animation for the side of the green square and knew 

without needing justification that sequence is +1 for each step.  

 His very last comment, “yeah I mean that would just it’d show that is changing in the 

same amounts,” I take as evidence that Daniel interpreted “number of new green squares” as the 

amount of change between steps and used counting to measure it. It also shows Daniel was 

continuing to categorize the change per side rather than in terms of all four sides together.  

Daniel’s introduction of measure each time step is consistent with him introducing time 

more explicitly when engaging in measuring activities rather than when he uses gross quantities. 

This gives evidence that he has a CMO between time and number of squares. He likely has two 

separate CMO with attention to number of squares as a whole and within a side. The total 

number is more likely a gross quantity until he counts or evokes his area scheme of multiplying 

the sides. Either way, Daniel was attending to the amount of change in number of green squares 

as time passed (steps) showing engagement in MA3. Note, again Daniel did not coordinate 

changes between the orange and green squares but categorized their change as the same but 

separate.  

Question 6. As usual, the last question for Part 2 of the interview was to ask Daniel for 

an equation that relates the two quantities of interest. In this case, I asked Daniel for an equation 

relating the number of orange squares with the number of green squares. Daniel does a couple 

false starts and paused throughout watching the animation before coming to the idea that he was 

confident about and starts stating his variables.  
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Daniel: …Okay, so you can do 𝑥 would be the top number all these orange 

squares [tracing top row of orange squares with the stylus].  

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: And then, 𝑦 would be the side [motions up and down]. So you can do 𝑥 

times 𝑦 would equal that area of the whole shape.  

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: And then you could do minus 𝑥 plus 𝑦 times two. 

Interviewer: Okay, and what's the 𝑥 plus 𝑦 times two representing? 

Daniel: It’s showing that you're trying to um, 𝑥 like this number plus 𝑦 times two 

would be the whole perimeter. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you take the whole area and then you're subtracting out the 

perimeter of those orange squares? 

Daniel: Yeah and then you’d find the Green and that will work for each step. 

Daniel generated an equation for his previous relation between the area of the green 

square and the perimeter with the orange squares from question P2Q3. He defines 𝑥 and 𝑦 as the 

measure of the number of orange squares on two different sides of the whole square. I believe he 

is interpreting this measure as the side length of the whole square for two reasons. The first is 

that he used them to find the area, likely enacting the known formula length times width is area. 

The second is from his later comment about finding the perimeter using his 𝑥 and 𝑦.  

Figure 4.67 shows a possible UTG for Daniel enacting a known area scheme length times 

width. I believe he had a template of length times width of a shape and constructed each of those 

quantities by disembedding each side from a whole-4 relation with the square. He then inserted 

those unknown measures 𝑥 and 𝑦 into his template. Note that there is a combined total of 8 units 
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and actions for this UTG. However, it is likely that some of these are automated, reducing the 

demand. It could also be that once he inserts the 𝑥 measure into the template, he does not 

maintain the disembedding all the pieces of that insertion. Note the whole-4 relation is a different 

color blue to differentiate that the units for that 4 is different than the units of measure for the 

side lengths.  

Figure 4.67 

UTG for Generation of Area in Daniel's Equation 

 

 

 After constructing the area through multiplication, Daniel constructed the perimeter by 

adding 𝑥 and 𝑦 and then multiplying that by two. This representation of Daniel’s perimeter is 

either a learned formula or an example of the flexibility of Daniel’s structure for perimeter. For 

the latter, it could be that Daniel has multiple representations for combining the different 
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measures of side lengths of a square or rectangle to find the perimeter. He has previously stated 

he could measure the perimeter by adding up all the sides as well as measuring one side and 

multiplying that by four when it is a square.  

This new expression (𝑥 + 𝑦) ∗ 2 shows further flexibility in how Daniel can group the 

side length measures for finding perimeter. It might be that Daniel did not use his square formula 

of side length times 4 because he was attending to the two side lengths for finding area as 

separate dimensions rather than focusing on 1-4 relation for all the sides. It could also be Daniel 

was using a more general scheme for finding perimeter of a shape by adding up all the sides 

rather than a specific one for a square. I infer it was the former and he likely used his already 

constructed length and width quantities to generate the perimeter. However, since I am not 

entirely sure what template structure he was using for perimeter, I did not make a UTG for how 

he came up with the expression above.  

Although I am not sure how exactly he generated is expression (𝑥 + 𝑦) ∗ 2, I am certain 

Daniel generated his area and perimeter measures for inserting into his previously constructed 

method for finding the area of the green squares as area of the whole square and subtracting the 

perimeter. Figure 4.68a and Figure 4.68b show Daniel inserting his constructed quantities for 

area and perimeter from the task into his template formula.  
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Figure 4.68 

Area of Green Squares Template and Insertion of Constructed Measures for Area and Perimeter in 

Formula 

a) 

 

b) 

 

 
 Note Daniel acknowledged his formula was to generate the measure for the green squares 

within a time step and that he could apply it to each step separately. Thus, we see that his 

formula is time independent for measure. We also see again Daniel conflated the dimensional 

aspect of his units by subtracting area and perimeter. This is not surprising considering he uses 

the same unit to measure both throughout the task but also because he constructed his area unit 

by multiplying two lengths that were measured by the unit square as a proxy for length. I posit 

that the visual relation between the orange and green squares also contributes to the conflation of 

the dimensional units.  

 The last question I ask is for Daniel to explain how he would check if his equation would 

work in the following exchange: 

Interviewer: Okay, nice, and how would you check if that works or not? 

Daniel: You could applied it in every step. 
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Interviewer: Okay, and what would you, how would you check then, so you 

applied every step, but then, how do you check if the number that you got from 

your equation matches the actual numbers? 

Daniel: Um well, you could, you do like count the numbers, but then, and then 

you could see if that's the same as the equation or you could apply that equation 

on like a table I guess.  

Daniel seemed a little unsure of how he would check his equation but reverted back to his 

counting and table strategies. His counting strategy confirmed Daniel was thinking about his area 

measured in the discrete unit squares, same as his length quantities.  

Summary of Task G 

In Task G, Daniel again exhibited engagement in MA1-MA3 when dealing with a 

quantity changing with time. He discussed amounts of change for each amount of type of square 

mentioned, orange and green, by generating an amount of change measure of +1 for each side. 

He did not generate an overall change of +4 for each like he did in the similar Task C. This could 

be because he was now having to attend to two quantities changing and that increased the 

cognitive demand. If could also have been from a subconscious understanding that the two 

quantities changed differently because a dimensionality issue, one was linear (orange perimeter) 

and the other quadratic (green area).  

 Further evidence that coordinating two non-time quantities was more difficult for Daniel 

occurred when he asked to discuss how the green changes in relation to the orange. Daniel did 

not use any measured attributes but used gross quantities and focused on visual orientation 

changes. For example, he talked about the green changing the same as the orange since the 

orange was the same as the perimeter of the green. He did categorize them as changing the same 
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(+1), so his lack of recognizing the amounts of change were different is not unsurprising. In 

focusing on the amount of change of a single side length for both quantities, Daniel lost track of 

the green squares representing that area and that total number of green squares changed in larger 

amounts.  

Daniel also used his stop and measure strategy as a way to check his conjectures about 

how the different quantities changed. Largely he focused on change from one step to the next 

rather than imagining several steps. He did have a perturbation that in order to check an amount 

of change claim, he would need to use several stop and measures to do the amount of change 

calculation to then be able to compare them.  

Where previously, Daniel was able to generate an amount of change comparison with 

multiple measures relatively easily, this time it appeared to take him more mental effort to 

generate that idea. This suggests that Daniel had a higher cognitive load when dealing with both 

types of squares. This is not surprising but does give more evidence that the mental actions and 

objects involved in time implicit covariational reasoning is more cognitively demanding.  

From Daniel’s algebraic expression, we see that he clearly had developed a relation 

between the two quantities in which time did not need to be an explicit variable. He generated a 

conceptually correct idea for finding the total number of green squares but finding the total area 

and subtracting the number of orange squares. Daniel’s expression was not accurate since it 

included double counting corners, but the overall strategy was a mathematically sound one and 

showcased a continuing theme of Daniel conflating dimensional units. By dimensional units, I 

mean that he used the enumerate of his unit squares to measure both an area (green squares) and 

a length (perimeter).  
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Daniel’s formula also did not seem to have any connection to time or focus on how each 

changed. He reduced the changing animation to fixed time points to generate an equation within 

a time step rather than across. However, based on some of his answers and use of tables, I posit 

Daniel would likely in activity, with support of measured values, do comparisons and talk about 

amounts of change.  

Task H  

Figure 4.69 

Initial Square and First Two Steps of the Animation 

   

 

 Task H asked students to relate the length of the green line with the area of the blue 

shape. This was for a relation between an extensive and intensive quantity with continuous 

measures (length and area) rather than discrete units. The modality of change was discrete with 

five steps. Figure 4.69 shows three different time points of the animation from left to right, 

showing the start figure of the animation followed by the first and second step. This is the first 

task in which the quantities asked about have different directions of change. No slider was 

included in the first stages of the interview before being allowed to draw.  
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Part 1.  

Question 1. As usual, the first question of this task was to identify measurable quantities 

Daniel watched the entire animation once before he started listing quantities. Here is what he 

said: 

I wouldn't really define the blue area in the middle as a square. I would define 

these white areas getting bigger as a shape that's like getting it's changing so I 

think the blue area’s like a, like an area that's changing so how big the blue areas 

is, um the white squares, like how big they are, the perimeter of the whole thing, 

um the perimeter of the white squares. And the area, I guess that's already been 

said, um how much time is past like always.  

His next comment is likely trying to use the known shape in the white squares to 

categorize the irregular blue shape. I think he was trying to articulate that as the white squares 

got bigger, the blue shape (area) got smaller. Possibly indicating an assimilated CMO between 

the white area and blue area, engaging in a gross quantity direction of change comparisons (MA1 

& MA2).  

 Note, Daniel again started with naming the area quantities before identifying the 

perimeters. Interestingly, he did not name the perimeter of the blue shape, just the fixed blue 

square and the white squares. He repeats himself again by saying area but then realized he 

already said that one, indicating he was likely able to maintain all the quantities in his WM at 

one time. The last quantity he named was time passing. His comment “as always” implies Daniel 

either associated time as intrinsic to the task animations or was a learned quantity from the first 

seven tasks, or some combination of the two. I asked Daniel a quick follow-up question to 

confirm he meant the perimeter of the whole thing was the fixed big blue square.  
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Next, I asked him how he would measure the quantities he identified. He stated that if he 

had a ruler, he would use that but without one he would “just look at it to…” before ending he 

was not sure. I followed-up by asking how he would use a ruler to measure the area of one of the 

white squares to better understand how Daniel quantifies area beyond a gross quantity.  

Daniel: Well, look at look at the ruler and start like right up on the top like on the 

top blue line [points to outside top line interesting green line] to further down it 

goes on the other blue line (green line). 

Interviewer: Okay, and that will tell you the area? 

Daniel: Yeah or no tell you one of the perimeters. And then, if I wanted to I could 

make it um, like to, to get the area, you have to do it to two. So um could use this 

line [using top left white square points to the bottom line], and this line [green 

line] to find the area to measure those. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you need two of the lines to get the area? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

 Initially, Daniel gave a basic measurement action of sweeping down the length of one 

side to measure with an imagined ruler. When asked again whether that would measure the area, 

he first said yes before quickly amending his statement that it would just be “one of the 

perimeters.” It is possible that Daniel lost track that he was trying to measure area when he was 

describing measuring the one side length. The fact that the animation was running and not 

paused might have added to the mental attention needed to describe his measuring action.  

 However, he quickly self-corrected to say his measuring action would only produce a 

length and would not be the area. I find it interesting that Daniel classified his imagined 

measured quantity as a perimeter rather than side length. When he said “one of the perimeters,” I 
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believe he was talking about the entire perimeter of the white square and utilizing a side length 

as a piece of a perimeter and just conflated the two terms.  

Daniel’s explanation of needing two sides of the white square to get the area likely comes 

from assimilating area as length times width, a learned formula for rectangle or square. From the 

previous task, Task G, we know Daniel had an assimilatory structure for finding area that way. It 

is not entirely clear that was what he was doing here since he didn’t mention a relation between 

the two sides he identified, but I infer he was thinking about some known template for area. I did 

not ask him any further follow-up questions but instead went to the next question  

Question 2. Question 2 asked Daniel to identify what quantities changed. He paused a 

few seconds to watch the animation before he answered. He said, “how big the white square is” 

while pointing to each in turn before identifying “how big the blue shape in the middle is.” 

Daniel thought for a moment more before concluding he didn’t see any other quantities that were 

changing, just those two areas. It is interesting he did not include any of the perimeters in his list 

of changing quantities since, in other tasks, he would often focus on that quantity. Because 

Daniel did not identify any others on his own and his previous answer to how he knew 

something was changing was based on perceptual observation I moved to the next question.  

Question 3. The next question I asked Daniel was if there were any quantities that were 

staying the same. The only one Daniel saw as staying the same was the “whole diagram” which, 

when prompted, referred to was the fixed blue box. When he went to point to the blue box, he 

accidently sheared the bottom of the square to the right. This was an error in the Geogebra applet 

for not fixing the blue square’s position. Daniel tried to reset the animation but it remained 

slightly skewed and continued to slightly annoy Daniel for the remainder of Part 1.  
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Question 4. I asked Daniel to think about all the quantities that changed, and determine 

whether they changed in the same way. His response was that they changed in different 

directions, saying, “One of them is getting smaller, one of them, one of them is getting smaller 

and one of them getting bigger.” Here we see the first indication of Daniel coordinating direction 

of change between two non-time quantities. He did not specify what two quantities he was 

talking about but from his previous answers, I infer he means the blue area and the area of the 

white squares. I asked him again whether there was any other way in which the quantities 

changed in the same way. Daniel replied by discussing rate of change and focused on a white 

square saying: 

Oh well it's accelerating like um… At one part it's like getting bigger by like 

small little cubic centimeters you could say, and then another part is getting 

bigger by like way bigger shapes, Like you can visually see this [points to green 

line bottom point] increasing by about that much there. And then near the end it's 

going from like that much to the complete middle. So I’d say it looks like it's 

multiplying by something just by looking at it, but I don't… I don’t know. 

 Here Daniel focused only on one quantity, a white square and how it changed with time. 

However, I believe he had a relation between the white square’s increase and how much the blue 

shape decreased. Daniel focused just on the white squares however, and based on gesturing, the 

top left white square that has the green line.  

 Daniel focused on the amounts of change of the white square and assigned magnitudes to 

the amounts he identified. The first was to unitize the first white square that appeared. He 

conflated that unit as a cubic rather than squared unit of length, but his increase in dimensionality 

suggests he was not thinking about length as a proxy for area like on previous tasks. Further, 
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when Daniel points to the end of the green line that is moving toward the center of the blue 

square, I take this evidence he was attending to jointly both spatial directions of change, 

suggesting area was the focus.  

After the first square was quantified, Daniel did not assign measure to any other of the 

amounts of change he talks about (next step and last step). It could be that since the shape being 

added is an L-shape without marked units (like in Task G), Daniel was not sure how to measure 

the amount of change visually while the animation was still playing. I might also be Daniel was 

comparing the white squares directly rather than just the amount added. With his comparisons 

being comparisons between gross quantities and mention of multiplication factor, Daniel again 

associated acceleration of growth rate with the arithmetic operation of multiplication and bigger 

and bigger amounts of change.  

I next asked Daniel how he might be able to figure out what the multiplication factor was. 

He started saying he could see how big something in the animation was but stopped and 

specified that his method would not work to get an exact number for the multiplication. 

However, he then proceeded to do multiplication comparisons to justify his claim.  

Daniel: But you know it's multiplying, because you could measure how big like 

one where it is at one part, and then see in proportion to how big square is at 

another part. So say this like really small square [points to first white square in top 

left] is getting bigger to that [points to next square in animation] so it looks like 

it's multiplying by four then, this one it's getting bigger and it looks like it's, it's 

like um multiplying by something else so…This little small square right here. 

Interviewer:  yeah. 
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Daniel: It looks like it's getting bigger and as an amount to that one and then this 

we're here is just going straight to the middle like the corner of it. So you can see 

that it's like. Increasing by an amount that's like not it's definitely not staying the 

same so multiplication is def, doesn't stay the same, because it gets like the 

number is bigger and bigger number or multiplies by bigger number. 

 Daniel brought back the idea of proportion found in Task E in connection to identifying a 

multiplication change factor. Daniel assigned measure to the square in the second step of the 

animation as four times as big as the first square. I believe that Daniel likely projected four small 

white squares into the second step, using the first white square as his unit of measure. He then 

attempted to measure the next square but was unsuccessful in assigning a numeric measure or 

relation. It could be that he ran out of WM space or the animation played too fast for him to 

project more squares. Regardless, Daniel did not produce a measurement for the third step of the 

animation.  

However, Daniel still maintained there was a multiplication factor between the different 

steps. He returned to using different amounts of change at different time points in the animation 

to justify his claim of bigger and bigger amounts of change. He used the first change and last 

change to show that those amounts of change are bigger. This comparison appeared to be a gross 

comparison based on visual observations, even though he did measure the first change as going 

from 1 to 4 units. Note, Daniel shifted from talking about the measure of the square to the 

measures of the amount of change throughout this exchange.  

In another quick follow-up question about how his multiplication thinking related to his 

idea of proportion, Daniel gave examples of what he meant by proportion stating: 
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Like 50 out of 100 is like one half and then five out of 10 is a one half but it's 

obviously not increasing by the same amounts, because the proportion don’t 

matchup. You'd be getting like 25 out of 100 and 75 out of 100 for two different 

parts. 

The first example Daniel gave was to explain what he meant by proportion. We see he 

had a method of reduction to a common ratio or fraction to determine whether something had the 

same proportion. Thus, it is possible that Daniel could apply this proportion comparison to 

different measures of the white square. However, his next numerical example where he directly 

connected proportions to imagined measures of the square, he did not appear to be using actual 

imagined measures but rather just a numerical example of different proportions.  

I believe his use of 100 twice was not in measuring of the same square of successive 

points in the animation but rather a separate example for an easy comparison unit for the 

difference in proportions. It does however give direct evidence that Daniel is using a CMO for 

time and area of the white square (MA1) and further thinking about amounts of change, in at 

least a proportional sense (MA3). His two examples also gave evidence of different ways in 

which Daniel did a comparison action between two ratios. The first was a method of reduction to 

identify a common ratio or fraction. The second was to do a magnitude comparison when there 

was already a common unit. (Task F, E, D) 

Question 5. Next, I asked Daniel how the quantities changed in relation to one another. 

This was a new question that I added to Part 1 of my interviews to see what relations students 

generate their own before focusing on two specific ones from this task in Part 2. In Daniel’s 

response, he focused again on how the white squares changed but did not connect it to any other 

quantity but time. Here was his response to the question.  
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Well, you could see the corner is of the [points to each inner corner of white 

squares]… of each of the squares, like the, the innermost corner to the center of 

the whole diagram is umm it's going to the middle slowly but it's, it's like getting 

faster in speed so it's um it's going like it's going toward it by more, each time, for 

each step. So, like on one step it goes for by tiny amount. And then it gets to the 

end where it's going forward by like two times as much so, if I wanted to find it 

proportions, I could fit on multiple of these tiny little squares that starts out with 

there. And you could see how many, how many times it's like how much more it's 

changed. 

 At first Daniel appeared to struggle to articulate his observations about the four corners to 

track how all the white squares changed. It might be he was trying to generate another quantity to 

talk about since the question asked for relation between quantities. After Daniel discussed how 

the white squares changed from the corner moving inward, he returned to his previous 

observations the rate at which the squares changed increased. He again quantified the amounts of 

change at the beginning and end of the animation. This time however, Daniel also gave more 

quantified measures from the other amount of change conjecture by “two times as much” in his 

comparison and by suggesting his unit square could be used to measure the amounts of change. 

 Daniel’s false starts and general lack of confidence suggests he was likely constructing 

relationships or methods of measuring in activity rather than having the relations assimilated. For 

example, his generation of “times two” relation as a difference in amounts of change was novel 

and might have taken more WM capacity compared to when he did a gross magnitude 

comparison earlier. This quantification might have also been the cause of his generation of a 
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measuring unit for the amount of change. It could have activated a measuring scheme for Daniel 

that he previously had not evoked.  

This response also more explicitly connected time to the change with his “each time” and 

“each step” language. Instead of focusing on how different quantities changed together, like the 

white and blue shapes, Daniel generated a relation between time and the white squares changing. 

It could be that he had a relation between the blue and white shape as equal but opposite changes 

based on previous answers and only saw the need to talk about how one changed. However, it is 

not clear if that relationship was salient or not.  

With relation to time and the area of the white squares changing, Daniel displayed 

evidence of attempting to describe the amounts of change and rate of change. Thus, Daniel was 

engaging in MA3. His gross rate was technically an average rate of change since Daniel did it 

per fixed amount of time. However, since the animation was discrete in nature and in equal 

changes, I do not have enough evidence to know if Daniel would generate fixed time intervals to 

compare rates or amounts of change.  

Question 6. Last in Part 1, I asked Daniel how he was thinking about time changing in 

the animation. In line with his previous answer and other tasks that were discrete, Daniel 

assigned a fixed time change for every step of the animation. Specifically, he said, “I guess I'm 

just thinking about like every two seconds one step of the diagram passes.” This time he assigned 

two seconds to be the time unit rather than one second as he had done in previous tasks. I am not 

sure why he generated a non-unit time chunk for this animation when all the discrete ones have 

the same time duration. However, the generation of a fixed time interval per step in the 

animation is consistent with his previous work on tasks.  
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Part 2.  

Recall Part 2 focuses on how students reason about how the blue area changes as the 

green line changes. It examines what relations students make between an extensive (line) and 

intensive quantity (area) in a discrete setting.  

  Question 1. To start, I asked a general question of how the two quantities changed in 

relation to one another. Daniel quickly answered with a direction of change relation saying, 

“Okay, so the blue shape gets smaller as the green line gets most ah, longer.” With this quick 

response, we see clear evidence of Daniel engaging in MA2 identifying the direction of change 

of each quantity and connecting those changes together. The order in which Daniel connected the 

two quantities with the blue changing as the green changed could indicate some dependence 

relation but there is not enough evidence at this time to ascertain that claim.  

Figure 4.70  

Gross Direction of Change Structures for Green Line and Blue Shape 

 

 

Figure 4.70 shows two possible directional quantities Daniel constructed for the green 

line and blue shape. The octagons are representing gross quantities and the signed units represent 

a direction of change. The two structures are not connected because Daniel did not provide 

enough evidence to suggest he was connecting the two changes with any kind of dependence 

relation.  
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 I asked him the follow-up question of how he was tracking how the quantities changed 

together. Daniel had a short pause before answering, “Well, for each step the blue shape’s getting 

smaller visibly and each step the green one’s getting bigger by the amount that the blue shape 

gets smaller.” In this response we see Daniel generate the direction of change for each quantity 

separately before connecting them together. He gave a visual argument for how he knew the 

direction of change for the blue shape. This is consistent with previous justifications of how he 

knew quantities changed.  

 Daniel added to his previous answer of categorizing a relation as direction of change to 

now also include quantifying the amount of change. He stated each quantity changed in the same 

amount, just in opposite directions. Daniel did not have any perturbation or issue; he equated 

amounts of change for two quantities that had different dimensionality. 

 Question 2. The next question asked whether the two quantities changed in the same 

way. I expected Daniel to state his previous answer of them changing in different directions, but 

he surprised me by instead attending to the different dimensionality of the two quantities. He said 

they were not changing in the same way because the blue shape was “getting smaller in area and 

the green line is getting longer.” This answer does show that Daniel attended to the direction of 

change of each (MA2) but is different from before since he included the dimensional component 

of clarifying area for the blue shape and length implicitly with “longer” for the green line. After 

this statement he clarified further that he was differentiating between how a length and area 

change rather than focusing on the difference in direction of change.  

 In his follow-up explanation, Daniel said the green line “technically is getting larger in 

area” but that the change was in “way smaller amounts” compared to the blue area. I asked him 

what he meant by that, and he identified that the line’s width was fixed but that increase in length 
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still meant that there was more area. He used that the green line was only changing in length and 

not width to compare with how the blue shape was changing “way more in area.” 

 Since this was one of the first times Daniel explicitly attended to difference in dimension 

changes, I asked him to explain how he came to his conclusion about the difference in change 

between the green line and blue shape. Here is his response and resulting follow-up questions: 

Daniel: Umm…Well, I mean [points to green line on animation]… um…The 

green line it's like it's, it's moving in the same way that all of the other like corner 

lines are [traces other lines of the blue shape]. So it's, it's, it's kind of just part of 

the blue shape in a way. It's kind of just showing how the blue shape is like 

getting smaller because it's letting each side get, um, longer but on each of like the 

four little segments on each side [traces a couple of outer sides] is getting, 

um…they're getting like less wide so it's like going from, um fat and [gestures 

figures wide along top of blue shape early in animation] um, fat and wide to um, 

long and skinny I guess. Short and fat and long and skinny, it’s changing in those 

ways. So, like right now it's long and skinny [end of the animation] and right now 

it's short and fat [restarted animation]. 

Interviewer: Okay and so, because it's changing like fat and skinny or whatever 

that means it's changing more than just our line segment? 

Daniel: Yeah it's, I mean it's not, it's not changing more but it's, it's changing in 

like a different way, like, it wouldn't really be, like the line segments getting 

longer instead of wider I guess, I'm saying thinner. 

Interviewer: So you're thinking about like the…[interrupted] 
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Daniel: But they're both getting, they're both, the line is getting longer while the 

shape is getting smaller. 

 Daniel struggled to articulate how he differentiated the difference in change between a 

length and area. He started with generating a relation between the green line and blue shape by 

identifying an equality relation with the green line and the other “corner lines” of the blue shape. 

Then he used that relation to use the green line changing as a proxy for one dimension of the 

blue shape changing. After describing the green line getting longer meant the blue shape getting 

smaller, he appeared to have a small perturbation or switch attention to the other part of the blue 

shape that was not equal to the green line. That is, Daniel attended to the part of the blue shape 

that was part of the outside box and it got smaller as the green line got longer.  

 Once Daniel identified these two quantities of corner lines and “little lines”, he then 

attempts to describe how the area changed in relation to the dimensions he constructed. I believe 

Daniel constructed area as changing along two quantities, the corner lines and the “little lines.” 

That is, he grouped together the line segments of the blue shape that changed in the same way. 

He appeared to group them based on spatial arrangement and direction of change.  

After generating his two dimensions for the blue shape, he assigned grouped changes in 

area for each dimension with his “fat and wide” and “long and skinny” descriptions. Even after 

grouping his dimension quantities, Daniel still appeared to be constructing his area changes in 

activity with considerable effort. It is possible that the non-normative shape meant Daniel could 

not rely on learned measures or formulas for area. However, he still went through and 

constructed a way to categorize how both dimensions of the blue shape were changing. Note 

Daniel’s two “dimensions” were non-normative but still allowed him to accurately describe how 

the area of the blue shape was directionally changing.  
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Figure 4.71 

Possible Structures and Relations for Daniel's Construction of Dimension of Area for Blue Shape  

 

 
 Figure 4.71 shows a possible arrangement of structures for Daniel as he constructed 

dimensional area for the blue shape. The hexagons represent Daniel’s gross quantities. For 

example, the B represents his overall structure for the blue area and the G represents the green 

line. The triangle containing the B, 𝑤 and 𝑙 represents an assimilated basic area relation Daniel 

has previously expressed when finding area of a square as lengths times width. I believe he was 

trying to reconcile this understanding and template for area with the non-normative shape. In 

particular, the need for two different spatial dimension measures for area. He divided the blue 

shape into two parts, “corner lines” and “little lines.” Daniel used the green line as a 

representative for the “corner lines” and his G directional unit is inserted for one dimension. He 

then needed to generate another dimension and does so when he identifies the “little lines” and 

constructs in activity the second directional dimensional unit.  
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At this point however, Daniel had used most if not all his WM capacity and struggled to 

generate relations between the two directional dimension units to describe overall how the blue 

shapes area changed. This is represented by the green arrows and question marks. He does 

ultimately generate his “fat and wide” and “long and skinny” measures of how the area changed 

but it was not clear exactly how he connected his directional dimensions to generate these 

descriptions. It is possible that he reduced the demand by dropping the directional or changing 

aspect of each dimensional unit to be able to unitize them to a CMO and “measure” each at a 

single time point rather than describe how each changed as time went on.   

 Overall, Daniel’s response showed evidence he engaged in MA1 and MA2 between two 

lengths. I believe he used just the green line as a proxy for the other lines that changed in the 

same way at the beginning and then likely dropped focus specifically on the green line and 

thought more generally about the blue shape changed by only those “corner lines.” Similarly, 

with the “little lines,” Daniel appeared to have grouped them together into representing a 

dimension of the blue shape. He then related how those two dimensions changed in relation to 

each other with direction of change (MA2).  

 Recall in the last question I asked Daniel to try and clarify what connection he had 

between his dimension changes of the blue shape and the amount of change in the green. At first 

he restated the blue shape changed more before returning to his original claim that the blue shape 

changed differently. I think Daniel was still thinking about the two quantities changing in the 

same amounts because they are both connected to the same shape, and he connected the green 

line with how one dimension of the blue shape changed. Thus, Daniel likely was not thinking 

about the magnitudes of each quantity to compare amounts of change but rather focused on the 
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shape composition relation between the green line and blue shape. That is, Daniel decomposed 

the blue shape into individual sides or groups of sides, of which the green line belongs.  

 When he tried to clarify himself further, seemingly unsatisfied with his own explanation, 

Daniel ultimately returned to his first observed relation between the green line and area of the 

blue shape, stating the direction of change relation (MA2). This suggests that identifying 

direction of change between two quantities was easier for Daniel to describe than the amounts of 

change. This is unsurprising and aligns with the covariation framework.  

 Question 3. The third question was “As the green line changes, how does the blue area 

change?” However, since Daniel already answered that question in the first question and a little 

in the second, I moved directly to the next question about amounts of change.  

 Question 4. The amount of change question asked as the green line changes, does the 

blue shape’s area change by bigger and bigger amounts, smaller and smaller amounts, or equal 

amounts. Here was Daniel’s response to the question:  

I don't think it's actually changing the same amounts each time. Obviously, 

because it's going like, you can just you can just compare two steps. The first step 

it's um it's like a very small amount it changes by about like a quarter centimeter 

err ah square centimeter. And then, at the end it's changing about like it's like. A 

fourth of an inch squared to the middle, so you could you could like I mean again, 

you could fit in these little tiny squares here and see how many times they fit into 

um the last steps so like you could just compare the two steps. 

Daniel initially expressed some doubt in his answer the blue area changed in unequal 

amounts before replying with more confidence with his “obviously” statement that it was 

changing in different amounts. He again focused on describing how the top left white square was 
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changing rather than the blue shape and never mentioned the green line in his answer. Thus, 

Daniel did not seem to be reasoning covariationally with the green line and blue shape but the 

white square and time. I do think he had an association between the blue shape and white squares 

changing equally together and is part of why he focused on that quantity. However, it is likely 

the white square was an easier shape to determine how it changed compared to the blue shape. 

We will see in his later response Daniel did reason with the green line and generated a relation 

between the white squares and blue shape’s area.  

As mentioned above the quantities of focus for Daniel was the area of the top left square 

and time passing. He relied on previous observations, measures and comparison strategy to 

justify his claim the shape changed in different amounts. Daniel again compared the change in 

the first and last step as a way to show that the white square changed in different amounts. He 

never explicitly said bigger amounts but the numeric example gives evidence that he categorized 

the non-equal changes as larger amounts. Daniel also made use of his unit square again as a 

measuring unit when confirming his conjecture. Thus, in this instance, area was no longer a gross 

quantity but treated as an intensive (Piagetian) and extensive quantity (Schwartz) because he 

used countable units of measure rather than building the dimensional measure (i.e. length times 

width). 

In this response, Daniel attended to the amounts of change in the area as time passed 

(steps) giving evidence of MA3. He gave some evidence to attending to the direction of change 

within the amounts of change, but it was not the most central component of his argument. He 

more focused on differentiating between equal amounts of change and different amounts of 

change rather than direction of the different amounts of change. 
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To get more insight into the relations Daniel constructed with his now measured 

quantities, I asked him how he would use the little unit square he identified to measure the area 

of the blue shape and what would he expect to be true about those measurements. Here is that 

exchange:  

Daniel: Oh, I expect that they, they don't actually all like fit in. I'd say that, like by 

the end, it would, they wouldn't like fill in perfectly so it has like cut some part. 

Because it's not changing in the same amounts. 

Interviewer: Okay, since it isn't changing the same amount they wouldn't be exact 

measurements, by the end? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Here Daniel focused on the inaccuracy of his measurement method, stating that his 

measurements would not be exact in later stages of the animation. Daniel articulated he could 

still measure later stages, just that he would use parts of his unit measure. This differs from a 

previous task where Daniel rejected a measurement scheme that did not include whole units of 

his unit of measure (Task F). In Task F, Daniel had an issue with using his constructed triangle 

unit of measure at any time point because it would not fit exactly at all points. It would work 

only for the ones that were multiples of his triangle. Note that task was a continuous animation 

and possibly connected to his issue with using partial triangles as measures.  

For this task, the time units are fixed and Daniel attributed the partial measurements as 

connected to the amounts in which the shape is changing not the modality. Daniel attributes 

partial measures to different amounts of change. This suggests that despite establishing a unit of 

measure for area, Daniel was not actually going through and taking the measurements of 

amounts of change in the later steps but was able to imagine he could take measurements.  
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To probe further, I clarified he thought it was not changing in equal amounts and then 

asked if he thought bigger and bigger or smaller and smaller. He quickly answered bigger and 

bigger, confirming that at least with gross quantities of area, Daniel engaged in MA3 with the 

white squares. I asked how he would check that idea and he gave his same “measure how much 

it’s changing by each step” strategy. This is consistent with his previous answers in this task and 

others.  

Trying to get him to connect back to the blue shape rather than the white square, I ask 

Daniel how he would track how the blue shape changed with each step. Surprisingly, Daniel 

unprompted, responded by using the green line.  

Daniel: Ah, you could use the green line actually. 

Interviewer: Okay how'd you do that? 

Daniel: Um, you could just measure how much the green line is, like you can 

mark where the green line is, then you could mark where, and then you could go 

to the next step mark where the green line is. Then, if they're all changing in the 

same amounts, then I'm wrong. If they're changing in different amounts that are 

bigger and bigger than I’m right. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you could just by looking at how the green line is changing 

that will tell you how the blue shape is, area of the blue shape is changing? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

 From Daniel’s response about tracking how the green line changed in terms of amounts 

of change and my follow-up question, Daniel clearly made equality association with how the 

blue shape’s area and green line changed. This is similar to his earlier connection that the green 

line was a part of the blue shape, and one was not changing in different amounts just in different 
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ways (P2Q2). This gives evidence that Daniel constructed some type of equivalence relation 

between the green line and blue shape. It could be that he unitized amounts of change in the 

green line with amounts of change in the blue area as a CMO. Daniel was likely using his 

previous decomposition of the blue shape into his two-dimensional components or recalling his 

previously constructed relation of the green line being part of the blue shape to make his 

conclusion.  

Throughout his answer, Daniel attended to amounts of change in the green line. He 

equated this with changes in the blue area, giving evidence for MA3 between two non-time 

quantities. Because he gave a way to mark the changes in the green line, this was no longer a 

gross quantity but has been assigned a measuring scheme. He does not assign measures but is 

imaging assigning a measure to use for comparison to determine how the amounts of change 

were changing.  

I then ask Daniel how he would use the marks he mentioned to check his idea. He started 

to interact with the animation and moved the box again. This frustrates him and he asks for the 

question to be repeated. Once I repeat the question here is Daniel’s response.  

Daniel: The green line equals, like the same amount as all the other lines there. 

There in like similar spots to it. So like the green line equals this spot, this spot, 

this spot, this spot, this spot, this spot, this spot [points to each of the blue shape  

for “this spot” uttered that is the same as the green line].  

Interviewer: Yeah.  

Daniel: So that those all those lines, make up the whole shape pretty much. 

Interviewer: Okay. 
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Daniel: So you could use all those and you could see like how much it is changing 

on each side because it starts out as normal square and then for a little squares are 

cutting into it. So you can use subtraction, you can times, you can multiply the 

area of each square by four and then subtracted it from the whole thing. 

Interviewer: Okay, and that would give you the area of our blue shape? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

 For this there is more evidence to support my claim Daniel equated changes in the green 

line with changes in the blue shape’s area through a decomposition of the blue shape into its side 

lengths. Daniel also confirmed he was using the green line as a proxy for other side lengths of 

the blue shape. When Daniel generated his blue shape with all the sides like the green line, he did 

not attend to the other four sides that share the outside of the box like he did earlier. This is likely 

a WM capacity issue and attentional focus shift to just the green line.  

 After Daniel constructed his blue shape from his green line side length, he returned to 

trying to describe the amounts of change of the blue shape. He starts by connecting how the sides 

changed to the whole blue shape changing before giving a specific example at the start. In 

working with his example, Daniel generates a new method for finding the area of the blue shape 

using the white squares. He constructs the blue shape as the difference between the original 

square and the total area of the white squares. In constructing this relation, he lost track of 

describing amounts of change. This is likely a WM capacity issue.  

 Question 5. Next, I asked a similar question as Question 4 but with different language. I 

asked, “As the green line changes, is the amount of change in blue area increasing, decreasing, or 

staying the same?” Daniel replied, “It’s increasing.” I then asked him to explain how he came to 

that conclusion. He started to give his usual visual argument before backtracking and asked if I 
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was asking about the total area and how that was changing. I reply by repeating the question 

again to Daniel. Here was the following exchange after I repeated the question:  

Daniel: Oh well, as the green line gets bigger, the it's the shape of the area is 

actually is, yes it's getting bigger, so it's increasing. The green line basically just 

shows which one, is on like, how, how much it's changing by each step. 

Interviewer: Okay, so our green line tells us how much our [interrupted] 

Daniel: It’s changing by in total, I mean. 

Interviewer: Can you explain more? 

Daniel: So it shows on the green line. 

Interviewer: Yeah. 

Daniel: It shows how, how much it's changed in total, the whole time, going 

down. 

Interviewer: Okay, so if you were like visualizing the amount of changing area of 

our blue, you're just looking at the green line for that? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

 In this exchange we see that Daniel initially had some confusion about what quantities I 

am asking him to think about. His initial answer of “it’s increasing” leaves ambiguity of what 

quantity he was referring to but with the clarifying questions, Daniel appeared to be describing 

how the blue area changed by using the green line. However, he did not appear to be thinking 

about amounts of change but the direction of change. Thus, he was engaging in MA2 rather than 

MA3, which the original question asked him to do.  
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  After I clarified that he was again using the green line as a proxy for how the blue shape 

changed, Daniel retracted his claim and reconstructed his formula for the blue area using the 

white squares: 

Well, you'd have to, okay, so if you want us to look at the green line, you have to 

do two things. You have to multiply the green line twice, but you have to multiply 

by itself. And then you'd have to multiply that number by four. Because you'd 

want to find the area of each of these squares. Because they're all the same, and 

then you want to multiply that one area by four because the one square times four 

you’d see how much, yeah.  

This time he added in how he can do that using the green line. It is possible that Daniel 

added detail of multiplying the green line by itself to get the area of the white square because he 

had more WM capacity due to him already constructing a structure for the blue area. He did get a 

little lost in his explanation when he got to the part about multiplying by four. I am not sure why 

he stumbled at this point in his explanation. It could be that the extra WM needed to hold the 

green line multiplication meant he didn’t have enough to also maintain the subtraction portion of 

his earlier formula. However, in my next question about what that number would represent, 

Daniel started with clarifying that the number in question would come after the “subtraction 

part” suggesting that Daniel did not lose track of needing to do the subtraction part of his 

formula completely.  

Interviewer: Okay, so that, whatever that number is what would that represent? 

Daniel: The, the number after the subtraction part, would equal the area of the 

blue square, blue shape. 
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Interviewer: Okay, and you could you use that method to talk about how much, 

talk about the amount of change in the area? 

Daniel: um….yeah actually you could, you could, you could do it on multiple 

different steps. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying you would find the total area at multiple 

steps? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, and then from there, you can figure out how it's changing? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, how would you use those multiple measures to tell how it's 

changing? 

Daniel: Ah you could compare them…I mean if you compare them you wouldn't 

get the exact, but if you compare like, change like subtraction problem here to the 

subtraction problem here, and you get like two unrelative numbers that don't have 

a greatest common, greatest common factor. Then they wouldn't like, that it 

wouldn't work out if they're all like if that, that would like prove I’m right. 

Because you need to you're trying to show like it's not changing the same amount, 

so there wouldn't be at least common factor. 

 Based on the relative ease at which Daniel recalled his previous formula, suggests he had 

some assimilatory structures or at least were constructed recently enough to be recalled, possibly 

experientially bound. For example, his relationship of multiplying one white square by four to 

get the total area of the white squares seems fairly established for Daniel. He did get tripped up 

when he explained why he was multiplying by four but he still maintained that he needed to 
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multiply by four throughout his explanation. His stumbles might be from trying to articulate 

what visually was obvious of having four equal squares while also connecting to the original 

question of amounts of change.  

 Daniel’s confidence in answering what the end result number of his subtraction problem 

represented also suggests he could easily anticipate the result of those measurements and 

calculations. This gives more evidence, at least in a general case, this overall method from 

finding the area of the blue shape was anticipatory. Further, when asked whether he could use 

this method to talk about amounts of change, Daniel quickly concluded that he could with 

multiple measurements of his subtraction problem.  

 When asked how he would use the measurements, Daniel seemed to evoke a comparison 

method like in previous tasks. However, in previous tasks, Daniel compared a comparison 

(subtraction problem) to determine how the amounts of change was changing. He often did 

subtraction problems to find the amount of change and then compared two of those results. This 

time, he compared two original measurements rather than amounts of change measurements. His 

comparison was not a subtractive one like previously but multiplicative. Daniel introduced 

“common factors” as a way of comparison. I believe Daniel was thinking about there being a 

multiplication factor to get from one step to the next and that would be his common factor. His 

“unrelated” comment I believe came from him drawing from his previous idea that the blue 

shape was changing in different amounts.  

 Again, Daniel seemed to conflate multiplicative change and addictive change. Like in 

previous tasks, Daniel wrestled with changing by the same amount as multiplication by a 

common factor and increasing by bigger and bigger amounts by adding on more through 

multiplication.  
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 Question 6. Next, I asked Daniel how the amount of blue area taken away was changing 

for equal amounts of change in the green line. In his response, Daniel did not mention the green 

line at all. I believe he was first focused on understanding or assimilating what “area taken 

away” meant. Here was his response:  

So, you, the blue area taken away is changing, by the um. I think it would mean it 

would, it would get larger, of course. Because, like these squares are getting 

bigger. So, the area taken away would eventually reach to zero. So the fixed, like 

the fixed area of this blue square is, is like, basically you just each step is just 

showing a different way, like a larger amount to subtract from the one blue shape. 

 Daniel ended with equating the area taken away with the white squares changing. This 

was not surprising based on his previous answers. He seemed to conflate blue area and area 

taken away by saying the area taken away was getting larger but then it would eventually go to 

zero. He was correct that eventually there is no more area to take away but it is unclear how he 

related that with first saying the area taken away was increasing because the white squares were 

increasing. He also returned to his subtraction method for area of the blue shape. suggesting he 

had at least experientially bound the relation between the four white squares and blue area.  

 In terms of covariational reasoning, Daniel attending to the direction of change of the 

area of the white squares in connection to the area taken away shows evidence of MA2. He 

mentioned “larger amounts” to subtract from the blue square. I don’t believe he is thinking about 

amounts of change from step to step beyond the white squares getting larger. It is not the same as 

other times when he compared amounts of change between steps. Thus, I would still categorize 

that as MA2 but that he is likely trying to think about amounts of change.  
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 Question 7. The last question I asked Daniel in this part of the interview was how he was 

thinking about time in relation to the quantities he identified. I did not ask him to generate an 

equation for this task because he spontaneously came up with one during his response to this 

question about time. He categorized change per two seconds but was vague and seemed unsure 

about his answer when he said, “you can say every two seconds it's changing by this much plus 

this, like times this much.” Since it was unclear what changed and quantities he was talking 

about changing, I asked him to explain his answer more. It was during this clarification that 

Daniel generated an equation.  

So, like each umm, like okay, I meant, like every, every step, it’s changing it's 

like going for two seconds, so you can say every two seconds, um, this like this, 

this amount is multiplying by itself, like this amount squared, times 

four…equals…um…times four minus. Oh well, Okay, so, if you would actually 

put this in an equation. 

 We see Daniel start by assigning a measure of time to the step of the animation before 

trying to describe what the area of the blue shape would be at a given time step. Based on 

previous answers, I believe Daniel was talking about the length of the green line when he first 

said, “this amount” because he multiplied that quantity by itself. He regenerated his previous 

construction of the area of the four white squares but then seemed to get lost when he reached the 

subtraction portion of his formula. It could be that the added step of assigning his time measure 

took away enough mental attentional space to lose track of the box he needed to subtract the 

white area from to get the blue area. It might also be that he recognized he was losing track of 

some of the quantities in the animation and so decided to make an equation to better keep track.  
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 Although Daniel worked with both time and the shapes in the animation changing, his 

reasoning was more static than dynamic. That is, he was thinking of the quantities as going from 

one step to the next as completed changes and focusing on finding the measures of the quantities 

for each stage rather than thinking about how the quantities are changing from stage to stage. 

Some of this was likely due to the discrete nature of the animation but based on some of the 

continuous tasks, I also believe Daniel more often engages in chunky reasoning rather than 

smooth reasoning.  

  After Daniel concluded he could use an equation, he started to assign letters to the 

different pieces of his previous formula. The first line of the transcript below is part of the 

previous statement from Daniel where he stated he could use an equation. He immediately 

started to name variables:  

Daniel: You can do 𝑥, so 𝑥 would be like the blue area. 

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: Equals, 𝑦 will be the green line, you can do 𝑥 minus 𝑦 squared times four 

equals and then that would be the, that would be um what the like the amount of 

area taken away. 

Interviewer: Okay can you explain that to me one more time? 

Daniel: Okay, so the blue, the 𝑥 is the whole blue area like we're before anything 

happens to it. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: Like the whole blue square. And then, in the equation, it would be 𝑥 

minus 𝑦 which would be the green line, squared times four so you get all four 
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little squares. And then you do equals and then you'd find the area of each step of 

these blue of this blue square, ah shape. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying your 𝑥 minus your 𝑦 squared times four, that 

whole thing gives you the area of your blue shape? 

Daniel: Yeah 

 Daniel unsurprisingly used 𝑥 as his first variable. I did find it a little surprising he started 

with the blue area as his first quantity instead of the green line. In the first equation he gave, it is 

a little unclear if the 𝑥 he defined was the area of the blue shape or the fixed blue box. I think at 

first, he meant it to be the blue shape since he had that as equal to something with his green line 

variable 𝑦. He then conflated the 𝑥 with the fixed blue box and he ended up subtracting his white 

squares part from the 𝑥. In his last comment of the first run through of his equation about it 

representing the area taken away, I think he lost track of either interpretation of his 𝑥 and was 

just focused on the white area generated from the green line squared times four.  

 The second time he ran through his equation, he was more confident in his answer and 

definitions of variables. He had 𝑥 as the fixed, unknown value of the box and 𝑦 still as the length 

of the green line. Daniel’s statement “you get all four little squares” confirms his squared 

quantity multiplied by four has been representing all the white squares even though he never 

explicitly said it. This 𝑦! ∗ 4 piece of Daniel’s equation seems to simultaneously be one object 

comprised of three pieces for him. He appeared to run through all the relations between the 

quantities every time he did the subtraction, suggesting that although it is one object, it is likely 

an experientially bound object that required him to run through all the pieces in order to use the 

result as something to operate with.   
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 Overall, I believe Daniel had constructed an abstracted quantitative structure for finding 

the area of the blue shape at any given step of the animation with his basic formula of subtracting 

the total sum of the white squares from the fixed starting area of the blue box. He translated this 

into an accurate equation, although we will see further evidence, he did conflate the meanings of 

his variables 𝑥 and 𝑦 with regularly throughout using his equation in the next follow-up 

questions.  

 To try and understand better what kind of objects Daniel’s variables were, I asked what 

kind of values that his 𝑥 and 𝑦 could take on. Daniel was unsure what my question was asking 

and asked whether I was asking “what they represent.” I let him interpret the question that way to 

see if he maintained the same definitions as before. He repeated that 𝑥 would be the “whole blue 

square” and “𝑦 equals the green line.”  

Daniel clarified his 𝑥 was the first step when no changes had occurred and nothing was 

subtracted from it. It is likely that Daniel felt the need to clarify the 𝑥 as different from the blue 

shape because the blue shape changed. He repeatedly conflated these two quantities as we 

continued the interview. For example, immediately after stating his definition for 𝑦, Daniel then 

stated both the variables changed. This answer contradicts his first statement about 𝑥 being the 

square before any changes happens. I believe this is likely a combination of Daniel conflating his 

definition of 𝑥 with the end result of his equation to be the area of the blue shape and learned 

properties of most functions where both 𝑥 and 𝑦 were changing.  

I then asked him how both variables changed, to which he gave an answer in terms of 

direction of change saying, “𝑥, 𝑥 is going down and 𝑦 is going up.” The fact Daniel identified 𝑥 

as going down suggests he was now thinking about it as the blue shape’s area and not the fixed 

starting blue square. This conflation was a common reoccurrence for Daniel. I posit it was due to 
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WM constraints. Daniel’s description of how the two variables changed matches with MA2. He 

often defaulted to describing direction of change of quantities when asked. He had shown clear 

evidence of engaging in MA3 but it took more mental attention and construction in activity to 

describe. 

Next, I asked Daniel how his equation fit with the original question about time and his 

two second jumps. He responded by establishing what he called an “interval” for the two seconds 

and he would apply his equation for every interval. When he said he would apply his equation, 

he restated the equation of “𝑥 minus 𝑦 squared times four equals,” but stumbled when after 

saying equals not sure what it would equal and ended with saying that “would be the answer.”  

This response confirms Daniel was thinking about his equation as happening as a 

completed result of a step in the animation. That is, he reasoned covariationally with time and his 

equations with at least a CMO and MA1. However, Daniel’s stumble with what his equation 

relation equaled suggests he was thinking about his “𝑥 minus 𝑦 squared times four” as one thing, 

he did not appear to have that structure assimilated as the area of the blue shape without 

reconstructing it in relation to the animation.  

In order to check Daniel’s interpretation of what his equation would result in, I asked him 

to pause the animation at a random step and tell me how he would use his equation at that step. 

This removed the dynamic aspect of the task that made it covariational but allowed for insight 

into Daniel’s algebraic reasoning in relation to his equation.   

Daniel: Okay, so I measure how, actually it doesn't matter what the blue shape is 

here, it only matters what the green line is. 

Interviewer: Okay. 
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Daniel: So you could find like the whole area of this [traces blue box], which I 

don't know. And you could subtract it by this amount right here [traces the green 

line], or I sorry, you could okay, first what you want to do is find the value of 𝑦, 

so 𝑦 equals this green line, squared [traces white square] times four [traces whole 

box, slightly emphasizing white square corners]. And then you do 𝑥, which would 

be the whole thing, minus 𝑦 squared times four equals and then it would be this 

shape [traces blue shape]. 

  Daniel’s first response suggests that his overall goal was to measure the area of the blue 

shape since he stated it didn’t matter what that measure was and that he only needed the green 

line’s measure to get his answer. He then started back to using his equation strategy of the whole 

box minus the white squares’ area. First, he identified that he would find the whole box and 

acknowledges that it is an unknown value to him. The fact Daniel explicitly states he would find 

an unknown value and then use it shows that quantity was an extensive unknown for him.  

 Once Daniel established his unknown measure of the blue box, he subtracted the 

“amount” of his green line. I believe Daniel’s subtraction of the green line rather than his 

constructed area of the four white squares was due to additional mental attention and activity 

used to actually “measure” the quantities rather than simply using their letter representations 

earlier. That is, in previous descriptions of his equation, Daniel was using his variables names for 

the quantities but never explicitly seemed to assign any numerical values, even unknown, in his 

reasoning. The letters did represent unknown values, but I don’t think Daniel was maintaining all 

the different components of the quantities the letters represented. Thus, when he actually 

introduced or imagined measuring and assigning numeric values to the quantities, he used more 

WM space than before.  
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 After stating he would subtract the two values he found, he quickly had some 

perturbation that his green line part was wrong and started over. In this run through he started 

with constructing his white area first. He again said he would “find the value of 𝑦,” suggesting he 

was maintaining an unknown measured numeric value for his variable this time. Daniel then 

more thoroughly constructed his white area making use of gestures and the paused animation. It 

is possibly that having the animation fixed and referencing the different parts as he constructed 

the white area reduced the cognitive demand.  

 Daniel then found the value of his 𝑥 variable and performed his subtraction to get his 

final answer. After finding the “whole thing” Daniel subtracted his previously constructed “𝑦 

squared times four” to equal the blue shape. This time he immediately and confidently knew the 

result of his equation would equal the area of the blue shape. This could be because he originally 

started with that goal in mind and maintained that goal throughout. It might also be that using the 

figurative material of tracing the static image helped him better keep track of how the parts of his 

equation related to result in the area of the blue shape.  

 Note throughout Daniel’s use of his equation, he always ran through saying “𝑦 squared 

times four” and did not consolidate this into a new variable or give it a specific name. I believe 

that this was one thing for him but experientially bound and required run through to maintain that 

object as one thing. Overall, I think Daniel constructed a general structure of the blue shape’s 

area being the whole box minus the white space, where the white space consisted of the more 

complex “𝑦 squared times four” relations. 

 In order to connect back to the dynamic situation, I asked Daniel how he could use his 

equation to figure out the next step in the animation. He was unsure at first before stating he 

would need to do the equation twice and it by justified it by needing more data filled in a table. I 
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asked him what his table would look like, and he generated one with three columns, 𝑥, “𝑦 

squared times four,” and the result of subtracting those two. The fact that he didn’t just use 𝑥 and 

𝑦 as his columns supports that Daniel is using his “𝑦 squared times four” as a single object and 

that he anticipated the result from his subtraction as a value. The use of a column for 𝑥 also 

shows evidence of Daniel still treating it as a variable rather than fixed unknown and possibly 

still conflating it with the area of the blue shape.  

Figure 4.72 

Structures for Daniel's Algebraic Equation 

 

 
I then asked Daniel what his 𝑥 represented again. He quickly replied that it was the whole 

square and then immediately said, “so actually wouldn’t change at all” showing he was 
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imagining it as a changing quantity in his table. This was unsurprising due to his earlier 

conflation and learning in school about 𝑥 as a changing variable. I then asked if his other 

quantity “𝑦 squared times four” was changing to which he confirmed that was changing.  

Next, I asked how he would use his table to figure out a next step in the animation. After 

a couple of false starts, Daniel said his table would show “the rate of change and stuff.” He then 

brought up graphing the table but then struggled to determine what that would show before he 

settled on “how much it’s changing by each step.” Here I believe the “it” that is changing is the 

blue area or result of his equation.  

Daniel stumbled throughout his reply and lacked confidence in his answers. This could be 

that in introducing two new representations, table and graph, Daniel was constructing 

connections between the two representations and his previous work. If so, this would likely be 

too much for Daniel to maintain in his WM at one time and thus lead to unsure responses. It is 

also possible Daniel was relying on learned connections from his algebra class between tables, 

graphs, and rates of change without fully understanding all the underlying structures between 

those representations.  

 To better understand how Daniel was connecting his table and graph representation, I 

asked him how he would use his table to make his graph. This was his response, “Umm, well 

you put in the x values and the y values. The x value would actually just go straight up, but it 

would, that would show like a rate of change still.” Daniel clearly maintained that his x values 

were constant with his comment about going “straight up.” I believe Daniel was thinking of a 

standard x-y axis orientation and that of a vertical like for a constant x.  

I did not follow-up to ask how his graph would show a rate of change. Instead, I clarified 

his x values were staying the same, but he would plot his y value. Daniel responded by 
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describing how the y values changed in different amounts, while gesturing those amounts would 

be bigger amounts. I asked him if he was looking at the difference between his y values to get 

those changing and he confirmed that’s what he would do.  

From these short exchanges, although Daniel appears to be using standard x-y axis 

orientation, he was thinking about each value separate from the other when discussing their 

graphs. It was likely that he was working with each variable as changing with time and not in 

relation to one another. For the y value, Daniel discussed amount of change (MA3). For his x 

variable, I infer that Daniel maintained his previous claim that the whole box was not changing 

so that was an invariant component.  

To check whether Daniel was still thinking about his y as the green length, I asked what 

the y represented. Daniel was confused and seemed to reconstruct what he was thinking about y. 

Here was his response?  

Ah…. Sorry wait, I meant the…the y values would go up. But I don't think you 

want to graph, I think you want to…actually no the y values would represent the 

change so yeah the y values represent how big each of these little squares are, like 

the whole area of all four of these little squares at it together. 

He went back to describing the direction of change of his y values and then worked 

through that the y values represent the total area of the white squares. He said they would 

“represent the change” and then clarified they were “the whole area of all four of these little 

squares.” From this response, I believe Daniel conflated his original definition of the y as the 

green line and his experientially bound total area of the white squares from his equation. I 

checked he was thinking about the “y squared times four” component to which he confirmed and 

said:  
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Yeah…Okay, so that would show like, I mean that that would easily show, how 

the whole subtraction like the whole area of the subtraction adds up. Like what 

your um subtracting by. So that would be changing, changing, Like it would be 

getting bigger. 

His response confirmed Daniel grouped his “y squared times four” into a single object that was a 

component of his subtraction equation structure. He categorized this as changing and getting 

bigger, showing at least MA2 with respect to time.  

 In terms of covariational reasoning, Daniel demonstrated attending to the direction of 

change of his green line, total area, and blue shape. However, he only attended to the amounts of 

change in his total white area and his y value. With his equation, he did not seem to make any 

arguments about how the different components changing would influence the result, thus he did 

not appear to engage in covariation with two non-time quantities.  

Summary of Task H 

In Task H, Daniel gave new evidence for his covariational reasoning with two non-time 

quantities. He constructed several relations between the green line, white squares, and blue area. 

In one instance, when trying to determine how the blue area changed, Daniel went through 

building measures for both dimensions of the area for the non-normative shape. In his 

construction, Daniel broke down the blue shape into two types of lengths: lengths equivalent to 

the green line and the lines on the outside box. Daniel grouped the two types of lines into single 

objects, similar to a composite unit, and then coordinated how those changed together to describe 

the area changed. In doing so, Daniel showed evidence of MA2 and MA3 where two lengths 

combined to described how a new single object, area, changed.  
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Daniel also connected the area of the blue shape to the area of the white squares. Here, 

Daniel generated how the blue area changed by categorizing how the area of the white squares 

changed. He further broke the white area measure down to being measured by the green line and 

generated a formula for area of the blue shape using the measure of the green line. Therefore, 

Daniel generated a second way to categorize the area of the blue shape in connection with the 

green line.  

For Daniel’s algebraic expression, he constructed an accurate algebraic expression for 

finding the area of the blue shape using the green line. However, throughout, Daniel conflated 

different units and his representation was largely a static representation for within each time step. 

He conflated his definition for his x switching between the fixed blue box and the result of his 

subtraction as the blue shape’s area. He also conflated his y in the end as the total thing 

subtracted rather than his green line. One thing that Daniel maintained the entire time working 

with his equation was his general equation format of the fixed box minus the total white area.  

Overall, Daniel did engage in non-time covariation at the MA1-MA3 level. However, his 

reasoning was not as robust as in previous, time-explicit tasks. Daniel did have similar arguments 

and reasoning about non-time covariation when dealing with gross quantities but when 

transitioning to working with measured quantities and amounts of change, Daniel struggled more 

than before. It could be that the non-time covariation is more difficult when dealing with 

measuring multiply quantities. It could also be that Daniel ended up assimilating this as dealing 

with two areas changing (white squares and blue shape) rather than the intended length vs area. 

Possibly a combination of the two or some other unknown factor. This does however fit with the 

emerging theme that when dealing with amounts of change or MA3, there seems to be a 

cognitive shift from gross to measured quantities (intensive quantities, Piagetian). 
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Task I 

In Task I, the green line changed discretely following a quadratic pattern and the orange 

line changed continuously following a linear pattern. The intent of this tasks design was to ask 

how the green line changed as the orange line changes to see whether students treated this 

differently than task C that had discrete changing quantity in regards to continuous time passing. 

There is not a direct parallel between these two tasks since task C had discrete units of squares 

compared to the continuous magnitude length of the line in this task.  

Figure 4.73 

Time Points in Task I Corresponding to the Green Line’s Jumps from Beginning Through First Three 

Steps 
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Part 1  

As always, the first part of the interview consisted of more generic questions about the 

quantities present and relations Daniel observes without prompting to think about any particular 

quantities or relations.  

 Question 1. The first question I asked Daniel was what quantities we could talk about in 

this animation. He responded by identifying three quantities: angles of the points, length of the 

different colored lines, and area of the purple shape. This was one of the first times Daniel talked 

amount angles in any of the interviews. The other time was also a triangle task (Task F). 

However, none of the angles changed in that task, while they do in this task.  

 As a follow-up to gain more insight into the nature of the quantities he identified, I asked 

Daniel how he would measure them. He quickly responded with using a ruler or “just looking at 

it.” He also gave that he could use “finger segments” to measure. The first two are standard 

answers for Daniel, although his use of “finger segments” was less common. It does give insight 

into Daniel’s measurement scheme and imagined using non-standard units to measure for at least 

lengths.  

  Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel what quantities changed. He immediately answered the 

length of the lines changed. After a pause to see if he would add anything else without a prompt 

before I asked him if any other quantities changed. He responded how much time was going by 

and then added the angles. Daniel did not identify time as a quantity in the first question but did 

when asked about changing quantities. It is possible he wasn’t thinking about measuring time 

before and focused on the quantities visually present and only when prompted to think of more 

did he mention time as something passing.  
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 Question 3. I then asked Daniel if any quantities were staying the same. He paused and 

thought before initially concluding none stayed the same. He then suggested, “maybe how fast 

it’s changing is staying the same.” It was unclear what he meant by “it” in his statement so I 

asked him to clarify. He responded, “Oh the orange line and the green line, they're both going 

down, actually the green line’s, I can't tell, though I know the orange lines going up at like the 

same, it’s not like speeding up or anything.” Here we see Daniel initially state both the green and 

orange lines are changing at the same rate and both going down before changing his statement. 

He expressed doubt about its rate but was confident when he describes both the direction and rate 

of the orange line. 

One possible reason for Daniel first aid both going down before changing and saying the 

change in opposite directions is what he primarily focused on the green line but attended to both 

after making the statement. It would also be a working memory issue and keeping track of both 

the direction of change and rate of change or amount of change at the same time was using 

beyond or just at the edge of his capacity.  

 Daniel again showed he more easily classified direction of change of lengths than 

amounts or rate of change. This adds more evidence for MA2 for two lengths. He also again 

correctly recognized a constant rate of change with confidence for a length changing, supporting 

he had some assimilated structure or recognition template for constant rate at least at the visual 

perception level.  

 I asked Daniel a couple of simple clarifying questions about his statements regarding the 

green and orange line to confirm his uncertainty about the former’s speed and confident about 

the latter’s constant speed. He confirmed that was what he was thinking and then added that the 
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lengths of the purple line were “definitely changing.” I didn’t ask any follow-ups to his comment 

about the purple line but asked more about his observations about the orange and green lines.   

 For example, I asked how he was tracking the orange line changed in the same amounts. 

He responded with a couple of pauses and “umms” before stating he was just looking at it 

visually. This suggests that he was using perceptual cues and not engaging in constructing a rate 

from amounts of change.  

 Then I asked why he thought the green line was not going at a steady rate, to which he 

responded, “It looks like it's getting it's like going down in the larger segments, as it goes.”  This 

statement shows engagement in MA3 with his mention of increasing segments. I infer his 

“segments” are the amounts of change for each discrete step of the green line changing. In his 

statement, he not only mentions amount of change (MA3) but also direction of change (MA2) at 

the same time. It is likely since he was only focused on one quantity changing with time, he was 

able to maintain the direction and amount in his WM at the same time.   

 Question 4. Next, I asked him if all the changing quantities were changing in the same 

way. Daniel responded: 

Um well they, they’re mostly just changing in length, so I think yes. The angles, I 

mean they wouldn’t really be changing in length they’d be changing in…ah…or I 

guess the angles are kinda changing in length too. Like it starts out as like a. Like 

a like a 10 degree angle at the top, and then it goes to like a full one-eighty at the 

end, something close to there. 

Here Daniel focused on the type of quantity to categorize similar change. Because he just talked 

about the lengths, it’s not surprising he focused on that attribute, although he did quickly 

acknowledge angles are not lengths. He then changed his answer to measuring angles as lengths 
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while using degrees as his unit of measure. I asked him how he is thinking about measuring the 

angles as a length.  

Daniel: Um, well I’m saying like the distance between like I’d measure, if you 

can see my hand… 

Interviewer: Yeah.  

Daniel: I'd like measure like the distance between these two like right here [points 

between the purple and green line]. Like how the purple lines that going out it's 

just so like the also the area like the purple area, and like the whole shape kind of 

shows like how the angle is. 

 Daniel’s measurement of angle with length was a new method that he introduced. He 

seemed to associate the distance between the two lines making the angle as equivalent or a proxy 

for the measure of the angle. This is a non-standard way to measure angle but does conceptually 

capture the change in sweep between two lines. It shows Daniel generated a new quantity based 

on two other changing quantities. Thus, he engaged in covariational reasoning between two non-

time quantities. He at least shows MA1 and MA2 for his generated quantity by discussing the 

angle increasing. 

 I then returned to the original question about quantities changing the same but posed it 

differently saying, “Are any of them changing in a different way, or are they all changing the 

same way?” Daniel responded differently this time by saying the quantities are “definitely 

changing in different ways.” I ask how they changed differently and he first mentioned the 

angles before discussing the lines saying, “Well, the angle’s changing like not, not getting longer 

or anything. And also, the green line is getting shorter, the purple line’s getting shorter and then 

longer again, and then the orange lines just getting longer.” 
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 Daniel related angles with length changes, although this time it was to say the angles 

were not getting longer, contradicting his method of measuring change in angle. His descriptions 

of the lines were accurate with direction of change (MA2). His description of the purple line is 

insightful because it was the first time Daniel encountered a quantity that did not change 

direction monotonically. He identified the purple as increasing and decreasing throughout the 

animation. This adds support that for at least for lengths changing with respect to time, Daniel 

had a well-developed perceptual classifications for direction of changes in quantities.  

 I asked how he was tracking how each was changing to try and identify mental actions 

associated with his perceptual observations. Daniel responded that he visually watched the green 

get shorter and the orange longer. Whereas, he described the purple changing from a visual 

perception, his statement also gave some evidence of connections with the other two lines, 

saying, “then the purple line, I’m looking at it and it looks like it's getting smaller while the two 

are changing, and then it gets to a point where it just starts turning back it goes starts going back 

up again.” The change in direction for the purple line was directly connected with the other two 

lines changing. This suggests some association between all three lines changing, with a possible 

dependence relation of the purple on the green and orange lines.  

 This relation mirrors either a two-level structure where the orange and green line together 

represent the purple like (Figure 4.74a), a two-level generating a third (Figure 4.74b) or a three-

level structure with each line as its own unit but the green and orange result in the purple (Figure 

4.74c). I am not sure what mental actions or arrow relations go between the different quantity 

units here, but he clearly built the purple line as a relation between the other two lines through a 

coordination to construct a MO. 
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Figure 4.74 

Possible UTGs for Daniel’s Purple Line 

a) b) c) 

 

 

 Question 5. The next question asked was how the quantities changed in relation to one 

another. Daniel responded by connecting the lengths of all the lines together. He seemed to build 

off his previous answer regarding the purple line changing based on the green and orange line 

only this time he articulated the connections more clearly: 

Daniel: Um I think…I think, as the green line goes down in the orange line goes 

up, the purple line kinda goes in like a, like an arc, like a downwards arc in like 

the like speed. So like if you put it on a graph, the speed would go down and then 

back up [traces in the air a smile with finger] or the length.  

Interviewer: Okay 

Daniel: The length, it would go down and then back up. And then the green was 

just going down and then the orange ones just going up, so when like relation, the 

green one and the orange one put together really pulling the purple one I think. 

Like if you change the, like if you showed the rate of change, I think it would like, 
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basically the way the triangle works is these go up and down [traces green and 

orange line with different fingers], the purple line goes like gets shorter and 

longer because this point isn't changing at all [points to bottom point connecting 

orange and green lines], the bottom one. 

 From his first statement, Daniel appears to have made a MO between the three lines. 

However, he grouped the changes in the green and orange line together, and that grouping 

resulted in the changes in the purple line. He introduces graphing his relation between the three 

lines with the resulting trace of his finger representing the length of the purple line. He originally 

claimed the graph would be the speed before he self-corrects to length. It is possible his 

conflation of speed and length was due to WM constraint of tracking three quantities and their 

direction of changes.  

Without prompting, Daniel gave a second account of his thinking. It seemed Daniel had 

convinced himself about his previous answer and was explained again his thinking more 

confidently. It is likely he was still forming some of the relations out loud the first run through 

and was then justifying his answer. In the second run through, Daniel confirmed he constructed 

the purple line as a relation between the green and the orange line. This would fit with Daniel 

constructing a third level of units in activity being stage 2 (Figure 4.75). He had some unknown 

measure of the green and orange lines and connected them together to make the purple line.  
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Figure 4.75 

Possible Directional Units Combination to Construct Purple Line 

 

It is not clear exactly what action he used to join them as it was clearly not a traditional 

composite unit. He even said he wasn’t sure how he would make the purple from the other two 

but suggests rate of change. Returning to the possible UGTs or unit structures Daniel has for the 

purple line, I think it is most likely was directional units for the green and orange lines that 

someone combine to be the purple line for Daniel (Figure 4.75) 

 He then went back to the figure to explain the connection he saw within the triangle. This 

time, he focused on the invariant relation between the orange and green lines with the fixed angle 

between them. In this explanation, Daniel again grouped the green and orange line as changing 

first and then the purple changing. This provides more evidence of a dependence relation and 

that the purple is constructed from the other two quantities.  

 Overall, this was one of the clearest instances in which Daniel generated a MO that 

combined two changing quantities to produce a third. Daniel engaged in MA1 and MA2 with his 

MO. He also introduced a graph as a representation of the length for his purple line. While the 

general shape that he described fit the purple shape length as time went on if a standard axis was 

used, Daniel seemed to be thinking about it as representing all three lines. I asked him to explain 
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his idea of the graph more in a series of follow-up questions. Here is the description he gave of 

his graph: 

The like the purple line’s length, so it starts out really long [motions with hand 

over animation]. And then it gets shorter. So on a graph like you, like the bar like 

it would be like up there [points with finger]. Then you go over in time [moves 

finger to the right in short jolts] and be down there [moves finger downward at 

angle] then going over more [move to right again], it would be up there again 

[moves finger upwards]. 

From this description, we see Daniel was thinking about the standard axis orientation of 

length and time when picturing his graph. His hand gestures suggest he was thinking about time 

passing first and then the change in the length happening rather than tracking them 

simultaneously (chunky reasoning). This is consistent with descriptions Daniel had given 

throughout the tasks when he is describing changes in quantities. In particular, when Daniel 

transitions from gross quantities to measured quantities.   

Question 6. The last question I asked Daniel before asking him to actually draw his 

graph was how he was thinking about time in the animation. Daniel was much slower to answer 

this question than any other time I asked about time. Here is his response:  

um…I think it's um I think the green line kind of shows how the time is going on. 

It's umm, it's kind of like moving, like every step of the thing and the orange lines 

kind of just moving steadily along. So, like one of them's going in segments and 

and one of them's just like going on steadily. 
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In an immediate follow-up question, I confirmed with Daniel that he was thinking about the 

green line as representing time changing.  

 Daniel’s response here gives some insight into his measure of time with his focus on the 

green line as marking time even though he also indicates that the orange line is “steadily moving 

along.” Daniel’s attention to the discrete movement of the green line as marking time is not 

surprising given his previous work with discrete tasks. It does, however, give more evidence for 

a preference for discrete thinking, because he chose to use the discrete chunks as the 

representation of time. It could be that he was just using that as a measure of time passing since it 

was easier to use discrete units rather than think in the continuum. He referenced the orange 

line’s “steady” motion also gives evidence that Daniel could also think about change along the 

continuum. He clearly acknowledged the differences between the two modalities of change.  

 I wanted to see how he would connect time with his observations about the purple line 

and his graph so I asked him how that conception of time related to his previous ideas:  

Daniel: umm the purple line kinda, I think you could use like how like how short 

the green line is and then, how long the orange line is on a graph, on like the two, 

like sides of the graphic the x axis and the y axis. 

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: You could use those and then you’d be able to find where like the purple 

line would be there. 

Interviewer: Okay, so um how would you lable your axes? 

Daniel: One of them would be the orange line and one of them would be the green 

line. 
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Interviewer: Okay, and so, how would you use so two axes to help you plot the 

purple line? 

Daniel: Well it's showing like a stead… if the rate is, um…like I guess you could 

just find the length of both of them. And then find the length of the purple line. 

Like the length of the orange the length of the green line and length of, length of 

the orange line would relate somehow and then you'd get a purple line. 

 Daniel changed his graphing structure to now depict his constructed relation between the 

orange and green lines. He set up each axis as the length of his two lines and then stated there 

was some relation between those two lengths to get the purple. With this orientation, Daniel is 

not sure what exactly the relation would be, only that he knew one existed and whatever graph he 

would draw would be the length of the purple line.  

 In his graphing explanation, he gave no mention to time despite the original question 

asking to relate time. His attention to modality of change appeared to be lost when dealing with 

constructing the graph. This is likely a WM constraint since Daniel held two different lengths 

and their changes in the construction of his third quantity, the purple line.  

 To see if I could probe further into how he might construct his relation, I asked Daniel 

how he would use the measure of the green and orange line segments for his graph. After Daniel 

thought for a moment, I asked the following clarifying question, “So, like the using those using 

the length of the green, orange line for the graph?” I confirmed that I was asking how he would 

use measurements of the green and orange line in relation to his graph.   

Daniel: Um well like as like the like the graph you know how like on a graph it 

has like the quantities list it up. 

Interviewer: Mmhmm 
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Daniel: So I think um, like on the on like the x or the y axes, you could list, like 

the length of the green line. And then you could list on the like the x axis the 

length of the Orange line. 

Interviewer: Mmhmm 

Daniel: And then the purple line would be like the line going through the graph 

but I don't know what that would look like. 

Interviewer: Okay, so like the purple, like actual you anything about like a line on 

that access that would represent the purple. 

Daniel: The other be like a line on a graph so the two axes will like make it go up 

or go down and then back up. 

 Here Daniel gave more clarification of the construction of his axes for his graph as 

measures of the lengths of the green and orange lines. He also confirmed he thought of the curve 

making up the graph as representing the length of the purple line. At first, he again claimed he 

didn’t know what the curve would look like for the purple line before stating the line on the 

graph would be going up and down. In fact, Daniel’s last statement further confirmed he was 

thinking of the green and orange line controlled the length of the purple line. Thus, he clearly has 

at least a MO of the orange and green lines.  

 The last statement also gives some evidence Daniel was either able to reconstruct or 

recall his previous purple line relation of decreasing then increasing. It could be that he 

reconstructed that relation again after articulating his graph more clearly or could be that 

something in the description of his new axes system activated his previous purple line relation. 

Either way, we see Daniel work with two non-time imagined measured quantities to construct a 
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third changing quantity. This gives evidence of MA2 and again shows evidence of possibly 

utilizing his unit coordinating structures to construct a third unit in activity (Figure 4.75).  

Part 2 

For Part 2 of this task, I asked Daniel a series of questions about relations between the 

orange and green lines. In particular, I asked him to think about how the green line changed as 

the orange line changed, intending to have the green line dependent on the orange line.  

 Question 1. The first question was “How the orange line and green line change in 

relation to one another,” leaving it general to see if he imposed a dependence on his own. He 

responded quickly and confidently that “the green line goes down and the orange line goes up.” 

Daniel’s first identified relation between the two was to identify differences in their direction of 

change. This fits with Daniel consistently and accurately identifying the direction of change of 

quantities in relation to time passing.  

 I then asked him how he was tracking those two changed together or whether he thought 

they changed separately. This was to determine if Daniel was thinking about each as changing 

with time or if he had some CMO between the two. He responded by describing their different 

modalities of change saying, “The green one’s going down in like chunks and the orange one’s 

going up constantly.” Still wanting to know whether Daniel was thinking of each quantity 

changing simultaneously as the previous question intended, I asked him again using slightly 

different language:  

Interviewer: Okay, and are you thinking like when you are classifying how 

they’re changing are you thinking about like one quantity changing and then 

thinking about how the other quantity is changing, are you thinking about them 

changing at the same time? 
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Daniel: I think about them changing at the same time. 

Interviewer: Okay, how come you think that they’re changing at the same time? 

Daniel: Oh, I think, well, the purple lines just constantly changing the whole time. 

You can see just like you know the it’s just going [uses thumb and index finger to 

mark ends of the purple line and move with purple line] up and down. Constantly. 

And then it goes, and then it gets like starts, you know changing so it doesn’t stop 

at all. 

Interviewer: Okay, and you’re thinking that the purple line is helping you connect 

how the green and the orange line are changing together. 

Daniel: Mmhmm. 

Although his previous response indicated separate changes, we see Daniel did have a MO 

for the green and orange line changing together through the purple line. This is consistent with 

his previous answers in Part 1. Thus, even though the two lines don’t technically change 

simultaneously, due to the different modalities of change, Daniel still perceived the two as 

changing constantly together. It is likely because the purple line represented how the two lines 

changed together and it constantly changed, Daniel made the association that both changed at the 

same time despite the discrete nature of the green line.  

Daniel’s hand motion and verbalization of how the purple line went both “up and down” 

also gave evidence he thought about both lines changing together rather than one then the other. 

This gives further evidence the purple line was a MO of the orange and green lines. It fits with 

Daniel’s UC Stage of 2 that he can construct a unit comprised of two units (green and orange 

lines), however it is not clear or unlikely that the purple line is a unit of units like a traditional 
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three level unit from the UC literature. This might be better labeled as an Abstract Quantitative 

Structure (Moore et. al., 2019) 

Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel how the orange and green lines change together but 

gave a dependence relation asking, “As the orange line changes, how does the green line 

change?” This was to get at the design order of the task described above. Daniel watched the 

animation for a few moments before answering. He seemed less sure about his answer than 

previously when he answered the generic question about a relationship between the orange and 

green lines. His reply to the dependence version of that question was “Um, the orange line goes 

up, while the green line goes down in like, in like segments kind of. The orange line goes up 

constantly while the green line goes down in chunks.” 

This response is very similar to his previous answer as it focused first on the direction of 

change of each line. However, it varies in a couple of important ways. First, Daniel’s language 

indicates at least a small dependence relation with the use of the connector “while” rather than 

“and”. Second, Daniel also included the modality of change within the descriptor of the direction 

of change rather than identifying those change properties as separate. Overall, Daniel’s response 

give evidence of MA2 between the orange and green lines. Note, his attention to the modality of 

change is not captured within Carlson and colleagues’ original framework.   

Question 3. The next question in the task sequence asked Daniel to relate the amounts of 

change of the green line as the orange line changed. I asked Daniel if the green line was 

changing in bigger, smaller, or same amounts as the orange line increased.  

Interviewer: As our orange line changes, or gets bigger, does the green line 

change by like bigger and bigger amounts smaller and smaller amounts or same 

amounts. 
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Daniel: Um…I think it's, um…I think it's the ah, I think it’s bigger. You can like 

see it changing by like that much that first time [points to top of green line at 

beginning of animation] and then that much the second time [points again]. It's 

noticeably different. 

Interviewer: Okay, so in sort of just comparing how the green line is moving 

down on the chunks it looks like… 

Daniel: [interrupts] Yeah again on the graph it would kind of look like a tiny stair 

step [motions with finger over then down] and then a big stair step, or a bigger 

stair step.  

From this response, Daniel appeared to be focusing only on the green line while 

determining the size of the amounts of change. He did not reference the orange line at all while 

determining the green line changed in larger amounts. The last statement Daniel makes about a 

successive step being big and then self-correcting to a bigger stair step indicates that Daniel was 

thinking about the changes beyond the two he described and situated the size of change within a 

larger set of steps. Overall, this shows he engaged in MA3 with time and the green line, not the 

orange and green line.  

 In his response, Daniel returned to a graphical representation to explain how the green 

line changed. He introduced a new type of graph in this task with a “stair step” graph. Although 

he did not explicitly label a set of axes for his stair step, I inferred that he thought about the 

length of the green line as the y-axis and time as the x-axis. This inference comes from Daniel’s 

previous graphs following standard orientation and his dependent variable in his explanation 

being the length of the green line changing with time.  
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 Daniel’s response did not indicate that he was thinking about the orange line at all. I did 

not ask a follow-up to check if he was thinking about it, instead I inquired how Daniel would 

check his conjecture about the size of change with the green line. Daniel thought for a moment 

before stating he could use the lengths of the green line in different points in the animation to 

check the length on the graph. I checked and when he referenced the green line in his answer, he 

was thinking about the entire length of the green line rather than thinking directly about 

measuring the change between two jumps in the animation. This was to see if he was using the 

amount of change as a quantity without first constructing it through subtraction or a difference of 

segments.  

 Again Daniel relied on a graphical representation to discuss the change in the green line. 

Since his response was vague about measuring the lengths and using the graph, I asked Daniel 

how he would use the lengths he found in his graph.  

Daniel: Well, ah, like I, like I said, like green, the green line is like the y-axis. The 

length of the green line is the y-axis. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: So it would start out at like three inches [points finger up at imagined 

starting length] and then go down [moves finger down vertically] like tiny bits. 

But it wouldn't be constantly going down. 

Interviewer: Okay, so it just be going down in chunks? 

Daniel: [interrupts] The orange line also kind of shows how time goes on too but 

in a more steady rate. So, like it's, it's, it, the orange, the green line’s going on like 

counting by the second, but it’s changing like a constant, it’s just like, like an 

instant down [points finger and drags quickly in downward motion and pauses] 
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and then down [motions down again]. The orange line’s going like that [resets 

finger up and drags down diagonally at constant rate] like constantly, no stopping. 

Interviewer: Okay and you are saying that is sort of like time passing? 

Daniel: Yes. 

 Here we get confirmation Daniel was thinking about a standard orientation for the green 

line measured on the y-axis. It is still unclear if the x-axis is time or if he was using his previous 

axis with the orange line on the bottom. The fact Daniel gave a sample length for a starting 

length, suggests he was previously working with the green line as an unknown length rather than 

just a gross quantity. His numbered example also showed he attended to the amounts of change 

when he quantified the going down in “tiny bits.” He also added in the modality.  

Therefore, Daniel maintained three different properties of change for the green line 

simultaneously: direction, modality, and amount. It could be that imagining the changes in a 

graphical representation allowed Daniel to maintain all three properties. I could also be focusing 

only on the green line with time rather than both the orange and green line freed up more WM 

space to attend to three rather than two properties.  

 Once Daniel added the modality of change to his description of the green line changing in 

his graph, he makes a new observation regarding the orange line and time. Daniel made a 

connection between the orange line changing constantly and representing time passing. He then 

compares the modalities of change for the orange and green line as different ways to measure 

time. When trying to describe how they were different, he struggled a little with how to articulate 

the discrete change. He started to say “constant” but changed to “instant”. I believe he was 

thinking about a constant or fixed time change, like one second chunks but likely had a 

perturbation with using the word “constant” since the orange line was going at a “constant” rate.  
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 Daniel’s observation about the orange line representing time passing, is particularly 

interesting because the task was designed to see if students engaged in covariational reasoning 

differently with and without time as a quantity. Since Daniel’s observation about the orange line 

representing time seemed to be a little bit of a surprise to him and was not an immediate 

connection suggests that time was a separate quantity and different from the length. It does, 

however, suggest that for Daniel, length or a constant changing length can be a proxy for 

measuring or showing time changing. This is consistent with previous early tasks that had sliders 

for time and in the drawing portion of the tasks when a slider was provided.  

 It is unclear, however, exactly how Daniel made this new connection with time and the 

orange line. He also did not indicate he would use the orange line as time to measure the time 

passing for the green line. Based on his answer he was still thinking about the two as separate 

quantities with time just measured differently.  

 To try and tease out what connected Daniel made between time and the orange and green 

line I asked the following:  

Interviewer: Okay, and are you thinking as like the orange line representing time 

or just helping you think about how time is passing sort of that steady rate? 

Daniel: Um the orange line, like I looked at it on the graph. And I put it on the 

bottom because usually on a graph, like that the, it shows, like the time going, just 

like that [motions finger moving horizontally to the left]. So the orange line is like 

kind of showing like a steady change, and you can easily make it look like it's 

um…going like the green line’s going constant, it's like it's like an instant. It's like 

an instant change, dropping like straight down in graph [motions with finger]. 

And then, and then it goes flat so it's not changing it all then changes again. So 
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you could use the measurement for the orange line as length, but then you could 

also use like seconds for it too.  

Interviewer: Okay, so you could think of like the length is marking a certain 

number of seconds, or like representing number of seconds? 

Daniel: Ah yes. 

 

From this response, Daniel was thinking about the orange line as marking time or that his 

earlier decision to have the orange as the x-axis may have been connected to either time or it’s 

constant rate change. Further, it shows Daniel’s graph was a dynamic representation or generated 

through marking points in time connected to the lengths of the two lines. His last statement about 

the orange line as being a representative of either length or time, gives stronger evidence for 

length being a proxy for time and Daniel’s graph being a CMO between the two lengths rather 

than just the green line and time.  

 It is important to note Daniel’s hand motions for the orange line steadily changing was a 

downward trajectory left to right. Since in the animation the orange line moved upwards left to 

right, Daniel’s tracing motion was not simply a trace of the motion of the orange line within the 

animation context but rather an abstracted representation. It could be Daniel forgot the orange 

line was increasing and used decreasing as an example to help contrast the decrease of the green 

line he more recently worked with. Using the downward diagonal left to right could still fit with 

the orange line increasing because Daniel made an association between the orange line and the x-

axis so going left to right would still represent an increase.  

 I returned to Daniel’s description about the graph changing then staying steady then 

changing again to clarify which quantities he was thinking about in that description. He 
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responded he was talking about the green line as changing then staying steady then changing 

again, referring to the instant change. It was still a little unclear if or how his “staying steady” 

related to the “steady” change of the orange line or time passing. So I asked for further 

clarification of how that related to the animation to see if referring back to the figurative material 

would help in the clarification.  

Um the green line, the, like you could see like the green line as um stair steps. So 

on the graph there will be kind of like [uses finger to trace horizontal line] you'd 

be staying the same not moving at all going forward and then going straight down 

[drags finger down then to horizontally again] and then go straight down. And 

also, at the very end of the graph on it would probably go straight back up and it 

will repeat the graph over again, because you know it loops. 

Daniel confirmed when he thought about the green line changing, he also maintained a 

constant change in time rather than solely thinking in chunked time. In particular his statement 

“you'd be staying the same not moving at all going forward” shows he maintained the green 

line’s length as fixed while another quantity, either time or the orange line’s length, changed. 

The use of “forward” likely referred to thinking about time rather than the orange line increasing 

in length.  

 The last comment Daniel made about the graph showing a loop of the animation is not 

the first time Daniel attended to the repeating nature of the animations. He also previously 

mentioned he could record the animation as a repeated process. This shows a type of chunked 

thinking as well as anticipation of the result of the animation. Daniel clearly unitized the 

transformation of the figure from start to finish as represented a completed change and that he 

could repeat that same transformation if his graph continued. This statement also shows Daniel 
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relied more on his time interpretation for the x-axis than the length of the green line since a reset 

would have both lines return to the original places on the coordinate axis rather than have the 

green line reset to the same height but the orange line (x-axis quantity) continually increasing as 

Daniel’s description implies.  

 Also note, the original question asked was about amounts of change in the green line and 

although he did originally answer with the green line changing in larger amounts, the subsequent 

follow-up questions and answers did not refer back to that answer. In particular, when asked 

immediately after giving his answer and how he would check his answer about using the lengths 

and a graph, it was not clear how Daniel would use those measured lengths or graph to check or 

determine the amounts of change other than visual comparisons. The later follow-ups focused on 

his graphical representation and time rather than amounts of change as that’s what Daniel 

focused on. This still provided insight into his covariational reasoning however.  

 Question 4. Although the original focus of Question 3 was lost in the follow-up 

questions, the next question also asked about relations to amounts of change. This question 

however asked about it more directly by naming “amount of change” in the question and using 

descriptors increasing, decreasing, and staying the same rather than bigger and bigger amounts, 

smaller and smaller amounts and same amounts. Daniel’s response came after a pause where he 

watched the animation a little before claiming same amounts, contradicting his initial answer to 

the previous question.  

It could be that Daniel was thinking about the quantity “amounts of change” as something 

different than when I asked about the green line changing in different amounts. Daniel did not 

reference the orange line at all suggesting it again is representing time and thus not treated as an 
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explicitly measured quantity or he did not think about it at all and just focused on the green line 

changing with time as an implicit quantity. 

 Since this was a different answer than I was expecting, I asked him why he thought it was 

changing in the same amounts. Daniel said, “Ah, it just looks like it's staying the same, I, it's kind 

of guests, but it looks like it's staying the same, though.” Even though in the previous question 

Daniel also gave a visual argument, this time he was unsure of his answer and did not use the 

animation as a visual justification through tracing the green line. This suggests Daniel thought a 

different quantity or constructed “amount of change” differently from before.  

 Thus, I directly asked Daniel how he was thinking about amount of change in the green 

line. Daniel did a couple of false starts before saying, “I think it's increasing but in like an 

instant. So, it's like going down instantly and then going down more, instantly.” I check Daniel’s 

phrasing of “going down more, instantly” whether the “more” to indicate an increase in the 

amount of change or just that the green line decreasing again after some amount of time. He 

clarified it was the former and the amount of change of the green line increased, but the change 

happened instantly in time.  

 This means Daniel engaged in MA3 by attending to the amount the green line decreased 

with respect to time. He seemed to have a split focus on amount of change and modality or 

timing of that change that caused him some perturbation and his uncertainty of his original 

answer and justification. It also gives possible evidence of MA4 since the change in time was a 

constant or fixed amount for Daniel.  

To explore this further and see how Daniel connected increasing amounts of change with 

a modality of continuous change, I asked him how it would look different if the green line didn’t 

have an instant change. Daniel thought for a moment before answering with an accompanying 
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hand gesture, “If it wasn't an instant the green line would just be going down like that [drags 

finger down vertically at constant rate] constantly.” Thus, we see that Daniel has an association 

between larger amounts of change and increasing speed for continuously changing lengths with 

respect to time passing. This also gives more evidence of MA3 thinking about amount of change 

in association with change in at least time.  

From the hand gesture Daniel made, it appeared to be a vertical change and not a 

diagonal change. This suggests he mostly traced the path of the green line changing within the 

animation itself rather than a graphical representation. All other graphical traces Daniel included 

two direction changes to account for two axes, one to include time or the orange line. This trace 

was mostly vertical, indicating he was likely not thinking about time passing as a measured 

quantity but experiential and focused his mental attention on the translation of discrete amounts 

of change increasing to a continuous setting.  

 I did not ask Daniel how he knew the green line would be getting faster. Thus, I do not 

have evidence of how exactly he connected increasing amount of change with increased speed. 

However, I posit based on previous answers to other tasks, he would likely have made a 

connection between needing to travel a greater distance for the same fixed amount of time 

associated with his chunked instant change.  

 Question 5. The motivation for the last question I asked before moving to the equation 

question was to see how Daniel might engage in MA4 with change in the green line coordinated 

with equal change in the orange line.  Daniel’s initial response to the question “For equal 

changing in the orange line, how is the green line changing?” started by claiming the orange line 

was not changing in equal amounts and compared that to how the green line changed saying:  
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Um it's not equal… it's, it's getting like more so, like while the orange is just 

saying the same for like how much time is passing. The green one’s going down 

[jerks finger down] and then down more [jerks finger down in larger amount]. So, 

it's like, it's, it's like increasing the amount that it's changing by. 

 Note in Daniel’s comparison of amounts of change between the two lines, he stated it in 

terms of temporal direction that the “while” the orange line is changing one way, the green is 

doing something different. This supports that Daniel was thinking of the quantities as having 

some kinds of temporal connection and basic MO. His reasoning with the green line changing in 

bigger amounts without returning to using the animation or hand motions suggested he had 

internalized his previous observations from the last question about amounts of change in the 

green line (MA3). 

 I double checked Daniel was not thinking about the orange line changing in equal 

amounts before restating the original question with a little more leading to see if he could 

imagine making equal changes in the orange line. Because Daniel maintained the orange line 

represented time passing, I asked him to explain more how he was thinking about time with both 

the lines.  

So the orange line shows like a constant, like I said on the graph it's just going 

constantly [motions with finger going diagonally down left to right before 

leveling off to more horizontal motion] forward, it's not stopping. And then the 

green one is kind of just, it's showing like the different a showing like it's not 

showing a constant change it's going, you know segments. 
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Here Daniel’s description again connects the orange line’s constant rate with forward 

motion on a graph, equating it with time passing. This was different than Daniel’s observations 

about the green line changin both in discrete changes. He does not mention the size of change 

with the green line this time and only attended to the modality of change.  

 Since Daniel equated the orange line with time passing, I rephrased the question 

explicitly leveraging the connection he articulated and asked if the orange line represented time, 

for equal change in time, how does the green line change. He immediately asked me to repeat the 

question. The second time I posed the question Daniel answered quickly and confidently that for 

an equal change in time, the green line increased by bigger amounts. He said, “Well for every 

equal one, it's increasing more. So, for how much time passing it's getting bigger. So, each time 

that much time passes, it gets bigger by that much.” 

The ease at which Daniel answered this version of the question and the fact he repeated 

his answer, phrasing it three different ways unprompted, suggests Daniel’s struggle with the 

previous version with the orange line devoid of time meaning was likely related Daniel not 

imagining marking a continuously changing length into equal parts as it changed. When thinking 

about time as passing in equal amounts, Daniel easily made connections with how the green line 

changed (MA4).  

Some of Daniel’s phrasing for amounts of time was a little vague, so I verified he was 

thinking about his amounts of time as equal chunks with a follow-up question. After he 

confirmed he was thinking about those time chunks as being the same, I asked him how he knew 

the time chunks were the same. Daniel responded, “Well I'm looking at the orange line and I 

already said that it's like changing the same amount. Like it's constant.” To check his last 
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statement about “it” being constant was referring to the rate of the orange line and not the 

perceptual time chunk I asked the following: 

Interviewer: Okay, since that one’s moving at a constant rate, that you're saying 

that you're able to think about the one, when our green line jumps, it's for the 

same amount of time as our orange line changing.  

Daniel: It's not the same. The green line is like showing, like an increase. The 

orange line is to staying the same. 

As my question was a little poorly worded, it is possible Daniel assimilated the last part 

as the green line changing in equal amounts rather than the green line changing when an equal 

amount of the orange line changed. However, Daniel clearly maintained that the orange line was 

a constant change and the green line an increasing change. It is unclear if the constant change 

referred to amounts of change or constant rate or continuous modality of change. Based on 

previous answers, I think it is likely the constant rate.  

 Next, I asked Daniel how he might check his conjecture about the equal changes in the 

orange line corresponded to bigger changes in the green line.  

Daniel: Oh well, I could stop the animation look at it. 

Interviewer: Okay, what would you [interrupted] 

Daniel: You could also look at a graph I guess but I don't know like the exact 

measurements 

Interviewer: Okay, so let's stick with the like, looking at the animation. How 

would you use the animation to confirm that hypothesis? 
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Daniel: Um, Uhm You could…Well, you could stop it, like you could like see 

how long it is a different points in time. So, like one second in you could you 

could check the length of both lines and another second, and then like two 

seconds, and you can change the lines. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you just measure out equal amounts of time passing and 

check the lengths? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, what would you expect to see if we like did the measurements 

at one second and then two seconds? 

Daniel: I'd expect to see the changes in the orange line to be the exact same and 

then the changes on the green line to be different. 

Here we see Daniel return to his stop and measure method for checking his hypothesis. I 

did not push him for details of what those measurements would look like. I also did not probe 

further into his mention of a graph because he said he didn’t know the measurements and 

because the focus of this study was for non-graphical examples.  

 His response when focused back on using the animation rather than the graph did reveal 

that he was thinking about determining the amounts of change at the same time rather than one 

or the other. This comes when he said he would measure both at a given time point. Although he 

imagined making simultaneous measurements for the lines, he was still grounded in measuring 

each based on time. Thus, Daniel appeared to have a structure for simultaneous change for the 

two quantities but only with time ingrained his thinking. That is, he was still thinking about 

measuring each as separate with respect to time and not measuring the green line changing for an 

increment of the orange line changing devoid of reference to time passing. Overall, this gives 
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indication that Daniel was not engaging in MA4 between the two lines but between time and 

each line. 

 The fact Daniel said he would measure change in the orange line for some amount of 

time passing, also indicates he was no longer using the orange line as a measure or proxy for 

time. It gives evidence Daniel’s interpretation of the orange line as a mark of time was not his 

most dominant one. This helps explain his shift back and forth between the orange line as time 

and as a length.  

 It is important that Daniel generated his measuring example with two different time 

points. This suggests he knew he needed to have more than one amount of change measurement 

to determine how the amount of change was changing. This is consistent with his work through 

the previous tasks.  

Then as a last follow-up question, I asked Daniel whether he would expect the same 

result whether he checked at any second interval to determine whether he would apply his 

strategy at random points in the animation and anticipate the results. After pondering it for a 

couple of seconds, he replied, “Ummm, yes, I just expected it to be different.” His response 

indicates he was only thinking about the green line and not both lines. It is possible that either he 

ran out of WM capacity to keep track of both lines or thought I was only asking about the last 

quantity he described which was the green line.  

 Question 6. As usual, the last question in the task sequence was for Daniel to come up 

with an equation for the relationship between the orange and green lines.  

Um…Okay, I think that, I think you could do like…the green line. Well, I mean you do 

something to keep the green line staying like the same. So like the green line times one 

because, er like times two because like every second and that wouldn't change it all. But 
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then the green line er the orange line. And then the green line would um, something, you 

could do like green times, times something plus two every time or plus that much.  

 

From Daniel’s initial response we see he generated two separate equations for the orange 

and green lines in a time step. Based on previous questions and his answers throughout the task, I 

believe his “every time” language refers to equal time chunks associated with the discrete 

changes in the green line. Thus, Daniel did not think about a relationship between the two lines 

but captured each separately.  

 Note, Daniel’s first attempt at generating equations, he never introduced variables. 

Rather, he used the names of each line to represent the unknown lengths for the lines. He started 

by describing the green line as staying the same and used multiplication by one before changing 

to multiplication by two. At the end of this description, he said it was his equation for the orange 

line. It is possible he said the green line when he was thinking about the orange line because the 

green line was the last one he talked about in the previous question. It could also be that he was 

thinking about the green line in connection to making equal time amounts and conflated the two 

lines.  

Regardless, Daniel generated a multiplicative relationship between the length of the 

orange line and some unknown constant change. At first, he multiplied by one before changing 

his answer to multiplying by two. I think his initial multiplication by one was to represent his 

“staying the same” notion. It might also be his reference to the orange line was not the length of 

the orange line, but he was thinking about the amounts of change in the orange line for his time 

step. However, he had some perturbation that multiplying by one would not work and changed it 
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to two. I posit he reflected multiplication by one would not give an increasing length, which 

conflicted with his knowledge that the orange line increased in length.  

 Daniel was less certain of how to represent an equation for the green line. However, his 

equation did reflect he thought about the green line changing in different amounts. He used the 

same structure of the green line multiplied by something but then added some unknown amount, 

differentiating it from the orange line equation. His “plus two” was either added to the unknown 

multiplier or added to the result of the multiplication. I believe it was likely the former since 

Daniel appears to be treating the multiplication of the unknown as the change factor in both 

equations. So, the addition of “two,” or some unknown amount, would reflect his notion of the 

green line increasing in bigger amounts.  

 Although Daniel did not name standard variables, like x or y, this time in his first attempt 

at equations, he still worked with unknown values. In both, the names of each line likely 

represented unknown but measurable lengths for each line. He appeared to again be thinking in 

fixed time chunks and so it is possible the lengths were not changing and thus unknowns rather 

than variables.   

In his orange line equation, Daniel generated a numerical value, but I believe this was a 

random placeholder value as an example for some unknown measure of the change factor. He 

anticipated determining some constant of change for the orange line and did not appear to need 

to construct it in activity. This suggests, for at least lengths changing at constant rates, Daniel can 

anticipate finding some constant of change. However, based on his expressed doubt at the 

beginning of his answer, his use of multiplication did not arise from a conceptual understanding 

of linear growth.  
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For the green line, Daniel also introduced a numerical example with his “plus two.” He 

also had a multiplication factor in his first equation but left it as some unknown measurable value 

and chose to generate his numeric example to capture how the change was changing. His second 

idea of “or plus that much” also indicates that he was thinking about the amount of change in the 

green line as a changing quantity rather than an unknown like the orange line.  

Because his answer for the orange line was a little unclear with his change of name and 

because I wanted more insight into how he generated his equation, I asked Daniel to explained 

the orange line equation again.  

The orange line is like, I don't know like how you’d show it on an equation but 

you'd have to somehow, get the orange line to be like changing the same amount, 

constantly the whole time. And then you show the green line changing different 

amounts and getting bigger, though. So you might want to do, like the green line 

plus x, which is getting bigger. Which certain, like x is like the bigger segments 

every time. Or x would be the measurement of the green line every time. And 

then orange line would just be like, it would be by itself, because it's changing in 

same amounts. 

Daniel again expressed doubt into the method he might use for capturing his 

understanding of the orange line changing in the same amount or constant rate of change. In fact, 

he didn’t even try to relate any quantities and only described he would need a constant rate of 

change. It is important to note Daniel equated constant rate of change as equal change for equal 

amounts of time passing. This reflects his answer to P2Q5 as well as in other later tasks.  

 Then without asking, Daniel again explained what he might do for his green line 

equation. He again focused on how the amounts of change changed. He started by clarifying he 
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would need changing amounts of change before adding the direction of change to the quantity. 

For this line, Daniel did introduce algebraic notation for his changing amount of change with is 

“green line plus x” equation. Here the x would represent a changing discrete variable as Daniel 

generated an expression for the length of each line after a fixed change in time.  

After establishing his “green line plus x” equation, specifying “x” was changing, Daniel 

changed his definition of x to be the length of the green line but changed nothing else about his 

expression. I think this change might have been his attempt to normalize his equation with 

standard use of x as the dependent variable and he saw the green line quantity as the input. Based 

on his change of the orange line just being itself, I think Daniel was assigning x as the amount of 

change but conflated amount of change with the result of his equations. I did not follow-up to 

check though so I can’t say for sure. Daniel then went back to his orange line description and 

reestablished it would be separate and changing in the same amounts.  

 From both his initial and follow-up explanations of his equations for the green and orange 

lines, the focus of Daniel’s work captured the differences in the amounts of change for each line. 

It also confirms he was thinking of each separately and not generating a MO or direct relation 

between the two.  

 I then asked a few follow-up questions to confirm my hypothesis about how he was 

thinking about the amounts of change for each line, pushed him to generate an actual expression 

for the orange line, and verify his thinking about the equations for discrete fixed time changes.  

Interviewer: So, you're like for your beginning one, when you say like the green 

line plus x and then the x was representing the amount that it's changing. 

Daniel: Uh yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, and then what might the orange line one look like? 
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Daniel: I think you would look like, um, it, it by itself, plus like a fixed number 

because it's not changing at all. 

Interviewer: So, they'd be like orange line you came with something like plus 

two? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Like it's changing by plus two? 

Daniel: Yeah, every time.  

Interviewer: Okay, when you say every time how or what do you mean by every 

time? 

Daniel: Um, every time you like, stop the equation. Every time like stopped it. 

Like stop the animation or something. 

Interviewer: Okay it's like every time you paused it, you would just add two. 

Daniel: Um I think… Ah, yeah because I would show like the different changes in 

the green line and how the orange line’s staying the same.  

From this response, Daniel was in fact thinking about his equations as representing the 

measurement of each line after a fixed amount of time. We also get a different equation from 

Daniel for his orange line that does not include multiplication but addition. It is possible Daniel 

changed to addition to match his green line addition of an increasing number and he wanted to be 

able to make direct comparison between his amounts of change structure of each.  

 Lastly, I asked Daniel how he might apply his equations at points in the animation to try 

to elicit more understanding into how he was thinking about the different quantities in his 

equations.  
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Daniel: Ah, I think you, like it was like the thing of multiplying green, the green 

line by that would like represent like the different change in how much it's 

changing by, like we said it was getting bigger, and it’s changing by every time.  

Interviewer: Okay, so the amount that we're like, so you're saying that we're 

multiplying our green line by that amount, is getting bigger because it's, earlier 

you're saying the green is getting bigger and bigger and bigger amounts? 

Daniel: Uh, yeah.  

Daniel was very unsure about his answered, and he seemed to assimilate the question 

differently than intended since this didn’t answer the question of how he would apply his 

equation. Rather, Daniel returned to focusing on describing the green changing in larger 

amounts. He also changed his arithmetic operation again back to multiplication rather than 

addition. This suggests Daniel’s mental attention was on capturing the changing amounts of 

change rather than focusing on the underlying structure of change reflected in the arithmetic 

operation he used. Daniel continued to return to the same idea and stopped making progress, I 

ended Part 2 of the interview and asked him to try writing down his equation.  

Summary of Task I 

Overall, Daniel engaged in more sophisticated covariational reasoning by generating a 

new quantity that represented a MO. He constructed the purple length from a relationship 

between the orange and green line changing. However, Daniel primarily worked with the orange 

and green line as separately changing quantities dependent on time rather than associate changes 

in one line with the other line. This was reflected in his response to the equation question by not 

generating a single equation relating the two lines but two separate equations for each line based 

on time changing.  
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There were a few instances where Daniel started to make associations between the green 

and orange line directly. This largely happened in the Part 1 when I did not impose a direction 

relationship in my questions and then again after he made his observation about the orange line 

representing time as well as a length. The former involved Daniel largely focusing on direction 

of change (MA3) and a little on modality of change. With the latter relation, Daniel frequently 

conflated his two interpretations of the orange line throughout his response following the initial 

observation. There seemed to be tension between the modality of change between the two lines 

and marking time as continuously passing and in constant chunks for the green line. Daniel did 

not make a concrete association between using the orange line to mark equal chunks of time 

passing to be used for the green line.  

Another difference in Daniel’s covariational reasoning between when he generated the 

purple line from the orange and green lines and relating the orange and green line from how each 

changed separately, was the types of quantities Daniel worked with. For example, it seemed that 

Daniel was working with gross quantities for generating how the purple line changed based on 

the orange and green lines. Whereas for his work in P2 and relating how the orange and green 

lines changed, he worked with intensive quantities (Piagetian) and engaged in MA3 with time as 

the second quantity  

Similar to other tasks, Daniel’s equations seemed to change what the end result 

represented throughout their generation. Sometimes they represented the length of the line at the 

end of a time step, whereas other times he was trying to determine the amount each changed. The 

conflation started when he was trying to represent the increasing amounts of change in the green 

line and introduction of the variable x. It is likely this conflation was a WM issue in trying to 

generate two equations and maintaining a length, change of length, and result for both lines.  
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We also saw Daniel’s arithmetic operations inform his generation of equations, 

particularly in capturing how each line changed. Daniel used multiplication by a constant and the 

length of the orange to represent “constant rate of change” but then changed this to adding a 

constant amount. It is interesting that his original multiplication was similar to when he was 

representing repeated multiplication (exponential growth) in other tasks (Tasks A and E). His 

change to constant addition was not likely due to a perturbation on the different types of change 

but more likely motivated by generating matching equations with the green line where he used 

addition. I also think when he made his green line the structure of his equation change reflected a 

change to imaging amounts of change in the green line changing. It could also be from changing 

from continuous to discretely changing quantities.  

Task J 

Recall Task J was designed to capture covariational reasoning between two continuous 

extensive quantities (lengths). The orange plant on the left grew at a linear rate to mirror 

continuous time and the blue plant on the right grew exponentially to mirror other exponential 

growth tasks. This task is the same as Task D with the exponentially growing plant with respect 

to time. The two quantities I asked students to focus on in Part 2 of the task sequence were how 

the two plant’s height changed with an implied direction of how the blue plant changed as the 

orange plant changed. 
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Figure 4.76 

Time Stamps from Beginning Middle and End of Animation  

       

  

Part 1  

As usual the first part of the task sequence consisted of the same set of general questions 

about what quantities are present and how they changed.  

 Questions 1 & Question 2. I asked Daniel the usual first question of what quantities he 

noticed within the animation. In his answer, Daniel mentioned changing as a way to categorize 

his quantities. Thus, I asked the usual question two about quantities staying the same as a follow-

up question before asking another follow-up question about the changing quantities. Here is that 

interaction: 

Interviewer: What are quantities that we can talk about in this animation? 

Daniel: How tall orange plant and is how tall the blue plant is, or yeah like the 

two different plants. Ah… the only thing that's changing is the two plants 

actually.  

Interviewer: Okay, so anything that's changing with the animation looks like the 

plants? 
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Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, so is there anything then that's staying the same? 

Daniel: um…I don't think…I mean the size of like the orange box and the blue 

box and that's about it. 

Interviewer: Okay, so we’re, so the plants are changing, and then, so you're 

talking about how tall the plants are. Is that the only thing that we can think about 

within the plants changing? 

Daniel: I guess how fast they're getting taller. 

 Initially Daniel only identified the height of the plants as a quantity present in the 

animation. It is unsurprising Daniel only considered changing aspects of the animation as a 

quantity since the focus of the interviews was on changing quantities throughout. It is interesting 

though, in contrast to Task D’s single plant growing, that Daniel only identified the height of the 

plant as changing rather than also attending to other aspects changing or fixed in his initial 

answer. In this task, in the follow-up questions, he did identify two other quantities: the boxes 

and the speeds of the plants. He did not attend to the width of the plants or the leaves like he did 

when there was only one plant in Task D but only stated the boxes the plants were in as staying 

the same.  

 Daniel also only attended to the speed of the plants in a follow-up question whether there 

were any other quantities he could think of. This suggests speed was a secondary quantity for 

Daniel in this case rather than a primary quantity to measure about the plants changing. The fact 

Daniel did not have to construct speed as a quantity that could be measured or compared shows, 

he has at least a perceptual understanding of rate of change and understood he could measure it. 

However, it is unclear how he would measure it or conceptualize of speed.  
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 Question 3. Next, I asked Daniel, “Of the quantities that change, are they changing in the 

same way?” He replied they were not and so I then asked him how they were changing 

differently. He started to describe how one plant changed before backtracking and saying, “like 

the two plants, they're not changing at the same speed.” I believe Daniel was going to attempt to 

describe the plants’ speed to show they were different but was unsure how to describe the speed 

of at least one and so decided to state the attribute (speed) that was different about the changing 

plants. In response to my next follow-up question about how he knew there were different 

speeds, he gave his typical answer of “just looking at it” to justify his observation. This provides 

support for my claim Daniel was unsure how to describe the speeds and suggests that speed was 

a gross quantity for him at this time in the interview.  

 To probe further into what perceptually Daniel was attending to when making his 

observations about speed, I asked him what he was tracking while watching the animation play. 

Daniel said he watched the top of the plants and “how fast” they went up. In a series of follow-up 

questions, I determined that Daniel was tracking the speed by following whichever plant was 

taller. He summarized this thinking saying:  

I'm just looking at, well like as the animation’s going, I'm looking at which one’s 

looks like it's taller while it goes. Like I’m not really looking at both of them at 

the same time I'm kind of just looking back and forth. 

Overall, this suggests Daniel had some type of equality relation between height of the and 

speed of growth. His comment about going back and forth also suggests Daniel was not 

maintaining each plant changing simultaneously but separately and congruently. This would be 

consistent with Daniel’s responses in the previous task, Task I, where he generated two separate 

ways the heights (lengths) were changing before relating the two.  
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Before moving on to the next question, one more time I asked how Daniel was tracking 

the speeds to see whether he would provide any more insight into the nature of his covariational 

reasoning with the speeds of the plants’ heights. Instead of stating what part of the plant he was 

tracking, Daniel gave a more detailed description of the relationship between the two plants’ 

speed as the animation played saying, “Well at the start, the orange one looks like it's getting is 

like, the orange one’s the only one going up, and then the blue one starts trailing behind faster.” 

In this description, Daniel did not give evidence for thinking about speed beyond a gross 

quantity, however, he did situate how the blue plant’s speed changes with respect to the time 

passing in the animation and to how the orange plant’s beginning speed. This suggests Daniel 

thought of the speeds in relation to time and related those speeds to each other.  

Question 4. Next, I asked Daniel which quantities were increasing and which were 

decreasing. He started to answer with an increasing quantity before changing and describing one 

that did both. He answers, “Um. I’d say the amount that’s, err one thing that's increasing, it’s 

actually going up and down in the whole animation is the distance between the top of the two 

plants.” I was unsure exactly what he meant by his “distance between the top of two plants,” so I 

asked him a series of follow-up questions to clarify what quantity that was for him. From that I 

determined he constructed a vertical line with each end level with the height of each plant.  

Daniel: Um kind of, like, if, like one of the plants was this tall and one of the 

plants was this tall [points with both index fingers to camera to show imaginary 

stationary heights of plants]. 

Interviewer: Yeah.  

Daniel: The line would be like this, [holds index finger up vertically to represent 

the line] because the one of the plants was here [uses other index finger to point at 
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bottom of finger representing the line], and one of the plants is right here [points 

to top of finger]. 

In Daniel’s explanation of this new quantity he called the “distance between the two 

plants’ heights,” he used hand gestures to clarify what he meant. In doing so, he did not use the 

animation but gestured free of referencing it. This along with the fact he seemed to only use the 

hand gestures as clarification for my benefit and not as a necessity to construct the length in 

activity, I posit Daniel was not constructing the quantity in activity but that it was an assimilatory 

structure. I don’t have evidence to support this assimilatory structure went beyond his experience 

with this question (experientially bound) or what exactly that structure looks like, only that it 

exists. 

Regardless, Daniel assigned direction of change to this length and appeared to construct it 

as a difference between to other lengths. Although he mentioned it as the difference between the 

two heights, he did not need to go through that difference to imagine assigning a measure to the 

result, supporting the length was an assimilatory structure as the result of a difference or 

magnitude comparison.  

After establishing what Daniel meant by his distance quantity, I returned to the original 

question’s intent about direction of change and asked Daniel about the direction of change of this 

distance quantity.  

Daniel: Um, it's decreasing and increasing depending on the different parts of the 

animation. 

Interviewer: Okay, so that was changing. Could you describe how that distance is 

changing as the animation goes on? 
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Daniel: Um…At the start it's kind of the orange one is just going up like slowly, 

the whole time, and it starts by itself. So the orange one’s, a little bit taller than 

the blue one, and then the blue starts going up [traces blue plant on animation 

with finger], and then it starts like, um, passing it and getting faster. 

Interviewer: Okay. So what does that mean in terms of that like difference of the 

heights that you were talking about earlier? 

Daniel: Um, that means that, um, the differences like on the if, like if it was on a 

graph of like how big the distance is, it would go up and down [traces maximum 

curve with finger]. 

Daniel’s initial response is consistent with his first answer to the original question when 

he named the distance as increasing and decreasing. Thus, Daniel maintained, or easily recalled, 

that observation after going through and describing how he constructed his distance quantity. 

This further supports it is at least a partially assimilatory quantity. When asked how that distance 

changed, Daniel gave another description of each plant in terms of their speeds but also in 

relation to each other through referencing locations in time in the animation. Thus, Daniel 

connected the speed of each plant with the direction of change of his distance quantity he 

constructed.  

It was not clear from his description of the speeds exactly what that connection was, so I 

asked him to explain. He seemed unsure about the connection, so he introduced a new medium to 

represent how his distance quantity changed by using a graph. Based on his previous use of 

graphs in several other tasks, it is not surprising he chose to use one now to describe his thinking. 

Instead of building a graph with axes of each plant height like he did in the previous task with 

the two different lines, Daniel’s language suggests he was thinking of a more standard graph 
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with the length of the distance quantity against time and his “up and down” corresponding to his 

increasing and decreasing observation.  

 For each individual plant, he appeared to have determined how each was changing 

independent of the other but with respect to time before relating the two through comparison of 

their heights. His distance quantity was constructed after he answered a question in which Daniel 

explained he was tracking the speed of each plant and relating their relative speeds through 

watching the heights of the plants. Therefore, it is possible that through explaining his method of 

tracking the speeds, he directly constructed, or reflected on these actions to construct his distance 

quantity in the next question.  

 In Daniel’s descriptions of the relations between the two plants’ speeds, he always started 

with how the orange plant was changing. This is likely because that one moved faster at the 

beginning and, in fact, he said that the blue one did not start changing at the same time but was 

on delay. His language at the end also suggests he might be thinking of the orange plant as 

changing with constant speed. However, for the blue plant, he consistently used language the 

plant grew taller faster, thus he classified the speed as increasing.  

  Regarding Daniel’s covariational reasoning, he compared the two plants’ heights speeds 

and constructed his distance quantity that related the two plants’ heights as a single object. For 

each plant individually, with respect to time, Daniel engaged in direction of change (M2) and 

intensity of change (possibly gross M3) with his mention of speed. For the distance quantity, 

Daniel made a MO with the two plants’ heights. He was able to talk about the direction of 

change of this quantity but did not connect the speed of the two plants with this direction of 

change direction and instead generated a relation directly with time (graph). 
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 Question 5. The next question for Daniel was how the quantities changed in relation to 

one another. Daniel’s answer stated how each of the plants’ height changed with respect to its 

speed. This time instead of starting with the orange plant, he started with the blue one saying, 

“um…I'd say the blue one’s kind of accelerating and then the orange one is just going up, at the 

same speed the whole time.” Although the question asked for a relation between quantities, 

Daniel gave how the two are different without connecting the two speeds. This supports that 

Daniel was thinking of each separately as changing with time rather than a direct MO between 

the two heights.  

 In a series of follow-up questions, I tried to determine how Daniel would check both his 

conjectures about the speeds of both plants’ heights. I first inquired about the orange plant’s 

constant speed before asking about the blue plant’s accelerating speed. For the orange plant, 

Daniel said he would stop and measure the height of the plant and then added he would need to 

stop it in equal time intervals. I asked what he expected to be true about the marks he made and 

he responded they would be “the same distance apart”. I then asked him about the blue plant to 

which he replied, “Um I think on the blue plant, they get like, the difference of the like, the 

points would be bigger every time.” Lastly, I verified he would do equal time intervals for the 

blue plant and asked why he wanted to do equal time between measurements. Daniel said he’d 

use equal time intervals “because if they weren't, then you wouldn't be getting like an even, like 

fair measurement.”  

 These responses fit with previous answers Daniel has given about constant rates of 

change and accelerating rates. In particular, he evoked his stop and measure scheme as a 

verification method often. This time however, it is directed at constant rate and accelerating rate. 

He easily gave responses to what he expected to be true about the marks or measurements he 
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would make to check the different types of speed. This suggests he had a scheme in place, or 

structure, for determining constant and accelerating rates of change. It is possible that over the 

course of the interviews along with previous knowledge, Daniel developed these schemes. 

Regardless, Daniel clearly had an expected outcome for performing his measurements and 

comparison actions for both constant rate and accelerating rate with a quantity with respect to 

time. Note the acceleration one did take more mental effort or at least he was less confident than 

his answer for constant rate of change.  

 It is also important to note Daniel used equal time chunks in his scheme for rate but in 

previous interviews struggled with using another quantity for an equal change comparison (Task 

I). This suggests working with time was easier for Daniel than with two quantities.  

 Question 6. Lastly, I asked Daniel how he was thinking about time in the animation. He 

answered, “Um…Time’s kind of like a, a factor in which they're like, they're moving, like they're 

moving at in a way, so they're kind of, like moving as time goes. But time doesn't change at all. 

It's kind of like a constant.” This is like previous responses where the quantities are changing 

dependent on time but was slightly different because Daniel also focused on the constant nature 

of time.  

Here I believe Daniel referred to time changing at a constant rate and not as a permanent 

or fixed constant. I did a quick summary of what I thought Daniel was saying about time to 

confirm my hypothesis. He confirmed he was thinking of a dependence relation and constant rate 

but also, unprompted, added that the plants changed at different speeds. This shows the primary 

quantity or attribute Daniel was thinking about was the speed at which the plants’ heights 

growing.  
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It is likely Daniel added the constant rate of time because he also discussed non-constant 

rates and was clarifying for me, the interviewer, what he meant. His stated dependence of the 

two plants changing with time also supports my previous claims Daniel thought both of those 

quantities (heights) as changing with respect to time as a measurable quantity.  

At the end of this question, I asked Daniel to draw the graph he mentioned of his distance 

between the height’s quantity. This was to verify he was thinking about the axes as that length 

and time as well as see if drawing the graph would allow Daniel to progress further with the 

relation between growth speed and his constructed quantity.  

Part 2 

For the second part of the interview, I asked Daniel to relate the height of the two plants 

with the implied relation of the blue plant dependent on the orange plant. Since Daniel’s previous 

focus in Part 1 was on the plants’ height, some of his answers were repetitive and I did not ask as 

many follow-up questions if his answers reflected previous work. 

 Question 1. Normally to start Part 2, I would ask how the two heights changed in relation 

to one another. However, Daniel already answered this in an earlier question (P1Q5), so I instead 

moved to the next question in the protocol that is similar but implies the directional relation of 

how the blue plant changed as the orange one changed.  

Daniel gave a very similar answer for this question as the other relation question saying, 

“Um, the orange plant height kind of just goes up at like the same speed, the whole time. And the 

blue one, it kind of like starts really slow and then gets faster.” He again focused on the speed the 

plants grew to relate the two. He also did not give a dependency relation, just compared one. The 

ease at which he answered, shows Daniel had solidified his observations about the speed of each 

plant to be a fact or fixed property of each and did not construct it in activity.  
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To understand the origins of Daniel’s determination of the speeds, I asked more about 

how he initially came to his conclusions. In his answers, he said he first followed the orange 

plant and visually saw it was going steadily up and thus concluded constant speed. He then 

noticed at the end of the animation the blue plant got faster. This prompted him to follow the 

blue plant when the animation reset. His answer aligns with his previous responses that he was 

using visual perception to determine speed and that he determined them one at a time and not 

simultaneously or in relation. Daniel’s answer did suggest some slight comparison between the 

two plants when he mentioned that while tracking the orange initially, he noticed the blue 

changed differently at the end.  

Question 2. Next, I asked Daniel the amounts of change question, “As the orange plant 

height increases, does our blue plant height increase by like bigger and bigger amounts, smaller 

and smaller amounts, or equal amounts?” Daniel asked which plant I was asking about and so I 

repeated the question for him. He then said bigger and gave a justification using height and speed 

saying, “Well, it starts out like, like small but it's, it's always increasing in speed.” I asked how 

he would check, and he referenced the earlier stop and measure strategy he gave.  

From this response, we see Daniel thought about amounts of change in the blue plant 

although there is no evidence he thought in terms of how the orange plant changed, like the 

question intended. It is possible he was thinking about the blue plant with respect to time. Thus, I 

then asked him how his answer related to how the orange plant changed. He responded:  

Um…I think the orange plant is like always going to be…It actually changes 

throughout the thing. So like at the start, the orange plant will be taller compared 

to the blue plant. In the middle they'd be really close and in the end the blue plant 

would be very far ahead. 
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Here, Daniel used which plant was tallest at a given moment to construct a relation between the 

two. It seemed like he was starting to say the orange would always be taller before changing his 

statement and said the tallest position changed.  

 Note, Daniel switched from talking about speed in the previous question to using the 

height of the plant in his second answer. Throughout the interview, Daniel went back and forth 

between talking about the heights and the speed of the plants changing. I believe he sometimes 

conflated the two quantities. He also did not mention amounts of change in this second answer, 

suggesting he lost track of that component of the question while thinking about both plants at the 

same time, possibly due to a WM constraint. 

 Question 3. The next question I asked Daniel was to relate the blue plant’s height for 

equal changes in the orange plant. Daniel’s initial response to this question was to describe how 

he thought the blue plant was accelerating over time with no mention of the orange plant. Thus, I 

repeat the question with slightly different wording emphasizing the equal change in the orange 

plant. Daniel replied, “um I think as like the orange plant gets taller, the blue plant kind of 

accelerates more.” Whereas this answer did not reflect anything regarding equal change, it does 

directly relate the orange and blue plant. Here Daniel relates the direction of change in the height 

of the orange plant with the speed of the blue plant. It could be because Daniel classified the 

orange plant as having constant speed, he equated height change as speed.  

 To clarify how Daniel related height with the speed, I asked, “If you're thinking about 

that acceleration, how does that relate to like the height of the plant and how much it's 

changing?” Daniel responded, “I think as like the orange plant gets taller, the blue plant gets 

taller faster.” This statement gives one of Daniel’s more dependent relations between the two 

plants. In his statement he used direction of change as well as intensity of change (faster) to 
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describe his relation. Again, he did not mention amounts of change or equal change as the 

original question intended.  

 Overall, from this question, Daniel showed coordination between the two plants changing 

without first discussing each changing separately with respect to time. This shows engagement in 

MA1 and his comments about direction shows MA2. The faster portion does not fit under MA3 

since he didn’t directly talk about amounts of change but he did attend to the blue plant changing 

“more” than the orange one so is likely at least at the beginnings or early engagement in amount 

of change.  

 Question 4. Because Daniel gave similar responses regarding the relation to the two 

plants changing and this was about 20 minutes into the interview, I moved on to ask Daniel the 

usual last equation question. When I asked for an equation relating the two plants’ heights, 

Daniel asked if I wanted a graph. I told him that I was looking for an equation. Here is the 

exchange between me and Danie for his initial equation:  

Daniel: Oh um I think I think like um. Since orange is like staying the same time, 

it will be like the Blue the blue plant’s um acceleration and speed will be like. Um 

like X plus like something I guess. 

Interviewer: Okay, and what's the X representing?  

Daniel: um, well, I think the X would represents the blue ‘s, the orange plants, um 

speed like by itself, and then, like every second the blue plant getting faster by 

that much. 

Interviewer: Okay, so the X is like how fast our orange plant is growing? 

Daniel: Yeah,  
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Interviewer: Okay, and then you're saying you're like adding something to that, 

and that gives us our blue plant? 

Daniel: Yes. 

Interviewer: Okay um, what about our blue plant does that give us? Is that 

representing the height, or what about the blue plant? 

Daniel: It would represent like how much faster it's getting more every second. 

Interviewer: So it's giving us how the blue plant is getting taller? 

Daniel: Yeah.   

 Daniel generated an equation relating each plant’s speed rather than height. Based on his 

answer, the 𝑥 represented the speed of the orange plant. It is possible it is a constant or fixed 

unknown rather than a variable since he consistently said the orange changed at a constant rate. 

His “plus something” captures Daniel’s previous answers about the blue plant accelerating or 

increasing in speed. It is unclear at the time whether he thought of 𝑥 as a changing value or fixed 

value despite his claim the blue plant accelerates.  

Although it’s not completely clear, his phrase, “like every second the blue plant getting 

faster by that much,” suggests Daniel was thinking of the thing that was added on as the amount 

of length of the plant added on for a time chunk. This would suggest Daniel was adding a rate to 

a length. However, that length did have at least an implicit time associated with it with his “every 

second” and thus could also be considered a rate. His time language suggests Daniel was 

thinking in fixed time chunks based on his “every time” language. So, despite this being a 

continuous task, Daniel still used time chunks to describe the changes of the plants (chunky 

reasoning)  
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To understand better how Daniel was thinking about his “something quantity,” I asked 

him how he might figure out what that “something” was.  

Daniel: Um, well, you can actually look at like the heights on the thing. You 

could see like what you could find, like a number, for the orange one.  

Interviewer: Okay, and so like finding a number, what would that represent within 

your equation? 

Daniel: How much faster the blue ones, oh, it would represent how much faster 

the blue one is getting every second.  

Interviewer: Okay, so that'd be like the plus something? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

This response confirmed Daniel was thinking about the amount of height added as the 

something. However, Daniel also said that the number would be for the orange one not the blue 

and then returned to saying the number he would find would be how much faster and the “plus 

something.” It is possible Daniel’s stray comment about the orange plant was because that was 

what he named 𝑥 and he was used to finding that variable. Perhaps he was thinking of finding the 

constant speed rather than his “plus something” quantity as the one that changed.  

 To see how Daniel was thinking of both pieces of his equation as either unknowns or 

variables, I asked whether his “plus something” was a fixed value or changing.  

Daniel: Um… um well, since you're using the orange then it wouldn't change. The 

blue one’s getting faster as the orange one gets taller like the blue is also getting 

taller. 
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Interviewer: Okay so, you're saying like your X as a fixed number and then that 

plus something is also a fixed number? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay so they're both fixed, you just don't know what either of them 

is? 

Daniel: Ah yeah. 

Here Daniel thought of both as a fixed value. It is not surprising he had the 𝑥 as fixed 

since he consistently said the orange plant had a constant speed, but it is interesting that Daniel 

also had the “plus something” as fixed. Daniel previously identified the blue changed by bigger 

and bigger amounts as time went on. However, he did not make that connection here for his 

“plus something” even after he said he could use how much height added to determine his 

values. The relative ease at which Daniel discussed the 𝑥 and his “plus something” while not 

having numeric values gives evidence that, at least for lengths, Daniel worked with unknowns as 

assimilatory structures. It also suggests that he moved from working with gross quantities to 

either intensive or extensive quantities (Piagetian). 

 Daniel’s comment about that the blue one also gets taller, suggests he might have been 

thinking about his equation as an accumulation over time to account for both plants getting taller. 

That is, he might have been thinking recursively to apply his equation to each time step he 

generated and then used the result in the next step. This would mean the speed of the blue would 

increase even with a fixed “plus something.” Daniel consistently used recursive equations 

through the tasks. If Daniel was thinking this way, then he would have been conflating what the 

𝑥 represented and it would not be a fixed value like he originally said because it would be the 
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previous input. The fact Daniel confirmed he thought of both part of his equation as fixed, likely 

means he wasn’t using a recursive formula where 𝑥 was the blue’s speed.  

 Daniel also mentioned a graph at the beginning of this question. I asked him to explain 

the graph he was thinking about to see how Daniel was thinking about the quantities changing in 

that representation. He stated he could use “two separate line graphs” and then proceeded to trace 

with his finger in the air for what each of the two graphs would look like while verbalizing the 

blue would be a “curve” and the orange a “straight line.” Daniel’s gestures generated smooth 

curves that accurately fit the trends of both plants. The use of two separate lines confirms Daniel 

was thinking about each changing separately and then making comparisons rather than thinking 

about both together.  

 I then asked him how the graph helped him think about how the two plants changed in 

relation to one another and then how it related to his equation. For the first, Daniel replied, “Um, 

it would show the blue plant’s getting like taller faster than the orange plant, but the orange plant 

is just stay in the same, so it starts faster.” This is very similar to his other answers about how the 

two plants change. I sadly did not ask him how it showed how the blue plant was getting taller 

faster so I am not sure how he used the graph representation with his claim.  

For the second question Daniel gave the following answer: 

Um it could, it would show like, look at the blue line, if you like, add like that 

much to it, every time [traces finger in a stairstep fashion], it would be getting 

faster, but the orange line you're not adding any to, so it just stays the same. 

From Daniel’s language and gestures, it appears he categorized change of speed in discrete 

chunks and thought about that change as a distance. It is unclear however, if he thought of that 

addition contained within the blue curve or if it was in comparison between the orange and blue 
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lines. I posit that it is the former because he gave the blue description and then the orange and 

not together. This would fit with Daniel thinking separately of the two plants and then comparing 

rather than together.  

 With Daniel’s last comment about the orange line, it appears he again conflated height 

and speed because he said he was not adding to the orange line, but that it was an increasing line. 

He was likely thinking of adding onto the speed of the plant but acted on the line itself, which 

represents the height of the plant for Daniel. This conflation appears throughout the interview 

and is either a conceptual issue or a WM issue. However, towards the end of the interview, 

Daniel started talking about the speed changing with a time component associated with that 

change as a length, suggesting, at least an implicit understanding, speed needs both distance and 

time. However, it was unclear whether that connection was conscious in Daniel’s thinking.  

It is also interesting that throughout Daniel’s descriptions of the acceleration of the blue 

plant’s speed, he only used addition as his operation. In most previous tasks, Daniel mentioned 

both addition or multiplication with it being more common for him to use multiplication when he 

thought bigger and bigger changes occurred. This might indicate Daniel was working with gross 

quantities throughout this task rather than in other tasks where he had more structured relations 

with amounts of change and growth patterns. 

Summary of Task J 

In Task J, Daniel again easily classified direction of change (MA2) and amounts of 

change (MA3) for lengths with respect to time. However, when asked to engage in MA4-based 

questions, Daniel struggled. This is mostly consistent with his work on the other tasks, although 

in some others he did make more progress with MA4.   
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Daniel did do some covariational reasoning between the two lengths. First, he generated a 

new quantity (distance between the two lines) and talked about how that changed in terms of 

direction of change. Then, in Part 2, when asked specifically to relate the two heights changing, 

Daniel again discussed the intensity of change with respect to the direction of change in the 

other. For example, he talked about the blue plant growing taller faster as the orange plant got 

taller. This type of description was beyond MA2 but was not MA3 because he didn’t talk about 

amounts of change.  

This suggests the possible need for another category for Carlson and colleague’s (2002) 

framework. It could also be that it was MA3 just with gross quantities rather than intensive or 

extensive quantities (Piagetian). This will be explored more in Chapter 5.  

One of the main takeaways from Daniel’s work in this task was the consistency of 

Daniel’s relations of how the two plants’ heights changed across representations. Daniel 

spontaneously generated graphs for his relations where he graphed each separately on the same 

axes with respect to time. These separately-built relations on time were reflected in his equation 

generation as well by constructing two separate equations, one for each plant. This strengthens 

the claim Daniel did not have a MO between the two heights without first considering how they 

changed with time.  

In his equations, we again saw Daniel conflating different quantities and variable use. In 

this case, he consistently conflated length and rate of change as well as confusing what his 

overall equation was representing. We also saw Daniel change the arithmetic operation in his 

equation when he changed his construction of how the lengths changed. He started with 

multiplication by a constant then changed to addition when the type of change changed (constant 
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to increasing). This highlights the existence of connections between arithmetic operations and 

describing amounts of change.  

Another thing to note in this task is Daniel’s equation was still recursive despite the 

continuous setting. However, he used less “every time” language or chunked arguments 

throughout the task. So, although Daniel did still employ chunky reasoning, it was less prevalent 

when given a strictly continuous setting.    

Task K 

Figure 4.77  

The Left-most Picture is the Beginning of the Animation and Right-most is the End with Two Different 

Time Points in Between 

                            

 

 Task K has a continuously changing rectangle decreasing in length at a constant speed 

and a discretely changing pentagon increasing, doubling in area. This is like Task J but instead of 

asking about extensive quantities (lengths), the task is designed to compare an extensive (length 

of rectangle) with an intensive quantity (area of blue shape).  

Part 1 

As usual the first part of the task sequence consisted of the same set of general questions 

about what quantities are present and how they changed.  
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 Question 1. Daniel identified two quantities when asked what quantities were present in 

the animation: the size of the shapes and time passing. When asked to clarify what he meant by 

the size, he struggled to articulate what he defined as size and ended up just saying that both 

were changing in size again. It is likely he is thinking about area but as a gross quantity for 

amount of space taken up. It could also be that pentagon was non-normative enough to make 

Daniel unsure about describing its size.  

Then I asked Daniel how he would measure the size of both to see whether that would 

help elicit how he was thinking about the size. He replied, “Um well I could look at the size of 

the like the shapes like the lines. I could look at the lines that are changing in the shapes. So, 

there's some in the shapes that aren't changing.” From this response, he focused on the sides of 

the shape and differentiated between sides that changed and ones that were fixed. Daniel may 

have still thought of area for size but used the side lengths as a way to measure the change in 

size.  

 Question 2. Daniel’s previous answer was a natural introduction to the next question 

asking him to identify which quantities were changing. Daniel quickly responded by saying the 

direction of change of each shape, blue got bigger and green got smaller. The fact he did not 

mention the lengths but referenced the shape suggests he thought of area not just lengths when 

thinking about the shapes changing. His use of direction of change also shows MA2 for each 

with respect to time.  

 To see if he would identify anything else, I asked whether he saw any other changing 

quantities. In his response, Daniel named the sides of the shapes as changing. He didn’t mention 

that some were fixed like before or the direction of change in his answer, only named the sides.  

It could be he didn’t see the need to say direction of change for the sides because they are a part 
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of the shape, and he already stated the direction of those. I then asked how he kept track of the 

ones that changed:  

Daniel: Um well I'm looking at like the ways that you're changing and like seeing 

like the, looking for the amounts that the change by. So, I'm seeing the green 

rectangle, it's um like one side is going down [motions finger across screen along 

path of rectangle decreasing] and it's getting shorter. So, I'm looking at like how 

long the two lines that are changing are. 

Interviewer: Okay and what about the other, the Pentagon, the blue one? 

Daniel: Um I'm looking at how long that top line is and the bottom two. 

Interviewer: Okay, so seeing how those ones are changing? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Daniel’s use of “amounts of change” was a little surprising since he usually did not 

introduce that language until it appeared in a question. He did introduce a measure for the 

rectangle by saying he looked at how long the side was as how he tracked rectangle changing. 

This gives evidence that at least the side length of the rectangle was not a gross quantity for 

Daniel anymore. Similarly, for his response to what he looked at for the blue shape, Daniel 

named all the sides that changed within the shape.  

In his statement about the rectangle, Daniel gave evidence of a coordination between the 

side length decreasing and the dimensions of the rectangle getting, “shorter”. It could be Daniel 

stated the same thing twice to make sure his point was clear, or he was coordinating the length 

and the dimension of the rectangle as connected. There is not enough evidence from his 

statement to know if it is the former or latter.  
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 Question 3. Next, I asked Daniel whether any of the quantities stayed the same. He first 

stated some of the sides of the shapes stayed the same and then, after a short pause, identified the 

speed at which the rectangle changed stays the same. He clarified by saying, “the speed at which 

it’s going down.”  This shows Daniel attended to the intensity of change and direction of change 

for the length of the rectangle with respect to time (MA2). 

 When asked how he knew the rectangle went down at the same speed, he used his 

common visual justification of “just looking at it” before adding he was “estimating that it 

wasn’t changing at all.” It is unclear whether the “it” referred to the rectangle’s size or the speed 

in both statements, but most likely the speed for at least the second statement because he 

identified the rectangle was decreasing. Stating the speed did not change would fit with Daniel’s 

characterization of constant speed throughout the different tasks.  

 To check consistency of Daniel’s constant rate scheme, I asked how he would check 

whether his idea was correct. Unsurprisingly, he responded with his usual stop and measure or 

mark strategy. What was surprising about his response though, was for the first time he indicated 

he didn’t have something to “compare it to” and that would prevent him from checking. 

Specifically, here was his response.  

Um…Well, you could stop it at multiple points but there's nothing to like 

compare it to… So if I had something that marked, if that's something that marked 

like the…If I had another one that marked like sections I could see. But um, well, 

you could stop the animation mark a point on it and then see if it's like getting like 

getting faster or anything. 

 Something in this animation was different for Daniel that restricted his use of his stop and 

measure scheme like previous times. With Task I with the same modalities of change just with 
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lengths not areas, Daniel implemented his strategy fluidly. Here however, Daniel lacked some 

aspect for comparison to enact his scheme productively. It was clear he wanted something else to 

also mark or measure to be able to use his scheme. There is a hint, when he said he wanted 

“another one that marked sections,” but it is still unclear whether he wanted another shape or line 

and what he meant by sections.  

 However, based on previous responses to checking constant rate, I posit Daniel was 

likely wanting something that gave evenly spaced time marks to break up the animation into 

chunks to make his marks. He did a similar thing in Task I with the two different modalities. 

However, it is interesting here that he did not initially use the blue shape’s discrete changes as 

marking for time points as he did in Task J with the green line. Despite his missing feature for 

his scheme, Daniel does end his explanation by saying his stop and measure would still work to 

check whether the shape was getting faster. This meant he imagined his strategy would still work 

with possible modifications without the missing piece, whatever it was. This does give evidence 

for some internalized scheme for constant rate of change.  

 To check whether Daniel would make an accommodation or how he would apply his stop 

and measure in his uncertainty, I asked him how he would be able to tell whether the rectangle 

was getting faster. Daniel responded the lengths of the lines would be changing and then clarified 

with “apart from each other.” From this, I assumed the lines he referred to be the marked off line 

segments from applying his stop and measure scheme. That is, he anticipated the result of 

making marks of the lines that represented the change in the side of the rectangle. Further, he 

knew that different size lengths would be an indication of change in speed. He did not specify 

that an increase would mean faster or that he was marking equal time chunks, but the change part 

does imply no change in length would mean constant rate.  
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 To check Daniel’s thinking on both the same length of the line and time between pauses, 

I asked in two separate questions what would be true about a constantly changing shape and how 

he would know when to pause the animation. For the former, he interrupted me before I even 

finished the question to say the lengths would be evenly spaced. This confirms Daniel had an 

assimilatory structure for constant rate equating to equal changes in a quantity for a change in 

time. The answer to the latter question that he would mark every time the blue pentagon changed 

suggests time changed in equal amounts.  

 We see Daniel employ the same strategy as in Task I with using change in a discrete 

quantity to represent equal changes in time for making measurements of amount of change in a 

continuously changing quantity. Unlike in Task I, Daniel did not immediately use the jumps of 

the discretely changing quantity as a measure of time when he first mentioned his “stop and 

measure” strategy. It could be that focusing on a shape rather than a line took more WM space 

even though he said he was tracking the side lengths when he measured size. It could also be that 

checking constant speed occurred in the beginning of the interview instead of later and Daniel 

was still familiarizing and constructing all the different aspects of the animation compared to 

later in the task. In Task I, he had already been working with the discrete quantity changing in 

chunks and amounts of change for that quantity.  

 Although Daniel related the rectangle changing with how the blue shape changed, I 

would still say his coordination was between the rectangle and time since he used the pentagon 

as a proxy for time passing. In particular, he used the motion of the pentagon, “jump,” and not a 

property of the shape itself for measuring time. Thus, he was likely not imagining the two shapes 

covarying together as a MO. He was however giving evidence of MA3 and MA4 between 

rectangle side length and time with his discussion of amounts of change for equal time change.  
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 Question 4. Next was the question about whether all the changing quantities changed in 

the same way. This was to see what types of change Daniel was attending to. He was unsure of 

the question, stumbling to start before saying, “well I mean they're both like changing in size if 

like that's what counts, but one of them is getting smaller one one's getting bigger definitely.” 

His comment of “if that’s what counts” shows he was unsure about what aspect of the shapes I 

was asking about in terms of change. He reverted back to his initial answers in Q1 and Q2 to 

state the sizes changed but differentiated the direction of change of each (MA2).  

After clarifying he was thinking about the size of the shapes changing in the same way 

but in different directions, I asked Daniel whether there was anything else different besides the 

direction of change. He proceeded to describe the modalities of change for each saying the blue 

one was “starting and stopping” and the green one was “just constantly going down.” Thus, 

Daniel attended to the modality of change of both. It is interesting he included the direction of 

change in the rectangle but not the pentagon in his description. Note, he never mentioned the rate 

of change of the two shapes as being different.  

Question 5. Next, I asked Daniel how the two shapes changed in relation to one another. 

Daniel first stated the direction of change for each but instead of leaving that as his answer, as he 

did in the previous task, Task J, he added uncertainty about the relation.  

I'd say the um…I'd say one of them is getting smaller and one of them is getting 

bigger. But in relation they’d be like…umm… I’d say they're like um or I don't 

know. I don't, I think the only way that they're in like related is that they're 

changing in size. Cause they're both different shapes, they're both changing in 

different amounts and um… they’re both changing at different speeds too. 
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He got stuck on his notion of size changing as the only relation and proceeded to run through 

ways in which they changed differently. Daniel gave three properties: shape, amounts of change, 

and speed. I am not sure what exactly he means by “amounts of change.” It could be that is his 

way of talking about modality of change or he was thinking about amounts of change similar to 

speed but as chunked rather than smooth.  

To see what Daniel meant by his amounts of change, I asked how he knew they were 

changing in different amounts. Daniel justified his claim by saying the pentagon takes “larger 

jumps as it goes on.” Because he only provided how the pentagon changed, I then asked whether 

that was different than the rectangle. He immediately confirmed it was different and proceeded 

to describe how both changed: 

Ah yeah. The green shape, the pentagon's kind of like doubling itself every 

time….[looks at animation] The green shape is er it might be doing more than 

that, but the green shape is just going down in like a steady amount. 

For the first time, Daniel assigned a measure to the amount of change blue shape by 

saying it doubled every time. He contrasted this with the “steady amount” the rectangle changed 

by. Thus, Daniel was thinking of the rectangle changing in fixed amounts, likely thinking of his 

imagined marked segments from before and connected it to constant speed.  

Daniel introduced a growth rate of doubling for the blue shape but expressed doubt in his 

observation. I asked follow-up questions to see how he came to his claim. He started by saying 

he just looked at it before adding more details, “I'm just like looking at each of the shapes and 

seeing if, like the last step would fit into a twice and it looks like it would.” Later he clarified he 

was focusing on the top line, which he specified was the length of the pentagon, and not the 

whole shape. The “each shape” comment seems to be referring to each step of the blue shape’s 
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change and not each type of change (rectangle and pentagon). Thus, Daniel used the length of the 

blue shape of each step of the animation as a unit measure to determine the relative size of the 

next step’s shape (length). Because he did this without the help of figurative material beyond 

watching the animation and without pausing it to make his claim, I posit Daniel had length as an 

iterative unit.  

 Question 6. Lastly, I asked Daniel how he was thinking about time in the animation. He 

started to mention the blue shape before changing direction of his answer.  

Um I think blue, I think they're both changing at like steady amounts, but the, like 

the blue one kind of marks like each time interval. So like it could mark, like 

every two seconds, one and a half seconds, or something. And the green ones just 

going down like a steady pace. 

It is interesting Daniel described both as changing in “steady amounts” when in the previous 

question stated how they changed by different amounts. Based on his proceeding explanation, I 

believe Daniel was referring to each changing with respect to time at constant rates contained 

within each shape and note collectively. That is, for the blue shape, Daniel used the equal time 

intervals to represent “steady amounts” and possibly the doubling action was constant. For the 

green shape “steady amounts” either represented the continuous nature or constant rate of 

change. Daniel’s associated different type aspects to the shapes gives more evidence he thought 

about them separately and not together. 

The mention of the actual measure of the time interval for the blue shape sheds some 

light into Daniel’s unknown quantity for time. He recognized it was some fixed but unknown 

value and gave some possible sample values, including a non-integer value. It did not seem to 
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matter to him what the actual measure of the time interval was but rather that it was a fixed 

amount, that was the important feature.  

Part 2 

For the second part of the interview, I ask Daniel a series of questions asking him to 

relating how the area of the blue shape changed with respect to the length of the green shape 

changing. This was designed to investigate how students’ reason covariationally with a 

continuously changing extensive quantity changing at a constant rate (length of green rectangle) 

and discretely changing intensive quantity changing non-constantly (area of blue pentagon).  

 Question 1. The first question I asked Daniel was how the length and the area changed in 

relation to one another. Daniel watched the animation for several seconds before he answered, 

“Um… I'd say as the green one gets smaller the blue um gets on longer. But it’s like as the green 

one gets shorter, the blue, gets like longer, but in bigger amounts.” He again gave the differences 

in the direction of change (MA2) but also added the direction of change for the amount of 

change in the blue shape (MA3). Daniel had already constructed the relation for each shape 

independently in the previous set of questions, so his comparison here shows he maintained 

those individual relations without needing to reconstruct them and operated with them by doing a 

comparison.  

 Since Daniel previously said he was only paying attention to the top line in the blue 

shape, I asked him directly whether that was what he was thinking about in this question despite 

being asked about the area. He confirmed he was looking at the top line and not using the area of 

the blue shape. I then prompted him to think about the area and not just the top line to answer the 

same question again. He attempted to answer the question but was unable to make much progress 

with area and ended up going back to talking about the length:  
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Um the blue area is um… it's changing, like if you cut off about like…I would 

just I'm kind of comparing like the length of the two. So in relation like the blue 

ones getting like larger as the green one is getting smaller, would be more simple. 

 Daniel started to divide up the blue shape into pieces with his “cut off” comment but 

quickly abandons that line of thinking to revert back to comparing the lengths. Once he 

established the lengths as the quantity of focus, Daniel gave the direction of change relation 

again. He clearly assimilated direction of change of lengths with ease making, MA2 likely an 

assimilatory action.  

 Daniel struggled with area as anything other than a gross quantity, I elected to continue 

the interview using the length of the blue shape as the second quantity. His difficulty with the 

area, suggests area and length are different cognitive structures for Daniel in terms of dealing 

with them in covariation settings. It could be the shape was non-standard and so he didn’t have a 

formula to think about for area and restricted his thinking or he only had area as a gross quantity.  

 I returned to Daniel’s answer to the original question on interpreted lengths to ask how he 

tracked the relation between the two lengths. Daniel replied he watched the blue one change 

when it jumped and how the amount it jumped got bigger before separately stating for the green 

one he was watching saying, “watching it go down, it's not really changing at all.” This answer is 

consistent with Daniel comparing the speeds of the two lengths with one changing in larger 

amounts for fixed time intervals and then using constant rate as no change even though the two 

have different modalities (Task J).  

Daniel did not appear to have a perturbation about comparing rates of two different 

modalities. It could be because he had as part of his constant rate scheme, a constant rate has 

equal changes for equal time and connected the two rates. It might also be he didn’t see any issue 
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comparing the two types of rates and hadn’t been placed in a situation that challenged his current 

structures allowing him to make the comparison. It could also be having worked with the two 

different modalities a couple times now, he developed a way to compare them without 

dissonance in his thinking.    

As the last follow-up question, I asked Daniel how he determined how each was 

changing separately or together when he first thought about how each was changing. In an 

answer remarkably like a similar question in Task J, Daniel said he watched the green shape 

changing (constant rate of change), then at the end of the animation noticed the blue shape was 

far from the start and when the animation restarted watched the blue shape to determine how it 

changed. Since the green shape was the only shape present at the start of the animation (blue 

shape just a line) it is not surprising that he focused on that shape first. It is important that even 

when the blue shape started changing, Daniel said his focus remained on the green shape until 

near the end. This shows Daniel focused on one shape at a time and did not consider both 

together without first constructing how each changed.  

Question 2. The second question of Part 2 was whether the blue area changed in bigger 

amounts, smaller amounts or equal amounts as the green shape changed. Although Daniel 

already gave an answer involving the blue shape changing in larger amounts compared to the 

green shape, I still asked it in case he focused on the area rather than length and to see whether 

he would give any new information about how he determined his previous relations. Daniel 

quickly gave the same answer of bigger amounts and even references his previous idea of 

doubling as a justification for bigger amounts. New however was Daniel renaming the part of the 

blue shape he was working with as width rather than length of the shape. This shows even 
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though Daniel thought of an extensive quantity of length, he still maintained its relation to the 

whole shape and didn’t completely dissociate from the overall size of the shape.  

He justified his change to width by stating the blue shape got wider but not taller. This 

gives evidence Daniel set up an orientation system and attended to the dimensionality of the 

shape (length and width). 

I then asked Daniel how he would check his answer about the blue shape changing in 

bigger amounts as the green changed. He started his answer with the stop and measure method 

saying he’d stop the animation and then see where the blue one was before doing the green one. 

After stating he would find those two quantities, he paused and verified I was for a relation. I 

confirmed I want to know how he would check the relation he stated:  

Daniel: Oh well I'd stop it and see where like the blue one is and see where the 

green one is and could start it again and stop it again see where they are. So um 

and they would like to show changes and the blue one most likely like, be 

doubling in size from my that's my guess. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: And the blue, and the green one wouldn't really be changing like the 

amount it's changing by just going down in the same amounts. 

Interviewer: How would you or where would you know where to like pause it or 

where would you want to pause it? 

Daniel: Um, Oh I'd stop it, like every like time the blue shape stops. 

 He quickly started again with the same initial response of stopping and checking the 

quantities before saying he would repeat the process again. Instead of directly comparing how 

the two quantities changed would be different, he stated how he thought each individually 
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changed. I also confirmed he would use the equal time intervals for his pauses. Thus, Daniel 

clearly engaged with lengths and time with MA4 but not with two lengths.  

 Thus, from his answers, it was not entirely clear what quantities Daniel worked with in 

his comparison or what his “amounts of change” were. So, I asked whether he made the marks, 

what would he be comparing. He replied, “I’d be comparing like um changes in like how fast the 

shapes are changing, if they are, if there are changes.” His response was still ambiguous whether 

he was thinking about a length or how exactly the “changes in how fast” are reflected in the 

marks.  

However, based on all his work so far, I believe he imagined marking the ends of the 

shapes and looking at the distance between marks to represent the amounts of change and 

indicate the speed or how the speed is or isn’t changing. His last comment “if there are changes” 

shows that Daniel maintained that there are some cases in which no change in the distance 

between marks or speed is a possibility.  

 The last follow-up question I asked for P2Q2 was how he would check his doubling 

conjecture for the blue shape. He already answered this, but I wanted to see whether or how his 

answer might change. He gave a similar answer as before but instead of iterating the length of 

the shape to check for doubling, he made use of the marks he already went through mentally 

constructing it:  

Ah, I’d see how long like um like if I was doing like the marking, markings I’d 

see how long like how far apart they are, and if, like the two steps are like like 

twice as long and my guess would be that they are. Like they're both, like it's, it's 

doubling in size every time. 
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Daniel’s language changed from performing an iteration to more multiplicative language 

of “twice as long” and thinking of the lengths as continuous quantities with his “far apart” 

language. He still references two steps suggesting he is doing a comparison of two steps. The 

similarity of his answer to previous ones, suggests Daniel had internalized the doubling property 

of the blue shape and did not need to construct it in activity. He struggled a little to articulate his 

justification but likely because he was still constructing the quantification of rates of change 

through amounts of change and not as just perceptual observations with gross quantities.  

Question 3. Because Daniel had clear and consistent relationships about the amounts of 

change for each quantity for equal time changes, I continued in the task protocol to see different 

ways Daniel might conceive of amounts of change. I asked him how the amounts of change in 

the blue shape were changing as the green shape changed. This time I left the question 

ambiguous as “blue shape” rather than area because he clearly only thought about the length.  

Daniel answered this question by stating the direction of change and equal amount of 

change for the green length. He then moved to talking about the blue shape but immediately 

rephrased his initial statement to include a relationship with the green shape saying, “as the green 

one gets smaller, the blue one…uh... I’d say it would get, I guess it would just double itself kind 

of.” This amendment to include a relational connection to the two quantities instead of just 

stating each separately, shows Daniel either anticipated what answers I was looking for or started 

to construct a MO between the two lengths.  

However, his statement relating the two changing quantities only included the direction 

of change of the green shape and not amounts of change. This suggests more sophisticated 

engagement in at least MA1 if not MA2 with the two lengths together. Daniel had uncertainty 

with how the blue changed with his doubling idea rather than direction or amounts of change like 
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the green. Before his doubling idea, Daniel seemed confident in his claim that the blue changed 

by bigger amounts, however his doubling idea seemed to become the primary answer for Daniel 

when describing how the blue shape changed. It is possible he saw doubling as a more accurate 

description of how the amount of change is changed, however it is unclear whether he also 

claimed the amount of change doubled or that he knew the blue shape’s length doubled. 

Mathematically both are true, but I doubt Daniel had a mathematically based understanding of 

this and rather conflated the two quantities (length and rate of change).  

Immediately after stating blue was “doubling itself”, he introduced the idea of using an 

equation and said, “Like put in an equation it’d be like the width of it times two. And then the 

green one would just be like the same thing.” Again, with this statement I believe Daniel thought 

of the blue length doubling but talked about the rate of change or amount of change in the green 

shape as “the same thing” instead of a steady amount. 

Because Daniel seemed to be thinking of how the blue shape was overall changing rather 

than amount of change of length like the original question asked, I asked how this related to the 

amounts of change of the blue shape changing again.  

Daniel: Um… you're trying to find like the amount of change right, each time? 

Interviewer: Yeah so I'm just curious like as our green shape decreases, like we 

were talking about, how is the amount of change in our blue shape changing? 

Daniel: Um, I’d say the green one’s like going down like steady and the blue 

one’s getting faster, er it’s definitely getting larger, like growing in larger 

amounts. 

From the fact Daniel asked a clarifying question of what quantity, I was wanting him to 

confirm he did not assimilate the previous question as amount of change or in the process of 
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answering lost track of the quantity in the question. He also added the statement “every time” at 

the end of his question, showing he thought in chunks or steps with the blue shape jumping.  

I restated the original question and Daniel again answered with the direction and rate of 

change of the green shape but then only answered with the general trend of the rate for the blue 

shape as faster before adding changing in larger amounts. I take this as evidence Daniel was not 

thinking about the amounts of change when he used a change factor of doubling. The use of 

larger amounts of change for faster or increasing speed is consistent with Daniel’s previous 

answers.  

Daniel also went back to his descriptions as an “and” statement rather than an implication 

state of the format “as this changes, that one changes.” This suggests he went back to thinking 

separately rather than his tentative MO between the two lengths.  

Question 4. I moved on to the next question because he started getting repeating answers. 

The next question was how the blue shape changed for equal changes in the green shape. 

Daniel’s initial answer was the most sophisticated covariational reasoning statement he had made 

about equal change for a non-time quantity by saying, “Um for equal amounts in the green shape, 

the blue shape’s getting like twice as much as it was before.” This statement has a dependence 

relation between the green and blue shapes using equal change in the green shape rather than 

time. This suggests Daniel was possibly engaging in MA4 between two non-time quantities. This 

was surprising given Daniel’s lack of engagement in covariational reasoning between two non-

time quantities without significant probing for construction from the researchers or conflation of 

quantities from Daniel  

However, this reply from Daniel appeared to correctly match the quantities mentioned in 

the question with the ones in his answer. He again went back to using doubling for the change in 
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blue shape which fits with my hypothesis that doubling represents the length of the blue shape 

not the amount of change.  

Because this was the first time Daniel immediately used equal change in a non-time 

quantity, I wanted to see how Daniel was thinking or constructing his equal change. So. I directly 

asked how he was thinking about the equal change of the green shape.  

Ah…um.. I’m kind of just looking at like um… Like the equal amounts in the 

green shape, I would look at like where it is at one point, I’m kind of just visibly 

seeing how fast it's moving down. It's not, not using any exact measurements or 

anything. 

Daniel seemed to reflect on this question before answering, suggesting he did not readily 

have the quantity of equal change as constructed in his initial answer. In fact, his answer was 

based on visual cues of speed and did not use exact measurements, supporting that initially the 

equal change of the green length was a gross quantity, possibly a remnant of previous 

constructions of his stop and measure explanations but not fully formed or assimilated. It also 

supports my hypothesis that equal change for equal time passing is a part of Daniel’s constant 

rate of change scheme because he used steady speed as justification for equal change.  

 I then asked him how the equal change he was thinking about connected to the blue shape 

changing to get back to the original question.  

Daniel: Um, [watching animation] the blue shape’s, um well it's not like moving 

steadily forward. 

Interviewer: Okay.  
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Daniel: That's one thing. It’s um, it’s like um, they probably start at the same 

speed or somewhere close to that. And then, if the blue one was moving steadily, 

it would be getting like super fast. Like it would, it would show like if it's, it's not 

like going like steadily at the same speed, the whole time it's kind of showed 

steps. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're when you're thinking about steady your meaning, 

like the green one is like always moving steady [drags finger continuously to 

demonstrate] 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: As opposed to the blue one is not steady it's doing the like jumps. 

Daniel: Yeah 

Here Daniel focused on the modality of change and only slightly on the speed, although 

he connected the speed and modality in a new way. It is possible in thinking of the equal change 

and probing how he was thinking about the equal change in the green shape, Daniel evoked the 

equal time portion of his constant rate scheme and thus focused on the equal time jumps 

associated with the blue shape. This could account for the focus on the blue shape not changing 

“steadily” compared to the green shape, where steady here meant continuous.  

 He then seemed to try to talk about the speed of the two by imagining what the blue one 

would do if it moved “steadily,” again referring to continuity. This again was a first for Daniel. 

He usually talked about the continuous quantity in terms of discrete changes when comparing a 

discrete and continuous quantity. Here, he did the opposite and described what a continuous blue 

shape would look like compared to the constant rate of the green shape. His last comment that 
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the blue was instead showing steps, indicates that Daniel could interpret the blue shape changing 

as a continuous process and the discrete was showing stages of that.  

 I then wanted to return to Daniel’s conception of the quantity “equal change in the green 

shape’s length” because I felt there were more underlying structures in place or to see how 

Daniel would construct an equal change. I asked him to describe how he would make equal 

changes in the green shape in order to describe changes in the blue shape for those equal 

changes. Daniel ignored the part about the blue shape in the question and instead gave a detailed 

description of marking equal changes in the green shape’s length:  

Daniel: Ah well the blue shapes stops in like steps right. The steps are in the same 

like intervals of time, so like every like amount of time it stopped, it like goes to 

another step. So I could stop the animation every step of the blue shape and then 

put a mark on the green, green rectangle to see like the rate of change. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying you'd want to take that time interval that we 

have with our blue shape?  

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: And use that to make marks on our green shape? 

Daniel Yes.  

  Daniel immediately implemented his “stop and measure” technique but added more detail 

than on his first attempt to use the technique. In particular, he started with explaining how he 

would make equal time changes from the blue shape’s jumps before explaining using those equal 

time intervals for marking the green shape. He clearly showed a dependence relation between 

time and the length of the green shape, relating equal changes in time with changes in the length 

(MA4).  
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 His last comment that the marks he would make would show the rate of change also fits 

with Daniel equating a length change per fixed time interval as a measure of rate of change. It is 

unclear if Daniel thought of that as a division or single ratio of the two measures or a CMO as 

the measure of the length with an associated time measure.  

 Because Daniel’s explanation had the result of his markings as a rate and not an equal 

change, I asked him how using his strategy would give him equal amounts of change:  

Daniel: Um…Well, if, if I did, that it would show like, like no difference in like in 

between the points that I’d marked down. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying there wouldn't be any difference in our green 

shape if we made it at those times spots?  

Daniel: Yeah. Or I mean like it would be going down but like going down in the 

same amounts. So like the, the marks would be like equal lengths apart. 

Interviewer: Okay, so how, how do you know that they would be equal length 

apart for those times steps you picked. 

Daniel: um….Well it's like it's going down in the same like speed so every time 

step, it would be, if the time steps were even which I’m guessing they are, 

um…I’d say like, every like, like the green, the green shape’s moving at the same 

speed [motions with finger to the left at steady rate] all the time, so if you stopped 

it here for one second [stops finger] and you play it for one more second [moves 

finger and stopes it] It would stop in the same spot because it's going to the same 

speed, at the same time intervals. 

Interviewer: Okay, since we think is going at the same speed if we have equal 

time steps, then we'd have equal changes? 
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Daniel: Yes.  

Daniel first explained there would be “no difference” between the marks he made as a 

justification. I believe Daniel used the distance between marks as the quantity he was thinking of 

as not changing. His response to the question about using the green shape instead of change in 

the green shape supports the clain that Daniel used distance between the marks.  

Although I said in my question that the green shape did not change and Daniel confirmed 

my question, he very quickly amended his answer and explained the amounts of change of the 

green shape did not change because the green shape’s length decreased. This shows Daniel had a 

clear distinction between the direction of change of the length and the amount of change. 

Further, he justified his claim for same length changes for equal change in time by connecting it 

explicitly to constant speed. Thus, for at least lengths changing at a constant rate of change with 

respect to time, Daniel had supporting underlying mental actions and structures for MA3 and 

MA4.  

Question 5. Next, to see whether Daniel could make other connections to the blue shape 

changing with his more solidified structure for the quantity equal change in the green shape’s 

length, I asked him how the amount of change of the blue shape changed for equal change in the 

green.  

Daniel: Ah well it's, like, it's getting like the amount of change is getting bigger. 

Interviewer: Okay, how are you thinking about that amount of change or how 

would you like measure that amount of change? 

Daniel: I would say, I would like do this step system again, but in mark the points 

and they'd be like getting further apart. 
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Daniel quickly and confidently answered the blue shape would have larger amounts of 

change, using the same stop and measure system. Thus, he did not use the equal change of the 

green shape but rather equal time steps for making his measurements. However, Daniel did 

correctly identify, for equal time, the blue shape would have larger amounts of change and 

specifically stated the changes would increase in distance between marks. 

 I asked Daniel a short series of questions about where he would be making his marks to 

confirm how he would implement his stop and measure strategy. He said he would use the top 

right corner of the pentagon and justified it saying, “I'm trying to see how long the top like flat 

line is.” This gives clear evidence that Daniel was working with lengths the entire time.  

 Question 6. Lastly, I ask Daniel to generate an equation relating the length of the green 

shape and area of the blue shape. Daniel gives a lengthy answer in generating his two equations.  

Um, I'd say since the green line’s changing at the same amount the whole time, 

you don't really need a variable for it. So, on it would kind of be, um, like a, it 

would kind of be like an independent variable there. And then the blue one would 

be dependent. So, like as the green one goes on, the blue um gets like, the blue um 

changes in larger amounts. There's the green would get smaller, the blue one 

would change in larger amounts. So, um… [looks up thinking] The green one, 

since it's changing the same amounts and I don't know like the exact number, I 

would just you say, um. Or since it’s changing in same amounts, you could just do 

like a simple like that much, and then the blue line or the blue sorry the green 

shape, and then the blue shape that’s changing in different amounts. You need a 

variable for it and I’d want to do that like times two. And the variable I would say 

[squinting and looking up] would equal like the same thing as the green line. So 
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the green line would, um, it would be like a plus two, and then, and then the blue, 

and then the blue one would be like a times two. 

Daniel started with the green line and stated it didn’t need a variable since it had a 

constant amount of change. From this first statement, it is clear Daniel tried to generate an 

equation for speed rather than length for the green shape. The fact Daniel said the green would 

not need a variable because it was constant indicates he associated changing values with a 

“variable.”  

His statement about it therefore being “independent” is new language. It was unclear 

whether he was thinking about the standard use of independent and dependent variables related 

to each other or if he was thinking because it was a fixed value it didn’t depend on anything else. 

However, he immediately claimed the blue would be dependent and then stated a dependency 

relation between the green and blue shapes, suggesting he was thinking about the traditional use 

of independent and dependent variables. This is however a contradiction to his earlier statement 

that the green didn’t need a variable.  

Daniel went through a couple iterations of stating his already predetermined relations 

between the two shapes, adding the detail of direction of change to the green in his second 

relation and maintaining larger amounts of change in the blue shape in both. The third statement 

Daniel made about a relation started with the equal change in the green shape. He changed from 

using general unmeasured quantities (gross) to attempting to assign a measure to the equal 

amount of change but got caught on the fact he didn’t know the actual value.  

In previous tasks, Daniel often invented a number to serve as a proxy for some unknown 

but constant value. Instead of using a generated numerical value, Daniel instead gave an 

unknown “that much” for his equal change amount. He has used the phrase “that much” to 
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represent an amount of change often throughout the tasks when he didn’t generate a numeric 

value but wanted to assign a measure to a given quantity.  

After assigning a measure to the green shape’s change, Daniel clearly lost track of where 

he was in his process of making an equation or in describing his known relations. He did 

however, recall he gave his answer about the green shape’s amount of change and moves to the 

blue shape’s amount of change. In his blue shape, Daniel maintained not only that it is changing 

in larger amounts but also that it would include a “variable” compared to the green shape. 

However, he does go back to using his “times two” idea. This suggests he moved from additive 

change to multiplicative change for describing measured change in the two shapes.  

His statement that the variable would equal the green line is interesting because this 

contradicts his previous claim that the green would not have a variable due to the amount of 

change was fixed. It could be Daniel’s interpretation of his “variable” went from amount of 

change to length or he thought the two had some connection starting from amount of change.  

Daniel’s comment the green was “a plus two” and the blue “a times two” suggests he 

focused on the rates of change by showing a constant change with addition and larger change 

with multiplication. If Daniel was thinking about rate of change, it is likely he was then using his 

“variable” as the lengths of the shapes. He could still be thinking of it as the speeds, but I don’t 

know for sure.  

He had no perturbation that the green shape was decreasing but he used addition. This 

loss of direction of change is likely a WM capacity issue. In terms of covariation, Daniel appears 

to have made a MO between the lengths of the two shapes as changing together (MA1). This 

largely came from his statement about the independent and dependent variables and singular 

relation statement, “as the green one goes on, the blue um gets like, the blue um changes in 
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larger amounts.” The latter statement does give some evidence of MA3 but likely at a low level 

because he only gave the green shape’s change as a vague “goes on” when he previously showed 

ae deeper understanding of how the green decreases at a constant rate.  

He also seemed to try to use his other properties of change from each individual quantity 

and apply it relationally but struggles. Ultimately though, Daniel appears to be thinking of 

generating two separate equations. 

Because trying to coordinate several different quantities and relations appeared to cause 

Daniel to conflate things to help me better understand his definition for his “variables” and 

“unknowns,” I asked him what his equation would look like if he wrote it out. His immediately 

responded, “Um, I think I’d need two separate equations because there’s two separate shapes and 

I couldn't really, maybe I could but, um I’m not the best at writing down equations.” He then 

clicks the writing tool in GeoGebra to start writing so I remind him that he isn’t allowed to write 

yet just verbalize what he would write.  

Daniel’s statement of needing two equations is not surprising because he mostly worked 

with the two shapes separated. His justification for why he would need two was a little surprising 

though. Using that the shapes were different rather than changing differently suggests Daniel 

might have been thinking of learned equations for the different shapes when asked about an 

equation. For example, he might have the area formulas as different so came up with a single 

relation would not be possible. It could also be that he was still thinking about the different ways 

the shapes changed and could not reconcile those differences into a relation in equation form.  

Daniel then proceeded to explain the two equations he is thinking about for each shape. 

He starts with one for the green shape before giving one for the blue shape:  
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Daniel: Um, I'd kind of like, if I want to show one for the green, um it would just 

be like a simple, since it's not changing in amounts, I just make it like a simple, 

like this much plus this much. Because it's not like it wouldn't be changing in how 

much it's like adding to it. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: And then, since the blue one’s getting like larger in larger amounts. I’d 

want to like multiply because multiplication if you multiply bigger number times 

bigger number you're going to get an even bigger number. So if I do like that 

number times two. And then I multiply that number times two. It would, it would 

be um… like um…It would be about like two steps into the diagram that we have 

here. So kind of just multiplies it by two. So every step, I could do like the green 

one goes down by two, So the green it would be like G minus, or actually I 

wouldn’t use a variable for the green line. So if I have like a fixed length for green 

line, I would do that, like minus, minus on to every time, every step of the blue 

thing. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: And the blue thing would be multiplying by itself, each time. 

Interviewer: So you saying like if you knew that a fixed length for our green one 

you would just like have it be subtracting two every time? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay and that's because, you’re only subtracting two because it's a 

constant rate that you were talking about? 

Daniel: Yeah.  
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Interviewer: Okay, as opposed to when you're talking about the blue shape, since 

that one's like you said getting bigger by bigger and bigger amounts, you would 

just be multiplying by two every time. 

Daniel: Uh huh.  

Interviewer: Okay, and every time that's, just like the time chunk with the blue?  

Daniel: Yes. 

 Daniel’s initial equation for the green was simply adding two quantities together. He did 

not give them names and it is unclear what both represented. However, based on his justification 

for “this much plus this much” and previous attempt at an equation, I believe “this much” is the 

equal change quantity he constructed in the interview. The other is likely the length of the green 

shape although I am not sure whether that was also fixed or representing the length at each step 

of his equation. For the follow-up questions, it is clear Daniel was thinking of a recursive 

equation, consistent with most equations Daniel generates.  

Again, Daniel initially disregarded the direction of change of the green shape in his 

equation using addition rather than subtraction. I again believe this is a WM constraint trying to 

work with all the different aspects of generating an equation for both quantities. Because he later 

changed his equation to be subtraction after he established both initial equations support a WM 

constraint. After he generated his equations, he likely had them as an experientially bound 

relation that he could reflect on to make the adjustment from direction of change.   

For his blue equation, Daniel justified his use of multiplication with an amounts of 

change argument. His argument and abstract example of multiplying multiple unknown numbers 

is consistent with justifications in other tasks for the difference in using addition and 

multiplication based on rates of change and amounts of change.   
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After he gave an abstract justification for multiplication, he then applied that to the 

relation of doubling for this situation. In his run through of applying his multiplication-by-two 

scheme, he seemed to be doing some construction of it in the context of the animation in activity. 

He started with some unknown number, likely representing the length of the blue shape, and did 

an iterative multiplication by two. Daniel then seemed to stop and reflect to connect that to the 

animation and related it to steps of the animation. Thus, Daniel grounded his multiplication by 

two scheme into the given situation through connecting it with time passing.  

After situating the multiplication by two into the “diagram” through steps, Daniel went 

back and summarized his two equations, connecting them though the time steps. Daniel started 

with the green shape again and although he made some changes ultimately his summary was 

structured as for a time step the green one changed with subtraction by a constant number and 

the blue one changed by multiplying by two. In terms of covariational reasoning, Daniel 

generated two separate equations that were dependent on time but coordinated the changes 

together through the same time component of steps. Because his equations focused on 

representing the amount of change, I would argue that Daniel engaged in a form of MA3 

between the two lengths with time as a connector.  

In going back to describe the green shape’s equation explicitly within the time steps, 

Daniel changed from using subtraction to addition:  

So, every step, I could do like the green one goes down by two, So the green it 

would be like G minus, or actually I wouldn’t use a variable for the green line. So 

if I have like a fixed length for green line, I would do that, like minus, minus on to 

every time, every step of the blue thing. 
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Right away, Daniel went from an abstract relation between two unknown quantities, “this 

much plus this much,” to giving names associated with the animation and even a measured 

quantity.  

 Daniel’s shift from addition to subtraction seemed to happen without a perturbation or 

recognition he previously used a different operation. I believe that addition might be his default 

operation for constant amount of change since it is generally an easier operation than subtraction 

and he was not focused on the direction of change initially. Once he established his general 

structure of the equation in terms of change factor (constant rate of change), he then situated it 

within his larger structure of how the green shape changed and included the correct direction of 

change. The ease and lack of perturbation with his more detailed equation suggests my original 

hypothesis was correct and it was a WM issue. Once he constructed his equation structure, he 

freed up WM space and could attend to more aspects of how the green line was changing.  

The introduction of a letter into his equation in the second description is interesting. 

Sometimes Daniel started his answers to the equation questions with defining letters as 

unknowns of variables. This time however, he started with a focus on the change factors or 

operations and then introduced letter notation. His introduction of “G” as a variable also only 

happened when Daniel explicitly assigned a type of measure (length) to one of the quantities in 

his equation. This might suggest that for Daniel, using letters as quantities is connected with 

extensive quantitative unknowns and until he moved past gross quantities and assigned some 

unknown measure, he did not think about using algebraic notation.  

It was also interesting that he immediately retracted his use of a letter for representing the 

length of the green line because it was fixed. In previous tasks’ equations, Daniel used letters to 
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represent fixed unknowns but something about this situation caused him to reject a letter as 

representing a non-varying quantity.  

It is also the first time that Daniel mentioned a fixed length for the green outside of his 

fixed amount of change. The fact he stumbled with how he would act on his fixed length 

suggests he had not previously thought of fixing the length of the green shape or was trying to 

reconcile dealing with two fixed lengths associated with the green line and still capture it 

changing. Based on my follow-up question about the fixed length, I think he was either thinking 

about the fixed length as the starting length and applying his subtraction repeatedly or thinking 

of the fixed length as the length of the green shape at a given step, he then operated on to get to 

the next step. It could be he was trying to reconcile both those ways of thinking.  

To try and better understand Daniel’s use, or lack thereof, of the variable, I asked him 

why he didn’t use a variable in the green equation.  

Ah the green line is or green shape isn't changing like different amounts. So I'd 

say like, a variable changes with the equation. So like…It um…As like one thing 

changes, the variable changes. So I’d just make it like a simple um…like just one 

fixed number because it's, it's changing the same amounts. 

This response confirms my earlier hypothesis Daniel was using variable as a changing 

quantity in this situation. It also shows he had a covariational relation associated with a variable 

because he described it changing with respect to another object when he said, “As like one thing 

changes, the variable changes.” This is MA1 although it is unclear what types of quantities or 

how he structured two objects in that statement. To Daniel, the change in equal amounts meant 

he would not have a changing variable in his equation. This further confirms that Daniel’s focus 

was on representing change rather than the measure of the quantity that changed. 
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Summary of Task K 

  Daniel’s covariational reasoning in this task was very similar to previous tasks. He had 

more sophisticated covariational reasoning when describing how lengths changed with time than 

reasoning about two non-time quantities changing together. He did however show evidence of 

directly relating the two non-time quantities (P2Q3). When he related the two non-time 

quantities, he stated how the amount of change or rate of change changed given the direction of 

change in the other (MA3).  

 For each length quantity that Daniel focused on (green and blue), Daniel determined a 

rate of change with respect to time. He constructed the green length as having a constant rate of 

change and the blue length as doubling itself for each time step. These constructions were very 

similar to other tasks that involved linear (Tasks C, I, J) and exponential growth (Tasks A, B, and 

E). He described both as changing at constant rates, but the constant rates had different 

structures. These structural differences came out when Daniel generated his equations.  

 Daniel’s algebraic work on this task highlighted several components of his covariational 

reasoning and the quantity structures he constructed throughout the task. For example, the 

construction of two separate equations, one for each shape, supported the claim that he had 

separate structures for how each changed when determining how they changed together. It also 

showed the difference in type of change each quantity had. He first used different arithmetic 

operations before switching to the same arithmetic operation (addition) but changed the quantity 

representing amount of change that was added. His constant rate for the green was adding a 

constant that didn’t change whereas the blue had to add an amount of change that changed to 

accommodate the fact the blue changed by bigger amounts.  
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Task L 

Figure 4.78 

Going Left to Right the Beginning, Middle, and End of Task L 

              

 

 Task L had a triangle growing continuously with the side bottom orange line changing 

linearly and the area changing quadratically. The two quantities of focus for students to engage 

with are the orange line (extensive) and the area of the triangle (intensive). This was the last task 

given in the task sequence.  

Part 1 

As usual the first part of the interview consisted of questions about generic quantities and 

how those quantities changed.  

 Question 1. In the first question about what quantities are in the animation, Daniel 

quickly listed off, “The area of the triangle. How long the orange line, the bottom of the triangle 

is.” After a short pause, I asked whether there was anything else he could measure. Again, he 

responded fairly quickly naming “the length of the other two lines” and “the total perimeter of 

the triangle.” In these responses we see which quantities got Daniel’s immediate focus and which 

took a little more reflection.  
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Note, Daniel used the term area rather than “size” like he has done in the previous tasks. 

I’m unsure whether the term “area” has more meaning for Daniel than “size” in regard to the 

structure of each as describing a quantity. He clearly distinguished between lengths and areas 

however. Daniel had mentioned perimeter before as a quantity but interestingly did not mention 

it in the last task where there was more than one shape. It is possible perimeter is a secondary 

quantity for Daniel and not in the forefront of his mental attention with thinking about attributes 

of quantities and how they change.  

Unlike in previous interviews, Daniel did not mention time or any of the rates as 

quantities in the animation. I’m not sure why he sometimes introduced these and others times did 

not.  

Question 2. Next, I asked what quantities changed and Daniel said all the ones he just 

stated were changing and then listed them in the following order: perimeter, area, lengths. His 

response was unsurprising because all the quantities he identified change in the animation. It is 

interesting that he did not mention direction of change for any of the quantities however because 

often in the later tasks, Daniel offered direction of change without prompting. I’m not sure why 

in this task Daniel did not identify direction of change without prompting.  

Question 3. When asked whether any of the quantities stayed the same, Daniel watched 

the animation for a second or two before claiming he didn’t think any stayed the same. In a 

follow-up question, I verified Daniel was thinking of all the quantities as changing and not 

staying the same. He watched the animation throughout me posing the question before starting to 

affirm it but then changed his mind: 
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Yeah or I guess um, one quantity is, yeah um, like the, how like, the area, you 

know, the triangle is getting bigger, it's getting like staying the same. It's like 

getting bigger at the same speed, the whole time. 

After watching the animation again, Daniel determined the area changed at a constant 

rate. His statement also introduced direction of change for the first time in this task (MA1). He 

struggles a bit to combine the direction of change of the area with the rate of change with the 

triangle. This struggle could come from having to construct that relationship rather than 

immediately assimilating the two properties of change. His slight struggle might also be from 

dealing with area (intensive, Schwartz) rather than length (extensive, Schwartz). However, it is 

unclear whether Daniel was actually thinking about the area as an intensive quantity or extensive 

one.  

I asked him how he determined the area changed at a constant speed. He responded with 

a visual argument and that he was watching the bottom right corner, focusing on length of the 

orange line. This indicates Daniel used an extensive rather intensive quantity for area. I verified 

he was just following that one corner to which he responded, “Yeah and seeing how fast it’s 

going to the side.” This answer shows Daniel attended to not only the speed but also spatial 

direction. His attention to the spatial direction might be because of the focus on area and Daniel 

was attempting to accommodate a dimensional aspect, possibly only subconsciously.  

Question 4. Next, I asked Daniel to describe how each of the quantities changed to see 

what aspects of change he would attend to. Daniel answered, “I’d say it's, they're all steadily 

going up, like getting bigger.” He did not give any justification and I didn’t ask any follow-up 

questions other than verifying he was saying they were increasing at a steady rate. His answer 

was more confident than the previous time he combined the direction and rate of change.  
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Thus, it is likely after the initial coordination between the two types of change, Daniel 

had an assimilatory structure, or at least experientially bound, for quantities in the animation 

increasing at a steady rate. It is a little unclear if the “steady rate” was for modality of continuous 

or for a constant rate of change. Daniel used that particular phrase for both in the past, but most 

often for constant rate of change. Overall, this response did give evidence of some type of 

engagement in MA1, likely between each quantity and time.  

Question 5. Next, I asked Daniel how the quantities change in relation to one another. He 

quickly answered with a relation between “top of the triangle” and bottom right point: 

Daniel: Well, two quantities that I could pick out, ah the like the top of the 

triangle, that line [points to screen either at the top corner or left line], and then 

the one, like the bottom right, one that I’m looking at to see how big it is. 

Interviewer: Okay.  

Daniel: I know those two were changing in relation, like that line, they're both 

moving like a similar rate. Like as one line moves the other one moves. 

In a follow-up question, I clarified that Daniel was watching the top corner of the 

triangle. Thus the first relation that Daniel constructed in answering this question 

was how two different corners of the triangle changes together. It is interesting 

that he picked two quantities that together give the dimension of the triangle. That 

is, he tracked two quantities that spatial move in different direction and could be 

used to describe the area of the triangle.  

Daniel gave his relation in such a way that had the two changing with a dependence 

rather than separately like in previous tasks. This gives clear evidence Daniel was engaging in 

covariational reasoning between two non-time quantities with at least MA1. Although he also 
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gave a statement about the each separately changing by saying they had the same speed, he did 

not appear to need to construct the dependence relation from the similar speeds but rather was a 

separate observation.  

This was one of the first times Daniel related two non-time quantities with a dependence 

relation without first constructing how each quantity changed with respect to time. To investigate 

further how he was thinking about his relation, I asked a series of follow-up questions. The first 

asked how he was thinking about the relation of how they change together. He replied with the 

same answer, “Like as one moves the other one’s moving.” Then I checked whether he was 

tracking them thinking changing one then the other or together (simultaneously). He very quickly 

and confidently said they were changing at the same time, not one then the other. This confirmed 

Daniel had constructed a MO between the two points moving (MA1) but did not attend to 

direction of change (MA2).  

I then returned to his claim they changed at the same rate and checked whether he still 

thought that. After asking the question, Daniel paused and watched the animation for several 

seconds before giving an answer. He said the top might be a little slower but if that wasn’t true 

then they were the same rate. I asked how he would check the rates. He stumbled a little at the 

beginning of answering, unsure what he might do before saying he “just looked at and saw that,” 

referring to the rates. Then he added he could “check” if he had a measuring tool and could 

pause the animation and mark it.   

To see how he would apply his “stop and measure” scheme to this situation, I asked him 

when he would pause it and what he would actually be marking. He first gave time points at 

which he would pause the animation. Similar to some responses from continuous tasks, Daniel 
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elected to make markings at the beginning, middle, and end of the animation and he would mark 

the points of the triangle he was following.  

Next, I asked him what the marks he made would tell him. He said, “Um, it would tell me 

like how fast they're moving.” This is a typical answer for Daniel when using his stop and 

measure scheme. However, I wanted to see how he was thinking about the speed in terms of the 

quantities, so I asked how the marks told him how fast the quantities moved. He said, “The 

distance between the marks show like how much the whole thing has changed, [looks up 

quickly] as time passes.” This statement shows one of Daniel’s conception of speed is composed 

of a distance or length associated with an amount of time. Further, I asked him to interpret that in 

terms of constant speed and he said the marks would be “the same distance apart.” This aligns 

with the constructions Daniel has done throughout the task series concerning constant rates. For 

at least lengths with respect to time, Daniel had sophisticated structures relating the two 

quantities and I would classify him as engaging in MA1-MA4.  

I felt I had flushed out a good understanding of the relation had Daniel stated between the 

two points of the triangle he was focused on, so I went back to the original question to see 

whether he would identify any other relationships: 

Daniel: Oh, at the perimeter it's getting like, like the perimeter of the triangle, it’s 

getting bigger and the area’s also getting bigger. 

Interviewer: Okay, and are those two like changing in relation to one another, are 

you just thinking about those like separately? 

Daniel: Um I'd say they're like related in a way. 

 He quickly tried to answer relating the perimeter and the area.  
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Unlike with the first relation that was about speed and simultaneous general change, this 

relation appeared to be separate and focused direction of change. In the follow-up question of 

whether he was thinking of that as together or separate, Daniel seemed unsure but indicated there 

was likely some relation. Based on previous tasks where Daniel connected perimeter and area, it 

is likely Daniel did have a MO between the two quantities from his understanding perimeter 

bounds the shape so must change together.   

 Question 6. Lastly, I asked Daniel how he thought about time. He answered, “Well, as 

time goes on, like the whole triangle and all the quantities in it, get bigger.” It is interesting his 

answer connected to the triangle changing and he did not give how time changed independent of 

the triangle. Note his statement was also a direction of change statement (MA2). 

Part 2 

Recall Part 2 of this interview consisted of asking questions relating the length of the 

orange line and the area of the triangle as a directed relation with the area dependent on the 

length.  

Question 1. First, I asked for the general relation for how the two quantities changed in 

relation to one another: 

Daniel: Um, well they're both getting bigger at the same like, like you're both 

getting bigger. Not at the same speed, though. Or maybe. The speed would also 

depend on the top point too, for the like area. The area of the triangle depends on 

all the points.   

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that you know both of them are getting 

bigger? 

Daniel: Yeah,  
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Interviewer: But you're saying the area’s, how the rate the area is changing is like 

different than the length of the green line? 

Daniel: But I think… maybe. 

Interviewer: Why do you think that? 

Daniel: Um, well, it there, it would be getting bigger as it's going up too not just 

going to the side like that orange line is. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that the how the area changes is different than 

just like length changing of our orange line? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: You also have to consider how it's changing upwards? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay so you're saying that that means that it might be a different rate 

than our orange line’s rate? 

Daniel: Yeah 

From Daniel’s initial response, we see him relate the direction of change of the two 

quantities (MA2) before mentioning the speed of the quantities. Interestingly Daniel attended to 

the dimensionality of area as an argument for why the two quantities would have different 

speeds.  

 In Part 1, Daniel briefly attended to dimensionality when he talked about the relation 

between the top point and orange line. This time however, he connected it explicitly by 

differentiating between how area and length change. I think when he stated the area would have 

a different rate, Daniel was not thinking about the two rates being different values but instead the 

structure of the rates. He was not confident in his area answer to the question whether he thought 
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the two rates would be different. Daniel might have been unsure of how to measure the area’s 

rate so didn’t want to make claims about its size compared to when dealing with the orange line.  

 To try and elicit the underlying structures and actions Daniel had for the relation he 

stated, I asked how he would track how each changed in relation to the other: 

Daniel: Um… I’d say…As like the orange line goes like gets longer you could, 

like check how big the triangle is using measurements. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying you'd want to like measure how long our 

orange one is and then measure the area of a triangle? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, and how would you use those measurements to think about 

how they're changing in relation to one another? 

Daniel: Um…Ah, I think it would show like how both of them are getting bigger. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you could sort of track how the orange one is getting bigger 

and then track how much the area is getting bigger? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Daniel took a moment before answering, suggesting he needed to think through a method 

and did not have a structure or scheme already in place or the situation didn’t evoke one. When 

he finally answered, he appeared to be using a modified version of his “stop and measure” where 

instead of stopping time, he used changes in the orange line (direction of change) and would 

measure the area. This initial answer shows clear engagement in MA2. It also shows Daniel 

transitioning from gross to at least intensive quantities (Piaget). When asked how his 

measurements would tell him how the two quantities change in relation to each other, Daniel 
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used his direction of change answer (MA2) with no mention of their speeds or amounts of 

change.  

 Question 2 and Question 3. I then asked how the area changed as the orange line 

increased. Daniel stumbled with answering this question before he seemed to resign himself to 

just answering the area got bigger. He might have been trying to think about rate of change or 

amounts of change but was unsure how to measure those and so defaulted to the type of change 

he was sure about, direction of change (MA2).  

 I moved onto the next question after Daniel seemed to stall on the previous one because it 

asked about amounts of change and I wanted to see how he would engage with a direct question 

about it. Referencing his previous answer, I asked if the area was getting bigger in bigger, 

smaller, or equal amounts. Daniel immediately answered with “equal amounts.” I then checked 

whether he was still thinking about or could connect with the orange line by asking the 

following: 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're saying that's our area is getting seems to be getting 

bigger by equal amounts as our orange line gets bigger? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: So how are you coming to that conclusion? 

Daniel: Um, well I’m just, I kinda just like looked and saw like there, it looks like 

it's just getting bigger at the same pace like both of the measurements. 

Interviewer: Okay, and so what two measurements are you thinking about? 

Daniel: um… Like that orange line and the area. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you're thinking those is like changing together and they're 

both getting bigger, it seems to be at the same pace? 
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Daniel: Yeah 

Daniel’s justification for equal change was perceptually based and directly related to the 

speed of the quantities. Daniel also confirmed he imagined the area getting bigger at a constant 

rate as the orange line increased. He even claimed that he thought they were changing at the 

same rate. This is a change from his previous answer of not being sure if the two rates would be 

the same when the question asked about finding the rate of the area.  

 Daniel did reference the “measurements” again and it might be that after thinking about 

taking measurements of each quantity, he now had a structure for both quantities that he can 

operate with to be able consider their speeds. This would align with similar trends that Daniel 

engaged in MA3 most often with non-gross quantities, meaning he had to have assigned some 

measure. However, his justification for how he came to the same speed conclusion was only a 

visual justification, suggesting he was still in the process of constructing speed as a non-gross 

quantity in terms of amounts of change.  

 I asked Daniel how he would check whether they were the same speed to try and elicit his 

underlying structure for the speed, particularly for the area since he had shown a fairly stable 

conception of constant speed for lengths:  

Daniel: Umm….ummm I don't know about the area. I don't know how you like 

check. 

Interviewer: Okay. 

Daniel: But um… but I know that, or are actually I know the formula. I do know 

the formula to find the area of a triangle, so you could apply both of the formulas. 

like because, like or you could just measure the line and then find the area of the 
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triangle and then see if they're like, ah…I don't know how’s you like find the 

relationship between the two. 

Interviewer: Okay, but you could imagine finding both of those measurements. 

Daniel: Ah yes. 

Interviewer: Okay, and then you're just not quite sure how you would check use 

those measurements to figure out if they're changing at the same pace? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Daniel confirmed he did not have a structure in place, or one was not evoked, for finding 

rate of change for area without relying on a learned formula. It is possible that even though he 

previously imagined taking a measurement of the area, that measurement was not a quantity that 

he could then operate with (gross quantity). It seemed that recalling his formula for area allowed 

him to anticipate a more concrete unknown measure to operate with.  

 After Daniel established he could take measurements of change, he then got stuck on the 

next step and lost track of what relation he was trying to find and how he would find a relation 

from the measurements. It could be that the mental attention Daniel used on determining and 

recalling the area formula for a triangle meant he used up his WM capacity and had to release the 

goal of checking same speed from his WM. It could also be that relating two non-time quantities 

directly for a speed was a new situation for Daniel and thus required more construction and thus 

more WM. Because he said he wasn’t sure how to find the speeds in a follow-up, it is likely the 

latter. 

 Question 4. Next, I asked another amounts of change question for direction of change of 

the amounts of change of the area as the orange line changed. Daniel easily answered, “They’re 

both staying that same.” Thus, Daniel assimilated both quantities as having equal amounts of 
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change. This connection did not seem as a dependence relation but as a statement of both 

individually. As such in a follow-up question, I asked how he was thinking about amounts of 

change in terms of time. He paused for a moment before answering, “Ah, as time goes on like 

they’re both just getting bigger at the same amount.” Thus, Daniel did have a relation in plane 

for both quantities changing in relation to time with both MA2 and MA3. Based on Daniel’s 

work regarding constant rate, he also probably associated or would construct the equal amounts 

using equal time intervals (MA4).   

 Question 5. The next question was how the area changed for equal amounts of change in 

the orange line:  

Daniel: Well, I think it would be changing in the same, like the same way, like it 

looks like it's staying… It's like not changing in um… Like it's not getting like 

faster anything in the way it’s changing. So it's, it's, just like the same. 

Interviewer: Okay, so since you think that they're going at like the same pace, if 

we do equal amounts of change in our orange line that's going to do equal 

amounts of change in our area? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Daniel gave an answer similar to previous ones when he stated the quantities changed at a 

constant pace or the same pace. He did struggle with what aspect of the area changing stayed the 

same. Because he had trouble imagining measures of the area and finding it’s speed, I believe 

Daniel did not have an assimilatory structure or experientially bound one for speed or amounts of 

change for the area, which caused his difficulties in justifying what he visually determined as 

constant rate of change.  
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 We do see Daniel tried to articulate a connection between the orange line changing and 

blue line(s) changing. He agreed with my implication statement that equal change in the orange 

would mean equal change in the area. The statement could be categorized as MA4, I don’t 

believe Daniel actually engaged in coordinating equal change in the orange line with changes in 

the area so do not attribute that mental action to him here. I believe he was trying to work with 

the quantities but was unable to process past a coordination of perceptual speed categorization. 

This sticking point for Daniel appears to be in a transitional state from MA2 to MA3 in the 

Carlson and colleague’s framework (2002).   

 Because Daniel seemed to struggle with maintaining the quantities asked about in the 

question, I asked him how he was thinking about tracking equal amounts of change: 

Daniel: Um… well like, like the last time, you could like you could look at 

the…Like you could look at where it is in like if you stop the animation and you 

could find...um like, you could find, like how fast it's changing using time. 

Interviewer: Okay, and how would you be using the time? Could you explain a 

little bit more?  

Daniel: Oh, like a, sorry using like the lines, like the markings. 

Interviewer: So, you'd be making markings to help you track? 

Daniel: Yes, but the orange line not the area.  

Interviewer: Okay so with the orange line, you’d be marking equal amounts of 

changes with marking it? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Okay, and if you are going to make those equal changes, how would 

you go about doing that? 
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Daniel: Well uh… Well I’d stop it like every, every little bit like, if I had 

something that shows like equal amounts of time passing, I can mark or how long 

line is for each separate on like mark like amount of time passed. And then see 

like if, like they're the same distance apart or farther apart. 

Daniel referred to a previous answer when he used his “stop and measure” scheme with 

time as one of the quantities. This suggests Daniel either was not thinking of the changes 

between the two quantities as a coordination of the two independent of time or he switched back 

to thinking individually about the quantity’s rates with respect to time.  

 In the middle of answering a follow-up question, Daniel had a moment of recollection 

and mentioned the “marks” he talked about previously. This indicated he recalled or evoked his 

marking scheme from before but clarified he would do that for the orange line and not the area. It 

could be that again he was unsure how to measure or mark area or he was acknowledging his 

previous marks were only for the orange line and not area.  

 I then asked him how he would mark the equal changes in the orange line to see whether 

he still associated them with time. Daniel’s answer shows he was thinking about using time and 

equal time changes to make the marks and check whether the marks showed equal changes . His 

explanation implies he was at least partially still constructing the equal changes on the orange 

line during his explanation and did not immediately anticipate that using equal time would be 

equal changes in the orange line. 

In a series of follow-up questions about using his proposed method, Daniel gave much 

more confident answers. In them, he confirmed that given a way to have even time intervals, 

marking the orange line for those equal time changes would result in equal changes or distances 

between the marks. His justification was because the orange line was going at a constant rate. 
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This is consistent with Daniel’s stop and measure answers from previous tasks when he 

identified a constant rate of change for a continuous quantity. 

After we had established he could make equal changes in the orange line with his stop 

and measure scheme, I returned to the original question relating equal changes in the orange line 

with changes in the area:  

Daniel: Um I think the area changes, like a similar rate to the orange line and how 

it's changing. The orange line just starts longer, like compared to like all the other, 

like the other two lines, the other two lines show the area like in the…In the um, 

like the formula for area. You take the like you take the, the two top lines, You'd 

multiply their lengths together and then divide that by two and find area. 

Daniel maintained his previous claim that the area changed at a similar rate to the orange 

line. He introduced a new way to talk about the area by using the other two lines. He connected 

the other two lines with the formula he had for area of a triangle. After stating how the two lines 

would fit in his formula, he did not then connect back to the start of his answer with rate of 

change of the area. I believe in assimilating the two lines into his area formula, Daniel used his 

WM capacity and lost track of the original goal of the question.  

 Next, I asked Daniel if he could find the area without the formula in order to answer how 

the area changed for equal change in the orange line. This was to see whether he would construct 

a unit of measure for area like he did in Task F. He answered there wouldn’t be a “really reliable 

one” so I asked him whether there was a way for him to estimate: 
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Daniel: Ah. Well, based on how long the orange line is, I think. You could like 

use the measurements of the lines to see how long, how like it’s changing, you 

wouldn't be able to find, like a number for it. 

Interviewer: Okay, but you would just use how our orange line or like marking it 

for our orange line, that's sort of how the area’s [interrupted] 

Daniel: Yeah, you could. You could yeah you, like they're moving at similar 

amounts as I said so, it would show like similar in relation to how fast they are 

changing.  

During the interview, I interpreted Daniel’s answer as using “the measurements of the 

lines” to be the markings from the orange line he previously used. That was why I referenced 

them in my follow-up question. Based on Daniel’s interruption and surprise in his answer about 

using the orange lines, indicates that he was likely not using the orange line initially but likely 

still thinking about the blue lines. If so, then he might have been thinking about using the two 

blue lines from his area formula to somehow represent how the area was changing. He would 

have anticipated trying to find a single value for the area changing but was unsure of how to 

relate the two lines to do so without the formula. 

Once I suggested the use of the orange line marks, Daniel quickly jumped on using those 

as a representation of how the area changed. He made a connection between the orange line as a 

proxy for how the area changed and connected their rates of change. Note, Daniel did not evoke 

his dimensionality argument for length changing differently than area in this situation like he did 

in P2Q1.  

Question 6. The last question before the equation one was how the blue area’s amount of 

change changed for equal change in the orange line. He gave a very similar answer to the 
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previous question. In general, he stated the area was also changing in equal amounts because the 

orange line changed in equal amounts. There was a slightly stronger association between the 

dependency of the two quantities in this response. That is, Daniel seemed more confident in 

equating the area changing the same as the orange line or the orange line being a representative 

for how the area changed. Since this answer was so similar and Daniel didn’t add anything new, 

I moved on to the last question.  

Question 7. The last question was the equation question asking for an equation relating 

the length of the orange line and area of the triangle.  

Daniel: Um…[looks up thinking] I’d say you could um, if you like subtracted the, 

if you like, found like a relation between the two blue lines on the area because 

they’re they like you can find you can use those for the area and since like the 

orange line is a little bit longer than those two. You could like subtract the two 

and then find um, like the difference between the two. And then somehow use that 

in an equation. 

Interviewer: Okay, so you’re saying you’d want to find some relation between our 

orange line and the length of our blue line? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: Okay, because you could use the blue lines in that formula you’re 

talking about to find the area? 

Daniel: Mhmm. 

Interviewer: Okay, so your first want to find a relationship between the orange 

line and the blue line and then plug that into your formula? 

Daniel: Yeah.  
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Here Daniel again used the blue lines as a representation for the area rather than using 

area as its own unit. He generated a subtraction problem but did not seem to know what the 

result would represent. He did say the result would be what he would use in an equation but it 

was unclear if that was his final answer or what equation he referred to.   

 Although it was a little ambiguous what exactly Daniel was subtraction from the orange 

line, I believe he was thinking of picking one of the two lines to use or imagined some relation 

between the two that connected to the area. His statement that result of the subtraction would “be 

the difference between the two” indicated he was unsure about the representation of his 

subtraction in terms of animation, like in relation to how each changed because that was the 

focus. It is interesting that his subtraction problem was not sufficient for him to reach the goal of 

making an equation but only a piece because he said he would use that in an equation.  

 To try and see what formula or equation Daniel was thinking about from his response, I 

ask him what the relation between the orange and blue lines would be in his equation:  

Well, it would um, so the difference between the two, like the orange line and the 

blue lines, um…That would show like the difference like it would show the 

difference between the two, so you could say, you can see, like if the triangle 

was… If, like the orange line was the same amount as those two, then you could 

see like how much bigger it is, than, like a, than the um, than the um, like you can 

see how much like it changes if the lines were equal, I think. Because that's like 

the only thing that's different between the two, the area of the triangle is like, 

um… It, the like the bottom orange line’s, making the area of the triangle change 

differently, because it's longer than the other two lines. 
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 Here we see Daniel again struggle with generating relationships between several 

quantities at one time. He started with his subtraction or difference problem between the orange 

and blue lines. I believe Daniel imagined doing the subtraction between only one blue line and 

the orange line because he either unified the blue lines into a single object or thought they were 

equal length so only needed one.  

Daniel had an assimilatory structure for subtracting two values and getting a result 

because he was able to talk about the result of his subtraction problem without running through it 

each time. His issue was not from lacking a structure for the result of a subtraction problem, but 

rather how that quantity would represent in terms of the quantities within the animation. He tried 

to connect that difference to the area and how it changed but was unsure what relation existed. It 

could be that he was trying to use the difference between two quantities to represent the amount 

of change but was unsure how the difference of two lengths represented area changing 

(dimensionality issue).  

He then ran through an alternate scenario where the orange line was equal to the blue 

lines. In this scenario, Daniel stated the equality of all the lines but then was ambiguous with 

how that would show “how much bigger it is” for some unknown quantity. It is not clear whether 

he confused the setting he proposed and still thought of the difference producing how much 

larger the orange line was from the blue or whether he was thinking back to previous tasks where 

he did comparisons between rates.  

Daniel clearly tried to compare the result of a difference to something but either didn’t 

know what he wanted to compare that to or possibly because he used up his WM and lost track 

in his answer what the goal was. After some stumbling, he recalled a goal of relating changes. I 

think Daniel worked through, albeit difficultly, that if the orange line was equal to the blue lines, 
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then changes in the orange would reflect the same change in the area because the blue lines 

represented finding the area from his area formula. He might have gone through substituting the 

orange line into his formula or imagined using the orange instead of the blue because he equated 

the lines and then had to connect that with his already established relations regarding changes in 

all three quantities. That method would consist of several relations and quantities to keep track of 

at one time, overloading Daniel’s WM and could explain his difficulties with this problem if that 

was his thought process.  

Working through the scenario for the orange line being equal to the blue lines, led Daniel 

to an observation that surprised him. It evoked or he reconstructed that the orange line changed 

connected to the area changing. The last time he used language similar was when he discussed 

the difference between an area and length changing, in what I called dimensionality difference. 

Although the language was similar, the difference in the type of change Daniel seems to attend to 

was rooted in a comparison of lengths between the blue and orange lines rather than area and 

length.  

Daniel previously constructed the relation that both the orange line and the blue area 

changed in equal amounts because they had constant rates of change, possibly the same rate. He 

also proposed the blue lines were a possible representation of the area changing. Thus, I posit 

equating the orange and blue lines lead Daniel to combine the two aforementioned claims to say 

the orange change would in fact be equal to the change in area. Further he then took that relation 

in reverse and said because the orange line was longer, it changed differently than the area of the 

triangle. It is unclear what component of change that Daniel identified as different in his 

argument. He could have been thinking about amount of change or rate of change, or the 

difference meant they changed fundamentally different like a dimensionality difference. 
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However, it is not clear from his explanation whether any of these are what Danial was 

attending too. It was still unclear how or what quantity Daniel was thinking about in terms of the 

orange line and area changing differently. As such, I asked a couple of follow-up questions to try 

and clarify: 

Interviewer: Okay so you’re think about like the orange line is longer than our 

other two lines, so that’s making our area change differently than just our orange 

line? 

Daniel: Yeah. 

Interviewer: Is just because it's longer, what does that mean in terms of how it's 

changing differently? 

Daniel: Like starts longer than the other lines so like it would be bigger and it 

would change like how the, how big the triangle, like the whole area of the 

triangle is. 

Interviewer: So you'd want to like find a difference, so that difference is telling 

you that how the areas changing differently than the orange line? 

Daniel: Yeah.  

Interviewer: The difference between the orange line and blue lines?  

Daniel’s responses provided a little bit of clarity, but he still seemed unsure about what 

was “changing differently.” However, I believe he made a connection or reconstructed a 

previous one between the orange length and the measure of the area. It is likely a simple 

coupling of as the orange line changed, the area changed (MA1) with the added component of a 

length comparison with the blue lines. This could possibly be the start of constructing the 

structures and relations needed for MA3 with two non-time quantities.  
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 In the last question, I asked about finding a difference and he said the difference would 

represent how the area changed differently from the orange line. Note, my question was 

ambiguous regarding what quantities would be used to make the difference, but I did clarify after 

Daniel said “yeah” that the difference would be the one he initially constructed between the 

orange and blue lines. Thus, from Daniel’s response, he maintained the comparison quantity of 

difference between the lengths of the orange and blue lines would represent the difference 

between how the orange line and area changed.  

 Since I was again getting similar answers and Daniel didn’t seem to make further 

progress on this question, I moved on to another follow-up focused on Daniel’s algebraic 

notation for his relations. I asked him what his equation would look like if he wrote it down. He 

started by saying he would need to find the area before asking me what we wanted to find with 

the equation. Asking to repeat the goal of the equation supports my hypothesis Daniel lost track 

through his work what relationship he was trying to represent in an equation. I unfortunately 

changed the question in my response. Where the original request was for Daniel to come up with 

an equation that “relates the length of the orange line with the area of the blue line” without 

implying any independence relation. In my restatement of the purpose of the equation I gave a 

dependency relation. 

Interviewer: So, like and we're saying, if I gave you a length of our orange line, 

could you tell me the area find an equation that relates those two. 

Daniel: Okay well, so if you knew the length of the orange line you could subtract 

the length of the blue lines minus the orange line and then you'd find like the 

difference between the two, so you could use that to find like the length of the 
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blue lines, like the exact number. And then you could find, and then you can use 

those blue lines to find the area of the triangle. 

Interviewer: Okay, so in this case you like, so we have the length of our orange 

line and we're subtracting what from it? 

Daniel: The blue lines like if you have the orange line and then you have the blue 

one right here. And you see how much larger the orange line is and then that that 

number’s, like the difference between the two, I think. And then you could use 

that to like find the length of the blue lines, to see how much longer the orange 

line is then the blue lines and then that would show like, if you, if you subtracted 

it, that difference from the orange line it would show the length of the blue lines 

and then you could use that to find area of the triangle. 

 Here Daniel used his previously constructed quantities and relations to apply it to the 

slightly different equation question. Daniel used the result of his subtraction problem between 

the blue and orange lines as a quantity that could be further operated with. This gives further 

evidence to my earlier claim he has an internalized structure for the result of a subtraction 

problem to be its own quantity or unit to further operate with.  

Once he knew both the length of the orange line and the length of how much larger it was 

than the blue, he said he would use those to determine the blue lines. Once he had his blue line 

lengths’ he would use the area formula. Here he needed the measure of two quantities (orange 

line and result of difference) in order to find a third (blue line) and then use that to find a fourth 

quantity (area). 

However, in constructing his difference quantity Daniel used the blue line as part of the 

process even though finding the length of the blue line was one of the goals of this overall 
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process. He did not seem to have any cognitive conflict with getting the difference from using 

the blue line and then using that difference to find the measure of the blue line. I think in his 

difference question, Daniel likely was not thinking about the actual measures of the lengths he 

was using but focused on the result and thus did not have any cognitive conflict with using the 

difference to find the blue line.  

It could also be that since Daniel explicitly said he knew the length of the orange line the 

orange line went from a gross quantity to extensive unknown. This might have evoked more 

concrete numeric relations and assimilatory structures for Daniel to use. In particular, he 

constructed the difference quantity to give it some unknown measure, so he now had two 

measured quantities to find the third unknown, blue line.  

Based on his second explanation of what he was subtracting from the orange line, it 

seems like once Daniel imagined assigning an actual numerical value to the orange line, he had a 

measured quantity for a reference for directly finding the difference quantity. He seemed to 

imagine directly measuring the difference from the comparison of the two lines rather than 

measuring both and then subtracting to get the difference. This would mean Daniel would not 

actually need the measure of the blue line to find the difference.  

Daniel never mentioned any variables or use of algebraic notation throughout his 

explanation in this series of equation questions. Daniel also seemed focused on generating an 

equation independent of time. For one, he gave no evidence that the lengths and quantities he 

worked with were changing. For another, Daniel did not use his usual language of “each time” or 

“every time” that accompanied his equations and descriptions of how quantities changed, usually 

for rates or amounts of change.  
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Overall, in his responses in trying to generate an equation, Daniel never assigned letters 

to any of the quantities. This is interesting because he often started the equation questions by 

defining his variables before relating letters. His lack of letters here could indicate that Daniel 

was still thinking about gross quantities and struggled to think of assigning actual measure to the 

quantities that could be represented with algebraic notation.  

It could also be Daniel had not yet constructed individual relations for the quantities with 

respect to time like he had in almost all previous tasks. Without the individual relations, perhaps 

Daniel was unsure how to generate a relation between the two quantities beyond a generic MO 

associated with MA1.  

Summary of Task L 

I anticipated this task to be the hardest task for students because it involved coordinating 

two continuously changing quantities, neither being time, and with one being an intensive (area) 

and the other extensive (length). Daniel had less confidence when discussing relationships 

between how the difference quantities changed than in previous tasks. For covariational 

reasoning, Daniel did engage with MA1-MA4 with the orange line changing with respect to 

time. In fact, his engagement with MA4 was the most sophisticated and clear evidence of that 

mental action than in previous tasks. However, regarding reasoning about how the orange line 

and area of the triangle changed, Daniel only gave clear evidence of MA1-MA2, and slight 

evidence of MA3.  

In other tasks, Daniel often constructed how each quantity changed with respect to time 

before then relating two quantities. In this task however, although Daniel did construct the 

orange line changed at a constant rate and justified it with using equal change in time resulted in 

equal change in the orange line (P1Q5, MA4), Daniel struggled to determine how the area of the 
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triangle changed. He definitely knew it was getting bigger with time passing (MA2) but 

struggled to determine how the amounts of change or rate of change of the triangle changed 

(MA3).  

In other tasks he was more confident in making claims about area changing (Task F) or 

was able to use a length as a proxy for the area (Task K). Here, Daniel did make an association 

between the orange line and area changing with the orange line approximately representing how 

the area changed. However, he was unsure of his claim. Furthermore, when asked how he would 

check whether he was correct or even change how the triangle changed with time, Daniel 

struggled with what he would measure to show the change in area. He tried to use an area 

formula that incorporated the other two sides of the triangle but again was unsure what to do 

with that measurement.  

Overall, this indicates that something about this task was more challenging for Daniel 

than the others. It could be that all the quantities were changing continuously and Daniel having 

to construct time chunks or discrete changes added more cognitive demand than the other tasks 

that had at least on quantity changing discretely. Daniel did use less time language throughout 

this task. The focus on measuring an area rather than length did seem to be a point of more 

cognitive effort for Daniel than in other area tasks. It could be that construction of a measuring 

unit for area took more mental resources for Daniel because he did show evidence of attending to 

dimensionality differences between the two quantities of focus.  

It could also be that I initially did not consider when designing the task was whether the 

quantities were contained in one shape or several. For example, Task K had two shapes changing 

and asked to relate different properties of the shapes whereas this task asked to relate two 
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quantities within the same shape. I don’t have any evidence to know if comparing two quantities 

within a shape verse between two shapes has any difference in terms of cognitive demand.  

In Daniel’s equation, we also gain further evidence that this task was more challenging 

for Daniel. This is one of the only ask in which Daniel did not produce an algebraic expression 

where he defined variables to represent his relation. He did generate that he would need a 

difference or subtraction equation but expressed much doubt what exactly he would subtract and 

what that resulting value or quantity would represent. I think not having a structure or measuring 

unit for area in this case hindered Daniel’s ability to generate an algebraic expression because he 

only had a gross quantity for area. Daniel clearly was able to imagine getting a value for the area, 

but without reliance on a formula or way of measuring the area, Daniel struggled to generate an 

algebraic relation.  

Chapter 5 Results and Discussion 

In this chapter I will answer my research questions using evidence collected from the 

analysis of Daniel (Chapter 4), connect my findings back to the literature, and discuss limitations 

and future directions of this research.   

Results 

Recall, I originally had three research questions: 

R1:  What units, unit transformations, and mental actions are involved with solving 

covariation tasks with pre-algebra and algebra students?   

R2:  How do students’ units coordinating structures contribute to their ability to 

conceptualize how two quantities covary?  

R3:  How does WM capacity influence how students are able to sequence their mental 

actions and cognitive structures when engaging with covariational tasks? 
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However, as mentioned briefly in the methods section, I will not be answering R3 at this 

time. I was able to identify instances where WM capacity might have played a part in Daniel’s 

covariational reasoning but did not perform the analysis to check those claims. This will be 

addressed further in the limitations and future directions section. Thus, I will focus my 

conclusions on answering R1 and R2, starting with R1.  

R1 Results 

Recall, I hypothesized that type of quantity (extensive and intensive; Schwartz, 1988), 

time as an implicit or explicit variable, and modality of change (discrete or continuous) would be 

major factors influencing Daniel’s covariational reasoning. I designed the twelve tasks to elicit 

various aspects and combinations of these components. In my analysis of Daniel’s case, there 

was evidence to support each of these claims, with type of quantity and the role time played 

having the largest impact on Daniel’s covariational reasoning. I focus most of this section on 

type of quantity before discussing time. The modality of change is discussed the time section.  

Before analyzing the different components, I first give a summary of Daniel’s overall 

covariational reasoning. Daniel gave ample evidence for MA1 and MA2 between both time as a 

quantity and two-non time quantities. He had a few examples of engaging in MA3 with two non-

time quantities but regularly and consistently engaged in MA3 with time and another quantity. 

Daniel also engaged in MA4 in a limited number of tasks and in limited ways. Task F 

P2Q2 Daniel used stop and measure for determining amounts of change. He partitioned the 

length of the time interval into fourths and compared amounts the triangle changed. Here he 

constructed equal changes in time and used those to determine how the triangle changed which is 

MA4. However, he did display evidence that these amounts of change were representing average 
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rate of change and how important the equal time intervals were determining amount of change. 

(Task D, P1Q6 – made rate per second but not clear if average rate of change) 

In Task J, Daniel gave his strongest evidence for MA4 in P1Q5 when he justified the 

need for equal time intervals when using his stop and measure strategy for determining the 

intensity of change through amounts of change. He said his equal time intervals were needed 

“because if they weren't, then you wouldn't be getting like an even, like fair measurement.” Even 

though Daniel knew he needed equal time measurements, he still did not give strong evidence for 

conceptualizing average rate of change but rather as a method for determining intensity of 

change (MA3). 

The only evidence might have engaged in MA5 were a couple of instances where Daniel 

mentioned increasing the number of measurements taken to increase accuracy of his rates of 

change. However, these were only comments made in passing and more focused on accuracy of 

measurements than connected to instantaneous rate of change.  

Overall, Daniel’s responses gave clear and consistent evidence for MA3, and thus I 

would classify him at level 3 in covariational reasoning using Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) 

framework. I focus the majority of my synthesis on MA2 and MA3 engagement. However, 

because his covariational reasoning varied drastically depending on the task setting, it is difficult 

to ascribe an overall covariational reasoning level that fully captures Daniel’s covariational 

reasoning. I will address this idea further after I address the different components that influenced 

his covariational reasoning to suggest areas of revision to the framework.  

Type of Quantity. When analyzing Daniel’s work on each task, several themes emerged 

regarding Daniel’s covariational reasoning and the type of quantity he worked with. As 

anticipated, when Daniel worked with extensive quantities, he engaged in more sophisticated 
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covariational reasoning than when he worked with intensive quantities in terms of Schwartz 

quantities. An unanticipated finding regarding type of quantity was the role that Piaget’s (1966) 

definitions of quantity played in my interpretation of Daniel’s covariational reasoning and how 

they connected to Schwartz’s quantities. In particular, whether a quantity was a gross quantity or 

not for Daniel played a key role in how Daniel determined relations between covarying 

quantities. First, I will look at the role that Schwartz quantities played in Daniel’s covariational 

reasoning before discussing Piagetian quantities.  

Schwartz. As stated above, depending on whether Daniel worked with extensive or 

intensive quantities, his covariational reasoning changed. Recall extensive quantities are ones 

that are directly measured (i.e., lengths, dots) and intensive when you can’t (i.e., area, speed). 

When Daniel worked with extensive quantities, he engaged in more sophisticated covariational 

reasoning than when he worked with intensive quantities. There were three types of extensive 

quantities that Daniel worked with in the various tasks, discrete counting units (dots or squares), 

lengths, and areas. I will start by examining the cases where Daniel worked with discrete 

counting units.  

The three tasks in which discrete counting units were included in the task design were 

Tasks A, C, and G. Task A was the task with dots that grew exponentially, and the other two 

were the tasks with a growing square that was made of smaller squares. In both Tasks A and C, 

Daniel engaged in MA4 between the given discrete quantity and time. However, the time was 

given in equal time units so I don’t have evidence for how Daniel would construct how these 

quantities changed for equal time changes.  

In Task A, the first observation Daniel made was regarding amount of change when he 

said the dots were multiplying themselves by three. This response indicated Daniel had 
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assimilatory structures in place for describing how discrete units changed. There were other tasks 

in which Daniel described quantities changing by amounts of change, but none that were as 

immediately identified and quickly justified. For example, in P2Q2, Daniel gave a robust 

explanation of how he knew the number of dots increased by bigger and bigger amounts by 

leveraging differences in amounts of change between the arithmetic operations of addition and 

multiplication.  

Daniel constructed a CMO for amount of change in Task A and was able to operate with 

and on that amount of change structure. He generated a multiplication change factor and a 

partitioned unit that represented his multiplication by 3 through additions (P2Q2, Figure 5.1). He 

then used his partitioned unit several ways to answer further questions (P2Q4, P2Q6). This 

meant he had internalized the partitioned unit as amount of change and operated with it, allowing 

him to determine how the amount of change changed, with minimal effort compared to other 

tasks in which he had to work with gross quantities or construct amount of change in activity.  

Figure 5.1 

Generation of a Partitioned Unit to Represent Daniel's Multiplication-by-3 Scheme (Figure 4.6 

from Task A) 
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Task C had similar results as Task A in terms of generating a CMO for amount of change 

with Daniel’s determination that the number of orange squares changed by +4 everyone time 

(P1Q3). Daniel constructed an amount of change for the total number of squares but also 

deconstructed that so change of +1 per side and multiplied that by four (P2Q1). Here Daniel 

again had amount of change as an assimilatory (or at least experientially bound) structure that 

allowed him to operate with it to engage in his most sophisticated covariational reasoning 

(MA4).  

In response to Task G, Daniel did not display MA4, but did have robust descriptions for 

how two non-time quantities changed by engaging in MA3. In none of the tasks with two non-

time quantities did Daniel seem to engage in MA4 except with using given equal time jumps for 

discrete quantities. I did not consider the case of MA4 as I did not get evidence the equal part of 

the time interval was salient and crucial to Daniel’s covariational reasoning.  

Thus, the most sophisticated reasoning he displayed for two non-time quantities was 

MA3. In response in Task G, Daniel did generate an amount of change quantity by again 

identifying a +1 change per side. This was similar to Task C, and he also leveraged that quantity 

in his work in his algebraic expression. In fact, for both Task C (P2Q3) and Task G (P2Q3), 

Daniel generated algebraic expressions spontaneously before being asked in the last question of 

the task sequence. From the literature, generating meaningful algebraic expressions is non-trivial 

for students (Clement, 1982; Hackenberg & Lee, 2012; M. Y. Lee & Hackenberg, 2014; 

Zwanch, 2019). Thus, for Daniel to select that as a representation method unprompted and with 

ease suggests he had more complex quantity and unit structures in place, at least for those tasks.  
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Therefore, for discrete extensive quantities, Daniel displayed his highest level of 

covariational reasoning. There are other factors to consider, such as time and his unit structures, 

however it remains that in response to extensive discrete quantities tasks Daniel showed some of 

his most sophisticated covariational reasoning. The other factors are addressed separately later in 

this chapter.  

Next, I examine the evidence for Daniel engaging in covariational reasoning with 

continuous extensive quantities (lengths). Half of the tasks were designed to have at least one of 

the quantities involved be lengths (Tasks D, I, J, H, K, and L). Daniel treated length as a measure 

or proxy for area—a mathematically intensive quantity—but those will be discussed when I 

discuss intensive quantities.  

Task D was the only task designed for working with a length as time changed. All the 

other length tasks related two lengths changing, or length and area changing. Daniel did engage 

with covariational reasoning with lengths and time in all the length tasks. I will address the 

influence of having time as a quantity more in-depth later and instead focus on the length 

component of those instances to show how Daniel engaged in covariational reasoning with 

lengths.  

Task D was the first length-specific task Daniel was given. He did engage with lengths in 

the earlier tasks some but those were secondary quantities or proxy measures. For this task, 

Daniel gave several indicators for MA4, relating time and the height of the plant changing. In 

response to P2Q4, where I asked how the height changed for equal changes in time, Daniel 

answered immediately and confidently that height increased for equal time change. Although 

Daniel gave similar answers in other tasks, he did not answer as quickly or use non-unit time 

intervals. In this response, he started with generating an amount of change of three seconds to 
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discuss amount of change in height per three seconds. More often, Daniel would use a per second 

time change.  

I posit that because Daniel had constructed and assimilated a general amount of change 

structure earlier in this task, he was able to operate with amount of change as an object for 

comparison like with his discrete extensive quantities. A difference from his extensive amount of 

change structures was that he did not have numerical measures but worked with unknown 

measures. This suggests that he had an assimilatory structure for amount of change given length 

quantities. Having this assimilatory structure meant he could operate with amount of change as 

an object to perform different actions on, primarily comparisons actions, like in P2Q3. In 

response to this question Daniel compared two different amount of change measures from two 

different arbitrary time chunks in the animation.  

Like Task A, Daniel also generated two different amount of change quantities. Here, he 

did not generate a partitioned unit but did describe amount of change with different arithmetic 

operations. This time he used addition and division to represent a rate of change rather than 

addition and multiplication. This was the only task in which Daniel constructed rate through 

division.  

In the other length tasks, Daniel similarly regularly engaged in MA3 with time and 

lengths despite them being designed for two non-time quantities. By design, all the non-time 

tasks included at least one length changing at a constant rate to mirror time as a variable. In 

working with the lengths that changed at constant rates, Daniel gave ample evidence for a 

constant rate of change scheme based on amount of change for equal amount of time passing 

(Tasks I, K, and L).  
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In fact, Daniel would often use his understanding that constant rate of change meant 

equal change in a quantity for equal time passing to determine non-constant rates of change. For 

example, in Task J, P1Q5, Daniel differentiated the two speeds of the plants growing in terms of 

amounts of change by stating the accelerating plant would have bigger changes compared to the 

constantly changing plant. In Task D, Daniel showed evidence for an amount of change 

comparison scheme that he then used to compare increasing change with constant change 

throughout the tasks (Figure 5.2,Task L P1Q5).  

Figure 5.2 

Example of WM sequencing for Unit Rate Comparison (Figure 4.23 from Task D) 

 

 
The last case of extensive quantities Daniel worked with were areas where he used 

extensive quantities to directly measure them. I will start this discussion by first discussing how 
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Daniel worked with area as an intensive quantity to highlight the differences between Daniel’s 

covariational reasoning in each instance.  

The tasks that asked Daniel to consider how area changed were Tasks, B, E, F, H, K, and 

L. Daniel did mention area in Tasks C, G, and I. For Task I, he only mentioned it briefly in the 

first question when identifying different quantities. In response to Tasks C and G, Daniel also 

stated it in the beginning series of questions but engaged further by identifying a unit of measure 

of the area and even discussed a little of how that area changed. These examples, however, fall 

under the extensive category since he used a unit square to measure.  

On the tasks where Daniel treated area as an intensive quantity, he struggled to move past 

MA2. In all the tasks, Daniel easily identified direction of change of all quantities involved, but 

there was a difference when asked for engagement in MA3. I believe the limiting factor for 

Daniel transitioning from MA2 to MA3 was his ability to measure a quantity. This is connected 

to Piaget’s definition for quantity, discussed next. The times he struggled with MA3 for area, 

were times he didn’t have a measuring unit and had to construct a method for measuring the 

given area.  

For example, in task H, Daniel struggled with measuring or determining how to measure 

the non-normative shape. In P2Q2, Daniel explicitly mentioned a difference in how to measure 

length and area. In a series of follow-up questions, he reconstructs the area of the non-normative 

shape by identifying components of the shape that captured the different spatial directions of 

change with his “fat and wide” to “long and skinny” description. Daniel only described the area 

changing in terms of direction of change of each of his components and did not ever talk about 

amounts of change directly with area.  
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Later in the task however, Daniel did engage in MA3, when he generated a relation 

between the area and green line, using the green line as a proxy for how the area changed 

(P2Q2). Daniel also constructed another method for measuring the blue non-normative area by 

drawing on a known area formula for a square and using the green line in the equation.   

The measuring unit Daniel constructed and used in Task E coincided with his most 

sophisticated covariational reasoning with area. This was the task where a square tripled in size 

to a rectangle and then again to a square. Daniel constructed several different units of measures 

in this task that were discrete counting units. With these measuring units, Daniel constructed 

amount of change structures similar to those used in Task A with a partitioned unit and change 

factor of 3. However, he did use the unit of measure differently than with the discrete dots 

because he talked about filling up the space and used iterative language. Thus, even with discrete 

measuring units, Daniel operated differently when the units represented area or discrete counters.  

In Task F, Daniel used a myriad of tools for measuring area. In the initial couple of 

questions, Daniel gave clear evidence for MA1 and MA2 with time and “size of the triangle.” 

There was evidence that Daniel was thinking of area when he said size. Shortly after, Daniel 

gave a measure for area by using the side length as a proxy for area and gave evidence of MA3.  

Then in P2Q2, Daniel returned to area as having its own measure without using side 

length as a proxy. Here, he anticipated that he could get a measure for area and then reasoned 

with imagined measures. He also called upon a previously learned formula when he was unsure 

of the accuracy of the formula he remembered. This doubt in the structure of his formula did not 

prevent him from using imagined results of the formula as a measure for area to construct 

amounts of change in area (MA3). Thus, while the structure of his area quantity did influence his 
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covariational reasoning, whether he measured the quantity or not superseded his extensive or 

intensive quantity structure for area.  

Another clear case of Daniel conceiving of area as an intensive quantity that restricted his 

covariational reasoning was in Task L. This task was hypothesized to be the hardest task, and 

Daniel did make less progress on it than on most of the other tasks. Here, he did not generate a 

measuring unit for the area. Instead, he did a mix of using length as a proxy or tried to use a 

formula that involved taking the measure of two lengths. Daniel did engage in MA2 with a 

length and area in this task but did not progress very much with MA3 between those two 

quantities.  

Task E and Task F, Daniel constructed a unit area for measuring. When he used his 

measuring units, he was able to engage in MA3 and sometimes MA4. For Task F, Daniel was 

constricted by his measuring unit to only measure whole number iterations of his constructed 

measuring unit rather than allow for fractional measures. This differed from other tasks where he 

could imagine fractional values.  

For Task H, Daniel only briefly tried to measure the area of the blue shape when asked 

about area changing with the length of the other shape. He was uncertain how he would measure 

it and started to break the shape up before switching to just using the length of the shape as the 

quantity of focus. When he worked with the area, Daniel described its direction of change with 

certainty and although he did classify it as changing in bigger amounts (MA3), this was justified 

through using the length as the quantity measured. Thus, we get further evidence that lengths, 

thus extensive Schwartz quantities, were easy for Daniel to work with when engaging in 

covariational reasoning.  
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Overall, Daniel’s work with the various types of extensive and intensive quantities, 

suggests that discrete extensive allowed for the most sophisticated covariational reasoning and 

intensive the least sophisticated. He also gave evidence that even when area (and intensive 

quantity) was measured using extensive quantities, Daniel treated those discrete units differently 

and some of his mental actions with those units changed. This suggests that the discrete units are 

structurally different.  

Piaget. As mentioned briefly in the Schwartz quantity section above, another important 

type of quantity that emerged as key in Daniel’s covariational reasoning was Piagetian quantities. 

I did not anticipate this type of quantity as being as important in differentiating when Daniel 

engaged in the different mental actions. Piagetian quantities were discussed in Chapter 2 but not 

a focus for my framework because there were other more well-documented components of 

covariation (Schwartz quantities, time, and modality of change). Piagetian quantities have been 

connected to algebraic reasoning however (Hackenberg, Aydeniz, et al., 2017) and therefore 

unsurprisingly connected to covariational reasoning. In Daniel’s work, the transition from 

conceptualizing a quantity as a gross quantity to a non-gross quantity seemed tightly connected 

to his transition from MA2 to MA3.  

Throughout all the tasks, Daniel most regularly engaged in MA2 between both time and 

non-time quantities. That is, in every interview, Daniel easily identified the direction of change 

of various quantities, including between two non-time quantities (Task I, P1Q5; Task J, P2Q3; 

Task L, P2Q1). Daniel’s justifications for how he knew the relationship or quantities changed in 

each direction were mostly visual or perceptual justifications with responses like “I just looked at 

it” or “I just watched it get bigger.” Unless pushed with several other follow-up questions how 
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he visually knew or how he would check, Daniel relied on visual evidence for constructing his 

covariation relations.  

This reliance on just perceptual information suggests that Daniel worked with gross 

quantities during these instances. Even the couple of times that I pushed Daniel to explain how 

he would check the direction of change of a quantity (Tasks D, F, and J), his explanations 

indicated his measurements would only need a gross magnitude comparison to show changes. 

For example, in Task D, P1Q2 Daniel said he would show change in the plant’s height by saying, 

“It's like if you had a ruler, you could measure that there were changes.” 

Determining the direction of change for Daniel was not dependent on the type of 

Schwartz quantity because he was able to classify direction of change for all three types 

presented in the tasks: discrete units, lengths, and areas. In most of these observations, Daniel 

gave little to no evidence of if the quantity he worked with was gross or non-gross. The fact 

Daniel did not need to make use of the structure of a non-gross quantity to describe increasing 

and decreasing quantities (MA2) suggests at least a gross quantity conception is required for 

MA2 but non-gross is not needed.  

Daniel’s justifications for how he knew quantities were increasing or decreasing provides 

further evidence for only gross quantities are required. In answer questions of how he knew 

quantities increased or decreased, Daniel most often would initially give a completely visual 

answer or did not know how to explain his observation. For example, in Task D when asked to 

explain how he knew the plant’s height increased (P1Q6), Daniel initially said, “I can't really 

explain it, you probably have to use some kind of tool or something.” This suggests that Daniel 

had not yet imagined measuring the quantities when thinking about direction of change.  
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The use of a measuring tool here is similar to his stop and measure strategy. In fact, 

immediately following this statement in answer to what quantity would he be measuring, Daniel 

evoked his stop and measure scheme for height. He said he could easily show the height 

increased by “its changing amounts.” Thus, his stop-and-measure scheme helped him justify his 

direction of change visual observation. This indicates there was another factor for engaging in 

MA2 and MA3, and the evidence suggests that MA2 only requires gross quantities.  

Daniel’s use of measurement and measuring units is reflected in Daniel’s common 

justification for checking his claims about quantities change with amounts of change using his 

stop-and-measure strategy. Although he also used measuring in his MA2 justification, it was 

given more reluctantly and less often than his stop and measure. The stop-and-measure scheme 

also included more specifics of needing measures at multiple time points to be able to perform 

comparison operations.  

Daniel also used numerical examples more often with MA3 engagement than with MA2 

engagement. He would either assign measures to justify his explanation for why a quantity 

changed by different amounts of change (Tasks B and D) or different rates, or he generated 

numerical relations based on specific assigned measures in a task (Tasks A, C, G, E, L).  

In some cases, Daniel did not assign a numerical value but gave evidence of working with 

unknowns, in that he knew he could measure an amount of change and further imagine 

comparing different measured amounts. This is strong evidence that non-gross quantities are 

needed for covariational reasoning when determining amounts of change (MA3) because there is 

evidence that working with quantitative unknowns require them to be conceptualized as  

Piagetian extensive quantities (Hackenberg, Aydeniz, et al., 2017). 
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Daniel’s covariational reasoning with gross and non-gross quantities was also reflected in 

the algebraic expressions he generated. For example, in Task L, he struggled to generate any 

kind of expression relating the length and area (P2Q7). When he did, there were conflations of 

units and Daniel expressed high uncertainty about his expressions. As mentioned above, Daniel 

did not have a measurement unit or method for measuring the area in that task. In contrast, for 

Task E, Daniel generated an equation that accurately represented how the area changed (P2Q6). 

He was able to quantify the amount of change through measurements of the area, and his 

algebraic expression reflected those measured quantities.  

Time. The other component that played a major role in Daniel’s covariational reasoning 

was whether time was an explicit or implicit variable. Regardless of the type of quantity Daniel 

worked with, he made more progress when determining how a quantity changed with respect to 

time. This fits with my hypothesis that time as an explicit variable would be easier for students 

than when considering how two non-time quantities covaried. This aligns with Keene’s (2007) 

work with students’ work with differential equations and Paoletti and Moore’s  (2017) work with 

the role parameterization plays in covariational reasoning. 

For example, in Task L, Daniel determined the direction of change between two 

quantities but struggled to relate them in terms of amounts of change directly (MA3). He did 

however develop two separate rates of change for the two lengths in relation to time. Daniel 

determined the green line changed at a constant rate of change and justified it with his stop and 

measure and comparison of amounts of change. He also determined the blue length changed by 

doubling in length every time (discretely changing) and used iterating the previous length into 

the next step to justify his claim. Thus, from this example we see Daniel engage in higher levels 

of covariational reasoning with time and a non-time quantity than two non-time quantities.  
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A similar phenomenon happened in Task I between the orange and green line. Daniel was 

able to determine and justify how each line changed with respect to time in terms of amounts of 

change but struggled in Part 2 to relate them directly. Daniel did, however, relate the two 

changes in Part 1 through reference to the purple line. Daniel assimilated the purple lines as 

constructed from the green and orange lines. He described the purple line changing in terms of 

how the other two changed. This was one of Daniel’s more sophisticated non-time covariational 

reasoning work.  

It is interesting though, when later in the interview he was asked to focus on the green 

and orange lines, Daniel struggled more to relate the lines as they varied than when he used the 

purple line. He did not use his purple relation in his arguments for how the green and orange 

changed together. This could be a WM memory issue because he no longer relied on a visual or 

the figurative material of the purple line to quantify the relation between the two lines and 

worked to construct the relations in activity. When he did get stuck, he did return to classifying 

their direction of changes (MA2) or revert to describing each as time changed.  

Task I also had an important connection to Daniel’s conception of time as a variable. 

During P2Q3, while discussing the orange line changing at a constant rate, Daniel made the 

observation it could represent time. Daniel used length as a proxy for time in the beginning tasks 

that included sliders, but this was the first time he identified a quantity in the animation as 

equivalent to time. He did use it as time in his graphical representations but also conflated what 

the orange line represented, length or time.  

Task I was also a good representation of Daniel’s preference for using discrete time 

chunks for describing how quantities changed. This task had two different modalities represented 

with the green length changing discretely and the orange continuously. In Part 1 of all the tasks, I 
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ended with how Daniel thought of time in the animation. He usually gave answers that indicated 

chunky thinking with discrete chunks of time as his way of measuring the time passing. For the 

discretely changing tasks with only one quantity, it is unsurprising he would use fixed time 

chunks due to the tasks’ design.  

However, when presented with both modalities, Daniel showed less confidence and 

expressed confusion. He showed his preference for thinking of time associated with the discrete 

quantity to mark time in equal measures. His response in Task I was mirrored in Task K with its 

two quantities changing in different modalities. Even with continuously changing quantities, 

Daniel tended to describe their amounts of change in terms of time chunks suggesting Daniel 

engaged in primarily chunky reasoning.  

The preference for chunky reasoning or using fixed time chunks could also stem from the 

first three tasks being discretely changing quantities and so Daniel was primed to think in terms 

of chunks. It could also be that Daniel’s engagement in MA3 involved his stop and measure 

scheme, which involved generating quantities to compare. This goes back to the heart of 

Castillo-Garsow’s investigation of how to quantify continuous change, which led to the chunky 

and smooth framework (2012).  

Another observation I made regarding Daniel’s use of time as a variable was that, 

although he described quantities changing “every time” or in steps, it was not always clear 

whether time was quantified or experiential. However, there were cases where he displayed 

evidence of quantifying time as at least gross increasing quantity. For example, in task A, Daniel 

enumerated his columns and equated that with a time value. In tasks C, D, and G, Daniel also 

generated amount of change quantities that included a time component where the amount of 

change was connected to the time placement within the animation.  
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Daniel’s algebraic expressions also revealed whether or not Daniel had been thinking 

about time as a measurable variable or as more an experiential aspect of the animation. For 

example, in Task A where Daniel generated sophisticated amount of change structures for how 

the dots increased, when asked to generate an expression relating time and the number of dots, 

Daniel struggled to have time as one of his variables in the expression. His algebraic expressions 

did, however, most often include time as an external component. He most often generated an 

expression for how to get from one time step to the next without enumerating those steps. Thus, 

time was an increasing quantity that was partitioned into equal chunks but was external to how 

the quantities changed.  

R1 Summary 

Overall, this data supports the finding that the type of measuring unit Daniel used was 

important in the types of covariational reasoning he engaged in. When using gross quantities 

without measuring units, Daniel easily engaged in MA2 but needed measuring units—or to have 

imagined assigning a measure to quantities—to justify any observations he made about amounts 

of change, rates of change, or intensity of change (MA3).  

Whether Daniel assimilated a quantity as extensive or intensive (Schwartz, 1988) also 

determined Daniel’s covariational reasoning. When using intensive quantities (compared to 

extensive quantities), Daniel needed to construct a measuring unit that encompassed two 

dimensions or components. This construction was challenging for Daniel, and he did not 

progress as far on tasks without a measuring unit. For example, in Task H, Daniel was unsure 

how to describe how the green line changing related to the area of the blue shape without a way 

to measure the area. 
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However, once he applied his measurement formula for area of a square with the green 

line, Daniel generated a complex algebraic formula for measuring the area of the blue shape. He 

more easily engaged in MA3 between the green line and blue area, likely because he had 

constructed a relation between their two measures in his algebraic expression.  

The finding that more sophisticated covariation was associated with measured extensive 

quantities connects back to the above claim about gross versus non-gross quantities. However, it 

is also separate because even when Daniel used discrete measuring units for area, his 

covariational reasoning was different than with discrete measuring units for extensive quantities.  

For example, Daniel did a sweeping iteration or exhaustion of spatial whole for area in 

Task E but only did a spatial arrangement for discrete counters in Task A. The spatial 

arrangement justification of amounts of change for Task A could have been from the design of 

the task with the columns and addition of dots in a specific orientation rather than the structure of 

his cognitive units and mental actions. Regardless, Daniel developed more robust models for 

how the discrete extensive quantities than intensive ones.  

How Daniel conceptualized time in the tasks also influenced his covariational reasoning. 

When he worked with a quantity changing with time, he showed more sophisticated 

covariational reasoning than he did when working between two-non time quantities. Time was 

sometimes treated like an extensive quantity of length, like when he used the slider as a proxy for 

time or in Task I when he identified the orange line as potentially representing time. However, he 

treated time differently than when relating two-lengths changing. He easily engaged in 

describing how a quantity changed for equal amounts of time passing (MA4). Part of this was 

likely due to the discrete nature of most of the tasks, but even when asked to relate discretely 

changing non-time quantities, Daniel rarely engaged in MA4.  
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Regarding the findings around unit transformations and mental actions. When Daniel 

worked with gross quantities, he largely relied on visual or perceptual information and did not 

use underlying structures to determine direction of change (MA2). For example, he usual made 

the observation and justified it by saying he just wanted or followed the quantity. I classify this 

as a visual sweep. He often would also use hand gestures to represent the direction of change in 

the quantities.  

When pushed, Daniel did say he could measure or mark the quantities as the animation 

played and that would indicate how the quantity changed. He separately said that just making the 

marks would show the quantity changed and in what direction and that he could compare the 

marked quantities to show the change. This aligned with his stop and measure strategy he 

developed through the tasks and used primarily for MA3.  

When discussing amounts of change, rates of change, or intensity of change (MA3), 

Daniel constructed new change factor units through measuring, partitioning, and comparing 

measures. Daniel often used his stop-and-measure scheme to justify or check any claims about 

amounts of change of a quantity. This strategy involved either generating a fixed time change 

unit to use for knowing when to measure the quantity (Task I, Task K) or partitioning the length 

of the animation into equal parts (halves or fourths) to take quantity measurements (Task F, Task 

L). Once Daniel mentally performed his measurements, he would perform a comparison between 

the measured amounts of change to determine the intensity of change. This comparison was 

either a gross-magnitude comparison (comparing unknown relative lengths), numeric 

comparison (Task A and Task E), or combination of the two where a magnitude comparison led 

to a numeric relation (Task I and Task K).  
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Partitioning also played a role in generating an amount of change unit, particularly in 

Tasks A and E when he worked with discrete measuring units. In both these tasks, Daniel 

categorized amount of change as multiplication-by-three and as adding two more. For example, 

in Task E, Daniel described getting from one step to the next by iterating the current unit twice 

but also described the completed steps as partitioned units. He easily described both versions of 

change, suggesting that for this task, the two actions were reversible.  

More insight into the units, units transformations, and mental actions underlying 

covariational reasoning emerged from answering R2. As such, after answering R2, I situate my 

findings within the Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) framework.  

R2 Results 

 Here I address the findings regarding how Daniel used his units coordinating structures in 

his covariational reasoning. Recall, Daniel was classified as a strong stage 2 student. That is, he 

displayed clear evidence of assimilated two-level structures but also gave some indication of 

assimilating three-level structures and used his two-level structures in sophisticated ways 

compared to the other stage 2 students. The two main findings for Daniel’s units coordinating 

structures involving in his covariational reasoning were using discrete measuring units and 

amount of change units.  

Measuring Units. When Daniel used arithmetic units for measures in tasks, he 

constructed robust relations between the changing quantities (Tasks A, C, G, and E). However, 

when he did not have arithmetic units, he still used his units coordinating structures to generate 

relations between changing quantities (Tasks H, I, and K).  

Daniel’s units coordinating structures were most prominent in the tasks with discrete 

countable units provided, and task E where Daniel constructed a countable measuring unit for the 
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area. This is unsurprising because by nature of the tasks, Daniel could easily generate numerical 

units that he could apply his units coordinating structures to compare to when he didn’t have 

numerical values to work directly with other tasks.   

In response to Tasks A and E, Daniel quickly determined the quantity involved multiplied 

itself by three each iteration. He leveraged his structures of change by addition and 

multiplication to justify both his observation of multiplication by three and how he knew 

multiplication meant the quantities changed in bigger amounts. When engaging in MA3 and 

determining how his amounts of change changed, Daniel decomposed his multiplication-by-three 

operation into partitioned units that allowed him to quantify the amount of change in terms of the 

measuring unit and do a comparison. Figure 5.3 shows the hypothesized UTG for how Daniel 

compared his +2 amount of change units to determine that the amounts of change in Task E 

increased (P1Q5). The base of his comparison was tied to the relative size of the unit of measure 

for each amount of change unit.  

Figure 5.3 

Possible Alternative UTGs for Comparison of Size of Amount of Change (Figure 4.41) 
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The UTG above comes from Daniel describing how he got from the starting square to the 

first rectangle by iterating the square twice. That rectangle became the new whole through him 

re-unitizing it. Then this became his new unit of measure for him to repeat his +2 iteration to 

construct the next square. In his iteration process, Daniel generated the rectangle and second 

square as partitioned units of (1,2). He then compared the sizes of the amounts of change within 

his partitioned units to determine the shape was increasing in bigger amounts.  

In contrast, consider Task K, which was designed to be the non-time quantity equivalent 

to Task E. This task was harder for Daniel in terms of his covariational reasoning. As discussed 

earlier, there are several contributing factors, but we can still compare these two tasks by 

examining the relation Daniel built for how the length of the blue line changed. This was also an 

extensive quantity (Schwartz), but it was a continuous one and Daniel did not construct the same 

type of common discrete measuring unit.  

Daniel observed that the length of the blue shape was doubling in size (P1Q5). When 

asked how he came to that conclusion, Daniel did employ a similar argument as in Task E by 

looking at successive steps (P1Q5) and imagined iterating the previous length to fit into the next 

length. At first, he said he just looked at the animation before explaining the basis for his visual 

observation saying, “I'm just like looking at each of the shapes and seeing if, like the last step 

would fit into a twice and it looks like it would.” In contrast to Task E Daniel expressed higher 

level of uncertainty in his doubling observation despite his justification and did not generate a 

measured amount of change comparison or partitioned unit like in Task E. These differences 

could be because he did not have discrete counting units to employ his full units coordination 

structures to Task K.  
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I acknowledge that there could be other factors that influenced this difference. For 

example, the fact that it was doubling rather than tripling could have influenced the need for a 

partitioned unit since it would be (1, 1) rather than the (1, n) general structure. Daniel did 

reference his multiplication operation as justification for bigger amounts of change. At this point 

in the task sequence, he might have assimilated that property of multiplication and no longer saw 

the necessity of justifying that claim as he did in earlier tasks like A and B. However, it could 

also be that he was unsure how to do a similar justification path without discrete units.  

Daniel also made use of composite units in Task H when he generated an algebraic 

expression for measuring the area of the blue shape by measuring the green line. Daniel 

generated an unknown for the length of the green line as a composite unit structure of (1, n) 

where he could imagine the length having some numerical value. For lengths, this was a 

common structure that Daniel seemed to have assimilated some unknown measure. With his 

unknown value for the green length, Daniel operated on it by multiplying it by itself to get the 

measure of the area of a white square. That result then became another quantity with which 

Daniel could operate by multiplying it by four and subtracting that result from the total area to 

get the blue area.  

Without having some assimilatory two-level structures, Daniel would likely not be able 

to keep track of and maintain all those units, transformations, and relations to generate his 

algebraic expression. He did conflate units in his explanations; however, he still consistently 

maintained the general structure that the blue shape’s area was the total square minus the area of 

the four white squares. Thus, it is likely that his conflation of units was the result of a WM 

capacity issue involving the construction of the individual white areas and then applying his 

general relation.  
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Note Daniel’s use of units in this equation was more static or discrete in nature than 

covariation that involves the two quantities continuously varying. His formula was for generating 

the blue area given a green length, but he was not imagining those values changing as he 

constructed the equation. Thus, his quantities were likely unknowns rather than variables when 

he was constructing the relations, but he could also imagine the values as changing. For example, 

in P2Q5 when asked whether the amount of change of the blue area changed (increased, 

decreased or stayed the same) as the green line changed, Daniel stated: 

Oh well, as the green line gets bigger, the, it's the shape of the area is actually, is, 

yes, it's getting bigger, so it's increasing. The green line basically just shows 

which one, is on like, how, how much it's changing by each step. 

In follow-up questions how he determined this, Daniel changed his claim and used his 

previously constructed algebraic relation in his justification. Thus, he utilized his constructed 

unit relations to determine amounts of change (MA3).  

Coordinated Multiplicative Objects. Another type of unit Daniel constructed that was 

important in his covariational reasoning was Coordinated Multiplicative Objects (CMO). These 

objects appeared when Daniel constructed amount change as a measured quantity or compared 

amounts of change to determine intensity of change. The former happened when Daniel assigned 

or attended to the location of a measured quantity within the time of the animation. That is, 

Daniel took multiple measurements of a quantity and associated a time location or value with 

that measurement.  

Consider Daniel’s numeric example for Task B (P2Q2) where he enumerated his 

multiplication actions as associated his measures of area with those enumerations (Figure 4.11). 

The different multiplications were representations of changes between time steps. Daniel 
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appeared to treat this relation as a single object, but it did not have the unit of unit structure like 

the composite unit. Rather he constructed each measure as joint but separate in what I called a 

CMO.  

Figure 5.4  

CMO from Task B P2Q2 (Figure 4.11) 

 

 

This CMO maintained that the different units involved had different units of measure or 

represented measures of different quantities. Similarly, in other tasks where he did not generate 

numeric examples with his CMO, Daniel still generated units consisting of a time measure and 

measure of the quantity. For example, in Task D P2Q3, Daniel constructed amount of change in 

the plant’s height by subtracting two successive time point measurements of the height. Thus, the 

measure of the height had an associated time measure. These measures for time were not 

enumerated but did have an order to them.  

Daniel used CMO not only to construct amount of change quantities but also to represent 

amount of change quantities. The rate units are the ones that had a CMO structure. Rate units 

emerged when Daniel assimilated or experientially bound the amount of change of a quantity as 

its own quantity or unit. He associated these change units with a time value or step. For example, 
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also in Task D, Daniel used several different rate units. In P2Q1, Daniel gave rate units for 

different time steps to justify how he knew the plant grew in bigger and bigger amounts (Figure 

5.2). He also gave evidence for a generalized rate unit of an unknown amount of change 

associated with a given time step or value. These rate units were used to engage in MA3 

determining intensity of change and justifications for how quantity changed by bigger, smaller, 

or equal amounts.  

Daniel also consistently used a scheme for constant rate of change that involved a CMO. 

He had a recognition template for constant rate of change associating with equal change in 

quantity for equal change in time. Daniel used this regularly and consistently throughout many of 

the tasks, suggesting this was an internalized scheme for him. The CMO of (t, +c) was central to 

this scheme where t represents the time point and +c the amount of change. Since Daniel 

appeared to have this as an assimilated structure or could construct it and experientially bound it, 

he was able to use it in activity to compare amounts of change meaningfully.  

Other Amounts of Change Units. Daniel had several different amounts of change units 

throughout the tasks. He used multiplication factors, partitioned units, or rate units. For example, 

in Tasks A, E, and L, when he identified exponential growth, Daniel generated a multiplicative 

change unit of multiplication by a fixed value, either two or three. Furthermore, in Tasks A and 

E, he employed iterative and recursive multiplication schemes for determining amounts of 

change and how they changed (MA3). These also could be classified as average rates of change 

because he always worked with fixed time changes (MA4). However, there were only a couple 

instances where Daniel explicitly attended to the equal nature of time pass as mentioned in my 

overall assessment of Daniel’s covariational reasoning at the beginning of this chapter.  
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As mentioned previously, Daniel also constructed partitioned units to capture how 

quantities changed, and he used the partitioned units in MA3 and MA4. The partitioned unit was 

a multi-level unit structure but was not a traditional unit of units like Steffe’s original definition 

for a composite unit (1992). However, it is likely that assimilating composite units allowed 

Daniel to have a general template for a single unit composed of two units. 

R2 Summary 

Daniel leveraged his units coordinating structures in various ways when engaging in 

covariational reasoning. When he used arithmetic units to assign measures to various quantities, 

Daniel used unit relations to justify how quantities changed. He had his most sophisticated 

covariational reasoning within MA3 to explain how a quantity’s amount of change changed. He 

did engage in MA4 in these situations because his time units were equal changes, however, it 

was unclear how salient that feature was for Daniel’s arguments about amount of change and 

how much was intrinsic to the task design.  

Regardless, Daniel used two-level unit structures and arithmetic operations to describe 

how quantities covaried. For example, several times Daniel justified a quantity as increasing in 

bigger amounts as time passed, by comparing additive and multiplicative change. In these 

explanations, Daniel used complex units coordinating structures and relations: IMS and RMS.  

 Daniel primarily made use of his units coordinating structures when he engaged in MA3 

and was describing amounts of change. These quantities were constructed by combining two 

quantities together, which required a two-level structure. As discussed above, these two-level 

structures were not always the standard unit of units defined as a composite unit. Instead, Daniel 

worked with different two-level structures that I called CMO and Partitioned Units.  
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 Daniel often worked with unknown quantities in his covariational reasoning. When these 

were measured unknowns, Daniel used them as objects that could be further operated on, which 

indicates that they were at least two-level structures. Thus, this suggests that for engagement in 

MA3 beyond describing relations between non-gross quantities, Stage 2 is required.  

Summary of Mental Actions in Covariational Reasoning Framework 

Below is a recreation of Carlson and colleagues’ (2002) original covariation framework 

that I used for my analysis (Table 5.1). Here I situate my findings within their original 

framework. Most of my findings were for Daniel’s engagement in MA2 and MA3 from the 

framework. I focus most of my results within those two mental actions; however, I briefly touch 

on potential implications for MA1 and MA4. I will break down each covariation mental action 

one at a time.  

Table 5.1 

Re-creation of Carlson et. al.’s (2002) Covariational Reasoning Mental Action Framework 

Mental Action Description of Mental Action Behaviors 
Mental Action 1 
(MA1) 

Coordinating the value of one 
variable with changes in the other 

• labeling the axes with verbal indications of 
coordinating the two variables (e.g., y changes with 
changes in x) 

Mental Action 2 
(MA2) 

Coordinating the direction of 
change of one variable with 
changes in the other variable 

• constructing an increasing straight line 
• verbalizing an awareness of the direction of change 

of the output while considering changes in the input 
Mental Action 3 
(MA3) 

Coordinating the amount of 
change of one variable with 
changes in the other variable 

• plotting points/constructing secant lines 
• verbalizing an awareness of the amount of change of 

the output while considering changes in the input 
Mental Action 4 
(MA4) 

Coordinating the average rate-of-
change of the function with 
uniform increments of change in 
the input variable. 

• constructing continuous secant lines for the domain 
• verbalizing an awareness of the rate of change of the 

output (with respect to the input) while considering 
uniform increments of the input 

Mental Action 5 
(MA4) 

Coordinating the instantaneous 
rate-of-change of the function 
with continuous changes in the 
independent variable for the 
entire domain of the function 

• constructing a smooth curve with clear indications of 
concavity changes 

• verbalizing an awareness of the instantaneous 
changes in the rate-of-change for the entire domain 
of the function (direction of concavities and 
inflection points are correct) 
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MA1. As stated above, Daniel did not give much evidence for any underlying structures 

involved with “coordinating the value of one variable with changes in the other” compared to 

MA2 and MA3. When he gave relations between changing quantities, generally the lowest he 

discussed was direction of change (MA2). However, it was clear MA1 did not require anything 

more than gross quantities or measurement of quantities. The few times I asked how he knew the 

two quantities changed together, Daniel did not know how to explain his answer. This indicated 

that he worked with gross quantities and it was perceptually based rather than operating on 

measured quantities.  

MA2. For MA2, “coordinating the direction of change of one variable with changes in 

the other variable”, Daniel showed evidence that identifying direction of change could be done 

with both gross and non-gross quantities. Typically, his first justifications for identifying 

direction of change were verbal descriptions similar to “just watching the animation” or “I just 

looked at it.” This suggests that either direction of change was so automated that Daniel didn’t 

have to think about performing underlying actions to determine direction or he had assimilatory 

structures of direction of change based on perceptual observations.  

The couple of times that I pressed him to explain how he knew the direction of change, 

Daniel did implement measuring as his main strategy for justification. As summarized in the R1 

Summary, Daniel argued he could mark the quantities as the animation played to show that it 

changed in a particular direction. He further said he could compare the measurements to say for 

sure something was increasing or decreasing. However, most often he just gave the visual 

argument or saying he could measure as the animation played.  

When Daniel used gross quantities, he would rely on perceptual observations, whereas 

when he measured, he generated non-gross quantities and used gross-magnitude comparison. 
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Note, when implementing a measure or marking scheme, he was not measuring by iterating unit 

of measures. Rather he actively marked (partitioned) the changing quantity, in what I am calling 

sweeping partitioning. This is slightly different than his stop-and-measure scheme because there 

he specifically said he would stop and measure with the goal of generating amount of change 

units rather than measurements of the quantity itself.  

In fact, in Task D, Daniel explicitly said he would need to stop the animation in order to 

measure. I will revisit this more in the next section when I talk about his engagement in MA3 

and used his stop and measure scheme more.  

In Table 5.2, I give the original definition for MA2 (left) and classify the mental actions 

associated with the different types of quantity (middle). For the behaviors, the italicized ones are 

from the original framework.  

Table 5.2 

Adaptions for MA2 from Original Framework  

Description of 
Mental Action 

Underlying Structures and Mental Actions 

Coordinating the 
direction of 
change of one 
variable with 
changes in the 
other variable 

Gross Quantity 
• perceptual sweep with time passing 
 
Non-Gross Quantity 
• Continuous Measuring (sweeping partition) 
• Gross magnitude comparisons (stop and measure) 

 

MA3. Daniel gave the most evidence for how he used different units and unit 

transformations in MA3. As mentioned in the R1 summary, type of quantity was important to 

Daniel’s covariational reasoning. Here, I focus again on the difference between gross and non-

gross quantities and associated types of transformations and mental actions he performed for the 

different types. Note Daniel did use both gross and non-gross quantities in both MA2 and MA3, 
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but there was a significant difference in the ways of reasoning Daniel used with non-gross 

quantities for MA3 and MA2.  

For using gross quantities when engaging in MA3, Daniel again used perceptual 

justifications similar to gross quantities with MA2. When Daniel used gross quantities for MA3, 

he most often initially described the intensity of change (faster, slower) of the quantities rather 

than immediately describing amounts of change. Intensity of change was not used in the original 

covariational framework but was used by Johnson (2015) in her Change in Covarying Quantities 

Framework, which built from Carlson and colleagues’ framework. Daniel easily identified the 

difference between constant and non-constant rates of change throughout all the tasks. He 

regularly compared quantities as changing faster or slower than other quantities.  

His initial classifications of the speeds of quantities were perceptually based. Similar to 

his initial responses for MA2, Daniel would justify his observation about the speeds with visual 

references. That is, he would often say he just looked at the animation and knew one quantity 

changed faster than the other. For example, in Task J, P1Q3, Daniel made the observation that 

the plants changed at different speeds. He justified this by saying he was “just looking at it” 

before adding in a follow-up that he watched how fast the plants went up. This aligns with 

Daniel’s use of gross quantity and perceptual information in MA2. He again performed a visual 

or perceptual sweep of a quantity.  

Although both MA2 and MA3 used a perceptual sweep with gross quantities, the sweep 

generated different observations about change. This suggested there were different underlying 

structures for Daniel even if they were always salient to him when he used gross quantities. The 

differences did show up when Daniel took measurements and worked with non-gross quantities.  
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Throughout the tasks, Daniel constructed and assimilated various amounts of change 

quantities. As seen above, he generated partitioned units to capture multiplicative change through 

addition (Tasks A and E). He also categorized constant rate of change as equal amount of change 

in one quantity for equal change in another. Note both these types of amounts of change were 

with time as a variable and did not appear for two non-time quantities. Regardless, when Daniel 

constructed or assimilated amount of change as a measured quantity, he engaged in complex 

covariational reasoning.  

Sometimes when Daniel assimilated, or experientially bound, amount of change as a 

quantity that could be measured, Daniel constructed CMO for rate units with time. He used a unit 

of units to describe whether quantities changed in bigger, smaller, or equal amounts. However, 

his unit of units was not a traditional composite unit as originally defined by Steffe (1992). 

Instead, Daniel combined two different quantities that had different measures but maintained 

each as separate but operated on both together.  

For example, in Task D, Daniel generated a rate unit for how much the plant grew for 

some amount of time. He maintained that associated with the amount of change quantity was 

some amount of time. He operated with these CMOs to perform a magnitude comparison to 

determine if the amount of change was changing. Thus, Daniel had a single unit that was 

comprised of two units by maintaining the different types of measures when operating.  

The CMO structure aligns with a coordinate pair rather than embedded unit structure of 

composite unit. I introduced the distinction of CMO from MO because Daniel operated 

differently when he assigned measures to each component of a MO. MO could be constructed 

from gross quantities, while the CMO emerged when Daniel measured the quantities, even if it 

was just to do a gross-magnitude comparison. The CMO also relates to Tillema’s findings 
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regarding dimensional units in combinatorial tasks working with eight grade students (E. S. 

Tillema, 2014).  

Daniel also engaged in re-unitization for his units of measure when he determined 

differences in amount of change. In Task E, Daniel re-unitized his unit of measure each step and 

used a magnitude comparison to justify bigger amounts of change because his unit of measure 

increased in size. This re-unitization appeared to be connected to Daniel’s Iterative 

Multiplication Scheme for change by multiplying by the same number. He described that 

multiplication by a constant number would result in larger amounts of change because the other 

number you multiply by is increasing from the previous multiplication.  

Overall, transitioning from using gross quantities to imagining measuring or assigning 

measures to the quantities, shifted Daniel’s covariational reasoning to reasoning with amount of 

change as measured quantity and even assimilated quantity. Assigning a measure, even unknown 

gross magnitude, allowed Daniel to develop more sophisticated relations between quantities.  

Table 5.3 

Adaptions for MA3 from Original Framework  

Description of 
Mental Action 

Underlying Structures and Mental Actions 

Coordinating the 
amount of change 
of one variable 
with changes in 
the other variable 

Gross Quantity 
• Intensity of change – perceptual sweep  
• Gross magnitude comparison (perceptual sweep more is less time) 
Non-Gross Quantity 
• Gross magnitude comparison – difference comparison  
• Iterating unit of measure – determining multiplication change factor 
• Partitioning measured quantity (Partitioned unit) – amount of change per time 

change 
• Iterative Multiplication Scheme 
• Unitizing CMO – generating rate unit  
• Re-unitizing – unit of measure comparison  
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MA4. Daniel engaged in limited MA4, except for generating a scheme for constant rate 

of change as equal change in a quantity for equal change in time. Daniel did describe non-

constant rates of change as differing amounts of change per change in time. However, it was 

difficult to determine how salient the equal change in time was for Daniel’s reasoning about rate 

of change and if it was a consequence of the task designs. Because I was not always sure if 

Daniel was focused on the equal change of time as an important component to his reasoning 

about how the other quantity changed, I attributed him with MA3 more often than MA4. The 

difficulty of distinguishing between these two mental actions in Daniel’s case is something I 

acknowledge as a place for revision or further investigation in a follow-up analysis or study.  

It is true that the only instances of Daniel engaging in MA4 were when time was one of 

the quantities that he covaried. Thus, all the mental actions and units identified in Table 5.4 are 

for covariation between time and another quantity. Because the object of focus in MA4 is a rate 

of change and rates of change are intensive quantities (Schwartz, 1988) constructed from the 

measure of two different quantities in a CMO structure, it follows that MA4 would require 

operating with non-gross quantities.  

Reviewing the instances where Daniel did explicitly attend to the equal nature of the time 

steps and instances where he generated rate units, we see some similarities between MA3 and 

MA4 in their underlying structures and mental actions. However, the key difference was the 

quantification of time as a fixed measure and generation of the CMO for that fixed time. Daniel’s 

constant rate of change scheme was the strongest evidence for instances of engaging in M4. His 

constant rate of change scheme consisted of a recognition template for constant rate of change as 

an equal change in the quantity for equal changes in time passing.  
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Within this scheme, Daniel had time as a measured quantity, but showed evidence that 

the actual measure of the fixed time did not matter, only that it was measured in a fixed interval.  

For example, he mentioned that it didn’t matter if the amount of time for his interval was 2 

seconds or 3 seconds, if the measurements were equal. This supports the claim that for at least 

his constant rate scheme, Daniel’s unit for the amount of time measured was likely a composite 

unit but he only needed to operate on the structure, not the measure inside the structure. This 

aligns with his CMO rate unit structure as (1, c+), where the 1 represented a unit change in time 

and the c+ was the amount of change unit for the other quantity.  

Then because Daniel had a measure for the amount of change, he could perform at least a 

magnitude comparison between the different amounts of change measures between different unit 

time steps. Again, this CMO structure aligns with the ordered nature of Tillema’s dimensional 

units (2014).  

Daniel did make use of his constant rate of change scheme to justify how he knew a 

quantity was not changing at a constant rate. He would use the comparison of the amounts of 

change per his time changes to show the difference meant not constant rate. However, these were 

less confident responses and he seemed less cognizant of the equal time part other than in 

references to his constant rate of change scheme or directly connected to the quantity discretely 

changing for perceptual equal change in time. Thus, I only take this as weak evidence of MA4 

and it does not elicit insight into underlying structures for MA4 outside of Daniel’s constant rate 

of change scheme.  
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Table 5.4 

Adaptions for MA4 from Original Framework  

Description of 
Mental Action 

Underlying Structures and Mental Actions 

Coordinating the 
average rate-of-
change of the 
function with 
uniform increments 
of change in the 
input variable  

Non-Gross Quantity 
• Quantification of time – fixed measure  
• Unitizing CMO – generating rate unit (1, c+) 
• Comparison of measured amounts of change 
• Constant Rate of Change Scheme 

 

Discussion 

Above, I gave and described evidence for what units, unit transformations, and mental 

actions underlie non-graphical covariation tasks and how Daniel’s units coordinating structures 

influenced his covariational reasoning. In this section, I will situate those findings within the 

literature, including suggested extensions to current theory. I then identify future research plans 

and address limitations of the study.  

Connections to Literature  

From R1, Daniel engaged in sophisticated covariational reasoning when time was 

explicitly one of the quantities. This is not an unexpected result based on findings from studies 

about parameterized relationships (Keene, 2007; Paoletti & Moore, 2017; Stalvey & Vidakovic, 

2015). Keene found students reasoned differently about differential equations dependent on how 

they conceptualized time. Two of Keene’s characterizations were as follows: making time an 

explicit quantity and using time to reason both quantitatively and qualitatively.  

Daniel displayed both these types of reasoning throughout the tasks. He explicitly made 

time a quantity when he generated CMO, rate units, partitioned the length of the animation, or 

assigned measures to his time steps. Similarly, when Daniel measured time, he engaged with it 
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quantitively with time another quantity by assigning measures to the time intervals. When he had 

time as still a gross-quantity or reasoned parametrically, Daniel engaged in qualitative reasoning 

with time. This was usually associated with MA2 or MA3 with gross-quantities with visual 

justifications.  

Daniel also engaged in more sophisticated covariational reasoning when he first 

determined how two non-time quantities change with respect to time before relating the two non-

time quantities. This aligns with Paoletti and Moore’s (2017) finding that recognition of the 

parametric nature of a relationship fostered covariational reasoning in graphic tasks. Similarly,  

in a case study, Johnson (2012) identified that systematically varying one quantity allowed the 

student to consider how two quantities changed together. This also aligns with Daniel first 

describing each quantity’s change with respect to time.  

Another main finding in this study was that the type of quantity Daniel worked with 

made a difference in the types of units he constructed and transformed. When he worked with 

extensive quantities, he constructed more sophisticated change quantities and used different 

operations. This finding aligns with Johnson’s (2015) findings that the conceptual type of 

quantity for amount of change (Schwartz extensive or intensive) was determined by the types of 

mental actions the students could perform. The structure of Daniel’s amount of change quantities 

were an important component to his covariational reasoning. When he was able to assimilate 

amount of change as its own quantity, Daniel determined the intensity of change and performed 

more quantitative comparisons. This finding extends Johnson’s (2015) work by looking at more 

detailed unit structures of the different amount of change quantities and in a different task 

context (non-graphical).  
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Also related to Daniel’s unit structures, this study extends knowledge of students’ units 

coordination in covariational reasoning. Daniel used different unit structures for amounts of 

change and reasoned differently depending on those units. Others have also identified that unit 

structures are connected to covariational reasoning with undergraduate calculus students (Boyce 

et al., 2020; Byerley, 2019; Grabhorn & Boyce, 2020). In their examination of a Stage 2 calculus 

student, Grabhorn and Boyce also found the student constructed rate of change through 

comparison operations. This study aligns with that finding but extends it to apply to an algebra, 

middle-grade student. The fact that I found similar ways of operating and constructions of rate of 

change in a middle grade student as those of an undergraduate student, suggests there is 

something cognitively foundational about Stage 2 students and the ways in which they engage in 

covariational reasoning tasks. This finding, overall, lends support for further investigations into 

connections between UC stages and covariational reasoning.  

 Daniel’s UC structures also connected to his algebraic reasoning and equation writing. 

Similar to Hackenberg and Lee’s work with Stage 2 students’ UC and algebraic reasoning 

(Hackenberg, et al., 2017; Hackenberg & Lee, 2012, 2015), Daniel was able to construct and 

work with quantitative unknowns and generate some algebraic equations but would sometimes 

express doubt or say his relation was an approximation. This study extends Hackenberg’s work 

with students’ algebraic expressions for static relationships (unknowns) and examines students’ 

algebraic expressions for dynamic relationships (variables). 

Although Daniel worked with dynamic situations, most of his measured quantities were 

unknowns rather than variables. His algebraic expressions most often were to get from one time 

step to the next and involved fixed but unknown values. He did have a few times where he 
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identified quantities as changing, but largely they were quantitative unknowns rather than 

variables.  

Daniel’s algebraic reasoning for Task A, E, and K, where he generated accurate relations 

for exponential growth, was consistent with findings from the literature (Confrey & Smith, 1994, 

1995; Ellis et al., 2015). He described iterative multiplication by a fixed number as a constant 

rate of change the same as Confrey and Smith (1994) found working with middle grade students 

and tables. Ellis and colleagues (2015) worked with middle grade students on quantifying 

exponential growth and classified three cognitive shifts students made in their reasoning. One 

action they identified that students used was re-unitizing. In their study, students re-unitized 

different time chunks to coordinate growth. Re-unitizing emerged in Daniel’s work but with the 

opposite quantity, the exponentially growing quantity. Re-unitizing allowed Daniel to compare 

amounts of change by comparing units for measure change. Daniel also used re-unitizing when 

he generated his recursive algebraic formulas.  

Overall, this study contributed to the covariational literature in two main ways. The first 

was in specifically focusing on non-graphic tasks by asking for algebraic expressions. The 

second was to identify nuances in covariational reasoning not captured in the original framework 

(Carlson et al., 2002). The former contribution could be considered an example of the latter. For 

the latter, this study adds finer grain dimensions for the underlying units and transformations 

involved in the different MA in the framework. For example, the framework does not capture 

robust arithmetic justifications for reasoning with amounts of change by only focusing on 

graphical settings.  
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Future Directions and Limitations 

The findings from this study align with the emerging literature on connections between 

UC and both covariational reasoning and algebraic reasoning, as mentioned above. However, 

this study was a case study and thus generalization can be problematic. Further, it only partially 

answered my second research question because I did not examine within or across UC stages. 

Since I originally intended to do a cross examination and comparison, I have the data to conduct 

a secondary analysis study to fully answer research R2.  

Daniel’s algebraic expressions often helped elicit the types of unit structures and relations 

between varying quantities in the tasks that Daniel constructed. Because Daniel largely appeared 

to work with recursive equations and quantitative unknowns rather than variables, there are still 

open questions regarding how students construct quantitative variables. Perhaps there is a 

connection between more advanced covariational reasoning and development of variables in 

algebraic expressions, and further study is needed to identify such a connection.  

Another open question that was not addressed in this study as originally planned is the 

connection between WM and covariational reasoning. I did initially identify instances where a 

stall in progress on a task might have been due to limits in WM capacity. I did not test these 

hypotheses by analyzing the data I collected specifically for answering my third research 

question. I intend to revisit this data and compare Daniel’s work on tasks when he was or wasn’t 

allowed to write and manipulate the animation, and test the hypothesis made in this study. For 

example, I noticed that most of my tasks had the same direction of change in the quantities, and 

so I want to go back and check whether Daniel’s progress on tasks that involved both directions 

of change was less than those with the same direction of change and whether that difference was 

due to a WM constraint.  
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Another area that needs refinement from this study was the UTGs and their usefulness in 

the new setting of covariation. It was challenging to represent gross quantities with the UTGs 

and capture the different visual justifications for direction of change within MA2. Analyzing 

more students and constructing more UTGs will help to establish consistent rules governing the 

uses of UTGs. Besides issues with representing gross-quantities, whether quantitative unknowns 

are two- or three-level structures and how to represent those in UTGs are still open questions. 

Similarly, capturing algebraic expressions in UTGs and distinguishing between unknowns and 

variables is an open question.  

As mentioned above in R1 Results, I did not anticipate the importance of the role 

Piagetian quantities would play in students’ covariational reasoning. As such, I did not examine 

the differences between the three types, gross, intensive, and extensive but rather only 

distinguished between gross and non-gross in this study. There were a few instances with Daniel 

algebraic equations that hinted at extensive but other than those, I did not differentiate between 

intensive or extensive. Because I had so many other components that I was examining and time 

constraints, I elected not to add that extra level of classification for this study. It is an area that 

does warrant further investigation for the remaining data that was not analyzed here. It also 

suggests revisions to my original framework for future work.  

Concerning methodological limitations, conducting interviews over Zoom had some 

challenges. The participants’ environment was less controlled and often had distractions that 

would not have existed with in-person interviews. I was unable to capture some of the 

participants’ interactions with GeoGebra due to restrictions on camera set-ups at the students’ 

houses. This lessened the quality of data slightly.  
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If I were to do this study again, I would also change the tasks to have less variation. For 

example, having different directions of change might affect a student’s covariational reasoning. I 

would have the same task within an interview but just vary direction of the quantities or possibly 

have the tasks oscillate between growing and shrinking. I would also revise my task questions to 

include more higher level covariational reasoning and include possible scaling covariational 

reasoning questions to include more opportunities to see where UC plays a role.  

Lastly, I would like to adapt the tasks that I generated for this study to be accessible as 

classroom activities. As we learn more about the underlying mental actions and cognitive 

structures of covariational and algebraic reasoning, I want to develop the applets to include 

aspects that foster growth and support students’ mathematical development.  
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Appendix A 

Recruitment Email  
Subject line: Volunteers needed for middle school mathematics education research study. 
 
Hello,  
My name is Sarah Kerrigan, and I am a graduate student form Virginia Tech’s Mathematics Department. 
 
I am looking for middle-grade students to be part of a research study about how students learn algebra. 
You are getting this email because you are the parent of a middle schooler or are a middle schooler.   
 
If parent and child decide to join, the middle schooler will take part in a series of online interviews. The 
middle schooler will answer some number and memory tasks. We, the researchers, will videotape 
responses so that we can see how the problems were solved. We would meet with the middle schooler for 
30-45 minutes over Zoom one day a week for 3 weeks. This would be a total of 1.5-2.25 hours over 3 
weeks.  
 
After that set of interviews the middle schooler might be asked to do more math interviews. These 
interviews will have the researcher asking the middle schooler more math questions and interact with 
different dynamic animations on a loaned iPad. These interviews will be over Zoom for 30-45minutes 
once a week for 8-12 weeks. This would be an additional 4-9 hours over 8-12 weeks.  
 
The possible total time commitment would be 5.5-11.35 hours over 11-15 weeks. Possible days that 
interviews can be scheduled are Monday-Friday.  
 
If the middle schooler becomes frustrated by the problems, they can always choose not to answer. The 
researcher will try to help the student understand the question or just move on to the next question.  
 
As a thank you for participating, the middle schooler will get some free math tutoring from Sarah 
Kerrigan. If the participant in the first round of interviews, then the middle schooler is guaranteed 1.5 
hours of free tutoring. If the student participants in the second round of interviews, they get an additional 
4 hours of tutoring. The same amount of tutoring will be offered no matter how many interviews the 
middle schooler participants in for each round of interviews. Tutoring sessions will be scheduled 
separately with Sarah Kerrigan from the interview sessions. 
 
You, as either the parent or students, can choose whether to join the study or not. Please discuss the idea 
with your parent or student accordingly. Know that at any time, anyone can change their mind to no 
longer be in the study. 
 
If you have questions or for more information contact Sarah Kerrigan (stk123@vt.edu) in a new email 
that includes the legal guardians and middle schoolers emails.  
 
All the best,  
 
Sarah Kerrigan   stk123@vt.edu   (541)-868-777
Dr. Anderson Norton      norton@vt.edu   (540)-231-6942 
  
Virginia Tech IRB # 20-633 Modeling Middle-Grade Students’ Algebraic and Covariational Reasoning 
using Unit Transformation and Working Memory
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Appendix B 

Demographic Information 

1. How old are you? Ask them to specify year and months.   
2. Where do you go to school? 
3. What grade are you currently in?  
4. What math class are you currently enrolled in?  
5. What gender pronouns would you like me to use? 
6. How would you identify your race as?  
7. Would you like to pick your pseudonym? If so, what would you like it to be?  
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Appendix C 

Backwards Digit Span Assessment 

Script:  
We are going to do a verbal memory test with numbers. I am going to recite a list of digits to you 
and your job is to recite the digits back to me in reverse order. The length of the list of digits will 
get longer as we go.  
 
We will start with a couple practice ones to make sure you understand the instructions. I will 
give you the digits and then say “go” so you know when the list is done.  
 
Interviewer: Here is the first practice: one, two, go.  
Sample Student: two, one 
Interviewer: Here is the next practice: three, four, go.  
Sample Student: four, three 
Interviewer: Alright now that you understand the procedure, let’s get started. I will again give 
you a string of numbers and then say “go”, so you know when the list ends.  
 
Proceed to follow the coding sheet stimulus list until the student misses both at a given length.  
 
Scoring: 
o Correct: Add up all of the items in the correct column only. 
o Total Trials: Add up the number of actual trials (not the voided trials)  
o Highest Digit: Highest digit sequence correct (even if only one trial correct) 
o Digit Span: Conservative estimate of highest digit 

§  Rules:  5 – both 5-digit trials are correct 
4.5 – 1 5-digit trial correct & at least 1 4-digit trial correct 
4 – both 4-digit trials are correct 
3.5 – 1 4-digit trial correct & at least 1 3-digit trial correct 
3 – both 3-digit trials are correct 
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Coding Sheet for Adolescent Study  

Backward Digits 
ID #: Date of Visit:                                                 Cap:   Yes       No 
Coder: Time of Visit: 
Backward Digits     

 Stimulus Response Wrong Correct 
practice 1  2    
practice 3  4    

     
3 3  4  7    
     
 2  5  9    
     
4 1  2  6  9    
     
 3  5  7  8    
     
5 2  3  7  1  4    
     
 1  8  2  5  7    
     
6 7  2  3  4  8  5    
     
 9  7  4  1  2  5    
     
7 2  8  5  4  7  6  9    
     
 5  6  9  8  4  1  2    
     
8 1  6  2  3  5  9  8  4      
     
 7  9  5  1  3  4  6  8    
     
9 3  1  2  5  6  4  9  7  8      
     
 7  4  1  8  5  2  9  6  3      
     

10 1  6  7  9  4  3  2  5  8  6      
     
 3  9  7  1  2  4  8  6  5  7      
 Understood Task Yes No  
     
     
     
    
 

*Alternate numbers on back of sheet*  
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Alternate Numbers     
 Stimulus Response Wrong Correct 

3-digit 3  2  9    
     
 8  1  3    
     

4-digit 5  4  6  3    
     
 6  8  0  9    
     

5-digit 3  5  8  4  1    
     
 7  3  2  8  5    
     

6-digit 8  2  7  1  6  3    
     
 3  6  9  7  5  2    
     

7-digit 3  5  9  1  7  4  8    
     
 7  5  9  1  8  2  3    
     

8-digit 6  2  3  9  5  1  4  7      
     
 1  8  7  2  4  5  9  3    
     

9-digit 7  6  4  5  9  2  1  3  8      
     
 1  4  2  3  6  7  5  9  8    
     

10-digit 2  3  5  4  9  1  5  7  6  8    
     
 8  5  7  6  9  2  1  8  3  4      
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Appendix D 

Task B Protocol 

1. Press the play button. What are some quantities or attributes that we could measure in 
this animation?   

a. How would you measure the quantities? 
2. What quantities are changing?  

a. How do you know they are changing?  
3. What quantities are staying the same? 
4. Of the quantities that are changing, are all quantities changing in the same way?  

a. How are all the quantities changing? 
b. What quantities are increasing?  

i. How do you know they are increasing? How could you measure the 
quantities?  

c. What quantities are decreasing?  
5. Are all the increasing quantities changing in the same way? 

a. How would you measure this? 
b. Are they changing at the same rate? 
c. Are all the decreasing quantities changing in the same way? 

6. How are the quantities changing in relation to one another?  
7. How are you thinking about time changing in this animation? 

Press “Pause” and reset the animation by moving the green slider to the left. Let’s now focus 
specifically on the area of the blue square as time passes.  

1. As time passes, how is the area of the blue square changing? 
a. How are deciding that is how the area of the square is changing?  
b. How would you measure to check if that is correct? 
c. How are you thinking about time passing? 
d. As time passes, is the area increasing? decreasing? Staying the same?   

2. As time passes, is the area increasing in smaller and smaller amounts? Bigger and 
bigger amounts? Or staying the same? 

a. How might you be able to check if that is correct? 
3. How is the amount of new area appearing changing as time passes?  

a. Is the amount of new area getting bigger? Smaller? Or staying the same? As 
time passes? 

4. For equal amounts of time passing, how is the area changing?  
a. Is the change in area increasing by bigger and bigger  

5.  How would you come up with an expression to represent the area of blue shape at 
any given time (position on the green slider)? 

a. Can you come up with an equation that relates time to the area of the square?  
b. Given the area of the square at time =0, how could you find the area of the 

square at time = 3 in terms of time? 
6. (Slider) What does the green slider represent in this animation? 

a. How is the green slider changing?  
b. How is time changing?  
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Appendix E 

Task I protocol 
Part 1 
1. Press the play button. What are some quantities or attributes that we could measure in this 

animation?   
a. How would you measure the quantities? 

2. What quantities are changing?  
a. How do you know they are changing?  

3. What quantities are staying the same? 
4. Of the quantities that are changing, are all quantities changing in the same way?  

a. How are all the quantities changing? 
b. What quantities are increasing?  

i. How do you know they are increasing? How could you measure the 
quantities?  

c. What quantities are decreasing?  
5. Are all the increasing quantities changing in the same way? 

a. How would you measure this? 
b. Are they changing at the same rate? 
c. Are all the decreasing quantities changing in the same way? 

6. How are the quantities changing in relation to one another? 
7. How are you thinking about time changing in this animation? 

Part 2 
Let’s focus on the size of the green line and the orange line.  
 

1. How does the green line and orange line change in relation to one another.  
a. How are you keeping track of the quantities changing together? 
b. Do they change separately or jointly? 

2. As the orange line changes, how does the green line change? 
a. Are they changing in the same way? 
b. How are you keeping track of how they change together?  

3. As the orange line changes (increasing), does the green line change by bigger and bigger 
amounts? Smaller and smaller amounts? Or equal amounts? 

a. Why do you think that?  
b. How are you tracking the amount the green line is changing as the orange line 

changes? 
c. How could you check if your answer is correct? 

4. As the orange line changes, how is the amount of change in the green line changing? 
a. increasing, decreasing or staying the same? 
b. How are you thinking about amount of change of the green line? 

5. For equal amounts of change in the orange line, how is the green line changing? 
a. How are you thinking about equal changes in the orange line? 
b. How are you determining how the green line changes for those equal amounts? 

6. For equal amounts of change in the orange line, how is the amount of change in green 
line changing? 

a. How might we check that answer? 
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b. How are you keeping track of the change in length lost? 
7. How are you thinking about time in relation to the quantities changing? 
8. How would you come up with an equation the relates the length of the orange line and 

the length of the green line? 
a. What do each of your letters mean?  

 


